Introduction

Congratulations on your choice of one of the INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO Series line of Data Protocol Analyzer/Emulators! This wise decision will be rewarded with many productive years of testing and emulation, along with the capability of upgrading your unit should your network require it.

For your ease-of-use, we have provided you with four (or five*) texts (and the Easy View On-Line Menu System):

- **30 Minutes to Programming the INTERVIEW® 8000 Series**, September 1995, Volume I (951-B0431-01)
- **INTERVIEW® 8000 Series Technical Manual, September** 1995, Volume II (951-B0427-01)
- **INTERVIEW® 8000 TURBO Series Quick Reference Guide to the C Library** (951-B0430-01)
- **INTERVIEW® 8000 ATM Technical Manual, September** 1995, (951-B0682-01) [with ATM units only]*

*30 Minutes to Programming the INTERVIEW 8000 Series*

Begin with the “thirty-minute guide.” There is a data disk provided with it to introduce you to and to give you a crash course in general operation of the INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO units. You’ll find this a half-hour well spent as you get a feel for using the function keys and menus, familiarizing yourself with the operation of the INTERVIEW.

**INTERVIEW® 8000 Series Technical Manual**

The two volumes of the INTERVIEW® 8000 Series Technical Manual are divided into Part I: Basic Operation and Part II: Advanced Programming. These are the complete source of information on your unit and so are understandably quite large. We do not expect you to read them in their entirety; therefore, the Table of Contents and the three comprehensive indexes—all three are multi-level and cross-referenced—are valuable tools to use in familiarizing yourself with the technical manual. There is also a List of Tables following the Table of Contents in the front matter of the first volume.

**Part I: Basic Operation.** A glance at the Table of Contents reveals the first volume consists of 49 sections grouped into twelve sub-headings, including an index for the first volume:

1. Overview
2. Setup and Display
3. BCC and BERT
4. Interfaces
5. File System and Miscellaneous Utilities
6. Statistics
7. Programming Concepts: Tiers and Layers
8. Trigger Menus
9. Protocol Spreadsheet
10. OSI Primitives
11. Protocol Packages
12. Index

Part I defines the basic operation of the INTERVIEW in detail and describes the menu fields and their entries in depth.
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**Part II: Advanced Programming.** The Table of Contents shows the second volume consists of Sections 50 through 83. These sections are grouped under four sub-headings, along with Appendixes A through J and two indexes—one combined index for both volumes of the technical manual and the second index for the C-language structures, variables, and routines defined in the second volume:

XIII Theory of Operation  
XIV C Language  
XV C Library  
XVI Protocol Library  
Appendixes  
Index

Part II is technically for the advanced C-language programmer who wishes to modify programs already provided in the software or to create his own programs. Along with a theory of operation of the unit and C-language background, it provides the C-language and protocol structures, variables, and routines used in the INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO Series. Structures are defined in depth; variables are discussed in detail with the type, values (hex and decimal), and meanings presented in a tabular format. The routines are particularly well documented with a synopsis, a description, inputs, returns, and examples given for each routine as applicable. The quick reference guide (described below) is a companion to this second volume of the technical manual.

**Quick Reference Guide to the C Library**

The quick reference guide is a condensed version of the C-language structure, variable, event, and routine information used in the INTERVIEW as defined in the second volume of the technical manual. This small reference guide is easy to use and cross-references pages in the technical manual where the C-language terms are defined and used.

It is divided into three parts: an alphabetic listing, a listing by function, and an alphabetic definitions listing. If you do any programming on the Protocol Spreadsheet with the INTERVIEW, you will find this handy little guide to be very useful.

**Easy View On-Line Menu System**

When you boot up the INTERVIEW, the Easy View Main Menu is the first menu displayed. You'll find this on-line documentation to be a valuable tool. Operational information, help, tutorials, and installed application programs are available at your screen in this menu system at the touch of a key. Follow the instructions given on the bottom of the display to access the desired screen menus. Detailed information on using Easy View is documented in the technical manual in Sections 4, 19, and 20.

**ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) Technical Manual and Associated Manuals**

If your unit is an INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM or INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, you will also be receiving the ATM technical manual. This manual describes the ATM units and is specific to Asynchronous Transfer Mode testing. Included with it are various manuals for the on-line ATM application programs.

Again, congratulations on your selection of an INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO Series unit...we hope these manuals will serve to answer your questions before you need to ask them.
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ADDENDUM

Notice

This is Issue 3 of the INTERVIEW® 8000 Series Technical Manual, September 1995, Volume I (951-B0424-01) and Volume II (951-B0427-01).

Issue 3 with its addendum (November 1995) is written to specifications for the INTERVIEW 8000 Series—the 8100 TURBO, the 8200 TURBO, 8600 TURBO, 8700 TURBO, 8800 TURBO, and their respective specialized units—with the Errata providing for software revision 12.00 or greater. Refer to the Hardware section of this manual for specific model descriptions; for ATM units, refer to the Hardware section of the INTERVIEW® 8000 Series ATM Technical Manual, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (Broadband), (951-B0424-01). In most instances, further software revisions will be accompanied by an addendum to this issue. In cases where new software does not affect the accuracy of the manual, however, an addendum may not be produced.

This issue of the manual (with addendum) adds the following features to the INTERVIEW:

- Hardware information added for the following:
  - new power supply voltage selection
  - change of fuse from 4 amp to 5 amp
  - new internal cables
  - MPM board changes

- New information added to the Setup Menu screen when an ATM Interface Module is installed in an ATM unit:
  - a new ATM Interface Module function key appears
  - AIM Interface Setup screen and with DISABLE function accessible from softkey rack
  - use of and results of using the new DISABLE function key

- Addition of AAL1 information in ATM section.

- Addition of wildcard symbols into File Maintenance operations and new COPY command information.

- Addition of four new user routines for High-Speed Frame Mode, SMDS, and ATM libraries: frame disable dce 1, frame disable dte 1, frame disable dce 2, and frame disable dte 2.

- Addition of two TIM Expansion Shelf routines, get xtim config and xtim load program.

- Addition of new error messages displayed for File Maintenance operations.

- “Communications with Telenex” appendix updated with new information.

General Signal Networks is a newly formed company by the merger of Telenex, Data Switch, and Tau-Tron. Telenex Corporation is now General Signal Networks — Mount Laurel; we retain the same personnel and high standards which have always been hallmarks of Telenex Corporation and AR Test Systems. Any references within this manual to AR, AR Test Systems, and Telenex Corporation now refer to General Signal Networks — Mount Laurel.

General Signal Networks — Mount Laurel reserves the right to improve this manual or the equipment it describes without prior notice. Any references to upgraded equipment, options,
accessories, and software packages made in the manuals may not apply to your present unit. Contact Customer Service for information on such upgrades or other purchases.

Any duplication of the material in this manual in any form without written permission from General Signal Networks – Mount Laurel is strictly forbidden.

General Signal Networks – Mount Laurel will not be held responsible for any damages incurred in the use of this product.

For technical information, programming assistance, error decoding, and repairs, contact the factory.

General Signal Networks – Mount Laurel is located in Mount Laurel, New Jersey, approximately 15 miles east of Philadelphia, PA. Local customers should call (609) 234-7900; in the northeastern United States, call (800) 222-5482; and in the rest of the U.S., call (800) 222-0187. Access us on the Internet at http://www.telenex.com.

Address questions and comments about this manual and other technical publications to the Technical Writing Department on extension 3548 at these same telephone numbers.
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Part I

Basic Operation
1 Hardware
Figure 1-1 INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO.
1 Hardware

Telenex Corporation offers five basic INTERVIEW 8000 Series units, each with several specific variations. Table 1-1 describes the multiplexer board and/or Test Interface Module selections available as standard for each unit.

- INTERVIEW 8100 TURBO — one MPM (single-port TIMs only; no ISDN)
  INTERVIEW 8100-F TURBO — designed specifically for single-port Frame Relay testing

- INTERVIEW 8200 TURBO — one MPM
  INTERVIEW 8200R TURBO — a remote version
  INTERVIEW 8200-B TURBO — designed specifically for ISDN Basic Rate testing

- INTERVIEW 8600 TURBO — two MPMS
  INTERVIEW 8600R TURBO — a remote version
  INTERVIEW 8600-P TURBO — designed specifically for ISDN Primary Rate testing
  INTERVIEW 8600-I TURBO — designed specifically for both ISDN Basic Rate testing and ISDN Primary Rate testing

- INTERVIEW 8700 TURBO — three MPMS
  INTERVIEW 8700R TURBO — a remote version
  INTERVIEW 8700-SS7 TURBO — designed specifically for SS7 testing
  INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS* — designed only for ATM (Broadband) testing

- INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO — four MPMS
  INTERVIEW 8800R TURBO — a remote version
  INTERVIEW 8800-FR TURBO — designed specifically for Frame Relay and SMDS testing
  INTERVIEW 8800-GSM TURBO — designed specifically for GSM and SS7 testing
  INTERVIEW 8800-MTS TURBO — designed specifically for multiple-protocol testing
  INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM* — designed specifically for multiple-protocol testing, including ATM (Broadband)

* The INTERVIEW ATM units are described in the INTERVIEW® 8800 PLUS ATM Technical Manual, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (Broadband).

NOTE: AR offers extended and expedited Maintenance Agreement plans for INTERVIEW 8000 Series hardware. Call Customer Service for more information.
1.1 Physical Dimensions

The protocol analyzers in the INTERVIEW 8000 Series, represented by the INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO in Figure 1-1, measure 7 inches high by 14 inches wide by 18.5 inches deep (178 mm high by 356 mm wide by 470 mm deep). The unit weighs approximately 32 pounds (14.5 kilograms).

1.2 Keyboard

With the exception of R-Series TURBO units, the INTERVIEW has a 94-key keyboard containing ASCII keys and special keys separated into pads according to function. The keyboard is described in detail in Section 3.

The R-Series TURBO units do not come equipped with a keyboard since these remote units are controlled via a PC keyboard. The PC-to-INTERVIEW keyboard conversion is contained in Appendix D4 and in the documentation that accompanies the remote software (available as OPT-951-82-1-X, OPT-951-83-1-X, or OPT-951-248-1).

1.3 Front Panel

(A) Remote INTERVIEWs

The front panels of the R-Series TURBOs have a HARD DISK indicator on the left that is red when there is activity on the hard disk.

There is also a single floppy-disk drive in the Drive 1 slot and indicator LED. See Section 1.4 for more information on floppy drives.

There is no display nor keyboard on R-Series TURBO units. As the remote unit functions, the appropriate screens appear on the display of the controlling PC. An optional keyboard may be ordered (OPT-951-153-1) and a CGA monitor connected to use with the remote unit, if desired.

(B) Electroluminescent (EL) Display

The INTERVIEW's flat electroluminescent (EL) display screen measures 3.85 inches high by 7.69 inches wide (97.8 mm high by 193.3 mm wide). The high-resolution display (512 X 256 pixels) is black and yellow. No brightness adjustment is required for the EL display.

The screen has 21 display lines, 16 of which are devoted to data display. Data is displayed in lines 64 characters long, making the capacity of the screen 1344 characters (of which 1024 characters are devoted to line data). The top 2 lines of the data screen are devoted to status information; the bottom 3 lines to function key identification (see Figure 1-2).
(C) Function Keys

Eight function keys and the SET key are located directly below the display screen. The uses of the function keys vary from program menu to program menu; however, their function is always defined on the screen in rectangular windows located above the keys. (Refer to Section 3 for a discussion of their use.)

(D) LED's

Twenty LED's are placed above the display screen. These LED's are divided into three banks: interface status LED's, INTERVIEW status LED's, and the U/A LED. Figure 1-3 shows the assignment of LED's for an RS-232 interface.

Figure 1-3 There are 20 LED's, divided by function, above the EL display.

1. Interface status indicators. Interface status indicators may be assigned to different signals, depending on the Test Interface Module which is installed in the rear panel. An overlay accompanies each module and should be placed over the front panel LED's whenever the module is installed. Assignment of each of the front panel indicators is illustrated in Appendix E, which also gives the interface specifications for each Test Interface Module.

Primary and Secondary indicators on the front panel glow red to indicate that the lead is on (space voltage) and green to indicate that the lead is off (mark voltage). The eye recognizes orange when the leads are transitioning very rapidly. U/A lead indicators on Test Interface Modules operate differently. See Section 1.5(F).
2. **INTERVIEW status indicators.** There are three status indicators: REMOTE, FREEZE, and U/A. The REMOTE indicator is red when the INTERVIEW is under remote control. The FREEZE indicator is red when the display screen has been frozen (with the key) while in Run mode. Both REMOTE and FREEZE LED's are dark when off.

3. **U/A LED.** The last indicator, U/A, is user-assigned and may be programmed to track any lead of the operator's choosing. See the RS-232 TIM documentation for the use of the UA—input jack in RS-232/V.24 testing.

(E) **The Test Interface Overlay**

Each Test Interface Module is accompanied by a front panel overlay. The overlay is placed over the interface status LED's and identifies the lead tracked by that LED when that particular Test Interface Module is installed. The overlay masks out any unused LED's. Replace the overlay each time that you change the Test Interface Module.

1.4 **Disk Drives**

(A) **Floppy Disk Drives**

The INTERVIEW uses 3.5 inch double-sided, high-density microfloppy diskettes (see Figure 1-4). Each formatted microfloppy has a storage capacity of 1.4 Mbytes.

Each disk has a write-protect window (see Figure 1-4). To write-protect a disk, slide the window open so that you can see through the disk.

If a high-density disk has been used on another piece of equipment which has a 1-Mbyte drive, it must be reformatted before it is used on the INTERVIEW. The data it contains cannot be read.

Disks from the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 PLUS Series can be read by units in the INTERVIEW 8000 Series when they have been properly formatted. Preparation of these disks and their use in the INTERVIEW is described in Section 14.

Like the remote 8000 Series TURBO units, the 8100 TURBO has one 3.5 inch microfloppy disk drive in the Drive 1 slot; the other 8000 TURBO Series units have two 3.5 inch microfloppy disk drives immediately to the right of the display screen. An LED just to the right of each drive is lit to indicate that the microfloppy in the drive is being accessed. Insert disks in the direction shown in Figure 1-5.

To remove a disk, press in the black bar next to the drive containing the disk.

*CAUTION:* Never remove a disk from its drive when the LED indicates that the disk is being accessed.
The INTERVIEW uses 3.5 inch quad- or high-density, double-sided microfloppy diskettes.

The INTERVIEW is equipped with two micro-floppy disk drives, except for the 8100 TURBO and R-Series TURBO units which have a single floppy drive; an 240-Mbyte SCSI hard disk is standard in all the 8000 TURBO Series units.

**(B) Hard Disk Drive**

All units in the INTERVIEW series are equipped with an 240-Mbyte SCSI hard disk drive. When the hard disk is being accessed, the indicator light on the left lower side of the front panel is lit.

Since the hard disk cannot be write-protected, you may wish to save its contents to microfloppy backup disks on a regular basis.
1.5 Back Panel

The back panel and its various connectors are shown in Figure 1-6.

(A) Power Module

The power connector is located at the bottom left of the rear panel. It is a standard three-wire grounded male connector, with selectable voltage.

(B) Voltage Selection and Fuse Replacement

Read the following information and instructions for the original INTERVIEW 8000 Series units or for the new ATM/ATM-ready INTERVIEWs.

1. Original INTERVIEW 8000 Series units. Original INTERVIEW 8000 Series units are designed to operate at 95 to 130 Volts ac when 115 V is selected or from 190 to 260 Volts ac when 230 V is selected. To determine the voltage currently selected in original INTERVIEW 8000 Series units, slide the transparent window of the power connector module to the left (see Figure 1-7). You will see the line voltage selector card at the bottom of the window. Current voltage selection is visible—and right side up.

To change the line voltage selection, swing the fuse extractor handle (labeled FUSE PULL) out toward the left, and remove the fuse. The voltage selector card can then be removed and turned so the correct line voltage can be read right side up in the window. When the voltage selector card has been seated correctly, rotate the fuse extractor handle to the right and in, and replace the 4 amp fuse.
Figure 1-7 For original INTERVIEWs, voltage is selectable in the power connector module with a voltage card; in newer, ATM-ready INTERVIEWs, the required voltage is sensed and selected automatically, with no voltage card required.

Included in your shipment is a detachable power-supply cord with a NEMA 5-15 attachment plug rated 15 A, 125 V. If you configure the unit for 220-240 V operation, you should employ a UL-listed power-supply cord set furnished with a grounding plug suitable for connection to the 220-240 V source of supply.

The unit will operate the display at either 50 or 60 Hz refresh rate. It defaults to 60 Hz unless a file named /sys/l5fifty_hertz is listed on the boot-drive disk. If a file with this name is created, the unit will operate at 50 Hz. (The content of the file is irrelevant and will be ignored by the boot-up software.)

2. ATM-ready INTERVIEWs. ATM and ATM-ready INTERVIEWs are designed to operate anywhere in the range from 95 to 260 Volts ac. These units do not require a voltage selection card; the power supply in these units senses and selects the correct voltage. However, for information on changing the 5 amp fuse in the ATM and ATM-ready INTERVIEWs, refer to Figure 1-7 and subsection 1., above, and follow the same instructions as for changing the old 4 amp fuse. Note there is no voltage card present in the new models.

As before, a file named /sys/l5fifty_hertz should be listed on the boot-drive disk if the unit is to be operated at 50 Hz, as described in subsection 1., above.
(C) On/Off Switch

The power switch is located above the power connector and to the right. Press the side of the switch marked “1” to turn power on. Press the side marked “0” to turn power off.

(D) The Fan

The INTERVIEW is cooled by a fan which may be accessed through the rear panel.

A fan filter prevents dust and dirt from getting into the INTERVIEW. As the filter gets dirty, less cooling air gets to the unit. To prevent your INTERVIEW from overheating, we recommend that you periodically clean the filter. A plastic grill on the rear of the unit covers the fan filter.

CAUTION: Do not insert objects through the grill covering the fan. Do not remove the grill without turning off the unit and disconnecting power.

Turn the INTERVIEW off, disconnect the power, and remove the screws holding the grill in position. Remove the filter, rinse it in clean water, dry it thoroughly, and replace it. Screw the grill back on the the unit.

If your INTERVIEW is overheating and cleaning the filter does not alleviate the problem, contact Customer Service.

(E) Connectors

The following is a brief description of all I/O connectors on the rear panel of the INTERVIEW. Interface specifications for each of the connectors are given in Appendix E.

1. Handset connector. The ISDN Handset Connector is just below the power switch. It is a standard RJ–11C connector. This interface is intended for an optional ISDN handset.

2. Remote RS–232 connector. This is an RS–232/V.24 25-pin connector located just to the right of the power connector. It provides access to an external modem (or directly to another INTERVIEW unit).

3. Printer connector. The RS–232/V.24 25-pin printer connector is located directly to the right of the Remote connector. It allows access to most serial printers. The connector acts as DCE and transmits on RD. Printer operations are described in Section 16.
4. **Auxiliary connector.** The Auxiliary I/O connector is a 16-bit bidirectional TTL connector which allows access to external peripheral devices. Use the C routines discussed in Section 67 to control and monitor this interface. Other references to AUX leads in this manual pertain to the four AUX pins on the RS-232 TIM (see Figure E-1).

   *CAUTION: Never plug an RS-232/V24 cable into the Auxiliary connector, as the signal voltage is likely to damage the interface.*

5. **CRT/RGB connector.** This is the color video connector. Signals from the INTERVIEW display can be passed through this connector to a color monitor to produce color graphics and other displays in color. Color, vertical sync, horizontal sync, and intensity signals can be controlled from the external monitor. Use of color in displays is described in Section 18.

6. **Composite video connector.** This connector provides RS-170 video output to an external monitor or camera.
(F) The Test Interface Module

The empty receptacle to the right of the rear panel (see Figure 1-6) accommodates interchangeable Test Interface Modules (TIM's). Whenever the INTERVIEW monitors a data line or emulates a DTE or DCE, the correct TIM must be installed. At least one customer-selectable interface is standard with any unit in the INTERVIEW series; see Table 1-1 for selections. Other test interfaces are available as options; see Section 13. Most Test Interface Modules are equipped with two connectors, a TO DTE and a TO DCE connector, with the dual-port series available with connectors for each port. Figure 1-8 shows a single-port RS-232 module being
inserted into the unit. Connect to the data line as described in Section 1.10. The interface softkey (F3 on the Setup Menu) will reflect the type of TIM installed, such as RS232, V.35, RS449, RC8245, TTL, etc.

**CAUTION:** To connect the data line, you must interrupt the flow of data on the line. Be sure you have permission to break the line before doing so.

Telenex Corporation’s DATA—PATCH® systems and AUTONEX matrix switch systems often provide non—intrusive access methods for monitoring the line.

**NOTE:** It is possible to monitor data previously recorded on disk, whether or not any TIM or the correct TIM is installed.

### Table 1-1
**Standard Customer—Selectable Test Interface Modules**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>MUX Choice</th>
<th>Compatible TIM Choice</th>
<th>Additional TIM Choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8100</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8100—F</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8200</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8200R</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8200—B</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8600</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8600R</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8600—P</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>either</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port V.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8600—F</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>either</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port V.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8700</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8700R</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Also equipped with ISDN S/T/U Test Interface Module and MUX board as standard equipment.
Table 1-1 (continued)
Standard Customer-Selectable Test Interface Modules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>MUX Choice</th>
<th>Compatible TIM Choice</th>
<th>Additional TIM Choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8700-SS7</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>either</td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703/64Kbps Co—Directional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dual—Port V.35/</td>
<td>EIA—530(449)/EIA—232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8800</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Single— Port EIA—232</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single— Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8800R</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Single— Port EIA—232</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single— Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8800—FR</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>either</td>
<td>Dual—Port V.35/</td>
<td>EIA—530(449)/EIA—232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single— Port EIA—232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single— Port EIA—449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single— Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8800—GSM</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>either</td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703/64Kbps Co—Directional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dual—Port V.35/</td>
<td>EIA—530(449)/EIA—232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8800—MTS</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port DS—0A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703/64Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>either</td>
<td>Standard with unit:</td>
<td>Dual—Port V.35/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EIA—530(449)/EIA—232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISDN S/T U TIM with MUX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port T1 (23B+D)</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td>Dual—Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>either</td>
<td>Dual—Port V.35/</td>
<td>EIA—530(449)/EIA—232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: The INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS does not test WAN protocols and so does not have any Test Interface Modules.

1. **Software control of TIM connectors.** When **Mode: MONITOR** or **AUTOMON** is the program selection, the INTERVIEW passively monitors data through either (or both) TO connectors on the Test Interface Module.

When the INTERVIEW is operating in **EMULATE DCE** or **BERT DCE** modes, the TO DTE connector is active. The INTERVIEW is transmitting and receiving...
data through the TO DTE connector. When Mode: **EMULATE DTE** (or **BREAT DTE** ) is the program selection, the INTERVIEW transmits and receives data through the TO DCE connector. The interface specifications for each Test Interface Module are given in Appendix E.

Break-out switches on each Test Interface allow any pin to be patched. See the RS-232 TIM documentation for an explanation of the RS-232 breakout switches.

2. **Test interface LED's.** There are four LED's on Test Interface Modules which do not require a MUX board. Two, labeled EMULATE DTE and EMULATE DCE, indicate the operating mode of the unit. When EMULATE DCE is red, the TO DTE connector is active; when EMULATE DTE is red, the TO DCE connector is active. When the INTERVIEW is monitoring or auto-monitoring, both EMULATE LED's are black.

The two LED's above the U/A input on the patch panel track the voltage level on the lead patched to U/A. The red LED above the U/A panel is lit to indicate space voltage (positive voltage above a minimum threshold). When the green LED above this panel is lit, it indicates a mark voltage (negative voltage within a specified acceptable range). For intermediate voltages, the U/A LED's are off (see Figure 1-9).

**CAUTION:** Power off the INTERVIEW before installing or removing a TIM.

Remember to change the front panel overlay each time that you change the TIM.

![Figure 1-9 Color phases in green—red LEDs.](image-url)
1.6 Storage Capacity

(A) RAM

RAM capacity for line data in the screen buffer is 64 Kbytes—a maximum of 32 Kbytes of characters plus 32 Kbytes of attributes for character data. EIA leads and time ticks are stored in RAM with the characters, if these options were selected on the Front-End Buffer menu (see Section 9.1). Each byte devoted to EIA leads and time ticks reduces the number available for characters. Bit-image RAM is 256 Kbytes in the 8100 TURBO and 8200 TURBO Series units and 1 Mbyte in the 8600 TURBO Series, 8700R TURBO Series, and 8800 TURBO Series units. (Bit-image RAM may be increased. See Section 7.5.)

(B) Microfloppy Diskettes

Each diskette has a 1.4 Mbyte storage capacity (formatted); thus, total diskette capacity is 2.8 Mbytes for the INTERVIEW 8200 TURBO, 8600 TURBO, 8700 TURBO, and 8800 TURBO units, and 1.4 Mbytes for the INTERVIEW 8100 TURBO unit with its single floppy disk drive. (An optional floppy disk drive will increase storage capacity (formatted) to 2.8 Mbytes for the INTERVIEW 8100 TURBO unit.)

(C) Hard Disk Drive

The hard disk drive has a storage capacity of 240 Mbytes in all INTERVIEW 8000 Series units with 240 Mbyte SCSI drives and 1.2 Gbytes in those units equipped with the optional 1.2 Gbyte SCSI drive.

(D) Maximum Data Rates

Maximum rates for data recording are as follows:

- Recording to bit-image RAM
  (full-duplex, 100% line use): 2.048 Mbits per second

- Bit-image recording to 80-Mbyte hard disk
  (full-duplex, 100% line use): 768 Kbits per second

- Bit-image recording to 240-Mbyte SCSI or optional 1.2-Gbyte SCSI hard disk
  (full-duplex, 100% line use): 2.048 Mbits per second

- Recording to microfloppy
  (full-duplex, 100% line use): 64 Kbits per second

The speed your INTERVIEW actually achieves may vary. Factors which will influence data-analysis rates are line speed, percentage of line utilization, average frame length, the layer packages and user program loaded, suppression of idle, and the time-stamp resolution. Refer to Sections 2.9 and 2.10 on how to optimize the INTERVIEW's speed of operation.
1.7 Clock

Data clocking is provided by a set of high-frequency crystals. The various data speeds that can be selected are listed in Appendix C.

The INTERVIEW is also equipped with a time-of-day clock which provides readings of time (hours, minutes, seconds), day, month, and year. Time may be used as an INTERVIEW program condition. Refer to Section 17 for instructions on setting the time-of-day clock. Refer to Sections 25 and 31 for a description of Time as a program condition.

1.8 Operating Environment

The INTERVIEW is designed to operate in an atmospheric temperature ranging from 41 to 122 degrees Fahrenheit (5 to 50 degrees Celsius). At these temperatures, the unit can operate in (uncondensed) humidity ranging from 30 to 90 percent.

NOTE: Operation at extreme temperatures require the fan filter be clean. See Section 1.5(D).

CAUTION: Avoid dropping the unit.

Avoid getting the unit wet.

Do not operate the unit with the fan covered.

Avoid operating the unit immediately after exposure to drastic changes in temperature and humidity.

Avoid placing the INTERVIEW on a radiator or near a source of heat.
1.9  Operating Positions

The INTERVIEW is designed to operate on a desktop (Figure 1-1) or in a standing position, with the display facing upwards (Figure 1-10). The unit may also be shelf-mounted in an equipment rack or cabinet. Allow for adequate air flow when mounting the INTERVIEW in a rack.

CAUTION: To protect the hard disk, do not move the unit with the power on. Turn the power off first to position the hard disk in a protected state. However, do not turn the power off when the disk—access LEDs are on.
1.10 Power Up

Before you power up the INTERVIEW, make sure you have performed the preliminary steps listed below.

(A) Install the Test Interface Module

Check the rear panel to be certain that you are using the correct Test Interface Module before you test any data. A Test Interface Module is shown in Figure 1-8 and described in Section 1.5(F).

*CAUTION: Never install or remove a TIM unless the INTERVIEW is powered off.*

Remove the Test Interface Module by pressing the button to the left of the module with the thumb of your left hand. Hold the button in as you pull firmly on the TIM handle with the thumb and forefinger of your right hand.

Install the Test Interface Module right-side-up in the receptacle provided at the right of the rear panel. Press firmly on the top and bottom of the module until it is secured and the button to the left clicks into place.

(B) Insert the Correct TIM Overlay

Be certain that the overlay over the front—panel LED’s matches the Test Interface Module installed.

To remove the overlay, grasp the top and bottom edges with the thumb and forefinger of both hands and bow the strip slightly in the center. The overlay should slip out.

To insert an overlay, bow it slightly. Insert the tabs on either side of the overlay into the notches on each side of the LED panel. Make sure that the holes on the underside of the overlay are placed over the small posts at the top of the empty LED panel, and press the overlay into place.

(C) Connect to a Data Source

It is not necessary to install a Test Interface Module or connect to a data line if you are reviewing data stored on disk.

If you plan to test a data line, connect to the line as described below.

*CAUTION: You must interrupt the flow of data when you connect to a data line. Be sure you have permission to break the line before doing so.*

Break the data line for testing. For single—port testing, connect one end of the line to the TO DTE connector on the Test Interface installed in the rear panel; connect the other end of the line to the TO DCE connector on the TIM. For dual—port
testing, DTE and DCE are on the same connector for each port; connect each port on the TIM to the respective line to be tested. Even when the INTERVIEW is powered off, this provides a through connection for the data line.

An LED next to the connector will be lit if the INTERVIEW is actively testing—or is programmed to test—on that connector.

Refer to Section 1.5(F) for a description of TIM connector functions.

Check the voltage selection on the card in the small window on the rear panel.

If the voltage is incorrect, refer to Section 1.5(B) for instructions.

(D) Open the Keyboard

Place the INTERVIEW on a stable surface. Support the back of the keyboard with one hand. Unlatch the keyboard by pushing the blue latches on the top of the unit all the way back. Then lower the keyboard to operating position.

(E) Power On

Connect the female end of the power cord provided to the back of the unit; connect the other end to a standard power outlet. Depress the side of the power switch marked “1.” A Start Up screen similar to that in Figure 2-1 should appear. Refer to Section 2 for a discussion of the Start—Up screen, system initialization, and general operations.
2 General Operation

This section discusses the general operation of the INTERVIEW and covers such topics as updating system software, configuring the menus, starting and stopping a test program, locating errors detected when the test is compiled, using both the preexistent trigger setup menus and the free-form spreadsheet to create test programs, and using the INTERVIEW's analysis features.

For a hands-on introduction to the INTERVIEW, see 30 Minutes to Programming the INTERVIEW 8000 Series, 951-B0431-01.

2.1 Power Up

As you power up the INTERVIEW, perform the preliminary steps listed below. The procedures for each step are described in Section 1, Hardware.

- Install the Test Interface Module.
- Select the correct voltage.
- Open the keyboard.
- Insert the proper TIM overlay.
- Install the initialization disk if you are not booting from hard disk.
- Connect the power cord and turn power on.
- Connect to a data source.

(A) Self Tests

When you turn on the unit, you initiate a series of self tests: first, the CPM Module DRAM, then the MPM Module DRAM, and finally, the MPM to CPM connections. Any self-test errors will be reported on this screen. Refer to the Appendices for an explanation of error messages. You may abort the self tests by pressing [8]. (However, we recommend that you allow the tests to run their course.)

Once the self test cycle is complete or once you have aborted the tests, the INTERVIEW begins to initialize its software. The message BOOTING appears on the screen. The default drive at power-up is the disk from which the system loads initialization software. The INTERVIEW first checks FD1, then FD2, and finally, HRD. As soon as it detects system software, it stops the search and boots up.
NOTE: You can reset the INTERVIEW directly from the keyboard. Press the \(-8-\) or \(-\) key combination to force the INTERVIEW to perform the self-test and booting sequences without turning the unit off. This reset is similar to that of a PC in that it is not a hardware reset. For hardware resets, you must power the unit off and then back on.

When self tests are complete, a Start Up screen similar to that in Figure 2-1 will appear. Notice that when you powered on, all the following information appears on this screen: the types of disk drives installed, the number and types of processors in your unit, the software and firmware versions, the options installed, the Test Interface Module in place, and the optional TIM crystal installed (if any).

** INTERVIEW 8700 TURBO **

DISKS: FLOPPY 1 FLOPPY 2 HARD DISK (240M)

PROCESSORS: 4 (1:68010-8;3:80286-12.5)

SELF-TEST ERRORS: NONE

Press:
[PROGRAM] to enter the menu page
[RUN] to run the default program

Software Version: 12.00
Firmware Version: 8.02

OPTIONS: Mux
TIM: RS-232/V.24
TIM CRYSTAL: 6144000
Copyright (c) 1987, 1995
Telenex Corporation

Figure 2-1 Power-up screen, INTERVIEW 8700 TURBO.
(B) File Searches

During power-up, the INTERVIEW searches specific directories for the files described below.

1. **print_setup**. During boot-up, the `/sys` directory on the boot drive is searched for the file `print_setup`. If it exists, the configured Printer Setup in this file is automatically loaded. Otherwise, the INTERVIEW loads the default Printer Setup. See Section 16.3.

2. **user_intrf**. If you have a file named `user_intrf` in the `/usr` directory on the hard disk, the program in `user_intrf` will be compiled and run as soon as boot-up is complete, bypassing the Start Up screen as shown above. See Section 2.2(A).

3. **default**. The Start Up screen will appear only briefly if you have a file named `default` in the `/usr` directory of your boot-up disk. If you do not press `Enter` within five seconds of power-up, the program in `default` will be compiled and run. See Section 2.2(B).

4. **ezview_setup**. During boot-up, the INTERVIEW tries to locate the file `ezview_setup` in the `/sys` directory on the boot-up disk. The INTERVIEW’s Easy View operation is configured according to the parameter settings in this file. See Section 19. If the file is not located, the INTERVIEW is configured with all default `NO` selections on the Easy View Setup menu. If this menu shows the selection **Enter Easy View After Power-Up**: `YES`, and neither `user_intrf` nor `default` is located, the Start Up screen appears for five seconds. Then, the first menu in the Easy View system is displayed. See Section 4. (If `user_intrf` or `default` is located, the unit does not enter Easy View following boot-up regardless of the setting of this parameter.)

### 2.2 Initializing System Software (Booting Up)

The INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO Series units normally do not require a system disk, since all initialization software is installed on the hard disk. If you need to install new system software from a floppy disk, refer to Section 2.3.

**NOTE:** We recommend that you make a copy of system software to use as your boot disk. Use the Duplicate Disk command on the Disk Maintenance screen as explained in Section 14.4(D). Then store your original floppy in a safe place.
(A) Creating a User Interface

Regardless of which disk drive you use for boot-up, FD1, FD2, or HRD, the \textit{HRD/\text{usr}} directory—and only that directory—is searched during power-up for a file named \textit{user\_intrf}. If the file is located, the unit will automatically load, compile, and run the program as soon as boot-up is complete. Each time the operator presses \texttt{PROGRAM}, the program in \textit{user\_intrf} will be loaded, compiled, and run again. Use this feature when you want to bypass the INTERVIEW's menus and create your own user interface for specific applications.

\textit{CAUTION: Avoid saving emulation programs in user\_intrf. Booting up and automatically running an emulation program may result in an inadvertent break of the line.}

To enter Program mode, press \texttt{ALT-PROGRAM} or \texttt{CTRL-PROGRAM}. Perform any Program-mode operation you wish: make selections on menus, execute File or Disk Maintenance commands, or create a Protocol Spreadsheet program. To enter Run mode again, press \texttt{RUN}. Each time you execute the \texttt{PROGRAM} key during Run mode, \textit{user\_intrf} will be loaded, compiled, and run.

To prevent the program in \textit{user\_intrf} from automatically running upon power-up, change the name of the file. Simply capitalizing the first letter in the file name (\textit{User\_intrf}) is sufficient. If \textit{user\_intrf} is not found during power-up, the \texttt{PROGRAM} key cannot be used to enter Run mode, even if \textit{user\_intrf} is saved to the \textit{HRD/\text{usr}} directory and manually loaded, compiled, and run. Turn off the INTERVIEW and power up again to activate the user-interface feature.
NOTE: References to the PROCAM key throughout this manual assume that the user_intf file was not located during power-up. In other words, the PROCAM key is used to enter Program mode only.

To create a user_intf program:

1. Configure the menus to the selections you want.

2. Use Protocol Spreadsheet softkey entries or C regions on the spreadsheet to develop your user—interface program. All of the C structures, variables, and routines available to the INTERVIEW user are explained in Part II of this manual, Advanced Programming.

3. Press $ to call up the File Maintenance screen.


Unless the old file is write—protected, any program already stored under this filename will be overwritten when you save your new file. To keep the old file for later reference, save it to a new name (its contents will have to be loaded manually). For a detailed discussion of file—maintenance commands, see Section 15.

5. Select Command: SAVE. Select Type: OBJECT or PROGRAM. Then select the hard disk.

NOTE: The more complex a program is, the longer it takes to compile. To eliminate compilation each time you use the PROCAM key, therefore, we recommend that you save user_intf as an object file.

6. In the Name: field, type in the filename /usr/user_intf. Only this name can be used. (Program or object files saved to any other name or directory must be loaded manually.)

7. Execute the SAVE command by pressing $).

8. user_intf will appear in the Directory Listings when HRD/usr is the current directory. (The name of the current disk appears as a prefix to the absolute pathname of the current directory. The name of the current directory appears on the fourth line of the File Maintenance screen.)

9. You may alter the user_intf program again at any time by saving a new program to the same filename.
(B) Running the Default Program

When the INTERVIEW boots up, the /usr directory on the boot-up disk is searched for a file named default. Once the start-up screen (Figure 2-1) appears, the program in default (if it exists) will be compiled and run automatically after five seconds, or immediately if you press F2. You may prevent the default program from running by pressing F2 before the five-second timeout expires.

Develop a default program to suit your particular needs. One application of the default program might be defining a new set of default menu selections.

**CAUTION:** Avoid saving emulation programs in default. Booting up with a default emulation program may result in an inadvertent break of the line.

Upon boot-up, all menu selections in the INTERVIEW are set to certain values. You may change these default selections if you wish by utilizing the default program. Follow these steps:

1. Configure the menus using the default selections you want.
2. Press F3 to call up the File Maintenance screen.
3. Check your disk for any existing default program. Press F3 for Command: CHANGE DIR. Select the boot disk you want to use. After Name: type in /usr and then press F2. Check for a file named default.

Unless the old file is write-protected, any set of defaults already stored under this filename on the disk you have selected will be overwritten when you save your new default file. To keep the old file for later reference, save it to a new name (its contents will have to be loaded manually), or use a different disk for your new defaults. For more assistance, refer to Section 15.

4. Select Command: SAVE. Select Type: PROGRAM, SETUP, or OBJECT. Then select the disk from which the system will be initialized.
5. In the Name: field, type in the filename /usr/default. Only this name can be used as the new set of defaults. (Program files saved to any other name or directory must be loaded manually.)
6. Execute the SAVE command by pressing F2.
7. The name of the file you have saved will appear in the Directory Listings when /usr is the current directory and the selected disk is the current disk. (The name of the current disk appears as a prefix to the absolute pathname of the current directory. The name of the current directory appears on the fourth line of the File Maintenance screen.)
8. You may alter these defaults again at any time by saving a new default program to the same filename.

9. Be sure that you initialize the INTERVIEW from the disk which contains default. The unit will load, compile, and run the default program automatically (unless you press [RUN]). The Run-mode screen displayed will be the one selected in the Display Setup menu in default. Likewise, all other menus will reflect your customized defaults.

Refer to Section 15 for more information on the filing system or file maintenance commands.

2.3 Installing New System Software on Hard Disk

From time to time, you may need to install new system software on the hard disk of a INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO Series unit. Use the Duplicate Disk command from the Disk Maintenance utility. (See Section 14.4(D) for more information on this command.) The steps are as follows:

1. Write—protect the master copies of the new system and user disks. Slide the plastic tab so that you can see through the rectangular write—protect hole.

   NOTE: There should also be a second rectangular hole which does not have a sliding tab. If you have any 3.5 inch disks which do not have this second hole, they are not compatible with the INTERVIEW.

2. Insert the new system floppy disk (DSK—951—001—1.X) into Floppy Drive 1 (FD1), the left-hand floppy drive.

3. From the Main Program menu, press the UTIL softkey to bring up the Utility menu, then D/MAINT for Disk Maintenance. Select the softkey labeled DUPDISK to access the Duplicate Disk command screen.

   NOTE: If you are in Easy View (see Section 4), first press [VIEW], then [PROGRAM] to access the Main Program menu.

4. Select From Disk Number: FD1 and To Disk Number: HDD on the command screen. Then press [GO]. The system will prompt you to insert a disk. Since the system disk is already in FD1, press the GO softkey (GOAHEAD). When the duplication is completed, the system will prompt you again to insert the next disk. Remove the system disk from FD1 and insert the user floppy disk (DSK—951—001—2.X) for duplication. Press [GO].

   The only files overwritten on the hard drive will be the system software files in the /sys directory and files from the /usr/layer_pkgs directory. These files comprise the new system software.
5. Once copying is complete, take the master copy of the user disk out of Drive 1, and store it and the master copy of the system disk in a safe place.

NOTE: We recommend that you make a working copy of the new software on floppy disks which can be kept with the INTERVIEW.

6. Turn off the power switch for the unit, and wait ten seconds. Then turn the power on again to reboot the INTERVIEW. Following the self-test, the unit should boot without error. The new software version should appear on the screen. If there are errors or the unit will not reboot, repeat Steps 2 through 6. If problems persist, contact Customer Service.

2.4 Backing Up the Hard Disk

Periodic back-up of the hard disk is strongly recommended.

1. Install a formatted diskette in Drive 1. This disk should not contain operating system software. For formatting instructions, see Section 14.4(A).

2. Go to the File Maintenance screen. (From the Main Program menu, press [§].) Use the File Maintenance Copy command to copy any files you wish from the hard disk to floppy.

NOTE: Do not copy files of type SYS or any files from the /sys directory or the /usr/layer_pkgs directory to the backup disk. These files reside on the master copies of your system and user software disks.

3. Once copying is complete, take the backup disk out of Drive 1 and write—protect it. Slide the plastic tab so that you can see through the rectangular write—protect hole. Store the disk in a safe place.

Select from the following methods if you need to recopy files from the backup disk to the hard disk. Keep in mind that files on the hard disk with the same name as those on the floppy will be overwritten.

- Copy files or directories one at a time using the File Maintenance Copy command.
- Copy the root directory from the floppy to the root directory of the hard disk. The name to enter for the root directory—once you have selected the correct origin or source drive in the rotating field—is simply the slash character, /.
- Use the Dupdisk command on the Disk Maintenance screen to duplicate the contents of the backup disk on the hard disk.
NOTE: Do not recopy files from the /sys directory, files whose type is SYS, or files from the directory /usr/layer.pkgs. If you need to reinstall these files, use the master copies of system and user software disks to avoid inadvertently overwriting more recent software version files with older ones.

2.5 The Menus

The INTERVIEW is used to monitor data as it is received through a data line or to playback and monitor data as it was recorded from the line. The INTERVIEW may also be set up to emulate one side of a communication, sending data and responding to the data it receives. A series of menus are used to set the unit for the data you expect to receive or send and the type of analysis you wish to perform. These menus are categorized on the main Program menu. Select one of these menus by using the [F5] or [F6] key, or by pressing the labeled softkey. Enter the menu by pressing the highlighted function key or [F1].

(A) The Program Menu

Press [F1] to see the Program menu. Notice that the Software and Firmware Versions are posted at the top of the screen. They are available to you whenever you return to this menu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Version: 12.00</th>
<th>Firmware Version: 8.02</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>** Program Menu **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** SETUP **</td>
<td>** TRIGS **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Setup Screens:</td>
<td>Statistic Results:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Setup</td>
<td>Protocols Spreadsheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Setup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record Setup</td>
<td>Statistics Results:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface Control</td>
<td>Tabular Display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphics Display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BERT Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** LAYER **</td>
<td>** STAT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer Setup &amp; Protocol</td>
<td>Statistics Results:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Setup Screen:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BCC Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Front End Buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interface Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Triggers - Conditions &amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protocol Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time/Date Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Printer Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easy View Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remote Control Setup</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Think of the Program menu as the top level for every menu selection. Each time you prepare the INTERVIEW for the communications environment, you will start with the Program menu and move down into the other menus.
All setup, trigger, and programming menus are accessible from this main menu. In general, use the **Program** key from other Program—mode screens or from Run mode to access this menu.

**NOTE:** There are two exceptions to this rule about the **Program** key. First, if the file named `user_intrf` is located in the `/usr` directory of the hard disk during power—up, pressing **Program** loads, compiles, and runs the program in `user_intrf`. See Section 2.2(A). Secondly, if you select and run a program from an Easy View menu, pressing **Program** from Run mode returns you to the Easy View menu instead of the main Program menu. See Section 4 on Easy View operation.

**(B) Configuring Menus**

You may configure menus in any order you wish; however, we suggest you configure the Layer Setup screen before programming on the Protocol Spreadsheet or the Display Setup screen, since the selections available to you are governed by the protocols loaded on the Layer Setup screen.

All options on a particular menu are summarized as a diagram which appears in this manual at the beginning of the section which covers that menu. Programming options available in each protocol package are discussed in a section pertinent to the protocol and layer.

To select a submenu from the main Program menu, use **Program** or **Program** key, or press the labeled softkey. Enter the menu by pressing the highlighted function key or **Program**. The labels on the screen guide you through each step. For example:

- Access the Layer Setup screen from the main Program menu by pressing **Program**.
- Access the Disk Maintenance screen from the main Program menu by pressing **Program** for utilities, then **Program** for Disk Maintenance.

Other uses of the function keys are described in Section 3 and in sections pertinent to the various submenus.

Once you have reached the menu you want, the function keys lead you through selections, down to the smallest level of detail. You may also use cursor keys **Program** and **Program** to move up and down through the menu fields. **Program** and **Program** move the cursor across a menu from field to field.

If you wish to return to the last screen, press **Program**. Should you wish to review the menus you have configured, this key takes you back one screen at a time until you reach the main Program menu. Of course, you may press **Program** to start again from the top of the menus. When you are ready, press **Program** to start a testing session, no matter what menu is displayed.
Read Section 3 for a further discussion of these and other keys.

(C) The Setup Menus

Some menus in the setup group (listed at the top of the Program menu) are used to specify how data is sent, received, recorded, and displayed. If you have an ATM unit with the ATM hardware (an ACE board and an AIM board in the top enclosure, the menu allows setting parameters for sending and receiving Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) data, along with the choice of disabling the WAN protocol data functions. Sample setup menu softkey selections are shown in Figure 2-4. Note that BERT (F5) will appear or, if you have an ATM unit, an AIM Interface (F6) will appear, but these two selections will not appear simultaneously.

![Figure 2-4 Sample softkey rack on Setup Menu screen for TURBO units: installed Test Interface Module is Dual-Port V.35.](image)

![Figure 2-5 Sample softkey rack on Setup Menu screen for PLUS ATM units: installed Test Interface Module is Dual-Port V.35 and installed ATM Interface Module is AIM 302.](image)

1. **Line Setup.** The Line Setup screen allows you to designate the role which the INTERVIEW is to play in testing—whether it is to monitor passively or participate in an active dialogue as DTE or DCE. Menu settings also determine the source of the data and the data clock as well as the characteristics of the data stream you expect to receive or send. These characteristics include the scheme for character encoding/decoding and the format in which blocks of data are sent and received (i.e., synchronous, asynchronous, bit-oriented, or isochronous). The Line Setup screen is described in Section 5.

2. **Display Setup.** The Display Setup (on the Line Setup screen) provides alternative types of display to aid in analysis. On this screen, designate how you want data to appear. (Data may be displayed as a stream of bytes alone or in conjunction with lead transitions; summarized in a protocol trace or customized trace format; or tracked on one of two statistical displays.) Then, as you require different types of analysis, use function keys to change from one type of display to another while testing, without returning to the menu. The Display Setup screen and the different types of displays are described in Section 6.

3. **Record Setup.** The Record Setup (also on the Line Setup screen) defines recording conditions for data acquisition tracks on disk; or for RAM (RAM
capacity is 256 Kbytes in the 8100 TURBO and 8200 TURBO; 1 Mbyte in the 8600 TURBO, 8700 TURBO and 8800 TURBO). This screen does not influence the data stored in the character buffer. Storage of data in the screen’s character buffer can be controlled from the Protocol Spreadsheet using the Capture command. The Record Setup screen is described in Section 7.

4. **FEB Setup.** Data and control—lead signals entering the INTERVIEW or generated internally are routed from the receivers through a front—end buffer (FEB) before being presented to the screen and to the trigger program. Data bits are buffered automatically in the FEB. The buffering of other events—control leads, idle bits, time ticks, and frame timestamps—can be enabled or disabled on the Front—End Buffer Setup menu, explained in Section 9. Note that this selection line along with its function key label (see Figure 2-4) will not appear on the Setup Menu when DISABLE is selected on the Line Setup screen—see Section 5.1.

5. **Interface Control Setup.** The Interface Control Setup screen provides programming selections for Test Interface Modules you have installed. The menu may differ slightly according to whether EMULATE DTE or EMULATE DCE is the Mode selection on the Line Setup Screen. The menu is specific for the installed TIM (see Section 12). Note that this selection line along with its function key label (see Figure 2-4) will not appear on the Setup Menu when DISABLE is selected on the Line Setup screen—see Section 5.1.

6. **BCC Setup.** The BCC Setup Menu controls and displays the values of the INTERVIEW’s block—check parameters. For more information on block checking, refer to Section 10. Note that this selection line along with its function key label (see Figure 2-4) will not appear on the Setup Menu when DISABLE is selected on the Line Setup screen—see Section 5.1.

7. **BERT Setup.** The INTERVIEW can transmit and analyze Bit Error Rate Tests (BERT). Once you have selected the BERT mode on the Line Setup menu, select appropriate parameters on the BERT Setup menu. Note that this selection line along with its function key label (see Figure 2-4) will only appear on the Setup Menu when BERT DCE or BERT DTE is selected on the Line Setup screen. See Section 5.1 and Section 11.

8. **AIM Interface Setup.** The AIM Interface Setup screen provides programming selections for the ATM Interface Module (AIM) you have installed. The menus may differ slightly according to your selections. See the ATM technical manual. This selection will not appear if Mode: AUTOMONITOR, BERT DCE, or BERT DTE is selected on the Line Setup screen.

(D) **The Trigger Setup Menus**

The next three groups of menus, Triggers, Spreadsheet, and Statistics, are programming menus which you use to establish interactive dialogues, create test scenarios, and make and display measurements.
NOTE: BERT testing is handled separately, on the BERT Setup screen. See Section 11.

The 16 identical Trigger Setup screens are a limited set of test conditions and actions grouped in a standard menu format. The set of conditions offered on these screens is described in Section 25. Trigger Setup actions are described in Section 26. The Protocol Spreadsheet provides a wider range of conditions and actions which vary, according to the layer and the protocol you are programming. Conditions and actions available on the spreadsheet are covered in Sections 31 and 32 and in sections dedicated to each layer protocol.

Trigger Setup screens and the Protocol Spreadsheet may be used together as described in Section 23. Counters and timers of the same name may be shared between the two, as can the flag bits from the Trigger Setup screens, which are accessed as flags on the spreadsheet under the name trig_flags.

(E) The Protocol Spreadsheet

The Protocol Spreadsheet, a more flexible programming tool with more options than the Trigger Setup screens, is initially a blank menu. Legal programming options are presented as function key labels at the bottom of the screen. Create your program by pressing the necessary function keys. Your entries will be posted on the screen. As you make entries, the function keys reflect the new options enabled.

You may also type your program directly onto the screen, as long as you observe syntax and use exact keywords (as they are posted on the screen; not as they are abbreviated in function key labels.) Programming options and errors will still be tracked.

Syntax errors are indicated by strike-throughs when you have completed an entry. (If you are typing onto the spreadsheet, completing an entry usually means pressing the space bar, pushing (3 or (8, or moving the cursor to a different location.)

1. The spreadsheet pattern. The Protocol Spreadsheet expects a certain pattern of entries. To gain access to the set of trigger conditions and actions at each layer, you must first identify what layer you are programming, then what test you are developing, and finally the name of the state which will contain the triggers you create. Once you have named the state, press the function key for CONDITIONS.. At this point, actual programming options will appear. When you complete the Conditions portion of a trigger, press (30 and then press the function key for ACTIONS: to display possible trigger actions. Use the NEXT_STATE: action to indicate movement to another state. The NEXT_STATE: action must be followed by a state name. It can move to any state within the test; the NEXT_STATE: NEXT action moves the test to the following state on the spreadsheet. Programming concepts related to these selections are described in Sections 23, 24, and 28.
Here is an example of the spreadsheet pattern you will see repeatedly:

```
LAYER: 1
TEST: example
STATE: begin
CONDITIONS: One or more conditions appear here.
ACTIONS: One or more actions appear here.
NEXT_STATE: second

(NEXT_STATE will not follow every trigger. Also, it may replace ACTIONS)
```

2. **Additional spreadsheet capabilities.** Constants may be used on the spreadsheet to represent repeated values or text, and they may be placed so that they apply to all or part of a program. Constants are explained in Section 29. C programming language can be introduced at any location on the spreadsheet to create new testing conditions and actions and generally increase program flexibility. C is introduced in Section 55.

(F) **The Statistics Screens**

The INTERVIEW has two different statistics menus, one in tabular form, the other in bar-graph format. Both are accessible by softkey while you are analyzing data. The value of counters and timers named in triggers can be tracked in statistical screens, once their names have been entered on the corresponding menus. Current, last, minimum, maximum, and average values are tabulated. Values for several counters and timers may be totaled by an accumulator. Bar graphs can be scaled and color-keyed. Refer to Sections 21 and 22 for information on statistics menus and displays.

(G) **The Layer Setup Screen**

Before you program the Protocol Spreadsheet, you are advised to load the protocols you intend to use. Protocols are selected and loaded from the Layer Setup screen. Your selections, once loaded, determine the set of program conditions and actions which appear on the spreadsheet.

With most protocols, a secondary screen loaded with the protocol allows you to modify common parameters for the protocol.

For more information on the Layer Setup screen, see Section 8.

(H) **The File Maintenance Screen**

The File Maintenance screen is the user's interface with the filing system. The menu facilitates saving and loading programs, renaming or deleting files. It allows you to consult the contents of any directory, create a new directory, and write-enable or write-protect a file. From this menu, you may structure your own filing system according to your needs.
NOTE: The files pertaining to the operating system and menu selections are stored primarily in the /sys directory, with some files stored in the /usr directory. These files should not be deleted or moved. You are otherwise free to manipulate the filing system as you wish.

Section 15 explains file and directory pathnames, how to set up a file hierarchy, how to move through the filing system, and how to use the various maintenance commands.

(I) The Utilities Menus

The last group of menus listed on the Program menu is the Utilities menus, used to manage peripherals: disk, printer, the internal time-of-day clock, and color monitor.

The Disk Maintenance menu allows you to allocate disk space for data and programs, to transfer data from one storage medium to another, and to duplicate the contents of one disk onto another. Section 14 describes disk maintenance commands and their use in detail.

The Printer Setup screen allows you to configure the INTERVIEW to control most serial ASCII printers. The various menu fields are described in Section 16.

Consult the time or modify it on the Time/Date Setup screen. The time and date which appear here are used in time-stamping data blocks and user files. See Section 17 for details on this screen.

The Miscellaneous Utilities screen provides mapping of black and white to color enhancements for external monitors. Once the mapping is completed, these enhancements may be placed under trigger control for the production of highlighted data. Refer to Section 18 for further information on this screen.

The Easy View Setup screen governs the operation of the Easy View system. Use the menu selections to: enable Easy View, automatically enter Easy View after power-up, keep Easy View menu information in memory, and display a warning message before running programs from Easy View. See Section 19.

(J) Remote Control Setup Menu

The Remote Control Setup menu configures an INTERVIEW to operate as a remote unit under the control of a PC. For additional information on remote operation, consult the accompanying documentation for the remote options:

OPT-951-82-1-X  Remote Control Software
OPT-951-83-1-X  Remote Control Software with OS/2® (Std Edition)
OPT-951-248-1  X Window System™ Remote Control Software

NOTE: -X indicates size of floppy disk: -1 is a 3 1/2" diskette and -2 is a 5 1/4" diskette. OS/2 is a registered trademark of IBM and X Window System is a trademark of Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
2.6 Running a Test Program

Press ~ to compile and execute a test program. As the program is compiled, a message appears at the top of the screen to indicate the phase that the compiler is in. The longer and more complex the program, the greater the compile time that is required. The preparations being made in each phase are briefly outlined below.

(A) Test Preparation

1. **Phase 1.** Trigger Setup screens are converted to the Protocol Spreadsheet format, the Protocol Spreadsheet is converted to C, and the C Preprocessor directives are acted upon.

   **NOTE:** Compilation time is somewhat faster if all triggers are programmed directly on the Protocol Spreadsheet.

2. **Phase 2.** The Program is compiled.

3. **Phase 3.** The number of processors and the configuration of the equipment (into which the program is to be loaded) are determined, and internal packages to support the user's program are structured. Also during this phase, linkable—object files referenced on the Protocol Spreadsheet are found and the compiled code in them combined with the compiled spreadsheet program.

4. **Phase 4.** Resources are allocated for each separate task in the program.

5. **Phase 5.** The run—time operating system is generated.

6. **Phase 6.** All code is linked.

7. **Phase 7.** A memory image of the code which can be run by the processors is built.

(B) Rerun Without Recompiling

After a program has compiled once, it will enter Run mode "immediately" (within two seconds) after ~ is pressed in subsequent executions of the program—assuming that no substantive changes have been made in the program in between the two runs. Substantive changes may be defined as those changes made to menus and fields not listed in Table 2-1. That is, changes to fields covered in Table 2-1 will not necessitate a recompile and will not prevent the unit from entering Run mode immediately.

Any changes to the Trigger Setup menus or to the Protocol Spreadsheet will be considered substantive and will necessitate a new compile.

Changes to the tabular or graphic statistics screens will not cause the program to recompile. However, if a counter or timer is added to the screen, it will not update until the program is recompiled. You can force a recompile by holding down § and pressing ~.
### Table 2-1
Fields That Can Be Changed Without Causing Recompile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line Setup</td>
<td>Disk No (recorded data must be same type)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Block No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clock Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NRZI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Setup</td>
<td>Display Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RTS/CTS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CD?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTR/DSR?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C/I? (for X.21 Test Interface Module)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Layer (Protocol or User Trace; not Program)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statistics Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record Setup</td>
<td>Disk No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAT Record Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial Cond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stop At</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front-End Buffer Setup</td>
<td>Idle Suppress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1/G.703 Transmit Setup</td>
<td>(all fields)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1/G.703 Data Path Setup</td>
<td>(all fields)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1/G.703 Line Setup</td>
<td>(all fields)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabular Statistics</td>
<td>(all fields)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical Statistics</td>
<td>(all fields)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Maintenance</td>
<td>(all functions except LOAD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date/Time Setup</td>
<td>(all functions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer Setup</td>
<td>(all fields except Redirect Run Mode Output)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk Maintenance</td>
<td>(all functions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc Utilities</td>
<td>(all fields)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy View Setup</td>
<td>(all fields)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Control Setup</td>
<td>(all fields)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIM Interface Setup</td>
<td>(all fields)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(C) Errors Detected When A Program Is Compiled

Trigger programs and spreadsheet programs with syntax errors or other errors will not compile successfully and will prevent the unit from executing the test program.

If an error is detected during the compiling phases (after you have pressed ~), the user is returned automatically to the Protocol Spreadsheet.

While a program is being compiled, errors are flagged and diagnostic information is stored. This information is made available to the user when the unit is returned to Program mode. A diagnostic message for the first error found is automatically displayed at the top (second line) of the Protocol Spreadsheet screen. The cursor is automatically moved to the error.

Press GO-ERR once more to move to the next error. For each error, a diagnostic message is displayed. The search for errors stops at the end of the file and the message "No more errors" is displayed.

GO-ERR also calls up diagnostic information on trigger-menu errors.

Error messages are listed in Appendix A of this manual.
(D) Recoverable Errors During Run Mode

The following messages indicate MPM processor errors:

- \textit{MPM} --- Processor Fault
- \textit{MPM} --- Divide Fault
- \textit{MPM} --- Bus Error
- \textit{MPM} --- Stack Fault
- \textit{MPM} --- Memory Fault

Do not turn off the INTERVIEW when any one of these errors is displayed in Run mode. Instead, press \textit{S} and check your program, since these messages indicate programming problems that cannot be displayed as syntax errors but which do prevent your test from running properly. Consult Appendix A1 for an explanation of these messages. Once you have revised the test, try running it again. If you cannot resolve the problem, save a copy of the program and contact Customer Service.
2.7 Data Flow

Figure 2-6 diagrams the movement of data between the various functional components of the INTERVIEW. The diagram provides "clues" to many of the operating characteristics of the unit. For example:

- The front-end buffer (FEB) lies squarely in between the line interface and (1) the recording medium and (2) the program logic. This means that control leads may or may not be recorded and may or may not be seen by the triggers—depending on the FEB setup (Section 9).

- Line data may be recorded directly to disk as bit-image data, recorded to bit-image RAM and then transferred to disk, or captured as character data in the display buffer and transferred to disk.

- Once control leads and time ticks or frame timestamps (that is, the original timing values) are recorded alongside character data, they are locked in. Since the FEB is not on the playback path for character data, FEB selections do not apply.

- Bit-image data, however, does pass through the FEB during playback. Except for the Idle Suppress and Frame Timestamps fields, FEB selections apply. This means that control leads and time ticks, if recorded with the data, must be enabled in order for the program logic to detect them. (For playback of bit-image data, the NRZI selection on the Line Setup menu also does not apply.)

- Only data on disk may be played back.

- Front-panel green-red LED's are not disabled for line data, and do not blink for recorded data.

- Not only characters but also leads and time ticks (or frame timestamps), if enabled in the FEB setup, are captured automatically in the display buffer (that is, the screen buffer or character RAM).
Figure 2-6 INTERVIEW 8000 Series functional diagram.
2.8 How to Correct Common Problems

(A) Unit enters Run mode even though I press the Program key.

A file called user_intrf was located in the /usr directory of the hard disk during boot-up. In this situation, the program in user_intrf is automatically loaded, compiled, and run each time the [Program] key is pressed. Press [SHT]—[Program] to enter Program mode, or rename user_intrf and power-up again. See Section 2.2(A).

(B) Unit does not execute Run: Protocol Spreadsheet returns to screen instead.

An error was detected during the compiling phases (after you pressed [Num]). See Section 2.6(C).

(C) My program does not run; and instead, I get a message about an “unresolved reference.”

Your program is asking the compiler for a send routine that is not available in Monitor mode. Switch to an Emulate mode, or modify the program. For programs with C coding, this message usually means that a routine has not been declared or defined.

(D) Protocol Spreadsheet program which was just loaded shows syntax error strike-throughs which weren’t there before.

Missing softkey selections and pervasive strike-through’s on the Protocol Spreadsheet indicate that the correct Layer Personality Package has not been loaded. To correct the problem, return to the Layer Setup screen, insert disks if necessary, and check Personality Package and drive selections. Then press [Ins] to load the packages manually.

(E) EIA trigger condition does not come true, even though the front-panel LED indicates a status that makes the condition true. For example, an EIA RTS ON condition is not coming true, even though the RTS LED is bright red.

EIA status is not detected by the triggers if Buffer Control Leads: [No] is the selection on the Front-End Buffer Setup menu. See Section 9.

If the data is being played back from disk and the FEB Setup menu was not configured to buffer control leads at the time the data was recorded, the leads are no longer available for triggering.

Front-panel LEDs always reflect line status, never the status of recorded leads.
Note also that an EIA condition that is the only condition on a trigger menu (or the only condition associated with an action or set of actions on the Protocol Spreadsheet) is **transitional**. It is only true when it changes to true. To check the current *status* of an EIA lead regardless of transitions, pair the EIA condition with a don't-care character condition (see Section 25.4) or with an **ENTER_STATE** condition on the Protocol Spreadsheet. See Section 31.3(A).

**(F)** **Lead lines on the data—plus—leads display are not transitioning, even though the front—panel LEDs for the same control leads are blinking.**

The leads on the data—plus—leads display are also enabled/disabled by the Buffer Control Leads field on the FEB Setup menu. See (E), directly above.

**(G)** **My “current” timers seem to be incrementing on the Tabular Statistics screen, but the other statistical columns always show 0, even when I take statistical samples.**

The “current” column is derived from a millisecond “clock on the wall,” while the statistical values may be calculated on the basis of time ticks that occur at one—second intervals. Your timer samples may be less than 0.5 seconds, in which case, they are rounded to zero.

Check the FEB Setup menu, and solve the problem in either of two ways. Turn Time Ticks off, and the statistical columns will use the wall clock. Or change the Tick Rate from one second to ten milliseconds or smaller (down to ten microseconds).

**(H)** **I am trying to send a transmit string from a trigger menu (or from Layer 1), but my data does not appear on the screen.**

When you are having trouble transmitting, always go to the Line Setup menu and look at the **Clock Source** field first. You must have clock to transmit, whether internal or supplied by an external DCE.

Another frequent problem is receiver synchronization. When you try to transmit, does the front—panel LED for your transmit lead (TD or RD) blink rapidly? If it does, then you are transmitting successfully, but your receivers may not be synchronizing with the data.

Check the **Sync Char** field on the Line Setup menu. Also be sure that the sync pattern is part of your transmit string. You must supply these characters yourself.

**(I)** **I have loaded in X.25 packages at Layer 2 and Layer 3, and I am trying to send a data packet from Layer 3; but my data does not appear on the screen.**

The INTERVIEW is a **layered** emulator. The significance of this is that Layer 3 and higher layers (in Emulate modes) have no direct access to the physical layer, Layer 1. In practice this means that a **RCV** condition at Layer 3 **does not see packets on the line**. It only sees packets that are delivered up from Layer 2 by a **user program** at that layer.
Similarly, a SEND action at Layer 3 does not in itself send a packet out onto the line. A SEND action merely delivers the packet to Layer 2—provided that Layer 2 has indicated its readiness to receive data from above.

The following program is not any sort of complete Layer 2 emulation. It is the minimum program that must be entered at spreadsheet Layer 2 in order for a Layer 3 program to have access to the data line. Once this Layer 2 program is entered, Layer 3 can send packets out onto the line and receive packets from the line.

```
LAYER: 2
STATE: datalink
  CONDITIONS: DL_CONNECT_REQ
  ACTIONS: DL_CONNECT_CONF
  CONDITIONS: DL_DATA_REQ
  ACTIONS: SEND_INFO "(DL_DATA)"
  CONDITIONS: RCV_INFO
  ACTIONS: GIVE_DATA
```

The elements of this program are discussed in Section 34, OSI Primitives on the Protocol Spreadsheet, and in the programming example in Section 37.9.

(J) I'm trying to load a program; but instead, I get an error message about loading a layer package.

When a program or object file is loaded from the File Maintenance screen, the system must be able to locate any layer personality package that the program requires. If the necessary layer package cannot be found, the file will not be loaded.

NOTE: Optional applications programs are available for the INTERVIEW 8000 Series. Make sure that necessary layer packages are accessible when you load these programs.

In the INTERVIEW 8000 Series, all layer packages are accessible at all times since they reside in the /usr/layer_pkgs directory on the hard disk. See Section 8.

(K) My INTERVIEW is overheating.

Collected dust and dirt on the fan filter may be blocking the flow of air into the unit. Follow the instructions in Section 1.5(D) on cleaning the fan filter. If the problem persists, contact Customer Service.

(L) I power up my INTERVIEW and it gives a message about not being able to find mstrmenu.cmp.

You have a TURBO unit that is trying to load the menu information for the Easy View system. First, load HRD/AR_APPS/UTILS/EZVUmaint onto the hard disk. Next, compile mstrmenu.txt to try to reinstall the file: press any key except ~ or ~, and use the COMPILE softkey. This should reinstall the file.
If the file is not reinstalled, and if you have the Easy View disks, duplicate their contents onto your hard disk. (See Section 14 for information on the Duplicate Disk command.) If you do not have the Easy View disks, go to the Easy View Setup screen, select Enter Easy View After Power-Up: NO, and save the setup. (See Section 19.)

(M) I power up my INTERVIEW and it gives a warning message about the CPM.

During power-up, TURBO units check the revision levels of all boards for compatibility. Even if the revision levels are not as expected, the general operation of the unit is unaffected. Contact Customer Service for further information.

(N) I correctly set up my INTERVIEW menus for emulation, but nothing happens when I try to begin emulating.

Many of the later Test Interface Modules have a switch on the TIM which allows you to enable or disable emulation. Check to see that this switch is in the ENABLE position for emulating. For further information, see the TIM documentation.

(O) When running an application program at T1 rates, I get an “FEB Overflow” message.

Early application programs (especially those developed for some of the older protocols like SNA) were designed for monitoring specific interface activity such as leads and time ticks which are important when running at 9600 bps. These programs, some of which are resident in Easy View, will not run at today's high speeds specifically because of their excess “baggage” (overhead) which slows down the program. To run such programs, turn off the leads, change from time ticks to frame timestamps, select bit—image recording on the Line Setup screen, and run the program in High Speed Frame Mode. This should allow the program to run at T1 rates.

(P) I’m a new INTERVIEW operator; where do I begin?

Your first step should be to read the 30 Minutes to Programming the INTERVIEW® 8000 TURBO Series (951–B0431–01) included with your unit. Work through the exercises with the data disk provided to familiarize yourself with the unit's operation. Secondly, an excellent source of general information is found on-line: go to the Easy View Main Menu by pressing (if the menu isn't already displayed) and press for Help on-line. A third source (also on-line) is located on a submenu of the Easy View Main Menu; arrow down to and select the OPERATION menu. Selecting any topic from this submenu gives detailed information on that subject directly on the screen. And, of course, the Table of Contents and Index in this technical manual also direct you to specific topics.

(Q) My unit is running at a very slow rate.

It is a simple fact that the more tasks there are to accomplish, the longer it takes to complete them—time is a relative factor. This is also true of the INTERVIEW. When line rates are relatively high, it may be best to strip your program of extraneous
tasks which would slow down the unit. This may include loaded Layer Personality Packages that are not being utilized by your application, recording data with tick rates, etc. Refer to the INTERVIEW Technical Manual for more information on performance optimization.

(R) I'm trying to run an application program that has worked before, but it won't compile or run.

If you are operating a non-TURBO unit with software revision 8.00 (or higher) installed, there may not be enough system memory available to run large application programs. You may need to upgrade your system.

Also, an application specifically designed for operation on an INTERVIEW 8000 Series unit may not compile on a 7000 Series unit due to memory capacity constraints.

(S) I'm in the Easy View menu system, and I want to run an application with a dual-port V.35/EIA-530(449)/EIA-232 TIM installed to test at the EIA-232 interface. What should I do?

To enable the correct parameters for your interface, you must configure the V.35 Interface Setup screen before you load the application. This is done in the operating system; to access the operating system menus from the Easy View menu system, press ez wI. This will display the Program Menu.

From the Program Menu, press [SETUP], then press [LINE], and configure the Line Setup screen for the data you wish to test.

Return to the Program Menu by pressing ez wI. Once again press [SETUP], then press [D V.35], to access the V.35/530/232 Dual-Port Interface Control screen.

Choose SINGLE PORT or DUAL PORT for the Mode field. If you have selected SINGLE PORT for this field, move to the Connector field. Choose V.35, EIA-530(449), or EIA-232 (your indicated choice) and configure the remainder of the screen as appropriate for your link.

To run an application program from Easy View, then press [wI] and access the program to run.

Refer to Section 5 for information on the Line Setup screen and to the V.35 Multi-TIM documentation which accompanied your dual-port V.35/EIA-530(449)/EIA-232 TIM.

2.9 Optimizing Recording Rates

(A) Recording with Standard Hard Disk Drive (80 Mbyte)

It is a simple fact that the more tasks there are to accomplish, the longer it takes to complete them—time is a relative factor. This is also true of the INTERVIEW. When line rates are relatively high, it may be best to strip your program of extraneous tasks which would slow down the unit during recording.
One option is to record the data for playback and analysis at a slower rate.

Three sets of program selections for optimizing high—speed recording of data follow. All three versions assume that you are not loading in any program that will look at the TD or RD data, BCC, frames, packets, or EIA leads. All three versions record the data so that it can be run against more complex programs later on.

The fastest version records data without displaying the character data to the screen. The next version records data at maximum speed while still displaying data. The third version records data with personality packages loaded in the unit so that a protocol trace is displayed in real—time.

1. **Recording without displaying character data.** The first set of programming selections records all of a data line (including idle and time ticks) in bit—image data format. This is the fastest of the three recording scenarios.

   Beginning with the default screens, make the following selections:

   **SETUP:**
   - **Sync Char:** delete both sync characters

   **DISPLAY:**
   - **Display Mode:** NO DISPLAY

   **RECORD:**
   - **Capture Memory:** user choice
   - **Data To Record:** BIT IMAGE
   - **Stop at:** user choice

   **FEBUFF:**
   - **Buffer Control Leads:** YES or NO
   - **Time Ticks:** OFF or ON with one second to one millisecond selected

   Using one—millisecond time ticks, the maximum normal recording speeds for each of the disk types on the Record setup screen are as follows:

   - Single Floppy Disk: 64 Kbps
   - Multiple Floppy Disks: 64 Kbps
   - Hard Disk: 768 Kbps
   - RAM: 768 Kbps
   - High—Speed RAM: 2.048 Mbps (time—ticks off)

   **NOTE:** Time—ticks are not supported above 768 Kbps.

   **TRIGGERS:**
   For **snc** format, the following triggers will keep the unit out of sync; the unit works at optimum speed when it is not in sync. Enter these conditions and actions on a Trigger Setup screen:

   - **CONDITION:** DTE 1 OF X ("don't care")
   - **ACTION:** OUT_SYNC BOTH
   - **CONDITION:** DCE 1 OF X ("don't care")
   - **ACTION:** OUT_SYNC BOTH
NOTE: When line rates approach the maximum recording speed, consider using high-speed RAM recording. See Section 7.5(A).

2. **Recording while displaying character data.** The second scenario records data at optimum speed while still preserving the character display.

Beginning with the default screens, make the following selections:

**SETUP: LINE/RECORD:**

*Capture Memory:* user choice for type of **DISK** (do not select **RAM** recording)

**FEBUFF:**

Suppress the idle line pattern under **Idle Suppress** using the following patterns:

- **BOP:**
  - DTE: 'T_k
  - DCE: 'T_k

- **SYNC:**
  - DTE: 'T_r
  - DCE: 'T_r

On the Front End Buffer screen, turn off **Buffer Control Leads** and **Time Ticks:**

- **Buffer Control Leads:** NO
- **Time Ticks:** OFF
- **Frame Timestamps:** OFF

**LAYER:**

Do not load any layer personality packages.

**TRIGGERS AND PROTOCOL SPREADSHEET:**

Do not load in any program that will look at the received data, BCC, or EIA leads.
3. **Recording while displaying character data or protocol trace.** The third setup version records data at maximum speed with layer personality packages loaded.

Beginning with the default screens, check the following selections:

**SETUP:**

- **LINE/RECORD:**
  - **Capture Memory:** user choice for type of disk (do not select RAM recording)

**FEBUFF:**

Suppress the idle line pattern under **Idle Suppress** using the following patterns:

- **BOP:**
  - DTE: \( \uparrow \downarrow \uparrow \downarrow \downarrow \downarrow \)
  - DCE: \( \uparrow \downarrow \uparrow \downarrow \downarrow \downarrow \)

- **SYNC:**
  - DTE: \( \uparrow \downarrow \uparrow \downarrow \downarrow \downarrow \)
  - DCE: \( \uparrow \downarrow \uparrow \downarrow \downarrow \downarrow \)

On the Front End Buffer screen, turn off **Buffer Control Leads** and **Time Ticks**:

- **Buffer Control Leads:** OFF
- **Time Ticks:** OFF
- **Frame Timestamps:** OFF

**LAYER:**

When running SS7 layer personality packages, load Layer 1 Compression package.

**TRIGGERS** and **PROTOCOL SPREADSHEET:**

Do not load in any program that will look at the received data, BCC, frames, packets, or EIA leads.

**(B) Recording with 270 (or Greater) Mbyte SCSI and Optional 1.2 Gbyte SCSI Hard Disk Drives**

Installing an optional 270–Mbyte (or greater, depending on the manufacturers’ availability) or 1.2–Gbyte SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) hard disk drive is one certain way to optimize high-speed record operation.

768 Kbps is the maximum rate of recording bit–image data with time–ticks on regardless of what type of hard drive is installed in your INTERVIEW 8000 unit. However, with a SCSI drive in your INTERVIEW 8000 unit, selecting time–ticks off or either **TD BITS** or **RD BITS** selected in the **Tick Rate** field with time–ticks on, you can record a full–duplex 2.048 Mbps circuit at 100% line utilization with or without idle suppression. Additionally, application programs may be run simultaneously while recording 2.048 Mbps data.

Remote operation with an optional SCSI drive is permissible when recording at T1 speeds at up to 100% line utilization and at E1 speeds at up to 70% line utilization with idle suppressed.

**NOTE:** Due to hard disk drive availability constraints within the industry, the capacity of the hard disk drive may increase in future units as necessary.
2.10 Optimizing Analysis

The INTERVIEW 8000 Series can monitor data at high rates. If you want to monitor the data in real time, but still optimize speed, select Time Ticks: OFF and Buffer Control Leads: NO on the FEB Setup menu.

To achieve the maximum operation speed, the active spreadsheet program should not look at (TD or RD) data via string searches or (EIA) leads. This means that the following Layer 1, line-related C variables should not be referenced:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Variables</th>
<th>Nonevent Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>evar_rcvd_char_rd</td>
<td>rcvd_char_rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evar_rcvd_char_td</td>
<td>rcvd_char_td</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evar_eia_changed</td>
<td>current_eia_leads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fevar_rcvd_char_rd</td>
<td>previous_eia_leads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fevar_rcvd_char_td</td>
<td>ll_tick_count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fevar_eia_changed</td>
<td>rd_modifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>td_modifier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other C variables at higher layers are either specific to various protocol packages or have meaning only if a frame has been passed up the layers.

Program output should not include performing routines such as display, trace, or printf based on received events as these require a large amount of processing time (various code translations, colors, and string substitutions are often required).

In standard mode the INTERVIEW 8000 Series units can analyze 100% of the bandwidth up to 192 Kbps for the 8700 and 8800 units, up to 144 Kbps for 8600 units, and up to 64 Kbps for 8200 and 8100 units.

High Speed Frame Mode should be selected when the data rates are above the recommended rate of the unit you are using. In this mode the INTERVIEW analyzes 100% of the bandwidth to 2 Mbps by removing the overhead of the character data display (no character data display) and passing frames up to the higher layers.

**NOTE:** Many of the application programs produced by Telenex’s AR Test Systems are designed for extremely high frame rates (i.e., displaying traces for, analyzing statistics of, and emulating various protocols such as Frame Relay, SS#7, and SMDS).
3 Keyboard
Figure 3-1 The INTERVIEW keyboard.
3 Keyboard

3.1 Hard Keys and Softkeys

The ninety-four keys of the INTERVIEW include nine keys (eight variable or softkeys and a S key) that are positioned not on the keyboard itself but rather above the keyboard on the front panel, just below the monitor. The softkeys are placed directly below their (changing) screen legends, in order that the users will not have to take their eyes off the screen to locate one of these keys.

In Program mode, softkeys can move the cursor around menu screens and change selections in menu fields. On the Protocol Spreadsheet screen, softkeys are an alternative to direct keyboard entry: programming levels from layer down to specific conditions and actions are softkey-selectable. In Run mode, the softkeys serve as an extended keyboard for functions such as changing the display (from data to protocol trace or to a statistics graphic, for example).

The keyboard itself consists of an ASCII keyboard and several special-function keypads, including a cursor keypad and an editing keypad that is used to modify all entries on the Protocol Spreadsheet screen as well as text entries on various menu screens. The ASCII keyboard includes five special, non-ASCII characters arranged on either side of the space bar that are used primarily to enter nonstandard characters in search strings.

Most keyboard functions are explained in detail elsewhere in the manual. The editing keypad, for example, is covered in Section 30, Editor. The present section is intended primarily to indicate the range of keys available when the operator has placed the unit in Program, Run, or Freeze mode.

NOTE: For an explanation of the keys valid in the Easy View menus, refer to Section 4.

3.2 Programming Keys

Table 3-1 is a brief listing of some of the frequently used programming keys. The keyboards in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 indicate all of the keys that are valid in Program mode.
Table 3-1
Frequently Used Programming Keys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EF YU</td>
<td>If in Program mode, enter Easy View system. If in Easy View, exit to Program mode. Functional only in TURBO units when enabled on the Easy View Setup screen. See Sections 4, 19, and 20 for more information on Easy View operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAM</td>
<td>In Program mode, always returns to the master menu from any other menu or screen. (In Run mode, either returns to Program—mode master menu, returns to an Easy View menu, or loads, compiles, and runs program in HRD/usr/user_intf. See Section 2.2(A).)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Move cursor from field to field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F F F</td>
<td>Change rotating—field selections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUM</td>
<td>Completes an entry and tabs to next field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOME</td>
<td>Moves cursor to beginning of menu screen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAGE</td>
<td>Goes back up to previous menu in program—menu tree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loads and saves files; loads in protocol packages; executes other commands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edit text entries.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(A) ASCII Keys

The set of ASCII keys is used in Program mode to provide names for files and directories, to identify counters, timers, accumulators, and programming flags, to type in operator—defined messages called prompts and traces, to enter search and transmit strings on trigger menus, and to enter text on the spreadsheet screen. The ASCII character that appears on the screen is always the character shown on the keycap, with shifted characters shown at the top left corner of the keycap and control characters shown at the top right.

It is important to note, however, that there may be a difference between the display of keyboard input in Program mode versus Run mode. In Program mode, a particular keystroke (e.g., pressed in conjunction with [], for example) will consistently produce
the same character ("~") in a data-entry field. In Run mode, a particular code-translate chart will be consulted and the character ("~" in our example) may not belong to the code set and therefore may be missing on the chart. Such a character cannot be trapped, transmitted, or displayed in Run mode: it is "untranslatable" (see Note, Appendix D1). Run-mode encoding of keyboard input is given in Appendix D1, Keyboard-to-Hex Translation.

Two characters on the ASCII keyboard are part of the spreadsheet programming language but do not belong to any standard code set. They are { ( and )}. These characters are produced by the combination of < and > and can be entered only on the Protocol Spreadsheet, and in the Xmit: field on Trigger Setup menus. They are never transmitted.

For examples of how these double—parentheses are used, see Section 29, Constants, and Section 33, Strings.
Three standard ASCII characters have special meaning on the Protocol Spreadsheet. The double-quotation mark (" ") opens or closes a text list or string: see Section 33, Strings. The backslash (\) is an escape character. And the ASCII space produced by the space bar indicates the completion of a “keyword” (or “token”) and normally changes the rack of programming softkeys along the bottom of the screen.

The \ character does not produce an ASCII control character in the INTERVIEW. It is always a cursor-movement key. Press \ to enter the \ character.

(B) Special Characters

\~, \!, \:, \& produce entries only in search fields in trigger conditions and in spreadsheet conditions. \^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^[\^
(G) **Execute**

\( \text{Execute} \) is the key that performs the actual load or save. \( \text{Execute} \) also performs other commands on the File Maintenance menu as well as various functions on the Disk Maintenance, Date/Time Setup, and Layer Setup screens. On the Protocol Spreadsheet, \( \text{Execute} \) may be used to perform a “write” operation from the screen to a file, or a “read” operation from a file to the screen. See Section 30, Editor.

(H) **Mark**

\( \text{Mark} \) has a special function on the File Maintenance Screen. When you have cursored down to a particular file in the File Maintenance directory, \( \text{Mark} \) selects that file for the next operation. Several files may be “marked” prior to the execution of a command. The \( \text{Mark} \) key also unmarks rows in the directory that have been marked already.

\( \text{Mark} \) has a “program tab” function on the Protocol Spreadsheet: see (L), below.

(I) **Editing Keys, Menu Screens**

The editing keys that operate within text–entry fields on menu screens are shown in Figure 3-2. \( \text{Insert} \) inserts a space at the cursor position. A character can then be typed over the space. \( \text{Delete} \) deletes the character that is under the cursor. Characters in the same field to the right of the cursor move left to fill the column vacated by the deleted character. \( \text{Clear} \) removes the entire data entry.

\( \text{Delete} \) deletes the character just to the left of the cursor position. The cursor moves left as successive characters are deleted. Use \( \text{Clear} \) to correct a typographical error on the most recent keystroke (or the last several keystrokes).

\( \text{Clear} \) restores the default selections for the entire menu screen.

On the multipage tabular and graphic statistics screens, \( \text{Add Row} \) adds a blank statistics row above the cursor. \( \text{Remove Row} \) removes the row that has the cursor.

(J) **Editing Keys, Spreadsheet Program**

These keys are shown in Figure 3-3. The operation of \( \text{Add Row} \) and \( \text{Delete} \) is the same as on menu screens, except that here the use of these keys is not restricted to particular fields.

\( \text{Add Row} \) adds a blank line above the cursor. \( \text{Remove Row} \) removes the line that has the cursor. \( \text{Clear} \) erases the cursor character and everything to the right of the cursor on a given line. \( \text{Enable/Disable} \) enables/disables the spreadsheet editor. Refer to Section 30, Editor, for editing softkeys and their functions.
There is a separate insert mode in the spreadsheet editor. This mode is invoked by two keys, \( \text{ALT} \) and \( \text{SEPL} \). When the mode is enabled, the word <insert> appears at the top left of the spreadsheet screen. In insert mode, the operator types in a block of data while succeeding text is pushed forward with every keystroke.

Press \( \text{SEPL} \) a second time to exit insert mode and return to overstrike mode.

**NOTE:** \( \text{ALT} \) is not an alternate action key that toggles the spreadsheet from insert to overstrike mode. Only \( \text{SEPL} \) accomplishes this function.

![Spreadsheet keys](image)

**Figure 3-3** Spreadsheet keys.

**(K) Cursor Keys, Menu Screens**

See the bottom right of Figure 3-2. \( \uparrow \) and \( \downarrow \) move the cursor from line to line on programming menus (including triggers). \( \text{ALT} + \uparrow \) moves the cursor to the first field in the menu. \( \text{ALT} + \downarrow \) moves the cursor to the last field in the menu. \( \uparrow \) and \( \downarrow \) move the
cursor from field to field on the same line. In text-entry fields, they move nondestructively right and left over text that has already been entered. \( \text{Ctrl} \) and \( \text{Shift} \) rotate the selections at the cursor position.

\( \text{Ctrl} \) and \( \text{Shift} \) are field oriented. They move the cursor down or to the right, depending on where the next menu field is located.

Whenever a programming menu is first entered, the cursor is in the “home” position. \( \text{Ctrl} \) moves the cursor back up to this position. Home may be the first field on the menu, or it may be a softkey rack that selects among menus or among fields on a lengthy menu. Several screens have more than one home position. Additional positions are accessed consecutively when you “home upwards” from below. See, for example, the Line Setup or Trigger or Misc Utilities screens.

When you are accessing a programming screen (except the main—menu screen or the two Statistics menus), the \( \text{Ctrl} \) key will return you to your previous menu. You may use this key to backtrack through several previous screens.

On the two multipage Statistics screens, \( \text{Ctrl} \) and \( \text{Shift} \) cause a page—by—page scroll.

(L) **Cursor Keys, Spreadsheet Program**

In a spreadsheet program, the cursor—arrow keys move the cursor by one column or one row. \( \text{Ctrl} \) moves the cursor to the current indent position on the next line. \( \text{Ctrl} \) and \( \text{Shift} \) cause the screen to scroll one line at a time, while \( \text{Ctrl} \) and \( \text{Shift} \) cause a page—by—page scroll. Roll and page keys do not affect the cursor.

“Home” is the top left of the current screen. To cursor to the beginning of the spreadsheet program, press \( \text{Ctrl} - \) . Press \( \text{Ctrl} - \) to go one line below the last line of the program.

To cursor to the beginning of a given line, press \( \text{Ctrl} - \). To “express” the cursor to the end of the data—entry on a line, press \( \text{Ctrl} - \).

To cause the cursor to skip forward from keyword (or “token”) to keyword, press \( \text{Ctrl} - \) . \( \text{Shift} - \) causes a reverse skip.

Any cursor movement across keyword boundaries will change the softkey—option rack along the bottom of the screen.

\( \text{Ctrl} \) may be used as a kind of “program tab” to mark a place in the Protocol Spreadsheet where the cursor will automatically revert on command. With the cursor in a position you will want to return to quickly and conveniently, press \( \text{Ctrl} \) followed by a number key—\( \text{Ctrl} \), for example. Then go ahead and move the cursor any distance in either direction from the marker.

When you wish to return to the “mark 2” position, press \( \text{Ctrl} - \) followed by \( \text{Ctrl} \). Up to ten numbered cursor—markers may be reserved in the spreadsheet program.
(M) Softkeys and *\text{[M]}

Depending on which menu field has the cursor, all selections are mapped to softkeys at various times. On menu fields, the *\text{[M]}* key has the same function as *\text{[M]}*; it moves the cursor to the next field. So there is a way to move around the menu and make selections without using the cursor—arrow and other keyboard keys.

When the operators are using softkeys to enter a spreadsheet program, they use *\text{[M]}* to mean, "Escape to the previous (higher) level of programming." Figure 3-4 illustrates how two depressions of the *\text{[M]}* key can take the program from a specific EIA condition all the way to the highest level of softkeys.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3-4 Moving to a higher rack of softkeys on the Protocol Spreadsheet.

### 3.3 Real-Time Keys

The keyboard in Figure 3-5 indicates the keys that are valid in Run mode when the data is displayed in real time (rather than frozen). In addition to the keys highlighted in this figure, the C programmer may use the variable *\text{keyboard\_any\_key}* to monitor input from every key except *\text{[m]}, [e]},* and *\text{[m]}*. See Section 68, Other Library Tools.
Figure 3-5 Real-time keys.

(A) Hex
In normal Run-mode operation, the \textit{Hex} key controls an on/off decoding function that converts all the data on the screen to hexadecimal. Note that the screen-decoding function of \textit{Hex} does not light the LED on the keycap. Only the data-entry function turns on the LED.

(B) Freeze
\textit{Freeze} controls an on/off function that freezes the screen display. For line data, program activity and bit-image recording continues. Character recording will not continue since the display buffer (character RAM) is frozen.

A similar freeze function can be activated when a \textbf{Capture: BOTH} \textbf{OFF} action is performed by a trigger. The difference is that while the manual (keyboard) freeze permits you to scroll through the data buffer, trigger freeze does not.
(C) Record

For line data, \( \text{S} \) controls a manual start/stop function that records data according to the parameters selected on the Record Setup menu. For disk data, press \( \text{S} \) to suspend/resume playback.

**NOTE:** Although playback is immediately suspended when you press \( \text{S} \), the screen display continues until the character buffer's contents are fully displayed. (For bit-image data, the FIFO must empty.) At slower playback speeds, you may notice a slight delay before the display actually freezes.

Notice the record/playback status field next to the block number field in the status area of the Run—mode display screens. See Section 6.2. The initial status indicator displayed in this field is determined by Line and Record Setup selections. See Sections 5.2 and 7. It is subsequently controlled via the \( \text{S} \) key.

(D) Cursor Keys

When a multipage Statistics display (tabular or graphic) is presented in Run mode, \( \text{S} \) cause the rows of values (or bars) to scroll up or down one line at a time, while \( \text{S} \) control the playback speed of data from a disk. \( \text{S} \) slows the data speed by half, while \( \text{S} \) doubles the current speed.

**NOTE:** When you use the \( \text{S} \) and \( \text{S} \) keys to control the data speed during playback, an alarm will sound if you attempt to slow the data below the minimum speed required or speed the data beyond the maximum speed allowed.

(E) Softkeys

In Run mode, the softkeys will change the display selection. Selectable display modes include character data, character data plus control—lead timing, protocol trace, program trace of state—to—state movement and of user—entered messages called “traces,” an application—specific “display window,” statistical tabulation or graphic display of counters and timers, and remote operation from a PC or another INTERVIEW.

There is also a Run—mode softkey selection called NO DISP. This suppresses the writing of data to the screen (though not to the screen buffer). See Section 6.11 for an explanation of this display mode.
3.4 Freeze—Mode Keys

The keyboard in Figure 3-6 indicates the keys that are valid in Run mode when the data display has been frozen.

In addition to the keys highlighted in Figure 3-6, the C programmer may use the variable `keyboard_any_key` to monitor input from every key except [Esc], [C], and [Space]. See Section 68, Other Library Tools.

![Figure 3-6 Freeze—mode keys.](image)

(A) Hex

In Freeze mode, [Hex] controls an on/off decoding function that converts all the data on the screen to hexadecimal.

(B) Freeze

[Reset] will also unfreeze a frozen display. For disk data, it will resume playback and program activity.
(C) Record

The recording of live data can be stopped and started even while the display is frozen. The key will not resume playback of disk data that was frozen via the key.

(D) Print

Press to send the current frozen screen to a serial printer attached to the INTERVIEW. together with will send the entire data buffer.

(E) Cursor Keys

The cursor keys work on the frozen data buffer the same way they work on the spreadsheet screen. Cursor—arrow keys move the cursor by one column or one row. and cause the screen to scroll one line at a time, while and cause a page—by—page scroll. Roll and page keys do not affect the cursor.

will move the cursor to the first (and oldest) character in the character (screen) buffer. When is pressed together with , the screen and cursor move to the last (or newest) character in the buffer.

When a multipage Statistics display (tabular or graphic) is presented in Freeze mode, and cause the rows of values (or bars) to scroll up or down one line at a time, while and cause a page—by—page scroll.

(F) Mark

The key enables/disables the cursor timing feature of three Freeze—mode data displays (all except dual—line). When you first enter Freeze mode, cursor timing is disabled. Press to enable it.

The key is also used to mark the position of an event in the display buffer. The marked character is replaced by the symbol. Each time you press , you move the marked position—i.e., you redefine the event.

To disable the cursor timing display, return the cursor to the marked character and press .

For additional information on cursor timing, see Section 6.4(E).

(G) Softkeys

All softkeys are valid in Freeze mode and serve the same functions as in real time.

3.5 Remote Control Keys

The INTERVIEW keyboard—to—PC conversion for remote—control operation is shown in Table D4-1.
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**Easy View Main Menu**

| ↑↑ MORE ↑↑ |
| BERT |
| ASYNC |
| BISYNC |
| DDCMP |
| FRAME RELAY |
| ISDN |
| SDLC |
| SNA |

↓↓ MORE ↓↓

Go to the Menu of SNA Programs, Tutorials & How To’s

**Figure 4-1** The main menu in the Easy View system.

**Program Menu**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Version: 10.00</th>
<th>Firmware Version: 7.02</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SETUP</td>
<td>Test Setup Screens:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Line Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Display Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Record Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIGS</td>
<td>Triggers - Conditions &amp; Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPDDSHT</td>
<td>Protocol Spreadsheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATS</td>
<td>Statistics Results:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tabular Display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphics Display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAYER</td>
<td>Layer Setup &amp; Protocol Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMAINT</td>
<td>File Maintenance Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTIL</td>
<td>Utilities:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disk Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time/Date Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Printer Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easy View Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOTE</td>
<td>Remote Control Setup</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Select Program Function**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SETUP</td>
<td>TRIGS</td>
<td>SPDDSHT</td>
<td>STATS</td>
<td>LAYER</td>
<td>FMAINT</td>
<td>UTIL</td>
<td>REMOTE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4-2** The main Program menu screen in Program mode.
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4 Easy View

This section provides an overview of the Easy View system. It describes the appearance of screens and the keys used to interact with those screens. Use the menus in Easy View to load and execute programs quickly or to access help information or tutorials about INTERVIEW screens, menu selections, and protocols.

The Easy View Operating System requires software revision 10.00, or higher.

4.1 Booting Up

By default, TURBO units automatically enter Easy View after boot-up. There is a five-second pause at the power-up screen before you see the first Easy View menu, shown in Figure 4-1. Use this pause to obtain any pertinent information you need from the power-up screen. If you want to bypass this brief timeout and enter Easy View directly, press . From this point on, toggle between Easy View and Program mode by pressing .

NOTE: If the boot-up disk contains the file /usr/default or the hard disk contains the file /usr/user_intrf, the INTERVIEW does not automatically enter Easy View following boot-up, even if it is configured to do so. These are user-created programs that automatically start the INTERVIEW in Run mode. See Sections 2.1 and 2.2 for more information on these files.

The INTERVIEW may be configured to enter Program mode instead of Easy View following boot-up. Go to the Easy View Setup screen and modify (and save) the configuration. See Section 19.

You can reset the INTERVIEW in Easy View or in Program mode directly from the keyboard. Press the or key combination to force the INTERVIEW to perform the self-test and booting sequences without turning the unit off. This reset is similar to that of a PC in that it is not a hardware reset. For hardware resets, you must power the unit off and then back on.
4.2 Entering and Exiting Easy View

If you entered Easy View automatically after boot-up, you may exit (from any of its screens) by pressing \[\text{Easy View}\]. When you exit Easy View after boot-up or after you run a program from an Easy View menu, the main Program menu screen shown in Figure 4-2 is displayed. In general, however, whenever you exit Easy View, you are returned to the same location in the Program-mode screens where you were when you accessed Easy View.

As long as the \[\text{Easy View}\] key is enabled, reenter Easy View by pressing \[\text{Easy View}\] again. If Easy View menu information is being kept in memory (see Section 19), you are returned to the same location in the Easy View menus where you were when you exited. Repeatedly pressing \[\text{Easy View}\] moves you back and forth between Easy View and a Program-mode screen. Use this feature to access help information about the selections you see on Program-mode menus. Section 4.4(D) explains how to find help information.

Press \[\text{Easy View}\] to force the INTERVIEW to enter Easy View and reload its menus from the hard disk. This feature may be particularly useful if you have copied a new version of the master menu file from a floppy disk to the hard disk and you want to load the new version.

NOTE: If you press \[\text{Easy View}\] while the INTERVIEW is performing an extended disk or file operation from the Disk Maintenance or File Maintenance screen—such as copying files, formatting a disk, or obtaining the contents of a directory—an alarm sounds and the screen remains unchanged. Once the operation has been completed, the \[\text{Easy View}\] key functions normally.

4.3 Easy View Menus

The Easy View menus are organized into a tree-structured hierarchy. See Figure 4-3. The first time you enter Easy View following boot-up, the menu at the root of the tree, the Easy View Main menu, is displayed. See Figure 4-1. The root is level one of the hierarchy. Any menus entered directly from the root menu are level two. Menus entered from level two menus are level three, and so on.

The Easy View Main menu is organized primarily by protocol, as shown under “Level 1” in Figure 4-3. Other menu items provide: programs for autoconfiguration (AUTOMON) and BERT testing (BERT); access to specific information about various operations, screens, and menu selections of the INTERVIEW (OPERATION); a list of Easy View utility programs (UTILITIES) such as file transfer; and updates on available options and new product information (AR NEWS).

When you select a protocol from the Easy View Main menu and press \[\text{Menu}\], a menu of Program Types, Tutorial(s) & How To's is presented. Refer to “Level 2” in Figure 4-3. From this menu, identify which kind of program you want to run for your selected protocol, typically monitor, statistics, emulation, or conformance (for
The Easy View system has a tree-structured menu hierarchy, similar to the one shown above. X.25 only). In addition, you can access tutorial or how-to information about the protocol. Tutorials provide general information about the selected protocol. How To's guide you in the setup and operation of the INTERVIEW according to the protocol environment.

If you select MONITOR, STATISTICS, EMULATION, or CONFORMANCE (if present) from a Program Types, Tutorial(s) & How To's menu and press [8], a level-three menu lists the available programs.

(A) Menu Format

Easy View menu screens have the format shown in Figure 4-4.

1. Master title. The top line of the screen may contain a master title. This title is centered at the top of all Easy View menu screens. In Figure 4-4, it is blank. See Section 20.5 for information on defining a master title.

2. Menu title. Each menu has an individual title centered in the top box of the screen.

3. Menu level. A number indicating the menu's level in the menu hierarchy is displayed at the right end of the menu title line.
4. **Menu selections.** The center box on the screen displays the menu items. A reverse-video cursor bar highlights the selected menu item. In Figure 4-4, STATISTICS is selected for SNA protocol.

Not all menus contain selections. These empty menus have been included for the addition of optional AR programs. You may also use them for your own programs.

Although a menu has no maximum number of selections, each screen displays no more than eight menu items at a time. If there are more than eight entries in the menu, the word "MORE" is displayed in a position that indicates where the additional items fall in the list. Refer again to Figure 4-1.

5. **Menu item description.** Each menu item can have an associated line of descriptive text, centered in the bottom box on the screen. This text is displayed automatically when the selection bar is over the menu item. The text shown in Figure 4-5 describes the program that will be run if you select Troubleshoot Host=DTE and press **HELP**.

If the selection bar is over a program item that is available as an option, but not currently installed in the INTERVIEW, a message to that effect is displayed.

6. **Menu keys.** At the bottom of each menu screen is a list of the keys you may use to interact with the menu.
Figure 4-5 Statistic program selections for SNA protocol. To access this menu from the screen shown in Figure 4-4, position the selection bar over STATISTICS and press RETURN.

(B) Menu Keys

Several keys are used to interact with the Easy View menus.

The most commonly used keys are displayed at the bottom of each menu screen along with brief descriptions of their functions.

- Move the selection bar up one menu item on the screen. If the selection bar is on the top menu item and there are prior items out of view, the list scrolls down one item and the selection bar remains in position.

- Move the selection bar down one menu item on the screen. If the selection bar is on the bottom menu item and there are additional items out of view, the list scrolls up one item and the selection bar remains in position.

- Returns to the previous, or “parent,” menu in the menu hierarchy.

- If the action associated with the menu item under the selection bar is go to a menu, you may use the key to move down one menu in the menu hierarchy. Otherwise, the key has no effect.

- Accesses help information available about a selected menu item. The help file presents additional information about the selected menu item.

- Executes the action associated with the menu item under the selection bar: move to another menu, load and run a program, or view a text file. The
The 8 key can be used instead of the 4 key to move to another menu. This is the only means available to run a program or view a text file.

As you move through the menu hierarchy, Easy View records the selections you make. Use the 8 key to move immediately to the top of the root menu and clear your selections from memory. The system now acts as if it is entering each menu for the first time.

If enabled, toggles between Easy View and Program mode.

There are additional keys that operate on Easy View menus which are not displayed on the menu screens:

Use this key to highlight the first menu item on the screen. If there are additional entries on a preceding page of the menu and you press 8 again, the cursor is positioned over the first entry on the previous page.

Use this key to highlight the last menu item on the screen. If the menu has more than eight items and you press 8 again, the cursor is positioned over the last entry on the next page of the menu.

4.4 Using Easy View

The first time you enter a menu, the initial eight menu items are displayed on the screen. A reverse-video selection bar is positioned over the top item. Use the cursor keys to move the selection bar over a menu item and press 8 to perform the action associated with that entry.

When you select a menu item, one of three actions occurs: another menu is displayed, a program is loaded and run, or a text file is presented for viewing on the screen.

(A) Moving through the Menus

As you move through the menu hierarchy, Easy View records all the selection paths you make from its menus. When you return to each menu, its previous state is restored. This feature allows you to retrace any selection path up (or down) the menus by repeatedly pressing 8 (or 4).

Press 8 to clear the record of menu selections and return to the Easy View Main menu. The system now acts as if it is entering each menu for the first time.

(B) Running Programs

Once you have made a program selection on an Easy View menu, press 8 to load, compile, and run the program.
By default, the message shown in Figure 4-6 is displayed when you select a menu item whose action is to run a program. If you do not want to have this warning message presented for the rest of your working session (i.e., until the INTERVIEW is turned off), disable it by pressing \texttt{\textbackslash 6}. Then decide whether to run the program or return to the menu without running it.

\textbf{NOTE:} To disable the warning message completely, go to the Program—mode Easy View Setup screen. See Section 19.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Menu of SNA Statistic Programs} & 3 \\
\hline
\textbf{Loading this program will overwrite the triggers, spreadsheet and parameters now in memory. Proceed?} & \\
Press: & \textbf{y} to load the program \\
& \textbf{n} to return to the menu \\
& \textbf{d} to disable this warning \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Analyze Multidrop SNA Line with Type 2 Controllers} & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{RETURN} select menu entry & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{HOME} move to top menu & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{EZ VU} exit/enter menus & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{↑↓} move selection bar & \\
\hline
\textbf{←→} move to prev menu & \textbf{? = Help} \\
\hline
\textbf{←→} move to next menu & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

Figure 4-6 A warning message is presented before running a program. This program was run by selecting \textit{Troubleshoot Host=DTE} from the menu shown in Figure 4-5 and pressing \texttt{\textbackslash 6}.

If you decide to proceed, press \texttt{\textbackslash y}. The screen shown in Figure 4-7 appears. There is a brief pause at this screen while the program is loaded. Some of the line setup parameters for Easy View programs can be changed on-line before the program is actually run. You can elect to modify these parameters by pressing \texttt{\textbackslash 6} from this screen. See Section 4.4(C). For now, we will leave the parameters intact, so do \textit{not} press \texttt{\textbackslash 6}.

The INTERVIEW attempts to compile and run the program. If an error occurs at any step in this process, an error message is displayed and you are automatically returned to the menu screen from which the selection was made. (You are \textit{not} automatically taken to the spreadsheet screen if a compilation error occurs—as you are when you run a program from Program mode.)
This program will use self-contained line parameters. PRESS THE EDIT KEY NOW TO VIEW OR CHANGE THE PARAMETERS.

Press the PROGRAM key to abort running this program. Abort will occur after program loading is completed.

Figure 4-7 Decide whether you want to view and/or change program line parameters.

If you exit the program by pressing **PROGRAM** (and the Easy View Setup screen described in Section 19 shows Keep Easy View Menu Information in Memory: **YES**), you are automatically returned to the menu screen from which the program was launched.

Figure 4-8 shows the first Run-mode display for an SNA statistic program that was selected and run from Easy View. (The program was selected in Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-8 Run-mode display of controller and LU activity on an SNA multidrop line.
(C) Changing Line Parameters

Some of the line setup parameters can be changed on-line before the program is actually run. These parameters include **Data source**, **Disk**, **Disk Block No.**, **File**, **Clock**, **Speed**, and **NRZI**. (To change other setup parameters, see Section 4.5(A).)

The default parameters associated with an Easy View program (and included in the same linkable-program or source file) are its *self-contained* line parameters. If changes are made to any of the parameters, the edited set is referenced as *Easy View* line parameters.

The first time you elect to run a program in any INTERVIEW session, the program is set to use the self-contained parameters. Refer again to Figure 4-7. If you want the program to run with these parameters, do nothing. Once the program loads, it will compile and run. If you want to view the settings or make changes, press `[~]` before the program is finished loading. The self-contained parameter settings are displayed.

Self-contained line parameters for Easy View programs typically, although not always, have the following default settings:

- **Data source**: `LINE` for all Easy View programs
- **Disk**: `HRD` and Disk Block No.: `0` (fields appear only when **Data source** is changed to `DAT` or `FILE`)
- **File**: `___` (field appears only when **Data source** is changed to `FILE`)
- **Clock**:  
  - `EXTERNAL` for monitor and emulate DTE programs  
  - `INTERNAL` for emulate DCE programs
- **Speed**: 9600
- **DTE Speed**: 9600 and **DCE Speed**: 9600 (fields appear only when **Clock** is `EXTERNAL SPLI T`)
- **Use NRZI for SDLC**: `NO`

To edit self-contained parameters for a program, press `[~]` again. The defaults (highlighted) and alternate selections for each parameter appear on the screen. See Figure 4-9.

**NOTE:** Only those parameters which are applicable to a given program are available for editing. For example, **NRZI** can be modified for SDLC and SNA programs only and **Data source** can be changed from `LINE` for nonemulation programs only.
This program is set for MONITOR operation.

It will use these Easy View line parameters:
- Data source: Line DAT File
- Disk: HRD FD1 FD2
- File:
- Disk Block No: 0
- Clock: External Internal Split
- Speed: 9600 (for computations only)
- Use NRZI for SDLC: Yes No

Press the EDIT key to view self-contained parameters.

Press the RETURN key to run the program
or the PROGRAM key to abort the program.

Figure 4-9  To modify selected line parameters for a program, choose from available selections displayed on the screen.

Use the ▼ and ▲ keys to change the selection for a field. The selection is highlighted in reverse-video. Use the ▼ and ▲ keys to move between parameter fields. Press ▼ to toggle between the Easy View line parameters and the self-contained line parameters.

Once you have made your changes, press ▼ to run the program with the new Easy View line parameters. The Easy View parameters are now the “default” line parameters for subsequent programs you run during the remainder of the current session (or until you change the parameters again).

Assume, for example, that you changed the Speed from 9600 to 5600. The next time you select a program to run, it will be set to use 5600 as the line speed. See Figure 4-10.

**NOTE:** If the Easy View parameters are set to use disk as the data source and you subsequently select an emulation program to run, the Easy View parameters are automatically updated so that the data source is changed back to line.

The most recent set of Easy View parameters are retained in memory for the rest of the working session. They are restored to the screen any time you access the Easy View parameter screen.

If you want to make permanent changes to the setup of a program, see Section 4.5(B).
This program will use Easy View line parameters:
Data source = LINE
Clock = EXTERNAL
Speed = 5600 (for computations only)
Use NRZI for SDLC = NO

PRESS THE EDIT KEY NOW TO VIEW OR CHANGE THE PARAMETERS.
Press the PROGRAM key to abort running this program.
Abort will occur after program loading is completed.

Figure 4-10 The program ready to run is set to use Easy View line parameters. The Speed has been changed from 9600 to 5600.

(D) Viewing Text Files

When you press ( the ( or – ( keys) for help or select a menu item whose designated action is to present a text file for viewing (TUTORIAL or How To ... ), Easy View attempts to load the proper file into memory.

If the file is not found, an error message is displayed. Press any key to return to the menu screen. If the file is located, it is presented for viewing. Help, Tutorial, and How To files are all presented in the same format.

1. **Format.** The format of the screen used to present text is shown in Figure 4-11.
The top twenty screen lines form a scrolling window. The value at the right end of the bottom line is the percentage of the text file preceding the last character on the screen. An indication of the current location in the file appears at the left end of this line: (top), (more), or (end).
INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951—B0424—01

Program Item Names: Troubleshoot Host=DCE
Troubleshoot Host=DTE

Program File Names: SNAstaC - linkable program
SNAstaT - linkable program

Associated File: SNAstaUsr.s - source file
tech_stats.o - linkable object

Description:
This application provides several screens which assist in identifying problems on Multidrop SNA lines where Type 2 controllers are used. A dynamic graphical presentation of all activity for up to four active controllers is also provided.

Figure 4-11 Information on SNA statistic program selected in Figure 4-5. To access this information, press \( \text{?} \) while the selection bar is positioned over Troubleshoot Host=DTE.

2. Keys. Instructions for scrolling through information files are displayed when \( \text{?} \) is pressed. These are shown in Figure 4-12.

Keys Available While Viewing Text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PREV PAGE</td>
<td>Scroll up 20 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEXT PAGE</td>
<td>Scroll down 20 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOME</td>
<td>Move to beginning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRL-HOME</td>
<td>Move to end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARK</td>
<td>Mark words in text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLL BACK</td>
<td>Display prev marked text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLL FWD</td>
<td>Display next marked text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRL-PRINT</td>
<td>Print all of the text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACE or RETURN</td>
<td>Return to menus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZ VU</td>
<td>Exit from menu system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Press any key to continue

Figure 4-12 Keys available while viewing text files.
NOTE: If you want to print the contents of a text file, we suggest that you set the Lines Per Page field on the Printer Setup menu to 062. (See Section 16.) Each page of the printed output will contain a header and three of the INTERVIEW's text pages.

3. Operation. When you first enter a text viewing screen, the initial twenty lines of the file are presented. Refer again to Figure 4-11. Use the keys described above to scroll through the file. If Easy View menu information is being kept in memory and you subsequently leave Easy View (via the ER key), the system records which portion of the file was being displayed at the time of exit. When you reenter Easy View, you are automatically returned to the same position in the text viewing screen as when you exited. Use this feature and the ER key to flip between Program-mode screens and help information about the screens.

4. Marking. You may also “mark” all occurrences of a text string within any text file. The INTERVIEW searches for all words in which the specified string occurs and highlights, or marks, them in reverse video. The search is conducted throughout the entire text regardless of the cursor's current location within the file.

For an example of marking, let's view the SNA tutorial. If you ran the Troubleshoot Host=DT program, press ER to abort the program. Now press $ to return to the Menu of SNA Program Types, Tutorial(s) & How To's. Move the selection bar over the TUTORIAL menu entry and press ER. The screen shown in Figure 4-13 should be displayed.

**INTERVIEW SYSTEMS NETWORK ARCHITECTURE (SNA) TUTORIAL**

**INTRODUCTION**

The SYSTEMS NETWORK ARCHITECTURE (SNA), as it is defined and implemented by IBM, provides the ability to connect many different types of devices and programs into a complex network that allows all of these different devices and programs to communicate and interact.

This architecture defines the division of all of the network functions into clearly defined layers. These layers provide many of the same functions as the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) seven-layered architecture defined by the International Standards Organization (ISO) but the layers are not identical and may not be inter-operable unless some form of gateway is provided.

*Figure 4-13 First screen in the SNA tutorial.*
Now press \( \text{MARK} \). A pop-up window, illustrated in Figure 4-14, appears over the text.

Figure 4-14 Press \( \text{MARK} \) to enter a search string for highlighting.

Type in the text string you want marked. The field is 56 characters long, including embedded spaces. (Multiple consecutive spaces are interpreted as a single space.) If you enter the string as lowercase characters, all words containing the string are marked regardless of case. If the search string contains any uppercase characters, only exact matches are highlighted.

Suppose you want to locate information about Physical Units (PUs) without scrolling through the entire SNA tutorial. Simply type the string “pu” and press \( \text{MARK} \). The screen containing the first occurrence of the marked text is automatically presented. See Figure 4-15. Marking is always expanded, if necessary, to highlight whole words (although blank spaces within a string are not highlighted). If no instance of the string is found, a message to that effect is displayed.

Look at the highlighted box at the very bottom of the screen. The prompt “MARKED +” tells you that more occurrences of marked text follow. The arrow direction—↓, ↑, or ↔—indicates the direction of additional marked text. Press \( \text{SEL} \) to move to the next screen containing the marked string. Use \( \text{SEL} \) to locate the previous screen with the highlighted text.

When you reach the last screen with an instance of the string, the directional arrow for marked text is \( \uparrow \) and pressing \( \text{SEL} \) causes an alarm to sound.
INTRODUCTION (cont)

The specific network address includes information required to establish the path required to pass information to and from logical functions (NAUs) operating in some PHYSICAL UNIT (PU) or NODE.

All of the information related to the network address must be included in the System Generation (SYSGEN) and becomes part of the SYSTEM SERVICE CONTROL POINT (SSCP) that controls all of the resources within the network. Network Addressable Units include:

- USERS
- PERSONS
- APPLICATION PROGRAMS
- PHYSICAL UNITS (PUs)
- LOGICAL UNITS (LUs)
- SYSTEM SERVICE CONTROL POINTS (SSCPs)

**Figure 4-15** All words that contain the specified string—pu—are marked in reverse video. Press [DIR] and [DIR] to view additional screens with marked text.

Similarly, when the cursor is at the first screen containing the string, the directional arrow for marked text is $^+$ and pressing [DIR] causes an alarm to sound.

To “unmark” the text file, press [MARK] again. Clear the text—entry line by pressing [CANCEL]. Press [EXIT] to execute. All highlighting is removed from the text.

4.5 Additional Easy View Functions

There are additional capabilities related to Easy View which are not essential to its basic operation.

(A) Changing Other Program Setup Parameters

The on-line editing feature allows you to modify selected line setup parameters. In some cases, you may want to change other default Setup menus for a selected program. These changes to the configuration of setup menus are made in Program mode.

1. Select the program from an Easy View menu and press [LOAD] to load the program. Or, use [F10]—[LOAD] to load and run the source version of the program—see Section 4.5(C).

2. Once the initial Run—mode screen is displayed, press [PROGM] and then [EXIT] to enter Program mode.
3. Enter the appropriate setup screens and make any necessary changes.

4. Press \( \text{Next} \). The program will run using the new setup criteria. Since Easy View always reloads and runs the hard-disk version of a program, do not reenter Easy View to run the program or these changes will be overwritten by the default parameters stored with the original program.

(B) Saving New Setup Parameters

All AR-supplied application programs that you can load and run from Easy View are stored on the hard disk as linkable-program (LPGM) files. If you anticipate frequent use of a program with changes to the Setup menus, you may replace the original LPGM file with your newly configured version using the same pathname. Then, you can select and run the new version from Easy View. See Section 15 for information on the File Maintenance Save command and linkable-program files.

1. Select the program from an Easy View menu and press \( \text{EN} \) \( \text{Next} \). The full pathname of the program's LPGM file is displayed toward the bottom of the screen. This is the pathname you must use for your modified version.

2. Press \( \text{Next} \) to load the program.

3. Once the initial Run-mode screen is displayed, press \( \text{PROGR} \) and then \( \text{EX} \) \( \text{VOL} \) to enter Program mode.

4. Enter the appropriate setup screens and make any necessary changes.

5. Press \( \text{PROGR} \), then the \( \text{FMAINT} \) softkey to access the INTERVIEW's File Maintenance screen. When the program was loaded from Easy View, the File Maintenance screen was updated as though the program had been loaded from that screen. The current directory should be the one containing the program's file, and the program's filename should be the default entry in the Name field for most commands.

6. Select Save as the command. Confirm the entries in the fields on the screen. The Type: field should show \( \text{LPGM} \). The entries in the Drive and Name fields should correspond to the name of the file displayed in step 1. Press \( \text{Next} \). (If you need to modify the filename, remember that filenames are case-sensitive.)

**NOTE:** You may also create multiple versions of a program to appear as separate entries in the same Easy View menu. See Section 20.
(C) Additional Menu Keys

There are two more key combinations that operate on Easy View menus:

CTRL — RETURN Displays the full pathname of the file associated with the selected menu entry.

CTRL — LOAD Active when the selection bar is positioned over a menu item whose designated action is to load and run a program. Press CTRL — LOAD to load and run the source version (.s extension) of the program—when it has been provided—instead of the linkable—program version. In Program mode, the spreadsheet program is available for viewing and modification.

4.6 Installing Easy View Updates

Easy View updates are not contained on the system or user disk of new system software. For information on when Easy View updates accompany your purchase of the latest system software, contact Customer Service.

The Easy View menus and programs are contained on several floppy diskettes. Follow these steps to install Easy View updates to the hard disk:

Caution: The following installation procedure will cause the existing Easy View menu structure and any existing program files with names that match new programs to be overwritten. This means that any changes to Easy View that you have previously made via the Easy View Maintenance installation procedure will be lost.

1. Insert a diskette in Floppy Drive 1, the left—hand drive. (It does not matter in which order you duplicate the disks.)

2. If you are currently in the Easy View menus, press [ESC] to exit. Once in Program mode, if any screen other than the Program Menu appears, press [PROGRAM]. From the main Program Menu, press [UTIL], D/Maint to access the Disk Maintenance screen.

3. Now press the DUPDISK softkey to set up the Duplicate Disk Command. The From Disk Number: field on the screen should show FD1; select HDD in the To Disk Number: field.

4. Press [GO], then GOAHEAD to begin duplication of the first diskette. When the duplication is completed, the prompt “Insert Next Disk — — Depress F1 Key To Continue” will appear on the status line toward the top of the screen.
5. Remove the floppy disk from the drive and insert the next disk. Press GOAHEAD again. Repeat this process until all of the Easy View diskettes have been duplicated to the hard disk.

6. To see the new Easy View menus, power the unit off and then back on, or press \[\text{Ctrl} - \text{Shift} - \text{Esc}\] to reset the INTERVIEW.

7. If you want programs you had previously installed in the old Easy View menus to appear in the new Easy View menus, you must use the Easy View Maintenance program to reinstall them. See Section 20.
## Line Setup

### MODE:
Select Mode:
- MONITOR
- EM DTE
- EM DCE
- BERTDTE
- BERTDCE
- AUTOMON
- DISABLE

### SOURCE:
Select Source of Data:
- LINE
- DAT
- FILE

- Rec:
  - Disk: FLOPPY1 FLOPPY2 HDDS
  - File: 

- Rec:
  - Disk: FLOPPY1 FLOPPY2 HDDS
  - File: 

### CODE:
Select Code Set:
- ASCII EPBCDIC IPARS BAUDOT EBCDIC SELECT X3 JIS7 JIS8

### BITS:
Select Number of Bits Per Character:
- 8 BITS
- 7 BITS
- 6 BITS
- 5 BITS

Select Parity:
- EVEN
- ODD
- SPACE
- MARK
- NONE

### FORMAT:
Select Format:
- SYNCE
- SMDS
- ATM

Select HS Frame Mode:
- NO

Enter Sync Character: \( S \) \( S \)

Select Outsync Condition:
- OFF
- ON

Enter Outsync Character: \( F \)

Enter Number of Chars To Produce Outsync: 

Enter Idle Characters?
- OFF
- ON

Turn On Autosync?
- OFF
- ON

Xmit idle Character:
- \( F \)

Select Receive Block Check:
- OFF
- ON

Display Idle Characters?
- OFF
- ON

Is Payload Scrambled?
- NO
- YES

Select PLCP Framing (YES) or HEC Framing (NO):
- NO
- YES

Enter Number Of HEC Errors To Produce Outsync:
- 

Enter Number Of Good HECs To Resync:
- 

Display Idle Characters?
- OFF
- ON

Select Bit Order (normal or reverse) & Polarity (normal or inverted):
- NORMAL
- REV-NOR
- NOR-INV
- REV-INV

### CLOCK SOURCE:
Select Clock Source:
- EXTRN
- INTRN
- SPLIT

Enter Internal Speed: 9600

Enter DTE Speed: 9600

Enter DCE Speed: 9600

### NRZI:
Select NRZI Selected?
- NO
- YES

Select MIL:
- NO
- YES

---

**Figure 5-1 Line Setup menu.**
5 Line Setup

The Line Setup menu is the configuration menu for line parameters such as data format (synchronous or start-stop), code, clock, bit order, and bit polarity. The data may be received at a modular test interface, generated internally, or played back from disk. Figure 5-1 shows the fields and selections on this menu.

The Line Setup menu is on the left half of the Line Setup screen. Press (or ) to access the first field on this screen.

5.1 Mode

The first field on the Line Setup menu is Mode. In this field you select the type of operation you intend to perform with the INTERVIEW.

Available modes are Automonitor, Monitor, Emulate DTE, Emulate DCE, BERT DTE, BERT DCE, and Disable. The Disable selection is only applicable when an ATM Interface Module (AIM) is installed in an ATM unit.

(A) Automonitor

Select (the default mode) if you are not certain of the line characteristics. When you press , the unit will test samples of line data, autoconfigure, and begin to monitor. Once the unit is configured, change the mode to . This is to prevent the unit from autoconfiguring every time you go into Run mode.

NOTE: If is selected as the mode, any installed ATM Interface Module will not be recognized on the Setup Menu screen.

To use Automonitor, you must also select Source: . Source: does not provide data samples for the unit to test. In this instance, it cannot autoconfigure.

(B) Monitor

Select Mode: if you intend simply to monitor data, and you wish to enter the configuration parameters yourself. The INTERVIEW is a passive monitor (that is, it does not regenerate signals). Once the unit’s DTE and DCE connectors are attached to the data line, the unit will not interfere with data transmissions when it is in Automonitor or Monitor mode. Select Mode: also when you want to play back data from a disk.
NOTE: Before data can be played back or the line monitored, all transmit actions must be cleared from the trigger menus, and all SEND actions and RECEIVE or RCV conditions must be deleted from the Protocol Spreadsheet. These conditions and actions are for emulate mode only.

(C) Emulate DTE

Make this selection for interactive testing of a modem or testing of a DTE across modems. Break the data line from the DTE and connect the modem to the TO DCE interface on the interface module at the rear of the INTERVIEW.

Note on synchronous and BOP operation: The INTERVIEW can transmit using internal clock (SCTE) when it is emulating a DTE; but in order to display its own transmit data as well as receive data, it must be connected to a modem or other DCE device that is providing SCT and SCR clock.

If you are emulating DTE and external clock is not available for synchronous or BOP operation, select Clock Source: INTERNAL and patch SCTE to SCT.

(D) Emulate DCE

The mode is for direct, local testing of a DTE (such as a terminal, PAD, or front end). Break the data line from the modem and connect the DTE to the TO DTE connector on the interface module at the rear of the unit.

(E) BERT DTE

In mode you will run the BERT test that is configured on the BERT Setup screen (Section 11), using the TD lead to transmit and RD to receive and analyze.

(F) BERT DCE

In mode you will run the BERT test that is configured on the BERT Setup screen (Section 11), using the RD lead to transmit and the TD lead to receive and analyze.

NOTE: The BERT softkey and description text line on the Setup Menu will not appear unless one of the BERT modes on this screen is selected.

If either BERTDTE or BERTDCE is selected, the AIM softkey and description text line on the Setup Menu will not appear.

(G) Disable

Use the DISABLE mode only when testing Broadband ATM data exclusively; it “turns off” the WAN test processors and allocates that memory to the ATM functions and applications (see Figure 5-2). This mode also disables access to the Interface Control screen, BCC Control screen, and Front-end Buffer Setup screens: their softkeys and text lines on the Setup Menu disappear. Change the mode to return the standard Line Setup features.
5.2 Source

This selection field determines the source of the data to be monitored or tested.

LINE is the default selection. In Monitor or Automonitor mode when LINE is selected, the INTERVIEW will monitor data received at either of the line—interface connectors on the interface module at the rear of the unit.

In Emulate DTE mode when LINE is selected, the INTERVIEW will transmit on pin 2 (TD) and expect to receive data on pin 3 (RD). In Emulate DCE mode, the unit will transmit on pin 3 (RD) and monitor pin 2 (TD).

Part of any disk may be set aside for the recording of live data. Line data may be recorded directly to disk, recorded to RAM and then transferred to disk, or captured in the screen buffer (RAM) and transferred to disk. To record to disk or RAM, use the fields of the Record Setup menu on the Line Setup screen (see Section 7, Record Setup). Capture in the screen buffer (character RAM) is discussed in Section 26.9.

For data to be available for playback, it must reside on a disk. Therefore, data stored in bit—image RAM or screen buffer RAM must be transferred to disk using the Data Transfer command. See Section 14.4(C).

On the Line Setup menu, the Source: DAT selection allows data that has been recorded to the data—acquisition track to be played back for testing and display. Selecting DAT brings up two new fields: Rec and Disk.

The Source: FILE selection allows data that has been recorded to a file (rather than data—acquisition tracks) to be played back for testing and display. Selecting FILE brings up three new fields: Rec, Disk, and File.

For either DAT or FILE, enter the starting block number in the Rec field. Valid entries are 0 to 9999999999. If you do not enter a value, the value will default to zero. Block 0 means that playback will start from the beginning of the data source, regardless of the actual block number, just as any block number beyond the end of the data sample through 9999999999 will take you to the end of the data source. All other entries represent actual block numbers.
NOTE: It is not necessary to enter leading zeroes in this field. For example, you may enter 10 instead of 0000000010.

Choose from FD1 (FLOPPY1), FD2 (FLOPPY2), and HRD (HRD DSK) in the Disk field when playing back data from either Data Acquisition Tracks or a file.

When you choose Source: FILE, you also need to identify the data file in the File field. Enter the full pathname of the file, up to 29 characters excluding the disk designation (which is read from the Disk field). An example of a filename entry for this field is /usr/Data1291.

NOTE: Data playback from a file is slower than from the data acquisition tracks.

NOTE: Filenames in the INTERVIEW file system are case-sensitive. You must enter the name exactly as it appears in the directory listing.

When DAT or FILE is the source selection, a record/playback field (on the top line in the status area) on Run-mode screens will indicate whether playback is in progress or has been suspended. If playback is ongoing, a “P” appears next to the block-number field. If you suspend playback by pressing [Esc] or using a program action, “S” will be displayed. The record/playback field will be blank if a disk is not present in the selected drive or when the end of the data—acquisition tracks or file is reached. This field will also be blank if you enter a starting block number on the Line Setup menu that a) precedes the block number at which data actually begins, or b) exceeds the block number at which data actually ends. Change your entry to zero.

NOTE: An “R” in the record/playback field indicates that line-data recording is in progress. See Section 7.

### 5.3 Code

The standard Code selections are EBCDIC, ASCII, EBCD, XS-3, EBCD, and EBCD. Default is EBCD.

Appendix D1 gives keyboard—translation tables for all the codes that are standard in the INTERVIEW. These tables indicate the hex byte that is transmitted (or searched for) and the actual character displayed in Run mode as a result of a given keystroke (unshifted, shifted, or control) made while the cursor is in a data—entry field.

Note the difference between Run-mode display and Program-mode display of keyboard input. In Program mode, a particular keystroke ([Enter] pressed in conjunction with [ ], for example) will always produce the same character (“~”) in a data—entry field. In Run
mode, a particular code—translate chart will be consulted and the character ("~" in our example) may not belong to the code set and therefore may be missing on the chart. Such a character cannot be trapped, transmitted, or displayed in Run mode: it is "untranslatable" (see note, Appendix D1).

Appendix D2 gives an input—to—display translation table for all of the standard codes. Next to each hexadecimal value (input) is the ASCII—keyboard character or control character (display) in each of the various codes. "Input" refers to bytes, both received and transmitted, in hexadecimal notation before they are converted to characters and displayed on the monitor.

5.4 Bits

Identify the number of information bits for the selected code in the Bits field. Do not include the parity bit. Options are 8, 7, 6, and 5.

5.5 Parity

In the Parity field select the type of parity used in the system being tested. The choices are NONE, EVEN, ODD, SPACE, and MARK. The parity bit is additional to the information bits.

A data character received with a parity error will appear on the display with a bar through it.

NOTE: 8—bit odd or 8—bit even parity is a functional choice for ASYNC or ESCC format. Eight bits plus mark or space parity is not a valid selection for any format.

5.6 Format

The Format selection field allows you to program the INTERVIEW correctly for the protocol to be monitored. The selection in the Format field determines many of the selection subfields that follow.

(A) Sync Selections

Selecting SYNC for Format results in the group of subfields shown in Figure 5-3. Choose SYNC for Bisync format.
1. Sync characters. Sync Char is a data-entry field that determines the synchronization pattern for synchronous data protocols. When the receivers are looking for synchronization, every occurrence of the sync pattern results in a $ (sync) symbol on the data display. Refer to Outsync and Autosync (subsections 3. and 5. below) for the conditions under which the receivers look for sync.

The synchronization characters default to $$. Adjustments for your parity selection are automatic. For example, $ in odd-parity ASCII is $ but in even-parity ASCII the INTERVIEW converts $ to $. For most cases, therefore, you will not have to make any entry in the Sync Char field.

IPARS and xS_3 are exceptions in that the control character $ does not occur on their translation tables. If $ is entered as a sync character for these two codes, it is treated like any other untranslatable character and converted to SPACE or NULL, inappropriate for syncing.

For IPARS, the hexadecimal value $$ should be entered manually in the Sync Char field (see Figure 5-4). In the case of xS_3, the correct sync pattern is $$.

The correct synchronization patterns for the various standard codes in the INTERVIEW are listed in Table 5-1. Any other one- or two-character sequence may be entered, using alphanumeric keys, control characters, or hexadecimal.
The character entered will be adjusted for parity unless **Parity:** **NONE** has been selected or unless the entry has been made in hexadecimal. *For hexadecimal entries no parity adjustment is made. You must adjust hexadecimal entries yourself to take parity into account.* (Do not adjust parity for the default hexadecimal sync characters in IPARS or XS–3.)

To enter a one-character synchronization pattern, position the cursor in the **Sync Char** field and depress [E0]. This will clear the field. Enter the desired character.

(a) **SMDS Framing Mode.** When **HS Frame Mode:** **SMDS** is selected, the synchronization pattern is 'F'.

(b) **ATM Framing Mode.** The **Sync Char** field entry is not relevant in ATM Framing Mode unless **PLCP Framing:** **YES** is also selected. In this case, the synchronization pattern is also 'F' as in SMDS Framing Mode; otherwise, the **Sync Char** field entry is not relevant in ATM Framing Mode (see subsection 2.(c), below).

### Table 5-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Info Bits</th>
<th>Parity</th>
<th>SY1</th>
<th>SY2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EBCDIC</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Odd</td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Space)</td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Even or Mark)</td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBCD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Odd</td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Space)</td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Even or Mark)</td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS–3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Odd</td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPARS</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>None</td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTRIC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Odd</td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
<td><em>E</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **HS Frame Mode.** Some INTERVIEW 8000 Series units now support applications for monitoring and emulation on the SMDS SNI (Switched Multimegabit Data Service Subscriber Network Interface) and in ATM UNI (Asynchronous Transfer Mode User Network Interface). To enter these modes, select either **SMDS** or **ATM** in the **HS Frame Mode** field; the field defaults to **NO**.

**SMDS.** No additional hardware is required to run applications for monitoring and emulation on the SMDS (SNI) at T1 and E1 data rates. AR Test Systems applications currently available for SMDS SNI include:

- **SMDS SNI Trace and Statistics [OPT–951–133–1]**
- **SMDS SNI Emulation with Trace and Statistics [OPT–951–197–1]**
NOTE: AR Test Systems also has applications available for SMDS DXI while in BOP High Speed Frame Mode—see Subsection 10.4(A)2. These include:

SMDS DXI Trace and Statistics [OPT–951–199–1]
SMDS DXI Emulation with Trace and Statistics [OPT–951–189–1]

The SMDS SNI for T1 is defined in Bellcore document TR–TSV–000772 as a public service offering. The SNI is based on 53-byte cells and uses a PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Protocol) to map cells onto the T1 framed data streams. Note that the SMDS specifications require that all octets are transmitted most significant bit first.

To enter this mode, select HS Frame Mode: \[\text{SMDS}\]. In SMDS HS Frame Mode the Outsync, Char, #, Display Idle, Autosync, and Rcv Blk Chk fields disappear (see Figure 5-5) as they are not applicable; however, enter sync pattern $6_{14}$ in the Sync Char field. In this mode the system software passes groups of cells up to the application with each IL message buffer; this is a useful tool for the advanced C-programmer. At this time, application programs for SMDS are available; however, there is no direct system software support for SNI transmission.

---

**Figure 5-5** In SMDS High Speed Frame Mode, the Outsync, Char, #, Display Idle, Autosync, and Rcv Blk Chk fields disappear; note sync character pattern is $6_{14}$.

ATM. No additional hardware is required to run applications for monitoring and emulation in ATM at T1 and E1 data rates. At present, there are five application programs for ATM for the INTERVIEW 8000 Series units:

Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (T1/E1) [OPT–951–232–1],
Emulation with Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (T1/E1) [OPT–951–233–1], and
Asynchronous Transfer Mode Cell Loss and Delay Test (T1/E1)[OPT–951–237–1]
Emulation with Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode DXI (T1/E1) [OPT–951–309–1]
Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode DXI (T1/E1) [OPT–951–310–1]
As Telenex is continually developing new products and programs, contact Customer Service for updated release information.

Like SMDS SNI, ATM is based on 53-byte cells; an INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO unit verifies the cell headers and displays the cells' payload in hexadecimal format. The unit handles either PLCP framing or standard ATM HEC framing. ATM for T1 is defined in the ATM Forum DS1 ATM UNI (draft) Specification and the ITU (draft) documentation 1.432 and G.804.

To enter ATM Framing Mode, select HS Frame Mode: [ATM]. In this mode the Outsync, Char, #, Display Idle, Autosync, and Rcv Blk Chk fields disappear as they are not relevant in ATM (see Figure 5-6). Five new fields appear: HEC CRC–8 Coset, Payload Scrambled, PLCP Framing, Outsync HECs, and Resync HECs. Note the sync character is not applicable if PLCP Framing: [NO] is selected, even though the field remains displayed; when selecting PLCP framing mode, enter sync pattern ‘F 14’ as in SMDS Frame Mode.

![Figure 5-6](image)

In ATM High Speed Frame Mode, the Outsync, Char, #, Display Idle, Autosync, and Rcv Blk Chk fields are replaced by five new fields: HEC CRC–8 Coset, Payload Scrambled, PLCP Framing, Outsync HECs, and Resync HECs.

(a) **HEC CRC–8 Coset.** This field represents the HEC (Header Error Control) CRC–8 Coset character. Enter any hexadecimal number in this field; 3 is the recommended and the default entry. This entry is XORed (exclusive/or) with the cell header remainder, the value derived from a polynomial \((x^8 + x^2 + x + 1)\) operation on the cell header, the first four characters of the cell. The result is the fifth cell character.

(b) **Payload Scrambled.** Generally when monitoring T1 data, the Payload Scrambled field entry should be [NO], as the incoming data is usually in standard format. When monitoring E1 data, the recommended field entry would be [YES], as the line data is generally scrambled; this selection enables descrambling of the data by the INTERVIEW 8000 Series unit. This descrambling will minimize the possibility of false cell synchronization.
The scramble/descramble operation occurs logically in a 43-bit shift register as each data bit is XORed as shown in Figure 5-7. Please note that the INTERVIEW 8000 Series units only descramble the data; you as the operator must know whether the data is scrambled and so requires this operation.

Figure 5-7 When Payload Scrambled: **YES** is selected, the incoming data will already have been XORed and logically scrambled; then the INTERVIEW 8000 Series unit descrambles it and puts it out on the line.

(c) **PLCP Framing.** The default selection for this field is **NO** which allows for standard ATM HEC framing. If PLCP framing is desired, select **PLCP Framing: YES**. This will enable decoding of a 576-byte superframe (ten 57-byte cells plus six trailer bytes) to follow the PLCP frame format; use sync pattern }_\_ with PLCP Framing. Note that the next two fields, **Outsync HECs** and **Resync HECs**, disappear when PLCP framing is enabled as these two fields are applicable only in HEC framing mode.

(d) **Outsync HECs.** In this field the user will enter the number of contiguous HEC errors which must occur in order to lose synchronization (to be out of sync). The Outsync HECs field defaults to 7, but it will accept entries from 3 through 16. This field is valid only in HEC framing mode and will disappear if **PLCP Framing: YES** is selected.

(e) **Resync HECs.** When the unit is in Cell Delineation Loss, the Resync HECs field allows the user to specify the number of contiguous good Header Error Control characters on which to resynchronize. This field defaults to 6, but acceptable entries include 2 through 16. This field is valid only in HEC framing mode and will disappear if **PLCP Framing: YES** is selected.

3. **Outsync.** When the unit enters Run mode in synchronous format, the receivers are always out of sync, looking for sync. After initial synchronization, the receivers stop looking for sync. **Outsync: ON** means that the receivers can return to the original outsync, looking—for—sync condition as soon as a particular outsync pattern is encountered. Unless this pattern is encountered (or unless **Autosync: ON** is selected), synchronization can occur only once during Run mode.
The default **Outsync** sequence is one \% (pad) or hex \$ character. Any character may be entered in the **Char** field. The \# field is a decimal field. It allows you to specify how many times the character must occur consecutively (from one to 255 times) before outsync will take effect. In transparent text, there is a possibility that legitimate data \$ will occur. Also, the block—check character may occasionally mimic the outsync character. Normally these problems are solved by turning outsync off (and autosync on) or by increasing the number of outsync characters to 2.

Note these three fields will disappear when **HS Frame Mode**: SMDS or ATM is selected.

4. **Display idle.** **Display Idle:** OFF prevents display and buffer—storage of idle characters from the time the receivers go out of synchronization until they see the synchronization pattern again. If you select **ON**, the idle characters will be displayed on the monitor and also saved in the data buffer.

Note this field will disappear when **HS Frame Mode**: SMDS or ATM is selected.

5. **Autosync.** When **Autosync** is **ON**, the receivers will resynchronize every time they see the selected synchronization pattern, *even if they are in sync already*. When autosync is enabled, the logic constantly tests for the one— or two—character pattern on a bit—by—bit basis. When a match is found, it becomes the new reference point for character framing.

This is a useful selection when data does not have a unique outsync character (as when a transmitter idles the sync character, for example). Autosync is also useful where one block of data follows another by less than a full character interval. Autosync will detect the synchronization pattern and adjust to it even though it is skewed in relation to the previous sync.

As long as autosync is off, there is no danger of accidental syncing in the middle of a block of data, since receivers that are already in sync do not look for sync. While autosync is on, accidental syncing may happen when a sequence of bits in the data mimics the sync pattern. You may reduce the chance of random syncing in the middle of a block of data by always using a two—character synchronization pattern whenever autosync is turned on.

In normal synchronous operation, outsync is on and autosync is off. Once the receivers go out of sync, the receiver logic tests for the one— or two—character sync pattern one bit at a time, just as when autosync is on. Enabling autosync means that the bit—by—bit search is conducted all the time, even when the receivers are already in sync.

Note this field will disappear when **HS Frame Mode**: SMDS or ATM is selected.

6. **Block—check overlays.** **Rcv Blk Chk** is a subfield of **Format**: SYNC, ASYNC, and ISOC. This field is discussed in Section 10, Block Checking. Note this field will disappear when **HS Frame Mode**: SMDS or ATM is selected.
7. **Transmit idle character.** The Xmit Idle Char field is valid for both **SYNC** and **BOP** formats. It allows you to specify what idle-line condition will be applied by the INTERVIEW in Emulate modes. Alphanumeric, control, or hexadecimal characters may be entered in this field. The default idle-line condition for **SYNC** format is steady mark (hex FF). Note this field will disappear when HS Frame Mode: **SMDS** or **ATM** is selected.

**(B) Bit—Oriented Protocols**

**Format: ****BOP** selects bit—oriented protocols that use ‘E framing and zero—insertion. Examples are X.25, X.75, and SDLC.

In BOP protocols, the synchronization flag pattern, conditions for outsync, and block—check calculation are always defined. Any fields on the Line Setup menu that pertain to synchronization and block—checking disappear when **BOP** is the **Format** selection. The subfields under **Format: ** **BOP** are Display Abort, Xmit Idle Char, and High Speed Frame Mode. See Figure 5-8.

| Code: ASCII | Bits: 8 | Parity: NONE |
| Format: **BOP** | **Display Abort:** OFF | **Xmit Idle Char:** ‘E |
| **High Speed Frame Mode:** NO |

*Figure 5-8 Synchronization and frame—check parameters are automatic (and therefore not selectable) under Format: **BOP**.*

1. **Display abort.** The seven 1—bits in a row that signal an “Abort” to BOP receivers can occur during ‘E idle as well as in the middle of a frame. Since these idle aborts are not aborted frames but merely indicate missing zeroes in the ‘E —idle bitstream, you may want to suppress the display of these “glitches” by selecting **Display Abort:** OFF. This is the default selection. **Display Abort:** OFF does not pertain to aborted frames, which will be displayed in any case.

2. **Transmit idle character.** This field is valid for both **SYNC** and **BOP** formats. See under **SYNC**, above. The default idle character for **BOP** format is the ‘E flag. Press [HE], [P], [E], (not [DE]) to enter this idle character. Only ‘E or ‘F idle is valid for BOP.

3. **High speed frame mode.** Frame mode is a high—speed capture method in which the frame is the lowest entity. Received data is read directly into the IL buffers; this process allows full data capture at high speeds. Choose **High Speed Frame Mode:** **YES** to operate in Frame mode, such as when running on the SMDS DXI Switched Multimegabit Data Service Data Exchange Interface). The default is **NO**.
When you choose **High Speed Frame Mode**: **YES**, the additional fields for **Display Mode**: **DATA** are not applicable; the **Type**, **Enhance**, and **Suppress** fields, therefore, do not appear on the Display Setup screen when you choose to operate in Frame mode.

In addition, various C events, variables, and routines associated with character capture and character display (e.g., `rcvd_char`, `rd`, `rcv_buffer_full`, `td_modifier`, `rd_buffer_off`, `td_il_buffer`, `evar_rcv_char`, `evar_abort`, `ctl_enhance_td`) cannot be used while operating in Frame mode. Refer to the Volume 2 Index to locate specific information on these events, variables, and routines; a complete listing is found in Section 2.10.

**CAUTION:** High-speed Frame mode operates at speeds above the AM band. RF cabling considerations must be taken when you operate in Frame mode.

**(C) Start–Stop Format**

For start–stop data, choose **Format**: **ASYNC** or **SOC**. Then you may choose either 1 or 2 **Stop Bits**, as shown in Figure 5-9. **ASYNC** is the correct **Format** selection for data that has start/stop—bit framing if both digital devices rely on internal clock. If clock is provided on the interface for one of the devices (isochronous operation), select **Format**: **SOC**.

![Figure 5-9](image)

---

**5.7 Clock Source**

**Clock Source** and **Speed** apply to data in any format. Selections for **Clock Source** are **EXTERNAL**, **INTERNAL**, and **INTERNAL-SPLIT**. The **Clock Source** field is not displayed if an ISDN, T1, G.703, or DS–0A TIM is installed, as these TIMs are designed to provide the appropriate clock signals when in use.

If **Format** has been selected, the clock source must be internal (or internal—split). Async means that there is no clock on the interface leads, and the INTERVIEW will not look for external clock nor recognize the clock signals if they are there.
Note on synchronous and BOP operation: The INTERVIEW can transmit using internal clock (SCTE) when it is emulating a DTE; but in order to display its own transmit data as well as receive data, it must be connected to a modem or other DCE device that is providing SCT and SCR clock.

If you are emulating DTE and external clock is not available for synchronous or BOP operation, select **Clock Source: INTERNAL** and patch SCTE to SCT.

INTERNAL SPLIT allows you to monitor or emulate in asynchronous systems that have different baud rates for Receive Data and Transmit Data, and to emulate a modem on dual-speed, synchronous lines. When INTERNAL SPLIT rotates into the selection field, speed settings for both DTE and DCE appear below it. See Figure 5-10.

If you are monitoring or emulating a DTE on a dual-speed, synchronous line, the proper clock-source selection is **EXTERNAL**, since the modem is already supplying both clocks.

![Figure 5-10 Internal clock may be split into DTE and DCE speed settings.](image)

### 5.8 Bit-Order/Polarity

**Bit Order/Polarity:** NORMAL means that both the bit order and the bit polarity are "normal." REVERSE-NORM means that the bit order is reversed while the polarity is normal. Other selections are NORM-INVERT and REV-INVERT.

Normal bit order means that when a character is encoded into binary for transmission (or decoded from binary for display), the first bit transmitted (or received) will correspond to the rightmost bit in the INTERVIEW's hexadecimal value for that character and code.

The code-conversion for every hexadecimal value is given in Appendix D2, Hex-to-Display Translation Tables.

When reverse bit order is selected, the hexadecimal display for each byte does not change; but now the first bit to be transmitted and received will be the leftmost bit in the binary version of the hexadecimal. (Leftmost, that is, except for the parity bit. For obvious reasons, the parity bit is always the last bit transmitted.) Reverse bit order is appropriate for certain standard codes such as IPARS and EBCD (which then becomes REV EBCD).
5.9 NRZI

When NRZI: YES is selected, INTERVIEW transmitters and receivers use the NonReturn to Zero (Inverted) mode of signal sense. In this mode, logic 0 is defined not as a plus—voltage threshold, but rather as any transition from plus to minus or from minus to plus. Logic 1 is defined as an absence of transition.

NOTE: Since the hardware that accomplishes NRZI formatting is not on the playback path for disk data, NRZI: YES must be selected when the original line data enters the FEB. The NRZI selection will have no effect during playback, whether the data was recorded in character or bit—image format.

5.10 MIL

MIL: YES designates MIL—188 operation, which inverts all signals on the data leads (including idle). In MIL operation there is no need to invert bit polarity. Note that MIL operation does not convert the voltage levels to MIL—188 specifications.

5.11 Sample Line Setups

Figure 5-11 shows typical Line Setup configurations for various protocols.
Figure 5-11 Sample Line Setup configurations for the following protocols: X.25, SNA, ASYNC, BISYNC, ISDN, and SS#7.
6 Run–Mode Display
Display Setup

Figure 6-1 The Display Setup menu.
6 Run–Mode Display

Press [RUN] to compile and execute a test program. The compilation phases are discussed in Section 2.6.

If [AUTOMON] is the Mode selected on the Line Setup menu, the compilation will be delayed until the unit has configured its line setup parameters automatically.

6.1 Auto Configure

When the operator presses [RUN] with Mode: [AUTOMON] (the default mode) selected on the Line Setup menu, an Auto Configure program is loaded that displays the screen in Figure 6-2. A Status field appears at the bottom of the screen, identifying the stage in the auto-configure procedure. The first stage is a clock-sampling phase that is reflected in the Status field as Capturing Sample #1. Once clock source and clock speed have been determined, these parameters are posted to the screen (see Figure 6-2) and the autolearn process moves to its second phase, Capturing Sample #2.

** Auto Configure **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code:</th>
<th>Bits:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format:</td>
<td>Parity:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sync Chars:</td>
<td>BCC:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock: EXT</td>
<td>Speed: 4800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Status: Capturing Sample #2

Figure 6-2 Clock and Speed are analyzed during the capture phase.
The unit remains in this stage from 1 to 6 seconds, depending on the data speed—one second for data captured at 19.2 Kbits per second or higher, a longer duration for captures at lower speeds. When the sample period ends, the sample is evaluated for its suitability as the basis for a new configuration.

If the sample is adequate—if it contains a high enough number of "meaningful transitions" and meets other similar criteria—the unit enters its configuring phase and arrives quickly at an estimate of all the line setup parameters.

The unit does not try to configure itself if the first sample does not meet the criteria for adequacy. Rather it returns to sampling data, this time Capturing Sample #3; and so on until a good data sample is found.

**NOTE:** If an autoconfiguration is attempted on a line with no data or clock, the data—sampling will go on indefinitely. If the operator presses [PROG] and checks the Line Setup menu, the Clock Source field will be set at [INTERNAL] and the Speed at 168000 bits per second. This is the first (highest) internal clock speed that is tested. Without data, the software will have had no reason to reject this speed and try the next lower one.

The initial data sample is very important. If at any time you wish to restart the autolearn process and try for a "better" initial data sample, press [PROG] to terminate Automonitor and press [M] to begin again.

**Clock** and **Speed** (see Figure 6-2) are analyzed during the capture phase. Other parameters are analyzed during the configuring or "learning" phase. When the unit has arrived at an estimate of all the parameters, the Status changes to Unit Configured. The complete set of parameters is displayed for one second (see Figure 6-3), and the selections on the Line Setup menu screen are updated. After one second, the unit shifts to Run mode, compiles the program that is entered on the setup screens (including the new Line Setup), the Trigger Menus, and the Protocol Spreadsheet, and begins monitoring with its new configuration.

If the operator presses [PROG] while the unit is in the learning phase, the Line Setup fields will be updated to include any parameters already registered on the Auto Configure screen. Pressing [M], however, will always initialize the autolearn process.

**NOTE:** In order for the unit to configure itself successfully to monitor synchronous data, the sync characters should be preceded by two or more idle—time characters.
The INTERVIEW's Automonitor mode has been designed to be (1) fast, and (2) 90% accurate. To satisfy the first criterion, the software acts on two assumptions: first, that the protocol is a fairly typical one; and also that the data sample is typical. (For example, an X.25 line without traffic cannot be distinguished from an SDLC line that also merely is idling 7E flags. In the absence of valid data, the Automonitor logic will not configure the unit.) Automonitor is designed as a tool for setting up a piece of test equipment properly, to be used with other tools. These tools include the Line Setup menu and the operator's own knowledge and experience.

### 6.2 Entering Run Mode

Figure 6-4 shows the screen of the INTERVIEW after Run mode has been entered. In any display mode, the data screen has three basic divisions.

The top two lines of the screen are status lines that provide setup information including test mode (monitor, emulate, or BERT), data source (line or disk), disk drive (hard, floppy 1, floppy 2—when source is disk), block number (for data recording or playback), record/playback status ("R"ecording line data, "P"laying back disk data, or "S"uspended record/playback), date and time, code, number of data bits, parity, synchronization format (synchronous, BOP, or async/isoc), and sync pattern if the format is synchronous. (The second line of the status area is also the prompt line.)

The bottom three lines of the screen are given to softkey prompts and a group of softkey functions that control the actual mode of display as long as the unit is in real-time or frozen Run mode. The remaining sixteen lines display test data or user-generated messages in a mode selected by the user.
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Figure 6-4 The three divisions of the data screen.

During programming, the user selects the display mode on the Display Setup menu (Figure 6-1), the top right sector of the Line Setup screen. In Run mode, the softkeys will change the display selection. Selectable display modes include character data, character data plus control—lead timing, protocol trace, program trace of state—to—state movement and of user—entered messages called “traces,” and statistical tabulation or graphic display of counters and timers.

All data and statistics displays are available at all times during Run mode. Other special displays, Program Trace for example, are conditionally present. Figure 6-5 shows the two consecutive racks of softkeys that make the various data displays accessible to the user. To return to the first softkey rack, press 8.

NOTE: An additional softkey, QUAD, is available for use with dual—port TIMs in the position using the #pragma quad_display directive in a spreadsheet program. This simultaneously displays TD and RD for both ports. For information on correct use of this directive, see Section 60.

Figure 6-5 Two banks of softkeys give access to data display modes during a run.
There is also a Display Mode selection called **NO DISPLAY**. This suppresses the writing of data to the screen (though not to the screen buffer). See Section 6.11 for an explanation of this display mode.

The final Display Mode selection on the Display setup menu will be the first display mode presented to the screen in Run mode. All other available display modes can then be accessed in real time via Run-mode softkey.

Certain Display Setup menu selections cannot be changed in real time via softkey. Under Display Mode: **DATA**, regardless of the Type field selection, the Suppress and Enhance entries remain in effect during Run mode (except when operating in Frame mode, where these fields do not apply). When you choose Type: **DATA+LEADS** as the display mode, control-lead subfields appear. Only the control leads you select with a **YES** will be displayed during Run mode. Under Display Mode: **PROG TRACE**, you will see the subfield Display States. You may not change your selection for this field during Run mode.

### 6.3 Selecting Character—Data Display

Character data may be displayed in single or dual lines, with or without control—lead transitions. All four combinations of data leads and control leads are selectable on the lower rack of softkeys in Run mode. See Figure 6-5.

The Type of data display is also a selection field on the Display Setup menu. See Figure 6-6. The DATA softkey (Figure 6-5, top) enables the last Type option selected, even if that selection was dormant—not visible—on the Display Setup menu when the user pressed **.** Other Type options can be accessed from the secondary rack of softkeys (Figure 6-5).

Fields on the Display Setup menu also accommodate lists of characters to be suppressed or enhanced.

**Figure 6-6** Type is a subfield under Display Mode: **DATA**.

**NOTE:** The Type, Suppress, and Enhance fields do not apply when you have chosen High Speed Frame Mode: **YES** on the Line Setup portion of the screen. Therefore, these fields will not be written to the Display Setup screen when operating in Frame mode.
(A) Single/Dual

In single-line display (Figure 6-7), DCE (RD) data and DTE (TD) data are displayed alternately on the same line. They are easily distinguishable because DCE data is always underlined. Single-line is the display mode that is most economical of screen-buffer space.

![Figure 6-7 Single-line display.](image)

In dual-line display (Figure 6-8), DTE (TD) data begins on the first data line. DCE (RD) data (always underlined) is shown on alternating lines beginning with the second data line. When one of the data leads is idle, time correlation with the other lead is maintained by this time-fill symbol: \_N. See Figure 6-8.

![Figure 6-8 Dual-line display.](image)

Select **DUAL** whenever the communications are full duplex. Single-line display is not appropriate when data is flowing in both directions simultaneously. The single-line display will preserve timing relationships to within one character time, with the result that the data will be less easy to read. See Figure 6-9, where an RD (underlined) message is interrupted by alternating TD characters.
In both single and dual display, fresh data is written to the screen beginning at the top left and moving to the right before retracing horizontally, and down to the bottom of the screen before retracing vertically. At a given moment during real-time display, there are always two blank lines on the screen. These two lines move just ahead of the freshest data and continuously overwrite the oldest data.

Avoid single-line display for full duplex data.

**B) Data Plus Leads**

By pushing the softkey labeled **SINGL+L** or **DUAL+L** (Figure 6-5), the user can monitor not only two data leads, but also a timing pattern for up to five control leads. A display of single-line data plus all five leads is illustrated in Figure 6-10. The two states of the timing pattern can be defined in visual terms as low/high, in “handshake” terms as off/on, and in electrical terms as minus/plus voltage.

Control leads are selected for display on the Display Setup menu. EIA leads available for screen monitoring are RTS—CTS (selectable as a pair), DTR—DSR (also selectable only as a pair), and CD (carrier detect). See Figure 6-11 for the selection subfields under **Type**: **DATA+LEADS**.

If control leads are not set to be buffered on the Front-End Buffer Setup screen, control-lead status will not be available for data-plus-leads display and triggering. See Section 9.1(B) on buffering control leads.
A full set of leads is written to the bottom of the sixteen-line display area only if it fits completely. A full set is one or two lines of TD/RD data (with RD underlined) and a state-and-timing line for each of the control leads specified previously on the Display Setup menu. If a set is six lines and only four display lines remain on the screen, the entire set is displayed at the top of the next screen.

If the set is comprised of six lines (one data line and one line each for five control leads), two full sets of lines will be written to each successive screen. If a full set equals three lines, five sets will be written per screen.

The purpose of the data-plus-leads display is to show the sequence of events. Two data bytes (or a data byte and a control-lead transition) are never displayed in the same vertical column. Otherwise, the order of their occurrence would be lost to the display. Even if the events were detected a millisecond or a microsecond apart, they are displayed in sequence.

Turn Display Idle: ON if you wish to preserve a visual record of time intervals between lead transitions.

Precise timing intervals, to a resolution of ten microseconds, between lead and data and between two leads can be attained both for live and recorded data with a simple trigger program that uses timers or via cursor timing on the data-plus-leads display. See Section 6.4(E). Timer increments are discussed in Section 9, FEB Setup; and Section 21, Tabular Statistics.

(C) Suppress

A data-entry field labeled Suppress appears on the Display Setup menu along with Display Mode: DATA. For single- or dual-line display mode, you may choose up to eight characters to be suppressed from the screen display. The suppressed characters will not appear on the screen or be available in the character buffer for playback. They will, however, be considered by the triggers, included in counting and timing where applicable, and recorded if bit image data is being recorded.
The characters to be suppressed are entered directly from the keyboard and may include:

- Upper- and lower-case alpha characters and numerals;
- Control characters;
- Hexadecimal entries;
- Flag bytes (BOP format only);
- One bit mask;
- All characters not equal to a given character or bit mask.

Figure 6-12 FF idle can be suppressed as a character, a hexadecimal, or a bit mask.

Figure 6-12 shows three different ways to suppress idle FF on the data display. The idle character may be entered as an ASCII character, a hexadecimal, or a bit mask. Use [hex] to turn on the hexadecimal function for all hex entries. Press [hex] to bring up a string of x's that you may overwrite with ones or zeroes.

Figure 6-13 shows the Suppress field when FF flags are suppressed. Note that the [hex] key must be used for this entry. If literal FF is entered with hex turned on, the logic will not read this as a flag, but instead as data (zero—stuffed) FF.

You can use the [hex] key—function in the Suppress field to display only a specific character (or set of characters represented by a bit mask). Press [hex] followed by one ASCII character, hex character, or bit mask. The suppressed character will appear in the Suppress list with a horizontal bar through it to indicate “not equal.”
Figure 6-13 The flag key must be used to suppress \texttt{7E} flags.

Figure 6-14 gives two examples of the Suppress Not Equal ("display only") function. The top entry is used to display only the \texttt{X-OFF} (DC3) character. The Not Equal Bit Mask on the bottom will display four possible bytes only: 1 or 3 (DC1 in ASCII code) and 5 or 7 (DC3).

When two or more Not Equal entries are combined in the Suppress field, only the listed not-equal characters are displayed. Refer to Section 25.3(1).

NOTE: The Suppress field does not apply when you have choose High Speed Frame Mode: \texttt{YES} on the Line Setup portion of the screen. Therefore, this field will not be written to the Display Setup screen when operating in Frame mode.

(D) Enhance

A data-entry field labeled Enhance appears on the Display Setup menu when the Display Mode is \texttt{DATA}. The enhancement that results on the data display is blinking reverse video, dark lettering inside a light rectangle. Up to eight characters may be enhanced, including ASCII—keyboard characters, control characters, hexadecimals, and one bit mask.
6 Run-Mode Display

Figure 6-15 shows a bit mask that enhances control characters in EBCDIC code. (Control characters are the only EBCDIC characters with zero-zero as the two high-order bits.) Beneath the bit mask is a data sample in which screen-formatting orders (always control characters) within the 3270-data stream have been enhanced.

![Figure 6-15 This bit mask enhances EBCDIC control characters only.](image)

NOTE: The Enhance field does not apply when you have choose High Speed Frame Mode: YES on the Line Setup portion of the screen. Therefore, this field will not be written to the Display Setup screen when operating in Frame mode.

6.4 Special Features of Data Display

When character data is displayed on the INTERVIEW monitor, the bit stream is first divided into bytes according to the format (synchronous, bit-oriented, or start-stop) that the operator has selected on the Line Setup menu. Then the bytes are converted to displayable characters according to the code selected on the same setup menu. See Appendix D2 for the various byte-to-character translations. When a byte does not occur on the particular code-translation table and therefore cannot be decoded as a character, it is presented to the screen as a hexadecimal. All bytes are displayable, in hexadecimal at least.

In synchronous formats, display is suppressed automatically before synchronization and after outsync. Idle is usually suppressed, as a result of the receivers going out of sync; but idle display can be enabled on the Line Setup menu. In BOP (bit-oriented) formats, mark idle is suppressed automatically and cannot be displayed. 'e' flags are not normally suppressed but they may be designated for suppression in the Suppress field on the Display Setup menu.

(A) Special Characters

Table 6-1 shows the special non-ASCII, non-Hex characters that appear on the data display. ❂ and ❌ are overlays that cover the last-received byte in the block-check (or frame-check) calculation. ❌ is an overlay that covers the last full character.
received before a BOP abort, defined as seven consecutive one-bits anywhere inside a frame. The symbol represents a ‘e flag, the literal (nonzero-stuffed) sequence anywhere in the BOP bitstream. It stands for “sync.” It indicates that the receivers have identified the sync pattern in the synchronous bitstream and locked on it as a new reference for character framing. The symbol maintains the time correlation between data leads when one of the data leads is idle.

Table 6-1
Special Display Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screen Symbol</th>
<th>Printed Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>[S]</td>
<td>synchronization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>[F]</td>
<td>BOP flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>[G]</td>
<td>good BCC or FCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>[B]</td>
<td>bad BCC or FCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>[A]</td>
<td>BOP abort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>fill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(B) Hexadecimal Translation

In real-time or frozen Run mode, press to display every data character on the screen as a hexadecimal. The hex translation is applied to the entire character buffer and not merely to characters written to the screen subsequent to the depression of the key.

The hex display is an on/off function: press again to restore normal decoding to the data. The LED on the cap of the key lights up for hexadecimal data—entry, not display.

Hexadecimal notation divides each byte into two quartets or “nibbles.” Figure 6-16 indicates the order in which the nibbles are transmitted/received when normal bit order is indicated on the Line Setup menu.

Note that the actual order of transmission of nibbles is not the order that we see when we read hexadecimal data casually from left to right: 2, 1, 4, 3, 6, 5, etc. Many protocol fields are designed around the apparent order of the nibbles rather than the actual order. The 12-bit logical channel number, for example, in an X.25 packet—header is composed of twelve bits that are not contiguous in the bitstream but appear to form contiguous nibbles in hexadecimal display.
(C) Trigger Hex

Hexadecimal translation can be turned on and off by a trigger action on a Trigger Menu or on the Protocol Spreadsheet. Trigger hex is useful when you want to display some data in hex and some in translated characters.

In X.25, for example, frame and packet headers are bit-oriented and are more meaningful when they are displayed in hexadecimal. Once you are past the packet header in a normal (not "qualified") data packet, the data is character-oriented and the hexadecimal enhancement should be turned off. Figure 6-17 shows a display in which trigger hex has been used selectively on BOP data to convert protocol characters to hexadecimal. See Section 37.8 for the short trigger program that is controlling the display in Figure 6-17.

(D) Binary Expansion

By pressing with character data on the screen, the operator freezes the display and activates the automatic character expander. Now the cursor appears on the monitor, under the control of the cursor—arrow keys. In the middle of the second line on the screen, the character at the cursor position is expanded in binary, with the DTE expansion on the left and the DCE expansion on the right. Figure 6-18 shows a simultaneous DTE and DCE expansion.

The rightmost bit in the binary expansion is the first bit received or transmitted when normal bit order has been selected on the Line Setup menu. The four right-hand bits compose the right-hand (lower) nibble in the hex byte that is expanded.
(E) Cursor Timing

Cursor timing is another Freeze-mode display feature. It allows the operator to view the elapsed time between two events in the two data—plus—leads buffers and the single—line data display. It is not available in the dual—line data display.

To use cursor timing, first enable time ticks on the Front End Buffer Setup screen. Refer to Section 9.

The cursor—timing display is enabled/disabled via the △△ key. When you first enter Freeze mode, cursor timing is disabled. To set the location of the first event, press △△. The character in the marked position is replaced by the △ symbol. (In the data—plus—leads displays, △ appears in all rows of the display.) Now use the cursor keys again to move the cursor to the next event. The elapsed time between the marked event and the cursor event is shown in the upper right—hand corner of the display screen. See Figure 6-19. The unit of time used in the cursor—timing display is the same as the one you selected when you enabled time ticks on the FEB Setup screen.

NOTE: The sign the time value takes depends on which direction the cursor moves from the marked event. If the cursor moves forward from the marked event, the elapsed time is displayed as a positive value. If the cursor moves backward from the marked event, the time value is negative.

Each time you press △△, you move the marked position—i.e., you redefine the first event. The previous △ symbols are removed from the display and new ones appear at the cursor location. To disable the cursor timing display, return the cursor to the marked character and press △△.
6 Run-Mode Display

6.5 Protocol Trace

The Display Setup menu and the softkeys associated with Run mode can present data to the user in forms other than raw character form. One of these alternate displays is a protocol trace. A protocol trace is enabled when a protocol “personality package” is loaded into the system from a disk via the Layer Setup screen. See Section 8.1, Personality Packages. Figure 6-20 shows sample data from a protocol analysis for X.25 Layer 3.

Figure 6-19 In this single-line, data-plus-leads display, cursor timing is used to display the elapsed time between state changes in the RTS lead.

Figure 6-20 Protocol analysis for X.25 Layer 3.
To display the data in Figure 6-20, the operator first loaded in the X.25 Layer 3 package on the Layer Setup screen. Then Display Mode: PROTOCOL and Layer: 3 was selected on the Display Setup menu. When the INTERVIEW entered Run mode, the Layer 3 analysis was the active display mode.

If another display mode had been selected on the Display Setup menu, the Layer 3 analysis still would have been accessible after ~ was pressed. The PROTOCOL and Layer selections merely designate the display mode entering a run. They do not limit the display options during the run.

To access the Layer 3 protocol trace during Run mode, press PROTOCOL on the first rack of softkeys. See Figure 6-21.

![Figure 6-21](image)

To access the Layer 3 protocol trace during Run mode, press PROTOCOL on the first rack of softkeys. See Figure 6-21.

The location of the L2TRACE softkey depends on the layer packages loaded. When a Layer 2 package is loaded without a Layer 3 package, L2TRACE will appear on the first rack of softkeys. See Figure 6-22.

![Figure 6-22](image)

If both Layer 2 and Layer 3 packages are loaded, L2TRACE and L3TRACE appear on the second rack of Run—mode softkeys, as shown in Figure 6-21.

**Note to C Programmers:** You can modify Run—mode softkey labels for the Protocol Traces via the set_trace_fkey_label routine. See Section 60.7(C).
6.6 Program Trace

Program Trace is another mode of data presentation. See Figure 6-23. The Run-mode softkey PROG TR is present if you enter a TRACE spreadsheet action, if you write to the trace buffer prog_trbuf in C (see Section 60 for an explanation of trace routines in C), or if you select Display States: YES on the Display Setup menu.

As a program moves from state to state within the various tests and layers, the INTERVIEW maintains a log of user-assigned state and test names and user-entered messages called "traces." When the Program Trace is accessed (entering Run mode or via softkey) the sixteen data lines are dedicated to this log of states and traces. Unless its size is increased, the Program Trace buffer maintains a maximum of 4096 characters, equivalent to four full screens when every character space is used. (The size of the Program Trace buffer may be increased to a maximum of 16,381 elements via the #pragma tracebuf preprocessor directive, also discussed in Section 60.) When this limit is reached, new characters written to the end of the buffer force out the same number of characters from the beginning of the buffer. In Freeze mode, you may scroll through the Program Trace buffer via the 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 keys.

Figure 6-23 The user may select a specific layer and test for a Program Trace.
(A) Layer, Test, and State

*States* are the third level from the top in the programming hierarchy on the Protocol Spreadsheet screen. Inside states are *triggers*, comprised of *conditions* and *actions*. Above states are *tests*. At the top of the hierarchy are *layers*, corresponding to OSI protocol layers. See Section 24, The Layered Program Model.

Numerous layers and numerous tests per layer can be active concurrently in the INTERVIEW. The Program Trace can be set up to track state-to-state movement only in a particular *Layer* and *Test* identified by the operator on the Display Setup menu. Figure 6-23 gives the Display Setup necessary for the Program Trace shown. In the default setup, the *Layer* and *Test* fields are blank. In this configuration, the Program Trace will track all tests and layers.

Traces are trigger actions in Protocol Spreadsheet programs (see Section 31, Layer-Independent Conditions and Actions). They are simply user-entered ASCII data strings, identical to prompts except in their mode of display: traces are posted one to a line in the sixteen-line Program Trace display, while prompts appear on the second status line in all data-display modes (including the Program Trace). At a given moment during real-time display, there is always one blank line on the screen. This line moves just ahead of the freshest trace message and (once the trace buffer is full) continuously overwrites the oldest one.

State names can be included in the Program Trace via the *Display States: YES* selection on the Display Setup menu (Figure 6-23). You will find the state log highly useful for locating dead ends, states that the test can enter but cannot exit due to a programming glitch. Traces are debugging tools, also. Inside a dead-end state they can inform you whether a particular condition that you are expecting is coming true.
Traces also allow you to keep a record of selected protocol events—to design your own protocol analysis. Figure 6-24 shows a user-designed trace for X.29 and X.3 protocols. Unlike prompts, traces are not immediately overwritten by other traces, so they are highly useful when you are trying to track protocol events that occur in quick succession. In Freeze mode, you may use the cursor keys to scroll through the Program Trace buffer.

Figure 6-24 Program Trace for X.29 PAD parameters.

(B) Line and Percentage

When you press [8], the second status line at top of the screen changes. Two new fields, LINE and PERC, replace the code, parity and format indications. These fields provide information about the location of the cursor within the data written to the trace buffer. As you scroll through the buffer via the cursor keys, the values in both fields change. LINE indicates the line number of the current cursor position in the data. PERC reflects the percentage of the data in the trace buffer past which the cursor is located.
6.7 Statistics Display

There are two statistics displays in the INTERVIEW, tabular and graphic. Both of these displays can be accessed by softkey at any time during Run mode. Figure 6-25 shows the softkeys for TABULAR and GRAPHIC statistics displays.

![Figure 6-25](image)

Figure 6-25 The two types of statistics display are accessible in Run mode on the second rack of softkeys.

When statistics are displayed in tabular form, horizontal rows in the table are labeled with user-assigned names. Each name represents a counter, a timer, or a set of counters or timers combined for statistical purposes in an "accumulator." The first column next to the name contains the current value of a counter or timer. (Accumulators neither count nor time and therefore have no current value.) The values in the next four tabular columns (Last, Minimum, Maximum, Average) are derived from previous current values and are updated each time the counter or timer is sampled (read and reset). The tabular display is illustrated in Figure 6-26.

![Figure 6-26](image)

Figure 6-26 The tabular display.

In the graphic display, the values that are shown as numbers on the tabular display—up to 48 of them, sixteen on the screen at any given time, selected by the user out of 400 possible values on the scrolling tabular screen—are represented as horizontal bars. See Figure 6-27. The two statistics screens are discussed in detail in Section 21, Tabular Statistics, and Section 22, Graphic Statistics.
6.8 Display Window

Figure 6-28 shows the Display Setup menu when Display Mode: [TAB] is selected. Display Window displays and preserves one screen, including the prompt line, of user-entered messages. When the end of the display screen is reached, the previous messages are overwritten, beginning at row one (the line below the prompt line). Messages are presented to the Display Window primarily via C display routines. See Section 60 for an explanation of these routines.

The Display Window lends itself to table or menu creation. The cursor may be positioned anywhere in the sixteen-line display area of the screen, or on the prompt line. Entries to a table, for example, may be updated by repositioning the cursor to a certain location.

Also, the programmer controls the use of certain Run-mode keys. The function of the cursor keys [↑] and [↓] can be programmed via the keyboard variables and the send_key routine explained in Section 68, Other Library Tools. (For other Run-mode screens, these keys control the playback speed of disk data.) For example, use [↓] and [↑] to move from field to field on a menu created in the Display Window.
Use the set_dw_fkey_label routine to assign a rack of Run-mode softkey labels to the Display Window. Additional C routines control the display and highlighting of these labels. See Section 60.4(C).

Figure 6-29 shows a Display Window created by the SNA Statistics application program (OPT-951-19-1).

![Figure 6-29](image)

The DSP WND token, when present, is located on the first rack of Run-mode softkeys, as shown in Figure 6-30.

**NOTE:** In the absence of display routines (or softkey prompts) in a spreadsheet program, the Run-mode DSP WND token will not appear on any softkey rack. In this instance, if you select DSP WND as the display mode on the Display Setup menu, the Display Window will be the initial screen during Run mode, but it will be blank. If you move to a different display screen, you will not be able to return to the Display Window.

![Figure 6-30](image)
6 Run—Mode Display

6.9 User Trace

There are seven trace buffers in addition to Program Trace. Select any one by specifying a user—trace number under USER TRACE display mode on the Display Setup menu, as shown in Figure 6-31. These buffers are similar to the Program Trace buffer. Messages are appended to the end of the buffer. Unless its size is increased, a user—trace buffer maintains a maximum of 4,096 characters, equivalent to four full screens when every character space is used. (The size of user—trace buffers may be increased to a maximum of 16,381 elements via the #pragma tracebuf preprocessor directive.) In Freeze mode you may scroll through the buffer using the cursor keys. The difference between user traces and Program Trace is that user traces are created only via C trace{

tracec, and traces routines. See Section 60 for an explanation of the trace routines and the #pragma tracebuf directive.

NOTE: In the absence of spreadsheet—program uses of user traces, a Run—mode trace token will not appear on any softkey rack. In this instance, if you select USER TRACE as the display mode on the Display Setup menu, the specified user trace will be the initial screen during Run mode, but it will be blank. If you move to a different display screen, you will not be able to return to any user trace.

When a user—trace buffer is written to in a spreadsheet program, a Run—mode token will appear for that buffer. The location of the token depends on the number of user buffers used. If only one user trace is used, a token indicating the trace number will appear on the first rack of softkeys, as shown in Figure 6-32.
If more than one user trace is written to, a USER TR token on the first rack provides access to the next rack containing tokens for all used buffers. See Figure 6-33.

![Figure 6-33](image)

Figure 6-33 To access trace buffers when more than one has been written to, press USER TR.

Use the `set_utrace_fkey_label` routine to modify Run-mode softkey labels for the user traces. See Section 60.5(C).

Figure 6-34 shows a trace created via C `tracef` routines. Note the fields in reverse video, one of the attributes available to the user with `tracef` and `displayf`. Attributes are not available with softkey TRACE and PROMPT actions. Another advantage of the user (`tracef`) trace is that it can use the screen more economically. Where the softkey TRACE action assigns each message to a new line, `tracef` does not automatically generate a new line. A series of `tracef` messages may be written across the width of the screen. More information can be stored on a single screen.

![Figure 6-34](image)

Figure 6-34 X.29/X.3 trace generated via C `tracef` routines.
6.10 Display Correlation in Freeze Mode

During Run mode, buffers are maintained for character data, protocol traces at each layer, one program trace, and seven user traces. When the operator presses 8 to stop the display, all of the buffers used are accessible by softkey and may be scrolled through. Certain buffers are correlated. The Layer 3 Protocol Trace buffer correlates to the Layer 2 Protocol Trace buffer. Either Protocol Trace buffer correlates to the 64-Kbyte character-data buffer. "Correlate" means that the packet displayed at the top of the Layer 3 Protocol Trace is contained in the frame displayed at the top of the Layer 2 Protocol Trace. This frame will begin—i.e., will be positioned in the upper left corner of—the corresponding data-display.

Figure 6-35 shows three Freeze-mode displays that relate to the same sample of raw data. The top display is a Layer 3 X.25 trace, the middle is a Layer 2 X.25 trace, and the bottom display is dual-line data. The operator uses the cursor-arrow, roll, and page keys to move freely around the buffers in Freeze mode. For example, when a softkey is pressed, to change the display from L2TRACE to DATA, the INFO frame at the top line of the Layer 2 Protocol Trace is also the first frame on the data-display screen.

(A) Offset and Percentage

OFFSET= and percentage readings are given on the second line of data displays in Freeze mode. Character-offset is the number of characters previous to the cursor-character in the 64-Kbyte character buffer. The percentage value immediately following the offset tells the percentage of the current buffer that contains data that was previous to the cursor character.

At two bytes of code and attributes per character, the character buffer holds an optimum number of 32,768 (or 32 K) characters. This translates to 32 screens of data in single-line display. Note, however, that if the Front-End Buffer Setup menu is configured to buffer time ticks, timestamps, or EIA leads (Section 9), the maximum number of characters in the character buffer will be reduced.

When the character buffer is full, it wraps to the beginning and new characters overwrite the oldest characters. The character buffer is likely to wrap much sooner than any of the trace buffers. There may be instances when a protocol element (a frame, for example) is shown on the trace display but the data version of the same element has been overwritten in the character buffer.
**INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951–B0424–01**

6.11 No Display

If Display Mode: **NO DISPLAY** is the selection on the Display Setup menu, a blank screen will be displayed when the unit enters Run mode. The screen will remain blank until one of the display-mode softkeys (DATA, STATS, and so on) is depressed. Unlike Freeze mode, this mode does not prevent the writing of data to the screen buffer (also referred to in this manual as the “character buffer”). If you enter Run mode in No-display mode and then press a data softkey, all data will be present in the buffer (unless it is old data that has been overwritten).

The **NO DISPLAY** selection can be used to maximize efficient capture of data at very high speeds.

---

**Figure 6-35** The first packet on the Layer 3 screen (top) correlates with the first frame on the Layer 2 screen (middle) and also with the first character-data frame (bottom).
7 Record Setup
### Record Setup

**CAPTURE MEMORY:**

- Select Capture Memory: DISK, RAM
- Select Recording Speed: NORMAL, HIGH
- Disk No: FLOPPY1, FLOPPY2, HRD DSK, MULTI
- DAT Record Size: 2K, 16K, 64K
- Select Data Type To Record: B'IMAGE, CHARBUF

**INITIAL COND:**

- Select Initial Recording Condition: NO RECORD, RECORD

**STOP AT:**

- Select When To Stop Recording: ENDLESS, END

**INITIAL PLAY COND:**

- Select Initial Playback Condition: NO PLAY, PLAY

(DAT or File source selected)

---

**Figure 7-1** Record Setup menu.
7 Record Setup

The INTERVIEW provides storage of line data for later analysis. Recording of data can be initiated in three ways: through selections on the Record Setup menu, through manual control of the unit in Run mode, and through the RECORD action on the Protocol Spreadsheet. In addition, data is continuously saved to and can be retrieved from a temporary display buffer.

7.1 Format of Recorded Data

Data may be recorded to disk in one of two formats: as Character—oriented data, or as Bit—image data. It may be recorded to RAM as bit—image data only. Data is captured to character RAM (the screen buffer) automatically: this “capture” has nothing to do with the Record Setup.

(A) Character—oriented Data

Character—oriented data is data which is already formatted as specified by the user. This data is recorded as it was presented to the screen. (See Figure 2-6.) Character—oriented data is stored with programmed enhancements which may later be reviewed or replaced by the user. Superfluous data may be suppressed from character—oriented data, which allows more efficient storage. Except for code selection, line—setup parameters (described in Section 5) will not be applied to recorded character—oriented data.

(B) Bit—image Data

Bit—image data is bit—accurate data which is not preformatted. All line—setup parameters can be applied and reapplied to such data. This fact makes possible reinterpretation of data which would otherwise be unusable, because, for example, the wrong code, format, or block check calculation had been selected.

Bit—image data is stored prior to presentation to the screen. (Refer again to Figure 2-6.) This means that the data contains no enhancements and that it remains a complete record of all data as originally captured with the exception of idle, which can be discarded from the Front End Buffer. (See Section 9 for information on idle—suppression in the FEB.)

7.2 Recording Medium

Line data may be recorded directly to disk in bit—image format (and then may be transferred to a file), recorded to bit—image RAM and then transferred to disk or file, or captured in the screen buffer (character RAM) and transferred to disk.
The recording medium to be used in Run mode is chosen on the Record Setup menu. By default, data is not recorded when you enter Run mode. To activate recording from Run mode, press [RECORD]. (Otherwise, you may reconfigure the Record Setup menu to enter Run mode recording, or add a RECORD action to a Protocol Spreadsheet program.) At that point, data is recorded in the format and to the medium specified on the Record Setup screen. By default, data is recorded in character-oriented format onto the data acquisition tracks of FD1 (since [MULT] is the default Disk No selection). If Capture Memory: [RAM] is selected, data will be recorded in bit-image format.

Before it is played back in Run mode, data stored in bit-image RAM must be transferred to disk or file. Go to the Disk Maintenance menu: press [FUNCTION], [F7], [F3] (program, utilities, disk maintenance). Then execute a data transfer from RAM to disk or file. To transfer all or part of the RAM buffer, select From: [RAM] and Type: [BIT IMAGE]. Once the data has been transferred to disk or a file, monitor the data by selecting Mode: [MONITOR] and Source: [DISK] or [FILE]. See Section 5 for a further description of Source and other Line Setup selections.

**NOTE:** Before data can be played back, all transmit actions must be cleared from the trigger menus, and all SEND actions and RECEIVE or RCV conditions must be deleted from the Protocol Spreadsheet.

### 7.3 The Screen Buffer

There is a third, alternative method of data capture always active in Run mode. A 64-Kbyte data buffer is provided for constant recording of character-oriented data as it is displayed on the screen. This means that, even though the operator has opted not to record data in real-time, the contents of the screen buffer can still be stored to a file, once the INTERVIEW has been placed in Program mode, and the data can be reviewed later. To control the capture of data to the screen buffer, use the Capture (ON / OFF) selection on the trigger-actions menu (see Section 26.9) or the Layer 1 CAPTURE action on the Protocol Spreadsheet (Section 32.3(F)).

Before it is played back in Run mode, screen data must be transferred from character RAM to the data acquisition tracks of a disk or to a file. Go to the Disk Maintenance menu: press [FUNCTION], [F7], [F3] (program, utilities, disk maintenance). Then execute a data transfer from RAM to disk or file. To transfer all or part of the screen buffer, select From: [RAM] and Type: [CHARBUFFER]. The contents of the screen buffer can then be played back by selecting Mode: [MONITOR] and Source: [DISK] or [FILE].

**NOTE:** The screen buffer is erased each time [RAM] is pressed, so the data must be transferred to disk before the INTERVIEW returns to Run mode.
Of course, if the unit stays in Run mode, you can freeze the screen and review data without any transfer procedure. Freeze mode analysis is described in Section 3.4.

If you need to record a large amount of data for analysis, it might be preferable to employ the Record Setup features of the INTERVIEW, since the screen buffer is limited in size, and its contents are automatically overwritten once it is full.

**NOTE:** Data in the screen buffer is stored exactly as displayed. Suppressed data is not stored in the buffer and, as a consequence, is not available for triggering. Programming techniques must take this into account.

**NOTE:** Enhancements are stored with the data. The data is presented with the enhancements in playback, unless active triggers contain potential Enhance actions. If the INTERVIEW detects Enhance actions when a test is compiled, then old enhancements stored with source data are stripped to allow new enhancements.

### 7.4 SCSI Drive Maximum Recording Times

The addition of optional Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) drives enhances maximum recording times in the INTERVIEW as shown in Table 7-1. Note that the times in this table reflect a “worse case” scenario with every bit captured and idle suppress off; suppressing idle characters will increase recording times. Actual recording capacity is reduced by 32 MB allocated to the file system partition and other overhead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Maximum DAT Recording Time at 1.544 Mbps</th>
<th>Maximum DAT Recording Time at 2.048 Mbps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>270 MB*</td>
<td>3.75 minutes</td>
<td>2.75 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 GB*</td>
<td>22.5 minutes</td>
<td>16.5 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Capacity of hard disk drives may be greater than 270 MB and 1.2 MB depending upon manufacturers’ availability.

### 7.5 The Record Setup Screen

The parameters for real-time data capture are selected on the Record Setup menu, which resides on the same screen as the Line Setup and Display Setup menus. All possible Record Setup selections on this menu are shown in Figure 7-1. The default menu is shown in Figure 7-2.
NOTE: Bit-image data is subject to idle-suppression in the Front-End Buffer prior to recording. See Section 9 for details.

![Record Setup Screen](image)

**Figure 7-2 Default Record Setup screen.**

**(A) Capture Memory**

Either **DISK** or **RAM** can be selected in this field.

1. **Disk.** **DISK** is the default selection. When **DISK** is selected, two additional fields, **Disk No** and **Data To Record**, appear immediately below. Refer again to Figure 7-2. See Section 1.6(D) on maximum line rates for recording data to disk. Also consult Section 2.9 for information on optimizing recording of data to disk.

   **NOTE:** Data can only be saved to formatted disks. See Section 14 for instructions on formatting.

   (a) **Disk no.** Available selections in the **Disk No** field are **FD1** (Floppy Disk 1); **FD2** (Floppy Disk 2); **HRD** (Hard Disk); and **MULTI** (Multiple disks). The default selection is **MULTI**.

   **MULTI** causes recording to begin on the floppy disk inserted in Drive 1 and to continue on the disk in Drive 2 when the first disk is completely full. Once this second disk is full, recording reverts to Drive 1, and the process continues. You may manually replace disks in the nonactive drive to record data alternately on a new disk. If no disk is inserted in the next drive, recording continues from the beginning of the last—recorded disk.

   **CAUTION:** Do not remove a disk from an active drive. You can always identify the active drive by the glowing LED just to the right of the drive.

   When **HRD** is the selected **Disk No**, an additional field is written to the screen beneath the **Data to Record** field: **DAT Record Size** (see Figure 7-3). This field
is discussed later in this section. Recording proceeds continuously or stops when the disk is full in accordance with the Stop At selection, described later in this section.

![Record Setup Screen](image)

Figure 7-3 Record Setup screen configured for capture to hard disk with large record size

When Disc 1 and Disc 2 is the selected Disk No, recording proceeds continuously or stops when the disk is full in accordance with the Stop At selection, described later in this section.

(b) Data to record. The two selections in this field are CHARACTER and BIT IMAGE data. This selection specifies the format of recorded data. The differences between these two data formats are explained at the beginning of this section. This field disappears when Capture Memory: RAM is selected, since the format will always be bit-image.

(c) DAT Record Size. This field only appears when Disk No: HRD is chosen. Choose one of the three sizes: 2K (the default), 16K, or 64K. When 2K is chosen, the standard record size of 4 sectors (2048 bytes) is utilized when recording to the hard disk.

With DAT Record Size: 16K, the record size is 32 sectors (16384 bytes). This choice requires fewer “time-of day” stamps, allowing you to record at higher baud rates than the standard record size.

With DAT Record Size: 64K, the record size is 128 sectors (65536 bytes). This size is for use with recording speeds greater than 768 Kbps and only with SCSI hard disk drives—it is required for 2.048 Mbps recording. This record size requires less overhead for the CPM processor, allowing you to record at higher baud rates than the standard record size; however, it also requires a very large buffer area supported by the 6 Mbyte CPM processor boards, which are installed with optional SCSI hard disk drives.

NOTE: Data recorded to disk utilizing the larger DAT record size will retain this format even if transferred to a file or copied to DAT on another disk. System software version 10.00 or higher is required to monitor playback of data recorded with 32-sector records; system software version 11.00 is required for 128-sector records.
2. **RAM.** RAM refers to the portion of the INTERVIEW’s internal memory reserved for bit-image data recording directly from the data line.

When **RAM** is selected, the **Disk No and Data to Record** fields disappear. A new field, **Record Speed**, may appear. See Figure 7-4. If this field does not appear, RAM size is 1 Mbyte in the 8600 TURBO, 8700 TURBO, and 8800 TURBO and 256 Kbytes in the 8100 TURBO and 8200 TURBO. See Table 7-2.

![Figure 7-4 Record Setup menu configured for high-speed recording.](image)

(a) **Record speed.** The **Record Speed** field is present only when
1) **Capture Memory:** is selected, and
2) the Line Setup Mode is **Monitor**.

There are two **Record Speed** selections, **Normal** and **High Speed**. The default entry is **Normal**. Normal recording can support a speed up to 256 Kbps. When line speeds approach this threshold, you may need to record according to the guidelines set forth in Section 2.9. High-speed recording is required when line rates exceed 256 Kbps.

For normal and high-speed recording, RAM size is determined by the number of MPMs in your unit. See Table 7-2 for RAM size based on various INTERVIEW configurations.

When **High Speed** is selected, record RAM is automatically increased to 1 Mbyte in the 8600 TURBO, to 2 Mbytes in the 8700 TURBO, and to 3 Mbytes in the 8800 TURBO.

Choose **Record Speed**: **High Speed** when the line rate is between 256 Kbps and 2.048 Mbps full duplex. Two interfaces which may require high-speed record capability are T1 and G.703. To record the aggregate T1 data stream, for example, you must select **High Speed**. Refer to the accompanying documentation for these optional interfaces for more information on T1 and G.703 aggregate record. (There is no aggregate record for ISDN.) Note that ISDN, T1, and G.703 lines cannot be tested with the INTERVIEW 8100 TURBO unit.
Table 7-2
RAM Size (bytes) for Normal and High-Speed Recording in the INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO Series Units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Number MPMs</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>High-Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8100 TURBO</td>
<td>1 MPM</td>
<td>256K</td>
<td>256K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8200 TURBO</td>
<td>1 MPM</td>
<td>256K</td>
<td>256K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8600 TURBO</td>
<td>2 MPMs</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8700 TURBO</td>
<td>3 MPMs</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>2M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8800 TURBO</td>
<td>4 MPMs</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>3M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At high speeds, data cannot be processed quickly enough to be displayed or monitored accurately. The HIGH SPEED selection, therefore, automatically turns off the monitoring function by disabling the line receivers. The following message is displayed on the status line of the Run-mode screen: "Monitoring is disabled for high speed ram recording." The display process continues, even though the line receivers are not supplying data for display. Stop the display process by selecting Display Mode: NO DISPLAY on the Display Setup menu, or by pressing NO DISP during Run mode.

Without active line receivers, data cannot be displayed and program conditions (or triggers) based on incoming data or leads can never come true. Data analysis must be performed during slower playback of recorded data. With this consequence of high-speed record in mind, you may still opt to use it at speeds less than 256 Kbps.

NOTE: For data to be available for playback, it must reside on a disk. Transfer data captured in RAM to a disk via the Data Transfer command on the Disk Maintenance screen. See Section 14.4(C).
High-speed recording formats data differently than normal recording. When recording ends (or you exit Run mode via the key), the data is converted from high-speed format to normal-data format. The following message is displayed: "Reformatting ram record buffers — Please wait ..."

(B) Initial Condition

The two selections available in this field are [RECORD] and [NOT RECORD]. When [RECORD] is selected, data recording begins the "instant" you place the INTERVIEW in Run mode. When [NOT RECORD] is selected, no recording takes place until one of three events occurs: a new program with Initial Condition: [RECORD] is loaded, a spreadsheet trigger activates recording, or the operator initiates recording manually. Trigger and manual control of recording are described later in this section.

A record/playback field (on the top line in the status area) on Run-mode screens will indicate whether recording is in progress or has been suspended. If recording is ongoing, an "R" appears next to the block-number field. If your initial condition is [NOT RECORD] or you suspend recording, "S" will be displayed. The field will be blank when the end of RAM or the data-acquisition tracks is reached. The record/playback field also will be blank if the Capture Memory field indicates that you will record to disk, but no disk is present in the selected drive or data-acquisition tracks are not available on the disk.

NOTE: A "P" in the record/playback field indicates that data playback is in progress. See Section 5.2.

(C) Stop At

This field defines the action which the INTERVIEW takes when bit-image RAM or disk is full. [ENDLESS LOOP] causes recording to continue from the beginning of disk or RAM, whichever is designated as Capture Memory. [ENDLESS LOOP] causes old data to be overwritten. As a result, only the most current data is accessible for playback.

Stop At: [END] indicates that no further data will be recorded once bit-image RAM or disk is full.

NOTE: This selection does not influence recording when [MULT] is selected as Disk No. [MULT] causes data to be recorded continuously, without stopping.

(D) Playback Control

When playing back recorded data in DAT or file mode, the operator can set the initial play condition of the INTERVIEW to either [PLAY] (the default) or [NO PLAY]. If Initial Play Cond: [PLAY] is selected, the unit automatically begins playback of
recorded data when it enters Run mode. If **Initial Play Cond:** **NO PLAY** is selected, the unit comes up in "suspended" mode—the top status line of Run-mode screens will show an "S" displayed in the record/playback field—and will only begin playback when a running program, such as one of AR's application programs, issues a Resume command or the user presses .

![Figure 7-5 Record Setup menu configured for playback from disk. The Initial Play Cond field appears when the Line Setup source is configured for DAT or file mode.](image)

### 7.6 Trigger Control of Capture

Capture to the screen's character buffer can be placed under trigger control. The trigger action **Capture:** **OFF** (or the Layer 1 CAPTURE OFF action on the Protocol Spreadsheet) stops the buffering of character data and freezes the screen display. **Capture:** **ON** (or **CAPTURE ON**) restarts data display and capture. Capture can be applied to one or both sides of the display (TD and/or RD).

When the character buffer has been frozen by trigger rather than by the key, you will not be able to scroll through data on the screen. See Section 26.9 or 32.3(F) for a further discussion of capture.

### 7.7 Spreadsheet Control of Recording

Recording to RAM or disk also can be placed under trigger control. Each recording session (i.e., you press to begin the session) begins at block 0 on the disk. The layer—dependent action **RECORD OFF** on the Protocol Spreadsheet stops the recording of line data. **RECORD ON** restarts recording. See Section 31 for a discussion of RECORD.

*CAUTION:* Once you stop recording, you must press the key in order for the INTERVIEW to update the data on disk. If you remove a floppy diskette from its drive (or power the unit off after recording to the hard disk) without pressing **RECORD**, the disk will not contain the data from the recording session.
You can ascertain whether data is being recorded by looking at the status lines at the top of the display. Incrementing block numbers and an “R” in the record/playback field (next to the block number) indicate that data is being recorded.

### 7.8 Manual Control of Recording

The operator can manually initiate recording in Run mode using the 

\[ \text{key}. \]

\[ \text{is a toggle key which will alternately start or stop recording to RAM or disk. The selections on the Record Setup screen and trigger actions influence the function of }. \]

\[ \text{Each recording session (i.e., you press } \text{to begin the session) begins at block 0 on the disk.} \]

**CAUTION:** Once you stop recording, you must press the 

\[ \text{key in order for the INTERVIEW to update the data on disk. If you remove a floppy diskette from its drive (or power the unit off after recording to the hard disk) without pressing } \text{, the disk will not contain the data from the recording session.} \]

During recording, the top status line of Run—mode screens will show incrementing block numbers and an “R” displayed in the record/playback field.
8 Layer Setup
**Layer Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVE: HRD</th>
<th>Layer 1 Package: NO PACKAGE</th>
<th>Packages Loaded: NO PACKAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 2 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>Packages Loaded: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 3 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>Packages Loaded: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 4 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>Packages Loaded: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 5 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>Packages Loaded: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 6 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>Packages Loaded: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 7 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>Packages Loaded: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress XEQ Key To Load The Selected Packages

Select Layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAYER-1</td>
<td>LAYER-2</td>
<td>LAYER-3</td>
<td>LAYER-4</td>
<td>LAYER-5</td>
<td>LAYER-6</td>
<td>LAYER-7</td>
<td>PROTSEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8-1** Default Layer Setup screen.

**Layer Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 3 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>Packages Loaded: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 4 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>Packages Loaded: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 5 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>Packages Loaded: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 6 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>Packages Loaded: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 7 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>Packages Loaded: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress XEQ Key To Load The Selected Packages

Select Layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAYER-1</td>
<td>LAYER-2</td>
<td>LAYER-3</td>
<td>LAYER-4</td>
<td>LAYER-5</td>
<td>LAYER-6</td>
<td>LAYER-7</td>
<td>PROTSEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8-2** A Configured Layer Setup screen.
8 Layer Setup

The Layer Setup screen is directly accessible from the Main Program menu. A default Layer Setup screen is shown in Figure 8-1 and a configured Layer Setup screen in Figure 8-2.

NOTE: Additional fields appear on this screen when the TIM expansion shelf (available as OPT-951-42-1) is installed. See the option's accompanying documentation for information on the menu fields and selections.

Most protocols available to the user also have certain definable parameters. These parameters are grouped on the Protocol Configuration screen described later in this section.

8.1 Personality Packages

The INTERVIEW provides layer-specific protocol packages called Personality Packages. These packages contain automatic selections for trigger conditions and actions. Automatic selections appear on the Protocol Spreadsheet once the Personality Package is loaded.

The Layer Setup screen gives the users access to the Personality Packages residing on disk in their system. Personality Packages are identified on the Layer Setup screen by protocol name and are categorized by layer and by the disk on which they reside. Since protocols are selectable by layer, it is possible to "mix and match" them.

A rotating field on the Layer Setup screen is assigned to each OSI layer. In the field, the user may choose from available protocols. The protocol chosen (displayed) in each field and then loaded will be the one used for monitoring and emulating that layer in Run mode.

8.2 Selecting and Loading Protocols

Two disks are supplied with the INTERVIEW or with software upgrades. The system disk (DSK-951-001-1.X) may be used for boot-up. The personality packages reside in the /usr/layer_pkgs directory of the user disk (DSK-951-001-2.X). The same directory on the hard disk also contains the personality packages.
If your boot drive is one other than the hard drive (either Floppy Drive 1 or 2), place the user disk in the boot drive. Press 8-8 to read the disk. Available personality packages will appear as softkey selections at appropriate layers.

For convenience, the OSI layers appear on the screen from lowest to highest. Access a layer in one of two ways: by moving the cursor up and down the Drive column with the ↑ and ↓ keys; or by pressing the function key for the appropriate layer when the prompt above the function keys reads “Select Layer.” The Drive field for that layer blinks.

When you have selected a layer, press the appropriate function key or press [→] or [←] to display the options for the source drive. A rotating field at the left identifies the active drive for each layer. Once you have selected a drive (Hard Disk is selected for each layer in Figure 8-2), it is the only drive from which the Personality Packages for that layer can be loaded.

Only the names of the Personality Packages for the selected drive appear in the Selections column. Select the correct drive, then press [→], [←], or [jack] to move to Selections. Pressing the function key for a protocol or pressing the [→] key moves you to the rotating field for the next layer.

In the Selections column, display all the protocols you wish to use in Run mode. (If you don’t want any protocol loaded at a certain layer, leave “NO PACKAGE” in its Selections field.) Then press the [→] key. This loads all selected protocol packages from disk. Once the process is complete, the names of loaded protocols appear in the column labeled Packages Loaded on the right of the screen.

NOTE: Protocols used should be compatible with the data format you have selected on the Line Setup screen (see Section 5). For example, if you are using SDLC, X.25, or SS#7 at Layer 2, you must have selected Bit—Oriented Protocol (BOP) as the Format.

8.3 The Protocol Configuration Screen

Typically, a protocol available on the setup screen has its own submenu, the Protocol Configuration screen, accessible from the Layer Setup screen. The contents of each protocol’s configuration screen are explained in a section devoted to that protocol and layer.
(A) Accessing the Screen

Once the protocols you will be testing are loaded, you may call up the Protocol Configuration screen, in turn, for each protocol. Press PROTSEL. (You may always access the PROTSEL softkey by first pressing $.) Then select a layer by pressing the appropriate function key. This takes you immediately to the configuration screen for that protocol. If, for example, you are using X.25 at Layer 2, you will see the screen shown in Figure 8-3.

Make appropriate parameter selections. Return to the Layer Setup screen, if necessary, by pressing the [ ] key. If you have additional parameters to set, press [ ] (PROTSEL) and select another layer to call up the new parameters screen.

![** X.25 Frame Level Setup **](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T1 (for INFO frame):</th>
<th>1.0 sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emulate:</td>
<td>LOGICAL DTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of operation:</td>
<td>MOD 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window size:</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Enter Window Size (1 to 7) For Outstanding Frame: 7](image)

Figure 8-3 Most protocols have definable parameters, selected on a separate screen accessed from the Layer Setup screen.

(B) Default Parameters

Default parameters, loaded with each personality package, are displayed on the Protocol Configuration screen until you modify them. You can always recall these defaults to the screen by displaying the appropriate parameters menu and pressing [CLR].

8.4 Saving the Layer Setup Screen

You can save a configured Layer Setup screen and load it later so that you don’t have to make selections on the screen each time you use the equipment. This is done by configuring the Layer Setup screen and then saving it along with all other screens as part
of a program or object file (see Figure 8-4). (Program and object files are saved and loaded from the File Maintenance screen as explained in Section 15.) When loaded into the unit, a program (or object) file overwrites all screens.

To use a program or object file with layer packages loaded, be sure that you also make those layer packages accessible to the system when the file is loaded. The INTERVIEW 8000 Series always has access to the layer packages since they reside on the hard disk.

To use a program or object file with personality packages, simply load the file in any drive. All drives will be searched, if present, in the following order for necessary layer personality packages: boot drive, F1, F2, hard disk. (Of course, the boot drive is F1, F2, or hard disk.) This order is important when unique names have not been used. The first occurrence of the specified protocol package will be used. All protocol packages previously resident in the INTERVIEW will be replaced automatically, as long as the INTERVIEW can access the protocol packages specified in the program file. The personality package need not appear in the same drive from which it was originally loaded.
If the INTERVIEW does not find the Personality Package on any drive, nothing will be loaded. Missing softkey selections and pervasive strike-through's on the Protocol Spreadsheet also indicate that the correct Layer Personality Package has not been loaded.

To correct the problem, reload the program and packages. Return to the File Maintenance screen, insert the user disk containing the personality packages if necessary, and press [M].
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9 FEB Setup
Figure 9-1 Selections on the Front-End Buffer Setup screen.
9 FEB Setup

Data and control-lead signals entering the INTERVIEW or generated internally are routed from the receivers through a front-end buffer (FEB) before being presented to the screen and to the program. Since it holds onto data longer during times of peak processing, the FEB may shorten or lengthen slightly the time interval between signal “events.” Buffering will not necessarily affect timer measurements, however, since the FEB has a mechanism that recreates real time to an accuracy of a microsecond for all time-related measurements that the unit performs.

The mechanism of time-recreation is the time tick, counted and encoded in the FEB and decoded during processing. Time ticks are encoded in recorded data whether in bit-image or character format. Very precise timing measurements are available for data in either format when it is played back.

Time ticks are enabled/disabled and their rate selected on the Front-End Buffer Setup screen. Figure 9-1 is an overview of this menu.

An alternate timing mechanism for character data is the frame timestamp. It’s value is based on an internal “wall” clock. Frame timestamps require less overhead than time ticks. These timestamps are incorporated at the time a frame’s BCC is detected and are only recorded in character mode recordings.

9.1 Buffering Idle, Control Leads, Ticks, and Timestamps

Data bits are buffered automatically in the FEB. The buffering of other events—control leads, idle bits, and time ticks (or timestamps)—can be enabled or disabled on the Front-End Buffer Setup menu.

Suppressing events in the FEB means intercepting them directly from the line so that they are not passed to the screen or to the program. Suppressing control leads means, for example, that neither EIA trigger conditions nor the data-plus-leads display will be available in real time or playback. Suppressing idle means that idle characters are not displayed even when Display Idle: ON is selected on the Line Setup menu. Suppressing time ticks means that timers lose some precision, especially when recorded data is being played back. The advantage of these suppressions is that when the user does not care about EIA leads or idle characters or playback timings, they can be dispensed with, in order to save processing time and also memory space in RAM or on disk.
(A) Suppressing Idle

Idle characters from the line can be suppressed in the FEB before they consume valuable space in RAM and on disk. Figure 9-2 shows the selection subfields that allow suppression of separate idle characters for DTE and DCE, as, for example, when a host idles while multidropped terminals are idling. If \textbf{Idle Suppress: YES} is selected on the Front-End Buffer Setup screen, nothing can be done in the Display Idle field on the Line Setup menu to restore the lost idle characters.

Once recorded, idle characters are locked into the data. Since the hardware that suppresses idle is not on the playback path for disk data, the \textbf{Idle Suppress} selection on the FEB setup does not apply. You can still suppress idle from the display via the Display Idle: \textbf{OFF} selection on the Line Setup menu or the Suppress field on the Display Setup menu.

![Figure 9-2](image_url)

**Figure 9-2** The FEB menu allows suppression of separate idle characters for DTE and DCE.

Although they are expensive to record, idle characters can be useful, chiefly to preserve idle time in between data transmissions when recorded data is sent to the screen display. Idle time also is preserved in time ticks if they are enabled; but while they do drive timers, these ticks do not drive the screen display. Figure 9-3 illustrates how idle time may be used to advantage on the screen.

In this figure, the data sample on the top was recorded with idle suppressed, the bottom sample with idle buffered. The time between RTS on and CTS on was the same in both samples, but only the display that included idle characters retains a picture of the handshake interval.
Figure 9-3 In the lower example, idle has not been suppressed in the FEB or in the line setup. Note that the interval between RTS on and CTS on is clearly preserved.

(B) Buffering Control Leads

The next field on the Front-End Buffer Setup screen is Buffer Control Leads: NO or YES. See Figure 9-4. Buffering control leads means that control-lead status will be available for data—plus—leads display and triggering. See Section 6.3(B) for a description of the data—plus—leads display mode. Data—plus—leads will also be available during playback of bit-image or character data, whether or not this mode of display was used when the data was first recorded.

Figure 9-4 Control-lead status, time ticks, and idle characters can be buffered or suppressed in the FEB.

During data recording, a Buffer Control Leads: YES selection means that control leads will be recorded with the data. Once control leads are recorded alongside character data, they are locked in. Since the FEB is not on the playback path for character data, FEB selections do not apply during playback. (See Figure 2-6.) Bit-image data, however, does pass through the FEB during playback. Except for the Idle Suppress and Frame Timestamps fields, FEB selections apply. This means that control leads must be enabled in order for the program logic to detect them.

This field does not affect the front-panel green—red LEDs, which are always active for line data and never active when recorded data is played back. (If the LEDs are active during playback, they are reflecting line activity and not the data that is being played back.)
(C) Time Ticks in Relation to Timer Units

Another field on the menu allows you to turn time ticks on or off. When **Time Ticks: ON** is selected, time values are incorporated into the data itself in the front-end buffer. As a result, internal time measurements such as programmable timer readings, **TIME—column values on the protocol—trace screens, and so forth, will not be affected when recorded data is played back, even at varying speeds.

**NOTE:** Once time ticks are recorded alongside character data, they are locked in. Since the FEB is not on the playback path for character data, FEB selections do not apply during playback. (Refer again to Figure 2-6.) **Bit—image data, however, does pass through the FEB during playback.** Except for the **Idle Suppress** and **Frame Timestamps** fields, FEB selections apply. This means that time ticks **must** be enabled in order for the program logic to detect them.

**NOTE:** Since time ticks 1 second to 10 microseconds are added to the recorded data, they are only valid up to 768 Kbps. Operation above these speeds use clock speed or frame timestamp selections. See subsections (D) and (E) below.

If **Time Ticks: OFF** is selected, another field, **Frame Timestamps**, appears on the FEB Setup menu. This field defaults to **YES**. See Section (E) below for more information on this field.

When **Time Ticks: ON** is selected, a **Tick Rate** field appears just below it with eight selections: **1SEC**, **100mS**, **10mS**, **1mS**, **100uS**, **10uS**, **TD BITS**, and **RD BITS**. **Tick rate** is the interval between ticks. This interval is the smallest unit of measurement attainable by the INTERVIEW's timers. **TD BITS** and **RD BITS** are recommended for use with BOP data only; when **TD BITS** or **RD BITS** are selected, an additional field, **Clock Speed**, appears. See Section (D) below for more information on this field.

---

**Figure 9-5** The user specifies the degree of timing precision by selecting the **tick rate**, the intervals at which time—ticks are stored with the data.

---
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Ticks are indivisible. A Unit of time selected on a statistics screen should not be smaller than the tick rate on the FEB—setup screen. Figure 9-6 shows a mismatch between units on one screen and ticks on the other. Unit: **MLU-SECS** is selected for a timer on the Tabular Statistics screen; but because the Tick Rate entry on the FEB—setup screen is **1SEC**, the timer will advance in units no smaller than one thousand milliseconds (or one second). **SECONDS** would have been a more appropriate unit for this timer.

**Figure 9-6** This is a mismatch: the Unit of time on the statistics screen should not be smaller than the tick rate on the FEB screen.

(D) Clock Speed

This field only appears when Tick Rate: **TD BITS** or **RD BITS** is selected (see Figure 9-7). The user enters the speed for the TD or RD bit clock selected; however, be aware that this field is overridden by any entry for internal clock rate entered on the Line Setup screen.

**Figure 9-7** The user can specify which bit—clock to use, TD or RD, and its rate in the **tick rate** and **clock speed** fields to control the intervals at which time—ticks are stored with the data.

With this method, the time values are not incorporated directly into the data itself in the front—end buffer, but are calculated by counting the incoming bits for the side of the line selected and factoring it by the entered clock rate. As a result, this allows operation at full speed with no overhead in the recorded data (i.e., 2.048 Mbps for SCSI equipped units). The clock rate information is stored with the recording, and
the time information is not affected by the playback speed. This is only valid when
the clock is constant over a period of time and no data is suppressed from the counter
(i.e., Idle Suppress cannot be functional on the same side of the line).

NOTE: Suppressing idle can be used for certain setups (such as BOP
protocols). Since the BOP protocol does bit stuffing for transparency,
it never allows the line to contain "r. Under these conditions, use the
following setup:

Idle Suppress: YES
DTE: r E DCE: r F
Tick Rate: 80 BPS

This is a valid setup for links that idle flags between frames and would
conserve recording space while still providing accurate time
information.

(E) Frame Timestamps

This field only appears when Time Ticks: OFF is selected. The default selection for the
Frame Timestamps field is YES. This means that time values will incorporated into
recorded data at the time that a frame’s BCC is detected.

Timing measurements are based on an internal “wall” clock in the INTERVIEW.
The measurements can be noted to the millisecond or to the microsecond; select
ms or μs for the Timestamp Resolution field, respectively. The Timestamp Resolution
field only appears when Time Ticks: OFF and Frame Timestamps: YES are selected.

Frame timestamps may be incorporated into character data only, not bit—image data.
Data format is selected in the Data to Record field on the Record Setup menu. See
Section 7.5(A).

Time ticks are not available for some hardware configurations—e.g., when the T1 or
G.703 option is installed. Frame timestamps or Clock Speed—see subsection (D)—
provide a method for incorporating timing measurements into received data.

If you select Frame Timestamps: NO, time values will not be incorporated into the
data. During playback, such timings will be influenced by “local conditions” such as
playback speed, idle suppression (on the Display Setup menu), etc.

NOTE: The “clock on the wall” is the timing mechanism used in
other older INTERVIEWs such as the COMSTATE series and the
4600, and many users will feel comfortable in turning time ticks off
and relying on the wall clock for all normal operations.
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**BCC Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type: CRC6 CRC12 CRC16 CCITT</th>
<th>Initial State: RESET PRESET</th>
<th>Invert BCC: YES NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRC Mode: BSYNC SELECT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLE: ☐ SOH: ☐ STX: ☐ ENQ: ☐ END: ☐</td>
<td>START/INCLUDE: ☐</td>
<td>START/NOT INCLUDE: ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITB: ☐ ENQ: ☐ END: ☐</td>
<td>STRIP: ☐ END/INCLUDE: ☐</td>
<td>END/NOT INCLUDE: ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>END/STAY STARTED/INCLUDE: ☐</td>
<td>END/STAY STARTED/NOT INCLUDE: ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABOV: ☐ AFFECTS: 1 LINE BOTH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Select Method For BCC Calculations:

- F1 CRC6
- F2 CRC12
- F3 CRC16
- F4 CCITT
- F5 LRC

**Figure 10-1** Fields and selections on BCC Setup screen.

**BCC Setup**

CCITT Polynomial: CCITT-16

(CCITT-16 is used for SDLC, HDLC, etc)

(CCITT-32 is used for some DXI interfaces)

Select Polynomial For BCC Calculations

- F1 CCITT16
- F2 CCITT32

**Figure 10-2** Alternate BCC Setup screen in BOP format in High Speed Frame Mode selected or in SYNC format in SMDS Frame Mode.
10 Block Checking

The INTERVIEW is capable of a variety of standard and nonstandard block-check calculations (BCCs). These calculations can be appended to the INTERVIEW's own transmissions and they also can be used for comparison with BCCs in the line data. The results of the comparison are displayed on the unit’s monitor as special symbols representing good and bad BCCs. (A “good” BCC in the line data is one that agrees with the INTERVIEW’s own internal calculation.) The result of a BCC evaluation can also be used to satisfy a trigger condition.

10.1 BCC Symbols

The internal BCC that the INTERVIEW compares with a BCC in the line data and then displays as a special symbol on the data screen, is enabled in a field on the Line Setup menu. This field is named Rev Blk Chk and is shown in Figure 10-3. When Rev Blk Chk: ON is selected, the unit evaluates as “good” or “bad” the BCCs in all properly framed data blocks. The last byte in the data BCC is then overwritten on the INTERVIEW monitor with @ or ll. Figure 10-4 shows a BCC symbol written over the second character of a line BCC that has been judged bad.

10-3
INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951-B0424-01

Figure 10-4 A special symbol overlays the final character in a bad BCC.

For non-BOP data, there are two ways to look underneath the $ or \cite{symbol} overlay to get a glimpse of the concealed final block-check character. One way is to select Rev Blk Chk: \texttt{off}. Then the complete block-check calculation monitored by the INTERVIEW is displayed on the screen, with no special symbol overlaying the final BCC character.

The second way to uncover the hidden block-check character is to look at the binary expansion of the character in Freeze mode. In Figure 10-5, the operator has pressed \texttt{freeze} and then moved the cursor over the good-BCC symbol. In Freeze mode, the binary expansion of any character that comes under the cursor (including a concealed block-check character) is given at the top right of the screen.

Figure 10-5 From the Freeze-mode binary expansion of the cursor character, it is easy to tell that the the good-BCC overlay is covering a hexadecimal 24.

For BOP formats, Rev Blk Chk does not appear on the Line Setup menu. Block-check evaluation is automatically \texttt{on} for BOP.

In BOP format only, block-check evaluation includes an abort symbol, \cite{symbol}. Bisync devices signal an abort by sending a 5 in the middle of a text block, but BOP devices send no such control character—they merely idle mark for seven bit-times to indicate an aborted frame. The INTERVIEW uses the \cite{symbol} symbol to stamp these seven consecutive 1-bits clearly as an abort.

Control over the type of block check and the many parameters associated with the type is afforded on the BCC Setup screen. The selections on this screen are laid out in Figure 10-1.

The BCC Setup screen does not operate in the same manner for BOP or for SYNC in SMDS Frame Mode (Switched Multimegabit Data Service). BOP format has a well-defined block-check sequence that is not alterable in the INTERVIEW with one exception: the CCITT Polynomial \cite{CCITT-16} or \cite{CCITT-32} is selectable on the BCC Setup when in High Speed Frame Mode in BOP format—see Section 10.4(A).
10.2 BCC Conditions

Good and bad BCCs (and aborts in BOP format) can be used as trigger conditions. Figure 10-6 shows a GOOD_BCC condition on a trigger menu. And here is an example of a BDBCC condition in a Protocol Spreadsheet test for Layer 1:

```
LAYER: 1
TEST: bcc
STATE: bad_bcc
CONDITIONS: RECEIVE BAD_BCC
ACTIONS: COUNTER bad_bcc INC
```

Figure 10-6 Good and bad BCCs can be used as trigger conditions.

Figure 10-7 is a string condition with a further condition added: Wait for E(nd) O(f) F(rame), the literal meaning of which is “wait for a good BCC.” None of the triggers in these examples can come true unless block-check evaluations are enabled on the Line Setup menu. This enabling is automatic in BOP format. In other formats, Rev Blk Chk: must be selected as a line-setup parameter.

```
** Trigger Setup **
Receiver: DIE For: STRING Wait For EOF: YES
```

Figure 10-7 Wait For EOF following a Receiver condition means “wait for a good BCC.”

10.3 Transmitted BCC

Block-check calculations that the INTERVIEW appends to messages and transmits out onto the line are enabled in the BCC field on trigger menus and in similar entries on the spreadsheet. BCC is a subfield under Xmit on trigger-action menus (see Figure 10-8). On the spreadsheet, transmitted BCC is a subselection under SEND: every time you transmit (“send”) a message you have a choice of appending a good BCC, a bad one, an abort (BOP only), or nothing (not applicable to BOP).
A transmitted BCC may be selected on the actions half of a trigger menu.

Please note that BCC: GOOD or BAD following a transmit string does not mean that a BCC will always follow. In bisync, the INTERVIEW will append BCCs only to text strings that are properly framed—as, for example, by % and % (or %). If you are sending a bisync poll or ACK or % or some other nontext message, your selection in the BCC field will have no significance.

BCC: NONE means that the INTERVIEW will go directly from transmitting the transmit string to idling mark, even if the string begins with % and ends with % or %. The unit's receivers, if they are enabled for block checking and if they stay in sync for the requisite number of BCC characters, will interpret this no-BCC as a bad BCC (Figure 10-4).

In BOP format, the sudden shift from data to mark idle is an abort. The third BCC selection in BOP triggers therefore is called ABORT instead of NONE. The receivers put up the appropriate symbol when they see the seventh mark bit.

Good BCCs are transmitted in accordance with the parameters in effect on the BCC Setup menu. See Section 10.5.

10.4 Standard BCC Parameters

A specific set of block-check parameters is standard for each code selected on the Line Setup menu with two exceptions—BOP in High Speed Frame Mode and SYNC in SMDS Frame Mode. These exceptions are explained in Sections 10.4(A) and (B).

Table 10-1 summarizes the correct BCC settings for the various other standard codes and formats supported by the INTERVIEW.

The actual equations used by the INTERVIEW in block-check calculations are defined in Table 10-2.

Changes to the BCC Setup menu remain on the menu when you change line-setup formats.
### Table 10-1

**Standard Block—Check Parameters for Sync^1 or Async/Isoc Formats**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>BCC starts following</th>
<th>BCC aborts/resets on</th>
<th>BCC ends with</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EBCDIC</td>
<td>CRC-16</td>
<td>$^4$ or $^5x$</td>
<td>$^0$ or next bit after BCC</td>
<td>$^5$, $^5x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>LRC</td>
<td>$^4$ or $^5x$</td>
<td>$^0$ or next bit after BCC</td>
<td>$^5$, $^5x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPARS</td>
<td>CRC-6</td>
<td>SY2 ($^6z$)</td>
<td>SY1 ($^6z$) or next bit after CRC</td>
<td>EOM-PB ($^5o$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EOM-1 ($^5o$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EOM-C ($^5o$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EOM-U ($^5o$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAUDOT</td>
<td>LRC</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBCD/</td>
<td>LRC;</td>
<td>Xmit: sync $^6z$</td>
<td>$^5$ on either side resets BCC for both sides</td>
<td>$^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTRIC</td>
<td>Xmit: LRC parity=LRC</td>
<td>Recv: bid (#)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS-3</td>
<td>LRC</td>
<td>$^4$</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>$^5$ (not included in BCC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^1 Not in SMDS Frame Mode

### Table 10-2

**Block Check Polynomials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCC Type</th>
<th>Block Check Polynomial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRC-32</td>
<td>$X^{32} + X^{26} + X^{23} + X^{22} + X^{16} + X^{12} + X^{11} + X^{10} + X^8 + X^7 + X^5 + X^4 + X^2 + X + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC-16</td>
<td>$X^{16} + X^{15} + X^2 + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC-CCITT</td>
<td>$X^{16} + X^{12} + X^5 + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC-12</td>
<td>$X^{12} + X^{11} + X^3 + X^2 + X + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC-8</td>
<td>$X^8 + X^2 + X + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC-6</td>
<td>$X^6 + X^5 + 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(A) BOP Format

For Bit-Oriented Protocols, the INTERVIEW uses BCC calculations standard for BOP; when the unit is in High Speed Frame Mode, the user can select the CCITT polynomial.

1. Not In High Speed Frame Mode. When High Speed Frame Mode: [No] is selected on the Line Setup screen, the BCC Setup screen is not accessible. The unit uses BCC calculations standard for BOP. Instead, Figure 10-9 is displayed.

** BCC Setup **

BCC screen does not apply in the following situations:

1: BOP selected, without HS Frame Mode selected
   (Normal 16-bit CCITT polynomial is used)
2: SYNC SMDS Frame Mode selected
3: SYNC ATM Frame Mode selected

Figure 10-9  BCC Setup display in BOP format with High Speed Frame Mode selected or in SYNC format with HS Frame Mode: SMDS or ATM selected.

2. In High Speed Frame Mode. When High Speed Frame Mode: [Yes] is selected on the Line Setup screen, the unit uses standard parameters for BCC calculations with one user-selectable field: the user may select the CCITT Polynomial: CCITT-16 or CCITT-32 on the BCC Setup screen as shown in Figure 10-10.

** BCC Setup **

CCITT Polynomial: CCITT-16

(CCITT-16 is used for SDLC, HDLC, etc)  
(CCITT-32 is used for some DXI interfaces)

Select Polynomial For BCC Calculations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCITT16</td>
<td>CCITT32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10-10  The only BCC parameter selection for BOP in High Speed Frame Mode is the CCITT polynomial.
In this mode an INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO supports applications for monitoring and emulation of the SMDS DXI (Data Exchange Interface) at T1 and E1 data rates with no additional hardware requirement. The DXI protocol is used between routers and SMDS DSUs in BOP format with an optional 32-bit CRC; select **CCITT Polynomial: \[CCITT-32\]** on the BCC Setup screen as shown in Figure 10-10.

(B) **Sync and HS Frame Mode Formats**

For Sync in SMDS Frame Mode (Switched Multimegabit Data Service) and ATM Frame Mode (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), the INTERVIEW defaults to the BCC calculations standard for these modes. The parameters for these calculations cannot be changed on the BCC Setup screen and do not appear—the standard BCC Setup screen is inaccessible (see Figure 10-9).

(C) **Sync and Start–Stop Formats**

When a format other than BOP is selected on the Line Setup menu, the unit must be set up for **BISYNC** or **SELECTABLE** CRC Mode depending on the code selected on the Line Setup menu. The various correct configurations for **SYNC** or start–stop formats (\[ASYNC\] and **ISOC**) are detailed below.

1. **EBCDIC or ASCII code.** Both EBCDIC and ASCII require **CRC Mode**: **BISYNC**, but EBCDIC uses a 16-bit CRC–16 calculation while ASCII uses an 8-bit LRC check. You may redefine the values of the BCC control characters using alternate control characters, standard alphanumerics, or hexadecimal characters. You may also indicate that the control character does not exist by leaving the field blank. See Section 10.6 on bisync CRC–mode operation.

   **Figure 10-11** BCC setup for EBCDIC.

2. **IPARS.** Selecting Code: **IPARS** in sync or async (or isoc) format requires the BCC parameters shown in Figure 10-13. IPARS requires **CRC Mode:** **SELECTABLE** and uses **CRC8** to calculate BCCs. Any of the BCC parameters may be changed to meet specific applications.
3. **BAUDOT.** Since Baudot does not normally support block checking, there are no standard settings.

![Figure 10-12 BCC setup for ASCII.](image)

![Figure 10-13 BCC setup for IPARS.](image)

4. **EBCD, XS-3, or SELECTRIC.** Selecting EBCD or SELECTRIC code for SYNC or for either of the start-stop formats will require the BCC parameters shown in Figure 10-14. The XS-3 parameters are shown in Figure 10-15. All three codes require SELECTABLE CRC mode and use an LRC check to determine BCCs. Any of the BCC parameters may be changed to meet specific applications.
10 Block Checking

10.5 BCC Setup Menu Fields

The BCC Setup Menu controls and displays the values of the INTERVIEW’s block check parameters. The full set of parameters is shown in Figure 10-1. The meanings of the BCC Setup parameter fields are found in Table 10-3.

Entries on the menu may be made in either alphanumerics, control characters, or hexadecimals. In the START/INCL field only, characters may also be entered in the not—equal format. See, for example, the IPARS setup in Figure 10-13.

** BCC Setup **

- Type: LRC
- LRC Parity: LRC
- Initial State: RESET
- Invert BCC: NO
- CRC Mode: SELECTABLE

** BCC Setup **

- Type: LRC
- LRC Parity: VRC
- Initial State: RESET
- Invert BCC: NO
- CRC Mode: SELECTABLE

Figure 10-14 BCC setup for EBCD or SELECTRIC.

Figure 10-15 BCC setup for XS-3.
Use control characters instead of hexadecimals where possible, since hexadecimals commit you to a particular parity that may change later on. An ASCII %, for example, is hex $\text{2B} \text{ or } \text{2F}$ depending on the parity selected on the Line Setup menu. If you enter $\text{2F}$ in the STX or START/N/INCL field on the BCC Setup screen, the software will recognize % only in odd—parity ASCII data. An entry of %, on the other hand, will adjust for whatever parity is enabled on the Line Setup menu.

Table 10-3
BCC Setup Menu Fields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Indicates method of BCC calculation selected. Polynomial expansions of each CRC type are listed in Table 10-2.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LRC Parity</td>
<td>Displayed when Type: LRC is selected. Identifies how the parity bit in the BCC character is calculated. LRC = parity bit in BCC character the result of an LRC on the parity bits within the message. VRC = parity bit the result of a VRC on the BCC character. RESET = parity bit always 0. SET = parity bit always 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial State</td>
<td>Sets initial state of block check character. RESET = all 0's. When Type is LRC, this selection yields an even longitudinal check. PRESET = all 1's. When Type is LRC, this selection yields an odd longitudinal check.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invert BCC</td>
<td>YES produces an inverted BCC by changing 1's to 0 and 0's to 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC Mode</td>
<td>Allows choice between BISYNC and SELECTABLE CRC modes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BISYNC control character fields</td>
<td>Data—entry fields displayed for BISYNC CRC mode only. Allow you to select the characters that control block—checking. Default is standard set of bisync control characters. Alphanumeric, hexadecimal, and control characters are legal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>START/INCL</td>
<td>Displayed when SELECTABLE is chosen. Identifies the character(s) on which the INTERVIEW initiates BCC accumulation, and includes the character(s) in the accumulation. For this field only, characters may be entered in either normal or not—equal format.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 10-3 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>START/N/INCL</td>
<td>Displayed when SELECTABLE is chosen. Identifies the character(s) on which the INTERVIEW initiates BCC accumulation, and does not include the character(s) in the accumulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRIP</td>
<td>Displayed when SELECTABLE is chosen. Identifies character(s) to be stripped from BCC accumulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END/INCL</td>
<td>Displayed when SELECTABLE is chosen. Identifies the character(s) on which the INTERVIEW ends BCC accumulation, and includes the character(s) in the accumulation. Initiates processing of BCC. Returns to START state when processing is complete (see Figure 10-17).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END/N/INCL</td>
<td>Displayed when SELECTABLE is chosen. Identifies the character(s) on which the INTERVIEW ends BCC accumulation, and does not include the character(s) in the accumulation. Initiates processing of BCC. Returns to START state when processing is complete (see Figure 10-17).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END/STAYSTARTED/INCL</td>
<td>Displayed when SELECTABLE is chosen. Identifies the character(s) on which the INTERVIEW ends BCC accumulation, and includes the character(s) in the accumulation. Initiates processing of BCC. Returns to ACCUMULATE state when processing is complete (see Figure 10-17). This function is performed by the ¼ (Intermediate Block-check or ITB) character in bisync.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END/STAYSTARTED/N/INCL</td>
<td>Displayed when SELECTABLE is chosen. Identifies the character(s) on which the INTERVIEW ends BCC accumulation, but does not include the character(s) in the accumulation. Initiates processing of BCC. Returns to ACCUMULATE state when processing is complete (see Figure 10-17).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABORT</td>
<td>Displayed when SELECTABLE is chosen. Identifies character(s) on which the INTERVIEW aborts BCC accumulation and returns to START state (See Figure 10-17). This function is performed by ½ in bisync. Note that the abort function does not generate an abort overlay on the screen. The user may enhance the abort character in the Enhance field on the Display Setup menu. See Section 6.3(D).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Affects**

This field pertains to the ABORT character on the preceding line. The choices are 1LINE or BOTH. The abort character may cause only the side of the line sending the character to reset its BCC; or it may have this effect on both sides. ½ in EBCD/SELECTRIC is an example of a character that resets BCC on both sides.
** BCC Setup **

Type: CRC16
Initial State: RESET
Invert BCC: NO
CRC Mode: SELECTABLE
Start/Incl: 5x
Start/N/Incl: 6x
Strip: 5
End/Incl: 6x
End/N/Incl: 5x
End/Staystarted/N/Incl: 5
Abort: 7
Affects: ILINE

Figure 10-16 A valid BCC for nontransparent bisync can be configured "manually" using SELECTABLE parameters.

### 10.6 BISYNC vs. Selectable CRC Mode

The INTERVIEW supports an expanded subset of IBM's "Binary Synchronous Control Procedures" (BISYNC) that covers a wide variety of BISYNC-type applications including Burroughs, Honeywell, Univac, ISO-1175, and others.

Figure 10-11 shows the menu subfields under CRC Mode: BISYNC. In these subfields you may specify the values of the six BISYNC control characters (DLE, ITB, SOH, ENQ, STX, and ENDS) which appear on the BCC Setup menu with default character values already assigned (see Figure 10-11).

The configuration has one important advantage, however, in that it implements full transparency. When CRC Mode: BISYNC is employed, the appearance of % will enable a transparent mode in which all control characters except % are accumulated as data characters while their control functions are ignored. Selectable mode offers no similar mechanism for treating control characters as data. The setup in Figure 10-16 will work, therefore, only as long as the bisync data is not transparent.
Most of the bisync control characters have counterparts on the other set of BCC parameters, accessed under CRC Mode: SELECTABLE. Figure 10-16 shows how a standard bisync BCC would look if it were configured using the SELECTABLE subfields on the BCC Setup screen. Compare this screen with the bisync screen in Figure 10-11. Note that the names of the fields in Figure 10-16 are functionally descriptive. Start-Of-Header and Start-of-Text characters, for example, are really START/Not/INCLUDED characters. This indicates that they activate block-check accumulation but they are not themselves included in the calculation. %, on the other hand, which end the BCC accumulation, are included in the block-check calculation. Note also that the set of SELECTABLE parameters is more complete, and that thirty-four distinct characters may be designated as control characters compared to eight in the BISYNC fields.

A state diagram of SELECTABLE parameters is presented in Figure 10-17. In this diagram, process-BCC state does the following:

- Calculates and displays BCC result.
- Reinitializes BCC remainder.
- If end character was a STAYSTARTED character, returns to accumulate state.
- Otherwise, returns to start state.
Figure 10-17 State diagram for CRC Mode: selectable. (+) means the character is included in BCC calculation; (-) means the character is not included.
Figure 11-1 Menu selections on the BERT Setup screen.
11 Bit Error Rate Testing

The INTERVIEW can transmit and analyze Bit Error Rate Tests consisting of five different pseudorandom bit patterns, a series of alternating 1's and 0's, a canned fox message, and a user-assigned message of up to 259 characters. The INTERVIEW can send and analyze BERT patterns in synchronous or asynchronous format over transmission facilities that are full duplex or half duplex.

11.1 Pseudorandom Bit Patterns

BERT data may be transmitted and analyzed in pseudorandom patterns of 63, 511, 2047, 4095, or 32767 bits. The algorithm for each pattern is diagrammed in Figure 11-2.

Figure 11-2 BERT algorithms.
11.2 Test Configurations

Tests can be configured for one tester or two.

A standard one-tester configuration places the remote modem (remote from the INTERVIEW) in a loopback condition. See Figure 11-3. The INTERVIEW generates the BERT data and analyzes the data upon its return over the transmission line. This is the easiest test to configure, since the INTERVIEW’s BERT analyzer automatically looks for the same pattern of data that the unit generated.

When another BERT generator is used at the remote site, each tester analyzes the data generated by the other. See bottom of Figure 11-3. There is no looping of data. Both testers must generate data that matches bit for bit. Selections on the Line Setup and BERT Setup screens let the user control the pattern of information bits, the number of information bits allotted to a character, the stop bits used along with a start bit to frame each character (async only), and the sync characters necessary for locating (and relocating) the beginning of a fox or user-defined pattern.

The two-tester configuration can be thought of as two separate one-way tests. From the point of view of each tester, the transmitted BERT data is superfluous. The data that is received and analyzed is the test data.

![Figure 11-3 Two test configurations: loopback and two-tester.](image)

11.3 BERT Operation: Full Duplex

When the test-interface module (TIM) for RS-232/V.24 is locked in place in the slot at the rear of the unit (see Section 1), the RS-232 subset of parameters on the BERT Setup screen is enabled automatically. On the RS-232 Interface Control menu, RTS, CTS, and CD all should be set to **ON** for full-duplex operation.
In the **Mode** field on the Line Setup menu, select either [**BERT DTE**] or [**BERT DCE**]. BERT is used most commonly to test modems and transmission links, so the normal attitude of the INTERVIEW will be **Mode: BERT DTE**. See Figure 11-4.

**CAUTION:** As soon as the INTERVIEW is run in either of its BERT modes, it will interfere with any active communications on the interface. Be sure that it is all right to break the line and transmit test data on it.

**Note on synchronous and BOP operation:** The INTERVIEW can transmit using internal clock (SCTE) when it is emulating a DTE; but in order to display its own transmit data as well as receive data, it must be connected to a modem or other DCE device that is providing SCT and SCR clock.

If you have selected **Mode: BERT DTE** and external clock is not available for synchronous or BOP operation, choose **Clock Source:** [INTERNAL] and patch SCTE to SCT.

---

**Figure 11-4** The fields on this Line Setup menu—except for Source, Rcv Blk Chk, and NRZI—also are BERT parameters.

Once you have selected the BERT mode, press [F3], [F5], to enter the BERT Setup parameters menu (Figure 11-5). Select **Handshake:** [FULL-DUPLEX] in the second field on this menu. When you have completed your other selections in these parameter fields (see Section 11.5), press [S]. In full-duplex testing, whenever you execute a run, the INTERVIEW will begin to operate both as a BERT generator and analyzer.
The unit will begin transmitting immediately. The transmission will consist of the bit pattern chosen on the BERT Setup menu according to the format entered on the Line Setup menu.

The INTERVIEW also begins immediately to perform a BERT statistical analysis on all received data. If you press \( \text{RESET} \), while the pattern is being transmitted, the pattern will not be interrupted but the statistical counters will clear. See Section 11.7(E).

### 11.4 BERT Operation: Half Duplex

To operate over half-duplex transmission lines, go to the RS-232/V.24 Interface Control screen (press \( \text{MODE}, \text{F1}, \text{F2} \)) and change the handshaking control leads (RTS, CTS, and CD) from \( \text{ON} \) to \( \text{SWITCH} \). On the BERT Setup menu, select Handshake: \( \text{HALF DUPLEX} \).

During the test you will transmit data one block at a time. (See Section 11.5(F) for a definition of “block.”) After every block of information that it transmits, the INTERVIEW will drop its control lead and relinquish the data link while the remote tester transmits a block.

On the Line Setup menu, select Mode: \( \text{BERT DTE} \). Then press \( \text{MODE}, \text{F1}, \text{F3} \), to enter the BERT Setup screen. When you have made your selections in these BERT-menu fields (see Section 11.5), press \( \text{EXIT} \).

**CAUTION:** As soon as the INTERVIEW begins running in either of its BERT modes, it will interfere with any active communications on the interface. Be sure that it is all right to break the line and transmit test data on it.

When the INTERVIEW operates in half duplex, it does not transmit and receive BERT data at the same time. When you send the Run command to start the test, the unit is in the “receive and analyze” mode. Once it has received a complete block of data, it will shift to “generate” mode and transmit one block automatically.
In this situation, both ends are waiting; press [5], START, to initiate the sending—receiving cycle with a transmission.

11.5 BERT Setup Screen

(A) Pattern

With the cursor in the Pattern field, press [8] and [0] to rotate between a series of alternating 1's and 0's, a canned fox message, a user—assigned message of up to 259 characters, and five different pseudorandom bit patterns. The INTERVIEW both transmits and expects to receive this pattern while it is in BERT Mode.

When MESSAGE BUFFER is selected in this field, the pattern will consist of the contents of the 259-byte message buffer represented by five data—entry lines toward the bottom of the BERT Setup menu.

Do not run the 1010 pattern if you have selected ASYNChronous (or ISOChronous) start—stop framing on the Line Setup menu.

(B) Handshake

In this field, select Handshake: FULL DUPLEX or HALF Duplex. The selection will determine whether preamble and sync characters can be appended to the data (half duplex) and whether the resync function can be enabled (full duplex only). In Run mode, the full—duplex pattern will run continuously for the duration of the test, while the half—duplex test will be transmitted one block at a time before turnaround. This field configures the test sequence, not the interface. The interface must be configured on the Interface Control screen in accordance with Table 11-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full— or Half—Duplex BERT (RS—232/V.24 Interface Control screen)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full duplex:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half duplex:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(C) Resync

Use the resync function to prevent one missed bit—time from skewing an entire test. Resync: ON is valid only when the screen is configured for full duplex. This selection allows you to go out of test—sync after a fault has been detected (see Section 11.9(G),...
Number Of Faults) and back into synchronization after a short interruption. When out of sync, the receiver stops analyzing bits and counting errors and waits for synchronization to turn the analyzer on again.

**Resync:** ON avoids a bit—error rate approaching fifty per cent for pseudorandom patterns over a long error count. (The analyzer will "guess" right fifty per cent of the time even if it is out of sync with the incoming test data.)

**Table 11-2**

**BERT Pattern (BERT Setup screen)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATTERN:</th>
<th>BERT ALGORITHM (63, 511, 2047, 4095, 32767)</th>
<th>ALT—1/0 (synchronous only)</th>
<th>FOX/MSG BUF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handshake:</td>
<td>Full or half duplex</td>
<td>Full or half duplex</td>
<td>Full or half duplex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resync on:</td>
<td>Algorithm (full duplex) or sync chars (switched)</td>
<td>1010 (full duplex) or sync chars</td>
<td>one or two sync chars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preamble char:</td>
<td>selectable (switched line—use only)</td>
<td>selectable (switched line—use only)</td>
<td>selectable (switched line—use only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sync chars:</td>
<td>1st pattern—byte selectable, switched line—use (half duplex) only</td>
<td>selectable, switched line—use (half duplex) only</td>
<td>selectable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block size:</td>
<td>1 Kbit, 10Kbit, or pattern</td>
<td>1 Kbit or 10 Kbit</td>
<td>1 Kbit, 10 Kbit, or pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test length:</td>
<td>selectable # of seconds or blocks; 1 K, 10 K, 100 K, or pattern # of bits; or continuous</td>
<td>selectable # of seconds or blocks; 1 K, 10 K, 100 K, or pattern # of bits; or continuous</td>
<td>selectable # of seconds or blocks; 1 K, 10 K, 100 K, or pattern # of bits; or continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Injection Rate:</td>
<td>selectable</td>
<td>selectable</td>
<td>selectable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a pseudorandom pattern, resync means going out of sync and performing the algorithm on two bytes of data in order to predict the third byte. Since the algorithm may be performed at any point in the cycle, there are no sync characters.

For the fox pattern or the user—defined message buffer, resync means going out of sync when a fault occurs and looking bit by bit for the sync pattern entered in the **Sync Pattern** field on the BERT Setup (not the Line Setup) menu.
In half-duplex BERT testing, Resync: ON is not available. The analyzer goes out of synchronization at the end of each block when the line turns around, but never in the middle of a block.

A fault in half duplex means that synchronization was missed entirely for a block. The analyzer stays out of sync until the next line turnaround.

On a noisy circuit, a fault may not imply that the analyzer has lost synchronization with the incoming BERT pattern. In spite of a high error rate, the test should remain in sync. Select Resync: OFF to prevent the analyzer from going out of sync and suspending its error count while waiting to resynchronize.

(D) Preamble

This selection is enabled when the BERT Setup menu is configured for half duplex only. One or two bytes selectable by the user can be prefixed to the sync pattern in half duplex tests. The default entry in this field is two bytes of $\text{S}$, a character with an alternating pattern of 0 and 1 bits. After line turnaround, a modem can use this pattern from a remote DTE to put its bit clock into phase with the new carrier.

Since preamble characters always follow carrier turnaround and precede synchronization, they are not checked by the BERT analyzer for error.

Pressing [clear] to blank this field will prevent the preamble pattern from being transmitted.

(E) Sync Pattern

Sync characters have a special role in BERT testing. Because they provide message synchronization as well as character sync, BERT analysis requires sync characters in line setups where they would not normally occur—in asynchronous fox-pattern testing, for example. To cover these special applications, the BERT Setup screen is provided with its own Sync Pattern field. The Sync Char field on the Line Setup menu is inoperative during BERT tests.

1. Sync characters in fox or user-defined tests. Default is $\text{S}$ in the four-character Sync Pattern data—entry field. Alphanumerics, control characters, and hexadecimals are legal. Entry of one, two, three, or four characters is legal. A blank field is treated as default: $\text{S}$.

In full-duplex BERT tests, sync characters precede each fox message or user-defined message. In normal synchronous data transmission, sync characters help the receivers locate character boundaries. In BERT tests they do more: they help the analyzer find message boundaries. For this reason, sync characters precede fox and user messages in asynchronous tests as well as synchronous.
In a full-duplex fox or user test with few errors, the sync pattern is transmitted repeatedly but used only once by the analyzer. After initial synchronization, the analyzer stays in sync and does not look for the sync pattern. The sync characters that precede each successive message in the test are treated as data and checked for bit errors.

In half-duplex BERT, the sync characters precede every transmission in fox and user tests. They are not repeated in mid-transmission. They never are treated as data.

BERT testing can be tricky when two different brands of tester are being used, especially when a data pattern is being tested. Even fox messages will vary with different testers. Some use STX—ETX, some say "JUMPED...DOGS" instead of "JUMPS...DOG," and so on. Design a test to mirror the fox message of the other tester. Use the Sync Pattern field for the first character (or more) of the fox message ("~", for example, or "T") in cases where the other tester does not send ~. Then continue the message on the first line of the Message Buffer. Figure 11-6 shows how the Sync Pattern field is used in conjunction with the message buffer to design a customized fox pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern: MESSAGE BUFFER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handshake: FULL DUPLEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resync: UN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sync Pattern: %T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Size: PATTERN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Length: 100 BLOCKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Injection Rate: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Buffer: HE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG 01234567895</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11-6 If the other tester does not send ~ sy, synchronize on the first two characters which are sent.

2. Pattern—synchronization in pseudorandom tests. For a pseudorandom pattern in full duplex, the Sync Pattern field does not apply. Since the algorithm may be performed at any point in the cycle, there are no sync characters.
Synchronization for half-duplex pseudorandom tests is more complicated. The first few bits received after the line turns around are important bits to be tested. Both the transmitting and receiving testers must agree in advance on the point in the algorithmic series where the half-duplex test will begin.

Here the **Sync Pattern** field is used not for standard sync characters but rather to identify the point in the pseudorandom pattern where the test will begin after each line turnaround. This special use of the **Sync Pattern** field allows the operator to program the INTERVIEW for compatibility with half-duplex testers from other manufacturers.

To program a synchronization point into a half-duplex test, the user must know the eight bits that precede the point and the eight bits that follow. For example, suppose that the eight bits preceding a sync point in a 2047-bit test are 10100001.

NOTE: In the notation above, the first bit transmitted is the rightmost. This is consistent with the presentation of binary patterns in all INTERVIEW screen-displays and documents. This right-to-left ordering of bits is well suited to binary-to-hexadecimal and binary-to-ASCII/EBCDIC conversions; but the usual presentation of bits in the BERT literature is left to right.

Since this binary pattern corresponds to the hexadecimal number $A_1$, the user would move the cursor to the **Sync Pattern** field and enter $A_1$ in the first data-entry position. Suppose also that the eight bits following the sync point (and therefore the first eight bits transmitted after line-turnaround) are 01001000 (hex $48$). The user enters $48$ in the second position of the **Sync Pattern** field. Figure 11-7 shows the full pattern-sync entry.

$*$ will be the first character transmitted in the half-duplex 2047-bit test. Since some algorithms are based on strings longer than eight bits (see Figure 11-2), the preceding character ($*$) was included in the **Sync Pattern** field; but this character is not transmitted.

When it is receiving and analyzing, the test synchronizes on the character in the second position in the **Sync Pattern** field ($*$ in our example). If there is an error in one of these first eight bits, synchronization will be missed and the test will record a “fault.” See Number Of Faults, Section 11.9(G). Following the sync character, erroneous bits are recorded as **BIT ERRORS**.
Pseudorandom tests in half duplex require pattern-syncing. In certain cases, two bytes of sync may be insufficient to begin a half-duplex pseudorandom test. The 32767 pattern, for example, requires 15 bits to calculate the 16th bit and succeeding bits. If Bits: 8 is selected on the Line Setup screen, a two-byte entry in the Sync Pattern field is sufficient. But if a smaller bit-number is selected, two hex characters in the Sync Pattern field will not represent the number of bits that the algorithm requires to continue. In such cases, use the four places in the Sync Pattern field (in conjunction with the bit number in the Line Setup) to construct a pattern that is at least as long as the algorithmic series (see Figure 11-2). The last character in the pattern will be the first byte transmitted and analyzed.

3. Default pattern-sync. There are two default sets of half-duplex sync points in the INTERVIEW. These are outlined in Table 11-3. BERT testers that use set #1 include the TREND Data Tester 100 series. NAVTEI's Datatest II Plus uses default set #2.

To operate with sync-point set #1, enter %5 in the Sync Pattern field. To operate with set #2, clear the field (press CEM). If fewer than two characters are entered in the Sync Pattern field, the unit will default to set #2. Remember that the default sets are enabled only when Handshake: HALF DUPLEX is selected.
Table 11-3
Half-Duplex BERT: Default Synchronization Points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>1st 8 Data Bits Transmitted</th>
<th>Preceding 8 Bits in Pattern</th>
<th>Entry in Sync Chars Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set #1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>or or or or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2047</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4095</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32767</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set #2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no chars or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no chars or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2047</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no chars or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4095</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no chars or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32767</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no chars or</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(F) Block Size

A block can be the length of a cycle or message, or bits rounded to the nearest byte. A block is a component of a test: complete tests often are measured in blocks.

**CAUTION:** The definition of a block varies from standard to standard and from BERT tester to BERT tester. Some standards define a block as the pattern length while others specify 1,000 bits. The user must ascertain and then select the proper definition.

When a or pattern is chosen, means one fox message or one message buffer. The selection is not valid for the pattern: a block in this pattern always is a set number of bits.

When a pseudorandom pattern is chosen, the message is one cycle of the pattern. The shortest pseudorandom block is 63 bits, while the longest block is 32,767 bits.

In half-duplex BERT, each transmission is one block. The line turns around following each block. After turnaround, the test continues.
(G) Test Length

Tests are measured in blocks, bits, or seconds. They can also be CONTINUOUS.

The Test Length: BLOCKS selection brings up a four-digit # field that accepts entries from 1 to 9999. The shortest pseudorandom block is 63 bits, so the shortest pseudorandom test that is one block long is also 63 bits. The longest test measured in blocks will be 9999 times the longest pattern (32,767), or 327,637,233 bits.

The Test Length: SECONDS field also brings with it a # field, with five places for numbers from 1 to 99,999. The maximum number of seconds comes to slightly more than twenty-seven and three-quarter hours.

If Test Length: BITS is selected, a # field appears with these rotating selections: 1000, 10000, 100000, and PATTERN.

(H) Automatic Error Injection

Errors can be injected in a bit pattern automatically at a preselected rate. (They may also be injected manually from the keyboard: see Section 11.7 below.) The Error Injection Rate field defaults to 5E−5, equivalent to 5 errors per 100,000 bits. The two fives are variables in this formula. The first five is the error rate and can be overwritten with numbers in the range of 0−9. The second five is the negative exponent and can be changed to any number in the range of 2−9.

Read the “E−” in the formula as per 10−the−exponent bits. For example, 1E−2 means 1/102 or 1 error per 100 bits. 0E−6 means 0/106 or no errors per 1,000,000 bits, equivalent to zero. Using 0 as the first variable is equivalent to injecting no errors and, in effect, disabling the field.

The highest automatic−error rate selectable would be 9E−2 or 9/102 or 9 errored bits per 100 bits. The lowest rate of injected errors would be 1E−9 or 1/109 or 1 error per 1 billion bits.

11.6 Transmission Format: Line Setup Menu

Certain selections on the Line Setup menu will affect the pattern of bits transmitted during a BERT test. The screen is illustrated in Figure 11-4.

(A) Code

If your BERT pattern is a fox message or a user−defined message that contains alphanumerics, the Code that you select on the Line Setup menu will affect the pattern of bits in your test. If your test involves sync characters, remember that the bit pattern for % is different for ASCII and EBCDIC.

Testers on either side of a transmission link should be configured for the same code.
(B) Bits

Select the number of information bits. This field is invalid for pseudorandom and alternating 1/0 BERT patterns in \textit{Sync} format. In all other BERT configurations, characters are formed according to the bit-number specified here.

(C) Parity

For 5, 6, or 7 information bits in async or isoc format, you may select the type of parity. (For 8 information bits, even, odd, or no parity is available in async or isoc format. Eight bits plus mark or space parity is not available in any format.) The parity bit is additional to the information bits.

The BERT test transmits and checks parity. It calculates parity on the data bits it \textit{expects} to receive, not the actual data bits. This is to prevent an errored data bit from causing a parity error and being counted twice as a result.

(D) Format

Choose \textit{Format}: \textit{Sync}, \textit{BOP}, \textit{Async}, or \textit{Isoc}.

1. \textit{Sync}. If \textit{Format: Sync} is selected on the Line Setup menu and a pseudorandom (or alternating 1/0) pattern is the BERT Setup selection, the pattern will be transmitted bit for bit without synchronization or character-framing. The Line Setup selection fields from \textit{Code} down to (but not including) \textit{Bit Order/Polarity} are invalid.

   If a character-oriented (fox or message-buffer) pattern is selected on the BERT Setup screen, the precise bit pattern will be determined partly by the \textit{Code}, \textit{Bits}, and \textit{Parity} selections on Line Setup. The fields from \textit{Format: Sync} down to \textit{Bit Order/Polarity} are invalid for BERT, however. Sync characters are entered on the BERT Setup screen. See Section 11.5(E).

2. \textit{BOP}. This softkey is nonfunctional. The selections default to the same as if \textit{Format: Sync} were selected.

3. \textit{Async}. If \textit{Format: Async} is selected on the Line Setup menu, stop bits (ones) and a start bit (zero) will be added after every fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, or ninth bit in the BERT pattern, depending on the \textit{Bits} and \textit{Parity} selections on Line Setup. This start/stop-bit framing applies to pseudorandom patterns as well as to character-oriented patterns.

   Do not run the alternating 1/0 pattern if you have selected asynchronous (or isochronous) start/stop-bit framing on Line Setup.

4. \textit{Isoc}. This is a cross between async and sync. It uses asynchronous start/stop-bit framing; but unlike async, internal clock (if selected) will transmit clock pulses on the clock lead(s) for use by the other device on the interface.
(E) Clock

If clock is to be supplied by a modem during the test, you can select Clock:

EXTERNAL. If no external clock is to be supplied, select INTERNAL or
INTERNAL SPLIT and the correct speed or speeds.

Note on synchronous and BOP operation: The INTERVIEW can transmit using internal clock (SCTE) when it is emulating a DTE; but in order to display its own transmit data as well as receive data, it must be connected to a modem or other DCE device that is providing SCT and SCR clock.

If you are have selected Mode: BERT DTE and external clock is not available for synchronous or BOP operation, choose Clock Source: INTERNAL and patch SCTE to SCT.

(F) Bit Order/Polarity

The pattern of bits in sync and async tests will be affected by the selection in the Bit Order/Polarity field only if a character—oriented (fox or message—buffer) pattern is selected on the BERT Setup screen.
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### Table 11-4
Sync or Async BERT (Line Setup screen)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORMAT:</th>
<th>SYNC</th>
<th>ASYNC</th>
<th>ISOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode:</td>
<td>BERT DTE or BERT DCE</td>
<td>BERT DTE or BERT DCE</td>
<td>BERT DTE or BERT DCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code:</td>
<td>EBCDIC, ASCII, EBCD, XS−3, IPARS, SELECTRIC</td>
<td>EBCDIC, ASCII, EBCD, XS−3, IPARS, SELECTRIC</td>
<td>EBCDIC, ASCII, EBCD, XS−3, IPARS, SELECTRIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bits:</td>
<td>8, 7, 6, or 5</td>
<td>8, 7, 6, or 5</td>
<td>8, 7, 6, or 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parity:</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none, even, or odd; mark or space (except 8 bits)</td>
<td>none, even, or odd; mark or space (except 8 bits)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop bits:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 or 2</td>
<td>1 or 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock source:</td>
<td>external, internal, or internal split</td>
<td>internal or internal split</td>
<td>external, internal, or internal split</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed:</td>
<td>selectable (except external)</td>
<td>selectable</td>
<td>selectable (except external)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit order/polarity:</td>
<td>normal, rev−nor, nor−inv, rev−inv</td>
<td>normal, rev−nor, nor−inv, rev−inv</td>
<td>normal, rev−nor, nor−inv, rev−inv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 11.7 Run Mode: Keyboard Control

Whenever you press [SEP '95], the INTERVIEW will begin to operate as both a BERT generator and analyzer.

It will begin immediately to transmit the bit pattern chosen on the BERT Setup menu according to the format entered on the Line Setup menu. The pattern will repeat until the test ends: see Test Length, Section 11.5(G).

**(A) Freezing the Test**

The pattern can be interrupted from the keyboard. Pressing [SEP '95] or [SEP '95] will drive the analyzer out of sync and stop the counters. Freeze mode retains the latest results display on the screen (Figure 11-8). Hitting [SEP '95] a second time will unfreeze the analyzer and resume the count from the frozen readings.

**(B) Restarting the Test**

The [SEP '95] key restarts a frozen test.
To restart a test while it is running, use the [F4] softkey, labeled RESTART. This restart also reinitializes the syncing process. To clear and restart the counters, press [F3], RESET. Softkey selections in Run mode are illustrated in Figure 11-8.

Hitting [F5] and [F6] will also restart everything—test, syncing process, and counters.

(C) Manual Errors

You may introduce errors into the BERT transmission one at a time via softkey. One errored bit will be sent each time the operator presses [F1] (INJ1ERR).

(D) Automatic Error Injection

Automatic error-injection can be turned on and off by softkey. Press [F2], ERR INJ, to toggle this function. See Section 11.5(H), for an explanation of error rates.

(E) Clearing the Results Screen

To clear the counters without losing sync, press [F3], RESET.

(F) Restarting the Test Function

The test function length was determined on the BERT Setup screen to be measured in blocks, bits, or seconds, or to run continuously. Pressing [F4], RESTART, restarts the test and reinitializes the syncing process.

(G) Disabling Transmission

You may prevent the BERT pattern from being transmitted while the INTERVIEW analyzes a received pattern. If the unit is in [B] mode, move the breakout switch for pin 2 on the test--interface module (TIM) to the open position. If the unit is in [D] mode, open pin 3 instead.

11.8 Run Mode: Status Line

The status line of the Run—mode BERT display, shown in Figure 11-8, identifies the BERT test and the parameters chosen on the Line Setup menu. The INTERVIEW is using these parameters both to transmit and to analyze. Figure 11-8 shows a BERT 511 test in EBCDIC code; with 8 information bits, no parity, and full duplex pattern; and in synchronous mode.
11 Bit Error Rate Testing

**Figure 11-8** The BERT Results screen displays setup status, receiver-sync status, error injection rate, seven counters, and three rate calculations.

### 11.9 Run Mode: Statistical Display

BERT results are displayed on the Run-mode BERT Statistics screen. You may access this display by pressing the STATS softkey on the top-level softkey rack, followed by the BERT softkey.

BERT counters increment to $2^{64} - 1$, or approximately 1.8 times $10^{19}$. For practical purposes these counters are unlimited.

Each counter enters Run mode at 0.0000E00. The top of Figure 11-9 shows the block counter on the verge of rolling over to a new exponential value. The bottom of the figure shows the effect of the next block received: the exponent has incremented so that the counter is being updated on every tenth count instead of every one. The counter will be updated next when ten new blocks have been received.

**Figure 11-9** This is a before—and—after illustration of the block counter receiving its 100,000th block.

Three of the counters have Rate displays adjacent to them. See Figure 11-8. These rates are to be read in the same way you would read an entry in the Injection Rate field on the BERT Setup menu (see Section 11.5(H)): 9.0000E-3 means 9 times 1/103 or 9 errors
per 1,000 bits. Rates are displayed in real time. They enter Run mode at 0.0000E−0 and remain at zero until a bit error or block error or errored second occurs. Once an error rate is posted, the displays will behave like decrementing counters: while the number of bits, blocks, or seconds increases steadily, the rate of error will decrease. The top of Figure 11-10 shows a Rate display for bit errors that stands at 1.0000E−4 or 1 error per 10,000 bits. When the next bit arrives, unless it is an error the rate will decrease. The bottom of the figure shows the action of the display as the rate of error decreased: 1 per 10,000 became 9.9999 per 100,000 (9.9999E−05).

```
BIT ERRORS: 1.4000E01 1.0000E-04
BIT ERRORS: 1.4000E01 9.9999E-05
```

Figure 11-10 As the rate of error decreases, the minus-exponent grows larger.

(A) **Test Seconds**
This counter is incremented once for every second the test runs.

(B) **Blocks Sent**
The current number of blocks sent is recorded here. A block is defined in Section 11.5(F).

(C) **Blocks Received**
This shows the current number of blocks received. If this count is not incrementing, the INTERVIEW is not syncing on a pattern and the PATTERN SYNC STATUS field on the lower right of the BERT statistical display screen should say OUT OF SYNC.

(D) **Bit Errors**
The bit sequence received is compared with that expected in accordance with the parameters chosen on the Line Setup menu and the BERT Setup screen. The count of received bits that do not match the expected pattern is displayed here. This counter value in relation to total bits is given in the Rate column at the right of the counter, expressed in errors per exponent of 10.

(E) **Blocks In Error**
The number of blocks in which one or more bit errors have occurred is recorded. A rate calculation of this value to total blocks received is given to the right of the counter in real time.

**NOTE:** If two testers are being used, verify that both are defining block size in the same way. See Section 11.5(F).
(F) Error—Free Seconds

This counter will increment when the Test Seconds counter increments until one or more errors have been found during the last second. The rate of this counter value compared to total seconds is given to the right of the counter in real time.

(G) Number Of Faults

“Fault” has different meanings for full and half duplex. In full duplex, a fault is recorded whenever an error is detected in more than 25 percent of the bits received over a certain period of time (approximately 16 bits in 64 contiguous bits). This percentage is considered sufficient to indicate that a bit time has been missed.

In full duplex, if Resync: ON has been selected on the Transmit Mode menu the INTERVIEW's receiver will resynchronize every time a fault is found.

In half duplex, a fault occurs when the analyzer sees bit transitions that indicate a new block of BERT data but fails to recognize the sync pattern or the sync character.

(H) Error Injection

The status of Error Injection may be ON or OFF; it is toggled manually by the ERR INJ softkey. In Run mode it is turned on and off by the EJ softkey.

(I) Injection Rate

This status field simply reports the error—Injection rate that the user has entered on the BERT Setup menu.

(J) Receiver

BERT analysis begins when the receiver synchronizes on incoming data. The PATTERN SYNC STATUS line on the results screen reports on receiver status. At all times during a BERT run, the line displays one of two messages, IN SYNC or OUT OF SYNC.

Once synchronization is established, the receiver can go out of sync only if Resync: ON is selected. During the out—of—sync condition, data is not analyzed for error.

When the resync function is turned off, the IN SYNC condition, once established, will remain in effect until the test ends. This setup is appropriate for relatively brief tests on noisy circuits.

11.10 Loopback at the Transmitting INTERVIEW

The INTERVIEW can analyze its own BERT transmission without being connected to the data interface. This is a good way for you to become familiar with the BERT test procedure before you apply it to a system.
With the interface disconnected, power up the unit and select **Mode: BERT DCE** on the Line Setup menu. Then select a configuration compatible with the specifications in Table 11-2 and Table 11-3. Select internal clock.

Press `~`. You will see only the first two counters, Test Seconds and Blocks Sent, incrementing. This is the way the Run—mode display will appear when you are sending the BERT pattern to another BERT analyzer. No statistical analysis is being done because the BERT analyzer is not seeing the transmitted pattern. The report on Receiver status is OUT OF SYNC.

Press `~`. On the breakout box on the test—interface module (TIM), patch TD to RD. Press `~`. This time you will see the first three counters incrementing: Test Seconds, Blocks Sent, and Blocks Received. The receiver is now IN SYNC. The INTERVIEW’s BERT analyzer can see its own transmission but it is unlikely that it will find any errors in its own data.

Use the `FID` key to introduce errors into the transmission. Observe the next three counters and the rate measurements alongside them. The `F` key will not introduce a fault.

Run another test into which you have injected automatic errors. An **Error Injection Rate** entry of 1E-5 on the BERT Setup screen will produce one errored bit for every 100,000 bits and a bit—error rate of 1.0000E-5.
12 Standard Interfaces

The INTERVIEW contains a universal logic interface that supports data rates into the megabits—per—second range. Physical interfaces that are adapted to the various data rates are provided in the form of test—interface modules (or TIMs).

The INTERVIEW 8000 Series offers the user a choice of standard TIMs; see Table 12-1 for the TIM (and, for some units, MUX board) selections available for each unit. The TIM the user selects will have its own specific documentation with it. For optional TIMs currently available, see Section 13. Some interface module provides breakout patching and switching for each lead.

TIMs are modular and simple to install. There are two steps to installing an interface module: 1) With the unit powered off, insert the TIM into the module slot at the rear of the unit and press until it latches; 2) apply the proper LED overlay in position on the front of the unit above the screen. The overlay is a flexible plastic strip with a small tip on each end that fit into notches in the front panel. The overlay covers the front—panel green—red LEDs and gives them connector—specific identification.

The test—interface module locks into place in the back of the unit and a small release bar must be pressed to unlock it. The rear of the unit is illustrated in Section 1 of this manual. The interface softkey (F4 on the Setup Menu) will reflect the type of TIM installed, such as RS232, V.35, RS449, RC8245, TTL, etc.

### Table 12-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>MUX</th>
<th>1st TIM (Select one of:)</th>
<th>Add'l TIM (Select one of:)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-0X2-0X4000</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8100 TURBO</td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>or Single—Port V.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-1X2-0X4000</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8200 TURBO</td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>or Single—Port V.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-1X2-0X4000</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8200R TURBO</td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>or Single—Port V.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-1X2-691X201</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8200-B TURBO</td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>or Single—Port V.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-2X2-0X4000</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8600 TURBO</td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>or Single—Port V.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-2X2-0X4000</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8600R TURBO</td>
<td></td>
<td>Single—Port EIA—232</td>
<td>or Single—Port V.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Plus ISDN S/T/U Basic Rate TIM with MUX
## Table 12-1 (continued)

**Test Interface Module Selections for INTERVIEW 8000 Series Units**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>MUX</th>
<th>1st TIM (Select one of:)</th>
<th>Addn'TIM (Select one of:)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-2X3X42X40</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8600-P</td>
<td>Dual-Port T1 w/ Dual-Port T1 (23B+D) or Dual-Port G.703 w/ Dual-Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td>Single-Port EIA-232 or Single-Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-2X3X9X6X71</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8600-I</td>
<td>Dual-Port T1 w/ Dual-Port T1 (23B+D) or Dual-Port G.703 w/ Dual-Port G.703 (30B+D)</td>
<td>Single-Port EIA-232 or Single-Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-3X2X0X4000</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8700</td>
<td>Single-Port EIA-232 or Single-Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-3X2X0X4000</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8700R</td>
<td>Single-Port EIA-232 or Single-Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-3X2X3X300</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8700-SS7</td>
<td>Dual-Port T1 w/ Dual-Port T1 (23B+D) and Dual-Port DS-0A or Dual-Port G.703 w/ Dual-Port G.703 (30B+D) and Dual-Port Co-Directional or (either MUX) w/ Dual-Port V.35/EIA-530 (449)/EIA-232</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-4X2X0X4000</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8800</td>
<td>Single-Port EIA-232 or Single-Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-4X2X0X4000</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8800R</td>
<td>Single-Port EIA-232 or Single-Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-4X2X3X4000</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8800-FR</td>
<td>Dual-Port T1 Dual-Port G.703 (30B+D) or (either MUX) Dual-Port V.35/EIA-530 (449)/EIA-232 or Single-Port EIA-232 or Single-Port EIA-449 or Single-Port V.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-4X2X3X4D00</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8800-GSM</td>
<td>Dual-Port T1 w/ Dual-Port T1 (23B+D) and Dual-Port DS-0A or Dual-Port G.703 w/ Dual-Port G.703 (30B+D) and Dual-Port Co-Directional or (either MUX) w/ Dual-Port V.35/EIA-530 (449)/EIA-232</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT-951-4X2X3X5X6C1</td>
<td>INTERVIEW 8800-MTS</td>
<td>ISDN S/T/U MUX Dual-Port V.35/EIA-530 (449)/EIA-232, ISDN S/T/U, and either Dual-Port T12 Dual-Port T1 (23B+D) and Dual-Port DS-0A or Dual-Port G.703 (75Ω or 120Ω) and Dual-Port Co-Directional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. *Plus ISDN S/T/U Basic Rate TIM with MUX*
2. *MUX board has mounted crystal configured for proper data rates*
13 Optional Interfaces

In addition to the standard TIMs available, there are several optional TIMs available for purchase. Table 13-1 lists currently available TIMs and their option numbers. Telenex offers a TIM expansion shelf (OPT-951-42-1), which connects up to five TIMs for easy use—no changing TIMs when changing single-port interfaces; just change your connections to the line. Note that dual-port and ISDN TIMs are not compatible with INTERVIEW 8100 units. For further information, contact Customer Service.

Table 13-1
Optional Test Interface Modules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIM</th>
<th>Option Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V.35 (North America)</td>
<td>OPT-951-510-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.35 (Metric)</td>
<td>OPT-951-510-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1/ISDN PRI</td>
<td>OPT-951-511-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-449</td>
<td>OPT-951-512-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X.21</td>
<td>OPT-951-513-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-232</td>
<td>OPT-951-514-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-8245 (RS-485, NRZI)</td>
<td>OPT-951-521-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.703/ISDN PRI</td>
<td>OPT-951-524-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>OPT-951-545-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual—Port G.703/ISDN PRI (75 ohm)</td>
<td>OPT-951-555-1 (TIM with MUX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPT-951-564-1 (TIM only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual—Port G.703/ISDN PRI (120 ohm)</td>
<td>OPT-951-555-2 (TIM with MUX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPT-951-565-1 (TIM only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual—Port T1/ISDN PRI</td>
<td>OPT-951-555-3 (TIM with MUX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPT-951-627-1 (TIM only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual—Port G.703/ISDN PRI (75 ohm) plus ISDN Basic Rate Interface</td>
<td>OPT-951-556-1 (TIMs with MUXes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual—Port G.703/ISDN PRI (120 ohm) plus ISDN Basic Rate Interface</td>
<td>OPT-951-556-2 (TIMs with MUXes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual—Port T1/ISDN PRI plus ISDN Basic Rate Interface</td>
<td>OPT-951-556-3 (TIMs with MUXes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISDN S/T/U (TIM, MUX, &amp; Handset)</td>
<td>OPT-951-563-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISDN S/T/U (BRI Add—on TIM &amp; MUX)</td>
<td>OPT-951-566-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual—Port DS-0A</td>
<td>OPT-951-569-1 (TIM with MUX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPT-951-571-1 (TIM only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual—Port G.7603/64KBPS Co—Directional</td>
<td>OPT-951-570-1 (TIM with MUX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPT-951-572-1 (TIM only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual—Port V.35/EIA—530(449)/EIA—232</td>
<td>OPT-951-620-1 (TIM with MUX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPT-951-620-2 (TIM with MUX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPT-951-621-1 (TIM only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPT-951-621-2 (TIM only)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14 Disk Maintenance
INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951—B0424—01

Disk Maintenance

Select Utility Command:

F1 FORMAT
F2 SUMMARY
F3 TRANSFR
F4 DUPDISK
F5 INT 10
F6 INT 20

Depress XEQ Key to Execute Command

FORMAT DISK

Drive Type: 20M 44M 41M 43M 82M 41M S2

FORMAT DISK (drive description)

Disk Number: FLOPPY1 FLOPPY2 HRD DISK

Disk Name: XXXX000000000X

XXX00X Bytes Available

_drive description displays from drive; SCSI drive description includes revision level.

DISK SUMMARY

Disk Number: FLOPPY1 FLOPPY2 HRD DISK

Summary of FLOPPY1 FLOPPY2 HRD DISK

File System Data Acquisition Drive Totals

Description: (file name)

BITIM 1Sec 2K XXX.XX XX%
CHDAT 100ms 16K
1ms 64K
100us 1us
10us 1us XxX 2

Used: XXX.XX XX% XXX.XX XX% XXX.XX XX%
Free: XXX.XX XX% XXX.XX XX% XXX.XX XX%
Overhead: XXX.XX XX% XXX.XX XX% XXX.XX XX%
Bad: XXX.XX XX% XXX.XX XX% XXX.XX XX%
Total: XXX.XX XX% XXX.XX XX% XXX.XX XX%

DUPLICATE DISK

From Disk Number: FLOPPY1 FLOPPY2 HRD DISK
To Disk Number: FLOPPY1 FLOPPY2 HRD DISK

DATA TRANSFER

From: DISK
RAM FILE

Disk Number: FLOPPY1 FLOPPY2 HRD DISK

Source File:

Type: B'IMAGE CHARBUF

Start At Block: 0

Number of Blocks: 9999999999

Disk Number: FLOPPY1 FLOPPY2 HRD DISK

Start At Block: 0

Number of Blocks: 9999999999

To: DISK
FILE

Disk Number: FLOPPY1 FLOPPY2 HRD DISK
NEWDISK

Destination File:

Disk Number: FLOPPY1 FLOPPY2 HRD DISK
NEWDISK

Start At: BEGIN END

Figure 14-1 Disk Maintenance menu.
14 Disk Maintenance

14.1 The Disks

The INTERVIEW 8200, 8600, 8700, and 8800 TURBO units have two disk drives designed for 3.5 inch double-sided, high-density microfloppy disks; the INTERVIEW 8100 and the INTERVIEW 8000 Series remote units have one such disk drive. Maximum storage capacity of each microfloppy is 1.4 Mbytes.

The maximum storage capacity of the hard disk drive in the INTERVIEW 8000 Series units varies with the installed drive: the standard SCSI drive has a capacity of 240 Mbytes and the optional SCSI drive has a capacity of 1.2 Gbytes. (Note that hard disk availability within the industry may increase disk capacity in future units as necessary.)

The drives are referenced by number. Floppy Disk 1 (FD1) is the disk installed in the left-hand drive. Floppy Disk 2 (FD2) resides in the right-hand drive. The Hard Disk drive is referred to as HRD.

14.2 Allocating Disk Space

Each disk must be formatted before it is available for data capture. Memory on each INTERVIEW disk can be partitioned for two types of storage: data acquisition tracks and a filing system. This partitioning must be performed before information is stored on disk. The Format command on the Disk Maintenance screen is used for this purpose. This command is explained later in this section.

14.3 Data Acquisition Tracks vs. the Filing System

Data acquisition tracks are sequential access data tracks which store Bit-Image or Character-oriented data in block format. Minimum block size is 2 Kbytes, and each recorded block is numbered and date/time stamped. When data is recorded on disk in real-time, it can be captured on data acquisition tracks or to a file.

Recorded blocks can be accessed by block number and played back. However, any subsequent disk recording session to DAT overwrites the contents of the data acquisition tracks, so it is advisable to save this recorded data to a file using the Data Transfer command on the Disk Maintenance screen (see Section 14.4). Any subsequent disk recording session to a previously recorded file will also overwrite the file.

The filing system is a user-created hierarchy of files and directories for storing and organizing captured line data, setups (menu contents), protocol package data, C code, or entire test programs. Files are identified and accessed by name (full or relative pathname).
Existing files and directories, descriptive information, and file management commands all appear on the File Maintenance screen. The File Maintenance screen, file naming conventions, and file access are discussed in Section 15.

14.4 The Disk Maintenance Screen

The Disk Maintenance screen is part of the Utilities menu group. All selections available on the menu are shown in Figure 14-1. The default Disk Maintenance screen is shown in Figure 14-2. Several disk management functions are grouped on this menu (as evidenced by the function keys in Figure 14-2). Disk formatting, data transfers, and disk duplication are all performed from this menu. In addition, the menu provides a summary of disk space for each of the disks associated with the INTERVIEW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Disk Maintenance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Command: DATA TRANSFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From: DISK Disk Number: FD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start At Block: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Of Blocks: 999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To: DISK Disk Number: FD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start at: BEGIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depress XEQ Key To Execute Command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Select Utility Command
F1 FORMAT  F2 SUMMARY  F3 TRANSFR  F4 DUPDISK  F5 INT 10  F6 INT 20  F7  F8

Figure 14-2 The default screen.

The selected command is always posted at the top of the screen. The screen repaints for each command. Once you have filled in appropriate menu fields, press XEQ to execute the command. In cases where data could be destroyed, you will have the option to continue the process by pressing GOAHEAD, or to stop the process by pressing ABORT. Status messages will inform you of any errors that are encountered. Error messages are listed and defined in Appendix A.

(A) Format Disk

This command (see menu selections, Figure 14-3) is used primarily to prepare floppy disks for data acquisition and file creation. A new disk must always be formatted before use.
The hard disk is formatted prior to delivery. *It is not recommended that you format the hard disk.* If you do want to format it to reallocate storage space, however, be sure that you know the size of your hard disk before you begin. Use the Disk Maintenance Summary command to check the size. See Section 14.4(B). The total in the right-hand column should approximate 82 Mbytes for the older-model standard Winchester drive, 240 Mbytes for the present standard SCSI drive, or 1.2 Gbytes for the optional SCSI drive.

**CAUTION:** Formatting a disk causes loss of its entire contents. It is recommended that you write-protect or duplicate any disk you wish to preserve. Periodic backup of the hard disk is strongly recommended. Backup is required prior to formatting the hard disk. See Section 2.4 for instructions on backing up the hard disk.

Before this command is executed, a number of subfields must be filled in. Subfields appear when you press the FORMAT function key.

![**Disk Maintenance**](image)

1. **Disk number.** Floppy 1, Floppy 2, or Hard Disk must be designated for formatting in the Disk Number field. Once the disk is selected, a status field appears to the right, indicating the total number of Kbytes of storage available on the disk.

   **NOTE:** Floppy 1 (FD1) refers to the INTERVIEW's left-hand micro-floppy drive; Floppy 2 (FD2) to the right-hand drive. The abbreviation HDD represents the hard disk drive.

2. **Disk name.** When one of the floppy drives is selected, the Disk Name field appears. A disk name is optional; however, it provides a useful identification for each disk.
3. **Drive type.** When you select Disk Number: HDD, the Drive Type field appears on ST506 units; SCSI units automatically read the information from the drive itself. See Figure 14-4. Select from 20M L1, 44M R1, 41M K1, 43M T1, 82M S1, or 41M S2 to indicate the size of your hard disk; the INTERVIEW 8000 Series defaults to 82M S1. If you try to format a disk to a size larger than its capacity, you will get an error message. If you inadvertently format a disk to a size smaller than its capacity, you may reformat it to the correct size.

4. **Allocate space for data acquisition.** The next menu field requests an entry for the amount of space on the disk which is to be dedicated to the data acquisition tracks. Legal entries in this field are 0 to 1322 for micro-floppies. (Higher entries will be accepted, but no additional space will be allocated.) If the field is left blank, no space is allocated for data storage.

Space allocation on the hard disk depends on the size of hard disk installed in the unit:

- **Seagate 82-Mbyte hard disk**

  The range for the 82-Mbyte hard disk is 49240 through 81396. The minimum amount of space for data acquisition is 49240 (49M). Lower entries or a blank field will be accepted, but no less space will be allocated. This means that the maximum amount of space that can be allocated to the file system is 32768 Kbytes (32M).

  The 82-Megabyte hard disk is factory formatted to allocate approximately 49M to data acquisition and 32M to file storage.

- **SCSI 240-Mbyte hard disk**

  The 240-Megabyte hard disk is factory formatted to allocate approximately 207M to data acquisition and 32M to file storage.
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- **SCSI 1.2-Gbyte hard disk**

  The 1.2-Gigabyte hard disk is factory formatted to allocate approximately 119,967M to data acquisition and 32M to file storage.

  The amount of space allocated to data acquisition tracks is subtracted from the total Kbytes available (as listed in the status field on this menu). When disk space is allocated to data acquisition tracks, the amount of space is always rounded upwards to an integral number of cylinders. Remaining Kbytes are automatically allocated to the filing system. At least two cylinders of disk space (36 Kbytes) are always reserved for the file system on floppy disks. On the hard disk, a minimum of eight cylinders is required for the file system: 612 Kbytes on the 82-Mbyte disk.

5. **Verify Passes.** The final entry to be made is the Verify Passes: field. This field defines the number of media verification passes the unit makes during formatting. The user may now specify a number from 0 to 99; the default is 2 passes. It is well to note, however, that the higher the number of verifications, the longer the process will take; also, it is not recommended that 0 be entered, as the process will then be totally unverified. If the unit is configured for a SCSI drive, this field disappears as the SCSI drives have their own format/verify procedure.

Press [GO] to start formatting. If the disk selected contains data, the warning message “Formatting disk will destroy data” appears at the top of the screen. Be sure that you have backed up your data before continuing. Press GOAHEAD (F1) to continue the formatting process. Press ABORT (F2) if you decide not to format. After you press [GO], you may not abort formatting since the disk has already been altered.

(B) **Disk Summary**

Press SUMMARY, select the disk you want summarized, and press [GO] for a synopsis of disk contents. The Summary of field (see Figure 14-5) is updated when you press [GO], so that the number of the disk drive being summarized appears in this field.

Several lines of disk information follow with one column for the file system, one for the data acquisition tracks, and the third for the totals for the drive selected. The fields in the Drive Totals column are the sum of the fields of the first two columns. See paragraph 6. below for the summation information of the Total: fields.

1. **Description.** There are two types of *Description* fields. The File System column field gives the name of the disk as it was entered in the Disk Name field when the disk was formatted.

   The Data Acquisition column field indicates the type of data (BITIM or CHDAT), the rate at which it was recorded (1Sec, 100mS, 10mS, 1mS, 100uS, 10uS, or 1uS) or whether TD bits or RD bits were selected (TDclk or RDclk), and the DAT record size (2K, 16K, or 64K).

   **NOTE:** If the time ticks were disabled in the data, the tick resolution will be followed by a question mark.
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Command: DISK SUMMARY

Disk Number: FD1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>File System</th>
<th>Data Acquisition</th>
<th>Drive Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used</td>
<td>5.5K 15%</td>
<td>1324.0K 94%</td>
<td>1329.5K 92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free</td>
<td>11.0K 30%</td>
<td>1.5K 0%</td>
<td>12.5K 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td>19.5K 54%</td>
<td>78.5K 6%</td>
<td>98.0K 7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>0.0K 0%</td>
<td>0.0K 0%</td>
<td>0.0K 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36.0K 2%</td>
<td>1404.0K 97%</td>
<td>1440.0K 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress XEQ Key To Execute Command

Select Utility Command

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT SUMMARY TRANSFER DUPDISK INT 10 INT 20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14-5 Results of a DISK SUMMARY command.

2. **Used.** These fields represent the amount of disk space actually used in Kbytes in and as a percentage of the disk space allotted to each of the column headers: the file system, the data acquisition tracks, and the total of the selected drive.

In the Drive Totals columns, the amounts of file space remaining are reported. Note that the total in the right column always equals 100%, while the total in the left column always is 1440 Kbytes for a floppy diskette. For the hard disk, the total should be the size of the drive—82 Mbytes, 240 Mbytes, or 1.2 Gbytes. (If you formatted to a smaller size selection, the total would be the size of your selection.)

3. **Free.** These fields represent the amount of disk space "free" or unused in Kbytes in and as a percentage of the disk space allotted to each of the column headers: the file system, the data acquisition tracks, and the total of the selected drive.

4. **Overhead.** The Overhead fields indicate storage that is unusable for holding data; it may be used by the system, for example, as holding critical bookkeeping information. As with the other fields, these fields are expressed in Kbytes and as a percentage of the disk space allotted to each of the columns: the file system, the data acquisition tracks, and the total of the selected drive.

5. **Bad.** These fields represent the amount of disk space storage that was found to be flawed during one of the verify passes when the drive was last formatted; this is unusable space. As with the other fields, these fields are expressed in Kbytes and as a percentage of the disk space allotted to each of the columns: the file system, the data acquisition tracks, and the total of the selected drive.
6. **Total.** These totals are counts of all blocks in the partition and their respective percentages of the entire drive space. Note that while the total of the percentages above the **Total:** fields line add up to (or approximately to) 100%, the percentages expressed in the **Total:** fields are not 100% as they are fractions of the entire drive space used by the File System and by DAT.

**(C) Data Transfer**

Use this command (see Figure 14-6) to move data from one storage medium to another. Available media are the following: data—acquisition memory (whether character or bit—image) on a disk; files on a disk; bit—image RAM ("RAM" on the Record Setup menu); or character RAM (the screen buffer). Data transfer is necessary in some cases. For example, data in bit—image RAM, data in the screen buffer, and data saved to a file must be transferred to disk before it may be played back.

**NOTE:** Transferring data to disk blocks which contain data or to an existing file will overwrite the previous contents of the disk or file.

Press TRANSFR to display subfields for the command.

1. **From RAM, disk, or file.** The **From** field allows you to specify the source of data to be transferred. When you select [RAM, DISK, or FILE], the screen repaints. New menu fields are explained at the end of this section.

2. **RAM.** When **RAM** is selected, you must specify type of RAM and the number and location of blocks you want to transfer. See below, subsection 6.
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Command: **DATA TRANSFER**

From: **DISK** Disk Number: HRD

Start At Block: 0 Number Of Blocks: 100

To: **DISK** Disk Number: E1

Start at: **BEGIN**

*Figure 14-6* The source of transferred data may be RAM, disk, or file; the destination may be disk or file.
3. **Disk.** This selection refers to the data acquisition tracks on disk. When `DISK` is selected, you must specify the disk number and the number and location of blocks you want to transfer.

4. **File.** This selection allows you to transfer data out of the filing system. When `FILE` is selected, you must specify the name of the file and the disk number on which it resides. Data in a file is available for later playback.

5. **Disk number.** Designate the source disk by selecting `FD1` (left-hand drive), `FD2` (right-hand drive), or `HRD`.

6. **Type.** The first subfield which appears when `RAM` is selected is **Type.** You must specify `BIT IMAGE` or `CHARBUFFER` in the **Type** field when transferring data from RAM.

   Bit-image RAM is the RAM that is selected in the **Capture Memory** field on the Record Setup menu. For “normal” bit-image record, this RAM is 256 Kbyte in both the 8100 TURBO and 8200 TURBO and 1 Mbyte in the 8600 TURBO, 8700 TURBO, and 8800 TURBO; for “high-speed” bit-image record, this RAM is 256 Kbyte in both the 8100 TURBO and 8200 TURBO, 1 Mbyte in the 8600 TURBO, 2 Mbytes in the 8700 TURBO, and 3 Mbytes in the 8800 TURBO.

   Character RAM is the 64 Kbyte screen buffer (or “character buffer”).

7. **Start at block.** Enter the number of the first block to be transferred from the data source (whether disk or RAM) in the **Start At Block** field. (You can observe the current block number at the top of the display when you are recording data in Run mode.) Valid entries in the **Start At Block** field are 0 to 9999999999. If you do not enter a value, the value will default to zero. Block 0 means that data transfer will start from the beginning of the data source, regardless of the actual block number. All other entries represent actual block numbers.

   **NOTE:** It is not necessary to enter leading zeroes in this field. For example, you may enter 10 instead of 00010.

8. **Number of blocks.** In this field, enter the total number of blocks you wish to transfer. Valid entries are 1 to 9999999999; however, your entry is bounded by and limited to the size of the destination media. Again, it is not necessary to enter leading zero's.

9. **To disk or file.** When you transfer data to `DISK`, the data is transferred onto the data acquisition tracks for later playback. Specify the disk by selecting `FD1` (left-hand drive), `FD2` (right-hand drive), or `NEW` (for use when you have only
one floppy disk drive available and are transferring data from one disk to another.)

When you transfer data to a FILE, you must indicate the number of the destination disk as well as the file name. (Either relative or full pathname may be given.) Specify the disk by selecting FD1 (left-hand drive), optional FD2 (right-hand drive), or NEW (for use when you have only one floppy disk drive available and are transferring data from one disk to another.) If the name of an existing file is entered, the contents of the file will be overwritten with new data during the transfer. Data in a file is available for later direct playback.

10. Start at. Specify in this field whether data will be stored on the destination disk starting at the beginning of the disk or file (overwriting any existing data), or whether the transferred data will be appended to the end of existing data.

Once you press <RETURN>, you may stop the transfer at any point by pressing <ESC> (ABORT).

(D) Duplicate Disk

If both floppy disk drives are operable, this command allows you to make a copy of full disk contents.

NOTE: Duplicating the contents of one disk onto another destroys the previous contents of the destination disk.

Press DUPDISK to see subfields for this command. In the From Disk Number field (see Figure 14-7), select the drive number for the disk to be copied. Select the disk which will receive the copy in the To Disk Number field; the field defaults to FD2.

NOTE: If the disk receiving data is write-protected, the Duplicate command will fail. Otherwise, any data on a receiving floppy disk will be overwritten. Only those files on a receiving hard disk drive with the same names as those on the sending disk will be overwritten, but files with new names will be added to those existing on the hard drive.

From time to time, you may need to use the Duplicate Disk command to install new system software on the hard disk of the INTERVIEW (if present). See Section 2.3.
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Command: DUPLICATE DISK

From Disk Number: FD1

To Disk Number: FD2

Figure 14-7 Entire disks may be duplicated on the Disk Maintenance menu.
(E) Transferring INTERVIEW 5 Plus, 10 Plus, 15 Plus, or 20 Plus Data to the 8000 Series

The INTERVIEW Transfer command (explained in Section 14.4(F)) allows you to copy files from a disk recorded with an INTERVIEW 5, 10, 15, or 20 Plus onto the hard disk of an INTERVIEW 8000 Series unit, or onto a microfloppy. The INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus and 20 Plus Series uses a 3.5 inch double-sided, double-density disk which can be distinguished from the INTERVIEW 8000 Series disk because it has a write-protect/enable window (with a plastic cover) but no second window on the opposite corner.

These disks are compatible (that is, they may be read by any 8000 Series unit) if the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus or 20 Plus on which they were recorded has been reconfigured so that it records to disk in the correct format.

Figure 14-8 The INTERVIEW 8000 Series uses 3.5 inch quad-or high-density, double-sided microfloppy diskettes.

NOTE: We recommend that you record disks reconfigured for the 512 bytes/sector format (Software Version 1.10A or higher). If you are communicating with INTERVIEW 5, 10, or 15 Plus field units which have not yet been reconfigured for this format (still have Software Version 1.00C with old 1024 bytes/sector format), we recommend you contact the factory for instructions on reconfiguring the unit so that data is recorded to disk in the proper format.

Programs for the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus and 20 Plus Series may not be transferred to disk for the INTERVIEW 8000 Series. Furthermore, neither data nor programs recorded on an INTERVIEW 8000 Series unit can be copied or read by the
INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus or 20 Plus Series. This precludes the storage of data on the 8000 Series for later analysis on the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus or 20 Plus. However, a more sophisticated analysis of this data is possible when it is played back on the INTERVIEW 8000 Series.

All INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus files are transferred as ASCII character data, regardless of the format in which the data was originally recorded. Because of the conversion in data format, the size of the file once it is transferred may increase by as much as 5%.

However, all INTERVIEW 20 Plus files are transferred as the same character data format in which the data was originally recorded. (For example, data recorded on an INTERVIEW 20 Plus in EBCDIC format would be transferred as EBCDIC data.)

The resulting data file may be handled as any other character—oriented data. The only difference is that data originally recorded on the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus or 20 Plus Series does not contain the time and date stamp that normally appears at the upper right of the display screens. The time field in a layered protocol trace, likewise, does not contain the actual time that the data was recorded; rather, it contains information on the relative time between frames. The INTERVIEW 8000 Series stamps the first frame in the trace with the time elapsed since ~ was pressed. The time displayed for subsequent frames depends on the delay since the start of Run mode. The time between frames will vary for the same data depending on the playback speed.

NOTE: Microfloppies configured for 512 bytes/sector have a maximum storage capacity of 691,200 bytes as opposed to the 766,976 bytes of maximum storage available on the older 1024 bytes/sector disk. Maximum recording speed of the 512 bytes/sector disks is 64 Kbps.

Data samples captured on the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus and 20 Plus Series and saved to disk files may be transferred to the INTERVIEW 8000 Series. You must first, however, know the filenames for the recorded data. If no printout accompanies the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus or 20 Plus disk, you may obtain a listing of disk files using the procedure which follows.

1. Install the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus or 20 Plus disk into the INTERVIEW 5, 10, 15, or 20 Plus.

2. Press the Menu key until you see the start—up screen. This screen displays the name of the device in a banner and gives the copyright date and the software version. The prompt above the function keys instructs you to select an instrument. Press the function key indicated for more instruments.

3. A new set of function key labels appears on the screen. Press the function key indicated for Disk Utilities.
4. For INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus: The screen repaints to reveal file listings for all files stored on the disk. As shown in Figure 14-9, for the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus, there are four columns labeled at the top of the screen. The first column tells the instrument type for the file named on the same line. The second column tells whether it is a data file (D) or a program file (P). The name of the file appears in the third column. The size of the file is listed in the final column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument Type</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X.25 Mon</td>
<td>D - CURRENT</td>
<td>444,347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X.25 Mon</td>
<td>D PREVIOUS</td>
<td>219,205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 14-9 INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus disk file directory.](image)

NOTE: Data samples which have been saved as a memory buffer rather than a file are not recorded on the microfloppy, will not appear in the file listings, and cannot be transferred to the INTERVIEW 8000 Series.

If the "-CURRENT" file is to be transferred, we recommend renaming it. In the event that another file is saved before the transfer, that new file will overwrite the present "-CURRENT" file. Select the file to be renamed and press the Rename function key; enter a new name for the file as the display directs.

5. For INTERVIEW 20 Plus: The screen repaints to reveal file listings for all files stored on the disk. For the INTERVIEW 20 Plus, as shown in Figure 14-10, there are three columns. The first column lists the instrument type for the file named on the same line and the size of the file is listed in the final column. The second column contains three pieces of information:

- **“A”** - the “device” in which the file is stored (A - RAM, B - Floppy, C and D - ROM disks),

---
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“02” — the type of file (00 and 01 — program names, 02 — DLM capture buffers, 03 — VT100 capture buffers, 04 — DVOM capture buffers, PR — printer files), and

“-CURRENT” — the name of the file.

(F) INTERVIEW Transfer

To transfer data from a Series 1 INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus disk to the INTERVIEW 8000 Series, press the function key labeled INT 10; to transfer data from an INTERVIEW 20 Plus or a Series 2 INTERVIEW 5/10/15/20 Plus disk to the INTERVIEW 8000 Series unit, press the function key labeled INT 20. These keys appear when the cursor is at the top of the Disk Maintenance Screen. The screen then repaints to display the fields shown in Figure 14-11; the Command field will display INTERVIEW 10 PLUS TRANSFER or INTERVIEW 20 PLUS TRANSFER for the selection made.

Install the microfloppy from the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus or 20 Plus Series into either of the floppy disk drives. If you are copying the files to another floppy, install a formatted INTERVIEW 8000 Series microfloppy into the other floppy disk drive. (The two types of disks can be distinguished before they are installed as described in Section 14.4(E).)
1. **From.** In this field, select the drive (FLOPPY1 or FLOPPY2) into which you have inserted the disk from the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus or 20 Plus.

2. **Instrument.** This field indicates the type of interface used to record data on the INTERVIEW 5, 10, 15, or 20 Plus. Data from each of the instruments is recorded in a different format, and this must be taken into account in the transfer. There are six possible selections in the **Instrument** field. These are DLM (data line monitor), TERM (asynchronous terminal), X25 MON (X.25 protocol monitor), SNA MON (SNA protocol monitor), BAUDOT (Baudot protocol monitor), and DDCMP (DDCMP protocol monitor).

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command:</th>
<th>INTERVIEW 10 PLUS TRANSFER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From:</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument:</td>
<td>DLM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To:</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 14-11** Use the Interview Transfer command to transfer data from an INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus disk to INTERVIEW 8000 Series disk files.

It is possible to determine from the file listings on the INTERVIEW 5, 10, 15, or 20 Plus what instrument was used to record the data. See Section 14.4(E) for instructions on accessing these file listings.

Once the data is transferred from an INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus Series unit, it is stored in the INTERVIEW 8000 Series as ASCII character data, regardless of the instrument on which it was recorded.

However, all INTERVIEW 20 Plus files are transferred as the same character data format in which the data was originally recorded. (For example, data recorded on an INTERVIEW 20 Plus in EBCDIC format would be transferred as EBCDIC data.)
3. **File.** Enter the name of the source file from the INTERVIEW 5, 10, 15, or 20 Plus. The filename for the last data sample collected is CURRENT (unless the file has intentionally been renamed). Enter this filename exactly as shown. The initial hyphen is part of the name. Other filenames are listed in the disk file directory of the INTERVIEW 5, 10, 15, or 20 Plus. Obtain directory listings as described in Section 14.4(E).

Only data files can be transferred to the units in the INTERVIEW 8000 Series. For the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus, these files are indicated by the letter D in the second column in the file directory. Do not attempt to transfer program files (marked P).

For the INTERVIEW 20 Plus, these files are indicated by the numbers “02” or “03” after the colon in the second field of the second column on the system (file) directory. Do not attempt to transfer other files. For an explanation on how to distinguish the data files which can be transferred on an INTERVIEW 20 Plus from other types of files, see Section 14.4(E).5.

INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus and 20 Plus filenames are always UPPERCASE single words (rather than a full pathname) and must be entered as such in the File field in the INTERVIEW 8000 Series.

4. **To.** Indicate in this field the destination drive to which the data is to be transferred. You may transfer data to either of the floppy disk drives (FD1 or FD2) or to the hard disk (HRD).

5. **File.** Enter the destination filename in the second File field. You may enter either a full pathname or a pathname relative to the current directory. For a description of how pathnames work in the INTERVIEW 8000 Series refer to Section 15.

None of the information from the INTERVIEW 5/10/15 Plus file listings is transferred with the file when it is copied into the INTERVIEW 8000 Series. As a result, it is important to use descriptive filenames (or pathnames) to tag your data samples properly.

6. **XEQ.** When all entries on the screen are correct, press [XEQ]. The message “Transfer In Progress” appears on the second line of the screen to indicate that the file is being copied. To abort the transfer while it is in progress, press [FE].

The message “Transfer Complete” is posted at the top of the screen when the process is complete. If there is a problem with the transfer, an error message appears in the same area. Refer to Appendix A for an explanation of error messages.

Once the transfer is complete, the name of the file, the file type CHDAT (for character data), the size of the copied file (which is likely to be somewhat larger
than the original file), and the date and time of the transfer are recorded in the
8000 Series directory. If the file has been placed in a directory other than the
current directory, you must use the Change Directory command to find it in the
listings. This command and the File Maintenance screen are described in Section
15.

Use the regular Data Transfer command to move the data into the data
acquisition tracks of the disk for playback and analysis. The Data Transfer
command is discussed in Section 14.4(C). Playback is discussed in Section 5.2.
Figure 15-1  File Maintenance menu.
15 File Management

The filing system is a set of files and directories, grouped by disk, created and managed by the user. Files may contain captured line data, setups, protocol package data, entire test programs, or text. Files are identified and accessed by name. The file's location in the system is indicated by its full or relative pathname, as explained later in this section.

All file management functions are performed from the File Maintenance screen (FMAINT; see Figure 15-1 for menu options and Figure 15-2 for default screen). The menu options are described at the end of this section. These functions include copying files, loading and saving files, compiling files or the contents of the Protocol Spreadsheet, permanently deleting files, viewing the contents of certain files, write-protecting or write-enabling files, printing files, and grouping files into directories.

** File Maintenance **

Command: [LOAD] Push [EXEC] To Perform Command
Drive: [FD1] Name: ____________________________

Current Directory: HRD/\usr

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(filename)</th>
<th>(type)</th>
<th>(write-protect)</th>
<th>(size)</th>
<th>(date/time)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Select Source Drive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F 1</th>
<th>F 2</th>
<th>F 3</th>
<th>F 4</th>
<th>F 5</th>
<th>F 6</th>
<th>F 7</th>
<th>F 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLOPPY 1</td>
<td>FLOPPY 2</td>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>DSK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15-2 Default File Maintenance screen.

15.1 Loading and Saving Files

The File Maintenance screen is an important interface between the filing system and the INTERVIEW's data analysis functions. All INTERVIEW test programs are loaded from the File Maintenance screen. Newly created or modified tests are saved on this menu as well.
NOTES:

1. READ and WRITE commands appear as editing functions on the Protocol Spreadsheet. These commands, described in Section 30, load or save only Protocol Spreadsheet contents and do not interfere with the contents of other menus.

2. Protocol packages, although part of the filing system, are loaded from the Layer Setup screen. For a description of this menu, see Section 8.

15.2 Orienting Yourself in the Filing System

The INTERVIEW's filing system is a simple tree-structured filing system similar to the UNIX™ filing system. (UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Labs.) Each disk has its own hierarchy. At the top of the tree is the “Root” directory, represented by the single slash (/). When new, the System disk contains this directory and two others, /sys and /usr. These are subdirectories of the Root directory; that is, they are one step below the top of the hierarchy. (The slash at the beginning of the name locates the directory with reference to the Root directory. Naming conventions for directories will be fully explained later in this section.)

At power-up, the operating system automatically moves you into the /usr directory of the disk from which the system software was loaded. System software is loaded from Floppy Drive 1 if a system disk is inserted; by next preference, it is loaded from Floppy Drive 2; and, if no other system software is found and a hard disk is present, it is loaded from the hard disk.

(A) Directories

Directories may contain both files and other directories. Once you are in a new directory, the files and subdirectories it contains are listed in the display area of the File Maintenance screen. Directories are indicated by “DIR” in the second column (see Figure 15-3).

1. How to move through the directories. You may use the CHNGDIR (Change Directory) command to move into any of these directories and view their contents. As you work within the filing system, you can use this command to change levels and directories. However, you can never be in more than one working directory at a time. This working directory is referred to as the “current directory.” The current directory is always posted on the fourth line of the File Maintenance screen.

To move from the /usr directory of the boot disk up to the Root directory, use the Change Directory command and enter the pathname /. To move into the /sys directory, enter the pathname /sys. There will be no other directories on a new system disk; you must create new directories yourself.
To move from disk to disk, use the Change Directory command and select the correct disk drive in the highlighted window below the command line. In the entry field provided, enter slash (/) to move to the Root directory of the new disk, or enter the absolute pathname of the directory you want. Absolute pathnames are described in the next subsection.

2. **How to create new directories.** New directories are created using the MAKEDIR (Make Directory) command on this menu. A maximum 256 files and/or directories may be created on one microfloppy diskette. The maximum for hard disk is 4,096. Directories follow the same naming conventions as files. These conventions are explained in the following paragraphs. The pathname you enter as you make a directory indicates where you wish to locate the directory in the filing hierarchy. Pathnames are explained later in this section.

---

** File Maintenance **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command:</th>
<th>LOAD</th>
<th>Push XEQ To Perform Command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drive:</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>Name:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Current Directory:** HRD/usr

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSC</td>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>12/03/86 12:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSC_Test_Data</td>
<td>BITIM</td>
<td>114371</td>
<td>01/30/87 12:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emul_3270_Term</td>
<td>PRGM</td>
<td>12620</td>
<td>11/17/86 11:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line_Eff_3270</td>
<td>PRGM</td>
<td>4438</td>
<td>11/09/86 17:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNA_Bind</td>
<td>PRGM</td>
<td>3107</td>
<td>09/06/86 09:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNA_Sessions</td>
<td>PRGM</td>
<td>10700</td>
<td>09/30/86 10:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test_3270_Term</td>
<td>PRGM</td>
<td>9722</td>
<td>11/10/86 07:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X25_Cert</td>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>03/14/87 10:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X25_Cert_desc</td>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>03/16/87 19:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X25_Frm_Lev</td>
<td>SETUP</td>
<td>2504</td>
<td>02/02/87 10:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X25_Pkt_Size</td>
<td>PRGM</td>
<td>9380</td>
<td>02/22/87 14:32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Select File Maintenance Command**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load</td>
<td>Save</td>
<td>CHGNDIR</td>
<td>MAKEDIR</td>
<td>Copy</td>
<td>View</td>
<td>Print</td>
<td>More</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 15-3** Contents of the current directory are listed on the File Maintenance Screen.

**B) Absolute Pathnames**

A pathname identifies the path through the directory structure which terminates at a particular file or directory. Each file and directory has an absolute pathname and a relative pathname.

An absolute pathname always begins with a slash. This indicates the path from the "root," or starting point, of the filing system. The directories and/or file it "owns" are listed to the right, each separated from the next higher level by a slash.

The absolute pathname is useful when you aren’t sure of your current location in the filing system. Using the absolute pathname always alerts the operating system of the precise location of the directory or file you specify in any command.
(C) Relative Pathnames of Files and Directories

The relative pathname of a file or directory is the route to the file or directory from the current directory. The relative pathname may be as simple as a one-word filename. (It never begins with a slash.) If, for example, your current directory (dir_c) contains a file (your_file), then the relative pathname of the file is, simply, your_file. Now suppose that you move to a different current directory (dir_b) which contains dir_c as a subdirectory. The same file would have a different relative pathname: dir_c/your_file.

Each time you move up a directory level, the relative pathname gains a new subdirectory name as a component. The new component is always separated from its subdirectory (or file) by a slash. The relative pathname of this same file when you are working in the /usr directory might, for example, be dir_a/dir_b/dir_c/your_file. The absolute pathname for the same file would be /usr/dir_a/dir_b/dir_c/your_file.

(D) Files

Files are the basic elements of the filing system. Files can be identified in the Type field of the Directory Listings. Any type other than “DIR” is a file.

The INTERVIEW files named in the directory listings on the File Maintenance screen are created in a variety of ways. The files in the /sys directory, for example, are placed on each system disk at the factory. This directory contains data essential to the operating system. It is not advisable to store user files in the /sys directory.

The /usr directory, also created on each disk at the factory, is intended for the storage of files (and directories) which you create.

1. **Program files.** Program files, which contain the configuration of all INTERVIEW menus and the Protocol Spreadsheet contents, are created when you use the SAVE command on this menu.

2. **Setup files.** Use the SAVE command on the File Maintenance screen to create Setup files. Setup files contain a partial set of configured menus.

3. **Object files.** Object files, which contain the configured Setup menus, the Layer packages, and the object-code compilation of the Trigger menus and the Protocol Spreadsheet, are created when you use the SAVE command on the File Maintenance menu.

4. **Linkable-object files.** Use the Compile command on the File Maintenance menu to create linkable-object (LOBJ) files. Linkable-object files may contain the object-code compilation of standard C code. The compiled C code in linkable-object files usually contains the definitions of user-created routines.

Linkable-object (LOBJ) files may also contain the compiled contents of the Protocol Spreadsheet, different from object (OBJ) files which additionally contain all menu configurations.
ADDENDUM

5. **Linkable—program files.** Use the Save command on the File Maintenance menu to create linkable—program (LPGM) files. Linkable—program files contain all of the setup menus of program (PRGM) files except for Triggers and source—code Spreadsheet. In addition to the menus, LPGM files contain the linkable—object code compilation of the Protocol Spreadsheet. When you load an LPGM file and go to the Protocol Spreadsheet, all you see is an OBJECT block identifier that references the pathname of the LPGM file.

Once a linkable—program file is loaded (via the File Maintenance Load command), you may modify the setup menus and rerun or save the program. Since the spreadsheet program has already been compiled, changes to the setup menus do not cause a lengthy recompile time.

6. **Protocol Spreadsheet files.** Use the WRITE command provided by the spreadsheet editor (described in Section 30), specify a filename, and press ~ or 8 to save only the contents of the spreadsheet. The file which results is listed in the File Maintenance directory as type ASCII; however, when you want to use the file again, it should be read in by the spreadsheet editor (rather than loaded from the File Maintenance screen.)

7. **Data files.** Use the Data Transfer command on the Disk Maintenance screen to store data from disk into a file. See Section 14.4(C). The files which result appear in the directory listings on the File Maintenance screen. Before you replay data files, you must transfer them back onto the data acquisition tracks of a disk; a file is not a valid Source of data on the Line Setup menu. Do not attempt to load data files from the File Maintenance screen.

**(E) Naming Conventions for Files and Directories**

There are a few simple rules to keep in mind when naming files. The maximum length of any component is 12 characters. Legal characters for filenames are letters; numbers (0—9); and the symbols dash (—), underscore (_), dollar sign ($), and period (.). Filenames must start with a letter or a period. Upper and lower case letters may be used. Filenames are case—sensitive; that is, the pattern of upper and lower case letters in an existing name must be repeated exactly any time that file is referenced. Wildcards may be used in some operations, as described in Subsection (F), below.

Filenames may include extensions for convenience, but the system attaches no special meaning to the extension. When you refer to a file with an extension, you must include the extension in the filename.

Filenames cannot be duplicated within the same directory. If, for example, there is already a file in your current directory called unifile and you save a newly created file to the name unifile, then the old file is destroyed.

Single periods (_) and double periods (..) have special uses when referring to files or directories. Their uses are described in the paragraphs which follow.
(F) Use of Wildcards in Filenames

There are several ways in which you can designate files using wildcards to be acted upon by a chosen command. Table 15-1 lists the legal wildcard definitions in the INTERVIEW file system.

Table 15-1
Wildcards With File Designations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wildcard</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>matches 0 or more of any character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td>matches any single character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>matches any one of the listed characters, i.e., [abcdK23457]; ranges are allowed: [a-dK2-57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[^]</td>
<td>matches any one character except those listed, i.e., [^cdef045678-]; ranges are allowed: [^c-f04-8-]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hyphen (−) is used as a wildcard match or exclusion in two ways:
1. To designate an inclusive range of characters, it is used between characters.
2. To designate itself, it must be listed either at the beginning or ending of the sequence.

A space ( ) will be read as a space. Spaces are not used in filenames, so neither should they be used within wildcard bracket designations.

As illustrated in Table 15-1, the hyphen (−) is used two ways within brackets: as the hyphen character, it is placed at the beginning or end of the sequence; or, used between two characters, it designates inclusive ranges.

For example, using the wildcard designations found in Table 15-1, the file designation [^a−k]*bc.? describes one or more files which have the following attributes:

The filenames described must have these parts which...

These files meet the criteria:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lbc.f} \\
\text{zzcxyybc.y} \\
\text{mlz2xbc.a}
\end{align*}
\]
1. **Limitations.**

Wildcards are special characters that do pattern matching and can only be used when the cursor is in the menu area.

Wildcards *cannot* be used for the **MAKEDIR** operation.

A destination file with wildcard designations must *only* match a single file.

A destination directory with wildcard designations must *only* match a single directory.

Wildcard symbols may be used to type in "shorthand" filenames with only one match; these are operated upon as if the real pathname had been entered. If problems occurred during the operation, errors messages are those displayed as if a single pathname had been entered for the filename.

2. **Marked files.**

Generally speaking, marked files and wildcard-designated files and directories are mutually exclusive, with one exception: you may copy a marked file into a single destination file or directory whose "shorthand" name includes wildcard symbols, as long as the name identifies *one and only one* file or directory. Multiple files may also be marked to be copied to a single destination directory named in the same manner. Like other operations with marked files, the cursor must remain in the file list area.

If errors occur, the operation may have been successfully completed upon *some or none* of the marked files; those which encountered errors will remain marked. We recommend you try the operation again with each of the remaining marked files, one at a time; this permits the system to report a more specific message for each file.

**(G) Use of Periods in Pathnames**

Single periods and double periods, when used alone as file components, have special meanings. A single period (.) always represents the current directory. A double period (..) always represents the parent directory; that is, the directory immediately above.

The double period (..) is a useful abbreviation for defining pathnames. A common use for the component would be to change the current directory to the parent directory. In this case, you don’t need to use the name of the parent directory. Just select the Change Directory command and enter .. as the pathname to the new current directory. String a series of these together, separated by slashes (for example, Change Directory .././../.) to move up the file tree.

Study the file system in Figure 15-4 to see how the following points apply.

1. The relative pathname of *your.file* is **dir_c/your.file.** Its absolute pathname is **/usr/dir_a/dir_b/dir_c/your.file.**
2. The relative pathname of otherfile is dir_d/otherfile. Its absolute pathname is /usr/dir_a/dir_b/dir_d/otherfile.

3. To move up to the /usr directory from the current directory, enter the pathname ../ when you use the Change Directory command.

4. To move from the current directory (dir_b) to dir_e, use the Change Directory command and enter this pathname to the new directory: ../dir_e. (This is simpler than using the absolute pathname, /usr/dir_a/dir_e.)

---

Figure 15-4 The INTERVIEW has a hierarchical filing system.
15.3 The File Maintenance Screen

(A) The Top of the Screen

Twelve commands can be executed from the File Maintenance screen (see Figure 15-1 for a full set of menu fields). There are two alternate banks of commands. Use the MORE (F8) function key to switch from bank to bank (see Figure 15-5 and Figure 15-6). When you press the function key to select a particular command, the screen repaints, and a set of unique menu fields appears. The selected command always appears on the top line of the menu.

![Figure 15-5](image1)
Figure 15-5 Press MORE to display the alternate bank of function keys.

![Figure 15-6](image2)
Figure 15-6 Alternate bank of function keys.

1. Current drive. At the top of the screen, just below the Command field, the name of the current disk is given (see Figure 15-7). The files displayed in the directory listings on the screen reside on the disk named in this area.

NOTE: The current disk at power-up is the disk from which the INTERVIEW is initialized. If all three drives are present, the INTERVIEW checks FD1, then FD2, and finally HRD for system initialization software and boots from the first system disk it finds.

![Figure 15-7](image3)
Figure 15-7 The name of the current disk is selected in the Drive field.
2. **Name field.** Every command requires at least one filename and provides a field in the menu area for filename entry (see Figure 15-7) where you MAY enter the name of the file to be acted upon. The file's absolute or relative pathname can be entered. If you enter the filename, you must type it exactly as it appears in the directory listings.

**NOTE:** There are several ways to specify the file or files which are to be acted upon. Read Section 15.3(C) before executing any command.

Study the directory listings if you are uncertain of the filename. If you require more information on a file, use the View command to see the contents of the file.

**(B) Directory Listings**

The name of the current directory is listed in a field at the top of the screen. The contents of the current directory are listed in a 12-line field in the center of the menu. Six columns of information appear for each file (see Figure 15-8). The (relative) filename is given in the first column.

The Type field to the right defines the contents of the file. All types that may appear in this column are defined in Table 15-2. When a file is write-protected, the letter "W" appears immediately to the right of the Type column.

The size of the file (in bytes) is given in the next column. The date and time that the file was last modified appear in the two far-right columns.

---

**File Maintenance**

```
Command: [LOAD] Drive: [FD1] Name: [ ]
Current Directory: [HRD/usr]
BSC [DIR] 167 12/03/86 12:12
BSC_Test_Data [BITIM] 114371 01/30/87 12:30
Emul_3270_Term [PRGM] 12620 11/17/86 11:27
Line_Eff_3270 [PRGM] 4438 11/09/86 17:00
SNA_Bind [PRGM W] 3107 09/06/86 09:11
SNA_Sessions [PRGM W] 10700 09/30/86 10:22
```

---

**Figure 15-8** Current directory listings. Data types are listed in the column to the right of the file or directory name.

---

1. **Moving through directory listings.** The contents of the current directory are displayed on the File Maintenance screen.
More than 12 lines of information may be available for the directory. To display additional lines, position the cursor on the last line of the listings and press \( \uparrow \). (This will display new lines one at a time.)

Press \( \uparrow \) and \( \downarrow \) at the same time to move to the end of the listings. Press \( \uparrow \) to display the next 12 lines of information. Position the cursor on the first line and press \( \downarrow \) to expose previous lines one at a time. Press \( \downarrow \) to display the previous 12 lines.

Press \( \uparrow \) and \( \downarrow \) to move to the top of the listings.

To see the listings for another directory, you must use the Change Directory command.

### Table 15-2
**File Types**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRGM</td>
<td>Program</td>
<td>Full set of configured screens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETUP</td>
<td>Setup</td>
<td>Subset of five configured Setup screens, in particular, excludes Trigger Setup screens, Layer Setup screen, and Protocol Spreadsheet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Five configured Setup screens, the Layer packages, and the object-code compilation of the Trigger menus and the Protocol Spreadsheet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOBJ</td>
<td>Linkable Object</td>
<td>Object-code compilation of a standard C file or of the contents of the Protocol Spreadsheet. C files may be generated via the WRITE/U (editor)command on the Protocol Spreadsheet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPGM</td>
<td>Linkable Program</td>
<td>Setup menus of a PRGM file (except for Triggers and source code of spreadsheet) in addition to the linkable-object code compilation of the Protocol Spreadsheet. LPGM files are compatible between units with different hardware and/or software configurations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BITIM</td>
<td>Recorded data</td>
<td>Bit—image data saved for reanalysis. May be reformatted and rechecked for BCC error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHDAT</td>
<td>Recorded data</td>
<td>Character data saved for reanalysis. This data has already been formatted and checked for BCC error (if received block—checking enabled) and may not be reformatted or rechecked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Text file generated by user on Protocol Spreadsheet screen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>Directory</td>
<td>A directory, potentially containing files and subdirectories, which is part of the structured file system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYS</td>
<td>System files and internal INTERVIEW files</td>
<td>Files generated by General Signal Networks — Mount Laurel, including Personality packages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(C) Selecting Files

There are several ways in which you can designate files to be acted upon by a chosen command.

1. **Name field.** The first means of selecting a file is to enter its name in the **Name** field at the top of the menu.

   **NOTE:** The cursor must remain in the menu area (see Figure 15-8) in order for the command to operate on the named file.

2. **Cursor location.** You may designate a single file to be acted on by moving the cursor into the directory listings and positioning it over the desired file. The file name will be highlighted.

   **NOTE:** When the cursor is located in the Directory Listings, the highlighted file will be acted upon by any command executed. Any file named in the **Name** field will **NOT** be acted upon.

   If you have selected a file with the cursor, but the file—maintenance command shown at the top of the screen is not the one you want, press [Esc]. The cursor will return automatically to the **Command** field. Choose the appropriate command and press [Esc] again. The cursor will return to its previous location, highlighting the selected file.

3. **Marking files.** For certain commands, the key can be used to select files on which you want the command to operate. To mark a file, locate the cursor over it and press [F3]. Once a file is marked, you need not fill in the **Name** field for the command.

   The next command executed will operate on the marked file or files. Even if there is a filename in the **Name** field, marked files (and **NOT** the entered file) will be acted upon.

   Marked files also take precedence over the file at the cursor location. That is, if files are marked, they will be acted upon by the command, but the file at the cursor location will not be acted upon.

   With one exception, works only with commands which are used to operate on multiple files simultaneously. These commands are Copy, Delete, Write—Protect, Write—Enable, and Print. The exception is the Compile command. In this case, only a single file should be marked. If you mark more than one file for compiling, the following error message will be displayed: "Too many source files selected."

   Wildcard symbols may be used during an operation with one or more marked files. If errors occur, the operation may have been successfully completed upon some or
none of the marked files; those which had errors will remain marked. We recommend you try the operation again with each of the remaining marked files, one at a time; this permits the system to report a more specific message for each file.

4. Unmarking a file. [8] is an alternate action key. To deselect a marked file, locate the cursor next to it and press [8] again.

Once the command is executed, the file is no longer marked. Marked files are no longer marked if you leave the File Maintenance screen.

(D) Executing Commands

To execute any of the 12 commands, make sure that all entries are correct. Then press [8]. Status messages will inform you of any errors. Refer to Appendix A for an explanation of error messages.

(E) Load

For fast access to this command, press [8] as an alternative to accessing the File Maintenance screen with function keys. Use this command to load a working copy of a file from disk into the internal memory of the INTERVIEW. The Load command is frequently used to load complete programs into the INTERVIEW in preparation for running a test. Any program or setup file you wish to modify must first be loaded.

Only program, setup, object (OBJ), or linkable—program (LPGM) files can be loaded with this command.

- Program files are a full set of configured menus, including the Layer Setup screen, Trigger Setup screens, and the Protocol Spreadsheet.
- Setup files are a smaller set of configured menus which includes only the five Setup screens: Line Setup, Interface Control, BCC Control, Front—End Buffer Setup, and Bit Error Rate Test Setup.
- Object files are the configured Setup menus, the Layer packages, and the object—code compilation of the Trigger menus and the Protocol Spreadsheet.
- Linkable—program (LPGM) files contain all of the setup menus of program (PRGM) files except for Triggers and source—code Spreadsheet. In addition to the menus, LPGM files contain the linkable—object code compilation of the Protocol Spreadsheet. When you load an LPGM file and go to the Protocol Spreadsheet, all you see is an OBJECT block identifier that references the pathname of the LPGM file. Although it makes no difference from which drive you load a linkable—program file, in order for the program to run, the file must remain accessible on that same disk drive.
- Once a linkable—program file is loaded, you may modify the setup menus and rerun or save the program. Since the spreadsheet program has already been compiled, changes to the setup menus do not cause a lengthy recompile time.
NOTE: To successfully execute the File Maintenance Copy command on linkable-program files, you must have software revision 8.00 (or later). LPGM is an unknown file type to earlier software revisions.

You must specify the disk on which the file you are loading resides and the (relative or absolute) pathname of the file before executing the load command. The simplest means of loading a file from the current directory is to place the cursor over the filename in the directory listings and press [ ]. Cursor selection overrides any entries that may appear at the top of the menu.

NOTES:

1. Remember that loading a program or setup overwrites the program or setup already in the INTERVIEW. Save the resident program or setup if you wish to use it later, and then load another file.

2. Loading an object file allows you to enter Run mode without recompiling, unless you make substantive changes (i.e., changes to menus and fields not listed in Table 2-1).

3. The spreadsheet portion of a program (when saved via the Protocol Spreadsheet WRITE editor command) can be loaded via the READ command without overwriting the contents of other menus. See Section 30 for an explanation of the READ and WRITE commands.

4. Protocol layer setups are loaded from the Layer Setup screen (see Section 8). They may also be loaded along with a program, linkable-program, or object file.

5. Data files are not "loaded" from the File Maintenance screen. Instead, see Section 14.4(C), Data Transfer.

6. Linkable-object (LOBJ) files are not loaded from the File Maintenance screen. Depending on the file's contents, use either the OBJECT block-identifier or the #pragma object preprocessor directive to access the compiled C code in an LOBJ file. Refer to Sections 28.4 and 55.4.

7. You cannot load the Printer Setup file (/sys/print_setup) from the File Maintenance screen. It is loaded automatically during boot-up. See Section 2.1(B).

(F) Save

For fast access of this command, press [ ] as an alternative to accessing the File Maintenance screen with function keys. Use this command to preserve a newly created program, setup, or object file or to retain any changes you have just made to an existing file. If saving to an existing filename, the existing file must be the same file type as the file you are saving to overwrite it.
Before executing this command, you must select the type of file to be saved. Program, setup, object (OBJ), and linkable—program (LPRGRM) are the only options on this screen.

- A setup is a set of five configured menus: Line Setup, Interface Control, BCC Control, FEB Setup, and BERT Setup.
- A program contains all menus, including the Layer Setup screens, Trigger Setup screens, and the contents of the Protocol Spreadsheet.
- An object contains the configured Setup menus, the Layer packages, and the object—code compilation of the Trigger menus and the Protocol Spreadsheet. If you have not compiled the program prior to saving the object, the compilation occurs as part of the SAVE process.
- Linkable—program (LPGM) files contain all of the menus of program (PRGM) files except for Triggers and source—code spreadsheet. In addition to the menus, LPGM files contain the object—code compilation of the Protocol Spreadsheet. The compilation occurs as part of the SAVE process.

When you Save a program as an LPGM file, your spreadsheet program excluding C #pragmas is saved as compiled linkable—object code. To retain #pragmas in your program, reference them as the hook text in a #pragma hook 0 before you save the program. Although the #pragma hook 0 is not saved, the hook text is.

There are two exceptions to this rule: #pragma object and #pragma hook 0. Enter these directives on the spreadsheet following the formats explained in Section 55, C Basics. They will be saved intact in LPGM files.

To include other #pragmas, #pragma il_buffers 128 for example, in an LPGM file, enter them in a #pragma hook 0 as follows:

#pragma hook 0 "#pragma il_buffers 128"

NOTE: To successfully execute the File Maintenance Copy command on linkable—program files, you must have software revision 8.00 (or later). LPGM is an unknown file type to earlier software revisions.

Before executing the command, you must also select the drive to which you wish to save the file, and you must enter the pathname to the file you are saving. If you are saving to a filename which already exists in the current directory, you may indicate the file by placing the cursor over its name in the directory listings before pressing [=]. Cursor selection of a file overrides any entries which may appear at the top of the menu. The existing file must be the same file type as the file you are saving to overwrite it.
You cannot save to a directory which does not already exist. First, create the directory with the Make Directory command.

Press [3]. During the Save operation, status messages are posted at the top of the File Maintenance screen. For a diagnostic message about errors that prevent compilation of OBJ or LPGM files, press [PROGR], SPDSHT, [EXIT], GO-ERR. Press GO-ERR again for a message about the next error. Continue until no more errors are detected.

You may abort the Save procedure by pressing the ABORT softkey or [PROGR]. Note, however, that if the destination file is an existing file, it may have been partially overwritten.

NOTES:

1. You may use the Save command to create a new set of default values for all menus. If you create a file called /usr/default on the initialization disk, all menus will be set to your saved selections when the INTERVIEW boots from that disk. See Section 2.2(B) for a description of this procedure. See Section 14.1 for disk selection at boot-up.

2. If you only wish to save the contents of the spreadsheet, use the Protocol Spreadsheet WRITE command (see Section 30). Or use the File Maintenance Compile command to save the compiled object-code version of the contents of the spreadsheet. See Section 15.3(P).

3. Saving an object or linkable-program file requires a considerable amount of disk space and should be reserved for frequently used tests with long compilation times. (The program file for a test may occupy only 5320 bytes, while the object file for the same test occupies 109894 bytes.)

4. Preserve a copy of the source code (the program version) of a test as well as the OBJ or LPGM version. The program code is more versatile than the OBJ file code: in subsequent software revisions, the program version may still compile even if the object-code version no longer does. You may then generate a new object file from the source-code version.

Although linkable-program files are as compatible as program files, editing on the Protocol Spreadsheet must take place in the source program file.

5. Data can also be saved to a file using the Data Transfer command on the Disk Maintenance screen; see Section 14.4(C). Once data is saved in a file, the file appears in the directory listings of the File Maintenance screen.

6. Linkable-object (LOBJ) files are created via the Compile command, not the Save command. See Section 15.3(P).
7. Save the Printer Setup configuration file (/sys/print_setup) from the Printer Setup screen, not the File Maintenance screen. See Section 16.3.

(G) Change Directory

This command, labeled CHNGDIR on the function key, is the only method of moving from one current directory to another. Indicate the drive on which the new directory resides and give its absolute or relative pathname before executing the command. The name of the new current directory replaces the old one on the fourth line at the top of the File Maintenance screen, once the command is executed.

NOTES:
1. By definition, all relative pathnames of files and directories change once you change to a new current directory.
2. To move up to a higher directory, you must name the directory in the Name field.
3. If the name of the parent (the next higher) directory is not known, enter two periods (..) in the Name field. This moves you up one directory.
4. To change to a directory on another disk, select the drive in the rotating window and enter the absolute pathname of the directory in the name field.

(H) Make Directory

You must use the MAKEDIR (Make Directory) command to create a new directory. Use this command to create your own file hierarchy. You may create any number of subdirectories to the root (/) or /usr directory on any disk, and you may subordinate directories to another directory, thereby building as many levels of subdirectories as you wish.

The relationship of one directory to another is identified by its name, as explained earlier in this section.

NOTE: When you create a directory, you may use the absolute pathname for the new directory to locate it anywhere you specify on any of the disks. If you use a relative pathname, the new directory will be created as a subdirectory of the current directory.

(I) Copy

Use this command to copy a file or group of files to a new location. (The original copy or copies will remain, unless you choose to delete them using the Delete command.) This command is useful, for example, when you wish to copy certain files from one disk onto another disk. If you are using only one floppy disk drive, the system will prompt you to insert the “source” disk or the “destination” disk at the proper times and you should select NEW as your destination disk on the File Maintenance screen.
**NOTE:** To successfully execute the File Maintenance COPY command on linkable—program files, you must have software revision 8.00 (or later). LPGM is an unknown file type to earlier software revisions.

When you select the Copy command, you will be asked to select the source drive (where the file or files to be copied now reside), enter the source pathname of the file to be copied, select the destination drive, and enter the destination pathname (the intended directory location and filename for the new copy). The pathname you enter may be relative or absolute.

Wildcards can be used to name source files in a COPY operation; wildcard symbols are discussed in Section 15.2(F). Multiple source files can also be specified by marking several files in the file list area.

Table 15-3 illustrates the twelve possibilities for copying both single and multiple files and directories. The table assumes the directories and files are write-enabled.

**Table 15-3**  
**Source and Destination Copy Guidelines**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination Source</th>
<th>File</th>
<th>Directory</th>
<th>Non-existent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
<td>Overwrite existing file</td>
<td>Create file into directory; overwrite existing file</td>
<td>Create destination file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>Existing files of same name overwritten</td>
<td>Create destination directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Files</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>Existing files of same name overwritten</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directories</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>Create destination directories</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Example: Copying the file `/usr/programs/x25` to the writable directory `/usr/save` actually copies the file into `/usr/save/x25`. If `/usr/save/x25` already exists on the specified drive, it is overwritten; if it does not exist, it is created.
2. Target will be created, but only if all preceding parent directories exist on the destination drive and the last one parent directory is writable. Example: If destination file is to be `/usr/programs/x25`, then the writable directory `/usr/programs` must exist on the drive where the destination file is to be created.
3. Source directories are copied into subdirectories of the destination directory on the specified drive; these destination subdirectories must have the same name as the corresponding source directory.
1. **Copying a group of files.** Multiple filenames may be “marked” in the directory for copying. See Marking Files, Section 15.3(C)3.

   If you designate a directory as the source you want to copy, all files and subdirectories contained in the directory are also copied.

   Wildcard symbols may be used to copy a group of files; wildcards are discussed in Section 15.2(F). If wildcard symbols are used to copy a group of files, the destination filenames begin with the first wildcard, appended to the destination parent name.

   For example, copy multiple files from /HRD/x25/*lx*/*k* to the directory /FD1/bkup. If the actual source files copied are /HRD/x25/A/ixa/aka and /HRD/x25/B/ix/back
   then the new destination filenames would be /FD1/bkup/A/ixa/aka and /FD1/bkup/B/ix/back

   **NOTE:** Copying a group of files to a floppy disk drive may require more space than is available on one disk. When the first destination floppy disk is full, you will be prompted to insert the next disk.

   If you are copying a group of files from one place to another on the same floppy disk, you must make certain you have enough space left on the disk to hold all of the files you wish to copy. This same advice holds for copying a group of files from any disk drive to the hard disk drive: verify you have enough space on the destination disk to hold the copied files.

2. **Copying an entire directory.** You may indicate an entire directory to be copied. The directory and all its subdirectories and files will be copied. If the name of an existing directory is given, all files and directories are placed inside that directory. But the original directory is not retained. This means that any files or directories in the destination directory are, unless write-protected, overwritten by files or directories of the same name in the copied directory. You may also copy files to a fictitious subdirectory. As long as the subdirectory has a real parent directory, such a destination pathname is valid. (For example, if you have a directory named /usr/programs on FD1, you may copy a directory from the hard disk to /usr/programs/x25 on FD1, even though the directory /x25 did not previously exist.) The subdirectory is created as part of the Copy command, and all files and directories from the source are copied into it.

3. **Copying an entire disk.** If both floppy disk drives are operable, you would use the Duplicate Disk command on the Disk Maintenance screen. See Section 14.4(D).

   If you have only one floppy disk drive available, the Duplicate Disk command is not applicable to your hardware. However, it is possible to copy an entire disk to another disk in three steps: format the destination disk, copy the root directory to the disk, and transfer the data acquisition tracks to the disk.
After a disk is formatted, it may be copied to via the Copy command. Copy the root directory from one disk to another; the file name for both the source and destination disks will simply be "/" and the softkey selection for the destination disk is NEWDISK. The system will prompt you to insert the "source" disk or the "destination" disk at the proper times. You must then use the Data Transfer command on the Disk Maintenance screen—see Section 14.4(C)—to copy to data acquisition tracks to your destination disk. The disk is now duplicated.

**NOTE:** Copying to a new disk in the same drive will use the same memory as the current program and the Layer Personality packages. The procedure may need fewer repetitions of disk-insertion/removal if it is done at a time when a large program and multiple layer packages are not loaded in.

(J) **View**

The purpose of the View command is to allow you to look at the contents of a file without actually loading the file. The program or data currently in the internal memory of the INTERVIEW is not overwritten by the View command.

Prior to executing the View command, you must select the drive on which the file resides and provide the (relative or absolute) pathname of the file.

When you press the, the screen repaints, displaying the first 12 lines of the file in the Directory Listing area. New function keys are available as labeled.

Descriptive text is presented to the user when a program or setup file is viewed. For an ASCII file, the file is presented "as is." Bit-image and character—data files cannot be viewed.

1. **Moving through a view file.** The beginning of a file appears on the screen when a file is viewed. The cursor location is highlighted. Use \( \) to move the cursor to the bottom of the screen and continue pressing \( \) to scroll down through the file a line at a time. Move the cursor to the top of the screen by repeatedly pressing \( \) and continue pressing it to scroll back up through the file.

   Press \( \) to move down to the end of the file. Use \( \) to move to the top of the file.

   Use \( \) to move one page (12 lines) forward in the file. Press \( \) to move backward one page in the file.

   To leave the file being viewed and return to the File Maintenance screen, press \( \text{ABORT} \) or the function key labeled \text{ABORT}.

(K) **Print**

This command prints a hard copy of the file when a printer is properly connected to the INTERVIEW's Printer Port. Indicate the disk on which the file resides, as well as the file's relative or absolute pathname. Then make a selection in the Paginate field.

If you select Paginate: \text{YES}, each printed page will contain a header. The header includes the name of the file (not its pathname) and the page number:

\[
\text{File: filename} \quad \text{Page: 1}
\]
Section 16 provides instructions on configuring a printer for use with the INTERVIEW and explains printed format.

**(L) Rename**

Use the Rename command to assign a new name to a file. A file can only be renamed if it resides on the active disk (named on the current directory line). In order to rename a file, you must indicate the disk on which the file resides, provide the pathname of the file (that is, give the old filename), and enter the new name you wish to give the file.

**NOTE:** When you rename a file, the original file disappears.

The Rename command can also be used to move a file to a new location. Both new and old locations must be on the active disk (named on the current directory line.) To relocate a file to a different disk, use the Copy command, and then delete the original file.

**NOTE:** Do not use the abbreviations (. and ..) for naming the new location for a renamed file since they are valid characters for a file name. They will be interpreted as part of the new name.

**(M) Enable**

This command is used to remove the write protection from a file or directory. Once a file or directory has been write-enabled, the save, delete, and rename commands can be executed on the file or directory.

When a directory is write-enabled, the files within the directory are also enabled, unless they have been individually write-protected. In this case, you must also enable each file before it can be modified or deleted.

Prior to executing the command, you must select the drive on which the file or directory resides and provide the (relative or absolute) pathname of the file or directory. Or you may simply cursor-select a filename for write-enabling and press [ok]. Multiple filenames may be “marked” in the directory for write-enabling. See Marking Files, Section 15.3(C)3.

**(N) Protect**

This is the Write Protect command. It is used as a security measure. When a file is write-protected, any attempt to save, delete, or rename the file will be rejected.

Prior to executing the Write Protect command, you must indicate the drive on which the file (or files) reside and you must provide the name of the file (or files) you wish to protect.
A directory may be named, cursor-selected, or marked for write protection. This write-protection applies to the individual files within the directory. It is possible to write-protect the individual files as well; in which case, both the directory and the file must be enabled before the file can be modified or deleted.

**NOTE:** Reformating a floppy disk destroys all files and data, whether they are protected or not. Floppy disks can be write-protected manually against formatting, as explained in Section 1. The hard disk cannot be write-protected against a Format command entered from the Disk Maintenance menu.

It is strongly recommended that you regularly back up the hard disk as well as any floppies you wish to preserve.

(O) **Delete**

Use this command to remove files permanently from a disk. Prior to executing the Delete command, you must select the disk drive from which you are deleting the file and give the (relative or absolute) pathname of the file you wish to delete. In order to delete an entire directory, you must first delete all files and subdirectories it contains. To delete a subdirectory you must be located in the directory above it (the parent directory).

**NOTE:** Be aware that you can delete a file by placing the cursor over a filename in the directory listings and then executing the Delete command. Cursor selection takes precedence over any filename in the **Name** field.

You may also mark one or more files for deletion with **8**. Any marked files take precedence and will be deleted instead of the file at the cursor location or a file named in the field at the top of the menu.

(P) **Compile**

Use this command to compile and save as object code the contents of the Protocol Spreadsheet or a file.

**NOTE:** If you want to save setup menus in addition to the compiled spreadsheet program, use the Save command and create a linkable-program (LPGM) file. See Section (F) above.

One of the advantages of using linkable-object (LOBJ) files instead of object (OBJ) files is that OBJ files created on one unit will not run on another unit that is configured differently. In contrast, LOBJ files (as well as LPGM files) are transparent to the configuration of the unit—i.e., they are just as transparent as the code would be, were it actually present in the spreadsheet buffer. The code, however,
must still be compatible with the various menu parameters. For example, a call to
\texttt{ll\_il\_transmit} or a \texttt{SEND} action, whether contained in an LOBJ file or written to the
Protocol Spreadsheet, would not be compatible with a Line Setup selection of \texttt{Mode: MONITOR}.

Linkable-object files also assist the programmer in efficiently using the
INTERVIEW's memory and spreadsheet buffer. Refer to Section 28.4(D).

1. \textbf{File.} \texttt{FILE} is the default selection. A valid source file for compiling
contains only standard C code, typically definitions of user-created routines. It
may also contain \texttt{#pragma hook} preprocessor directives. (Refer to Section
55.4.) The code does not have to be a complete program. Program or setup files
are not valid source files.

\textbf{NOTE:} Write C code from the Protocol Spreadsheet to a file by using
the \texttt{WRITE/U} spreadsheet-editor command. See Section 30. The file
will be type ASCII in the directory listing on the File Maintenance
screen.

If you choose \texttt{FILE}, also select the source drive (where the file resides)
and enter the source pathname of the file to be compiled. To select a source file,
you may enter the relative or absolute pathname of the file, position the cursor
over the filename in the current directory, or mark the file in the current
directory. See Selecting Files, Section 15.3(C). Note that the new file will only
overwrite a file of the same file type.

Depending on whether or not the file contains "hook", use either the \texttt{OBJECT}
block-identifier (Section 28.4) or the \texttt{#pragma object} preprocessor directive
(Section 55.4) on the Protocol Spreadsheet to access the C code in the file.

2. \textbf{Spreadsheet.} If you choose \texttt{SPREADSHEET}, the contents of the Protocol
Spreadsheet will be compiled. The spreadsheet program may include C code,
softkey-generated entries, or a combination of the two, but it must be a valid
program in order to compile.

The linkable-object file which results will always contain system-generated \texttt{#pragma
hook} directives, at least one of which will be a type-zero hook. (See Section 55.4.) To
access this spreadsheet file, therefore, you must reference it on the Protocol
Spreadsheet with the \texttt{OBJECT} block-identifier. See Section 28.4.

Whether you are compiling a file or the spreadsheet, specify a destination drive and
enter the destination pathname (the intended directory location and filename for the
LOBJ file). The pathname you enter may be relative or absolute.

Linkable-object files follow the standard naming conventions discussed in Section
15.2(E). As an added convention, you may want to append the suffix \texttt{.o} to the end of the name.
NOTE: A /lib subdirectory (if present in the /sys or /usr directory) is included in the search routine for linkable-object files. See Section 28.4. We recommend, therefore, that you make a /usr/lib directory for storing the LOBJ files you create.

Press [Esc]. During the Compile operation, status messages are posted at the top of the File Maintenance screen. If there are errors in the source file that prevent compilation, the following message will be displayed: "Compilation failed — Errors detected." For a diagnostic message about the first error, press [Program], [SPDSHT], [ESC], GO-ERR. Press GO-ERR again for a message about the next error. Continue until no more errors are detected.

You may abort the Compile procedure by pressing the ABORT softkey or [Program]. Note, however, that the destination file may have been partially overwritten if compile was to an existing file.
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**Utility Menu**

Select Desired Utility Screen:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT/TIME</td>
<td>PRINTER</td>
<td>D/MAINT</td>
<td>MISC</td>
<td>EZSETUP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- See Time—of—Day Clock Section
- See Color Display Section
- See Disk Maintenance Section
- See Easy View Setup Section

**Printer Setup**

Enter Printer Speed: \texttt{2400}
Select Number Of Bits Per Character: 8 BITS 7 BITS
Select Parity: NONE EVEN ODD SPACE MARK
Enter New Line Control Sequence: \texttt{5\textbackslash n}
Enter Form Feed Control Sequence: \texttt{F}
Enter Number Of Pad Characters: \texttt{00}
Select Number Of Characters Per Line: 72 120
Enter Number Of Lines Per Page: \texttt{066}
Format Run Mode Output: YES NO
Select Printer Type: EPSON DUMB
Select Handshaking Mode: DC1/DC3 DTR
Redirect Run Mode Output: YES NO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To:</th>
<th>FLOPPY1</th>
<th>FLOPPY2</th>
<th>HRD DSK</th>
<th>Name:_____</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Append:</td>
<td>NO YES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16-1 The Printer Setup menu.
16 Printer Control

The INTERVIEW will control most serial ASCII printers. In Program mode you may print program menus, triggers, the spreadsheet, and the contents of most files. In Freeze mode, you may print character data, statistics, and protocol and program traces. You may print prompts and statistics in Run mode (real-time.) Printing is controlled from the keyboard, from the Protocol Spreadsheet, and from the Printer Setup screen (see Figure 16-3), described later in this section.

16.1 The Connector

A male RS-232/V.24 Printer connector is located on the rear of the INTERVIEW (see Figure 16-2). The Printer connector is a DCE interface: it transmits to the printer on Pin 3 (RD) and applies ON voltage (+12 V) on Pins 5 (CTS), 6 (DSR), and 8 (CD). Information can be transmitted asynchronously in 7–or 8–bit ASCII code, with selectable parity.

For flow-control information, see Section 16.2(K).

---

Figure 16-2 The printer connector is a 25-pin (DB–25) male connector.

16.2 Configuring the Printer Setup Screen

The Printer Setup screen is shown in Figure 16-3. The various menu fields are described in this section.
**Printer Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printer Speed: 2400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Bits: 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parity Selection: NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Line: \r \n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form Feed: \f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pads: 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chars Per Line: 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines Per Page: 066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format Run Mode: YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer Type: DUMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer Handshaking: DC1/DC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redirect Run Mode: YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To: FDI Name:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Append: NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Press Shift-SAVE key to SAVE setup
Press KEQ key to ABORT printing

Figure 16-3 Printer Setup screen.

(A) **Speed**

Enter the speed of the printer in this field. Default entry is 2400 bps. Maximum print speed is 19200 bps.

(B) **Number of bits**

Select the number of data bits (i.e., total bits less parity) which the printer expects in each byte. Possible selections are 8 (the default) and 7.

(C) **Parity**

Select the parity of the printer. Available options are Parity: NONE, EVEN, ODD, SPACE, and MARK. The default selection is NONE.

(D) **New Line**

In this field, enter the control character or characters which the printer interprets as "Start a new line." Alphanumeric, control, and hexadecimal characters are legal entries. Default new-line characters are \r \n (Carriage Return/Line Feed). If the field is cleared and left blank, no new-line characters will be sent to the printer.
(E) Form Feed
Enter the printer's Form Feed control sequence (the control characters which cause the printer to advance to the top of the next page). Alphanumeric, control, and hexadecimal characters are legal in this field. You may enter up to four characters. The default entry is ^F (press [2]—[4] or [5], [6], [7]; do not use [8], [9], [10]). If the field is cleared and left blank, no form—feed characters will be sent to the printer.

(F) Number of Pads
Some printers require pad characters following a new line command so that they have time to return to the start of the line and advance the paper without losing data. Following each new line command, the INTERVIEW adds the number of nonprinting pad characters specified in this field. Only numeric entries from 1 to 99 are legal. The default entry is 0.

(G) Characters Per Line
Select the number of characters to be printed per line. Available options are 72 (default) and 120. If your printer's line length is 119 characters or less, choose 72. Lines longer than 72 characters will wrap to the next line.

If your printer's line length is 120 or greater, choose 120. Lines longer than 120 characters will wrap to the next line.

(H) Lines Per Page
Enter the length of your printer's page (in lines). The default is 66 lines. Numeric values from 1 to 999 are legal in this field.

(I) Format Run Mode Output
When YES is selected (this is the default), the Character or Screen Buffer is formatted before it is printed. (The data in the buffer is not affected.) The formatted buffer allows three positions per character and assigns symbols to special characters. If NO is selected, the character buffer is transmitted to the printer "as is" in single-line display with ASCII coding. Format Run Mode Output: NO might be appropriate if you were monitoring data that had already been formatted for a printer.

(J) Printer Type
Select the type of printer attached to the INTERVIEW. The options are DUMB and EPSON.

EPSON formats the menu screens so that the printouts approximate the INTERVIEW screen. The default selection, DUMB, places a carriage return after each field on the menu.
(K) Printer Handshaking Mode

The INTERVIEW responds to XON/XOFF control characters sent by the printer. The control character DC3, interpreted by the INTERVIEW as XOFF, causes transmission of data to the printer to be suspended. When the INTERVIEW receives the control character DC1 (interpreted as XON), it begins transmitting data to the printer again.

Select DTR as the handshaking mode, and the INTERVIEW also responds to DTR status sent by the printer. When DTR is dropped, transmission to the printer is suspended.

(L) Redirect Run Mode Output

The default selection is NO. Select YES to write real-time prompts, counters, and timers to a disk file. To redirect Run-mode output, the Source field on the Line Setup menu must be LINE and the Initial Condition field on the Record Setup menu must show NOT RECORD. Otherwise, the Line and Record Setup menus will override a Redirect Run Mode Output: YES selection.

When a spreadsheet PRINT action is executed, redirected output is captured on disk together with a time stamp indicating date, hour, and minute. (You cannot use this selection to redirect buffer output generated in Freeze mode.) If you use the C print routines discussed in Section 63, the output will not be time-stamped.

NOTE: Output can be redirected to a file while data is being recorded in bit-image RAM. Recording to disk, however, overrides the Redirect Run Mode Output: YES selection. Once you activate recording (to disk) via the key, the spreadsheet RECORD ON action, or the start_rerl_pla_v C routine, output will be sent to the printer port. Even if you suspend recording, output will continue to be directed to the printer port.

When YES is selected, additional entry fields will be displayed on the Printer Setup Screen

**To:** Enter the destination drive. Selections are FLOPPY1, FLOPPY2, and HARD DISK. The default is FLOPPY1.

**Name:** Enter the relative or absolute pathname of the ASCII file to which the output will be written. This can be an existing file or a new file name. If the designated file doesn’t exist on the destination disk, an ASCII file by that name will be created.

**Append:** Default selection is NO. Use this selection when you wish to overwrite the data on an existing file. Select YES to append the data to the end of an existing file.
NOTE: The Append: NO selection will cause the permanent loss of data in the existing file. If you wish to save the data already in a file, use Append: YES or create a new file name.

**Table 16-1**  
Character Representations on Menu Screen Printouts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasma Display</th>
<th>Printout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special characters:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Character representation:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🅷 (flag), 🅹 (bit mask), 🅱 (don't care)</td>
<td>\7E \8M \DC (&lt;) (\rangle) (\equiv) (sync)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\ (backslash)</td>
<td>\</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Equal (bar through character).</td>
<td>\NE character.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example: #</td>
<td>Example: \NE\7E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control characters.</strong></td>
<td>Upper-case mnemonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples: $5, S, F</td>
<td>(displayed as a backslash followed by two upper-case characters).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples: $1, %</td>
<td>Examples: $Y, %E, $X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hexadecimal characters.</strong></td>
<td>Displayed as a # followed by two printed characters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples: $5, $2, $F</td>
<td>Examples: #54, #82, #FF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 16.3 Saving the Printer Setup

If there is a Printer Setup configuration that you frequently or always use, the INTERVIEW can boot-up with that menu configuration.

Press **zz** to save the configured Printer Setup menu to a file. The resulting ASCII file is called `print_setup` and is located in the `/sys` directory of the boot drive. During boot-up, only the `/sys` directory on the boot drive is searched for this file. If it exists, the configured Printer Setup is automatically loaded. Otherwise, the INTERVIEW loads the default Printer Setup.

**NOTE:** Each time you save the Printer Setup, the contents of `print_setup` are overwritten. Rename or write—protect this file if you want to save its contents.
If you subsequently load a program (PRGM), object (OBJ), or linkable—program (LPGM) file, the Printer Setup is not affected since these file types do not include the Printer Setup menu.

You can also load print_setup from the Printer Setup menu. Press [DRPT] — [LOAD]. Loading this file does not affect any other INTERVIEW menu screen.

### 16.4 How to Print Static Displays

While displayed, most menus can be printed individually via the [PRINT] key. (See Figure 16-4.) Some menus, however, are summary screens for a group of submenus. Pressing [PRINT] when these menus are displayed produces a printout of the group of submenus. Symbols for menu screens and the special characters they represent are listed in Table 16-1.

(A) **Printing The Set of Program Menus**

Display the Program Menu screen and press [ENTRY] — [PRINT] to print all the Program menus listed, including the Protocol Spreadsheet. (Trigger menus will not print if they have not received programming entries.)

(B) **Printing the Setup Menus**

Press [ENTRY] — [PRINT] with the initial Setup screen displayed to obtain a set of printouts for all Setup screens (Line, Display, BCC, Front End Buffer, and Interface Control).

(C) **Printing Triggers**

Display the Trigger Summary screen. Press [PRINT] to print the summary and [ENTRY] — [PRINT] for as many of the trigger menus as have received programming entries. To print an individual trigger, display it and press [PRINT].

(D) **Printing The Protocol Spreadsheet**

Display the Protocol Spreadsheet and press [ENTRY] — [PRINT] to print the entire contents of the Spreadsheet. Press [PRINT] alone to print only that portion of the Spreadsheet which is visible on the screen. The header of every printed page will include software and firmware revision levels as well as page number as follows:

```
S/W v10.00  ROM v7.00  INTERVIEW 8800  2/29/92  15:02  Page: 1
```

You may insert a form—feed command to the printer anywhere on the Protocol Spreadsheet by employing the following string:

```
/+/*p */
```
If you have a reverse-video block on the spreadsheet (editor mode), press ~ to print only that block, no matter how long or short.

This string uses the ® character formed by the keys [Ctrl] - [], not [Alt], [F], [F]. The string will send a form-feed instruction to the printer.
(E) Printing the Layer Setup Screen

Display the main Layer Setup screen and press [F10] [PRINT] to obtain printouts of the main screen and all layer-specific setup screens for layer packages that are loaded in.

16.5 How to Print Data

Line data, protocol traces, user traces, program traces, and the contents of the Display Window can be printed in Freeze mode. Both graphical and tabular statistics can be printed in Freeze mode or in Run mode (real-time.)

Table 16-2
Character Representations on Data Printouts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasma Display</th>
<th>Printout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alphanumeric characters (all ASCII noncontrol except space)</td>
<td>Character is preceded and followed by a space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill symbol (.)</td>
<td>Displayed as three dots (...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Displayed as a blank space followed by two letters sp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special characters</td>
<td>Character representation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F (‘F’ flag),</td>
<td>[F]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G (good BCC),</td>
<td>[G]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (bad BCC)</td>
<td>[B]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A (abort)</td>
<td>[A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S (sync)</td>
<td>[S]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control characters</td>
<td>Lower-case mnemonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples: ½, ¾, ⅞</td>
<td>(displayed as a blank space followed by two lower-case characters). Examples: sy, ex, sx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexadecimal characters</td>
<td>Displayed as a blank space followed by two printed characters. Examples: 54, b2, ff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples: 5, 8, Ⅴ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead-state symbols</td>
<td>Character representation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— (lead state high)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_ (lead state low)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\ (lead transition high to low)</td>
<td>\−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\ (lead transition low to high)</td>
<td>/+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(A) Printing Line Data

Line data can be set up to print in single-line, dual-line, or data-plus-leads formats. Setup information, date, time, offset, percentage, and page number are printed at the top of each page. The date and time are the current system date/time when printing data from an actual line; for recorded data, the date/time of recording is displayed. The symbols for data printout and the characters they represent are listed in Table 16-2.

Press \( \text{[9]} \) to print data which is frozen on the screen. Data is formatted according to the selection made on the Printer Setup screen—see Section 16.2(1). Figure 16-5 shows the frozen dual-line data screen; Figure 16-6 shows the data printouts at 72 and 120 characters per line.

Press \( \text{[9]} \) to print the entire data buffer from the frozen screen. The data buffer will continue to print until the end of the data or until you exit and reenter Run mode (press \( \text{[9]} \).

Figure 16-5 Data screen in Freeze mode.
Figure 16-6 Printout of the data display in Figure 16-5 at 120 (top) and 72 (bottom) characters per line.
Protocol traces can be printed in Freeze mode via the `~` key. Press `~` to generate a printout of the current screen (see Figure 16-7). Press `~` to print the entire buffer from the frozen screen. Printing will be aborted if you leave Freeze mode.
(C) Printing Program Trace

The Program Trace can be printed in Freeze mode via the \[ \text{Print} \] key. Press \[ \text{Print} \] to generate a printout of the current screen (see Figure 16-8). Press \[ \text{Ctrl} - \text{Print} \] to print the entire buffer from the frozen screen. An explanation of Program Trace can be found in Section 6.

Figure 16-8 Program Trace printout in Freeze mode.
(D) Printing Statistics

Tabular and graphical statistics can be accessed via softkey in Program mode and Run mode (frozen and real-time). Either of the statistics screens also may be accessed via the *m~;;r key if STATISTICS is the Display Mode selected on the Display Setup menu.

Once a statistics screen is displayed, press [Page] to send the current statistics to an attached printer. Figure 16-9 is an example of graphical and tabular statistical printouts.
Figure 16-10 Printout of a screen from the SNA Statistics applications program (OPT-951-19-1) from the Display Window.

(E) Printing from Display Window

Customized screens, such as those in applications programs, can be printed in Freeze mode from the Display Window. Press [PRINT] to generate printouts like that in Figure 16-10.
(F) Printing User Traces

User traces can be printed in Freeze mode. Video enhancements are not indicated on the output. Press [PRINT] to generate a printout of the current screen. Press [CTRL] + [PRINT] to print the entire buffer from the frozen screen. User traces are explained in Section 6.

16.6 Spreadsheet Control of Printing

The Protocol Spreadsheet allows PRINT as a spreadsheet action. This causes the INTERVIEW to respond to a predetermined condition and print a line of tabular statistics for an accumulator, counter, or timer; or print a user-prompt that is sent to the printer after it has been written to the second line of the screen. (See Section 31 for an explanation of spreadsheet-controlled printing.)

The library of C routines includes several print functions. See Section 63.

16.7 Printing Disk Files

Files stored on disk can be printed from the File Maintenance menu. See Section 15.3.
17 The Time–of–Day Clock
Utility Menu

Select Desired Utility Screen:

- F1 DT/TIME
- F2 PRINTER
- F3 D/MAINT
- F4 MISC
- F5 EZSETUP
- F6
- F7
- F8

Date/Time Setup

Current Date: __/__/ (Status field -- No Entry)

Current Time: __:__ (Status field -- No Entry)

Set Date: __/__/ (Enter Date As MM/DD/YY)

Set Time: __:__ (Enter Time As: HH:MM)

See Color Display Section

See Disk Maintenance Section

See Printer Control Section

See Easy View Setup Section

Figure 17-1 The Date/Time Setup menu.
17 The Time-of-Day Clock

The INTERVIEW has a battery-operated real-time clock. The day, month, and year as well as the current time, posted to the second, are automatically accessible as soon as you power on the INTERVIEW. Used to time/date stamp recorded data, it is also available as a Trigger Condition on the Protocol Spreadsheet. The time and date can be reset on the Date/Time Setup screen, which is a submenu of the Utilities menu.

A sample menu is shown in Figure 17-2. The current date and time appear at the top of the screen. The time is updated on the screen every second. The clock retains time and date even when powered off and adjusts itself to accommodate the length of each month. It also takes leap years into account automatically. The clock menu does, however, permit you to reset the time or date, if required.

To reset the date, select the Set Date field and enter month, day, and year in that order in the two-digit space provided (mm/dd/yy). Use , or to move into each field. The month and day entries may be either one or two digits; it is not necessary to enter a leading zero. If only one digit appears in any of the two-digit fields, a leading zero is assumed. You may fill in the month, day, or year fields individually, if you prefer. (For example, if your only entry is 1 in the month field, only the month will be altered—it will be set to 01—when you press [E].)

In the Set Time field, hour and minute entries are made as hh:mm in a 24 hour format. (The seconds setting cannot be altered.) You may set the hour and the minutes fields simultaneously or individually. As with the date field, a single-digit entry is assumed to have a leading zero. Figure 17-2 shows the menu filled in to change the date and time to March 1, 1992 and 1:30 p.m.

![Figure 17-2 The real-time clock in the INTERVIEW is controlled on the Date/Time Setup screen.](image)

To set the clock, press the key when you have entered the correct date or time. Once the clock is reset, the status fields Current Date and Current Time should match your entries.
** Misc Utilities **

From B/W ENHANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BLN</th>
<th>REV</th>
<th>LOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Static Values)

To COLOR DISPLAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BLNK</th>
<th>CHAR</th>
<th>BACK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>GRN</td>
<td>BLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>BLU</td>
<td>BLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>BLK</td>
<td>GRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>GRN</td>
<td>BLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>BLU</td>
<td>BLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>BLK</td>
<td>GRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>BLK</td>
<td>BLU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Selectable fields, mapped to Static Values)

Select Background Display Color:
BLACK GREEN BLUE YELLOW RED CYAN PURPLE WHITE

Select Foreground Display Color:
BLACK GREEN BLUE YELLOW RED CYAN PURPLE WHITE

Select Blink Attribute:
OFF ON

Figure 18-1 The Miscellaneous Utilities menu.
18 Color Display

Both black and white and color monitors can be used as external displays. Separate connectors are provided for each type of monitor on the rear panel of the INTERVIEW. For both monochrome and color displays, a set of video enhancements can be controlled from the INTERVIEW. For color displays, the enhancements are mapped on the Miscellaneous Utilities screen. Available options on this screen are shown in Figure 18-1.

18.1 Connectors for External Monitors

Connect a monochrome (black and white) monitor to the RS-170 connector. This is the round connector located to the far right of the rear panel (see Figure 18-2).

Figure 18-2 Video-out connectors for RS-170 (black and white) and RGB (color) signals are located on the rear panel of the INTERVIEW.

Connect an 8 or 16-color monitor to the 9-pin RGB connector at the right of the rear panel (see Figure 18-2). Pin configurations for the RGB connector are shown in Appendix E.

18.2 Color Control from the Miscellaneous Utilities Screen

Three of the data enhancements available as trigger actions (Blink, Reverse, and Low; see Figure 18-3) are applied differently when a color monitor is attached. There are eight possible on/off combinations for these three trigger enhancements. The user defines these eight combinations on the Miscellaneous Utilities screen.
The settings in the Trigger Enhance field (0 = off; 1 = on) are mapped to color and blink definitions selected on the Miscellaneous Utilities screen. The Hex setting does not pertain to screen colors.

The color setup portion of the Miscellaneous Utilities screen is shown in Figure 18-4. The screen is divided into two areas: the enhance combinations on the left—hand side of the screen; and the selectable display options on the right. User entries are made only on the right—hand portion of the screen.

**Misc Utilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From B/W ENHANCE</th>
<th>To COLOR DISPLAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLN</td>
<td>REV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 18-4** Trigger settings on the left are mapped to user—defined blink and color characteristics, selected on the right.

(A) **Black and White Enhancement List**

The eight enhancement combinations are labeled “From B/W ENHANCE.” Each row of three settings (ON/OFF for Blink, Reverse, and Low) represents one configuration of a trigger Enhance field.

(B) **Selectable Color Display Options**

The user selects blink, foreground color, and background color options on the right half of the screen, labeled “To COLOR DISPLAY.” Use the cursor keys or the ~ key to move from field to field. The $\text{alt}$ and $\text{ctrl}$ keys rotate among the various selections within a field. The options which you define are matched to the static combinations to the left in the same row. Thus, when you create a trigger action Enhance: DTE Rev: 0 Bnk: 0 Low: 0, you are specifying that displayed DTE data take on the color characteristics defined in the first row of the Miscellaneous Utilities screen. (The Hex enhancement on a trigger does not influence color options.)
1. **Blink.** The first column under COLOR DISPLAY, labeled BLNK, determines whether blink is to be turned on or off in response to the trigger entry on the left.

2. **Character.** The center column, labeled CHAR, determines what color is assigned to the screen foreground (that is, the characters themselves) in response to the trigger **Enhance** entry on the far left. Possible foreground colors are black, green, blue, yellow, red, cyan, purple, and white.

3. **Background color.** The right-hand column, BACK, defines screen background color (that is, the square background around subsequent individual characters) in response to the trigger entry on the far left. Color possibilities are the same as for foreground.

**NOTE:** Never use the same foreground and background color on the display if you have an eight-color monitor. (Data will not be visible.) If you have a 16-color monitor, you may be able to choose the same color in the background and the foreground and retain a contrast between data and the surrounding screen. Check the documentation for your monitor.

(C) **Trigger Control of Color**

When you enter the three-bit enhancement option as an **Enhance** action on a Trigger Setup screen (see Figure 18-3) or as a Layer 1 **ENHANCE** action on the Protocol Spreadsheet, you are designating the color scheme which the screen will adopt whenever that trigger becomes true. More specifically, you are indicating what color the next character becomes (foreground color), whether the character blinks, and what color the small rectangular box surrounding the character will be (background color). These three characteristics apply to subsequent characters and their background until another trigger alters the color scheme.

**ENHANCE** actions above Layer 1 are applied to specific lines on the protocol-trace display for the given layer. **REVERSE, BLINK, and LOW** selections may be configured at Layer 3, for example, so that a Call Request packet receives a different color enhancement from a Clear Request.

When you program a trigger, only the **Enhance** entries for Blink, Rev, and Low influence screen characteristics. (The Hex field always causes characters to be displayed in hexadecimal, or turns off the hexadecimal character enhancement.) An **Enhance** entry of 1 equates to "ON"; an entry of 0 equates to "OFF."

**NOTE:** A "Don't Care" (X) after Blink, Rev, or Low leaves the enhancement at its previous setting, making the color which results from the trigger dependent on the effects of previous triggers.
Each time you run the program, all enhancement settings are initially reset to zero. If no trigger entries are made, or if the enhance trigger never becomes true, the color monitor retains its own color settings. (Refer to the technical documentation for the monitor to determine how colors are set internally.)

(D) Color Graphics

Several colors are offered for bar graphing on the Graphical Statistics menu. These colors are always displayed against a dark background. Their use is not related to the color setup screen. See Section 22 for a description of color graphics.

18.3 Black and White Data Enhancements

Blink and reverse data enhancements for the INTERVIEW’s plasma display are available when a monochrome monitor is installed. In addition, a low intensity enhancement can be produced on a monochrome monitor. These display highlights are controlled by triggers (see Figure 18-3), either on the Protocol Spreadsheet or on Trigger Setup screens. Refer to Section 26 or 32 for a description.
19 Easy View Setup
INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951–B0424–01

Utility Menu

Select Desired Utility Screen:

- F1 DT/TIME
- F2 PRINTER
- F3 D/MAINT
- F4 MISC
- F5 EZSETUP

See Color Display Section

See Disk Maintenance Section

See Printer Control Section

Easy View Setup

Enable Easy View: YES NO
Enter Easy View After Power-Up: YES NO
Keep Easy View Menu Information in Memory: YES NO
Display Program Warning Messages: YES NO
Load Program Edit Timeout: 10 seconds
Screen Saver Timeout: 00 minutes

Figure 19-1 The Easy View Setup menu.
19 Easy View Setup

There are five parameters that control Easy View operation. They are set in the Program—mode Easy View Setup screen. See Figure 19-2. To access this screen, press UTIL, EZSETUP from the main Program menu.

** Easy View Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enable Easy View:</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enter Easy View After Power-Up:</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep Easy View Menu Information In Memory:</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Program Warning Messages:</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Program Edit Timeout:</td>
<td>10 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen Saver Timeout:</td>
<td>00 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Press XEQ To Update Screen Saver
Press SHIFT SAVE To Save Setup

Enable Use Of The EZ VU Key To Enter Easy View?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F 1</th>
<th>F 2</th>
<th>F 3</th>
<th>F 4</th>
<th>F 5</th>
<th>F 6</th>
<th>F 7</th>
<th>F 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19-2 The Easy View Setup screen.

The default selection of each parameter on the Easy View Setup menu is YES. If you press [SEP] — [MAD], the configuration of this screen is saved in a file called ezview_setup in the /sys directory of the boot-up disk. Once saved, the parameters are automatically loaded during boot-up.

19.1 Enable Easy View

The first parameter determines whether or not the E [W] key is enabled. The default selection is YES. Once enabled, E [W] moves the user back and forth between Program—mode screens and Easy View menus. (See Section 4.) Setting this parameter to NO disables access to the Easy View menus. An alarm sounds if you press E [W] when it is disabled.
19.2 Enter Easy View After Power-Up

The second parameter determines whether the INTERVIEW enters Program mode or Easy View following boot-up or a manual reset from the keyboard.

If you set this field to **YES**, there is a five-second pause at the power-up screen before you see the first Easy View menu. Use the **Esc** key to exit Easy View and access Program-mode screens.

**NOTE:** During boot-up, the INTERVIEW checks the boot-up disk for a file named `/usr/default` and the hard disk for a file named `/usr/user_intrf`. (See Sections 2.1 and 2.2.) If it locates either, it does not enter Easy View following boot-up regardless of the setting of this parameter.

If you select **NO**, the INTERVIEW is in Program mode at power-up. Use the **Esc** key from any Program-mode screen to enter Easy View.

19.3 Keep Easy View Menu Information in Memory

The third parameter controls whether the contents of the `mstrmenu.cmp` file and the most recently accessed text file are held in memory while the INTERVIEW runs a selected program. `mstrmenu.cmp` is the Easy View menu information file that contains all of the information needed to present the menu screens and permit the user to interact with them. This compiled file resides in the `/MENUS` directory on the hard disk.

Easy View keeps track of your path through the menus, even after you have exited Easy View. Each time you return to Easy View, you are automatically located in the same menu from which you exited. When this field is **YES**, you can exit Easy View to run an application program without losing your place in the menus.

If you select **NO**, your position in the Easy View menus is lost whenever you load a program or layer package. When you return to Easy View, the first menu in the hierarchy is displayed. It is possible that a program you select to run from Easy View may be too large to compile with `mstrmenu.cmp` and a text file in memory. In this case, set this parameter to **NO**.

19.4 Display Program Warning Messages

By default, the warning message shown in Figure 19-3 is displayed whenever you select a program to run from an Easy View menu. The message is displayed before the program is loaded and indicates that loading the program will result in the current setup parameters, triggers, and spreadsheet being overwritten.

If you do not want this message presented, disable it on the Easy View Setup screen. You may also disable the warning message temporarily (until the INTERVIEW is turned off) by pressing **Esc** when the message is first presented.
19.5 Load Program Edit Timeout

In this field, specify a length of time that the INTERVIEW should provide for editing Easy View setups. The default timeout is 10 seconds. Any value in the range 1–999 is valid as a timeout. If you leave the field blank, or enter a zero, the program will run, bypassing the editing screen.

This feature is particularly useful during remote operation. By entering a timeout, you can ensure that the remote unit will not enter Run mode before you have a chance to edit program parameters.

19.6 Screen Saver Timeout

The INTERVIEW's Screen Saver Timeout feature allows the user to specify the number of minutes the screen display remains visible when the keyboard is not in use. The screen saver blanks the internal EL display as well as any optional direct external displays of the unit, such as an external color monitor and an external RS170 (monochrome monitor); it also disables the unit's keyboard so that any key pressed will only restore the display. However, any PC remotely controlling the unit is unaffected by the screen saver.

The default for the Screen Saver Timeout field is zero minutes, which means no timeout is requested and the screen remains displayed. Enter any integer in this field in the range 1–99 to specify the number of minutes the display remains visible before the screen goes blank. Press $\text{ EZ }$ to update the Screen Saver Timeout entry; press $\text{ 8-8 }$ to save the setup.

To return the display to the screen after the unit times out and the screen blanks, press any key as stated above. (Note that any key pressed will unblank the screen only; normal key usage is not in effect with a blank screen but will be restored after the screen display returns.)
20 Easy View Maintenance
### (a) Automatic Installation

**CAUTION:** Before you begin, make a backup copy of HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt.

1. Access Easy View Maintenance program.
2. Place diskette with application program and script file in FD1.
3. Press \( \text{begin} \) begin the automatic installation.
4. When installation is complete, press any key and then to return to the Easy View menus.

Use automatic installation to add AR-supplied application programs to the Easy View menus.

If you want multiple versions of a program to be selectable from Easy View menus, use the Easy View Maintenance program to create new versions.

### (b) Create Versions

**CAUTION:** Before you begin, make a backup copy of HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt.

1. Access Easy View Maintenance program.
2. Press the spacebar (or other key) to access the Easy View Maintenance Help screen.
3. Press FNAMED softkey. Identify source and destination script files for merging and source and destination files for compiling.
4. Press LOAD softkey. Source script file is loaded.
5. Press \( \text{PROG ED} \) begin an automatic installation of your program.
6. When installation is complete, press any key and then to return to the Easy View menus.
7. Press MERGE softkey. Source script file is merged with destination script file.
8. Press COMPILER softkey. Source file is compiled as destination file. All versions have been added to the Easy View menu system.
9. Press \( \text{return} \) return to the Easy View menus.

### (c) Install Your Own Program

**CAUTION:** Before you begin, make a backup copy of HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt.

1. Place diskette with application program in FD1.
2. Press \( \text{begin} \) begin an automatic installation.
3. When installation is complete, press any key and then to return to the Easy View menus.

### (d) Edit mstrmenu.txt

**CAUTION:** Before you begin, make a backup copy of HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt.

1. Access the File Transfer Shell program. Transfer mstrmenu.txt out of the INTERVIEW to a local PC.
2. Use the PC's word processor to make your desired changes.
3. Transfer the text back to the INTERVIEW.
4. Access the Easy View Maintenance program.
5. Press the spacebar (or other key) to access the Easy View Maintenance Help screen.
6. Now press the COMPILE softkey to compile this new version of mstrmenu.txt. It is automatically saved as mstrmenu.cmp.
7. Press \( \text{return} \) return to the Easy View menus.

Although not recommended, you can directly edit mstrmenu.txt on the INTERVIEW's Protocol Spreadsheet. The preferred method, however, is to export it from the INTERVIEW.

---

**Figure 20-1** Overview of the different uses of the Easy View Maintenance program.
This section addresses the Easy View Maintenance program, one of the selections on the Utilities, Model and Demonstration Programs menu. See Figure 20-2. It also provides information on creating and editing script files used in the installation procedure.

Typically, you will use the Easy View Maintenance program to install AR-supplied application programs or your own programs into the Easy View system. You can also use it to create multiple versions of these application programs—for example, versions with different line speeds or line/disk source selections. Then, all versions are selectable from the Easy View menus.

The Easy View Maintenance program adds entries to the menus. It cannot modify, reorder, or remove existing menu entries. Whenever you add a selection to an Easy View menu, you are modifying the Easy View menu file.

### 20.1 The Easy View Menu File

The menu information file, `mstrmenu.cmp`, contains all of the information needed by the Easy View system to present the menu screens and permit the user to interact with them. This compiled file must reside in the `/MENU` directory on the hard disk.
The source text file (also referenced as the script file) for mstrmenu.cmp is an ASCII file named /MENU/mstrmenu.txt. All script files, including mstrmenu.txt, follow the format explained in Section 20.5.

When you perform an automatic installation of an application program (or customized versions of an application program) via the Easy View Maintenance utility, the INTERVIEW incorporates script information about the new program(s) into mstrmenu.txt and then generates a new version of mstrmenu.cmp.

20.2 Accessing the Maintenance Program

Regardless of which function you want the Easy View Maintenance program to perform, first go to the Utilities, Model and Demonstration Programs menu—from the Easy View Main menu, position the selection bar over the UTILITIES menu item and press ~. Now position the bar over Easy View Maintenance, as shown in Figure 20-2. Press ~ again. You may be questioned about whether or not you want to load the program. If so, press ~. Then, the screen shown in Figure 20-3 should appear.

NOTE: The instructions in this section assume that you are currently in the Easy View system. See Section 4 on Easy View general operation and Section 19 for information on enabling Easy View.

This screen identifies the Easy View Maintenance program (and its version number) and gives a general description of its scope and purpose. Decide which function you want the program to perform.
CAUTION: Before you begin, we strongly recommend that you make a backup copy of mstrmenu.txt.

To begin an automatic installation, press S from this screen. See Section 20.3.

Press a key other than S to access the screens for customizing programs. See Section 20.4.

20.3 Automatic Installation

A library of selected application programs has been factory-installed in the AR_APPS directory of the hard disk. The subdirectories under AR_APPS categorize these programs by protocol and function. (See Section 20.7 for more information on the directory structure.) Additional AR-supplied application programs, available as options, may be added to the Easy View menus via the Easy View Maintenance utility.

If you do not need customized versions of a new application program and want to perform an automatic installation, place the diskette containing the application program and its script file into FD1, the left-hand floppy disk drive. (The script file that accompanies all AR-supplied application programs is named /MENU/install.txt and resides on the same program diskette.) Press S from the Easy View Maintenance program start-up screen (Figure 20-3).

The INTERVIEW automatically installs the application program into the appropriate Easy View menu so that it may be loaded, compiled, and run from Easy View. The INTERVIEW looks to FD1 for the program’s script file and then merges it into mstrmenu.txt on the hard disk. Finally, the revised mstrmenu.txt is compiled to create an updated version of mstrmenu.cmp.

If you press [ESC] to abort the process and exit the program, you are returned to the Utilities, Model and Demonstration Programs menu. Once the installation is complete, press any other key. The Easy View Maintenance Help screen is presented. See Figure 20-13. To return to the Easy View menus, press [ESC].

You may also use the automatic installation feature to add selections to the Easy View menus for your own programs. First, however, create the script file the Easy View Maintenance program needs to perform an installation and save it to FD1 as /MENU/install.txt (the default name for the source script file during automatic installation). See Section 20.5.
20.4 Customizing Programs

Refer again to Figure 20-3. Notice that if you press a key other than \( \text{ESC} \), you can customize the setups of application programs. Use this feature to create multiple versions of a program.

An overview of the screens and commands used in creating program versions is presented in the example below. Detailed explanations for screens and commands are presented in the sections which follow.

(A) Example

Before we begin, make a backup copy of \( \text{mstrmenu.txt} \).

For this example, we will load the script file \( \text{mstrmenu.txt} \) and create a new version of the Easy View ASYNC monitor program, Standard ASYNC Setup.

Access the Easy View Maintenance program. Then press the spacebar, or some other key except \( \text{ESC} \), to present the Easy View Maintenance Help menu. See Figure 20-4.

![Easy View Maintenance Help menu](image)

Figure 20-4 Easy View Maintenance Help menu.

This screen provides a brief description of the available screens and commands.

First, we need to indicate the script file we want loaded. The program we want to create new versions for is in this file. Identify the file on the Filename Specification Editor screen. Press FNAM ED. Type over the existing entry to change the name of the Source (Load From) Menu File Pathname to \( \text{HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt} \). See Figure 20-5. For now, leave the other entries intact.
Figure 20-5 Load mstrmenu.txt for editing.

Now press LOAD. All of the setups for all of the programs you can access from Easy View menus are loaded from mstrmenu.txt.

Press PROG ED. The screen shown in Figure 20-6 should appear.

Figure 20-6 This screen shows the setup for the AUTOMON selection on the Easy View Main menu. The setups for all Easy View programs are contained in mstrmenu.txt.
Look at the Item Name field at the top of the screen. The names in this field match selections on the Easy View menus. Use the [→] key to scroll through the listings from mstrmenu.txt. Watch the Program number in the lower right-hand corner of the screen. When it reaches 18, you should find the entry for Standard ASYNC Setup. It is illustrated in Figure 20-7.

![Figure 20-7](image)

Press [8] to keep this entry accessible in the program listings.

Now press [S-ITI]. The dummy entry shown below is inserted into the listing. Do not directly edit this entry. Dummy entries are place holders only.
Figure 20-8 Press $\underline{\text{F9}}$ to create a dummy entry.

Instead, press $\underline{\text{F9}}$. The dummy entry is overwritten by a numbered version of the (Standard ASYNC Setup) program you just saved. See Figure 20-9.

Figure 20-9 Numbered version of an Easy View program. Edit this entry to create your own version.

This is the entry we will edit to create a new version of this program. (The original is still in place; press $\underline{\text{F9}}$ to view it. Then return to the numbered version by pressing $\underline{\text{F9}}$.)

SEP '95 20–9
For this example, we will create a version of the Standard ASYNC Setup program that monitors a line speed of 9600 bps. Text you type on this screen overwrites existing text. The [ and ] keys move the cursor within a field. [ and ] move the cursor between fields.

**NOTE:** Line speed, and other selected line—setup parameters, can be changed on—line before the program is run. See Section 4.4(C). These edited Easy View parameters remain in effect until you change them again, or until the unit is powered off. If you want the changes to be permanent, use the Easy View Maintenance program as described below.

Type in a new **Item Name:** *Standard ASYNC Setup (9600).*

The **Item Description** field contains the text that appears toward the bottom of Easy View screens when the selection bar is over the menu item. Change this entry to read *Standard ASCII Setup to Monitor at 9600 bps.*

The **Dest. Pathname** field identifies the name and location of the program to run when the menu item has been selected. Give our new program the following pathname: *HRD/AR_APPS/ASYNC/MON/ASYNC96Set.*

Now we are ready to modify the setup for the program. The only change we want to make is to the line speed for internal clock. Use the [ key to move to the **INT/DTE:** field. Change the speed from 2400 to 9600.

The information for our new version is complete. See Figure 20-10.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>MON/LINE</em></th>
<th>BLK*</th>
<th>06/21/90 09:15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Name:</td>
<td>Standard ASYNC Setup (9600)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Description:</td>
<td>Standard ASCII Setup to Monitor at 9600 bps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dest. Pathname:</td>
<td>HRD/AR_APPS/ASYNC/MON/ASYNC96Set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Mode: | MONITOR |
| Source: | LINE |
| Block No: | 0 |
| Clock Source: | INTERNAL |
| INT/DTE: | 9600 DCE: 2400 |
| NRZI: | NO |

| Capture Memory: | HRD |
| Data To Capture: | BIT IMAGE |
| Initial Cond: | NOT RECORD |
| Stop At: | ENDLESS LOOP |
| Number of Programs | 123 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FNAM ED</td>
<td>LOAD</td>
<td>PROG ED</td>
<td>MERGE</td>
<td>COMPILE ERRORS</td>
<td>HELP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**Figure 20-10** This setup for a new version of the Standard ASYNC Setup program will be added to *mstrmenu.txt* when the MERGE command is executed.
To incorporate this information into the existing mstrmenu.txt file, press the MERGE softkey. There will be an indication of errors at the end of the merge operation. Press the ERRORS softkey to view error messages. See Figure 20-11.

![Figure 20-11 The Error Display screen.](image)

The message you see indicates that an attempt was made to copy the help file that exists for the original Standard ASYNC Setup program. Duplicate copies of help files by the same name cannot be made. You can disregard this message, however, since the help file for the original will still be accessible and generally applicable for our new menu item.

Now press the COMPIL key. This command recreates the menu information file.

Press HOME to return to the Easy View menus. If not already at the top of the menu hierarchy, press HOME to return to the first location on the Easy View Main menu. Use the ↓ key to move the selection bar to ASYNC and press HOME. Select the MONITOR item on the Menu of ASYNC Program Types, Tutorial(s) & How To's. Press HOME. Our new version of the Standard ASYNC Setup program appears at the end of the Menu of ASYNC Monitor Programs. See Figure 20-12.
Now that you have a general idea of how to create a new version of an Easy View program, let's examine each screen and command in more detail.

(B) Easy View Maintenance Help Menu

The screen shown in Figure 20-13 is the Easy View Maintenance Help menu. It provides a brief description of each softkey function. Pressing the function key (or the first letter of the softkey label) either accesses another screen or performs a command. LOAD, MERGE, and COMPILIE are commands.
The softkeys are ordered according to the sequence of tasks you will perform. To customize an application program, first identify the script filename on the Filename Specification screen. Next, load into memory the setups from the program(s) referenced in the script file via the LOAD command. Then, move to the Program Specification Editor screen. Once you find the program of interest, make the appropriate changes to the setups and menu information to create new versions. MERGE the new information into the master menu script file. As a final step, COMPILE the master menu information file. Refer again to Figure 20-1.

**NOTE:** Except for program editing, the automatic installation performs these same operations using the files named on the Filename Specification screen.

![Easy View Maintenance Program Version 1.02](image)

**Figure 20-13** Help screen for Easy View Maintenance program.

(C) **Filename Specification Screen**

The source and destination files for each of the commands are identified on the Filename Specification screen, shown in Figure 20-14. Before you can customize a program, you need to identify the appropriate files. Press 🟢 or the FNAMED softkey to access this screen.
Source (Load From) Menu File Pathname: 
FD1/MENU/install.txt

Destination (Merge To) Menu File Pathname: 
HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt

Master Menu Text (Compile From) File Pathname: 
HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt

Master Menu Compiled (Compile To) File Pathname: 
HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.cmp

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FNAME ED</td>
<td>LOAD</td>
<td>PROG ED</td>
<td>MERGE</td>
<td>COMPILER</td>
<td>ERRORS</td>
<td>HELP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 20-14 Filename Specification Editor screen.

The following editing keys function in the fields on this screen:

- **Inserts a character at the cursor position.**
- **Deletes the character immediately preceding the cursor position.**
- **Deletes the character at the cursor position.**
- **Deletes the line containing the cursor.**
- **Clears the field containing the cursor.**
- **Clears the field from the cursor position to the end.**
- **Moves the cursor to the end of the current field.**
- **Moves the cursor to the beginning of the current field.**
- **Moves the cursor forward one character, or to the next field.**
- **Moves the cursor back one character, or to the previous field.**
- **Moves the cursor to the next field.**
- **Moves the cursor to the previous field.**
- **Moves the cursor to the same location in the field below.**
- **Moves the cursor to the same location in the field above.**

For each field on the screen, enter the pathname of a file, beginning with a drive specifier—HRD, FD1, or FD2. Filenames are case sensitive. Enter the filename exactly as it appears in the INTERVIEW file maintenance directory. If you do not include the drive specifier, an error message is displayed. You will not be able to enter a name that exceeds the maximum length of 126 characters (including the drive specifier).
1. **Source (Load From) Menu File Pathname.** The file named in this field is automatically loaded when you elect to customize programs. It is also the object of the LOAD command.

   The default pathname is `FD1/MENU/install.txt`, the name of the script file for AR-supplied application programs. The automatic installation uses the script file named in this field as the source for the install.

   If you are creating a script file to install your own program, either name your script file `FD1/MENU/install.txt` (case does make a difference) or change the entry in this field.

2. **Destination (Merge To) Menu File Pathname.** When you use the MERGE command, the Source file named in the field above is merged into the file named here.

   The default filename is `HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt`. In most instances, you do not need to change the entry in this field.

3. **Master Menu Text (Compile From) File Pathname.** This is the source file for the COMPILE command. Typically, it is the same file as the Destination file for the MERGE command. Again, the default filename is `HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt`.

4. **Master Menu Compiled (Compile To) File Pathname.** The file named in this field is the destination file for the COMPILE command. The default filename is `HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.cmp`. It is the compiled version of all the Easy View menu information.

   **(D) Load Command**

   Now press LOAD to load the setups for all the programs referenced in the Source file (named in the Filename Specification screen). The setups may be modified on the Program Specification screen.

   A rotating arrow in the lower, right-hand corner of the display indicates that the load is in progress. Press [ ] if you want to abort the LOAD operation.

   **NOTE:** The default Source file on the Filename Specification screen is automatically loaded when you elect to customize programs. If this is the file you wish to modify, you may bypass the LOAD command.
(E) Program Specification Screen

The setups of all of the programs referenced in the Source file (named in the Filename Specification screen) are available for editing in the Program Specification screen, shown in Figure 20-15. The versions you create on this screen are incorporated in the Destination file when you execute the MERGE command.

The fields in the top portion of the screen, Item Name, Item Description, and Dest. Pathname identify one of the programs referenced in the loaded script file. The fields in the bottom portion of the screen display the current setup parameters for the file specified in the Dest. Pathname field.

Use the cursor keys ~ and ~ to scroll through the program listings. ~ moves you to the beginning of the list, ~ to the end. Notice that the field entries on the Program Specification screen change as you scroll through the list of files.

If you scroll past the end of the program listings, a dummy entry, similar to the one shown in Figure 20-15, appears. The program count, explained in Subsection 3. below, increments to include this extra entry. The dummy entry, explained in Subsection 1. below, is simply a placeholder in the program listing.

1. Program identification fields. The three fields in the top portion of the screen that identify a program—Item Name, Item Description, and Dest. Pathname—are text-entry fields.
These fields use the same editing keys as the Filename Specification screen. (See Section 20.4(C), above.) There are a few additional keys, however, that have specific functions on this screen:

- **[Save]**

  Saves the screen information (and also the location in the Easy View menus) about an entry in memory so that it can be recalled via the [Save] key.

- **[Del]**

  Inserts a dummy entry ahead of the entry containing the cursor. Use the dummy entry to hold a place for your new version in the program listing. Do not directly edit dummy entries.

- **[Load]**

  Restores a new numbered version of the entry last saved via the [Save] key. (The entry currently displayed on the screen will be overwritten.) Repeat to load as many versions as you need. Edit these extra copies to customize your own versions.

- **[Del]**

  Deletes the entry containing the cursor from the program listing. Deleting an entry from this listing does not delete it as a menu selection from the Easy View menus.

(a) **Item name.** Use the Item Name field to locate the program you want to modify. The item name is the menu selection as it appears in the Easy View menus.

   **NOTE:** If you loaded mstrmenu.txt, there are numerous entries. To delete an entry, press [Del]—[Del]. Deleting an entry from the Program Specification screen, however, does not delete it from the Easy View menus.

There are two methods for creating a new version of one of the program listings. In the first method, simply overwrite the fields of a program entry (not a dummy entry) shown in the display.

The second method keeps the original version in the listing and adds a new version. First press [Save] to keep the original entry in memory. Then press [Del]—[Del] to insert a place holder in the program listings and in the menus for your new version. Now press [Save] to overwrite the dummy entry with a numbered version of the original. Make any modifications to this entry. (The original is still in the listings. Press [Save] to view it.)

For either method, type in the new item name as you want it to appear on the Easy View menu. You will not be able to enter a name that exceeds the maximum length of 60 characters.

The new menu item is present when you return to the Easy View menus. It is located at the end of the same menu as the original entry.
(b) **Item description.** Use the **Item Description** field to enter some descriptive text about the menu entry. This text will be displayed toward the bottom of the Easy View menu screen whenever the selection bar is over the menu item. You will not be able to enter more than 62 characters.

(c) **Dest. pathname.** The pathname of the file associated with the **Item Name** is displayed in this field. It is the program that is actually loaded and run when you select the **Item Name** on an Easy View menu.

Type in any valid INTERVIEW pathname, including a drive specifier—HRD, FD1, or FD2. If you omit the drive specifier, an error message is displayed. You will not be able to enter a name that exceeds the maximum length of 126 characters (including the drive specifier). For assistance in file naming conventions, see Section 20.7 (also Section 15).

2. **Setups.** The fields in the bottom portion of the Program Specification screen display the current setup parameters for the file specified in the **Dest. Pathname** field. Modify these fields for your new version.

View the available selections in a setup field by pressing `1:m:J` and `. Move to the next field by pressing `8`, `3`, or `. Use `9` or `8` to return to a previous field.

Most of these menu fields function as explained elsewhere in this manual:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For information on:</th>
<th>Refer to Section:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line Setup</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record Setup</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEB Setup</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A few of the setup fields on the Program Specification screen are a combination of two or more fields from the related Program—mode setup screen:

- **Source.** This field combines the **Source:** field and **Disk No.** fields of the Line Setup menu. Select from **LINE**, **FD1**, **FD2**, and **HRD**.

- **Capture Memory.** This field combines the **Capture Memory:** and **Disk No.** fields and the **Capture Memory:** and **Record Speed** fields of the Record Setup menu. Select from **RAM**, **FD1**, **FD2**, **HRD**, **MULTI**, **NORMAL RAM**, and **HIGH SPEED RAM**.

- **Time Ticks.** This field combines the **Time Ticks:** and **Tick Rate** fields of the Front—End Buffer Setup menu. Select from **OFF**, **1SEC**, **100ms**, **10ms**, **1ms**, **10us**, and **10uS**.
All fields in the Setup portion of the screen are always present. There are, however, a few fields specific to selections made in the field that immediately precedes them:

- **Block No**: Enter a number only when Source is \( \text{FD}1 \), \( \text{FD}2 \), or \( \text{HRD} \).

- **INT/DTE** and **DCE**: Enter a speed only when Clock Source is \( \text{INTERNAL} \) or \( \text{INTERNAL\_SPLIT} \). For the INT/DTE: field, you enter either an Internal speed (when the Clock Source is \( \text{INTERNAL} \)) or a DTE speed (when the Clock Source is \( \text{INTERNAL\_SPLIT} \)). The DCE field does not apply when Clock Source is \( \text{INTERNAL} \).

- **DTE**: and **DCE**: Enter an idle character only when Idle Suppress is \( \text{YES} \).

3. **Program count.** Notice the two highlighted boxes in the lower corners of the screen. The box on the left tells how many programs are referenced in the Source file. This count increments (or decrements) when you insert (or delete) entries from the listing.

   The box on the right indicates the position within the program listing of the current entry. As you scroll through the program listings, the program number in the right-hand box changes.

(F) **Merge Command**

Use this command to merge the Source script file (and any new versions of its program setups made via the Program Specification screen) into the Destination file (named on the Filename Specification screen). If you are incorporating information into the Easy View menus, \( \text{HRD\_MENU\_mstrmenu.txt} \) is the Destination script file.

**NOTE:** If you are merging your own script files, make sure the script follows the format explained in Section 20.5.

The MERGE operation uses dates within the Source and Destination script files to determine whether or not items in the destination file should be updated. See Section 20.5. If dates in the new (source) script file are more recent than dates in the old (destination) script file, merging is performed.

If, however, the new dates are the same as or earlier than the old ones, items in the destination file remain intact.

**NOTE:** The date of the loaded script file is assigned to any modifications you make on the Program Specification screen.

A rotating arrow in the lower, right-hand corner of the display indicates that the merge is in progress. Press [IM] if you want to abort the MERGE operation.
(G) Compile Command

This command takes the specified menu file, compiles it, and saves it to the pathname indicated on the Filename Specification screen. By default, the compiled file is HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.cmp.

A rotating arrow in the lower, right-hand corner of the display indicates that the compilation is in progress. Press [Esc] if you want to abort the COMPILE operation.

Caution: Only use the COMPILE command in the Easy View Maintenance utility program to compile mstrmenu.txt. Do not use the (C—compiler) File Maintenance Compile command.

(H) Errors Screen

If errors occur during the execution of the LOAD, MERGE, or Compile command, you are instructed to go to this screen. To scroll through the list of errors, press [PgDn]. Then use the cursor keys, [End], [Del], [F], and [B], to move through the buffer. [PgUp]—[F] moves you to the beginning of the buffer, [PgDn]—[B] to the end. Press [PgUp] again when you leave this display.

The beginning and end of the current error list are delimited by the time the errors were written to the buffer. Additional error listings are appended to the end of the buffer. Once the buffer is full, the oldest error messages are forced out to accommodate the new ones.

(I) Help

Press the HELP softkey from any Easy View Maintenance screen to return to the main Help menu.

20.5 Script File Format

The Easy View utility FD1 Install File lets you view the contents of FD1/MENU/install.txt, the script file for AR—supplied application programs. Position the selection bar over FD1 Install File on the Easy View Utilities, Model and Demonstration Programs menu and press [PgDn]. All script files, including mstrmenu.txt, follow the same format you see for install.txt.

You may create your own script file on the INTERVIEW spreadsheet. Return to Program mode via the [Esc] key. From the main Program menu, press SPDST, then [Esc]. Once you have completed your script file following the format described in this section, use the spreadsheet editor write command to save the file to disk: first, mark the text as a block; then press BLOCK, IN/OUT, WRITE/U, and then enter the pathname of the file. Press [Esc]. For more information on the Spreadsheet editor, refer to Section 30.
There are three categories of information within script files: master information, menu information, and menu-item information. See Figure 20-16 for the general format of a script file and Section 20.5(D) for sample script files.

### Master Information
- Masters information relates to the Easy View system as a whole. It includes a master title, date, and a command for the first menu to be displayed. Master information must be included at the top of every script file.

### Menu Information
- LABEL1: “Menu Title 1”
- YYYYYMMDD

### Menu-Item Information*
- “ITEM NAME 1”
- “Item Description 1”
- “Help file pathname”
- Command

- “ITEM NAME 2”
- “Item Description 2”
- “Help file pathname”
- Command

- LABEL2: “Menu Title 2”
- YYYYYMMDD

* The Easy View Maintenance program uses matching menu-item names, not labels, to define the path through the menu hierarchy.

---

**Figure 20-16** Script-file format.

---

**(A) Master Information**

Master information relates to the Easy View system as a whole. It includes a master title, date, and a command for the first menu to be displayed. Master information must be included at the top of every script file.
1. **Master title.** The top line of each Easy View menu screen contains a master title. By default, this line is blank. You can change this line by creating a new script file that contains a master title. (See the example in Section 20.5(D)1.)

The master title has a maximum length of 64 characters. Enclose the title inside double quotes. The master title may include colons, but may not end with a colon. Otherwise, it will be interpreted as a label. See Section 3. below.

The new title will automatically be centered at the top of Easy View menu screens.

If you do not plan to change the master title, you can enter the title as empty quotation marks (""") in the source file. The master title in the destination file will not be updated, regardless of the master—title dates in the source and destination files.

If the master title appears in the destination file as empty double quotes, however, the source master title will replace the destination title regardless of the master—title dates.

2. **Master—title date.** On the next line, enter the master—title date. During the merge operation, this source date is compared with the master—title date in the destination file.

If the source date is more recent than the destination date, the source master title and master—title date will replace the destination title and date. If the source date is the same or earlier than the destination date, the destination title and date remain intact.

The format for all dates in script files is YYYYMMDD (Y=year, M=month, D=day). Leading zeroes are ignored.

You may enter the date as zero in the source file if you do not want to change the master title and date in the destination file. A zero in the destination file typically means that the title will be updated.

**NOTE:** Be careful when you assign dates in script files. Since the current date is usually sufficient to guarantee that items in a new file will update items in an older one, it’s best not to use future dates. Unless carefully tracked, future dates may inadvertently prevent items from being updated.

Also, note that dates are specific to the day only. They do not include hours, minutes, or seconds. This means that if you want to make an additional change to the same script—file item on the same day, you must advance the date by one day.
3. GotoMenu LabelReference. This is always the first command in the script file. It directs the system to display the menu identified by the label reference. If you are merging a script file with mstrmenu.txt, the information about the menu indicated here is always compared with the Easy View Main menu.

The script file uses labels to connect menus together. In mstrmenu.txt, these labels appear as the word "MENU," followed by a string of digits and terminated by a colon (:) . Notice, however, that in the GotoMenu command, the label reference does not end with a colon. Unique labels are assigned dynamically each time a script file is merged with mstrmenu.txt. You cannot assume that the labels are stable from one time to another.

If you are creating your own label, begin it with a nonnumber and end it with a colon. For the corresponding label reference, simply omit the colon. During the merge operation, your label is automatically replaced by a new unique label that follows the format described above.

NOTE: If you are directly editing mstrmenu.txt (see Section 20.5(E)), use the current numbering scheme when referencing menu labels. (A printout of the file may help you track labels.)

(B) Menu Information

All Easy View menus are identified by labels in mstrmenu.txt. These labels are used to connect menus together. Matching menu items, not labels and label references, however, define the path through the menu hierarchy.

Each Easy View menu is entered from a single menu selection. If you want more than one menu selection to access the same menu, you must make duplicate copies of the menu, each with a unique label.

All script files must have at least one block of menu information. Menu information includes a menu title and a menu date.

1. Menu title. Each menu has an individual title with a maximum length of 58 characters. Enclose the title inside double quotes. The menu title may include colons, but may not end with a colon. Otherwise, it will be interpreted as a label. See Section 20.5(A)3., above.

Menu titles are automatically centered on the menu—title line of Easy View menu screens.

If you do not plan to change the name of an existing menu, you can enter the title as empty quotation marks (""). Make sure that you separate the label and the title, or empty quotes, by at least one space. The menu title in the destination file will not be updated, regardless of the menu dates in the source and destination files.
2. **Menu date.** The menu date follows the menu title. Once a menu item (see Section (C), below) is matched during the merge operation, this source date is compared with the menu date in the destination file.

If the source date is more recent than the destination date, the source menu title and menu date will replace the destination title and date. If the source date is the same or earlier than the destination date, the destination title and date remain intact.

Use the date format and guidelines explained in Section 20.5(A)2.

(C) **Menu—Item Information**

Information about each selection on a menu follows the menu title and date. There is no limit to the number of selections that an Easy View menu may have (other than available memory or disk space). Since each Easy View menu is entered from a single menu selection, you may not have duplicate selections on the same menu.

Menu—item information includes an item date, item title, item description, the pathname for an associated help file, and a command for the action to be executed when the menu item is selected.

1. **Item date.** For each menu item, there is a menu—item date. Once an item name is matched during the merge operation, (see Subsection 2. below) this source date is compared with the item date in the destination file.

   **NOTE:** The only time this comparison does not occur is when the destination menu has an empty set of double quotes as a menu item.
   In this case, any unmatched source item will be considered a match for the quotes, regardless of the dates.

   If the source date is more recent than the destination date, the source menu item and menu—item date will replace the destination item and date. If the source date is the same or earlier than the destination date, the destination item and date remain intact.

2. **Item name.** Each menu item has a maximum length of 60 characters. Enclose the title inside double quotes. (If you want an empty space in a menu, enter an empty set of double quotes.) The item name may include colons, but may not end with a colon. Otherwise, it will be interpreted as a label. See Section 20.5(A)3.

   During the merge operation, the INTERVIEW looks for matching menu—item names between the source and destination script files. Matching menu items, not labels and label references, define the path through the menu hierarchy.

   If no match is found, it is assumed that a new menu selection should be created.
A set of empty double quotes as an item name in the source file is a match only for empty quotes in the destination file. It simply means that a space should be reserved in the menu.

If a menu item in the source script file matches one in the destination file, the item dates are compared.

3. **Item description.** Each menu item can have an associated line of descriptive text, automatically centered in the bottom box on the Easy View screen. This text is displayed whenever the selection bar is over the menu item. The text may contain up to 62 characters, including colons, but it may not end with a colon. Otherwise, the text will be interpreted as a label. See Section 20.5(A)3.

If you do not want to include descriptive text about a menu selection, enter an empty set of double quotes (""").

4. **Help-file pathname.** If you want to make a help file accessible when the selection bar is positioned over the menu item, enter the file’s pathname. The pathname does not have to be enclosed in double quotes, but it may be. Filenames are case sensitive and have a maximum length of 126 characters (including the drive specifier). Absolute pathnames are preferred, although relative pathnames are permissible. Relative pathnames are assumed to be relative to the location from which the text menu file was loaded.

If the pathname includes directories that do not currently exist in the filing system, the INTERVIEW automatically creates them.

If you do not want to include a help file for a menu selection, enter an empty set of double quotes (""") for the pathname. If the associated item name is matched during the merge operation, any existing help-file pathname in the destination file remains intact.

See Section 20.6 for information on creating a help file.

5. **Command.** The last piece of information required for each menu item is a command instructing the system what to do when is pressed to execute the menu selection. There are four possibilities.

   (a) **GotoMenu LabelReference.** The GotoMenu command directs the system to display the menu identified by the label reference.

   The script file uses labels to connect menus together. Matching menu items, not labels and label references, defines the path through the menu hierarchy.

   In mstrmenu.txt, labels appear as the word “MENU,” followed by a string of digits, and terminated by a colon (:). Notice, however, that in the GotoMenu command, the label reference does not end with a colon. Unique
labels are assigned dynamically each time a script file is merged with mstrmenu.txt. You cannot assume that the labels are stable from one time to another.

If you are creating your own label, begin it with a nonnumber and end it with a colon. For the corresponding label reference, simply omit the colon. During the merge operation, your label is automatically replaced by a new unique label that follows the format described above.

(b) ViewFile pathname. The ViewFile command directs the system to display the help or information file identified by the pathname. The pathname does not have to be enclosed in double quotes, but it may be. Filenames are case sensitive and have a maximum length of 126 characters (including the drive specifier). Although absolute pathnames are preferred, relative pathnames are permissible. Relative pathnames are assumed to be relative to the location from which the text menu file was loaded.

(c) ExecuteProgram pathname. The ExecuteProgram command directs the system to load, compile, and run the program identified by the pathname. The file may be a program (PRGM), linkable-program (LPGM), or object (OBI) file. (The rules governing hardware and/or software compatibility of the program between units, however, still apply. Consult Section 15.3(F).)

The pathname does not have to be enclosed in double quotes, but it may be. Filenames are case sensitive and have a maximum length of 126 characters (including the drive specifier). Although absolute pathnames are preferred, relative pathnames are permissible. Relative pathnames are assumed to be relative to the location from which the text menu file was loaded.

Use the directory structure shown in Section 20.7 to guide you in choosing a directory for your program.

(d) ExecuteUtility pathname. The ExecuteUtility command—supported in Version 1.02 (or higher) of the Easy View Maintenance program—directs the system to load, compile, and run the program identified by the pathname. The file may be a program (PRGM), linkable—program (LPGM), or object (OBI) file. (The rules governing hardware and/or software compatibility of the program between units, however, still apply. Consult Section 15.3(F).)

Utility programs are those which do not monitor some aspect of a data line. Instead, they perform some other function such as disk or file maintenance and typically are accessed from the Utilities, Model and Demonstration Programs menu. Easy View Maintenance and File Transfer Shell are two examples of utility programs. The line setup parameters for these programs cannot be modified via the on-line editing feature. (See Section 4.)
The pathname does not have to be enclosed in double quotes, but it may be. Filenames are case sensitive and have a maximum length of 126 characters (including the drive specifier). Although absolute pathnames are preferred, relative pathnames are permissible. Relative pathnames are assumed to be relative to the location from which the text menu file was loaded.

(D) Sample Script Files

Caution: Before you merge any script file with mstrmenu.txt, make sure that you have a backup copy of mstrmenu.txt.

1. Change the master title. Enter a script file that follows the format shown in Figure 20-17 if you just want to change the master title.

```
Master Information

    "My Master Title"
    19901023
    GotoMenu LABEL1

Menu Information

    LABEL1: ""
    0

Figure 20-17 Minimum script file for adding a master title to the Easy View menus.
```

- Enclose your new title in double quotes on the first line of the script file.
- Enter the current date.
- Enter the GotoMenu command. The label reference can be anything, as long as it follows the syntax rules.
- At least one block of menu information must appear in every script file. Enter a label using the same name as referenced in the GotoMenu command above. Terminate the label with a colon. Normally, you would not change the title for an existing Easy View menu; leave a space after the label and then enter an empty set of double quotes and a zero for the menu—title date.
NOTE: If you use the format of this example, a blank entry is added to the end of the Easy View Main menu. If you do not want this extra entry, include an existing menu item in your script file. For example:

```
0
"AUTOMON"
```

```
ViewFile "FD1/usr/any_file"
```

Notice that the date is zero. This means that the existing menu-item information will not be updated. We suggest that you use the ViewFile command in the menu-item information since the GotoMenu command always causes a blank line to be added to some menu and the ExecuteProgram command requires the exact pathname of an existing program.

- Mark the text as a block and use the Spreadsheet editor WRITE/U command to save it as FD1/MENU/install.txt. See Section 30. Then access the Easy View Maintenance program and use the automatic installation feature to merge FD1/MENU/install.txt (source) with HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt (destination). See Section 20.3.

2. Add a new selection to the Easy View Main menu. Assume you have a program called `set_fkey` that assigns labels to the function keys in the Display Window. You want to add this program to the Easy View system. Figure 20-18 illustrates the script file you might create to install the program on the Easy View Main menu. (This example also incorporates a change to the master title.) The new entry will appear at the bottom of the Easy View Main menu.

- Define the master title, if any, that will appear at the top of the Easy View menu screens.

- Enter the GotoMenu command. The label reference can be anything, as long as it follows the syntax rules.

- Enter a label for the Easy View Main menu using the same name as referenced in the GotoMenu command above. Terminate the label with a colon. The label, `LABEL1`, will be replaced by digits during the installation. Normally, you would not change the title for an existing Easy View menu; leave a space after the label and then enter an empty set of double quotes and a zero for the menu-title date.
### Figure 20-18 Script file for adding a master title and new selection to the end of the Easy View Main menu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master Information</th>
<th>“My Master Title”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19901023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GotoMenu LABEL1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu Information</th>
<th>LABEL1: “?”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu-Item Information</th>
<th>“My Program”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“This program sets the softkey labels for the Display Window”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ExecuteProgram “FD1/usr/dsp_wnd/set_fkey”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Next, enter information about your new menu item. Use the current date. Then, enter the selection as you want it to appear on the Easy View Main menu: My Program.
- When the selection bar is over the new menu item, the descriptive text—*This program sets the softkey labels for the Display Window*—will appear in the bottom box of the menu screen.
- If you do not have a help file associated with the menu item, the help-file pathname is an empty set of quotation marks.
- Finally, specify the action to be taken when the selection bar is over My Program and you press 8: load, compile, and run the program in `FD1/usr/dsp_wnd/set_fkey`.
- Save the script file as `FD1/MENU/install.txt`. Then access the Easy View Maintenance program and use the automatic installation feature to merge `FD1/MENU/install.txt` (source) with `HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt` (destination). See Section 20.3.

3. **Add a new selection to the Menu of SDLC Emulation Programs.** Suppose you have an SDLC emulation program to add to the Easy View system. The Menu of SDLC Emulation Programs is a third-level Easy View menu.

The script file begins with the master information (see Figure 20-19):

- If you do not want to change the master title, enter empty quotation marks for the title (and a zero for the date).
- Enter the GotoMenu command. The label reference can be anything, as long as it follows the syntax rules.
Enter Easy View Main menu information:

- Enter a label for the Easy View Main menu using the same name as referenced in the GotoMenu command above. Terminate the label with a colon. Normally, you would not change the title for an existing Easy View menu; leave a space after the label and then enter an empty set of double quotes and a zero for the menu—title date.

- The path for accessing the Menu of SDL Emulation Programs begins at the Easy View Main menu with the SDL menu item. The Easy View Maintenance program uses matching menu—item names to move from menu to menu. So, enter “SDL” as the menu item.
• There are no changes to this menu item, so enter empty quotation marks for the descriptive text and help file pathname, and enter a zero for the menu-item date.

• Enter the GotoMenu command. Enter a new label reference for the second-level Menu of SDLC Program Types, Tutorial(s) & How To's.

Enter second-level menu information:

• Enter a label for the Menu of SDLC Program Types, Tutorial(s) & How To's using the same name as referenced in the GotoMenu command above. Terminate the label with a colon. Normally, you would not change the title for an existing Easy View menu; leave a space after the label and then enter an empty set of double quotes and a zero for the menu-title date.

• The path for accessing the Menu of SDLC Emulation Programs continues from the Menu of SDLC Program Types, Tutorial(s) & How To's with the EMULATION menu item. So, enter “EMULATION” as the menu item.

• There are no changes to this menu item, so enter empty quotation marks for the descriptive text and help file pathname and a zero for the menu-item date.

• Enter the GotoMenu command. Enter a new label reference for the third-level Menu of SDLC Emulation Programs.

Enter third-level menu information:

• Enter a label for the Menu of SDLC Emulation Programs using the same name as referenced in the GotoMenu command above. Terminate the label with a colon. Normally, you would not change the title for an existing Easy View menu; leave a space after the label and then enter an empty set of double quotes and a zero for the menu-title date.

• Next, enter information about your new menu item. Use the current date. Then, enter the selection as you want it to appear on the Easy View Main menu: My SDLC Emulation Program.

• When the selection bar is over the new menu item, the descriptive text—*This is an SDLC emulation program I added to Easy View*—will appear in the bottom box of the menu screen.

• If you do not have a help file associated with the menu item, the help—file pathname is an empty set of quotation marks.

• Finally, specify the action to be taken when the selection bar is over My SDLC Emulation Program and you press <Enter>: load, compile, and run the program in HRD/AR_APPS/SDLC/EMUL/my_prog. (Notice that the program is located in the Easy View directory structure. See Section 20.7.)
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• Save the script file as FD1/MENU/install.txt. Then access the Easy View Maintenance program and use the automatic installation feature to merge FD1/MENU/install.txt (source) with HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt (destination). See Section 20.3.

(E) Editing mstrmenu.txt

Although not recommended, it is possible to make additional changes to the Easy View menus by directly editing mstrmenu.txt. If you do this, however, make sure that you have a backup copy before you begin.

NOTE: Be aware that during an automatic installation of optional programs or updates to Easy View (from AR), it is assumed that the order of the original menu hierarchy still exists. If you have customized the menus, the installation process may restore necessary Easy View menus for the new program(s). If you want the new program to be installed in your customized menus, you must edit the install file that resides on the optional program disk.

1. File Transfer Shell. The preferred method for editing mstrmenu.txt is to transfer it out of the INTERVIEW as text via the File Transfer Shell program. This program is selected via the Easy View Utilities, Model and Demonstration Programs menu.

Select Text File: YES and make the transfer via null modem to a local PC running a terminal—emulation program that supports XModem, YModem, and YModem Batch transfer.

After the transfer is complete, exit the terminal—emulation program on the PC and save the text to a file with any name you wish. Use the PC’s word processing to make your desired changes, and then save them to an ASCII text file. (Keep a backup copy of your revised file on the PC.)

NOTE: Although the labels will be changed when you compile mstrmenu.txt, use the current numbering scheme to reference menu labels during editing. (A printout of the file may help you track labels.)

Return to the terminal—emulation program and transfer the text back to the INTERVIEW. You must use YModem Single or XModem for the transfer in order for the INTERVIEW to import the file as (lowercase) mstrmenu.txt.

Run the Easy View Maintenance program. Press the COMPILE softkey (or the spacebar and ▼) to compile this new version of mstrmenu.txt. It is automatically saved as mstrmenu.cmp.
2. **INTERVIEW spreadsheet.** You can also edit `mstrmenu.txt` on the INTERVIEW's Protocol Spreadsheet. From Easy View, press `[V]`, `S`, and the SPDSHT softkey to access the spreadsheet. To read `mstrmenu.txt` into the spreadsheet buffer, press `[8]`, `BLOCK`, `IN/OUT`, `READ/U`. Type in the name of the file, `HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt`.

Although the labels will be changed when you compile `mstrmenu.txt`, use the current numbering scheme to reference menu labels during editing. (A printout of the file may help you track labels.)

Once you've finished editing `mstrmenu.txt`, mark the entire text as a block. (The block is marked in reverse-video when you read the file into the spreadsheet. If you did not clear the highlighting, the block is still marked.) Then write it back to disk by pressing `BLOCK`, `IN/OUT`, `WRITE/U`. Type in the name of the file, `HRD/MENU/mstrmenu.txt`.

Return to Easy View via the `&H` key. Access the Easy View Maintenance program. When the logo screen appears, press the spacebar. The only function you need to perform is the compilation of `mstrmenu.txt`, so press `[B]` (or the `COMPILE` softkey) to compile this new version of `mstrmenu.txt`. It is automatically saved as `mstrmenu.cmp`.

### 20.6 Creating a Text (Help) File

The Easy View help and information files are normally INTERVIEW files of type ASCII. Since Easy View does not check the file type, however, any files which contain ASCII text may be used.

To make your own help files accessible from the Easy View system, reference them in the menu-item information of your script file. See Section 20.5(C).

#### (A) Format

Easy View text files must use the following format.

- Files are limited to 32,767 characters. If a longer file is encountered, only the first 32,767 characters in it are used.
- File should contain only printable ASCII characters and new line (line feed) characters.
- Format the text as 64—character lines terminated by a new line character. The 64 characters excludes the new line. Lines exceeding 64 characters are truncated when they are displayed on the screen.
- The page length on the INTERVIEW screen is 20 lines. If you restrict your pages to this length, you can use the `[RE]` and `[RS]` keys to easily scroll through the file.
- Text file pathnames have a maximum length of 126 characters including the disk drive specifier. Choose from the following drive specifiers: `HRD`, `FD1`, and `FD2`.
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When the menu system tries to open a text file, it uses the drive specifier in the file’s pathname to determine where it should search for the file. The following table shows which drives are searched and the order in which they are accessed. The same strategy is followed when running a program from a menu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathname Starts With</th>
<th>Order of Search</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>HRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD1</td>
<td>FD1, FD2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD2</td>
<td>FD2, FD1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20.7 **Easy View Directory Structure**

The directory structure for the Easy View system is similar to the menu structure. See Figure 20-20.

All of the AR-supplied application programs that you can load and run from an Easy View menu (and their associated help files) are located in one of the subdirectories of the /AR_APPS directory on the hard disk. The subdirectories are named by protocol and are similar to the Easy View Main menu selections. Find the appropriate protocol subdirectory and change directories. The next set of subdirectories groups the programs according to the function they perform: emulation, monitoring, statistics, or conformance.

The script file for the Easy View system and the compiled menu—information file reside in the /MENU directory on the hard disk.

How To files and tutorials reside in the /TUTORIAL directory of the hard disk.

The /sys and /usr directories may include programs, #include files, and setups. These two directories also contain the INTERVIEW system software.

You may want to follow these file—naming conventions:

- Program names use upper and lower case as needed to improve readability. The file maintenance system is case sensitive. When referencing files, but sure to enter the names exactly as they appear in the directories.
Program names are limited to ten characters, if you want to use one of the extensions listed below. Otherwise, they may be up to 12 characters in length.

Object (OBJ), linkable-program (LPGM), and other run-time source files do not have extensions. Run-time source files are those which contain everything needed for the program to run in a single file.

Otherwise, an extension identifies the contents of a file.

- `.d` document/help for applications (.d files formatted for a 20-line display reside in the same directory as their associated program files)
- `.t` tutorial on protocols or other non-INTERVIEW related subject
- `.i` instructions/help related to operation of the INTERVIEW
- `.s` spreadsheet source (not run-time source)
- `.c` C-language source
- `.h` C-language header (#include file)
- `.o` linkable-object file
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** Tabular Statistics **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Last</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Enter Sample Type:
- **F1**: COUNTER
- **F2**: TIMER
- **F3**: ACCUM
- **F4**: SECONDS
- **F5**: MSECS
- **F6**: USECS

**Figure 21-1** Menu fields, Tabular Statistics screen.
21 Tabular Statistics

The users of the INTERVIEW can assign tasks easily to an almost unlimited number of software counters and timers. When these incrementing counters and timers are sampled—that is, when they are read and cleared—their current totals are factored into a statistical breakout on the Tabular Statistics screen. This breakout is a real-time reading of current, last, minimum, maximum, and average values for the counter or timer.

At any one moment, the Tabular Statistics screen displays a maximum of 75 values for 15 counters, timers, and accumulators. (Accumulators are defined below in Section 21.4). The Graphic Statistics screen, treated in the next section, displays less information (16 values total) at any one time, but in a graphic format. Both statistics screens can be scrolled up or down to display additional rows of values.

An additional statistics screen can also be accessed via the STATS softkey. Press BERT to view the Run-mode BERT statistics display. This screen is discussed in conjunction with the BERT Setup procedures; refer to Section 11.9.

The role of triggers in creating, operating, sampling, and accumulating various counters and timers is common to both screens and will be discussed here under Tabular Statistics.

21.1 Counters and Timers

Counters and timers are operated as actions on trigger menus and in Protocol Spreadsheet tests. In the example below, two different counters are made to increment as spreadsheet actions.

In this Bisync example, polling address A represents a drop on a multipoint circuit. The string "\$A" on the DCE side is the beginning of a text block originating at remote drop A. When the spreadsheet program sees this string, it moves to a state called drop_a, where the end of every text block (DCE STRING "\$") increments one counter (allblk_a) and only blocks that end with a bad BCC increment another counter (badbcc_a).

```
LAYER: 1
STATE: stx
  CONDITIONS: DCE STRING "$A"
  NEXT_ST: drop_a
STATE: drop_a
  CONDITIONS: DCE BAD_BCC
  ACTIONS: COUNTER badbcc_a INC
```
The current value of a counter also can be used as a condition either on a trigger menu or in a Spreadsheet test. Here is an example of a counter performing this “countdown” function:

CONDITIONS: COUNTER allblk_a EQ 1000  
ACTIONS: COUNTER badbcc_a SAMPLE

(The SAMPLE action is explained in Section 21.3, below.)

Timers are not used as trigger conditions, since timeouts serve this function.

21.2 Preparing the Tabular Statistics Screen

Current values of counters and timers are read on the Tabular Statistics and Graphic Statistics screen. Both statistics screens are always accessible by softkey during Run mode. A counter or timer that is named in a trigger must be identified by name on the statistics screen. This naming is done in Program mode prior to the run.

Press and then for the Statistics Menu screen. Press (or ) to enter the Tabular Statistics screen. In Program mode, the screen shows 15 tabular rows beneath a single line of menu fields. There are two cursors, one on the menu line and one in the table. See Figure 21-2. The fields on the menu line (second line at the top of the screen) always refer to the row in the results table that has the lower cursor.

![Figure 21-2](http://example.com/figure21-2.png) In Program mode, this screen has two cursors.

When you enter the Tabular Statistics screen, the upper cursor is in the Name field on the menu line, while the lower cursor is in Row One of the table.

Press or (or and ) to move the upper cursor from field to field in the menu area of the screen. Press and to change the selections in rotating—window fields.

Press and to move the lower cursor from display line to display line. The menu selections at the top of the screen will change as you cursor down the screen, since they are always keyed to the display line that has the cursor.
Each time the cursor advances one row down the table, the information that the user has entered on the menu line is written to the previous row in the table. In the top half of the sequence in Figure 21-3, the user has entered a name on the menu line above a blank table. The cursor is now in the Type field, where COUNTER was the default selection. The bottom of the figure shows the resulting table after the user presses .

![Figure 21-3](image-url)

Figure 21-3 When lower cursor moves, user data is written to the vacated display line.

 reverses the direction of the lower cursor. The user may name or revise counters, timers, and accumulators by moving up the table as well as down.

The tabular area of the screen is a scrolling display of variable length that sets a very high limit (100) on the number of counters, timers, and accumulators that can be named by the user. To scroll down the directory, position the cursor on the last line of the listings and press . This keystroke will display new lines one at a time. Or press to display 15 new lines of counters, timers, and accumulators. and together move the cursor to the end of the listings.

Position the cursor at the top of the listings and press to expose lines that have scrolled off the screen at the top. Or press to retrieve an entire previous page of listings. will always move you to the top of the listings.

 and are operative keys on the scrolling statistics tables.

![Figure 21-4](image-url)

Figure 21-4 All counting and timing is performed in the Current column.
When \( \text{run} \) is pressed, a counter or timer that has been named in a trigger action will show its current value next to its name on the statistics screen. Figure 21-4 is a Run-mode display of two counters, one that is incrementing with each text block sent by a particular remote drop, and a second that is incrementing with each bad BCC from the same source.

If you have named a counter (or timer or accumulator) in a trigger action but forgotten to identify it on a statistics screen, the statistics will still be available in Program mode following the run (provided you have \textit{sampled} the counter or timer at some point during the run). To view the statistics, simply identify the counter (timer, accumulator) by name on the statistics screen and move the lower cursor. The statistics from the previous run will appear on the screen next to the name.

### 21.3 Sampling Current Values

In addition to current value, the Tabular Statistics screen has columns for last, minimum, maximum, and average values. See Figure 21-5. Unit is not a value column. It applies to timers only, and reflects the unit of time—second, millisecond, or microsecond—selected by the user for that timer on the menu line during Program mode.

\textbf{Last, Minimum, Maximum, and Average} are statistical columns, based on previous samplings of the Current column. Sampling is a trigger action that reads the current value of the counter or timer and then resets it to zero. The \textbf{Last} column receives the sampled value. The other columns—\textbf{Minimum, Maximum, and Average}—compare the sampled value with previous samples.

We have already seen a counter that incremented with every bad BCC. A Spreadsheet trigger that \textit{sampled} this incrementing counter every 1000 blocks would maintain a statistical record of errored blocks per thousand:
21 Tabular Statistics

Layer: 1

State: stx

Conditions: DCE string "A"

Next_ST: drop_a

Conditions: COUNTER aliblk_a EQ 1000

Actions: COUNTER badbcc_a SAMPLE

COUNTER aliblk_a SET 0

State: drop_a

Conditions: DCE BAD_BCC

Actions: COUNTER badbcc_a INC

Conditions: DCE string "F"

Actions: COUNTER aliblk_a INC

Next_ST: stx

In Run mode, zero appears in the Last column prior to the first sampling of a counter or timer, and nothing appears in the Minimum, Maximum, and Average columns. See the top of Figure 21-5. The bottom of the same figure illustrates the effect of the first sampling. The counter named badbcc_a is cleared automatically but its sampled value is retained in the Last column. Since this is a first sampling, the sampled value is carried over unchanged to the Minimum, Maximum, and Average columns also. Note that the counter named aliblk_a was not sampled, so it had to be reset manually (COUNTER aliblk_a set 0).

The next example uses a timer in an X.25 environment. A pair of triggers start and sample a timer called t2. Each sample is a measurement of the timeout observed by an X.25 PAD before it responds with an RR to a DCE Info frame. (This timeout is called T2 in X.25.) INFO and RR are spreadsheet conditions in the protocol package for X.25 Layer 2 (see Section 37.)

Conditions: DCE INFO GDBCC

Actions: TIMER t2 RESTART

Conditions: DTE RR

Actions: TIMER t2 SAMPLE

Figure 21-6 shows a set of results that might be generated by these two triggers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Last</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>111.83</td>
<td>MSECS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 21-6 This timer has been sampled several times.

21.4 Accumulators

Accumulators look like counters and timers on the statistics screens but they do not increment or reset counters, nor do they start or stop timers. Rather, they accumulate selected samplings of these counters and timers without interfering with the counting and timing functions. Thus, they enhance the performance of counters and timers by empowering them to work for several accumulators at the same time.
For example, we have already designed a pair of counters that counted bad BCCs per thousand blocks with respect to one drop on a multipoint circuit. We will enlarge the program with a pair of counters for each of two additional drops, drop B and drop C. Then we will add an accumulator to generate error—per—thousand statistics for the three drops taken together.

Accumulating is a trigger action found on spreadsheet softkeys but not on trigger menus. The ACCUMULATE actions in our spreadsheet program might look like this:

```
LAYER: 1

STATE: stx

CONDITIONS: DCE STRING "%A"
NEXT_ST: drop_a

CONDITIONS: COUNTER allblk_a EQ 1000
ACTIONS: COUNTER badbcc_a SAMPLE
COUNTER allblk_a SET 0

CONDITIONS: DCE STRING "%B"
NEXT_ST: drop_b

CONDITIONS: COUNTER allblk_b EQ 1000
ACTIONS: COUNTER badbcc_b SAMPLE
COUNTER allblk_b SET 0

CONDITIONS: DCE STRING "%C"
NEXT_ST: drop_c

CONDITIONS: COUNTER allblk_c EQ 1000
ACTIONS: COUNTER badbcc_c SAMPLE
COUNTER allblk_c SET 0

STATE: drop_a

CONDITIONS: DCE BAD_BCC
ACTIONS: COUNTER badbcc_a INC

ACCUMULATE alldrop COUNTER badbcc_a CURRENT

CONDITIONS: DCE STRING "$r"
ACTIONS: COUNTER allblk_a INC
NEXT_ST: stx

STATE: drop_b

CONDITIONS: DCE BAD_BCC
ACTIONS: COUNTER badbcc_b INC

ACCUMULATE alldrop COUNTER badbcc_b CURRENT

CONDITIONS: DCE STRING "$r"
ACTIONS: COUNTER allblk_b INC
NEXT_ST: stx

STATE: drop_c

CONDITIONS: DCE BAD_BCC
ACTIONS: COUNTER badbcc_c INC

ACCUMULATE alldrop COUNTER badbcc_c CURRENT

CONDITIONS: DCE STRING "$r"
ACTIONS: COUNTER allblk_c INC
NEXT_ST: stx

The statistics table now can show results for six counters and one accumulator (Figure 21-7). The accumulator gives last, minimum, maximum, and average error—per—thousand counts based on all the drops on the circuit.
Figure 21-7 The accumulator at the bottom of the table is consolidating errors—per—thousand values from three separate drops.

Not only current values but also last, minimum, and maximum values can be accumulated and broken out statistically. Values in the Maximum column, for example, often are significant limit values: time limits, size limits, and so forth. An accumulator might be assigned to sample only this maximum value for several counters or timers running concurrently. The resultant tabular row would be a comparison of these maximum values.

21.5 Keeping a Statistical Log

The sampling action can be used to log statistics at regular time—intervals. In the example that follows, the program counts data packets on an X.25 link and sends a line of date—and time—stamped statistical values every hour on the hour to a serial printer attached to the INTERVIEW. DTE DATA and DCE DATA are packet—level conditions in the protocol package for X.25 Layer 3 (see Section 38). PRINT COUNTER (and PRINT TIMER) is a layer—dependent action described in Section 31.4.

```
LAYER: 3
TEST: paks_per_hr
  STATE: six_am
    CONDITIONS: TIME 0600
    ACTIONS: TIMEOUT sixtysec RESTART 60
  NEXT_ST: hourly
  STATE: hourly
    CONDITIONS: TIMEOUT sixtysec
    ACTIONS: TIMEOUT sixtysec RESTART 60
    ACTIONS: COUNTER minutes INC
    CONDITIONS: COUNTER minutes EQ 60
    ACTIONS: COUNTER minutes SET 0
    ACTIONS: COUNTER datapaks SAMPLE
    PRINT COUNTER datapaks
    CONDITIONS: DTE DATA
    ACTIONS: COUNTER datapaks INC
    CONDITIONS: DCE DATA
    ACTIONS: COUNTER datapaks INC
```
After several hours, the resulting printout might look like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Last</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09/14</td>
<td>07:00</td>
<td>datapaks</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00.00</td>
<td>MSECS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/14</td>
<td>08:00</td>
<td>datapaks</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/14</td>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>datapaks</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>410.00</td>
<td>MSECS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/14</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>datapaks</td>
<td>3388</td>
<td>3388</td>
<td>3388</td>
<td>1402.67</td>
<td>MSECS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 21-8 A counter is sampled every hour and its values are logged to a serial printer.

Accumulators might be added to the original program to gather statistics for a certain hour each day over a period of days or weeks:

```plaintext
TEST: time_of_day
STATE: times
    CONDITIONS: TIME 1105
    ACTIONS: ACCUMULATE am10-11 COUNTER datapaks LAST
    CONDITIONS: TIME 1205
    ACTIONS: ACCUMULATE am11-12 COUNTER datapaks LAST
    CONDITIONS: TIME 1305
    ACTIONS: ACCUMULATE pm12-1 COUNTER datapaks LAST
    CONDITIONS: TIME 1405
    ACTIONS: ACCUMULATE pm1-2 COUNTER datapaks LAST
    CONDITIONS: TIME 1505
    ACTIONS: ACCUMULATE pm2-3 COUNTER datapaks LAST
```

The resulting tabular screen could tell you, for example, the average number of data packets traveling over the link between the hours of 11 A.M. and 12 noon for a given Monday through Friday:
**21.6 The Sampling Action as Divisor**

The sampling action can be used to divide the sum of all sampled current values on a counter by another value. To divide X by Y, count the events that add up to X and sample the counter Y times. The quotient or proportion will appear in the *Average* column of the counter.

Suppose, for example, that you want to divide the number of information frames on a link by all frames, as an indicator of how efficiently the link is being utilized. Count all Info frames on a counter called *info*. Sample the *info* counter whenever any frame is seen. Reference the *info* counter on the Tabular Statistics screen. If 1000 out of 1500 frames are Info frames, your results will look like those in Figure 21-10.
22 Graphic Statistics
** Graphical Statistics **

- **L:** (Enter Line Label)
- **T:** (Name)
- **V:** (Graph Value)
- **S:** (Scale)
- **I:** (Intensity)
- **C:** (Color)
- **U:** (Timer Units)

Select Type Of Line:
- TEXT
- SCALE

COUNTER
- Enter Counter/Timer/Accum Name:
- Select Value to Graph:
  - CURRENT
  - LAST
  - MAX
  - MIN
  - AVERAGE
- Enter Counter/Timer/Accum Max Value:
- Select Intensity Of Bar:
  - 100%
  - 50%
  - 33%
- Select Color Of Bar:
  - RED
  - GREEN
  - BLUE
  - WHITE
  - YELLOW
- Select Timer Units (Timer only):
  - SECS
  - MSEC
  - uSECS

Figure 22-1 Setup selections on the Graphical Statistics screen.
22 Graphic Statistics

The operator of the INTERVIEW will find it easy to design a bar-graph display on the Graphical Statistics screen, with color parameters that can be mapped to a color monitor. Counters, timers, and accumulators that are referenced on the Graphical Statistics screen display their values on this screen as horizontal bars that are drawn in real time and retained in Freeze and Program modes. Various shaded bars for up to 16 counters, timers, and accumulators may be displayed.

Any of the 16 horizontal lines in the graphics display may be reserved for explanatory text or scale numbers instead of a graphic bar. The bars themselves can represent statistics chosen from the entire pool of counter and timer values, grouped and renamed on the graphics display for clarity of overall presentation.

22.1 Enabling the Graphic Display

Both of the statistics screens, tabular and graphics, are enabled at all times during Run mode and can be entered via softkey. Both statistics displays are named on the second bank of softkeys in Run mode. See Figure 22-2. (On the first bank of Run mode softkeys, [F5] is labeled STATS and will call up whichever screen is the current or dormant entry—TABULAR or GRAPHIC—in the Statistics Type field on the Display Setup menu.)

NOTE: An additional statistics screen can also be accessed via the STATS softkey. Press BERT to view the Run-mode BERT statistics display. This screen is discussed in conjunction with the BERT Setup procedures; refer to Section 11.9.

No graphic bar is drawn until a counter or timer has been named on the Graphical Statistics screen in Program mode and then put in motion by the program during Run mode. Examples of triggers that control counters and timers are given in the preceding section, Tabular Statistics. After you have created your counters and timers in the trigger-menu or spreadsheet program, enter the Graphical Statistics screen by pressing [DATA], [F2] for Stats, and [F6] for Graphical Statistics.
22.2 Cursor Movement on Graphical Statistics Menu

There are always two cursors in the Graphical Statistics menu in Program mode. When you enter the screen, one cursor is in the L(abel) field in the menu area at the top of the screen and the lower cursor is on the top line of the 16-line display area. See Figure 22-3. The menu-field area always applies to the horizontal display line that has the lower cursor. In Figure 22-3, the display area is blank, and the L(abel) field and other menu fields are in default condition.

![Figure 22-3 Two cursors on default graphics setup screen: the fields in the menu area always pertain to the display line that has the lower cursor.](image)

Press ▼ or ▴ (or ▼ and ▴) to move the upper cursor from field to field in the menu area of the screen. Press ▼ and ▴ to change the selections in rotating-window fields.

Press ▼ and ▴ to move the lower cursor from display line to display line. The menu selections at the top of the screen will change as you cursor down the screen, since they are always keyed to the display line that has the cursor. New menu-area selections and data entries are written to the display line that has the lower cursor as soon as that cursor is moved up or down.

The graphics area of the screen is a scrolling display of variable length that sets a very high limit (48) on the number of bar, scale, and text lines that may be created by the user. To scroll down the directory, position the cursor on the last line of the listings and press ▼. This keystroke will display new bar lines one at a time. Or press ▼ to display 16 new lines of bar lines. Pressing ▼ and ▴ together, moves the cursor to the end of the listings.

Position the cursor at the top of the listings and press ▼ to expose lines that have scrolled off the screen at the top. Or press ▼ to retrieve an entire previous page of listings. ▼ — ▴ will always move you to the top of the listings.

22.3 Menu Fields

(A) Label

L is the label field. The horizontal bar lines on the Graphical Statistics screen have labels at the far left. Referring to Section 22.3(B), below, give each bar a name that is compatible with the text line at the top of the chart and with the scaling numbers above or below the chart.
The label does not have to correspond to the name of the counter or timer (or accumulator) on the trigger menus or in the Protocol Spreadsheet program. For example, the label PHILA might be used for a counter named badbcc_a, if the counter is tracking errored blocks sent from multidropped device A in Philadelphia.

![Protocol Spreadsheet Program](image)

Figure 22-4 The label PHILA will appear alongside a horizontal bar representing the average value of the counter named “badbcc_a.”

The **L** field is eight columns wide. Any ASCII entry may be made or a field may be left blank, as in the line of text **ERRORED BLOCKS PER 1000 (AVERAGE):** in Figure 22-4. A label in the **L** field is written to the display line that has the lower cursor as soon as that cursor is moved up or down.

**(B) Type**

**T** designates the type of horizontal line that will be created at the lower cursor. Line types are **TEXT**, **SCALE**, **COUNTER**, **TIMER**, and **ACCUM**. Counters, timers, and accumulators will be represented in Run mode by horizontal bars of various shadings that lengthen and shorten as the values for the counters, timers, and accumulators increase and decrease.

**TEXT** devotes a display line to explanatory text. The text line shown in Figure 22-4 was created by the **TEXT** entry in Figure 22-5. The text entry may be 54 characters long. This is the full width of the graphic display area.

![Explanatory Text](image)

Figure 22-5 Explanatory text will be written to the display line that has the lower cursor as soon as that cursor is moved up or down.

**SCALE** creates a line with five scaling numbers. Enter a number in the **S** field that represents the highest number of units you will want to display on the graph. The entry may be placed anywhere in the **S** field. An example of an **S** entry and the scale line that results is given in Figure 22-6.

The logic will distribute the other four scaling numbers on the scaling line. It will scale the value you enter directly; or else it will raise your value to the next value that fits the scaling algorithm.
To be scaled directly, your S number should be expressible by a **single digit of precision** in scientific notation. The number 40, for example, will be applied directly to the scaling line, since in its scientific expression—4 x 10¹—is a single digit. 45 (4.5 x 10¹) will be raised to 50. Here is the beginning of the series of valid S numbers: 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 2000, etc., up to and including 90,000. (If you enter a value between 90,001 and 99,999, the scaling logic will raise the value to 100,000.)

**Graphical Statistics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CURRENT</th>
<th>LAST</th>
<th>MINIMUM</th>
<th>MAXIMUM</th>
<th>AVERAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 22-6** The scale line at the bottom of the figure was created by the menu selections at the top.

**C** Name

The N field appears when you have selected **COUNTER**, **TIMER**, or **ACCUM** in the T(ype) field. Enter the name of a counter, timer, or accumulator that you have created in your program. In Figure 22-6, the labels all pertain to values called out under the name t2.

**D** Value

Counters, timers, and accumulators have a set of statistical values associated with them. Any of these values can be represented by a bar on the graphics display. Select one of these values in the V field. Selections under V are **AVG**, **CNT**, **LAST**, **MIN**, and **MAX**. In Figure 22-6, each label references a different value of timer t2.

Note that accumulators do not have a current value: see Section 21.4.

**E** Scale

Each bar line is 54 columns wide. The scale field allows you to pick a number that will display a bar that is fifty columns wide. When the statistical value you have selected for graphic display attains this number, its bar will almost fill the width of the line.
The $S$ (scale) entry for a counter or timer value has no direct relation to any scale line (see Type, above) that may be drawn above or below it. The scale line merely writes numbers on the screen. The $S$ selection for a counter, timer, or accumulator will scale the actual bar to your estimate of what the maximum value will be. If your estimate is good, the bar will have some magnitude without overflowing the width of the screen.

If your bar is drawn to too small a scale and it overflows, go back to the Graphical Statistics screen in Program mode and increase the $S$ value for the counter or timer. The statistical values are kept during Program mode (until you hit $E$ again), and the bar will be redrawn to the new scale as soon as you move the cursor up or down.

(F) **Intensity**

Three degrees of intensity are selectable for any horizontal bar. In the $I$ field, select $100\%$ for full intensity (white against a dark background), $50\%$ for half intensity (medium gray), and $25\%$ for low intensity (light gray). All three bar intensities are shown in the Run-mode graphic displays in Figure 22-7. (Remember that whites and blacks are inverted in the screen illustrations in this manual.)

(G) **Color**

Selections in the $C$ (color) field are `WHITE`, `RED`, `GREEN`, `BLUE`, and `YELLOW`. The selection in this field has no effect on the screen of the INTERVIEW, but it does affect the signal transmitted on the RGB interface at the rear of the unit. If a color monitor is attached at this interface, horizontal bars on the color—graphics display will be white, red, green, blue or yellow, according to the color selected for each bar (subject to the intensity selected for that bar).

(H) **Unit**

The $U$ (unit) field appears whenever `TIMER` is the Type selected. Selections in this field are `SECS`, `MSECS`, and `USECS`. The scale numbers on timing graphs relate directly to these units.

Do not select a timer unit that is smaller than the tick interval (`Tick Rate`) selected on the Front-End Buffer Setup menu. This rule of thumb is explained in Section 9.1(C), Time Ticks in Relation to Timer Units.
Figure 22-7 Three graphic displays.
The INTERVIEW 8000 Series is designed to provide programming solutions for problems of varying complexity and for users with different levels of programming skill (see Figure 23-1). The simplest programming tool is the Trigger Setup screen. The setup screen guides the user through a fundamental set of programming selections.

The Protocol Spreadsheet is a more sophisticated and flexible programming method. While based on the same principles as the Trigger Setup screens, the Protocol Spreadsheet provides free-form programming options and a more advanced set of conditions and actions. The spreadsheet allows branching from program routine to program routine as well as simultaneous testing for different sets of conditions. In addition, the structure of the Protocol Spreadsheet is modeled after OSI layered architecture described in Section 24.

A third programming method is present in the INTERVIEW 8000 Series: C programming language, accessible from the spreadsheet, allows the advanced user to write code for test situations outside the scope of standard spreadsheet test selections.

Figure 23-1 There are three separate, integrated user—interfaces for programmers of the INTERVIEW 8000 Series.
23.1 Trigger Setup Screens

Triggers are the basic programming tools behind all of the INTERVIEW's test activity. The operator creates each trigger in one of two ways: by using a preexistent Trigger Setup screen or by keying in trigger conditions and actions on the INTERVIEW's Protocol Spreadsheet.

A trigger is a distinct set of conditions (input) and actions (output). That is, a trigger waits for a specified event or group of events. (These events might include, for example, receipt of a certain data string or change in an internal counter.) When all conditions are met, the trigger responds with a specified action or group of actions. (Trigger actions might include transmission of a data string, sounding of an alarm, or setting of an internal flag.)

There are 16 Trigger Setup screens available in the INTERVIEW 8000 Series. A sample Trigger Setup screen is shown in Figure 23-2. These preconfigured screens provide a simplified approach to programming. Possible conditions are grouped at the top of the menu, and actions potentially taken in response to those conditions are grouped at the bottom of the menu. Trigger conditions contained on the Trigger Setup screens are described in Section 25; Trigger Setup actions are described in Section 26.

![Figure 23-2](image-url)
23.2 The Protocol Spreadsheet

The Protocol Spreadsheet, while not a prefabricated menu, contains and extends the set of programming options available on the Trigger Setup screens. As explained in Section 24, the Protocol Spreadsheet program is divided into layers, which are in turn subdivided into smaller components. At each layer, a different protocol is applicable. Depending on the protocol packages which you load, the set of trigger conditions and actions is enlarged to include automatic selections tailored to the protocol and layer you are programming. (Protocol packages are loaded from the Layer Setup screen as described in Section 8.)

Figure 23-3 shows the beginning of a spreadsheet test.

Trigger conditions and actions which are always available on the Protocol Spreadsheet are described in Section 31. Conditions and actions available at Layer 1 are discussed in Section 32. Primitives used at different layers are discussed in detail in Section 34.

Figure 23-3 The Protocol Spreadsheet conditions and actions shown here are part of the X.25 personality package loaded in at Layer 2.

(A) Automatic Protocol Selections: Personality Packages

Standard data units for a protocol which has been loaded from the Layer Setup screen are available by name so that it is not necessary to enter long hexadecimal strings as conditions or transmit actions. You are also spared the calculation of sequence numbers, poll bits, parity, block checking, and certain other variables that must be included in a received or transmitted string.

Timeouts, window sizes, calling sequences, transmission paths, and other protocol-specific parameters can be modified on a submenu which accompanies the personality package.
Protocol-specific conditions and actions are discussed at the end of this manual in a section devoted to the protocol and layer.

(B) Creating and Editing Spreadsheet Programs

Protocol Spreadsheet triggers are created by the operator through the use of indexed softkeys. The entries you make become visible on the screen only after you have made a selection. You also have the option of typing your program from the regular keyboard, as long as keyed entries match the text keywords which are displayed on the screen once you press the function keys. Syntax errors are indicated by a strike-through as you type or make function-key entries.

Press $F2$ to invoke an alternate bank of spreadsheet keys which provide advanced editing functions. All editing functions are described in Section 30.

23.3 C Programming Language

The INTERVIEW version of C is based on the current ANSI recommendations for C programming language, with extensions to provide multitasking. C is intended as an aid to users who have advanced programming knowledge.

C statements can be incorporated in the spreadsheet as conditions or actions. Figure 23-4 shows C included as a trigger action which displays a prompt at the top of the screen and incorporates a counter value as part of the message. This gives you the ability to extend existing spreadsheet selections or to construct an entire test from scratch using C. C allows you the freedom, for example, to create a customized protocol or program trace display or to manipulate variable data strings anticipated within a user-specific protocol.

```
** Protocol Spreadsheet**

STATE: bad_fcs
CONDITIONS: DTE BAD_BCC
ACTIONS: COUNTER badfcs INC
{
    pos_cursor (0,0);
    printf ("DTE bad frames: %ld",
            counter_badfcs.current);
}
```

Figure 23-4 The `printf` function in a C window allows you to write a variable such as a counter to the top of the data screen during Run mode.

23.4 Integrating Programming Methods

The three tiers of programming, Trigger Setup screens, Protocol Spreadsheet, and C programming language, can be integrated to match the needs of each user. The 16 preconfigured Trigger Setup screens can, for example, be employed as a simple
Three-Tiered Programming

line—monitoring test operating at Layer 1. The Protocol Spreadsheet program can later add more complex tests to this, so that several tests are operating simultaneously at a number of layers (see Section 24 for a discussion of layered architecture). Within the Protocol Spreadsheet program, unique test situations or test problems of particular complexity can be resolved by including C programming statements.

(A) Variables Shared Between Trigger Menus and the Spreadsheet

Certain internal program controls are shared between spreadsheet and Trigger Setup screens, in order to allow communication and interdependency between the two types of testing. Internal counters and program timeouts which have the same name can be monitored and controlled both from trigger screens and from the spreadsheet.

There is limited sharing of internal flag bits between Trigger Setup screens and the Protocol Spreadsheet. Trigger Setup flag bits are shared between all trigger screens. They can also be monitored or changed on the spreadsheet, where they are referenced as a flag named `trig_flag`.

(B) Saving and Loading Program Segments

The INTERVIEW’s filing system provides a means for storing entire programs or portions of programs for later use by operators of any skill level. On the File Maintenance Screen, you may specify which group of menus you wish to save. For example, if you specify a “Setup,” only the five setup menus (Line Setup, Interface Control, BCC Control, Front-End Buffer Setup, and BERT Setup) are saved. This allows you the freedom to create new trigger or spreadsheet tests without continually reconfiguring all menus.

If you save a “Program” on the File Maintenance screen, you are saving the configuration of all menus, including Trigger Setup screens, Layer Setup, and the Protocol Spreadsheet. The one menu that is not saved is the Printer Setup. A program may be a simple test ready to be enlarged, or it may be a highly complex group of tests that can be loaded and run by an operator with little or no programming knowledge.

As a complement to file maintenance options, the Protocol Spreadsheet editor allows you to save only the spreadsheet portion of a program. Advanced programmers can create a set of tests on the spreadsheet or text files containing C code, then use the editor to write their work to a file. Later, operators may load a setup or a partial program from the File Maintenance screen, call up the spreadsheet screen, and use the editor to read in the advanced programmer’s file in order to complete their own program.

NOTE: The File Maintenance Compile command also can be used to save the contents of the Protocol Spreadsheet. The linkable—object file which results contains the compiled object—code version of the program. See Sections 15.3(P) and 28.4.
24 The Layered Program Model
Figure 24-1 Triggers on the Protocol Spreadsheet are grouped into States which can be called in varying order.
The Layered Program Model

The trigger, described at the beginning of the previous section, is the fundamental component of all INTERVIEW programs. On the Protocol Spreadsheet, the trigger is grouped to form larger programming blocks, referred to as states. States are grouped to form tests. And tests are divided into layers. The largest component of the INTERVIEW program, the layer, is patterned after the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model.

24.1 States

It is a useful programming procedure to group triggers so that some are inactive while others are active. This is possible to a limited extent on Trigger Setup screens, using counters, timeouts, or internal flags to sequence the triggers.

On the Protocol Spreadsheet, triggers can be more easily grouped by separating them into States (Figure 24-1). A state is an independent group of simultaneously active triggers called into play as required by the test. Within a test, only one state is active at one time. That is, all the triggers in this state are awaiting input. All other triggers in the test are dormant.

(When Trigger Setup screens are compiled into the Protocol Spreadsheet, they may be thought of as a single—state test constantly running at the Layer 1 interface.)

When one of its triggers receives the right input, the active state passes control to another state and itself becomes inactive. Transitions between states are controlled by (spreadsheet) triggers. These trigger-controlled transitions between active and inactive states make branching possible. That is, a more complex set of conditions can be set up inside a state and certain actions can ensue. Then, at a decision point (for example, “Did the receiving party respond to my transmission?”), the test can choose the correct path from several potential paths. (A: “Yes, they answered, so transmit next message”; or B: “No, they didn’t answer, so resend previous message.”)

24.2 Tests

Even further flexibility is possible in INTERVIEW programs, because states can be grouped into tests. So, not only does the INTERVIEW move back and forth laterally between the groups of triggers contained in various states, but it can also use different sets of states to perform several different tests at the same time (Figure 24-2). As an example, two simultaneous tests might be used to check the different set of exchanges expected on either side of a full-duplex line.
Distinct sets of states can be created so that the INTERVIEW can perform several different tests at the same time.

24.3 Layers and the OSI Model

Finally, groups of simultaneous tests can be "layered." In this way, separate tests or groups of tests can be run at a maximum of seven levels simultaneously (Figure 24-3).
This layered structure is specifically designed to handle protocols which conform to the CCITT Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. The OSI model is fully described in CCITT Recommendation X.200.

This is a seven-layer model (see Figure 24-4) in which each layer performs a different data communication function. Conceptually, each layer is independent. One layer can be modified without other layers being affected, as long as the modified layer respects prescribed communication with the layer immediately above and the layer immediately below it.

Figure 24-3 Separate tests or groups of tests can be run at a maximum of seven layers simultaneously. This capability parallels the OSI seven-layer model.
Suppose that the physical link between two nodes in a network were changed from copper wire to optic fiber. In an OSI configuration, only the physical layer (and possibly certain aspects of the data link layer) would be modified. The remainder of the communication process would stay the same.

The separation of programs into discrete layers generally reduces the complexity of test conditions and actions. This simplifies programming for the user. The structure allows you to verify your system—and to debug your own tests—layer by layer. For example, it is not necessary at Layer 3 of a protocol to anticipate variations in line-level or frame-level events. Searches for strings and protocol elements focus only on the portion of a frame which pertains to Layer 3. The validity of the frame which contains the string has already been checked.
24.4 Personality Packages

The layered structure of the OSI model allows you to use different protocols at different layers—again, provided that the rules of OSI interlayer communication are observed.

The INTERVIEW provides layer-specific protocol packages, called personality packages, which you can load from the Layer Setup screen. While certain layer protocols are more commonly used together (SDLC at Layer 2 and SNA at upper layers, for instance), it is possible to mix and match them. You could, with the correct Personality Package, load and run X.25 protocol at Layer 2 and SNA protocol at higher layers.

Personality packages are not in themselves protocol emulations; rather, they are high-level interfaces to routines in the given protocol. A package at Layer 2 X.25, for example, allows users to design their own applications by simple software entry of a routine such as:

CONDITIONS: RCV DISC
ACTIONS: SEND SABM

or

CONDITIONS: T1_EXPIRED
ACTIONS: RESEND

Personality packages are selected and loaded from the Layer Setup screen (shown in Figure 24-5; see Section 8 for a description of this screen). The contents of each personality package are described in a section dedicated to the package (refer to the Table of Contents, Sections 36, and following).

** Layer Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVE:</th>
<th>Layer 1 Package:</th>
<th>Selections</th>
<th>Packages Loaded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE HRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 2 Package:</td>
<td></td>
<td>X.25 HRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 3 Package:</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 4 Package:</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 5 Package:</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 6 Package:</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 7 Package:</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress XEQ Key To Load The Selected Packages

Select Layer

Figure 24-5 Personality packages, which provide the protocol elements in INTERVIEW programming, are loaded from the Layer Setup screen.
24.5 Primitives

The OSI Layers use limited-range messages called *primitives* to communicate with each other. Primitives are defined by the OSI model and are not linked to any one protocol. No matter what personality package is loaded, these generic primitives are available at each layer. This gives you the freedom to create or modify a protocol. Primitives available on the Protocol Spreadsheet are discussed in Section 34.

24.6 Constants

To represent a frequently used test value, you may define a constant once in your program and reference the constant elsewhere in the program as needed. Replacing the test value with a new value then becomes easy, since you need only change the constant definition one time.

Constants, which may be used to represent any textual string, can be defined at several levels in the spreadsheet program. The function key labeled CONSTS: is only present when it is legal to define constants.

Depending on where they are defined, constants vary in scope. You have the option of creating constants which can be used globally, throughout a layer, or throughout a test. Refer to Section 29 for a full description of constants.
25 Trigger Conditions
Figure 25-1 Conditions on Trigger Setup menu.
25 Trigger Conditions

Triggers can be thought of as "IF, THEN" statements, represented on the screen as "Conditions" (IF...) and "Actions" (THEN...). This section pertains to Trigger Conditions available on the preconfigured Trigger Setup screens, of which there are 16 in the INTERVIEW 8000 Series. All possible conditions available on the Trigger Setup screen are shown in Figure 25-1.

Triggers are numbered 0 through F. To access a particular trigger screen, press the TRIGS function key on the Main Program Menu. This calls up the Trigger Summary screen. Enter the Trigger Number desired (it will appear highlighted at the top of the screen) to see that trigger screen.

Each trigger screen is divided in half, with Conditions at the top of the screen and Actions at the bottom of the screen. A default Trigger Setup screen is shown in Figure 25-2.

![Figure 25-2 Default trigger menu.](image-url)
25.1 Active Triggers

Only active triggers are tested. Trigger Setup screens are continuously active. (This is not true of triggers on the Protocol Spreadsheet, where triggers are configured in alternately active states as a matter of program design.)

25.2 Combining Conditions on the Same Trigger Setup Screen

A trigger is true and can take action only at the instant that all trigger conditions are met.

(A) Static vs. Instantaneous Conditions

Internal flag, Counter, EIA lead, and Buffer Full conditions differ from other conditions on the Trigger Setup screen. When it is used in a trigger by itself, each of these conditions, like other independent conditions, initiates its trigger actions only at the instant that it transitions to true. In addition, these four conditions can retain a status of true for a long period of time.

The static value of these four conditions is tested for true or false when they are combined in the same trigger with another condition.

All other trigger conditions are true only at the instant that they happen. We will refer to them as “instantaneous” or “transitional” conditions.

NOTE: It is important to remember that even a “static” condition is “transitional” when it is used alone in a trigger. An EIA condition, for example, used by itself in a trigger cannot come true without a transition.

An exception to this rule is when the test enters Run mode. At that moment, static conditions—flags, counters, EIA leads, and buffer full—used alone on a Trigger Setup menu (not on the Protocol Spreadsheet) are tested once for a status of true. Then they revert to being true only upon transitions.

(B) Rules for Combining Conditions

These “static” conditions can be combined with other trigger conditions on the same Trigger Setup screen to form compound “IF” statements. Here are some rules to remember in combining trigger conditions:

1. When “static” conditions appear on the same trigger menu with an “instantaneous” condition, the trigger is keyed to the instantaneous condition. All static conditions must be true when the instantaneous condition transitions to true. On that transition, trigger actions are taken.

Suppose, for example, that a trigger is looking for a Bad BCC and a counter value = 20. The counter value must first increment to 20, then the Bad BCC
must be detected. As soon as the Bad BCC is detected, the trigger becomes true and takes action.

2. When static conditions are combined, both (or all) are transitional. When one of them transitions true, the other(s) becomes a static condition and is checked for a status of true. The user does not have to try to anticipate which of two (or more) conditions will transition first.

NOTE: On the Protocol Spreadsheet, static conditions are prioritized in the order that the user lists them: only the first is transitional. The Protocol Spreadsheet therefore requires you to define which static condition will be the controlling, transitional condition. See Section 31.2.

25.3 Receiver

This condition monitors the data lead specified (DCE or DTE) for designated data. When Receiver: DCE or DTE is selected, several options become available: String, 1of, Good BCC, Bad BCC, Parity Error, Frame Error, and Abort.

(A) DTE or DCE

In using the Receive condition, you must specify which side of the line you wish to monitor. Select DTE to denote the TD lead. Select DCE to denote the RD lead.

(B) String

This selection allows you to enter a string of up to 16 characters in the field provided. The entire, exact sequence of characters entered must be received for the condition to be true.

(C) "One of"

When is selected, the trigger looks for any one of the characters entered in the next field. Up to 16 individual characters can be entered.

(D) Good or Bad BCC

GD BCC (Good Block Check Calculation) and BD BCC (Bad Block Check Calculation) cannot be used as conditions unless Rev Blk Chk is on in the unit (selectable on the Line Setup screen; see Section 5). Select GD BCC or BD BCC when you want the trigger to take action on receipt of the Block Check Calculation (referred to as FCS, or Frame Check Sequence in Bit-Oriented Protocols).
(E) Parity Error

ParErr looks for a parity error in relation to the Parity selection made on the Line Setup screen.

(F) Framing Error

FRMErr applies to start—stop formats (ASYNC and ISOC) and locates framing errors, based on the stop bits anticipated. Both Format and Stop Bits are selected on the Line Setup screen.

(G) Abort

This selection applies to all Bit—Oriented Protocols. When Abort is selected, the INTERVIEW triggers off of the seven consecutive 1—bits which constitute an Abort. BOP should be used as Format on the Line Setup Menu when Abort is selected.

NOTE: The trigger condition will not respond to idle—time aborts, unless Display Abort: YES has been selected on the Line Setup screen.

(H) Character Entry Field

This field appears only if STRING or 1 OF is selected. It is the data—entry line for a sequential character string, if STRING has been selected; or a nonsequential character list, if 1 OF has been selected. Up to 16 characters may be entered, in either case.

1. String entry. The 16 characters allowed in the string may include any of the following in any order or number:

   All upper and lower—case ASCII characters available on the keyboard.

   All control character mnemonics on the keyboard.

   Two—digit hexadecimal entries. These are entered by first turning the key on, then using alphanumeric keys through and through . Two alphanumeric key strokes are required for each hex character. A hex character is represented on the screen as a pair of small characters, the first ascending and the second descending. Compare hex characters to regular alphanumeric characters in Figure 25-3.
Figure 25-3 Both alphanumeric and hexadecimal characters can be entered as part of a condition search string.

Characters entered in hexadecimal are not translated, and parity is not calculated for them; therefore, you must include the parity bit, whether good or bad, in your entry.

2. **Flags.** You must press \[ \text{flag} \] to enter the 'e' Flag byte used in Bit—Oriented Protocols. The INTERVIEW's logic will not read a hexadecimal entry made with \[ \text{flag} \] as a flag.

3. **Sync.** Press \[ \text{sync} \] to enter the sync symbol. The character \[ \text{sync} \] is displayed on the Trigger screen.

4. **Not equal (\[ \neq \]) entry.** When a character key is preceded by \[ \text{not equal} \], all characters not equal to that character will satisfy that position in the string. These characters are represented in the data entry field with a horizontal bar through them.

5. **Don't care.** \[ \text{don't care} \] permits any character received in that position to satisfy the condition.

6. **Bit masks.** Four bit masks can be positioned anywhere in the data—entry string. To enter a bit mask, use \[ \text{bit mask} \] at the desired location in the string. Each time you press \[ \text{bit mask} \], a new mask field appears below the string—entry field. To move the cursor to the next position in the string—entry field, press \[ \text{bit mask} \]. The mask fields are numbered M1 through M4, to denote the order in which they appear in the string (see Figure 25-4).

Figure 25-4 Four bit masks can be used as part of the search string.

If you have used Bit Masks 1 and 2, for example, at positions 5 and 8 of the string (as in Figure 25-5), you may decide to change the character at position 1 to a bit mask. Return the cursor to position 1 of the string and press \[ \text{bit mask} \]. The character
at position 1 will be overwritten with $\Box$, the two prior bit masks will be
renumbered to 2 and 3, and their menu location shifted to make room for the
new Bit Mask 1. The cursor will be on the left—most bit of the new mask.
(Compare Figure 25-5 and Figure 25-6.)

** Trigger Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receiver: DTE</th>
<th>For STRING 1234567M</th>
<th>Wait For EOF: YES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1:XXXXXXX0</td>
<td>M2:XXXXXXX1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 25-5 Bit masks M1 and M2 are entered at positions 5 and 8 of this string.

** Trigger Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receiver: DTE</th>
<th>For STRING M2345M7M</th>
<th>Wait For EOF: YES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1:1XXXXXX0</td>
<td>M2:XXXXXX0</td>
<td>M3:XXXXXX1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 25-6 A third bit mask has been entered at position 1, and the old M1 and M2 have
shifted automatically to M2 and M3.

**NOTE:** When a Bit—Oriented Protocol is being tested, the
INTERVIEW ignores inserted zero bits. You can specify the search
string on the Trigger Setup screen without considering zero bit
insertion.

7. **Double parens.** A global constant declared on the Protocol Spreadsheet can be
entered as part of a Receiver String. Enter the name of the constant exactly as it
appears on the spreadsheet and enclose it in double parentheses, as follows:
<drop>). The double parentheses are special characters created by pressing
$\Box$ for $\Box$ and $\Box$ for $\Box$. When constants are used, the receive string
cannot be longer than 32 characters after all constants are expanded.

(I) **"1 OF" Character Entry**

Up to 16 characters may be entered. The same types of characters valid in String
entry are valid 1 OF characters. The trigger will take action upon receipt of the first
character that matches any one of the characters anywhere in the list. If $\Box$ is used,
only this character should appear in the 1 OF entry field (since any character is a match
for Don’t Care). If one or more characters in the field are entered as $\Box$, only those
characters not in the field will satisfy the condition. Thus, $\Box \Box \Box \Box$ in the 1 OF field
means the same thing as $\Box$: all characters other than p, q, and z will satisfy the
condition.
(J) Wait For End of Frame

This is a subfield which appears when STRING or 1 OF is selected. The default selection is NO. When Wait For EOF: YES is selected, the trigger first tests for the data specified on the trigger. Then it evaluates the block check at the end of the frame. The trigger will not take action when a Bad Block Check or an Abort is detected on a received frame.

25.4 EIA

Select YES in the EIA field if you want a trigger to monitor status of up to seven RS-232/V.24 leads (see Figure 25-7).

NOTE: For line data, EIA lead—status is not detected if control leads are not buffered in the Front-End Buffer. See Section 9. For recorded data, EIA lead—status is not detected if control leads were not buffered in the FEB at the time of recording.

Figure 25-7 Each trigger can monitor the status of seven EIA leads.

Enter a 1 in the box under a lead to indicate ON; a 0 for OFF. No entry (X) is read as Don't Care. Entry fields are provided for six leads: RTS (Pin 4), CTS (Pin 5), DSR (Pin 6), DTR (Pin 20), CD (Pin 8), and RI (Pin 22). You may monitor a seventh RS-232/V.24 lead by strapping the desired lead to UA on the Test Interface Module (see Section 12 for instructions).

In using the EIA condition, you should keep the following points in mind.

- If only EIA conditions are selected, the trigger will wait for all EIA conditions to be satisfied. It will become true on the last transition necessary to satisfy these conditions.
- The EIA condition is a static condition. The rules for combining static conditions with other conditions are explained in Section 25.2.

25.5 Timeout

Two timeout timers can be monitored from the Trigger Setup screen.

The decrementing timeout timer is set for a specific time as part of a trigger action. The trigger which sets a monitored timeout may be any of the Trigger Setup screens or any trigger on the Protocol Spreadsheet.

The default Timeout selection is NO. Select 1 to monitor Timeout timer 1; 2 to monitor Timeout timer 2. The condition is satisfied at the instant of the timeout.
25.6 Transmission Complete

When Xmit Complete: **YES** is selected, the INTERVIEW tests for the end of its own transmissions.

**NOTE:** The INTERVIEW transmits only when operating in Emulate DTE or DCE mode (selectable on the Line Setup screen; see Section 5).

The Xmit Complete condition is frequently used with an internal flag or counter condition to control when or how many times it will be tested.

25.7 Internal Flag Bits

There are eight internal flag bits reserved for the INTERVIEW's Trigger Setup screens. The purpose of the flag bits is to provide a simple way to interconnect several triggers in order to make one trigger dependent on another or to set up triggers in sequence. Each bit is a simple switch that one trigger may set as an action and all triggers can test later.

Internal flags may all be monitored and set by any individual trigger. (The same flag bit can be set and sensed by a single trigger.) Since each flag bit can be set and monitored separately, it can also be shared among the Trigger Setup screens.

The internal flag condition is a static condition and can be used in combination with other trigger conditions as explained in Section 25.2.

To test internal flags, select Flags: **YES**. In the flag mask which then appears, enter a 1 to test for a flag bit turned ON, a 0 to test for a flag bit turned OFF. Enter X in the appropriate position of the mask (or press **CLR**) if you do not wish to test a particular bit. See the example in Figure 25-8.

![Figure 25-8 The internal flag condition is frequently used in combination with other trigger conditions.](imageURL)

**NOTES:**
All flags are set to 0 as the INTERVIEW enters Run mode.

The eight flag bits on the Trigger Setup screens are the low-order bits of a flag mask that can be accessed on the Protocol Spreadsheet by the name trig_flag. See Section 31.3(G).

25.8 Buffer Full

This condition checks the screen's 64 Kbyte character buffer and becomes true as soon as the buffer is full. The condition then remains true throughout the program. Buffer Full is a static condition which may be used in conjunction with other conditions. The rules for combining trigger conditions are outlined in Section 25.2.

25.9 Counter

Each Trigger Setup screen can monitor a counter with a range of 0 to 999,999. The counter which is monitored may be named and controlled either on a Trigger Setup screen or on the Protocol Spreadsheet.

The default selection is NO. When Counter: YES is selected, new menu fields appear (see Figure 25-9).

![Figure 25-9 Any counter named on a trigger can be monitored as a Trigger Setup screen condition.](image)

(A) Counter Name

Enter the counter name in the field provided. Names must start with a letter. Any of the 52 alpha characters (upper and lower) and the 10 numerals in addition to the underscore (_) character are legal in all other positions. A counter name may be up to eight characters in length.

(B) Relational Operator

Make the appropriate selection to specify when the Counter condition will be true. The counter may be tested for a value equal to (EQ), not equal to (NE), greater than or equal to (GE), less than or equal to (LE), strictly greater than (GT), or strictly less than (LT) the entered value on the trigger screen.
(C) Counter Value

Enter the counter value as a whole decimal number in the field provided.

25.10 Keyboard

Select Keyboard: [YES] to display a one character entry field. Then press the key which you wish to use as the condition. In Run mode when that key is pressed, the condition will be true and (if this is the only condition) will initiate a trigger action, such as a transmission. Any key or key—combination that produces a character listed in the ASCII chart in Appendix D1 is valid input in this field.
26 Trigger Actions
Figure 26-1 Actions on Trigger Setup menu.
26 Trigger Actions

Figure 26-1 shows all actions available on the Trigger Setup screen. Figure 26-2 shows a default trigger menu. The top half of the menu contains available trigger conditions, discussed in Section 25. A more complete set of trigger conditions and actions is available on the Protocol Spreadsheet (see Sections 31 and 32, as well as individual sections on the Protocol Packages).

All conditions selected on the top half of the Trigger Setup menu must be satisfied for the trigger to be true. Only then will the actions on the lower half of the menu be taken.

** Trigger Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receiver: NO</th>
<th>Trigger Number: 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EIA: NO</td>
<td>Xmit Complete: NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeout: NO</td>
<td>Buffer Full: NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flags: NO</td>
<td>Keyboard: NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter: NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Prompt: NO   |
| Xmit: NO     |
| Flags: NO    |
| Enhance: NO  |
| Timeouts: NO |
| Counters: NO |
| Timers: NO   |
| Alarm: NO    |
| Capture: NO  |

Select Conditions Or Actions

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

**Figure 26-2 Default trigger menu.**

26.1 Displaying a Prompt

Select Prompt: YES to display a data entry field (see Figure 26-3). You may enter a message of up to 47 characters here. Any ASCII characters are legal entries. When the trigger is true, the Prompt will be displayed on line 2 of the screen. (The prompt is NOT transmitted.) It will stay on the screen until it is replaced by another prompt, or until you clear it by changing the display mode or by pressing the 

SEP '95 26-3
NOTE: A new prompt does not reinitialize the prompt line on the screen. Instead, it overwrites the old prompt to the extent of the new one. If the prompt "LINK-UP" is overwritten by the prompt "CALL," the result will be "CALL-UP."

Figure 26-3 Messages entered in the Prompt field will appear on the second line of the screen in Run mode.

Prompts can be used to call your attention to certain occurrences, or to help you follow the course of a test. Prompts are also useful in program development because you can use a prompt to tell you when a trigger is true. Any alphanumeric or control character from the keyboard, including spaces, may be part of a prompt.

26.2 Transmitting

INTERVIEW transmissions—with the exception of BERT transmissions, described in Section 11—are continuously under trigger control, either from the Trigger Setup screen or from the Protocol Spreadsheet. (You may, however, control trigger operation manually by selecting Keyboard trigger conditions; see Section 25.)

Select YES to display a data entry field and a rotating window for BCC (see Figure 26-4). When the trigger is true, the INTERVIEW will transmit any message you enter here (up to 37 characters), ending with the block-check selection you make in the BCC field. ASCII characters, hexadecimal entries, and control characters are valid in this field.

Any global constant declared on the Protocol Spreadsheet may be referenced as part of the Xmit string on a Trigger Setup screen. Enter the name exactly as it was declared on the Protocol Spreadsheet, and enclose it in double parentheses—for example, ((drop)). The double parentheses are special characters created by pressing ⌥- for «, and ⌥- for ».

Since the standard fox message, containing the set of upper-case alpha characters and the ten numerals, is predefined, you may reference it as a constant on a Trigger Setup screen. It need not be declared on the Protocol Spreadsheet. Enter it as follows: ((FOX)).
Transmitted messages may be terminated with good or bad BCC's or an Abort.

**Figure 26-4**

(A) **BCC**

You have the option of following each text block transmitted from the Trigger Setup screen with a block-check calculation. Block checks are calculated according to your selections on the BCC Setup screen (see Section 10).

On the INTERVIEW screen, the final byte of the calculation appears as a highlighted overlay (§, ©, or ©), as long as you have selected Re▼ Blk Chk: ON on the Line Setup screen (see Section 5). This selection is only available for synchronous and asynchronous formats. When Re▼ Blk Chk is OFF for these two formats, block-check characters appear as they are actually transmitted.

The block-check symbol will be displayed for Bit-Oriented Protocols.

In the rotating BCC window, you may select GOOD, BAD, NONE, or ABORT. The default selection is GOOD.

1. **Good Block Check.** Select GOOD to terminate your text blocks with a correct block check. (Remember that not all transmissions are text blocks: a bisync poll will not receive a block check even if GOOD or BAD is selected.)

2. **Bad Block Check.** Select BAD to end your transmission with an erroneous block check. For Bit-Oriented Protocols, the bad BCC is CRC-16 instead of CCITT; for other formats, the bad BCC is an inverted good BCC.

3. **None.** When NONE is selected, no block check is sent at the end of the transmission. (For BOP transmissions, NONE has the same effect as ABORT.)

   You may cause messages to be sent in succession by different triggers, with no intervening block checks if you wish; however, at least one full character of idle (or ' flag, in the case of Bit-Oriented Protocols) will be transmitted between blocks. When leads are switched (as indicated on the Interface Setup screen; see Section 12), the interface leads will be controlled between blocks.

4. **Abort.** This selection causes the message to which it is appended to abort before completion. When selected with Bit-Oriented Protocols, this action causes the INTERVIEW to transmit seven consecutive 1's at the end of the message. (For non-BOP transmissions, selecting ABORT has the same effect as selecting NONE.)
26.3 Internal Flags

Internal flags are bits that can be set on or off and sensed by triggers. Eight internal flag bits are shared among the Trigger Setup screens. Any combination of flag bits can be controlled by any trigger or combination of triggers.

NOTE: The flag bits on the Trigger Setup can be controlled and monitored on the Protocol Spreadsheet, where they are referred to as *trig_flag* (see Section 31).

By default the *Flags* option is **NO**. Three other selections are available in the rotating window: SET, INC, and DEC.

(A) Set

When you select SET, a flag mask appears (see Figure 26-5). Use the arrow keys ( or ) to move the cursor to the bits you wish to set.

Enter a 1 or 0 in any position you wish to set. Enter an X for “Don’t Care.” The trigger will not change the existing value of this bit.

![Figure 26-5 A set of eight flag bits may be set on any of the trigger menus.](image)

(B) Increment

The internal flags, consisting of Flags 0 through 7, can be thought of as a binary number. This action increases the value of the flags by one each time the trigger is true. (Other trigger actions may change the value of the flag bits in the intervening period.) Incrementing flags is one technique for controlling recursive routines.

As the flag bits increment past 255, they roll over to zero.

(C) Decrement

This action decreases the value of the flag byte by one each time that the trigger is true. In the event that the flag decrements below zero, the value of the byte wraps to 255.

NOTE: The value of the flag bits is continuously reset to zero when you enter Run mode.
26.4 Enhancing the Display

Triggers can be used to enhance display data selectively. Data on either or both sides of the line can be enhanced. Enhanced data is also stored in the character buffer with the enhancements for later review.

(A) BOTH, DTE, or DCE

Select Enhance: BOTH, DTE, or DCE to enable enhancement options (see Figure 26-6). BOTH indicates that enhancements will be turned on or off on both TD and RD data at the same time.

DTE pinpoints TD data for enhancement; DCE specifies RD data for enhancement.

Four options, Rev, Blnk, Low, and Hex, appear to the right. To turn on an enhancement, enter a 1 on the line immediately following it. To turn off an enhancement, enter a 0 on the same line. When an X follows the enhancement, the trigger takes no action.

1. Reverse image. Reverse—imaged (Rev) characters are presented as dark letters on a lighter background.

2. Blink. Blnk causes data to blink on and off rapidly. This is the most conspicuous highlight for small portions of data.

3. Low intensity. Low has no effect on the plasma display. However, if you have installed a black and white monitor, it provides a low—intensity highlight for selected data.

4. Hexadecimal. When Hex is turned on, all data affected by the trigger is displayed in hexadecimal. Once data is stored in the buffer as hexadecimal, it remains in hexadecimal form.

(B) Color Enhancement

Color enhancement is controlled by the settings of three trigger enhancements: Reverse, Blink and Low. The three combined settings are mapped to color enhancements on the Miscellaneous Utilities screen as described in Section 18.
26.5 Controlling Timeouts

Each Trigger Setup screen can restart or stop either or both of the two timeout timers. These timers decrement from a value set on any of the triggers and, like flags and counters, serve as useful trigger conditions for internal program control.

When Timeout: **YES** is selected, identical new fields appear for Timeout #1 and Timeout #2. Both fields may be filled in on the same trigger.

(A) RESTART

Select **RESTART** to start or reset the timeout timer. The amount of time remaining on the timeout timer is entered in the data entry field provided (see Figure 26-7).

![Figure 26-7](timeout.png)

Figure 26-7 Timeout #1 activated to expire in three seconds.

1. **Entering timeout values.** The duration of the timeout is entered in seconds in the 5-character data—entry field provided. To enter a timeout value that is less than one second, use a leading zero before the decimal point, as follows: 0.25. The smallest valid timeout is 1 millisecond (0.001). The largest valid timeout is 65.535 seconds.

   Create a ten-minute timeout as follows: Start a timeout with a value of 60 seconds. When it expires, restart a similar timeout and increment a counter. When the counter equals ten, ten minutes will have elapsed.

(B) STOP

Select **STOP** to halt and clear the timeout timer, without causing the timeout to occur. If Timeout is selected as a trigger condition, the condition will not become true in this instance.

**NOTE:** Timeouts created on a Trigger Setup screen can be monitored and controlled from the Protocol Spreadsheet. These timeouts are entered as `trig_timeout_1` and `trig_timeout_2` when referred to on the Protocol Spreadsheet.

26.6 Counters

Each Trigger Setup screen can control two counters. These counters can be unique to the trigger (controlled only by it), or they may be shared with other triggers, which can monitor them and change their values. As long as the same counter name is used, the same counter is invoked.
NOTE: Counter names used on the Protocol Spreadsheet also refer to these counters, if the names match any counter name on the Trigger Setup screens. This means that program control can be shared between these screens and the spreadsheet.

NOTE: Trigger Setup screens monitor counter values from 0 to 999,999. However, Protocol Spreadsheet triggers can monitor counter values up to 4,294,967,295.

(A) Menu Fields

When **Counters: YES** is selected, two sets of new menu fields, labeled 1st and 2nd, appear (see Figure 26-8).

1. **Counter name.** Enter the counter name in the field provided. The name may be up to eight characters long and must start with a letter. Upper— and lower—case alpha characters, numerals, and underscore ( _ ) are legal in the other positions.

   When the name field is empty, the trigger takes no action for that counter field.

   ![Figure 26-8 One counter is incremented, another decremented in this action.](image)

2. **No.** The default selection is **NO**. It allows you to disregard one or both counters.

3. **Increment.** When **INC** is selected, each trigger occurrence adds 1 to the counter.

4. **Decrement.** When **DEC** is selected, each trigger occurrence subtracts 1 from the counter. When a counter decrements below zero, it wraps not to 9,999,999, but to the decimal equivalent of $2^{32} - 1$, the actual maximum value of a 32-bit counter. The seven least—significant decimal digits that appear on the Tabular Statistics screen are 4967295. The complete number is over 4 billion.

5. **Set.** Select **SET** in order to specify the value which the counter will take when the trigger becomes true. Then, enter the decimal value of the counter in the field provided. The field is six positions long, making it possible to set counters to a value from 0 to 999999. Any leading positions not specified in your entry will
be set to zero. This action does not cause statistical samples to be taken, nor
does it reset last value, minimum value, maximum value, or average value for the
counter. (Compare to Sample and Clear.)

6. Sample. This action causes the counter to reset to zero and causes measurements
to be taken for last value, minimum value, maximum value, and average value.
Refer to Section 21 for an explanation of how statistics are gathered and
tabulated.

7. Clear. This action resets the counter to zero and also resets minimum value,
maximum value, and average value for the counter.

26.7 Timers

Two timers are shared among the Trigger Setup screens. While these timers are not
available as trigger conditions, they can be run and sampled as trigger actions. When
timers are invoked by triggers, their values can be tracked on the statistics screens (see
Sections 21 and 22).

NOTE: Timer names referred to on the Protocol Spreadsheet may
also be used on Trigger Setup screens. Thus, timer control of
programs is shared between these screens and the spreadsheet.

(A) Menu Fields

The default timer selection is NO. When YES is selected, two identical
subfields appear, for Timer 1 and Timer 2 (see Figure 26-9).

Figure 26-9 One or two timers may be controlled by the same trigger (second field not shown).

1. No. The default selection for each Timer is also NO. This allows trigger
action to disregard both timers or to focus on one timer, if necessary.

2. Restart. When selected, RESTART causes the timer to reset to zero and begin
incrementing. RESTART does not cause statistical measurements to be taken.
(Compare to SAMPLE and CLEAR.)
3. **Stop.** The **STOP** action suspends the timer and allows it to retain its value. The timer may be started again at this value by a **CONTINUE** action on another trigger.

4. **Continue.** **CONTINUE**, when selected, causes the specified timer to increment, starting from the value at which it was stopped.

5. **Sample.** The **SAMPLE** action resets and stops the timer. Prior to resetting the timer, its value is read as a "last" value and passed along for other statistical measurements. Refer to Section 21 for an explanation of how statistics are gathered and tabulated.

6. **Clear.** The **CLEAR** action resets the current value, the last value, the minimum value, the maximum value, and the average value of the timer. Refer to Section 21 for an explanation of statistical measurements.

### 26.8 Alarm

The alarm is a short beep. The alarm is useful for calling your attention to the data being analyzed, especially when the situation of interest occurs infrequently. When you select **Alarm:** **YES**, it is sounded each time the trigger becomes true.

### 26.9 Capture of Data in the Screen Buffer

Capture of character-oriented data to the screen buffer can be stopped and restarted by triggers, using the **Capture** action (see Figure 26-10). When capture is turned off, data is neither presented to the screen nor stored in the buffer.

**Figure 26-10** Data capture to the screen buffer can be controlled by triggers.

(A) **NO, BOTH, DTE, or DCE**

The default **Capture** selection is **NO**. This represents no change; that is, the trigger does not influence character buffer capture. By default, data is continuously captured in the character buffer.

Select **BOTH** to control capture to the character buffer for TD and RD data at the same time. Select **DTE** to control only TD data; **DCE** to control only RD data.
1. **OFF, ON.** Select **OFF** to suppress data from the screen buffer. Select **ON** when another trigger has turned off capture and you wish to begin storing data in the buffer again.
27 The Trigger Summary Screen
Figure 27-1 Default Trigger Summary screen.
27 The Trigger Summary Screen

The Trigger Summary screen is the access screen to all Trigger Setup screens. The default Trigger Summary screen is shown in Figure 27-1. Call up the Trigger Summary screen by pressing the function key marked TRIGS on the main Program Menu. With the summary displayed, access any trigger by typing the number of the desired screen (0 through F). To see a synopsis of configured Trigger Setups, you may return to the summary screen from any trigger menu by pressing [rnm].

Entries you make on any of the 16 Trigger Setup screens appear on the summary in abbreviated form. Each setup screen is allotted a one-line summary. A summary of conditions appears on the left-hand side of the line; a summary of actions appears on the right-hand side of the line. The summary for Trigger Setup screen 0 (Figure 27-2) is shown in Figure 27-3.

Abbreviations for possible Trigger Setup conditions are listed in Table 27-1. Abbreviations for Trigger Setup actions are given in Table 27-2.

---

**Figure 27-2** Entries on each Trigger Setup screen are indicated on the Trigger Summary.
NOTES:

Abbreviations displayed on the Trigger Summary screen are not necessarily keywords and should not be referred to when you are typing entries on the Protocol Spreadsheet.

When multiple conditions or actions are selected on a single Trigger Setup screen, the summary screen may not be able to show all selections; however, as many conditions and actions as possible will be displayed in the available space.

**Trigger Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trigger Number</th>
<th>#0 DTE STR TID info=0</th>
<th>Pmpt Info ...Capture BTH ON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 27-3  Summary of entries made on Trigger Setup screen 0, shown in previous figure.

Table 27-1
Abbreviations, Trigger Summary Conditions

Receiver  (Word does not appear on summary.)

DTE, DCE

STR: String, 1OF: One of (Character string also appears for STR and 1OF),

@: Good BCC, @: Bad BCC, PrErr: Parity Error, FrErr: Frame Error,

II: Abort, B: Bit Mask

EIA:

RTS, CTS, CD, DTR, DSR, RI, UA

TimeOut 1, 2

Xmit_Cmpl: Transmission Complete

Bufr_Ful: Buffer full

Flag: (Value only appears.)

Counter: (Name and value only appear.)

KeyBd: Keyboard (Key indicated.)
### Table 27-2
Abbreviations, Trigger Summary Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prompt</strong> (Prompt string also appears.)</td>
<td>Pmpt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transmit</strong> (Xmit string also appears.)</td>
<td>Xmit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑: Good BCC, ☐: Bad BCC, ■: Abort (Nothing appears if no BCC is selected.)</td>
<td>Flag: INC: Increment, DEC: Decrement (Value only appears if selection is SET.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enhance Display</strong></td>
<td>ENH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTH: Both DTE and DCE, DTE, DCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REV=: Reverse, BLN=: Blink, LOW=: Low, HEX=: Hexadecimal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timeout #1 or 2</strong></td>
<td>TO #1, TO #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RST: Restart, STP: Stop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Counter</strong> (Only name and value appear.)</td>
<td>Counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC: Increment, DEC: Decrement, =: Set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMP: Sample, CLR: Clear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timer</strong> (Name also appears.)</td>
<td>TM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RST: Restart, STP: Stop, CNT: Continue, SMP: Sample, CLR: Clear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audible Alarm</strong></td>
<td>Alarm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capture Memory</strong></td>
<td>Capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTH: Both DTE and DCE, DTE, DCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON, OFF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951–B0424–01

1. These keys are at highest level:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAYER:</td>
<td>TEST:</td>
<td>STATE:</td>
<td>CONS:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Press MORE to obtain:

2. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAYER:</td>
<td>TEST:</td>
<td>STATE:</td>
<td>CONS:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJECT:</td>
<td>IL BUFFS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Press MORE to return to:

3. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAYER:</td>
<td>TEST:</td>
<td>STATE:</td>
<td>CONS:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Press STATE: enter name and press \[\text{more}\] or the spacebar to obtain:

4. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAYER:</td>
<td>TEST:</td>
<td>STATE:</td>
<td>ACTION:</td>
<td>NEXST:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Press ACTION: to obtain variable set of Actions.* Press \[\text{fe}\] to access alternate racks of Actions keys. Complete entries, then press \[\text{more}\] to obtain:

5. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAYER:</td>
<td>TEST:</td>
<td>STATE:</td>
<td>CONS:</td>
<td>NEXST:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Press NEXST: enter name of next state, and press \[\text{more}\] or the spacebar to obtain rack 3.

(Pressing CONS: obtains variable sets of conditions.)

*Conditions and Actions available depend on what protocols are loaded and what layer number you have specified. The following selections are always available:

**GENERAL CONDITIONS**

- ENTER_STATE
- TIMEOUT
- KEYBOARD
- BUFFER_FULL
- COUNTER

**GENERAL ACTIONS**

- FLAG
- ACCUMULATE
- SIGNAL
- COUNTER
- TIMER
- TIMEOUT

- LOAD_PROGRAM
- PROMPT
- PRINT
- TRACE
- ALARM
- RECORD

Figure 28-1 Function key hierarchy, Protocol Spreadsheet.
28 Programming Blocks

The Protocol Spreadsheet is a highly flexible programming approach which enhances trigger conditions and actions provided on the Trigger Setup menus, furnishes new general options, and incorporates protocol-specific conditions and actions on a layer-by-layer basis.

28.1 Before You Begin a Spreadsheet Program

Be certain prior to programming that you have loaded the Personality Packages for the protocols you will be testing. Automatic protocol options are part of each layer's Personality Package. These packages are loaded from the Layer Setup screen as described in Section 8.

Check the configuration of the various Test Setup screens before you test or save your program, since the behavior of the INTERVIEW during testing is influenced by setup selections.

28.2 Creating a Spreadsheet Program

Press [P] to access the Protocol Spreadsheet from the Program Menu. Any program which you have loaded from the File Maintenance screen appears on the spreadsheet. If no program has been loaded or created, the Protocol Spreadsheet, since it is a free-form menu, will be blank except for a header line, function key labels, and tildes (~) down the left side of the screen. Tildes always mark the end of your program file.

(A) Two Sets of Function Keys: Programming and Editing

Two full sets of softkeys are active with the spreadsheet. One set of softkeys groups available programming options, including keywords (LAYER:, TEST:, CONDITIONS: etc.). The alternate set groups sophisticated editing functions.

These editing functions, which complement the editing keypad, are accessible from the spreadsheet at any time. Press [M] to activate edit softkeys. Press [M] again to return to program softkeys. For a discussion of editing options, refer to Section 30.

(B) Programming Functions

Use the programming softkeys to make program entries, from the highest level of the program (OBJECT), down to individual trigger conditions and actions and their subfields. Softkeys guide you as you create your program by listing available options.
and providing correct syntax wherever possible. (Errors are indicated by strikeover of incorrect text as you make your program entries.) For each level of function keys, a cue near the bottom of the screen explains selectable options or prompts you for keyboard entry.

Program softkeys are immediately available when you enter the spreadsheet. The hierarchy of the program softkeys is shown in Figure 28-1. The conditions and actions listed, which are always available, are explained in Section 31. Other trigger conditions and actions are added when protocol packages are loaded. Because protocols are layer-specific, trigger options will vary from layer to layer. For each LAYER block within your program, different options are likely to appear when you enter the keyword CONDITIONS or ACTIONS. For more information on the specific trigger options enabled by a protocol, consult the section devoted to that protocol (see Table of Contents, Section 36 and following.)

You also have the freedom of typing in any program entry, if you prefer, as long as you enter the block identifiers and conditions and actions keywords as they would be posted on the screen by softkeys. Syntax errors still are automatically highlighted by a strike-through.

NOTE: Softkey labels are not necessarily legal spellings on the spreadsheet. Pressing the function key usually posts an expanded keyword on the screen. Use these expanded keywords when typing entries.

1. **Successive racks of softkeys.** The rack of softkey options at the bottom of the spreadsheet screen (or the instructional prompt on the third line up from the bottom, or both the option rack and the prompt) will change automatically each time you complete a keyword entry. Keyword entries are complete when you make them via softkey or when you type the keyword followed by a space or a hard 8. (Pressing the softkey has the same effect as typing the keyword and then typing a space to complete the entry.)

Programming movement is generally down the tree of softkey racks, as in this series of keywords:

**CONDITIONS:** EIA CTS ON

Each of the four keywords was selected from a rack of options, and each succeeding rack is a step farther down the "branch." The rack that follows ON, however—listing RTS, CTS, CD, and other EIA leads—is back up the tree, since "there is nowhere to go but up," and since a trigger with multiple EIA conditions (like the following) is valid.

**CONDITIONS:** EIA CTS ON CD OFF
2. **Additional racks of valid softkeys.** There may be many more keywords that are valid to enter at a given point in the program than are showing on one rack of softkeys. Additional racks may be accessible via the \( \mathbb{F} \) softkey (MORE); and higher racks are generally available via the \( \mathbb{H} \) key. In this series, \( \mathbb{H} \) was pressed following the softkey for ON to access the softkey for COUNTER:

```plaintext
CONDITIONS: EIA CTS ON
COUNTER xmit LT 6
```

In the next series of keywords, \( \mathbb{H} \) was pressed twice following the softkey for ON, to access the softkey for ACTIONS:

```plaintext
CONDITIONS: EIA CTS ON
ACTIONS: SEND "(FOX)" GOOD_BCC
```

Note that \( \mathbb{H} \) is not a valid keystroke following CTS above, since the condition syntax is not "done." Whenever it is not valid to move to a rack of softkeys higher up the tree, \( \mathbb{H} \) produces an alarm tone.

Note also that it is never necessary to press \( \mathbb{H} \) if you are typing in your keywords directly from the keyboard. \( \mathbb{H} \) merely changes the rack that is showing, not the entire set of keywords that is valid. A keyword does not have to be showing to be typed in legally.

3. **Insert mode versus overstrike mode.** Touch-typists in particular should be aware that the Protocol Spreadsheet has an insert mode as well as an overstrike mode. The insert mode is invoked by either of two keys, \( \mathbb{H} \) or \( \mathbb{J} \). When the mode is enabled, the word \(<\text{Insert}>\) appears at the top left of the screen. In insert mode, the programmer types in a block of data while succeeding text is pushed forward with every keystroke.

Press \( \mathbb{H} \) (but not \( \mathbb{J} \)) a second time to exit insert mode and return to overstrike mode.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the fundamentals of program structure and to programming components available on the Protocol Spreadsheet which are independent of trigger options.
28.3 Program Structure

The components of the INTERVIEW's programming model, introduced in Section 24, are integrated into a spreadsheet program as discrete blocks according to specific structural rules. Compare the abstract program model in Figure 28-2 to the spreadsheet program outlined in Figure 28-3.

(A) Block Identifiers

The INTERVIEW's compiler must respect the distinction between one layer and the next and between one test and the next. Further, it must group triggers into designated states and track the transition from one active state to another. To indicate the boundaries of these various blocks, specific keywords are used. Each block normally begins with an identifier in upper-case letters, (optionally) followed by a colon. A block ends when a new block identifier is inserted in the program.

NOTE: The identifier must not be enclosed in quotes (that is, must not be part of a text string) if it is intended as a block delimiter.

Available program blocks, from largest to smallest, are described in subsequent paragraphs. The valid block identifier for each is printed above its description.
OBJECT: (OBJECT identifier(s), if included, must precede all other identifiers, except IL_BUFFERS)

IL_BUFFERS: (IL_BUFFERS identifier, if included, must precede all other identifiers, except OBJECT)

CONSTANTS: (global constants are defined here; they can be accessed throughout the test)

LAYER:1
CONSTANTS: (Layer 1 constants defined here apply to this and following layers)

TEST: CONSTANTS: (test constants are defined here; they apply to all states within the test)

STATE:
CONDITIONS: first trigger

ACTIONS:

CONDITIONS: second trigger

ACTIONS:

STATE:
CONDITIONS:
NEXT_STATE:

TEST: CONSTANTS: (constants for this test are defined here)

STATE:
CONDITIONS:
ACTIONS:
NEXT_STATE:

LAYER: 2
CONSTANTS: (Layer 2 constants defined here apply to this and following layers)

Figure 28-3 Program Structure. Component blocks begin with a keyword.
OBJECT:

1. **Referencing linkable—object files.** Use the OBJECT block—identifier to access the compiled code in a linkable—object file. See Section 28.4 below. The OBJECT identifier(s) must appear at the top of the Protocol Spreadsheet. IL_BUFFERS is the only identifier which may precede OBJECT. C regions or spreadsheet comments may also precede the OBJECT block identifier.

IL_BUFFERS

2. **Configuring the number/size of IL buffers.** Interlayer (IL) message buffers are used to pass data up the layers as it is received and down the layers as it is transmitted. Press the IL_BUFS softkey to set the number and size of the IL buffers. The IL_BUFFERS identifier(s) must appear at the top of the Protocol Spreadsheet. OBJECT is the only identifier which may precede IL_BUFS. C regions or spreadsheet comments may also precede the IL_BUFFERS block identifier.

CONSTANTS:

3. **Defining constants.** There are three legal locations for the definition of a constant: in the opening lines of a program, at the beginning of a layer, or at the beginning of a test. The relative placement of a constant’s definition within a program determines its scope, or active range. For a complete discussion on constants, refer to Section 29.

LAYER:

4. **Layers.** The largest block, the layer, corresponds to the OSI model. There may be up to seven layers in any test.

TEST:

5. **Tests.** A layer may contain any number of simultaneous tests. Every test resides inside a layer.

STATE:

6. **States.** In turn, each test may contain any number of states. A state always resides inside a test. Only one state in each test is active at one time.

   Within each state, there may be a number of triggers. A trigger always resides inside a state. Each trigger is composed of a conditions portion and an actions portion.

CONDITIONS:

7. **Trigger conditions.** A single condition or a group of conditions is normally listed after the CONDITIONS identifier. Rules for grouping trigger conditions, as well as the meaning of each trigger condition, are explained in Sections 31 and 32.
ACTIONS:

8. Trigger actions. The ACTIONS identifier precedes the list of trigger actions. This list may be empty, or it may include one or several trigger actions. The various trigger actions are described in Sections 31 and 32.

NEXT_STATE:

9. Next state. The identifier NEXT_STATE, explained in the following paragraphs, can replace the ACTIONS: identifier in a trigger if there are no other actions; or it can follow the ACTIONS: identifier to indicate that branching to another state is one of several actions taken by the trigger.

(B) Run-time Transitions Between States

Run-time transitions between states are controlled by triggers. To indicate a run-time branch from one state to another, use the NEXT_STATE action, followed by (a) the name of the state you wish to go to, or (b) the NEXT token, indicating whatever state happens to follow sequentially in the spreadsheet program.

You may use a NEXT_STATE action once per trigger and as many times as needed in one state to allow for multiple branching possibilities.

When two triggers come true at the same time and both potentially result in branching to another state, the trigger which is checked last (the last trigger sequentially displayed on the spreadsheet) will cause branching to the state it names. (The first trigger will not cause branching.)

Look at the two triggers shown in the example which follows. The first searches for any SDLC Information frame. The second searches for an Info frame with a particular frame address. By definition, whenever the second trigger is true, the first trigger is also true. When an Info frame with the correct address is received, the second trigger causes the test to branch to the State respfrm. However, if these triggers are reversed as shown in the second example, the test always branches to the State otherfrm, regardless of the frame address.

État: frmadd
    Conditions: DTE INFO
    NEXT_STATE: otherfrm
    Conditions: DTE INFO ADR=C1
    NEXT_STATE: respfrm

État: frmadd
    Conditions: DTE INFO ADR=C1
    NEXT_STATE: respfrm
    Conditions: DTE INFO
    NEXT_STATE: otherfrm
(C) Recommended Format

The format of a Protocol Spreadsheet is entirely flexible. The only rule is that block identifiers must (with rare exception) be included in the program to designate boundaries between programming blocks.

The following is a suggested program format. To create a visual distinction, the keywords which define program blocks are placed at the beginning of a line. Smaller blocks are indented to show that they reside within a larger block. An automatic indent feature, described in Section 30, is included as an editing function and is turned on by default.

```
LAYER: 1
TEST: echo_msg
STATE: message
  CONDITIONS; DTE STRING "hello"
  ACTIONS: PROMPT: "Spreadsheet trigger true."
  NEXT_STATE: echo

STATE: echo
  CONDITIONS; DCE STRING "hello"
  ACTIONS: PROMPT "Echoed message received"
  NEXT_STATE: message
```

(D) Omitted Block Identifiers

It is recommended that, for ease of tracking a program, block identifiers be placed at the beginning of every block. However, in brief programs, certain block identifiers may be omitted.

It is, in fact, possible for a program to begin with a STATE identifier. The compiler then assumes that you have begun the first test inside the first layer of the program. To start another program block, you must use a STATE, TEST, or LAYER identifier.

**NOTE:** Any constant declared in the opening lines of a test which omits the LAYER and/or the TEST keyword is still a global constant, as long as it precedes a STATE or CONDITIONS identifier.

28.4 Compiled Spreadsheet

Using the Compile command on the File Maintenance screen, you can compile and save the contents of the Protocol Spreadsheet in a linkable—object file. Later, this program can be combined with an active spreadsheet program. To do so, simply reference the file at the top of the Protocol Spreadsheet.

(A) The OBJECT Block—Identifier

Use the OBJECT block—identifier on the Protocol Spreadsheet to access the compiled spreadsheet code in a linkable—object file.

**Note to C Programmers:** The OBJECT identifier may also be used to access definitions for user routines. Refer to Section 55.4(C).
1. **Placement.** The **OBJECT** block—identifier(s) must appear at the top of your spreadsheet program, ahead of any other identifier (except **IL BUFFERS**). Access the **OBJECT** softkey by pressing **MORE** on the initial rack of softkeys. Notice that the **MORE**, **IL BUFS**, and **OBJECT**: softkey tokens are not available once any other programming block—identifier has been selected.

**NOTE:** Use **OBJECT** in your active spreadsheet program only. Do not incorporate it in a spreadsheet that will be compiled and saved as an **LOBJ** file. Although the code will compile, the referenced **LOBJ** file will not be read.

2. **Format.** The format for the **OBJECT** block—identifier is as follows:

   **OBJECT:** "filename.o"

   The identifier references only one linkable—object file, but you may include as many **OBJECT** identifiers as you wish.

   The relative or absolute pathname of the linkable—object file is enclosed in quotation marks.

3. **Search rules for linkable—object files.** As your spreadsheet program compiles, the INTERVIEW’s filing system is searched for the linkable—object files referenced in **OBJECT** identifiers.

   - If the referenced **LOBJ** filename begins with **FD1**, **FD2**, or **HRD**, the INTERVIEW interprets it as the absolute pathname and makes only that one search.

   - Pathnames beginning with a / indicate that the root directory on each drive should be the beginning point of the search. The drives are searched in the following order: current drive, **FD1**, **FD2**, and **HRD**.

   - Otherwise, the name may be a one—word filename or a relative pathname which includes the directories leading to the file. The highest directory in a relative pathname must reside in the current directory or in one of the **/lib** subdirectories. The following directories—and only the following directories—are searched, in the order given:
1. current directory on the current drive (indicated on the File Maintenance screen)
2. /usr/lib on the current drive
3. /sys/lib on the current drive
4. FD1/usr/lib
5. FD2/usr/lib
6. HRD/usr/lib
7. FD1/sys/lib
8. FD2/sys/lib
9. HRD/sys/lib

If the pathname is not located in any of these directories, the program will not compile and an error message will be returned to the operator.

(B) Compiled LOBJ Code is Combined with Spreadsheet

During compilation, the compiled spreadsheet in the LOBJ file is combined with your active spreadsheet program. This means that the LOBJ code must be compatible with the current menu setups and spreadsheet program—as though the source code of the LOBJ file were actually present in the spreadsheet buffer.

(C) Counter and Flag Conditions

Special consideration is given to COUNTER and FLAG conditions during the Compile Spreadsheet operation. The system identifies the condition as either transitional or status. (See Section 31.2.) If it is used both ways in the same spreadsheet file, it will always be identified as transitional.

Within a single spreadsheet program, you may reference more than one LOBJ file which uses the same COUNTER or FLAG. If one of the files uses the COUNTER (or FLAG) as a transitional condition, however, all other referenced files containing the same COUNTER (or FLAG) must also use it as a transitional condition at least once. This rule ensures that each action on the specified COUNTER (or FLAG) will consistently trigger the appropriate COUNTER (or FLAG) conditions.

(D) Advantages of Compiled Spreadsheet

Linkable—object files assist the programmer in efficiently using the INTERVIEW’s memory and spreadsheet buffer.

- When commonly utilized conditions and actions are saved in linkable—object files, space in the spreadsheet buffer otherwise dedicated to this purpose can be used for additional programming.
- Since the code in LOBJ files has already been compiled, the INTERVIEW can support a larger program without a corresponding increase in compilation time.
- The spreadsheet code in a linkable—object file is transparent to the configuration of the unit. LOBJ files created on one unit can be used on a unit configured differently, as long as the code is compatible with the various menu parameters.
28.5 Configuring the Size/Number of IL Buffers

Interlayer (IL) message buffers are used to pass data up the layers as it is received and down the layers as it is transmitted. (See Section 24 on the layered—programming model and Sections 34 and 62 for more information on the uses of IL buffers.) The INTERVIEW allocates IL buffers, as needed, to pass data between layers. Then, the buffers are automatically erased and used again. In this way, the INTERVIEW maximizes its use of available memory space. Without these reusable buffers, data in Run mode would quickly eat up all of the memory in the unit. (See Section 62.3(A) for information on manipulating IL buffers.)

IL buffers contain the data itself or point to the memory location (outside the buffer) of the data. It follows, therefore, that the larger the IL buffer, the more data it can hold. By default there are 16 IL buffers that can be in use at a given time. The size of each buffer is 4,096 bytes.

When you are performing emulation with windowing, you can quickly use up these sixteen buffers. Once all buffers are in use, additional data is lost. To prevent this from happening, you may want to reconfigure the number and size of IL buffers.

Press the IL BUFS softkey to set the number and size of the IL buffers. Figure 28-4 shows the softkey selections. Select one of seven number/size combinations for the INTERVIEW's IL buffers. The default selection is 16/4K. This means that the INTERVIEW will have a maximum of 16 IL buffers in use at a given time, each one 4,096 bytes (4 Kbytes). This size, and all others, includes a 32-byte buffer header.

Figure 28-4 Softkey path to the seven number/size combinations for IL buffers.

Note to C Programmers: There are two preprocessor directives—#pragma il_buffers and #pragma il_buffer_size—which the C programmer may also use to configure the IL buffers. These directives provide additional flexibility. See Section 62.1(A).
Notice that each number/size combination utilizes 65,535 bytes (64 Kbytes) of RAM. This total represents the maximum amount of RAM that can be allocated for IL buffers from the Interlayer Buffers menu.

**NOTE:** Keep the following points about object–file compatibility in mind when setting the number/size of IL buffers:

- If the number of buffers is less than or equal to 16, the file will load and operate on any unit with equivalent hardware, with a software release earlier than 8.00.
- If the number of buffers is greater than 16, the file cannot be loaded on a unit with a software release earlier than 8.00.
- An object file generated under a software release earlier than 8.00 will run on software revision 8.00, or higher, with 16 buffers of 4 Kbytes each (the default).

### 28.6 Comments in a Spreadsheet Program

You may write comments to yourself or to others who may view your spreadsheet program. Comments begin with /* and end with */, as in the examples below. Use comments generously throughout spreadsheet programs. Since comments are ignored by the compiler, they do not affect the compilation time of the program.

**A) Characteristics**

1. **Valid characters.** When an opening /* is detected by the compiler, everything that follows is disregarded until a closing */ is encountered. This means that all hexadecimal, control, and ASCII characters (or character combinations) are valid in comments. The [], [], and not-equal symbols are also legal entries.

   Two entries are not legal in comments. The first is the symbol. It cannot be used because it is not a valid Protocol Spreadsheet entry. (Bit masks on the spreadsheet are delimited by ( and ). An alarm will sound if you try to use the bit–mask symbol. The second invalid entry is the closing delimiter (*). An embedded */ causes the comment to be ended prematurely. Since the remainder of the comment (and the programmer's intended closing */) is a syntax error, the program will not compile.

2. **Length.** For practical purposes, make comments as long as you wish. They may span several lines, or they may be empty.

3. **Location on spreadsheet.** Comments may be placed within any of the programming blocks: OBJECT, IL_BUFFERS, CONSTANTS, LAYER, TEST, STATE,
CONDITIONS, ACTIONS, or NEXT_STATE. In CONDITIONS blocks, however, they must appear with at least one valid condition. The following CONDITIONS block containing only a comment will cause compilation to be aborted:

```
STATE: message
CONDITIONS: /* KEYBOARD */
ACTIONS: SEND "(FOX)" * GOOD_BCC
```

Since the compiler ignores anything inside the /* */ delimiters, it can find nothing in the CONDITIONS block. When you go to the Protocol Spreadsheet and search for error messages, the following message will be displayed: "Empty Conditions Section."

Comments may not be embedded within a keyword. This program also will not compile:

```
STATE: message
CONDITIONS: KEY/* This comment will cause a syntax error*/BOARD *
ACTIONS: SEND "(FOX)" * GOOD_BCC
```

(B) Using Comments

Comments are particularly useful in describing the purpose of a programming block. Let's return to the two programming examples in which branching to another state occurs based on DTE Info-frame addresses. The following comment makes the programmer's intentions clear.

```
STATE: frmadd
/* If a DTE INFO frame has an address of C1, go to state "respfrm." For all other DTE INFO frames, go to state "otherfrm." */
CONDITIONS: DTE INFO
NEXT_STATE: otherfrm
CONDITIONS: DTE INFO ADR= C1
NEXT_STATE: respfrm
```

Comments can be useful debugging tools. Suppose the same comment appeared in the programming example with the order of the two triggers reversed.

```
STATE: frmadd
/* If a DTE INFO frame has an address of C1, go to state "respfrm." For all other DTE INFO frames, go to state "otherfrm." */
CONDITIONS: DTE INFO ADR= C1
NEXT_STATE: respfrm
CONDITIONS: DTE INFO
NEXT_STATE: otherfrm
```

With the comment present, it is easier to identify the discrepancy between the programmer's expectations and the actual program.
OBJECT: (OBJECT identifier(s), if included, must precede all other identifiers, except IL_BUFFERS)

IL_BUFFERS: (IL_BUFFERS identifier, if included, must precede all other identifiers, except OBJECT)

CONSTANTS: (global constants are defined here; they can be accessed throughout the test)

LAYER: 1
CONSTANTS: (Layer 1 constants defined here apply to this and following layers)

TEST: CONSTANTS: (test constants are defined here; they apply to all states within the test)

STATE: CONDITIONS: first trigger
ACTIONS:

STATE: CONDITIONS: second trigger
ACTIONS:

STATE: CONDITIONS:
ACTIONS:
NEXT_STATE:

STATE: CONDITIONS:
ACTIONS:
NEXT_STATE:

LAYER: 2
CONSTANTS: (Layer 2 constants defined here apply to this and following layers)

Figure 29-1 Constants may be defined in three different locations: before the first layer, after a layer identifier, or after a test identifier.
29 Constants

The Protocol Spreadsheet permits the use of constants as a means of simplifying the creation and modification of test programs. A constant is merely a symbolic reference to a predefined string of characters.

29.1 Definition of Constants

There are three legal locations for the definition of a constant: in the opening lines of a program, at the beginning of a layer, or at the beginning of a test (see Figure 29-1). Constants must always be defined at the beginning of the programming block in which they are referenced. A test-level constant may not be preceded by a lower-level block identifier (STATE, CONDITIONS, or ACTIONS). A constant definition or definition block must be followed by another keyword.

A constant definition begins with the identifier CONSTANTS. A colon (:) may follow. The constant name is then entered. Next comes the definition, a text string which the constant represents. The constant name and text string may be separated by an equal sign (=). The text string is enclosed in double quotes. Each constant definition comprises a single logical line. Logical lines wrap as needed to subsequent lines on the spreadsheet, but they do not contain hard returns. See Section 30.1(A).

More than one constant can be defined following a single CONSTANTS identifier. Following is the suggested format for a constant definition block. A constant definition block (whether it contains one or more definitions) must be followed by another block identifier.

CONSTANTS:

```
cmd_adr = "03"
resp_adr = "01"
resend = "1.5"
retries = "10"
```

To include quotation marks or backslashes in the definition string of a constant, precede each with a backslash escape—character (\). Here, for example, is the constant definition of a general poll:

```
CONSTANTS: drop_A= " AA\" \" A \\AA "
```

The backslash will be deleted by the parser when the constant definition is scanned:

```
AA" " A
```
If the constant is contained in a search or transmit string, it will not be scanned for the escape character or for closing quotation marks. The characters shown above represent the expanded constant. Notice that the enclosing quotation marks of the definition string are not actually part of the constant. In our example, the following string will be searched for or transmitted:

AA" "π₅

29.2 Constant Names

Constant names must begin with a letter or underscore character. They may include any of the following characters: underscore (_), upper or lowercase letters, and decimal numbers 0 through 9. Upper and lower case letters are distinguishable in constant names; for example, constants big, Big, and BIG will not be confused by the INTERVIEW's compiler.

29.3 Scope

The relative placement of a constant's definition within a program determines its scope, or active range.

(A) Global Constants

If you want to be able to reference a constant anywhere within a program, you must define it in the first lines of the program. Only an OBJECT or IL_BUFFERS block may precede global constants. No other block—whether a block identifier (LAYER, TEST, STATE, CONDITIONS, or ACTIONS) is entered or implied—may be placed before a global constant.

(B) Layer Constants

A layer constant must be defined before the first reference to it. The definition is placed in the lines following the LAYER identifier. (In a single—layer program, the LAYER identifier may be omitted.)

The definition of a layer constant must fall outside component blocks of the layer (outside tests and states).

A layer constant can be referenced within any test, state, or trigger which that layer contains. It may also be referenced in any other layer which follows on the spreadsheet. The only exception to this is when the constant is superseded by a constant of the same name (see the section on precedence which follows).
29 Constants

(C) Test Constants

A test constant must be defined at the beginning of a test block and before the first reference to the constant. While the TEST identifier may be absent in a single-layer, single-test program, the scope of a constant can only be limited to a test if it follows a TEST identifier.

A test constant cannot be defined within a state, but it can be referenced by any trigger in any state which the test contains.

29.4 Referencing Constants

Whenever you refer to a constant in your spreadsheet program, the constant name must be enclosed in double parentheses—for example, «Frmsize» . Use the key sequence $n-9$ and $w-9$ to create double parentheses. Shown here is the constant ADDRESS which replaces an SDLC frame address used throughout the test. When the frame address is modified, only the constant need be changed.

As long as syntax is observed, a constant may be used to replace a large block of text which would otherwise be repeated. Following is an example of a long, repetitive text block given as a constant definition and referenced within the program as«LK_SETUP». Notice that the constant definition is contained in a single logical line. The highlighted plus symbols, automatically generated by the spreadsheet editor, indicate the point at which the line wraps on the screen.
NOTE: Global and layer constants declared on the Protocol Spreadsheet may be referenced on any of the Trigger Setup screens as part of a receive or transmit string.

29.5 Nested Constants

The definition of a constant may include a reference to another constant. This is called nesting. An example of nested constants is shown below. On the Protocol Spreadsheet, it is possible to nest constants eight levels deep.

```
CONSTANTS:
  send_lcn  = "000"
  rcv_lcn  = "001"
  send_data = "data (send_lcn)"
  send_pkt  = "send (send_data)"
```

NOTE: It is illegal to define two constants circularly. If, for example, you define `CONSTANTS: peat = (repeat)` and `CONSTANTS: repeat = (peat)`, you will receive an error message when you attempt to run the program.

29.6 Precedence

Programming practice usually restricts constants to a single definition. A given name should remain the same throughout the entire program.

In some special cases a constant name may have definitions that differ in separate parts of the test. It is not legal to define the same constant name twice at the same level within the same block; however, the same constant name can be defined differently inside of distinct blocks. You might, for example, define a global constant as `maxlength = "8"` at the beginning of a program. Nothing prevents you from defining a constant as `maxlength = "128"` within a layer or test included in the same program.

NOTE: Use the ability to give different definitions to the same constant name sparingly and with great caution.

The rule of thumb is this: When the same constant name is defined more than once, the value of the constant is controlled by the smallest block in which it resides. When that block ends, its value is controlled by the next larger block, and so on. So, a constant might have different values within a TEST, within a LAYER, and throughout the remainder of the program.
Consult the following example. Globally, the constant `maxlength` has a value of 8. This value holds until the constant takes on a new value in Layer 2, where it is defined as `maxlength = "128"`. Inside the Layer 2 test named `shortfrm`, `maxlength` is briefly given a value of 4. In Layer 3, the constant `maxlength` is not redefined, and its value returns to 8 (since this is the global definition of the constant).

```
CONSTANTS:
  maxlength = "8"
LAYER: 2
CONSTANTS:
  maxlength = "128"
TEST: shortfrm
CONSTANTS:
  maxlength = "4"
STATE: supfrm
CONDITIONS:

LAYER: 3
TEST: pktlen
STATE: datapkts
CONDITIONS:
```

### 29.7 Expansion

The spreadsheet editor checks constant definitions and references for several types of errors as you enter your program. In the interest of time, however, it will not expand a reference to a constant embedded in a text string. This means that nested constants are not checked for errors as you write your program.

The compiler expands these constants when you run the program, and any obvious errors will result in an operator message. Be advised, however, that it is possible for embedded constants, once expanded, to produce a valid, but unintentional, program variation.
Figure 30-1  Press the EDIT key to access special editing functions on the Protocol Spreadsheet. Press F1, then F7, to access additional editing functions.
30 Editor

As you create a spreadsheet program, you may use any of the keys on the editing keypad to modify your entries. Sophisticated editing options are added to these basic functions when you press \[\text{ALT}\] (see Figure 30-1). \[\text{ALT}\] is an alternate action key which returns you to program function keys if you press it a second time.

30.1 Basic Editing Functions

Use the editing keypad on the right of the keyboard to perform simple editing functions (see Figure 30-2).

![Editing Keypad](image)

Figure 30-2 The editing keypad.

(A) Insert and Delete Keys

The top three rows of the keypad contain insert and delete functions. Available functions are insert a character, delete a character, rubout a character and insert, delete, or clear a line.

Insert Line and Delete Line functions apply to the logical line, not the physical line. A logical line has segments which end at the end of the screen but are not terminated with a \[\text{END}\]. Instead, the logical line wraps to the next line or lines on the screen. You can distinguish a logical (wrapped) line by the highlighted plus symbols (\[\text{+}\]) at the end of each segment on the screen. When you insert a line, it appears above the first segment of the wrapped line. When you delete a logical line, all of its segments are deleted.
1.  is an alternate action key. Press it once to enter Insert mode (the label <Insert> appears at the top left of the screen). Then type a character. The character is entered at the cursor position. All text moves right. Continue to insert characters as needed.

Press again to leave Insert mode. Any character you type subsequently will overwrite an existing character at the cursor location.

2.  inserts a blank line above the logical line where the cursor is located. It also puts you into <Insert> character mode. Use as described in the previous paragraph to exit <Insert> mode.

3.  deletes the character under the cursor. The next character to the right moves under the cursor, and remaining text shifts left.

4.  removes the logical line that the cursor is on.

5.  erases the remainder of the logical line from the cursor position and to the right, leaving the line empty. erases the entire logical line which the cursor is on, but not the space the line occupies.

6.  deletes the character just to the left of the cursor and moves the cursor left one space. Use to correct an error in the most recent keystrokes.

(B) Cursor and Movement Keys

1.  and move up or down the screen one line at a time. moves the cursor to the first line of the file. moves the cursor to the last line of the file.

2.  and move the cursor to the right or left one space at a time. moves the cursor forward to the beginning of the next field. moves the cursor back to the beginning of the previous field. moves the cursor forward to the end of the current line. moves the cursor back to the beginning of the current line.

3.  moves the cursor to the top left-hand corner of the current screen.

4.  leaves the cursor where it is and moves text down one line at a time.

5.  moves text up one line at a time, without changing the cursor location.

6.  recalls the previous screen of text and locates the cursor at the same relative position on the screen.

7.  moves the cursor to the same relative position on the next screen of text.
(C) Other Keys on the Pad

1. 8 provides a means for “saving a place” in a program file. With the cursor at a desired location, press 8, then any number from 0 through 9. This marks the column and row in memory (no mark actually appears). At any time, you may locate one of ten possible marks in the file. Press 8-8, then the desired number to move forward or back through the file to the desired location.

2. is not currently implemented.

30.2 Editing Function Keys

The editing softkeys shown in Figure 30-1 appear when you press with the Protocol Spreadsheet displayed. Press again to move back to the program function keys. When you press for BLOCK, a subset of editing options appear. Press to move from this subset back to the top level of editing functions.

(A) Block Functions

With the regular spreadsheet programming selections displayed, press , then BLOCK (F1) to display the block commands. Six editing commands (keys F2 through F6) operate on blocks of text. When you are using a Clear, Delete, Move, Copy or Write command, you must mark the beginning and end of a block prior to executing the command.

1. Begin and End. Use BEGIN to mark the first character of a block at the cursor location. Move the cursor one position to the right of the last character you want to include in the block. Then press END. The block, once defined, is highlighted. Whenever a block is highlighted, you may clear, delete, move, or copy the block or write it to another file.

   NOTE: The block may be defined in the reverse direction. The cursor must be located one position to the right of the first character of the block and located over the last character of the block.

2. Clear. Press F3 for CLEAR to “unmark” a block. The highlighting disappears to indicate that there is no longer an active editing block.

3. Delete. Press F4 for DELETE to remove the marked block. Text below the block fills in the deleted area.
NOTE: You may recover a deleted block using the Undelete command on the alternate set of editing function keys. Repeated use of the Undelete command will recover up to ten deleted blocks. The text is recovered in the reverse order in which it was deleted—i.e., last deleted, first recovered.

4. Move. To move text, define a block and locate the cursor at the position where you want the text block to start. Then press MOVE. The text is removed from its original location and is inserted at the cursor location. The moved text remains highlighted as a block.

To retain the original line breaks in the text, insert a blank line at the position where the new text will be located. Otherwise, inserted text will be placed at the beginning of the line marked by the cursor.

5. Copy. To copy text, mark a block, move the cursor to the desired location, and press COPY. A duplicate of the text block appears, highlighted. Since the block is already marked, you may copy it repeatedly without remarking it.

6. In/Out. To access the four Read/Write options, press the function key marked IN/OUT. A new rack of function keys appears (see Figure 30-1). These functions are explained in Section 30.2(B).

(B) Read and Write

The READ and WRITE commands are block commands but are exceptions in that they allow you to move text into and out of your program file. You can use a READ command as you would a load command to call in other Protocol Spreadsheet files. Likewise, you can save a copy of the Protocol Spreadsheet using a WRITE command.

The four command options on this rack of function keys are Read Formatted, Read Unformatted, Write Formatted, and Write Unformatted.

1. Formatted Read and Write commands. Read Formatted and Write Formatted are intended for use with spreadsheet files and any other files which contain nonprintable (non-ASCII) characters:

   - Special characters such as bit masks, ♂, ♧, ☼, ☼, ☼, ☼, ☼, ☼, ☼, ☼, ☼, ☼

   - Any control characters outside the limited subset listed in the following paragraphs for unformatted Read and Write commands.

   - “Packed” hex characters; that is, hex characters as they appear on the screen (for example 7E, 7F, and 9F).

The Write Formatted command saves these nonprintable characters as expanded ASCII and uses pound signs (#) and backslashes (\) as prefixes to mark their location for later decoding. Thus, when a file is written, # becomes ##, \ becomes \, while % becomes #30, ☼ becomes \7E, and so on.
The Read Formatted command decodes the expanded representations properly and displays them as they previously appeared on the Protocol Spreadsheet. If by mistake you use the Read Formatted command on a pure ASCII file which contains backslashes or pound signs, the INTERVIEW will attempt to decode the characters which immediately follow. For example, a preprocessor directive from an #include file such as

```c
#define max 5
```

will be decoded as

```c
#define max 5—— which obviously cannot be interpreted by the preprocessor.
```

2. **Unformatted Read and Write commands.** Read Unformatted and Write Unformatted are intended for use with #include files and other pure ASCII files. Any files that contain only ASCII and a limited subset of control characters may be successfully read in or written to disk with these commands. The set of control characters which are recognized and retained by these commands follows:

- Tab (\t)
- Form Feed (\f)
- Carriage Return (\r)
- Bell (\7)
- Line Feed (\n)

Any other control characters are stripped from the file when one of these commands is used—as are packed hex characters (\r, \n, and so on) and special characters.

**NOTES:**

a. If you mistakenly use a Write Unformatted command on a file which contains nonprintable characters, these characters will be stripped from the file without warning.

b. Since no messages inform you of whether file contents are formatted or unformatted when you perform a Read or Write, you should keep track of the file type for later reference. An easy way to do this is to append a suffix (such as \_u for unformatted or \_f for formatted) to the filename. #include files, which end with the suffix .h, require the Read Unformatted and Write Unformatted commands.

3. **How to execute a Read command.** To copy an existing file into the Protocol Spreadsheet, place the cursor at the location where you want the file to start.
Press READ/F or READ/U, whichever is appropriate (see previous paragraphs), and type in the exact filename (full or relative pathname). Then press \( \text{ESC} \) or \( \text{HOME} \). The entire file is highlighted and copied at the cursor location. Any original spreadsheet text beyond the cursor position is pushed to the end of the file which has been read in.

**NOTES:**

a. When giving the filename to be read, provide the location of the file by disk. If the destination disk is omitted, only that one named in the current directory on the File Maintenance screen will be searched. If the file is located on the current directory disk, it will be read; otherwise, an error message will appear at the top of the screen.

b. You may read in an entire spreadsheet file without affecting the configuration of other menus in the INTERVIEW. A full program, containing the spreadsheet and the contents of all other menus, must be loaded from the File Maintenance screen. See Section 15.3(E).

4. **How to execute a Write command.** You may file a copy of all or part of your spreadsheet entries using one of the Write commands. First, mark the beginning and end of the block you wish to save to a file. Then press WRITE/F or WRITE/U, whichever is appropriate (see previous paragraphs), and give the full or relative pathname of the file when prompted. Press \( \text{ESC} \) or \( \text{HOME} \). The file will appear in the directory listings on the File Maintenance screen. If you type in the name of a file which already exists, your spreadsheet text block will overwrite the entire file if the file is the *same file type*.

**NOTE:** If you wish to save the configuration of other menus along with your spreadsheet program, use the Save command on the File Maintenance screen; see Section 15.3(F).

(C) **Other Editing Commands**

To return to the main set of edit keys from the bank of Block commands, press \( \text{ESC} \). The remaining commands in the set are described in subsequent paragraphs.

1. **Undelete.** You can return the last deleted line or block to the screen. First, locate the cursor where you want the deleted text to appear, and press UNDELETE. The deleted text will be inserted at the cursor location. Repeated use of the Undelete command will recover up to ten deleted blocks.

2. **Find.** Press FIND, and the prompt “Find:”, along with the cursor, appear at the top of the screen. Type in the string you wish to locate, and press \( \text{ESC} \). The
command performs a forward search to the end of the file. Press AGAIN to search for another occurrence of the same string. The message “Text not found” is posted at the top of the screen if the entered text does not occur between the last cursor location and the end of the file.

3. Replace. To replace a text string (with a maximum of 50 characters), press REPLACE. The prompt “Find:” appears at the top of the screen. Type in the string that you want to replace, and press (or ). The prompt “Replace with:” appears. Type in the new string, and press (or ). The command searches forward in the file from the cursor position and replaces the first occurrence of the string. To continue replacing the old string, press AGAIN, until the message “Text not found” is displayed at the top of the screen. The search for the text string stops at the end of the file.

NOTES:

a. If you want the entire file to be searched, make sure the cursor is positioned at the beginning by pressing or .

b. Case does make a difference. If the string “echo” is replaced, “Echo” will not be replaced.

4. Again. You may repeat Find and Replace commands by executing the command, then pressing AGAIN.

5. Go-line. To move from one line to any other line in the file, press GO-LINE. When prompted, enter the sequential number of the line you want, and press or .

6. Auto-indent. <Indent> will appear at the top right of the screen when Auto-indent is on. Auto-indent is an alternating function key. If the indent cue does not appear, press the function key once to turn on Auto-indent. Press the function key again to turn off indentation. Auto-indent is active both when editing keys and program function keys are active.

NOTE: To move through the program one line at a time at the points of indentation, use the key instead of the and keys.

This feature is an aid in setting up spreadsheet programs. When you use a function key to enter a keyword, the keyword appears on a new line, and, if it is a component belonging to a larger block, it is indented. For example, if you press LAYER:, the keyword is not indented, but if you press TEST, the keyword TEST appears on a new line, indented three spaces from the first letter of its “owner”
INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951–B0424–01

(LAYER). When you press STATE, the keyword STATE is indented another three spaces, to show that it is a component of the test.

NOTE: If you type in your spreadsheet entries, the last level of indentation is observed; however, other auto-indent features are not applied to manual entries.

7. Go–error. Most syntax errors made on the Protocol Spreadsheet are indicated by strike-through of the text where the error occurs. Press GO–ERR to move to the first editing error found moving forward (down) through the file. Press GO–ERR once more to move to the next editing error. The search for editing errors stops at the end of the file, and the message “No more errors” is displayed at the top of the screen.

Errors which are detected by the C translator, preprocessor, or compiler are not indicated by the editor. When you press [ ] and the test is compiled, the errors will be noted. If there are errors in the test, the INTERVIEW will revert to the Protocol Spreadsheet and display a diagnostic message about the first error rather than run the test. Press GO–ERR to search for additional errors until the “No more errors” messages is displayed.

If you leave the Protocol Spreadsheet to go to another screen, but then want to review the list of the errors again, return to the Main Program menu. Press [ ], [ ] (spreadsheet screen, edit, GO–ERR). Repeat GO–ERR for the next one. When there are no more errors, a prompt to that effect will appear at the top of the screen.

Error messages are listed in Appendix A.
31 Layer—Independent Conditions and Actions

Condition—and—action triggers are the basic programming elements on the INTERVIEW Protocol Spreadsheet. Triggers can be thought of as “If, Then” statements, organized on the spreadsheet under the headings CONDITIONS and ACTIONS. Each pairing of CONDITIONS and ACTIONS on the spreadsheet represents one trigger, similar to but also more comprehensive than one of the sixteen Trigger Setup screens (see Sections 25 and 26). Any number of triggers may be created in the spreadsheet program.

During a test, a trigger condition is active (potentially true) whenever the state it belongs to is active. An action is taken whenever the condition (or set of conditions) preceding it is true.

This section covers those conditions and actions that are not local to a particular protocol at a particular layer of programming. These are the conditions and actions that are made available as softkey selections in every state in the program without exception.

31.1 Naming Requirements

Flags, accumulators, signals, counters, timers, and timeouts are layer— independent trigger entities that are created by the user in any number and combination and called out by keyword (FLAG, ACCUMULATE, SIGNAL, COUNTER, TIMER, TIMEOUT) and by name. The names are assigned by the user and referenced in triggers throughout the program.

A name on the Protocol Spreadsheet must not exceed sixteen characters nor include any except the fifty—two alpha characters (upper and lower cases) and the ten numeric characters in addition to the underscore (_) character. The first character in each name must be an alpha character.

The practical size limit for the names of counters, timers, and accumulators is eight characters, since a longer name cannot be called out on the tabular and graphic statistics screens.

For the sake of program readability, we recommend that all user—assigned names be entered in lower case. In this way they will be distinguishable from keywords. The spreadsheet compiler does not insist on lower case for user—assigned names, however.
The spreadsheet compiler does treat upper- and lower-case names as distinct. A timer named delay will not be referenced by the name DELAY (or Delay), for example. Keywords are treated differently: typing timer has the same effect as typing Timer or TIMER or pressing the softkey that writes TIMER to the screen.

Names of different entities need not be kept distinct. The program will have no trouble keeping a SIGNAL named ready separate from a FLAG of the same name. (The user may have difficulty keeping them separate, however.)

31.2 Rules for Combining Conditions

Several layer-independent conditions are "transitional" (or "instantaneous") conditions, in that they are true only for the instant that they transition to true. These transitional conditions are enter-state, timeout, keyboard, time-of-day, and signal conditions. Triggers that combine two transitional conditions are illegal and will not compile, since there is no chance of two transitional events occurring simultaneously.

The other class of layer-independent conditions, comprised of buffer-full, counter, and flag conditions, may be thought of as transitional/status. When used alone in a trigger, these conditions are true only at the moment they transition to true.

For example, the condition COUNTER retries GE 5, used by itself preceding an Actions block, will be true once when the counter increments from 4 to 5, but not when the same counter increments to 6. For the condition ever to be true again, the counter must first transition to a value less than 5. When used in combination with transitional conditions, these transitional/status conditions are checked for a current status of true at the moment the transitional condition transitions true. They may retain this status of true indefinitely.

Here is an example of a transitional/status condition (counter) used in combination with a transitional condition (timeout).

CONDITIONS: TIMEOUT response
COUNTER retries GE 5
ACTIONS: ALARM

This set of conditions will be true every time the timeout occurs as long as the counter retains a status of greater than or equal to 5.

When a transitional/status condition is used in combination with one or more other transitional/status conditions, the first condition in the user-defined sequence of conditions will be transitional, while the others will be checked for truth or falsity only when the first condition transitions to true. Take, for example, a scenario where a counter increments five times and then a flag increments five times. On the fifth flag increment, the following set of conditions will be true:

CONDITIONS: FLAG true last 101
COUNTER true_first EQ 5
The conditions are satisfied because the flag is transitional while the counter is static: at the moment the flag transitions to binary 101 (decimal 5), the counter is checked for a status of 5. Both are true. But given the same scenario, this set of conditions is false:

CONDITIONS: COUNTER true _first EQ 5
FLAG true _last 101

Here, the counter condition is transitional, the flag is static—simply because the counter condition is listed first. The flag condition is checked only at the moment the counter attains the count of 5. After that, the flag is not checked again.

The condition logic is streamlined in this manner in order to be economical of processor time, on the assumption that in a typical application the user knows which of two conditions will be satisfied first. If users do not know whether the counter or the flag in the above example will increment to 5 first, nothing prevents them from entering two triggers, both having the same conditions but in a different sequence. Or they may enter the pair of conditions on a Trigger Setup menu, where combined transitional/status conditions generate enough code to cover all contingencies. See Section 25.2(B)2.

NOTE: Additional rules may apply when the COUNTER or FLAG transitional/status condition is used in a spreadsheet program compiled and saved as a linkable—object file. See Section 28.4(B).

31.3 Layer—Independent Conditions

The eight softkeys that represent the full set of layer— independent conditions are shown in Figure 31-1.

(A) Enter State

This condition is true immediately as the current state is entered. Control of the action in effect reverts to the previous state. In the example below, ENTER_STATE is used as the condition for an alarm action in second state. The counter condition in first state effectively controls this alarm.

STATE: first
CONDITIONS: COUNTER frm_err EQ 10
NEXT STATE: second
STATE: second
CONDITIONS: ENTER_STATE
ACTIONS: ALARM
(B) Timeout

Any number of decrementing timeout timers may be started as trigger actions and monitored by trigger conditions. The condition is true when the timeout timer expires.

Here is an example of a timeout condition:

```
TIMEOUT response
```

where `response` is the name of the timeout timer.

After pressing the `TIMEOUT` softkey or typing `TIMEOUT` followed by space, enter a name. The name can reference a timeout timer that was started either in a spreadsheet action or a trigger-menu action.

(C) Keyboard

Enter a list of characters produced by keystrokes. Any key or key-combination that produces a character on the ASCII table in Appendix D1 is valid input in this field. Lists in the spreadsheet program can extend to 128 characters.

In Run mode when any key on the list is pressed, the condition will be true and (if this is the only condition) will initiate a trigger action.

An example of a keyboard condition is the following:

```
CONDITIONS: KEYBOARD "1"
```

Note the space following the 1 entry. Here the [ key or the space bar will satisfy the trigger condition. Dual quotation marks are required for all lists and strings on the Protocol Spreadsheet.
(D) Buffer Full

This condition is true at the moment the 64-Kbyte character buffer is full. Use this condition to trigger a display-freeze (CAPTURE BOTH OFF) whenever the earliest data in the display buffer is the most important and you do not want it to be overwritten. Here is an example of a trigger that will retain the first full buffer of data:

CONDITIONS: BUFFER_FULL
ACTIONS: CAPTURE BOTH OFF

(E) Counter

Any counter named and operated as a trigger action may be monitored as a trigger condition. To create a counter condition, press the COUNTER softkey or type COUNTER followed by a space.

NOTE: A counter named on a Trigger Menu screen also refers to a spreadsheet counter as long as the name matches. Timeouts and timers can also be shared between the Trigger Menu screens and the spreadsheet.

NOTE ALSO: Trigger Setup screens monitor counter values from 0 to 999,999. However, Protocol Spreadsheet triggers can monitor counter values up to 4,294,967,295.

The following is an example of a spreadsheet counter condition:

CONDITIONS: COUNTER byte_no EQ 128

where byte_no is the name, EQ(ual) is the relational operator, and 128 is the decimal value.

1. Enter counter name. Name the counter to be monitored. See Section 31.1, Naming Requirements.

2. Relational operator. As soon as a counter name has been typed and followed by a space, a rack of softkeys appears with names of relational operators. See Figure 31-2.

Figure 31-2 A set of relational operators compares the counter value to a user-entered value.
Make the appropriate selection to specify when the counter condition will be true. The counter may be tested for a value equal to (EQ), not equal to (NE), greater than or equal to (GE), less than or equal to (LE), strictly greater than (GT), or strictly less than (LT) the value entered on the spreadsheet.

When a COUNTER condition is used alone, it is a transitional condition. This means that it is true only when it transitions to true. For example, a condition that said COUNTER drops NE 5 would be true when COUNTER drops transitioned from 5 to 6—that is, on the transition from equal 5 to not equal 5; but the condition would not be true when 6 changed to 7.

In combination with another condition (that is, more than one condition per action or set of actions), a COUNTER condition normally is a status condition, not a transitional condition. As a status condition, COUNTER drops NE 5 is true any time the status of the counter is not 5. Refer to Section 31.2, Rules for Combining Conditions.

NOTE: Additional rules may apply when the COUNTER transitional/status condition is used in a spreadsheet program compiled and saved as a linkable—object file. See Section 28.4(B).

3. Enter the counter value. Enter the value as a whole decimal number. Each condition can monitor a 32-bit counter for decimal values ranging from 0 to 4,294,967,295.

NOTE: The Current value for a counter on the Tabular Statistics screen is maintained to seven decimal places, for a maximum counter display of 9,999,999. The 32-bit binary counter can attain much higher values than this, however—the decimal display on the statistics screen merely rolls over to zero and continues counting. Spreadsheet counter conditions can monitor for values up to the maximum of over four billion. If a trigger looks for a counter value higher than this maximum, it will never be satisfied.

(F) Time

The time of day once a day or once a month can satisfy a trigger condition. Here, for example, is a trigger condition that comes true at 3 P.M. each day:

CONDITIONS: TIME 1500

1. Enter day of month or time of day. Press the TIME softkey or type TIME followed by a space. The next entry will signify day of month if it is a two-digit entry. If it is four digits, it will signify the time of day in twenty-four hour format.

2. Enter time of day. If the entry following TIME is a two-digit, day-of-month entry, it must be followed by time of day in a four-digit, twenty-four hour format.
(G) Flag

Sixteen internal flag bits are reserved for every flag mask that is named in Protocol Spreadsheet conditions and actions.

**NOTE:** The eight flag bits on the Trigger Setup screens are the low-order bits of a flag mask that can be accessed on the Protocol Spreadsheet by the name *trig_flag*.

A flag condition still is valid when fewer than sixteen flag bits are specified. The flag values that are specified are right-justified when the program is compiled, and leading X's (don't cares) are assumed.

The internal flag normally is a static condition when it is used in combination with other trigger conditions—that is, more than one condition per action or set of actions. Refer to Section 31.2, Rules for Combining Conditions. Since flag bits are completely under program control and can be used in combination with other conditions, they are useful chiefly to enable or disable entire triggers.

**NOTE:** Additional rules may apply when the *FLAG* transitional/status condition is used in a spreadsheet program compiled and saved as a linkable—object file. See Section 28.4(B).

For example, a trigger action is taken if a flag bit is 1 and a % character is seen. Setting the flag to zero effectively disables this trigger.

The following is an example of a flag condition:

```
CONDITIONS: FLAG nak 1X
```

where *nak* is the name of the flag and x0000000000000X1X is the flag bit mask.
1. Enter the flag name. After pressing the FLAG softkey or typing FLAG followed by space, enter a name not exceeding eight characters, beginning with an alpha character.

2. Enter the flag condition bit mask. A flag mask follows the flag name. The mask can include up to sixteen bits (with no spaces between them). Since the number of flag masks in your program is unlimited, you may want to restrict your masks to one or two bits. In effect you will be giving each bit or pair of bits a name.

   Legal bit-entries are 1, 0, or X (for “don’t care”). Press 0 or 1 to enter an X. The condition will not test this bit.

(H) On Signal

Signals are communicated between tests and between layers. They are the simplest way to use an event in one test to start a state or an action in another test. Here is an example of an on-signal condition:

   ON_SIGNAL testfail

After pushing the ONSIGNAL softkey or typing ON_SIGNAL followed by space, enter the name of a signal you have created (or intend to create) in a trigger action.

31.4 Layer–Independent Actions

When a block of conditions has been entered, press ~ to access the ACTIONS softkey. The actions that are available in all states without exception are shown in Figure 31-3 as they appear in three successive racks of softkeys.

(A) Counter

The Protocol Spreadsheet screen can control any number of counters. The Tabular Statistics screen is an expanding display that can provide statistics for 100 counters, timers, and accumulators.

Here is an example of a counter action:

   ACTIONS: COUNTER datapaks INC

1. Enter counter name. A counter can be unique to one trigger action or it may be shared with other actions and other triggers, which can monitor it and change its values. As long as the same counter name is used, the same counter is invoked.
31 Layer–Independent Conditions and Actions

NOTE: A counter named on a Trigger Menu screen also refers to a spreadsheet counter as long as the name matches. Timeouts and timers can also be shared between the Trigger Menu screens and the spreadsheet.

NOTE ALSO: Trigger Setup screens monitor counter values from 0 to 999,999. However, Protocol Spreadsheet triggers can monitor counter values up to 4,294,967,295.

After naming the counter, select among the actions shown in the rack of softkeys in Figure 31-4.

2. Increment. Thirty-two bits are reserved for each counter. Therefore a counter will roll over after it attains a decimal value of 4,294,967,295. Spreadsheet...
conditions can monitor a counter for any value from zero to the maximum. (Trigger Menu conditions can monitor up to a count of 999,999.) Note, however, that the counter value will only be displayed up to seven decimal places on the Tabular Statistics screen. The maximum displayed value therefore is 9,999,999.

3. **Decrement.** When this action is selected, each trigger occurrence subtracts 1 from the counter. A counter that decrements below zero wraps to 4,294,967,295. The last seven decimal places of this maximum value will be displayed in the **Current** column on the Tabular Statistics screen.

4. **Set.** Select **Set** in order to specify the value that the counter will take when the trigger comes true. Enter a decimal value for the counter. To reset a counter without taking a statistical sample, use the **Set** action and enter a value of zero.

5. **Sample.** This action stores the current value of the counter and then resets it to zero. The stored value is posted immediately to the statistics display in the **Last** column. This value is compared with previous **Last** values in order to compute **Minimum**, **Maximum**, and **Average** values for statistical display. Refer to Section 21 for a discussion of tabular statistics.

6. **Clear.** This action resets the counter to zero and also resets last, minimum, maximum, and average values for the counter.

**(B) Timer**

The Protocol Spreadsheet can control any number of timers. The Tabular Statistics screen is an expanding display that can provide statistics for 100 counters, timers, and accumulators.

While timers can be run and sampled as trigger actions, they are not available as trigger conditions. Timeouts, not timers, are the mechanism that allows you to trigger off of elapsed time.

Timer values may be based on an internal "wall" clock, or, if time ticks are enabled on the Front-End Buffer menu screen, on ticks that are stored along with the data. The "tick" mode of timing is the most accurate, especially when data is played back and you do not want playback conditions such as speed and idle—suppression to affect the timers.

Here is an example of a timer action:

**ACTIONS: TIMER session SAMPLE**

1. **Enter timer name.** After pressing the **TIMER** softkey or typing **TIMER** followed by a space, enter a name. Like counters and timeouts, a timer can be shared between the spreadsheet program and the Trigger Menu screens. If the same name is used, the same timer is invoked.
After naming a timer, select among the actions shown on softkeys in Figure 31-5.

![Figure 31-5 Timer actions.](image)

2. **Restart.** Use **RESTART** to start a timer. This causes the timer to reset to zero and begin incrementing. A restart does not affect any statistical values except **Current**.

3. **Stop.** A stop action suspends the timer at its present value. The timer may be started again at this value by a **Continue** action on another trigger.

4. **Continue.** This action restarts the timer beginning at the value that was frozen in the **Current** column when the timer was stopped. The Continue action has no effect on a timer that is incrementing already.

5. **Sample.** Sampling a timer resets it at zero and stops it. Prior to resetting, the current value is posted as a **Last** value and passed along for other statistical tabulation.

6. **Clear.** Clearing a timer resets and stops the timer and clears the last, minimum, maximum, and average values.

(C) **Timeout**

Any number of timeouts can be started and stopped in the spreadsheet program. Timeouts are timers that count down instead of up. Their values are not read on any statistical display; but when they time down to zero, they satisfy trigger conditions that monitor them by name. Timeout timers that are named on the Protocol Spreadsheet also may be monitored and controlled on the Trigger Menu screens.

Here is an example of a timeout action:

```
ACTIONS: TIMEOUT t2 RESTART 3
```

where t2 is the name of the timeout and 3 is its duration in seconds.

1. **Enter timeout name.** After pressing the **TIMEOUT** softkey or typing **TIMEOUT** followed by space, enter the name of the timeout. As soon as a name has been entered and followed by a space, a rack of softkeys appears with the names of two timeout actions, **RESTART** and **STOP**.

2. **Restart.** Select **RESTART** to start the timer running down.

3. **Stop.** Select **STOP** to halt the timer and prevent the timeout.
4. Enter timeout value. The duration of the timeout is entered in seconds. The timeout value is a decimal field in which entries are valid to the millisecond (0.001). For values under 1 second, you must precede the decimal with a leading zero, as follows:

```
TIMEOUT delay RESTART 0.25
```

The maximum timeout entry in this field is 65.535 seconds.

You may expand the maximum timeout with a program such as the following, which produces an alarm every twenty minutes.

```
STATE: twenty_min_alarm
CONDITIONS: ENTER_STATE
ACTIONS: TIMEOUT sixtysec RESTART 60
CONDITIONS: TIMEOUT sixtysec
ACTIONS: COUNTER minutes INC
TIMEOUT sixtysec RESTART 60
CONDITIONS: COUNTER minutes EQ 20
ACTIONS: COUNTER minutes SET 0
ALARM
```

(D) Prompt

Prompts are user-entered ASCII messages that appear on the second status line at the top of the screen in Run mode as a result of a trigger coming true. They are messages to operators, from the program, alerting them to important protocol or program events. Prompts are written to the second status line of any current Run-mode display screen. Switching to Freeze mode or to another display screen clears the prompt from all screens except the Display Window.

**NOTE**: The prompt line is not zeroed out with each new prompt, and prompts are overwritten only to the extent of the new prompt. For example, the prompt “POL’” does not completely overwrite the prompt “SELECT”—the result will be “POLLCT”. It is a good practice to establish a uniform prompt length and space—fill shorter prompts to that length.

Special C functions that position the cursor anywhere on the prompt line (or elsewhere in the display) and write messages to the cursor position are discussed in Section 60.

A prompt that has been triggered in Run mode is illustrated in Figure 31-6. Here is the same prompt as it appears on the Protocol Spreadsheet:

```
ACTIONS: PROMPT "Echoed message received"
```

Backslashes and double—quotation marks may be included in prompt messages if they are preceded by backslashes, in accordance with the rules for entering these characters in transmit strings. See Table 33-2. Example:

```
ACTIONS: PROMPT '" hello" string received"'
```
1. **Enter prompt message.** After pressing the PROMPT softkey or typing PROMPT followed by a space, enter a message in quotation marks. The message should not exceed 64 characters, the width of the screen.

![Prompt line](image)

**Figure 31.6** User-defined prompts are displayed at the top of the Run screen.

(E) **Alarm**

The alarm is a tone of less than a second duration. The alarm is sounded each time the trigger comes true. If the tone lasts longer than a second, the alarm has been triggered more than once.

The alarm action on the spreadsheet is simply the word ALARM.

(F) **Flag**

Internal flags are special programming bits. They can be set on or off by triggers and sensed by triggers. Flags come in masks of up to sixteen bits. Each flag mask is named and referenced by the spreadsheet program.

Any number of flag masks may be created. Flags are common to all tests and layers: if a flag name is used in tests in two different layers, it refers to the same sixteen programming bits.

A flag action still is valid when fewer than sixteen flag bits are specified. The flag values that are specified are right-justified when program is compiled, and leading X's (don't cares) are assumed.

**NOTE:** The eight flag bits on the Trigger Setup screens are the low-order bits of a flag mask that can be accessed on the Protocol Spreadsheet by the name trig_flag.

Here is an example of a flag action:

```
ACTIONS: FLAG nak SET 0X
```

where nak is the name of the flag, SET is the action, and 0 is the only bit in the mask affected by the set action.
1. **Enter the flag name.** After pressing the softkey for FLAG, or typing FLAG followed by a space, a rack of softkeys appears with the names of flag actions. See Figure 31-7.

2. **Increment.** The mask can be used as a 16-bit binary counter. The INC action increases the value of the mask by one each time the trigger is true.

   As the mask increments above 65,535, it wraps to zero.

   The INC action always toggles the least significant flag bit. If you monitor the flag for only one bit (for example, FLAG flagname 1), the INC action will toggle the condition true/false. This can be a useful tool when you want *every second occurrence* of an event to trigger an action.

3. **Decrement.** This action decreases the value of the flag byte by one each time the trigger is true. When the mask decrements below zero, it wraps to 65,535.

4. **Set.** This action rewrites the flag bits according to the flag—action bit mask that you enter following the SET keyword. The bit mask is comprised of up to sixteen 0’s, 1’s, and X’s (no change).

   When you enter fewer than 16 bits, you are leaving the leftmost bits in the mask unspecified. The action will not change the condition of unspecified bits.

(G) **Signal**

Use signals to convey instructions to other tests and other layers where conditions are monitoring these signals by name.

Other internal programming mechanisms, such as flags and counters, are common to all tests and layers and may perform a signalling function. Signals, however, are more efficient in that they are reusable: a signal that is sent and monitored can be sent and monitored again ten seconds later, but an action that sets a flag to 1 cannot be used again until another action has intervened to reset the flag to zero.

After pressing the SIGNAL softkey or typing SIGNAL followed by space, enter the name of the signal. Often the name will be descriptive of the event being signalled. The following is an example of a signal action:

```
ACTIONS: SIGNAL testfail
```
(H) Accumulate

The accumulate action reads a specified value for a counter or timer and presents this value to tabular and graphic statistics screens for statistical breakout. This action is distinct from the sampling action of a counter or timer in this important respect: sampling a counter or timer also resets it to zero. Accumulating a counter or timer has no effect on the ongoing counting or timing function. Examples of accumulators are given in Section 21, Tabular Statistics.

Values for more than one counter or timer may be brought into a single accumulator. For example, separate timers might measure response times for a group of multidropped DTEs. At the end of the test, a value for each timer could be brought, in separate trigger actions, into one accumulator.

Each accumulate action specifies one value only for a counter or timer. Thus, the accumulator might provide meaningful statistical data based, for example, on maximum values only for a group of timers.

Here is an example of an accumulate action:

```plaintext
ACTIONS: ACCUMULATE alldrop COUNTER badbce_a LAST
```

where `alldrop` is the name of the accumulator, `badbce_a` is the name of a counter, and it is the last value of the counter that is being accumulated.

1. **Enter the accumulator name.** Both the accumulator and one counter or timer are referenced in the accumulate action. Counters and timers are referenced, not created, in accumulate actions.

   An accumulator is created by being named in an accumulate action. Like counters and timers, accumulators can be given display lines on either or both of the statistics screens.

2. **Clear.** This action clears the last, minimum, maximum, and average values of the accumulator. (Since accumulators neither count nor time, they never display a current value.)

3. **Counter.** This action accumulates a value for the counter named immediately following the keyword `COUNTER`. After the counter is named, one value for that counter is selected from the rack of softkeys in Figure 31-8.

4. **Timer.** This action accumulates a value for the timer named immediately following the keyword `TIMER`. After the timer is named, one value for that timer is selected from the rack of softkeys in Figure 31-8.
Print

Time-stamped printouts of single lines of data can be commanded by the spreadsheet program. The data can be a line of tabular statistics for an accumulator, counter, or timer; or a user—prompt that is sent to the printer after it has been written to the second line of the screen.

The following is an example of a print action:

ACTIONS: PRINT TIMER echotime MILLISECONDS

After pressing the softkey for PRINT or typing PRINT followed by a space, select an option for the type of data to be printed from the new rack of softkeys shown in Figure 31-9.

1. Accumulator. When this action is taken, the line of tabular statistics for the accumulator that you name will be printed. A line of tabular statistics includes last, minimum, maximum, and average values for an accumulator. Since accumulators neither count nor time, they never display a current value.

2. Counter. When this action is taken, the line of tabular statistics for the counter that you name will be printed. A line of tabular statistics includes current, last, minimum, maximum, and average values for a counter.

3. Timer. After the timer is named, a timer rate is selected from a new rack of softkeys as shown in Figure 31-10.

Figure 31-8 Counters and timers are accumulated with respect to one statistical value only.

Figure 31-9 Four types of data may be printed out as a trigger action.

Figure 31-10 After a timer is named for printout display, a new softkey rack allows you to specify unit of time.
The selected rate will only display values to the smallest place value afforded by the tick rate selected on the FEB Setup screen. For example, if milliseconds is selected on the FEB screen, choosing microseconds on the print—timer softkey selection will simply display three additional zeros as place holders—it will not calculate a more precise reading. Thus, the most accurate selection for this example would be milliseconds, matching the FEB selection.

When a timer is controlled by a nondata event such as a keyboard condition, it will reference a "wall—time" clock whose smallest resolution is a millisecond.

When the PRINT TIMER action is taken, the line of tabular statistics for the timer that you name will be printed. A line of tabular statistics includes current, last, minimum, maximum, and average values for a timer. Figure 31-11 is an example of such a printout for the program given below.

```
STATE: message
CONDITIONS: DTE STRING "hello"
ACTIONS: PROMPT "String sent by DTE"
          TIMER echotime RESTART
          NEXT_STATE: echo
STATE: echo
CONDITIONS: DCE STRING "hello"
ACTIONS: PROMPT "Same string by DCE"
          TIMER echotime STOP
          TIMER echotime SAMPLE
          PRINT TIMER echotime MILLISECONDS
          NEXT_STATE: message
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Last</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09/29 16:13</td>
<td>echotime</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>452.00MSECS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/29 16:13</td>
<td>echotime</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>396.50MSECS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/29 16:13</td>
<td>echotime</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>407.00MSECS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 31-11 In this printout, a PRINT TIMER action has been triggered three times.
4. **Prompt.** The PRINT PROMPT action is designed to be added to an action block that already contains a prompt. The example below inserts PRINT PROMPT actions into the program described in the previous section. The user does not have to key in a long prompt message twice, once for the printout and once for the screen. The printout for this program is shown in Figure 31-12.

```
STATE: message
CONDITIONS: DTE STRING "hello"
ACTIONS: PROMPT "String sent by DTE"
PRINT PROMPT
TIMER echotime RESTART
NEXT_STATE: echo

STATE: echo
CONDITIONS: DCE STRING "hello"
ACTIONS: PROMPT "Same string by DCE"
TIMER echotime STOP
PRINT PROMPT
TIMER echotime SAMPLE
PRINT TIMER echotime MILLISECONDS
NEXT_STATE: message
```

![Figure 31-12](image-url) Printout resulting from a combination of PRINT PROMPT and PRINT TIMER actions.

**NOTE:** If you want to print multiple prompts, place each PROMPT and PRINT PROMPT pair in its own conditions/actions block. (Otherwise, only one prompt will be printed since prompts overwrite each other.)

(J) **Trace**

Traces are user-entered ASCII data strings, identical to prompts in all ways except in their mode of display: traces are posted one to a line in the multiline Program Trace display (see Section 6.6), while prompts appear on the second status line in all data—display modes (including the Program Trace).
Numerous layers and numerous tests per layer can be active concurrently in the INTERVIEW. The Program Trace can be set up to track state-to-state movement in a particular Layer and Test identified by the operator on the Display Setup menu. State names can be included in the Program Trace via the Display States: _YES_ selection on the the Display Setup menu. See Figure 31-13.

**Figure 31-13** The user may select a particular layer and test for a Program Trace.

Traces are debugging tools. Inside a dead-end state they can inform you whether a particular condition that you are expecting is coming true. Prompts, by contrast, have a much fainter “trail”: it is hard to be certain that a prompt was not activated and then overwritten by another prompt.

Traces also allow you to keep a record of selected protocol events—to design your own protocol analysis. Since they are written to consecutive lines rather than overwritten by other traces, they are highly useful when you are trying to track protocol events that occur in quick succession.

The following is an example of a trace action:

**ACTIONS: TRACE " Network congestion"**

1. _Enter trace message_. After pressing the TRACE softkey or typing TRACE followed by a space, enter a message in quotation marks.

**(K) Load Program**

A program (source code or object code) or setup that is stored in a file on hard disk or on a disk in either of the microfloppy drives can be loaded in by trigger action. This Load Program function is a means of chaining tests together.

Program files are a full set of configured menus, including the Layer Setup screen, Trigger Setup screens, and the Protocol Spreadsheet. Object files are the precompiled object-code versions of programs. Setup files are a set of configured menus which excludes trigger setups, the Layer Setup screen, and the spreadsheet. Remember that loading a program or setup file overwrites the program or setup file already in memory. Loading an object file overwrites only the object code of whatever program (if any) was compiled most recently. The new object file will not affect the data on any setup menu or programming screen.

EIA statuses can be maintained in between programs by a special menu selection on the Interface Control menu screen. (See Section 12.)
The following is an example of a Load Program action:

```
ACTIONS: LOAD_PROGRAM "FD1/usr/sna/sna_bind"
```

where **FD1** is microfloppy–diskette drive 1, the first slash (/) is the root directory, **usr** is the highest level of user–created files, **sna** is another directory, and **sna_bind** is the filename.

1. **Enter program name.** Enter the absolute pathname of your file. Put the name in quotation marks.

(L) **Record**

Use the **RECORD** action to activate or suspend line–data recording or disk–data playback. When the Line Setup menu is configured to monitor a disk, **RECORD** controls playback; otherwise it applies to recording. There are two selections under **RECORD**. Select **ON** to activate, or **OFF** to suspend, recording or playback.

During recording, the top status line of Run–mode screens will show incrementing block numbers and an “R” displayed in the record/playback field. During playback, a “P” is displayed. Whenever recording or playback has been suspended, an “S” is displayed.

For data playback, the status field will be blank if a disk is not present in the selected drive or when the end of the data–acquisition tracks are reached. This field will also be blank if you enter a starting block number on the Line Setup menu that a) precedes the block number at which data actually begins, or b) exceeds the block number at which data actually ends. Change your entry to zero.

For data recording, the status field will be blank when the end of RAM or the data–acquisition tracks is reached. It will also be blank if the **Capture Memory** field indicates that you will record to disk, but no disk is present in the selected drive or data–acquisition tracks are not available on the disk.
32 Layer 1 Conditions and Actions

There are seven protocol layers in the OSI (Open Systems Interconnect) model that is adopted in the INTERVIEW 8000 Series. Each layer reserves a distinctive set of trigger conditions and actions on the Protocol Spreadsheet.

As a rule, spreadsheet components for a given layer are loaded from disk via the Layer Setup screen. Layer 1, the Physical Layer, is an exception to this rule. Layer 1 conditions and actions are enabled on the Protocol Spreadsheet when the unit powers up.

Depending on the Test Interface Module (TIM) installed in the unit, the power-up also enables an Interface Control Menu screen, different for each module, that controls many Layer 1 parameters. For this reason, the set of Layer 1 conditions and actions is relatively small. For units equipped with a dual-port TIM, the selections are slightly different from units using a single-port TIM.

32.1 Single—Port Layer 1 Conditions

To bring up the bank of softkey conditions for Layer 1 using a single—port TIM, first press the CONDITIONS softkey. This key becomes available when the cursor enters a programming block at the state level.

The first four condition softkeys—DTE, DCE, RECEIVE, and EIA—belong to Layer 1. These are followed by generic conditions discussed in Section 31. The set of Layer 1 conditions is shown in Figure 32-1. The softkey for a fifth Layer 1 condition—XMIT_COMPLETE—appears on the second rack of condition softkeys shown at the bottom of the figure.

EIA is a transitional/status condition and may be combined with other conditions. The other Layer 1 conditions are transitional only. Refer to Section 31.2 for a discussion of how conditions may be combined.
Figure 32-1 Layer 1 conditions.

(A) Data

The first three trigger conditions at Layer 1 are valid when using a single-port TIM and for Port 1 when using a dual-port TIM (Port 2 is discussed in Section 32.2). They can monitor one of the two data leads for a specific data event. This event can be any of several characters, a string of characters, a good BCC following the character or string, an error revealed by a block or parity check, and so on.

Data conditions at Layer 1 monitor the entire data stream (for Port 1 when using a dual-port TIM). Conditions in other layers also check the data leads, of course, but conditions at Layer 2 and higher look for protocol events.

In searching the data stream byte by byte, Layer 1 data conditions behave similarly to Receiver conditions on the Trigger Setup screens. This is another way of saying that the 16 trigger menus constitute a Layer 1 test. This test has a single state that is always current. Trigger menus with selections made on them are always active.

The three data conditions are DTE, DCE, and RECEIVE (for Port 1 when using a dual-port TIM). When one of these conditions is selected, a new rack of softkeys appears. The new options are shown in Figure 32-2.
(B) **DTE**

When DTE is selected, data on the TD lead will be monitored (on the main port when using a dual-port TIM).

(C) **DCE**

This condition monitors the RD lead (on the main port when using a dual-port TIM).

(D) **Receive**

This condition is intended for use in the emulate modes. It allows you to change the emulate mode of a program on the Line Setup screen without modifying the spreadsheet. When RECEIVE is selected, the INTERVIEW will always monitor the lead opposite its own transmit lead (on the main port when using a dual-port TIM). With Mode: **EMULATE DCE** as the Line Setup selection, the trigger will monitor RD. In Emulate DCE mode, the trigger will monitor TD.

(E) **String**

When a trigger monitors a data lead for a string, it searches for the exact, entire sequence of characters entered in the condition. Strings have a size limit of 32 characters. If constants are entered in the string, the 32-character limit is applied after all constants have been expanded.

After pressing the STRING softkey or typing STRING followed by a space, begin the string. Strings are always enclosed in quotation marks on the spreadsheet.

Here is an example of a Layer 1 data condition:

```
CONDITIONS: RECEIVE STRING "%R ff WArr _EOF
```

where WAIT_EOF delays trigger—true until the block of data holding the string has ended with a good block check.

(F) **One-Of Character**

When ONE_OF is entered, the trigger looks for any one of the characters in the list that follows. A single character in the data is all that is necessary to match a list. The effect of a "not-equal" character in a one-of list is explained in Section 25.3(1).
After pressing the ONE_OF softkey or typing ONE_OF followed by a space, begin the list. Lists and strings are always enclosed in quotation marks.

**(G) Good or Bad BCC**

BCC is partly a Layer 1 function, in that the calculation normally is a “hardware” function that tests the physical medium. It also is a Layer 2 function, in that the frame-check calculation is transmitted as part of the Layer 2 protocol. BCC, therefore, appears as a set of spreadsheet functions both at Layer 1 and Layer 2.

GOOD_BCC (good block-check calculation) and BAD_BCC can only be used as conditions when Rev Blk Chk is turned on. Rev Blk Chk is a menu field on the Line Setup menu: see Section 5.

**NOTE:** Rev Blk Chk is on automatically when Format: is the Line Setup selection.

Press the softkey for GOODBCC or BAD_BCC when you want the trigger to take action on receipt of the BCC. The INTERVIEW does the block-check calculation that the user has defined on the BCC Parameters menu and compares it with the received block-check characters. See Table 10-1 and Table 10-2 for the block-check calculations done by the INTERVIEW.

**(H) Parity Error**

PARITY_ERROR looks for an error in relation to the Parity selection made on the Line Setup menu.

**(I) Framing Error**

FRAMING_ERROR applies to start-stop formats (ASYNC and ISOC) and detects framing errors in relation to the Stop Bits field on the Line Setup menu.

**(J) Abort**

When Format: has been selected on the Line Setup menu, you can enter ABORT as a trigger condition. In 7-e-framed protocols, seven consecutive 1-bits in midframe constitute an abort.

**(K) Enter Receive String**

Enter strings and lists inside quotation marks. A list is a series of characters that can be matched by a single data character. (A string must be matched by a data string.) A one-of condition is an example of a list. All ASCII-keyboard, control, and hexadecimal characters are legal in a receive string or list. Of the special-character keys, $\$\$, $\&\$, $\%\$, and $\#\$ are valid. $\#\$ displays the sync symbol \(\mathcal{S}\) on the screen, and causes a search for the sync pattern.
Layer 1 Conditions and Actions

~ is not valid. Bit masks are entered in receive strings by the keying sequence illustrated in Table 33-1.

Constants are also legal in any character position in a list or string. See Section 33, Strings, for an explanation of these string-search tools.

(L) Wait for End Of Frame

After the double-quote mark is entered to close a string or list, the final Layer 1 condition appears under [F] on the rack of softkeys. The condition is WAIT_EOF, or "wait for the end of the frame" before coming true and taking any actions. See Figure 32-3.

The WAIT_EOF condition does not occur above Layer 1, since data is not passed up to those layers until the frame is completed.

(M) EIA

Layer 1 conditions can monitor the status of six RS-232/V.24, V.35, or RS-449 control leads plus an additional seventh lead, the user-assigned (UA) input jack on the RS-232/V.24, V.35, or RS-449 test-interface module (TIM). Leads available for triggering are RTS, CTS, CD, DTR, DSR, and RI.

The EIA condition is a transitional/status condition. This means that when it is used alone it is true only if it transitions to true; but used in a trigger in combination with other conditions, it retains its status of on or off without having to transition to either status. The rules for combining conditions are explained in Section 31.2.

After pressing the EIA softkey or typing EIA followed by a space, make your lead selection from the upper rack of softkeys in Figure 32-4. Then select a status of ON or OFF.
Figure 32-4 EIA leads monitored by the spreadsheet program.

For the standard RS-232/V.24 interface, ON implies that a lead is more positive than +3 volts with respect to signal ground. OFF implies only that a lead is not at or above the ON threshold, not necessarily that a minus threshold has been attained.

This is an example of an EIA condition:

\[
\text{CONDITIONS: EIA DTR OFF}
\]

(N) Xmit Complete

"SENDing" a transmission means queuing a transmission to send. The layer protocol (the RTS-CTS handshake, for example, at Layer 1) may delay the actual transmission. The XMIT_COMPLETE condition (selectable in the bottom rack of softkeys in Figure 32-1) will not come true until the transmission actually has been sent. Use this condition to start accurate response-time measurements.

32.2 Dual-Port Layer 1 Conditions

To bring up the bank of softkey conditions when using a dual-port TIM at Layer 1, first press the CONDITIONS softkey. This key becomes available when the cursor enters a programming block at the state level.

The first three condition softkeys—DTE, DCE, and RECEIVE—belong to Layer 1 for the main port. These are followed by generic conditions discussed in Section 31. The set of dual-port Layer 1 conditions is shown in Figure 32-1. The softkey for a fifth Layer 1 condition—XMIT_COMPLETE—appears on the second rack of condition softkeys shown at the bottom of the figure. The last three condition softkeys—DTE2, DCE2, and RECE2—are for Layer 1 for the secondary port.

The Layer 1 conditions are transitional only. Refer to Section 31.2 for a discussion of how conditions may be combined.

All of the conditions except for the three secondary port condition softkeys are explained in Section 32.1; the secondary port softkeys are explained in the following subsections.
(A) Data

The first three and the last three trigger conditions at Layer 1 can monitor one of the two data leads for a specific data event; the first three are for the main port and the last three are for the secondary port. This event can be any of several characters, a string of characters, a good BCC following the character or string, an error revealed by a block or parity check, and so on.

Data conditions at Layer 1 monitor the entire data stream. Conditions in other layers also check the data leads, of course, but conditions at Layer 2 and higher look for protocol events.

In searching the data stream byte by byte, Layer 1 data conditions behave similarly to Receiver conditions on the Trigger Setup screens. This is another way of saying that the 16 trigger menus constitute a Layer 1 test. This test has a single state that is always current. Trigger menus with selections made on them are always active.

The three data conditions for the main port are DTE, DCE, and RECEIVE; these are explained in Section 32.1. The three data conditions for the secondary port are DTE2, DCE2, and RECV2. When one of these conditions is selected, a new rack of softkeys appears. The new options are shown in Figure 32-6. See Section 32.1 for information on these options.
Figure 32-6 A spreadsheet trigger will monitor either data lead on the secondary port looking for these events.

(B) DTE2

When DTE2 is selected, data on the secondary port TO lead will be monitored.

(C) DCE2

This condition monitors the RD lead on the secondary port.

(D) Receive2

This Receive condition on the secondary port is intended for use in the emulate modes. It allows you to change the emulate mode of a program on the Line Setup screen without modifying the spreadsheet. When RECV2 is selected, the INTERVIEW will always monitor the lead opposite its own transmit lead on the secondary port. With Mode: [EMULATE DTE] as the Line Setup selection, the trigger will monitor RD on the secondary port. In Emulate DCE mode, the trigger will monitor TD on the secondary port.

32.3 Single—Port Layer 1 Actions

When a block of Layer 1 conditions has been entered, press [D] to access the softkeys for ACTIONS. The set of seven Layer 1 actions is shown in the softkeys in Figure 32-7. The names of these actions are SEND, EIA, OUT_SYNC, IDLE_LINE, ENHANCE, and CAPTURE. The other, darkened softkeys in the figure are layer—indepen-dent actions present at every layer, discussed in the previous section of this manual.
There is one **SEND** action—transmit a string—for single-port TIMs (or the main port on a dual-port TIM). While transmissions occur at all layers, only Layer 1 allows the user to type in a complete transmission, character by character. At higher layers, the user types the names of protocol elements and the software converts these mnemonics to strings. The user enters character strings directly at higher layers only into specified user-data fields.

The spreadsheet compiler identifies strings by the quotation marks surrounding them. **Send**-strings have no size limit (for practical purposes). All ASCII—keyboard, control, and hexadecimal characters are legal in a send-string. Special keys (e.g., `~`, `rml`) are not legal.
To insert a canned fox message into a transmit string, type FOX inside double parens, as follows: `((FOX)`. Remember that the double parens are special characters produced by the `~` and `~` combinations. Constants, counters, and flags can also be embedded in a string. See Section 33, Strings.

Press the SEND softkey or type SEND followed by space to begin the entry. The prompt Enter Transmit String appears as in Figure 32-8. Enter the string inside quotation marks.

After quotation marks are typed in to close the transmit string, a set of softkeys appears for the error—checking value that will be appended to the transmit string. One of these must be selected; otherwise, the program will not compile and a Premature End of File error message is generated.

1. Good BCC. This softkey entry allows you to append a good block—check sequence to your transmitted message. The INTERVIEW will make the proper calculation based on the parameters selected on the BCC Setup screen (see Section 10).
2. **Bad BCC.** Press the softkey labeled BAD_BCC to append an errored block—check to your transmission. Assuming that Rev Blk Chk: ON is the selection on the Line Setup menu, a BCC error will be indicated on the screen of the INTERVIEW by a ■ symbol. See Figure 32-10.

For BOP format, the bad BCC will be CRC—16 instead of CCITT. For other formats it will be an inverted good BCC.

![Figure 32-10](image)

The INTERVIEW's TD monitor has detected a bad BCC transmitted by the unit's own TD driver.

3. **No BCC.** The NO_BCC softkey pertains to non—BOP formats only. Instead of appending a block—check calculation to a text message, the transmitter will revert directly to idle—line condition.

Please note that receivers that are expecting BCC characters will treat the idle characters generated by the INTERVIEW as block—check characters. The INTERVIEW's own receivers (unless they go out of sync first) will display a bad—BCC symbol on the screen. (Refer to Figure 10-4.) The device under test probably will detect a BCC error and reject or ignore the message.

The user may, of course, enter a good BCC “manually” as part of the text string that precedes the NO_BCC selection.

4. **Abort.** Abort is a BOP function only. Instead of appending a proper frame—check sequence (FCS), the transmitter will hold the lead at mark for eight bits (or longer if the transmitter is idling”). Inside a frame, seven 1—bits in a row are sufficient to signal an abort.

An aborted message is shown in Figure 32-11.

![Figure 32-11](image)

The INTERVIEW aborts a BOP frame by closing it with a byte of FF instead of 7E.
(B) EIA

Press the softkey for EIA or type EIA followed by a space to bring five RS−232 leads and four auxiliary leads under spreadsheet control. The nine softkeys that represent EIA actions are illustrated in two separate racks of keys in Figure 32-12.

EIA actions are available only when the unit is in one of the emulate modes. A maximum of three RS−232 leads are controllable at one time. When Mode: EMULATE DCE is the Line Setup parameter, you control CTS, CD, and DSR. You may enter RTS ON or DTR ON as a spreadsheet action; but the DTE, not the INTERVIEW, controls these leads, and the actions will not take effect. To turn RTS or DTR on, first you must emulate a DTE.

The AUX softkeys allow you to apply off/on voltage to any of the AUX output jacks (four on the RS−232 Test Interface Module, three on the V.35 and RS−449 TIMs installed seated in the rear of the unit). (Refer to the documentation accompanying the interfaces.) These AUX outputs are useful for turning on and off a signal that is not a softkey selection or not under the control of your emulation.

NOTE: The AUX actions on the spreadsheet have nothing to do with the 25−pin TTL AUXILIARY connector at the rear of the INTERVIEW.

After selecting a lead to control, select a status of OFF or ON. In the RS−232 specification for drivers, on is defined as +5 V to +15 V while off means a range of −5 V to −15 V.

This is an example of an EIA action:

**ACTIONS: EIA DTR ON**

![Figure 32-12 Five EIA leads and four AUX leads are under program control.](image)
(C) Outsync

When the outsync action is taken, one or both receivers go out of synchronization from trigger true until the next synchronization pattern is received. All data that occurs in between outsync and resynchronization is considered “idle.” If Display Idle: off is selected on the line setup, a receiver out of synchronization will prevent data from being presented to the screen and the character buffer as well as to the test program.

The outsync action also initiates the search for sync. Receivers that are already in sync do not look for sync. As soon as a receiver goes out of sync, the formatting logic begins to test for the one- or two-character sync pattern one bit at a time.

The outsync action may be useful when the information following a header group, for example, is of no interest. Simply go out of sync until the beginning of the next frame, when synchronization will restore the data display automatically. CAPTURE DTE (or DCE) OFF performs a similar function, except that “capture” must be turned on again by trigger when you want to resume the display.

![Figure 32-13](image)

Figure 32-13 The spreadsheet program can force one or both data leads out of sync.

After you have pressed the OUTSYN softkey or typed OUT_SYNC followed by a space, select one or both leads from the softkeys illustrated in Figure 32-13. RECEIVE and TRANSMIT may refer to DTE or DCE, depending on your emulate mode at the moment. These selections allow you to change your emulation on the Line Setup menu without having to worry about changes to the spreadsheet program.

(D) Idle Line

IDLE_LINE allows you to use a trigger action to change the idle—line condition applied by the INTERVIEW. If you press the softkey for IDLE_LN (see Figure 32-13) or type IDLE_LINE followed by a space, the words Enter Idle Character String will appear on the prompt line in the softkey area at the bottom of the screen. Enter a single alphanumeric, control, or hexadecimal character in quotation marks. The red LED on the key should be on for hexadecimal entry.
The idle-line action applies only when Format: has been selected on the Line Setup menu. This trigger action is useful for tests in protocols that employ different idle characters to signal changes in protocol state. An example is X.21 or X.21 bis, which in various states will idle 'r', 'l', '+', and so on.

Here is an example of an IDLE_LINE action:

ACTIONS: IDLE_LINE "+"

(E) Enhance

The spreadsheet program can be used to enhance display data selectively. Data on either or both sides of the line may be enhanced. Figure 32-14 shows typical reverse-image enhancements. Enhancements are stored in the character buffer for later review: see Section 7.3.

Enhancements that pertain to the plasma display are reverse-image, blink, and hex. In addition to these, a low-intensity enhancement can be applied to data that is transmitted to a black-and-white monitor connected at the RS-170 port (see Figure 1-6).

Blink, reverse and low enhancements activated by the trigger-menu or spreadsheet program can be mapped to colors on a color monitor attached at the INTERVIEW's RGB port (Figure 1-6). See Section 18.2 for an explanation of how blink, reverse, and low enhancements relate to character and background colors in the RGB output.

Enhancements are available at every protocol level, but only Layer 1 enhancements affect the raw-data display. Higher-level enhancements are applied to the protocol trace for a given layer.

1. Reverse image. Reverse-imaged characters are presented as dark letters on a lighter background.
2. **Low intensity.** This attribute does not affect data on the plasma display, which supports one display intensity only. Characters that are given this attribute will appear in low intensity on a CRT that is attached to the INTERVIEW through the RS–170 port.

![Figure 32-15 Layer 1 enhancements must be turned off as well as on by trigger.](image)

3. **Blink.** BLINK causes data to be highlighted by a high-intensity area that blinks on and off. This is the most conspicuous highlight for small portions of data.

4. **Hexadecimal.** When the HEX enhancement is turned on, all data affected by the trigger is displayed in hexadecimal. Once data is stored in the buffer as hexadecimal, it remains in this format even if the key is toggled.

Refer to Figure 6-17 for data in which hex translation has been turned on for protocol characters and off for user (ASCII) data.
(F) Capture

This action turns on and off the presentation of data to the screen—that is, it stops or “freezes” the display—and capture of data to the screen buffer (character RAM). Unlike the Manual Freeze mode initiated by the FREEZE key, however, the “capture off” action does not allow you to scroll through the buffer while the test continues.

This action allows you to use the spreadsheet program to find important data and then preserve it in the buffer when it would otherwise be overwritten and lost.

Here is a sample capture action:

**ACTIONS: CAPTURE BOTH OFF**

where OFF means freeze the display and BOTH means with respect to DTE and DCE.

After pressing the CAPTURE softkey or typing CAPTURE followed by a space, select DCE, DTE, or BOTH from the rack of softkeys shown in Figure 32-16. On a subsequent set of softkeys, select ON or OFF as the capture action.

---

**Figure 32-16** Screen display (“capture”) can be turned on or off with respect to one data lead or both.

1. **DCE.** This option disables or enables the buffering and display of DCE (RD) data. Suppressing one data lead only does not serve the purpose of preserving data indefinitely in the buffer, since the other lead eventually will overwrite the buffer.

2. **DTE.** The TD lead by itself can likewise be suppressed or displayed.

3. **BOTH.** This option suppresses or displays all data.

4. **LEADS.** This option suppresses the lead changes to the display.

5. **ON.** This action enables buffering and display of the selected data.

6. **OFF.** This action suspends buffering and display.
32.4 Dual—Port Layer 1 Actions

When a block of Layer 1 conditions has been entered using a dual—port TIM, press **DONE** to access the softkeys for **ACTIONS**. The set of seven Layer 1 actions for dual—port use is shown in the softkeys in Figure 32-17. The names of these actions are **SEND**, **OUT_SYNC**, **IDLE_LINE**, **ENHANCE**, **CAPTURE**, and **SEND2**. With the exception of **SEND2**, they are all described in Section 32.3 of this manual. The other, darkened softkeys in the figure are layer—indepenent actions present at every layer, discussed in Section 31. **SEND2**, the secondary port send action, is described below.

![Figure 32-17 Dual—port Layer 1 actions.](image)

**(A) Send2**

Transmitting a string is the only send action, and when using a dual—port TIM transmissions can be done on both the main port (using **SEND**) and the secondary port (using **SEND2**). While transmissions occur at all layers, only Layer 1 allows the user to type in a complete transmission, character by character. At higher layers, the user types the names of protocol elements and the software converts these mnemonics to strings. The user enters character strings directly at higher layers only into specified user—data fields.
Using a dual-port TIM, the SEND and SEND2 actions are executed in the same manner as the SEND action when using a single-port TIM.

The spreadsheet compiler identifies strings by the quotation marks surrounding them. Send-strings have no size limit (for practical purposes). All ASCII-keyboard, control, and hexadecimal characters are legal in a send-string. Special keys (---, ~@, ~#) are not legal.

To insert a canned fox message into a transmit string, type FOX inside double parens, as follows: ((FOX)). Remember that the double parens are special characters produced by the ~@ and ~# combinations. Constants, counters, and flags can also be embedded in a string. See Section 33, Strings.

For the main port, press the SEND softkey or type SEND followed by space to begin the entry; for the secondary port, press the SEND2 softkey or type SEND2 followed by space to begin the entry. The prompt Enter Transmit String appears as in Figure 32-8. Enter the string inside quotation marks.

After quotation marks are typed in to close the transmit string, a set of softkeys appears for the error-checking value that will be appended to the transmit string. One of these must be selected; otherwise, the program will not compile and a Premature End of File error message is generated.

See Section 32.3(A) for specific information on entering a block-check calculation to end the transmission as well as on the other softkeys.
33 Strings

A string on the Protocol Spreadsheet is a sequence of text characters that the operator encloses in quotation marks and enters following certain keywords. Strings are valid in both conditions (at Layer 1) and actions (at any layer). Depending on its use in the program, the string may be searched for, transmitted, printed out, or written to the screen while the program is running.

"Lists" are a subset of strings with an important distinguishing feature: where a string is a sequence of characters, a list is a set of single characters. Examples of lists are one-of conditions at Level 1 of the spreadsheet, or keyboard conditions at any level.

Apart from Layer 1 receive conditions and transmit actions at all layers (discussed below), strings are valid also in KEYBOARD conditions, where a list of keys may be entered, any one of which will satisfy the condition; in IDLE_LINE actions, where a single—character "string" entry represents the new idle character; in LOAD_PROGRAM actions, where the string must match the absolute pathname of the file to be loaded; and in PROMPT and TRACE actions.

All ASCII—keyboard, control, and hexadecimal characters are legal both in receive and transmit strings.

Two ASCII characters are treated in a special way. If you wish to include a quotation mark within a string, you must precede it with a backslash character (\"). If you wish to include a backslash character in a string, you must precede it with a second backslash character (\\). A single backslash is never included in the string.

Control characters are entered into text strings by the action of the \(\text{\textasciicircum}\) key together with the key that bears the control—character mnemonic at the top right corner. Note that CR ("carriage return") is the mnemonic at the top right corner of the \(\text{\textasciicircum}\) key. Press \(\text{\textasciicircum}\text{\textasciicircum}\text{\textasciicircum}\text{\textasciicircum}\text{\textasciicircum}\) to enter 'k into a text string. The \(\text{\textasciicircum}\text{\textasciicircum}\text{\textasciicircum}\text{\textasciicircum}\text{\textasciicircum}\) key does not produce a character entry.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type entry</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Key sequence</th>
<th>Example in string or list (1of)</th>
<th>This data satisfies string condition</th>
<th>Data beginning (arbitrarily) w/ AB satisfies 1of condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASCII 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;123&quot;</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>AB2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;1&quot;3&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot;3</td>
<td>AB&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\</td>
<td>\</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;1\3&quot;</td>
<td>1\3</td>
<td>AB\</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control %</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>[V]</td>
<td>&quot;1%3&quot;</td>
<td>1%3</td>
<td>AB%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hex °b</td>
<td>°b</td>
<td>[B B]</td>
<td>&quot;1°b3&quot;</td>
<td>1°b3</td>
<td>AB°b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Equal £</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>[E E]</td>
<td>&quot;1£3&quot;</td>
<td>1£3</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit Mask (\langle XXXX1111\rangle)</td>
<td>[B B B B]</td>
<td>[A A A A]</td>
<td>&quot;1(\langle XXXX1111\rangle)3&quot;</td>
<td>1(\langle XXXX1111\rangle)3</td>
<td>AB[F]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not equal to bit mask (\langle XXXX1111\rangle)</td>
<td>[B B B B]</td>
<td>[A A A A]</td>
<td>&quot;1(\langle XXXX1111\rangle)3&quot;</td>
<td>1(\langle XXXX1111\rangle)3</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't Care ∅</td>
<td>∅</td>
<td>[O O]</td>
<td>&quot;∅3&quot;</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flag F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>[Flag]</td>
<td>&quot;F3&quot;</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>AEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sync S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>[H H [F]]</td>
<td>&quot;S3&quot;</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>AES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant (\langle A\rangle) 1</td>
<td>[A A]</td>
<td>[H H [F]]</td>
<td>&quot;1\langle A\rangle3&quot;</td>
<td>1abcdefg3</td>
<td>ABabcdefg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(A\) is defined in a CONSTANT field as \(A = "abcdefg"\)
33.1 Strings To Be Matched Against Line Data

String conditions are legal in STRING and ONE_OF conditions at Layer 1 only.

Receive strings (and DTE/DCE strings) have a size limit of 32 characters. Their size cannot be expanded through the use of constants. (Any constants will be expanded before the size limit is enforced during compilation of the program.)

(A) Special Characters

Of the special—character keys, (!, !, _, and ~ (for the ~ character) are valid. # is not valid. Bit masks are entered in receive strings by the keying sequence illustrated in Table 33-1.

(B) Embedded Strings ("Constants")

The string represented by a constant may be embedded in a receive string or a list. A constant is a textual string that is represented by a symbolic name. This name is inserted into a string or list inside double parens. Double parens are special non—ASCII characters produced on the keyboard by ~ and ~.

The following is an example of a constant used in a spreadsheet condition:

CONDITIONS:
RECEIVE STRING "CC&A;", "cc"s

The data that satisfies this string will depend on the definition of the constant. Here is one possible definition:

CONSTANTS:
ADDR_A = "AA;T

The data that satisfies the condition will include the expanded constant along with the rest of the string: AA;T.

33.2 Strings To Be Transmitted

Only Layer 1 allows the user to type in a complete transmit string, character by character. In the following transmit string, the entire transmission including sync characters, is inside quotation marks:

SEND "s.s. s", 70

At higher layers, the user types the names of protocol units and values as "keywords" and the software converts these elements to strings. Immediately following the keyword entries, the user may add a string in quotation marks. Here is an example of a string following nonstring entries in Layer 2 SDLC:

SEND FRMR ADR=C1 P/F=1 "s.s. s" GDBCC
All ASCII—keyboard, control, and hexadecimal characters are legal in a transmit string.
None of the special—character keys (1iBJ, r&J, !III, 8) is valid.

(A) Constant

Constants may be transmitted. Simply place the name of the constant inside double parens and insert the unit into the string. While the test is being compiled, the constant is replaced in the string by the text that is assigned to it.

The canned “fox” message is a built—in constant named FOX that is defined internally as follows: FOX = “THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG 0123456789.” An example of the FOX constant, as it appears in a transmit string, is given in Table 33-2.

(B) Transmit Variables

Certain variables may be transmitted also. Any number of counters and flags may have their values transmitted at any point.

If a counter or flag is named inside double parens in a transmit string, the current hexadecimal value of the low—order byte of that counter or flag is transmitted with the rest of the string. An example of a counter used in a transmit string is given in Table 33-2.

In order to be referenced in a transmit string, a counter or flag must first be created in a trigger—menu or spreadsheet condition or action. The counter or flag need not be named on a statistics screen.

Do not name a counter (or flag) in a transmit string if it has the same name as another flag (or counter). It is unpredictable which one will be transmitted.

The low—order byte of a counter or flag is the default byte to be transmitted. The second byte will be transmitted instead if the name of the counter or flag is followed by [1] inside the double parens. Here is an example of a Layer 2 transmission that includes both bytes of a flag named seq (as well as a fox message):

\[
\text{SEND INFO ADR=C1 NR=AUTO NS=AUTO } \%c \%d \%f \%g \%s \%x \%y \%z \text{FOX } 5 \text{ "}
\]

Flags are two bytes long, counters are four. All four bytes of a 32—bit counter may be transmitted. Here is a transmit string that sends a complete counter named fourbyte:

\[
\text{SEND " counter = } \%x \%y \%z \%w \text{ "}
\]
(C) Data Request

A transmit string that is created at one protocol layer may be passed down transparently to lower layers, one layer at a time. A user-entered message that is sent down at Layer 4, for example, is detected at Layer 3 as an N_DATA_REQ primitive and may be handed down to Layer 2 as an "%(N_DATA)" string.

The string is appended either to a SEND_DATA action (or to a DL_DATA_REQ primitive). See the example below. The SEND_DATA action will append a packet header to the N-data automatically. The DL_DATA_REQ primitive will not add a header to the N-data string; but the user may enter additional data inside the quotation marks (not inside the double parens).

Layer 2, in turn, detects the data as a DL_DATA_REQ primitive, and may hand it down to Layer 1 in the form of a "%(DL_DATA)" string appended to a SEND_INFO action (or to a PH_DATA_REQ primitive).

```
LAYER: 4
STATE: transport
    CONDITIONS: KEYBOARD ""
    ACTIONS: N_DATA_REQ "%(FOX)"

LAYER: 3
STATE: network
    CONDITIONS: N_DATA_REQ
    ACTIONS: SEND_DATA PATH= 0 "%(N_DATA)"

LAYER: 2
STATE: datalink
    CONDITIONS: DL_CONNECT_REQ
    ACTIONS: DL_CONNECT_CONF
    CONDITIONS: DL_DATA_REQ
    ACTIONS: SEND_INFO "%(DL_DATA)"
```

Data is sent up the layers also. The mechanism for passing data upward is the GIVE_DATA action included in the protocol personality package at each layer. Since the user will not normally wish to add protocol headers to upward-moving data, this data is not treated as a separable string inside quotation marks. It is passed upward transparently in the GIVE_DATA action.
## Table 33-2
Valid Entries in Transmit Strings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type entry</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Key sequence</th>
<th>Example in transmit string</th>
<th>Data transmitted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&quot;123&quot;</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>`</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&quot;1&quot;3&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot;3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>&quot;1|3&quot;</td>
<td>1|3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>&quot;1$5,3&quot;</td>
<td>1$5,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hex</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Hex [0-9]</td>
<td>&quot;10,3&quot;</td>
<td>10,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>CONSTANTS [A]</td>
<td>&quot;1(A)3&quot;</td>
<td>1abcdefg3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>(FOX)</td>
<td>Fox [a-f]</td>
<td>&quot;1(FOX)3&quot;</td>
<td>1THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG 01234567893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter or flag, low-order byte</td>
<td>(addr)</td>
<td>A [0-9]</td>
<td>&quot;1(addr)3&quot;</td>
<td>f*3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter or flag, second byte</td>
<td>(seq[1])</td>
<td>B [0-9]</td>
<td>&quot;1(seq[1])3&quot;</td>
<td>f*3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data in a data-request primitive</td>
<td>(DL_DATA)</td>
<td>Data [0-9]</td>
<td>&quot;1(DL_DATA)3&quot;</td>
<td>1\0.9\6 THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG 01234567893</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
34 OSI Primitives on the Protocol Spreadsheet
Figure 34-1 The softkey path for a DL_CONNECT IND condition primitive at Layer 3.
34 OSI Primitives on the Protocol Spreadsheet

Primitives are defined in the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) Reference Model as protocol-independent interactions between adjacent layers of the model.

For example, data that comes into the INTERVIEW at Layer 1 or starts down the OSI "ladder" at a layer above Layer 1 is stored in a structure called an IL (interlayer) buffer. This buffer is passed between layers along with a primitive data unit (PDU), or primitive.

Since primitives are layer-specific, they are not available on the Trigger menus which offer conditions and actions at Layer 1. You must use the Protocol Spreadsheet to send, receive, or monitor primitives.

The Protocol Spreadsheet is divided into seven layers in accordance with the OSI model. By giving the operator control of the boundaries between these layers, primitives make layered programming possible.

Primitives for a given OSI layer may be entered in the Protocol Spreadsheet whether or not a protocol personality package is loaded in for that layer. Table 34-2 lists the primitives that may be entered on the current Protocol Spreadsheet. Due to the uncomplicated, "always-connected" nature of the RS-232/V.24, V.35, and RS-449 interfaces, Layer 1 primitives are automatic and do not appear on the Protocol Spreadsheet for that layer. OSI service for Layers 2 through 7 currently is available.

NOTE: Unless a Layer 1 package (such as DDCMP) is loaded in, primitives are not available when Format: \text{SYNC} \text{ is selected on the Line Setup screen.}

On the Protocol Spreadsheet, primitives take the form of conditions and actions. A condition primitive monitors the layer boundaries for action primitives that are sent down from above or up from below. An action primitive at any layer is sent either up or down to the next layer. Each primitive is shared by two layers. DL\text{ CONNECT IND}, for example, is an action primitive at Layer 2. At Layer 3, the same primitive is a condition. The prefix (DL) is an abbreviation for the name of the lowermost layer (Data Link) which shares the primitive. Table 34-1 lists all primitive prefixes and the layers which share them.
34.1 Softkey Selections

The condition and action primitives specific to a given layer will be arrayed on softkeys that appear when you press the softkey for OSI. OSI is [enter] on the second rack of condition softkeys. Figure 34-1 shows the softkey path to an OSI condition primitive at Layer 3. OSI is [enter] on the third rack of action softkeys. Layer—specific softkey racks corresponding to the following general categories appear successively as selections are made:

(A) Direction

Indicate the direction from which the condition primitive will come. At Layer 3, for example, the first choice (DL) will detect primitives handed up from the layer below; the second selection (N) will detect primitives handed down from the layer above. As an action, you select the direction which you wish the primitive to go: the first choice (DL) sends the primitive to the layer below; the second selection (N) sends the primitive to the layer above.

(B) Type

Choose among the primitive types offered at each layer. Each layer has its own set of primitives, but they all can be grouped into four major phases: establishment, data transfer, release, and debug and error reporting.

In the establishment phase, a layer establishes a connection with the layer above and/or below. The activate and connect primitives provide this function. Data transfer is accomplished via the data, expedited data, and reset primitives. Deactivate and disconnect primitives break the connection between layers in the release phase. Debug and error reporting primitives include debug, error report, and unitdata.
(C) Request/Response

For some primitives, you must indicate whether you are searching for—or sending—a request (REQ or IND) or a response (RESP or CONF). INDications and CONFirms come from the layer below or go to the layer above; REQuests and RESPonses come from the layer above or go to the layer below.

(D) Path

Provide a path, if necessary. Interlayer primitives must handle channel or “path” information in order to insure that data moving down from Layer 4 is given the correct logical channel at Layer 3, or that data moving from Layer 3 to Layer 2 bears the correct frame address when it goes out on the data link.

A softkey sequence that leads to the PATH= selection for a primitive on the Protocol Spreadsheet is shown in Figure 34-2.

![Figure 34-2](image)

Figure 34-2 DATA and EXPEDITE_DATA action—primitives may carry path information as well as a data string.

Refer to Section 38.1(E) for a discussion of how paths are tied to call parameters (and directly or indirectly to logical channel numbers) via user entries on the Packet Level Setup screen (Figure 38-2) at X.25 Layer 3.

Primitive paths are only an important consideration when more than one layer is multiaddress or multichannel. In that situation, the vertical path numbers should match. Layer 3 might provide several logical channels, for example, while Layer 2 services more than one link address. When a set of call parameters is assigned by the user to path #1 at Layer 3, path #1 on the setup screen at Layer 2 should reference the appropriate link address for that call.

Remember that data primitives along with their path parameters usually are handled automatically (see Section 35). Automatic primitives will carry the same path information as the SEND or GIVE_DATA actions that generated them.
(E) String

Optional strings may be added to DATA or EXPEDITED_DATA action—primitives at any layer. A string is external data that is referenced in the list node of an interlayer buffer. (See Figure 62-1.) This buffer is passed with the selected primitive. One special use of the string field is to identify an IL buffer that has just been handed down from above. The macro N_DATA (or T_DATA or PH_DATA) enclosed in double parens in a data—primitive string field will identify the buffer that was just received from above. When the current action primitive is processed, the IL buffer will be passed to the layer below. One softkey sequence leading to a string selection is given in Figure 34-2. Always enclose a string in double quotation marks.

Here is an example of a data primitive at Layer 4 passing a string down to the next layer below:

```
LAYER: 4
STATE: transport
CONDITIONS: KEYBOARD " "
ACTIONS: N_DATA REQ "(FOX)"
```

```
LAYER: 3
STATE: network
CONDITIONS: N_DATA REQ
ACTIONS: SEND_DATA PATH= 0 "(N_DATA)"
```

```
LAYER: 2
STATE: datalink
CONDITIONS: DL_CONNECT REQ
ACTIONS: DL_CONNECT CONF
CONDITIONS: DL_DATA REQ
ACTIONS: SEND_INFO "(DL_DATA)"
```

This program is designed as a "quick" demonstration of OSI service primitives and will transmit a fox message out on the interface (and display it on the INTERVIEW screen) whether or not an actual link and call have been established. (Layer packages must of course be loaded in at Layers 2 and 3.) Note the following:

- The action at Layer 4 forces the fox message down to Layer 3.
- The SEND DATA action at Layer 3 adds an appropriate Layer 3 header to whatever data is referenced in the action.
- The string that contains the macro "(N_DATA)" indicates that the Layer 3 header should be copied into the IL buffer that was passed with the N_DATA primitive from Layer 4.
- The same SEND action at Layer 3 triggers an automatic DL_CONNECT REQUEST primitive, since Layer 3 does not send packets to Layer 2 unless the link has been established.
- The Layer 2 program bypasses link—establishment by forcing a DL_CONNECT CONFIRM primitive up to Layer 3.
- Now the data packet can be passed down to Layer 2, where a SEND INFO action inserts a frame header in the buffer received (in a DL_DATA REQ primitive) from Layer 3.
Layer 1 primitives are automatic. The fox message will also be transmitted if DATA REQUEST primitives are used instead of SEND actions at Layers 2 and 3 (or if no protocol packages are loaded); but the data in that case will not receive protocol headers.

34.2 Sample Primitives: CONNECT INDs and CONNECT REQs

Figure 34-3 and Figure 34-4 illustrate the flow of “connect” primitives between Layer 2 and Layer 3. The primitives in the figures are the labeled arrows positioned between the layers.

![Diagram showing flow of primitives between Layer 2 and Layer 3]

Figure 34-3 The (arrow-shaped) primitives moving between Layers 2 and 3 are intended to satisfy Layer 2 that a Layer 3 entity really is “up there.” (The three rectangles contain spreadsheet conditions and actions.)

In Figure 34-3, Layer 2 receives a Set Mode command (SABM) from the data link. Before it responds positively (UA) to this command, Layer 2 passes up a DL_CONNECT IND primitive in order to verify that a Layer 3 entity really is “up there.” When the active status of a Layer 3 entity is confirmed, Layer 2 sends the positive response (UA) down to Layer 1 and out onto the link to invite its Layer 2 peer to begin transferring data (Info frames).
The spreadsheet block that accomplished this exchange of primitives would be the following:

```
LAYER: 2
  STATE: establish_link
  CONDITIONS: RCV SABM
  ACTIONS: DL_CONNECT IND
  CONDITIONS: DL_CONNECT RESP
  ACTIONS: SEND UA

LAYER: 3
  STATE: dl_connect
  CONDITIONS: DL_CONNECT IND
  ACTIONS: DL_CONNECT RESP
```

In Figure 34-4, the request for confirmation of an adjacent layer is downward. Layer 3 wishes to send a Restart packet to the Layer 3 entity on the other side of the link; but it doesn't want to pass the packet down to Layer 2 if there is no mechanism at that layer to handle it. So Layer 3 precedes the Restart packet with a DL_CONNECT REQ primitive.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 34-4 Layer 3 uses connect primitives to be sure that the Layer 2 entity below has established a link.
In the scenario illustrated in the figure, Layer 2 has not yet established the link. It responds to the connect-request primitive by sending a SABM, the X.25 command that initiates "connection" between link-level peers. When the SABM is acknowledged in a UA response, Layer 2 gives the DL_CONNECT_CONF primitive up to Layer 3.

### 34.3 Sample Primitives: DATA INDs and DATA REQs

Figure 34-5 illustrates the primitives that are generated and monitored by the Protocol Spreadsheet when data is passed in both directions through an intermediate protocol layer (Layer 2). In this example, X.25 is the protocol package loaded in for both Layer 2 and Layer 3. Here a call-request packet is passed up through Layer 2 and received at Layer 3, and a call-confirm packet is sent down by Layer 3. The primitives in the figure are the labeled arrows positioned between the layers.

Data is in the form of physical-layer (PH) data when it moves in either direction between Layer 1 and Layer 2. PH_DATA primitives control the movement of this data. In between Layers 2 and 3, the data takes the form of data-link-layer (DL) data, with DL_DATA primitives responsible for data-delivery.

![Diagram](image-url)
The PH and DL versions of the data are not exactly the same. DL data has one less layer of protocol attached to it. In the example in Figure 34-5, the Layer 2 protocol was stripped off by the *GIVE_DATA* action when the call—request packet was being passed upward. On the call—confirm packet's trip down through the layers, Layer 2 protocol was added to the DL data by the *SEND* action—thus yielding PH data.

Note that “DL data” refers to data that moves above the DL layer (Layer 2), not below it. “DL data” can be taken literally to mean that as far as the DL layer is concerned, this is pure data, with no protocol that is recognizable at Layer 2.

When data is being passed upward, the primitives that signal the data are called indications (DATA INDs). When data is sent downward, the primitives at each layer are termed requests (DATA REQs).
### Table 34-2
**OSI Service Primitives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Conditions From Layer Below</th>
<th>Conditions From Layer Above</th>
<th>Actions To Layer Below</th>
<th>Actions To Layer Above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>P.CONNECT IND</td>
<td>P.CONNECT CONF</td>
<td>P.CONNECT REQ</td>
<td>P.CONNECT IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_DATA IND</td>
<td>P_DATA REQ</td>
<td>P.CONNECT RESP</td>
<td>P.CONNECT CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>P_EXPEDITED_DATA REQ</td>
<td>P_DATA REQ</td>
<td>P_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_RELEASE IND</td>
<td>P_RELEASE REQ</td>
<td>P_EXPEDITED_DATA REQ</td>
<td>P_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_RELEASE CONF</td>
<td>P_RELEASE RESP</td>
<td>P_RELEASE REQ</td>
<td>P_RELEASE CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>P_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>P_RELEASE RESP</td>
<td>P_RELEASE CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_ERROR_REPORT IND</td>
<td>P_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>P_RELEASE RESP</td>
<td>P_UNITDATA CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
<td>P_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>P_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>P_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_DEBUG IND</td>
<td>P_DEBUG REQ</td>
<td>P_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>P_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_TD_DATA IND</td>
<td>P_TD&gt;Data REQ</td>
<td>P_DEBUG REQ</td>
<td>P_DEBUG IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_RD_DATA IND</td>
<td>P_RD_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>P_DEBUG REQ</td>
<td>P_DEBUG IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>P_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA REQ</td>
<td>P_DEBUG REQ</td>
<td>P_DEBUG IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_RD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>P_RD_EXPEDITED_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>P_DEBUG_REQ</td>
<td>P_DEBUG IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>P_TD_UNITDATA_REQ</td>
<td>P_DEBUG_REQ</td>
<td>P_DEBUG IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>P_RD_UNITDATA_REQ</td>
<td>P_DEBUG_REQ</td>
<td>P_DEBUG IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>S.CONNECT IND</td>
<td>S_CONNECT REQ</td>
<td>S.CONNECT REQ</td>
<td>P_CONNECT IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S.CONNECT CONF</td>
<td>S_CONNECT RESP</td>
<td>S_CONNECT REQ</td>
<td>P_CONNECT CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_DATA IND</td>
<td>S_DATA REQ</td>
<td>S_CONNECT REQ</td>
<td>P_CONNECT CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>S_EXPEDITED_DATA REQ</td>
<td>S_DATA REQ</td>
<td>S_DATA REQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_RELEASE IND</td>
<td>S_RELEASE REQ</td>
<td>S_EXPEDITED_DATA REQ</td>
<td>S_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_RELEASE CONF</td>
<td>S_RELEASE RESP</td>
<td>S_RELEASE REQ</td>
<td>S_RELEASE CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>S_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>S_RELEASE RESP</td>
<td>S_RELEASE CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_ERROR_REPORT IND</td>
<td>S_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>S_RELEASE RESP</td>
<td>S_RELEASE CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>S_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>S_UNITDATA CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_DEBUG IND</td>
<td>S_DEBUG REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_TD_DATA IND</td>
<td>S_DEBUG REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_RD_DATA IND</td>
<td>S_Debug_REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>S_Debug_REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_RD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>S_Debug_REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>S_Debug_REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>S_Debug_REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 34-2 (Continued)
#### OSI Service Primitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>From Layer Below</th>
<th>From Layer Above</th>
<th>To Layer Below</th>
<th>To Layer Above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>T_CONNECT IND</td>
<td>S_CONNECT REQ</td>
<td>T_CONNECT REQ</td>
<td>S_CONNECT IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_CONNECT CONF</td>
<td>S_CONNECT RESP</td>
<td>T_CONNECT RESP</td>
<td>S_CONNECT CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_DATA IND</td>
<td>S_DATA REQ</td>
<td>T_DATA REQ</td>
<td>S_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>S_EXPEDITED_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>T_EXPEDITED_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>S_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_DISCONNECT IND</td>
<td>S_RELEASE REQ</td>
<td>T_DISCONNECT REQ</td>
<td>S_RELEASE IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>S_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>T_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>S_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_ERROR_REPORT IND</td>
<td>S_ERROR_REPORT IND</td>
<td>T_ERROR_REPORT IND</td>
<td>S_ERROR_REPORT IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>T_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>S_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_DEBUG IND</td>
<td>S_DEBUG REQ</td>
<td>T_DEBUG REQ</td>
<td>S_DEBUG IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_TD_DATA IND</td>
<td>T_TD_DATAREQ</td>
<td>T_TD_DATAIND</td>
<td>T_TD_DATAIND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_RD_DATA IND</td>
<td>T_RD_DATAREQ</td>
<td>T_RD_DATAIND</td>
<td>T_RD_DATAIND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>T_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>T_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>T_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T_RD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>T_RD_EXPEDITED_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>T_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>T_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>N_CONNECT IND</td>
<td>T_CONNECT REQ</td>
<td>N_CONNECT REQ</td>
<td>T_CONNECT IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_CONNECT CONF</td>
<td>T_CONNECT RESP</td>
<td>N_CONNECT RESP</td>
<td>T_CONNECT CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_DATA REQ</td>
<td>N_DATA REQ</td>
<td>T_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_DATA_ACK IND</td>
<td>N_DATA_ACK_REQ</td>
<td>N_DATA_ACK_REQ</td>
<td>T_EXPEDITED_DATA_IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>T_EXPEDITED_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>N_EXPEDITED_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>T_EXPEDITED_DATA_IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_RESET IND</td>
<td>T_RESET REQ</td>
<td>N_RESET REQ</td>
<td>T_DISCONNECT IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_RESET CONF</td>
<td>T_RESET RESP</td>
<td>N_RESET RESP</td>
<td>T_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_DISCONNECT IND</td>
<td>T_DISCONNECT REQ</td>
<td>N_DISCONNECT REQ</td>
<td>T_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>T_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>N_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>T_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_ERROR_REPORT IND</td>
<td>T_ERROR_REPORT IND</td>
<td>N_ERROR_REPORT IND</td>
<td>T_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
<td>T_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>N_MGT_FACILITY_REQ</td>
<td>T_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_DEBUG IND</td>
<td>T_DEBUG REQ</td>
<td>N_DEBUG_REQ</td>
<td>T_DEBUG_IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_TD_DATA IND</td>
<td>T_TD_DATAREQ</td>
<td>N_TD_DATAIND</td>
<td>T_TD_DATAIND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_RD_DATA IND</td>
<td>T_RD_DATAREQ</td>
<td>N_RD_DATAIND</td>
<td>T_RD_DATAIND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>T_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>N_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>T_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_RD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>T_RD_EXPEDITED_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>N_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>T_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>T_TD_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>N_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>T_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>T_RD_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>N_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>T_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### OSI Service Primitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>From Layer Below</th>
<th>From Layer Above</th>
<th>To Layer Below</th>
<th>To Layer Above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DL_CONNECT IND</td>
<td>N_CONNECT REQ</td>
<td>DL_CONNECT REQ</td>
<td>N_CONNECT IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL_CONNECT CONF</td>
<td>N_CONNECT RESP</td>
<td>DL_CONNECT RESP</td>
<td>N_CONNECT CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_DATA REQ</td>
<td>DL_DATA REQ</td>
<td>N_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_DATA_ACK_REQ</td>
<td>DL_EXPEDITED_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>DL_EXPEDITED_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>N_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL_RESET IND</td>
<td>N_RESET REQ</td>
<td>DL_RESET REQ</td>
<td>N_RESET IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL_RESET CONF</td>
<td>N_RESET RESP</td>
<td>DL_RESET RESP</td>
<td>N_RESET CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL_DISCONNECT IND</td>
<td>N_DISCONNECT REQ</td>
<td>DL_DISCONNECT REQ</td>
<td>N_DISCONNECT IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>DL_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>N_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_MGT_FACILITY_REQ</td>
<td>DL_MGT_FACILITY REQ</td>
<td>N_MGT_FACILITY_REQ</td>
<td>N_ERROR_REPORT IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_DEBUG_REQ</td>
<td>DL_DEBUG REQ</td>
<td>N_DEBUG_REQ</td>
<td>N_DEBUG IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_TD_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_RD_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_RD_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_RD_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_RD_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>DL_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PH_ACTIVATE IND</td>
<td>DL_CONNECT REQ</td>
<td>PH_ACTIVATE REQ</td>
<td>DL_CONNECT IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PH_ACTIVATE CONF</td>
<td>DL_CONNECT RESP</td>
<td>PH_ACTIVATE RESP</td>
<td>DL_CONNECT CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PH_DATA IND</td>
<td>DL_DATA REQ</td>
<td>PH_DATA REQ</td>
<td>DL_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL_EXPEDITED_DATA REQ</td>
<td>DL_EXPEDITED_DATA REQ</td>
<td>DL_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL_RESET IND</td>
<td>DL_RESET REQ</td>
<td>DL_RESET REQ</td>
<td>DL_RESET IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL_RESET CONF</td>
<td>DL_RESET RESP</td>
<td>DL_RESET RESP</td>
<td>DL_RESET CONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PH_DEACTIVATE IND</td>
<td>DL_DISCONNECT REQ</td>
<td>PH_DEACTIVATE REQ</td>
<td>DL_DISCONNECT IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>N_UNITDATA REQ</td>
<td>N_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_MGT_FACILITY Req</td>
<td>DL_MGT_FACILITY Req</td>
<td>N_MGT_FACILITY IND</td>
<td>N_ERROR_REPORT IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_DEBUG_REQ</td>
<td>DL_DEBUG REQ</td>
<td>N_DEBUG_REQ</td>
<td>N_DEBUG IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_TD_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_TD_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
<td>N_RD_UNITDATA IND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 34-2 (Continued)
35 Automatic OSI Primitives

Often the Protocol Spreadsheet primitives that operate below a given layer are handled automatically by the protocol package at that layer.

Data primitives are automatic any time a SEND or GIVE_DATA softkey action is entered on the spreadsheet.

Connect Requests are automatic when the first spreadsheet data primitive is passed downward. The DL_CONNECT REQ in Figure 34-4 does not have to be entered in the user program. The connect request (but not the confirm) is handled automatically by the layer-package software, which assumes that the user never wishes to pass data downward to an empty layer.

The Connect Ind and Connect Resp primitives in Figure 34-3, on the other hand, are not automatic. They are completely at the discretion of the programmer of the Protocol Spreadsheet. If the programmer wishes Layer 2 to complete the link setup and begin transferring Info frames without the active participation of a higher layer, that is a viable alternative.

In the sequence in Figure 34-5 all of the primitives designated by arrows—with one exception—are generated and monitored automatically by the RCV, GIVE_DATA, and SEND spreadsheet entries. (The lone exception is the DL_DATA REQ primitive that is used as a condition in Layer 2.) This automatic handling of primitives frees the user at the top layer from programming considerations outside of his own immediate protocol.

When protocol packages are loaded, monitor primitives (such as DL_TD_DATA IND) are passed up the layers automatically. These primitives allow the Layer 2 and Layer 3 protocol-trace screens to display frame and packet information even when emulate primitives have not been passed up.

Automatic handling of primitives will vary with different protocols. Refer to the sections on the individual protocols for information on which primitives are tied to which protocol conditions and actions.
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**Layer Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVE:</th>
<th>Layer 1 Package:</th>
<th>Selections</th>
<th>Packages Loaded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>X.21</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>X.25</td>
<td></td>
<td>X.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 2 Package:</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 3 Package:</td>
<td></td>
<td>X.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 4 Package:</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 5 Package:</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 6 Package:</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 7 Package:</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress XEQ Key To Load The Selected Packages

Figure 36-1 In addition to being an optional Test Interface Module, X.21 is a "layer-personality package" of softkey functions at Layer 1.

Figure 36-2 A special set of leads are available for monitoring once the X.21 package has been loaded in.
36 X.21 Layer 1

In addition to being an optional Test Interface Module (available as OPT-951-13-1), X.21 is a "layer personality package" of functions loaded into memory from disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 36-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to load in the X.21 package from the hard-disk drive. Refer to Section 8 for information on operating the Layer Setup screen.

The X.21 package consists of a group of conditions and actions at Layer 1 on the Protocol Spreadsheet that facilitate X.21 programming. Figure 36-2 shows the softkey path to a rack of condition softkeys that represent X.21 leads. These softkey conditions allow you to detect lead changes and lead status. Of the conditions on the first rack of softkeys below CONDS:, only LEADS is specific to X.21 and will be documented fully in this section.

Figure 36-3 shows the highest rack of softkeys containing actions that are specific to X.21. The SEND softkey includes a CALL_SETUP_SEND function that sends text messages always in ASCII code (consistent with X.21 call-setup protocol). The LEADS softkey gives the user control of X.21 control and data leads in emulation mode. The PROTOCOL softkey includes functions that switch the line setup back and forth from ASCII 7-bit odd parity for call setups, to whatever line setup the user has configured for data transfer on the Line Setup menu.

Other softkey actions in Figure 36-3 are not specific to X.21 and are discussed elsewhere in the manual.

A group of Figures at the end of this section, Figure 36-10 through Figure 36-13, shows the INTERVIEW emulating either the user or the switch in calling, called, clearing, and cleared scenarios. The "conditions" and "actions" in these drawings are softkey conditions and actions in the X.21 Layer 1 personality package. The "new states" in the drawings are standard X.21 state names which may be borrowed as state names on the Protocol Spreadsheet.
36.1 **X.21 bis**

The X.21 Layer 1 package also will work with the standard RS-232/V.24 TIM in an X.21\textit{bis} configuration. With the standard RS-232 TIM installed, the \textit{LEADS} softkey shown in Figure 36-2 will be replaced by the \textit{EIA} softkey that branches to standard EIA control-lead names: RTS, CTS, etc. The X.21\textit{bis} recommendation maps X.21 data and control leads to EIA leads according to the following conversions:

\begin{align*}
T &= TD \\
C &= DTR \\
R &= RD \\
I &= DSR
\end{align*}

The \textit{LEADS} softkey in Figure 36-3 changes to \textit{EIA} in X.21\textit{bis}. When the RS-232 TIM is installed, data leads can be set to one of the standard X.21 idle conditions (+, %, %, %, and so forth) only via the \textit{IDLE_LN} softkey action.

36.2 **Transmitter/Receiver Phases**

X.21 requires that data such as selection signals (the destination phone number) be transmitted during call setup. The data is transmitted in the following synchronous format: ASCII code, % % sync pattern, 7 data bits, odd parity, no BCC.

Once the call is established, a different format and code may be used at the link level and above. In order to monitor and transmit X.21 data and higher-level data correctly without exiting Run mode and reconfiguring the line setup, the X.21 layer package provides two different "phases" of the transmitter and the receivers. These phases are called \textit{CALL\_SETUP} and \textit{DATA\_TRANSFER}, and they are entered into the program via softkey. See Section 36.5(C), below.

When the program is in call—setup phase, data is monitored and sent according to the synchronous format and ASCII code defined above. In data—transfer phase, the format and code are as defined by the user on the Line Setup menu.
36.3 Sending From Layer 2

When Layer 1 is in data—transfer phase, a SEND action at Layer 2 will cause a transmission to go out onto the line automatically. No SEND action at Layer 1 is required.

When Layer 1 is in call—setup phase, a SEND action at Layer 2 will be ignored. If Layer 1 wishes to communicate to Layer 2 its readiness to send data, it must do so by SIGNAL action (see Section 31.4), since primitives are not currently operative at Layer 1.

36.4 X.21 Conditions

To bring up the bank of softkey conditions for Layer 1, first press the CONDITIONS softkey. This key becomes available when the cursor enters a programming block at the state level.

The first three condition softkeys—DTE, DCE, and RECEIVE—are common to all Layer 1 configurations. The fourth condition softkey, LEADS, is specific to the X.21 test—interface module. To the right of the LEADS softkey are general (layer—dependent) conditions discussed in Section 31.

LEADS is a transitional/status condition and may be combined with other conditions (including other LEADS conditions). Refer to Section 31.2 for a discussion of how conditions may be combined.

(A) Data

The first three X.21 conditions can monitor one of the two data leads for a specific data event. This event can be any of several characters, a string of characters, a good BCC following the character or string, an error revealed by a block or parity check, and so on. When DTE is selected, data on the T lead will be monitored. A DCE condition monitors the R lead. RECEIVE conditions are intended for use in the emulate modes. When RECEIVE is selected, the INTERVIEW will always monitor the lead opposite its own transmit lead.

The fourth X.21 condition, LEADS, also can monitor both data leads. Figure 36-4 shows that T and R leads can be monitored for ZERO or ONE status. A data lead will satisfy one of these conditions when it is valid zero or valid one—that is, when it has retained its zero or one status for 16 consecutive bit times.
A mere transition from zero to one (or from one to zero) has no significance in X.21 protocol and cannot be detected by a LEADS T or LEADS R condition. (Control leads C and I, on the other hand, may be monitored either for a mere transition or for a valid status—see below.)

(B) Control Leads

X.21 conditions can monitor the status of C and I control leads. The C and I softkeys are in the conditions rack below LEADS. See Figure 36-5.

NOTE: Before you may monitor the status of C and I leads, the buffering of control leads must be enabled on the Front-End Buffer Setup menu. See Section 9.1(B).

C and I may be tested for true status or for valid status. In the X.21 protocol, the state of the lead is valid if it has been true for 16 bit times. LEADS C ON, for example, checks the true state of the C lead. If the condition is alone in a CONDITIONS block, any momentary transition of the C lead from off to on will satisfy the condition. If the condition is used in a context where it is static rather than transitional—see Section 31.2 for a definition of this context—the true on state at the moment the lead is checked will satisfy the condition.
The LEADS C0 N_VALID condition requires not only that the state be true but also that it be valid. Valid conditions may be transitional or static, depending on how they are combined with other conditions in the same CONDITIONS block. When LEADS C0 N_VALID is used alone in a CONDITIONS block, it is transitional. A transitional ON_VALID condition will be valid 16 bit times after the transition from off to on—assuming that it retains its true status for the entire 16 clock pulses.

(C) User Assigned

A LEADS UA condition detects an on or off state only if that state is valid. If a data lead is patched to the UA input, ON equals zero and OFF equals one.

36.5 X.21 Actions

When a block of conditions has been entered, press 8 to access the ACTIONS softkey. The actions that pertain to the X.21 Layer 1 personality package are SEND, LEADS, and PROTOCOL, shown in Figure 36-3. SEND and LEADS actions are operative in emulate modes only.

(A) Data Leads

Data leads may be programmed to send character strings via the SEND softkey. They also may be programmed to idle constant mark, constant space, bell characters, plus characters, sync characters, and an alternating pattern of 0's and 1's via the LEADS softkey.

1. Data—transfer send. Figure 36-6 shows the three send options that branch under the SEND softkey. If you press SND_DTA, the keyword SEND is written to the spreadsheet screen and this prompt appears below the screen: "Enter Transmit String." This is a normal Layer 1 send action and it is appropriate whenever you are in Data Transfer state according to the X.21 protocol.

Press the SND_DTA softkey or type SEND followed by space to begin the entry. Enter the string inside quotation marks. After quotation marks are typed to close the transmit string, a set of softkeys appears for the error—checking value that will be appended to the transmit string—GOODBCC, BAD_BCC, NO_BCC, or ABORT.

To execute a data—transfer send, the program must be in data—transfer phase—see below. In this phase, the transmitter and receivers are obeying the code and format options selected on the Line Setup menu.

2. Call—setup send. The SEND softkey includes a CALL_SETUP_SEND function that sends text messages always in a code and format that is consistent with X.21 call—setup protocol. Press the SND_CLL softkey (Figure 36-6) or type CALL_SETUP_SEND followed by space to begin the entry. Enter the string inside quotation marks.
The code and format of a call-setup send action always is the same: ASCII code, 7 data bits, odd parity, no block check transmitted. Synchronization characters are % % (hex 11; 11;). The synchronization pattern must be provided in the transmit string—it is not automatic.

To execute a call-setup send, the program must be in call-setup phase—see 36.5(C), below. In this phase, the transmitter and receivers are disregarding the code and format options selected on the Line Setup menu.

3. Call-setup send idle. The SEND softkey also includes a CALL_SETUP_SEND_IDLE function. This action combines the CALL_SETUP_SEND action and the LEADS action that specifies an idle character. When entered as these two separate actions, the change in idle may occur slightly before or after the transmission.

Especially during high-speed operation, use the CALL_SETUP_SEND_IDLE action (and the NEW_IDLE selection below it) to guarantee that the specified change in the idle character occurs during the string transmission. Press NEW_IDLE and enter the (ASCII) idle character inside double quotation marks. Use the ~ key to enter hexadecimal characters.

4. Idle. Data leads also may be programmed to idle constant mark, constant space, bell characters, plus characters, sync characters, and alternating 0 and 1. Figure 36-7 shows the softkey path going through LEADS and T or R to the various idle states.

5. One or zero. Select ONE to idle constant mark, ZERO to idle constant space. Assuming that the program is in call-setup phase, a data lead idling mark will appear on the data display as % . Space idle will be displayed as %.

6. Plus, bell, or sync. Plus (+) characters, bell (%) characters, and sync (%) characters also may be transmitted as contiguous idle characters. A transmit
stream of any of these characters will be preceded by two ASCII sync characters (hex 1F). In other respects, the action LEADS R BELLS has the same effect as the action IDLE_LINE “a”.

Figure 36-7 X.21 data leads T and R sometimes perform a “control” function by idling various characters.

Plus-, bell-, and sync-character idle actions do not take effect unless the program is in call—setup phase at the time the action is executed. The LEADS R ZERO action or the LEADS T ONE action will take effect even in data—transfer phase. The monitors may not be set up properly to detect or display the idle state, however, and we recommend that the programmer switch to call—setup phase as soon as one of the control leads first signals a clear request or indication.

7. Data. A ONE or ZERO leads action will clamp the line to the requisite voltage level. Once a lead is clamped, it must be unclamped before it can be used again for data. The DATA softkey shown in Figure 36-7 represents the “unclamp” action.

To change from idling space to transmitting selection signals, for example, you would insert the unclamp action (LEADS T DATA) shown here:

```
STATE: call_request
  CONDITIONS: ENTER_STATE
  ACTIONS: LEADS T ZERO
  PROMPT “Press S to send selection signals”
  CONDITIONS: KEYBOARD “Ss”
  ACTIONS: LEADS T DATA
  CALL_SETUP_SEND “s”
```

The PLUSES, BELLS, SYNCS, or ALT_0_1 action also will unclamp the line automatically.
8. **Alternating 0/1.** Press the softkey for ALT_0_1 to send an alternating series of zeroes and ones. The sequence is not preceded by sync characters. This idle action does not take effect unless the program is in call—setup phase at the time the action is executed.

**(B) Control Leads**

Control leads C and I may be controlled by spreadsheet action. Press the LEADS action softkey to bring up the rack of X.21 leads shown in Figure 36-8. Press C or I to access the softkeys that allow you to set a control lead to ON or OFF voltage.

![Figure 36-8 Control leads C and I may be turned on or off via softkey.](image)

**(C) Two Phases**

The X.21 layer package provides two different “phases” of the transmitter and the receivers. These phases are called CALL_SETUP and DATA_TRANSFER, and they are entered into the program via softkey in the ACTIONS softkey rack that branches below PROTOCOL. See Figure 36-9.

![Figure 36-9 The X.21 layer package provides two different “phases” of the transmitter and the receivers, Call Setup and Data Transfer.](image)

The initial configuration phase that the program adopts upon entering Run mode is selectable on the X.21 Interface Control setup menu. See the documentation that accompanies OPT—951—13—1. The default program—initiating phase is data transfer.
1. **Call setup.** When the program is in call—setup phase, data is monitored and sent according to the synchronous format and ASCII code defined above in Section 36.2. Idle display is automatically on. This means that when receivers encounter a condition that normally would send them out of sync (such as one or more 'r—idle characters), the receivers begin looking for sync as they normally would but the raw data continues to be displayed, in reverse video.

With idle display automatically on, the transition will appear on the screen as a series of % (NULL) characters when the data lead goes to zero to signal a call request or a clear request. For this reason, we recommend that the program adopt CALL_SETUP phase as soon as possible after a clear request or clear indication is signalled. In this way, the screen display of % characters will record the clear request. In data—transfer phase, the steady zero signal will not be preceded by a special sync pattern and, depending on the line setup, may not be displayed.

Figure 36-10 shows the INTERVIEW on the user side of the X.21 interface. Here the INTERVIEW adopts call—setup phase prior to clamping its leads to signal \texttt{dte\_clear\_request}.

Figure 36-11 shows the INTERVIEW on the network—switch side of the X.21 interface. When the user side clears a call, the INTERVIEW programs a change to call—setup phase prior to clamping its leads to signal \texttt{dce\_clear\_confirmation}.

The appropriate \texttt{SEND} action in call—setup phase is \texttt{CALL\_SETUP\_SEND}. See Section 36.5(A)2. The simple \texttt{SEND} action, appropriate for data—transfer phase, will not be executed in call—setup phase.

When Layer 1 is in call—setup phase, a \texttt{SEND} action at Layer 2 will be ignored. If Layer 1 attains data—transfer phase and wishes to notify Layer 2 that it now is ready to send data, it must do so by \texttt{SIGNAL} action (see Section 31.4), since primitives are not currently operative at Layer 1.

2. **Data transfer.** When you press the softkey for \texttt{DATA\_TX} (Figure 36-9) or type \texttt{DATA\_TRANSFER} in an Actions block on the spreadsheet, you are sending the unit into data—transfer phase. In this phase, the unit monitors and sends according to the parameters selected by the user on the Line Setup menu. See Section 5.

The appropriate \texttt{SEND} action in data—transfer phase is entered on the Protocol Spreadsheet via the \texttt{SEND} softkey labeled \texttt{SND\_DTA}. This action is written to screen simply as \texttt{SEND}. \texttt{CALL\_SETUP\_SEND} cannot be executed in data—transfer phase.

When Layer 1 is in data—transfer phase, a \texttt{SEND} action at Layer 2 will cause a transmission to go out onto the line automatically. No \texttt{SEND} action at Layer 1 is required.
EMULATE USER, USER CALLING AND CLEARING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIONS</th>
<th>NEW STATE</th>
<th>CONDITIONS</th>
<th>NEW STATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CALL_SETUP</td>
<td></td>
<td>TONE C OFF</td>
<td>ready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS TO ZERO C ON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS TO DATA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL_SETUP_SEND *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(XMIT_COMPLETE) dte_waiting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS TO ONE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS TO DATA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA TRANSFER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEND &quot;link-level data&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL_SETUP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS TO ZERO C OFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS TO ONE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 36-10 In this DTE-calling-and-clearing scenario, the INTERVIEW is on the user (DTE) side of the X.21 interface.
EMULATE SWITCH, USER CALLING AND CLEARING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONDITIONS</th>
<th>NEW STATE</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>ACTIONS</th>
<th>NEW STATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEADS T ONE C VALID_OFF</td>
<td>ready</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>CALL SETUP</td>
<td>LEADS R ONE I OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R ONE I VALID_OFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEADS R PLUSES</td>
<td>proceed_to_select</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS T ZERO C VALID_ON</td>
<td>call_request</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEADS R SYNC</td>
<td>dce_waiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEND STRING &quot; &quot; @</td>
<td>selection_signals</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>CALL_SETUP_SEND &quot;/ etc.&quot;</td>
<td>dce_provided_information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS T ONE</td>
<td>dce_waiting</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>LEADS R ONE</td>
<td>connection_in_progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEADS I ON</td>
<td>ready_for_data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEADS R DATA DATA_TRANSFER</td>
<td>data_transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SEND &quot;link-level data&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS T ZERO C VALID_OFF</td>
<td>dce_clear_request</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>CALL_SETUP</td>
<td>dce_clear_confirmation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R ONE I VALID_OFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEADS R ZERO I OFF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS T ONE C VALID_OFF</td>
<td>ready</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>LEADS R ONE</td>
<td>dce_ready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R ONE I VALID_OFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dce_ready</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 36-11 In this DTE-calling-and-clearing scenario, the INTERVIEW is on the network/switch side of the interface.
EMULATE USER, USER CALLED AND CLEARED

**Actions**

- **CALL SETUP**
  - LEADS T ONE C OFF

- **LEADS C ON**
  - call accepted

- **LEADS T DATA**
  - DATA_TRANSFER
  - SEND "link-level data"

**Conditions**

- LEADS R ONE I VALID OFF
  - T ONE C VALID OFF
  - ready

- RECEIVE STRING
  - incoming_call

- connection_in_progress

**New State**

- ready_for_data

**Figure 36-12** In this DTE-called-and-cleared scenario, the INTERVIEW is on the user (DTE) side of the X.21 interface.
EMULATE SWITCH, USER CALLED AND CLEARED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONDITIONS</th>
<th>NEW STATE</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>ACTIONS</th>
<th>NEW STATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEADS R ONE C VALID_OFF</td>
<td>ready</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>CALL_SETUP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R ONE I VALID_OFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEADS R ONE I OFF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS R ONE C VALID_ON</td>
<td>call_accepted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEADS R BELLS</td>
<td>incoming_call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CALL_SETUP_SEND / &quot;etc.&quot;</td>
<td>dce_provided_information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS R SYNCS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEADS R SYNCS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CALL_SETUP_SEND &quot;etc.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS R ONE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEADS R ONE</td>
<td>connection_in_progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS I ON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEADS R DATA</td>
<td>ready_for_data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_TRANSFER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SEND &quot;link-level data&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEADS R ZERO C VALID_OFF</td>
<td>dte_clear_confirmation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CALL_SETUP</td>
<td>dce_clear_indication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R ONE I VALID_OFF</td>
<td>ready</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEADS R ZERO LEADS I OFF</td>
<td>dce_ready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEADS R ONE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 36-13 In this DTE-called-and-cleared scenario, the INTERVIEW is on the network/switch side of the interface.
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37 X.25 Layer 2
**Layer Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drive</th>
<th>Layer 1 Package</th>
<th>Layer 2 Package</th>
<th>Layer 3 Package</th>
<th>Layer 4 Package</th>
<th>Layer 5 Package</th>
<th>Layer 6 Package</th>
<th>Layer 7 Package</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>X.25</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress **XEQ** Key To Load The Selected Packages

Select Layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer 1</th>
<th>Layer 2</th>
<th>Layer 3</th>
<th>Layer 4</th>
<th>Layer 5</th>
<th>Layer 6</th>
<th>Layer 7</th>
<th>PROTSEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Figure 37-1** The X.25 personality package for Layer 2 is loaded from the Layer Setup screen.

**X.25 Frame Level Setup**

- T1 (for INFO frame): 1.0 sec
- Emulate: LOGICAL DIE
- Mode of operation: MOD 8
- Window size: 7

Enter Window Size (1 to 7) For Outstanding Frame: 7

**Figure 37-2** Protocol Configuration screen for X.25 Layer 2.
37 X.25 Layer 2

Layer 2 X.25 is a "layer personality package" of functions that are loaded into memory from disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 37-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to load in the Layer 2 X.25 package from floppy-disk Drive 2. Refer to Section 8 for details on operating the Layer Setup screen.

The Layer 2 X.25 package consists of the following:

- A special X.25 Frame Level Setup screen that controls certain parameters when the unit is tracing or emulating X.25.

- A protocol trace (illustrated in Figure 37-3) that distills from X.25 data the Level 2 events that have protocol significance. This trace is accessible by softkey in Run mode at all times.

- A group of conditions and actions at Layer 2 on the Protocol Spreadsheet that facilitate X.25 programming. Figure 37-8 shows the softkey path to the first rack of condition softkeys when the X.25 package is loaded in at Layer 2.

37.1 Frame–Level Setup

The parameters on the X.25 Frame Level Setup screen must be configured correctly for an accurate trace display and for proper emulation.

To bring up this screen, first go to the Layer Setup screen (press MODE, F5). Execute the X.25 selection at Layer 2: X.25 should appear in the Packages Loaded column. Press F5 (labeled PROTSEL) to bring up a prompt to Select Protocol Configuration Screen. Then press F2 (LAYER-2) to call up the X.25 Frame Level Setup screen.

The four parameter fields on this screen are shown in Figure 37-2. T1, Emulate, and Window Size apply to interactive (emulate) tests only. Mode of Operation must be configured correctly for the protocol trace as well as for proper emulation.
(A) T1

Enter a four-digit (including decimal point) T1 timeout value in this field. The largest valid entry is 65.5 seconds. The smallest entry is .001 second, or 1 millisecond.

T1 is the name given to the retransmission timer for INFO frames. When a value is entered in the T1 field on this menu, the Layer 2 package will handle T1 timings correctly, as follows:

- Whenever the INTERVIEW sends an I-frame at Layer 2 and there are no previous frames sent by the INTERVIEW currently outstanding (unacknowledged), the timer starts timing down from the value entered on the Frame Level Setup screen.
- An acknowledgment by the device under test of the most recent frame transmitted by the INTERVIEW stops the timer (so that it does not expire).
- An acknowledgment by the device under test of a frame that is not the most recent frame transmitted by the INTERVIEW—an "incomplete" acknowledgment—restarts the T1 timer to the value selected on the configuration screen.

Expiration of this Frame Level Setup timeout can only be detected by a T1_EXPIRED condition on the Protocol Spreadsheet at Layer 2. This particular timeout cannot be detected by a generic condition of TIMEOUT T1.

According to the protocol, a T1_EXPIRED condition should result in a RESEND action.

(B) Emulate Logical DTE/DCE

There are two selections in the Emulate field on the X.25 Frame Level Setup screen, LOGICAL_DTE and LOGICAL_DCE. The entry in this field determines the Layer 2 address bytes used by the INTERVIEW during interactive testing.

Configured as a logical DTE, the INTERVIEW uses address 01 for commands and 03 for responses. Usually a logical DTE is the PAD at the user site.

Configured as a logical DCE, the INTERVIEW sends commands to address 03 and responds using address 01. Usually a logical DCE is a network switch.

Use the Mode selection (EMULATE DTE or EMULATE DCE) on the Line Setup menu to regulate the physical interface—whether to use Pin 2 or Pin 3 to transmit, and so on.

(C) Mode of Operation

The Mode of Operation field refers to the mode of numbering INFO and supervisory frames. There are two options, MOD 8 and MOD 128.

MOD 8 uses sequence numbers 0–7. MOD 128 adds an extra byte to the control field in INFO, RR, RNR, REJ, and SREJ frames. See Figure 37-5. This extra byte allows sequence numbers in a range of 0–127.
The correct “modulus” must be selected in this field in order to conduct interactive communications and also to generate an accurate X.25 Layer 2 trace.

(D) Window Size

Any window size may be entered up to the current modulus minus one: 7 or 127. The window size is the maximum number of unacknowledged I—frames that Layer 2 will buffer for retransmission. When the limit is reached, any further INFO frames that are named in SEND actions triggered at Layer 2 will be passed to Layer 1 for transmission but not buffered for retransmission.

The window is a queue that buffers frames for retransmission in case one or more transmissions are lost or in error. A RESEND action will resend the first (earliest) frame in the window. Successive RESENGs will send successive frames until there are no more frames to resend; or until the window is reset by an acknowledgment or by a RESEND FIRST action.

37.2 Protocol Trace

The Layer 2 X.25 package includes an automatic frame—trace display that summarizes link—level activity. This trace mode is enabled whenever the unit is in Run mode, both real—time and frozen.

While the unit is in Run mode, press the softkey for L2TRACE to bring the protocol trace for X.25 Layer 2 to the screen. (If the X.25 package for Layer 3 is also loaded in, the L2TRACE softkey will appear after you have pressed PROTOCL, [2] on the primary rack of display—mode softkeys.)

When running in High—Speed Frame Mode, more data could be passed to Layer 2 than there is room for in the buffer; this will cause an FEB overrun. If this happens, the error message FE Buffer Overflowed — Some Frames Lost will appear on the prompt line. The first time an FEB overrun occurs, an audible alarm will also sound; subsequent recurrences will cause only the message to display (without any alarm). The trace will restart again but some data is lost with each occurrence.

Figure 37-3 is an example of the Layer 2 trace display. Each horizontal row in the trace represents a frame.

(A) The Protocol Trace in Freeze Mode

Press [2] to prevent the addition of new data to all the display buffers, including the trace buffers. The frozen trace display may be scrolled through or paged through. The top line always is the cursor line (though there is no actual cursor on the trace display). Pressing [2] or [3] moves the viewing “window” down relative to the data to add one line of fresher data to the bottom of the screen. Pressing [2] or [3] moves the viewing window up to add a line of older data to the top of the screen.
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Figure 37-3  Each horizontal row on the trace display represents a frame.

Depression of the key adds fifteen lines—one full page—of newer frames to the frozen trace screen. Depression of adds fifteen lines of older frames.

The frame displayed on the top line of frozen trace-data will appear as the first frame in the raw—data or data−plus−leads display. To view the raw data that generated a particular line in the trace display, use or (or or ) to move the line in question to the top of the screen. Then press one of the data softkeys.

Figure 37-4 shows part of a dual-line data screen in Freeze mode. The first frame in the display is the same one that is traced at the top of Figure 37-3.

Figure 37-4  Data display of Protocol Trace shown in Figure 37-3.
(B) Trace Columns

The columns in the protocol trace for Layer 2 X.25 are explained below.

1. **Source.** The SRC column identifies the lead on which the frame was monitored, TD (DTE) or RD (DCE). This column identifies the physical source of the frame, not the logical source. The physical DTE uses the TD lead to transmit. The physical DCE uses RD to transmit.

   Just as on the data display, RD data is underlined.

2. **Address.** The address octet (see Figure 37-5) is given in the ADDR column, with its two hexadecimal quartets presented as full-size alphanumerics. The address may be °1 or °5 in single-link operation.

   This column identifies the logical DTE and DCE. The logical DTE uses address °1 for INFO frames and other command frames, and address °3 for responses. The logical DCE uses address °3 for INFO frames and other commands, and address °1 for responses.

3. **Type.** The mnemonic (abbreviated) names for eleven frame types as they appear in the TYPE column of the protocol trace are shown in Figure 37-5 under "CONTROL." The control field, therefore, indicates the frame type. If a control octet does not fit any of the patterns in the figure, the frame is listed in the TYPE column as UNKWN followed by the hexadecimal value of the control byte: UNKWN=F3.

   If the number of bytes in the frame is below the required minimum, the frame is posted as INVAUO.

4. **N(R) and N(S).** One column on the frame-level trace is devoted to N(R) values, and one column to N(S). The frame types that include N(R) or N(S) fields in their control fields are indicated in Figure 37-5. N(R) and N(S) occupy three bits each in modulo 8, seven bits each in modulo 128.
Frame fields in X.25/X.75.
Figure 37-6 MOD 128 sequence numbers are displayed in two-digit hexadecimal characters.

N(R) and N(S) values are presented in decimal format in modulo-8 traces. Each column displays a single digit that represents a 3-bit binary value. For modulo 128, the values 0 to 7 are given in “character” format, where the columns contain a two-digit hexadecimal character (see Figure 37-6).

Figure 37-7 Nr and Ns columns are staggered, with the outside columns representing the sequence of DCE numbered I-frames.

Note that the Nr and Ns columns on the trace are staggered to suggest four columns. The two outside columns, comprised of the DTE’s N(R) value and the
DCE's N(S), form a numbering sequence for DCE I-frames. The arrows in Figure 37-7 indicate the sequence: the DTE expects to receive frame 0, the DCE sends frame 0. The DTE expects frame 1; it asks for frame 1 again; finally the DCE sends frame 1. And so on.

The two inside columns reveal a similar pattern for DTE I-frames.

5. *P and F.* The status of the poll or the final bit is given in the P/F column. Whether this bit is the P or F bit is indicated for most frame types in Figure 37-5 (under “CONTROL”).

The setting of the P bit in an INFO frame often denotes the retransmission of an unacknowledged frame following a T1 timeout.

6. *Size.* The number of bytes in each frame is given in this column in four decimal digits. The count begins with the address byte and excludes the two-byte FCS. Frames without I-fields show a count of two.

7. *Time.* The time of the arrival of the *end of the frame* at the DTE or DCE monitor is provided by a 24-hour clock and posted to the trace display. The clock is accurate to the milli- or microsecond.

When time values are incorporated in data, times posted to the trace display will not be affected when recorded data is played back, even at varying speeds. To incorporate time values into recorded data, make the following selections:

- For bit-image data
  
  **Data To Record:** BIT IMAGE  
  **Time Ticks:** ON  
  (Record Setup menu; see Section 7)

- For character data

  **Data To Record:** CHARACTER
  **Time Ticks:** ON

  or

  **Data To Record:** CHARACTER
  **Time Ticks:** OFF
  **Frame Timestamps:** YES  
  (Front-End Buffer Setup screen; see Section 9)
  **Timestamp Resolution:** 1ms or 1us

If time values are not incorporated in data during live recording, times on the trace during playback will be influenced by “local conditions” such as playback speed, idle suppression, etc.
8. Frame checking. An X.25 frame ends as soon as a 'E flag or seven 1-bits in a row are detected. If a flag ends the frame, a frame check is performed and the result is posted both to the data display and to the BCC column of the trace display. The symbol || denotes a good frame check, while | symbolizes a bad frame.

for abort is posted to the display when a frame is ended by seven 1-bits.

37.3 Monitor Conditions

When the Layer 2 X.25 personality package is loaded in (via the Layer Setup screen), a set of conditions checks DTE and DCE leads both in monitor and emulate modes. This set of conditions is accessed by the DTE and DCE selections on the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 2. See Figure 37-8.

![Figure 37-8](image)

Figure 37-8 Unlike RCV conditions, the softkeys for DTE and DCE are valid when the INTERVIEW is monitoring the line passively.

After the keyword DTE (or DCE) is written to the spreadsheet, a rack of softkeys appears that represent types of frames: INFO, SNRM, UA, and so forth.

(A) Frame Types

The softkeys for INFO, supervisory, unnumbered, and “other” frames are illustrated in Figure 37-9. Press a softkey to write one of these frame types to the Layer 2 spreadsheet. DTE or DCE followed by a frame-type mnemonic—DTE INFO, for example, or DCE SNRM—is a complete condition and will come true if a matching frame is monitored. Address, poll/final, and BCC conditions may be added to the simple frame mnemonic, but they are optional.
1. **Info frames.** INFO frames differ for MOD 8 and MOD 128 numbering schemes. (See Figure 37-5.) For spreadsheet conditions to match I−frames accurately, the correct numbering system ("Mode of Operation") should be selected on the Frame Level Setup screen.

2. **Supervisory frames.** The four supervisory—frame types that can be searched for on the data leads are RR (Receive Ready), RNR (Receive Not Ready), REJect, and SREJ (Selective Reject). These frames always contain N(R) fields (see Figure 37-5) and serve mainly to acknowledge or reject INFO frames.

Like INFO frames, supervisory frames are constructed differently according to the numbering scheme, MOD 8 or MOD 128.

3. **Unnumbered frames.** Unnumbered frames generally assist in link—setup and takedown. Different set—mode commands are used in different protocols: SABM for LAPB MOD 8 and SABME for LAPB MOD 128.

4. **Other frames.** Any frame type may be entered as a hexadecimal value instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER. See Figure 37-10. Then enter the hex byte in the form of two alphanumerics. Here, for example, is a SABM (with the P—bit set) entered as a hexadecimal:

   CONDITIONS: DCE OTHER 3F

Address, poll/final, and BCC conditions may be appended to OTHER conditions. In MOD 8, the P/F bit is already specified in the hex entry, and a P/F condition will be ignored.
Figure 37-10 The hex value of any frame may be specified under OTHER.

Figure 37-11 The hex value of the address byte is entered as two alphanumerics for all frame types.
5. **Address.** An address condition may be added to INFO, supervisory, unnumbered, and OTHER conditions. Press the softkey for ADR=, shown in Figure 37-11. Then enter the hexadecimal address octet as two alphanumerics. The address octet °1, for example, appears as follows:

CONDITIONS: DTE INFO ADR= 01

To bypass the ADR= selection (as well as the other options on the same rack of softkeys in Figure 37-11) press [8].

6. **Poll/final bit.** P/F conditions are optional for all frame types. P/F values of 0 or 1 are entered by the softkey sequence in Figure 37-12.

Press [8] to bypass the P/F= condition and the other conditions on the same softkey level in Figure 37-12.

(B) **BCC Conditions**

DTE and DCE frames may be monitored for good and bad frame checks and for aborts. *All* DTE or DCE frames may be monitored with respect to frame checking, as in this example:

CONDITIONS: DTE BDBCC
The softkey sequence for this spreadsheet entry is given in Figure 37-13.

Or a particular type of frame may have a BCC or abort condition appended to it:

![Figure 37-13](image)

A condition may search for all good, bad, or aborted frames.

### 37.4 Emulate—Mode Conditions

The remaining conditions are functional only when the Line Setup menu is configured for Mode: **EMULATE DTE** or **EMULATE DCE**.

**(A) Receive Conditions**

Like DTE and DCE conditions, RCV conditions monitor a data lead for X.25 frame types. RCV conditions operate only in emulate modes, and they check only the data lead that the INTERVIEW is not using to transmit. While a RCV condition may look like a DTE or DCE condition—RCV INFO P/F=1 looks the same as DCE INFO P/F=1—there are important differences that are noted below.

1. **Valid frame sequencing.** To satisfy RCV conditions, numbered frames must have correct N(R) and N(S) sequencing.

2. **Good BCC.** RCV conditions cannot match frames with bad frame checks, nor can they match aborted frames. (Emulate—mode conditions are designed for ease of programming, and the assumption is that as an X.25 emulator, you are not required to acknowledge—or negative—acknowledge—bad or aborted frames.)
If you wish to count bad BCCs or aborts, use DTE or DCE conditions instead of RCV conditions.

3. **Address in supervisory frames.** An address condition must be added to a RCV RR, RCV RNR, RCV REJ, or RCV SREJ condition. (In a DTE or DCE supervisory condition, the address is optional.) The address may be entered as in DTE/DCE conditions:

   CONDITIONS: RCV RR ADR= 01

   Or the address may be entered simply as COMMAND or RESP—RCV RR RESP, for example. COMMAND and RESP conditions will look for a specific address, 03 or 01, depending on the selection in the Emulate field on the X.25 Layer 2 Setup screen (see Section 3, above). A logical DTE will receive commands addressed to 03, and it will receive responses that have the address 01. A logical DCE receives commands addressed to 01 and responses that use 03.

   CMND and RESP softkeys are shown in Figure 37-14.

   ![Figure 37-14 Addresses are required in RCV RR, RCV RNR, RCV REJ, and RCV SREJ conditions.](image)

4. **Type invalid.** RCV conditions can detect frames that are invalid "types"—the control field is missing, for example, or the I-field is missing in an I-frame. The Protocol Spreadsheet entry for this condition is RCV INVALID, and the softkey sequence is illustrated in Figure 37-15.
5. **Type unknown.** A frame may be valid in all respects but have a control field that indicates a nonstandard frame type. Such a frame may be matched by a RCV UNKNOWN condition (Figure 37-15).

**(B) N(S) Error**

As a Layer 2 emulator, you do respond to INFO frames that have N(S) errors. These are detected as NS_ERR conditions, not as RCV INFO conditions.

NS_ERRs apply only to frames received when you are emulating. The same frame that triggers an NS_ERR condition also may satisfy a DTE INFO or DCE INFO condition—but not a RCV INFO condition.

NS_ERR will come true for any received frame whose N(S) value is not one higher than the previous N(S).

---

Figure 37-15 *INVALID* and UNKNOWN are frame types for RCV conditions.

Figure 37-16 The PROTOCL key brings up six SDLC emulate conditions.

In the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 2, press PROTOCL. Then press the softkey for NS_ERR. See Figure 37-16.
(C) N(R) Error

Received INFO or supervisory frames may have N(R) errors. Such errors are detected as NR_ERR conditions, not as RCV INFO or RR (or RRNR or REJ) conditions.

A valid N(R) is any value that (1) acknowledges a frame that is outstanding (waiting for acknowledgment); or (2) repeats the last acknowledgment. Any other N(R) value is detected as an error.

(D) T1 Expired

This condition detects the expiration of the T1 timeout—timer that is regulated on the X.25 Frame Level Setup screen. See Section 37.1(A), above.

(E) Frame Sent

This condition is true when, as a result of a SEND or RESEND action, a frame has been passed down to Layer 1. Note that merely SENDing a frame does not actually transmit the frame onto the line if, for example, Layer 1 is the X.21 package in call—setup phase.

(F) Window Conditions

The size of the Layer 2 retransmit window is configured on the X.25 Frame Level Setup screen. See Section 37.1(D). There are four conditions that test the current status of this window. They are WINDOW FULL, WINDOW EMPTY, WINDOW NOT_FULL, and WINDOW NOT_EMPTY. The softkey sequence for the WINDOW options is shown in Figure 37-17.

![Figure 37-17](image)

Figure 37-17 When the retransmit window fills, Layer 2 stops buffering frames for retransmission.

WINDOW FULL is true when the window is full of unacknowledged frames and the Layer 2 protocol package will not buffer additional frames until some acknowledgment is received.
Each time an acknowledgment is received, the window is flushed to the extent of the
acknowledgment. WINDOW EMPTY means that the latest acknowledgment was complete
and left no frames outstanding (unacknowledged). If an RR response is received and
the acknowledgment is only partial, this condition will be true:

CONDITIONS: RCV RR RESP
          WINDOW NOT_EMPTY

CAUTION: Window conditions are status conditions (see Section 31.2)
and must always be used in combination with a transitional condition
such as a RCV condition.

(G) More to Resend

Frames in the window may have to be resent, usually as the result of an idle—timer
timeout or a Reject frame. One RESEND action retransmits one frame in the window,
beginning with the earliest. Subsequent RESEND actions retransmit subsequent
frames. The MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions allow you to
retransmit the entire window, as in the “recover” state in this example:

CONDITIONS: RCV REJ RESP
        NEXT_ST: recover
        STATE: recover
        CONDITIONS: ENTER_STATE
        ACTIONS: RESEND FIRST
        CONDITIONS: FRAME SENT
        MORE_TO_RESEND
        ACTIONS: RESEND NEXT
        CONDITIONS: FRAME SENT
        NO_MORE_TO_RESEND
        NEXT_ST: xfer

MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions may be written to the Protocol
Spreadsheet by the softkeys shown in Figure 37-18.
Figure 37-18 The MORE_TO_RESEND condition allows you to resend the entire window of frames and then stop when there are NO_MORE_TO_RESEND.

CAUTION: MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND are status conditions (see Section 31.2) and must always be used in combination with a transitional condition such as FRAME_SENT.
37.5 Emulate Actions

When you have completed a block of conditions in a Protocol Spreadsheet test at Layer 2, press ~ to access the set of actions that can be taken as a result of the block of conditions coming true. The set of actions that are specific to the X.25 Layer 2 personality package are shown in the racks of softkeys in Figure 37-19. Except for ENHANCE and SUPPRES, the actions shown have meaning only when the INTERVIEW is emulating DTE or DCE, and not when it is monitoring the line passively.

(A) Send Actions

Press the softkey for SEND to access two racks of softkeys with names of frame types that may be named in SEND actions. All data generated by the Layer 2 X.25 package must be enclosed in a frame that is identified in a SEND action by type. (Only at Layer 1 can data be generated as a simple character string without any protocol building blocks.) The complete set of frame types is given in Figure 37-20.

Figure 37-19 Action softkeys specific to X.25 Layer 2.
When conditions are true for a SEND action, frames are sent immediately down to Layer 1 to be transmitted there. (Note that when the X.21 Layer 1 package is loaded, the sending down of INFO frames will be conditional on data—transfer phase being active at Layer 1.)

1. *INFO frames.* SEND INFO is a complete action—entry. Address, poll bit, N(R), N(S), string, and BCC parameters may be added to an INFO frame, but they are optional. If no optional parameters are entered, the INFO frame will default to the following parameters:

   - The address will be appropriate for an INFO frame sent by the “logical emulator” selected on the Frame Level Setup screen. See Section 37.1(B).
   - The poll bit will be set to 1.
   - The N(R) will increment to the “automatic” value, one higher than the last valid N(S) received.
   - The N(S) will increment to the “automatic” value, one higher than the last valid N(S) sent.
   - Since there is no default data—string, the I—field will be empty.
   - The BCC will be good.

The default parameters for INFO and other frames are given in Table 37-1.

If a Layer 3 package is installed and Layer 3 data is being handed down to Layer 2, the following condition—and—action trigger will accept this data and convey it properly to Layer 1:
CONDITIONS: DL_DATA_REQ
ACTIONS: SEND_INFO "+(DL_DATA)"

SEND_INFO actions pass the INFO frame immediately to the next layer down. If the retransmit window is full, the frame is still sent—but it is not buffered in the window and cannot be resent.

An INFO frame will be buffered for retransmission regardless of the status of the window if a specific value is entered for the NS= parameter (see “N(S),” below). The specific N(S) value will clear the window and the INFO frame will be buffered in the first window position.

Table 37-1
Default Parameters in SEND Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEND</th>
<th>ADR=</th>
<th>logical</th>
<th>logical</th>
<th>P/F</th>
<th>NR=</th>
<th>NS=</th>
<th>STRING</th>
<th>BCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>DCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFO</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AUTO</td>
<td>AUTO</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABM</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISC</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRMR</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABME</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR CMND</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AUTO</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR RESP</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>AUTO</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNR CMND</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LAST_NR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNR RESP</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>LAST_NR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REJ CMND</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LAST_NR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REJ RESP</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>LAST_NR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SREJ CMND</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LAST_NR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SREJ RESP</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>LAST_NR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>GDBC CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. *Unnumbered frames*. SEND SABM, SEND UA, and so forth, are complete action—entries. Address, P/F—bit, string, and BCC parameters may be added to the SEND action, but they are optional. Default values are sent in the absence of specific optional entries: see Table 37-1.

3. *Supervisory frames*. An address value must be added to SEND RR, SEND RNR, SEND REJ, and SEND SREJ actions. The address may be entered as a specific value.

ACTIONS: SEND RR ADR= 03
Or the address may be entered simply as CMND or RESP—SEND RR RESP, for example. CMND and RESP frames will carry address 01 or 03, depending on the selection in the Emulate field on the X.25 Frame Level Setup screen. See Section 37.1(B). Refer to Table 37-1 for the address values sent by the two different logical emulators.

Figure 37-21 shows the address selections for all supervisory frames.

4. Other frames. Any frame type may be entered in a SEND action as a hexadecimal value instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER, on the bottom rack in Figure 37-20. Enter the hex value in the form of two alphanumerics. Then press the softkey for ADR= (Figure 37-22) and enter an address value. Here is a DISConnect command entered as a SEND OTHER action:

```
ACTIONS: SEND OTHER 43 ADR= 03
```

P/F, N(R), and N(S) fields are implied in the user-entered hexadecimal control field. An address should be added to a SEND OTHER action, but if it is not, the default is the (CMND) address 01 when the Emulate field on the X.25 Frame Level Setup screen shows [LOGICAL DTE]. The address defaults to 03 for [LOGICAL DCE]. The other default parameter is a good BCC. (In MOD 128, P/F is not included in the hex entry and is a valid optional entry.)
5. **Address.** An address may be specified for INFO, unnumbered, and OTHER frames. It must be specified for supervisory frames. There are three softkeys pertaining to address in supervisory frames, ADR=, CMND, and RESP. See under "Supervisory frames," above.

The ADR= entry is always followed by the hexadecimal address octet typed as two alphanumeric characters. The address field, for example, appears as follows:

```
ACTIONS: SEND RR ADR= 03
```

6. **Poll/final bit.** The P/F—bit is an optional entry in all SEND actions. P/F values of 0, 1, or LOOPBAK are entered by the softkeys in Figure 37-23. If P/F = LOOPBACK, the bit will echo the last P/F bit received. (Looping the P/F —bit is appropriate for UAs and supervisory frames.) Default P/F values are given in Table 37-1.
7. **N(R).** N(R) fields are transmitted in INFO and supervisory frames.

To specify an N(R) value, press the softkey for NR= (see Figure 37-24). Enter a hexadecimal value written as one or two alphanumeric digits. For example, an entry that represented the highest valid N(R) in MOD 8 would be NR= 7. The highest valid entry in MOD 128 would be NR= 7F.

Other N(R) options are ACK_NS, LAST_NR, and AUTO. (See Figure 37-24.) **ACK_NS** means that your N(R) will acknowledge (that is, it will be one higher than) the last N(S) value you received. Normally this will be the correct N(R), except in cases where the last N(S) received was erroneous. The NR= ACK_NS selection allows you to overlook N(S) errors.

**LAST_NR** means that you simply repeat the last N(R) you sent. Normally this is the correct N(R) following a bad N(S). The NR= LAST_NR option allows you to force the other side to initiate recovery.

**AUTO** means that you will behave as a normal X.25 Layer 2 station, ACKing valid N(S) values and repeating your last N(R) whenever an invalid N(S) is received. **AUTO** is the default N(R) selection in SEND INFO, SEND RR, SEND REJ, and SEND SREJ actions. See Table 37-1.

8. **N(S).** N(S) fields are transmitted in INFO frames only. (See the frame-field diagrams in Figure 37-5.) Entries for N(S) in SEND INFO actions are optional. The softkeys that open below NS= are illustrated in Figure 37-25.

To specify an N(S) value, press the softkey for NS=, then enter a hexadecimal in the form of one or two alphanumeric. Valid hex entries are the same as for N(R). A SEND INFO action that specifies an N(S) value—NS= 0, for example—will clear the window so that the INFO frame is buffered immediately.
Other N(S) options are RCVD_NR, SKIP, and AUTO. RCVD_NR means that you send the N(S) value that the other side says it is expecting. This is the valid N(S) in most cases, but not when you send two or more I−frames in a row without waiting for acknowledgment.

SKIP means that you add one to your correct N(S). This will look to the other side as though the line has taken a “hit” and a frame has been lost. This selection causes the window to be cleared.

NS= AUTO is the default setting for SEND INFO actions. AUTO means that every new INFO frame sent will have an N(S) value of one higher than the previous.

9. String. Strings are sent at X.25 Layer 2 only as adjuncts to frame−types when they are named in SEND actions. If you want to send a string of raw data without a protocol “envelope,” you must go to Layer 1 and send the raw string from there.

Press the SEND softkey followed by the softkey for a frame type. Add any necessary or desired SEND options for the particular frame type. Then press the STRING softkey (Figure 37-25).

There is no spreadsheet keyword that identifies send−strings at any layer. The spreadsheet compiler identifies strings by the quotation marks surrounding them. Always enclose strings in quotation marks. (To send an actual “−character in your string, type " instead.) See Section 33 for more information on strings.

Here is a simple SEND action that includes no options besides a string:

```
ACTIONS: SEND FRMR "..%0b\n"
```

And here is a SEND action that includes a full complement of optional fields, including a string:

```
ACTIONS: SEND INFO ADR= 03 P/F= 0 NR= AUTO NS= AUTO "%0b%0b%0b%0b This is user data." GDBCC
```

Most ASCII−keyboard, control, and hexadecimal characters are legal in a send−string. Special keys (TAB, ₤, ⌘) are not legal. Refer to Table 33-2.

To insert a canned fox message into a transmit string, type FOX inside double parens, as follows: (FOX). Remember that the double parens are special
characters produced by the \texttt{\textbackslash n}–\texttt{\textbackslash b} and \texttt{\textbackslash n}–\texttt{\textbackslash d} combinations. Constants, counters, and flags can also be embedded in a string. See Section 33, Strings.

10. **BCC**. There are three BCC options for every SEND action at X.25 Layer 2. One of the options, \texttt{GDBCC}, is the default. Any frame that does not request a bad BCC or an abort will have a good frame–check sequence calculated for it and appended to it. BCC also is an option for SEND actions at Layer 1; but it does not occur at Layer 3 or higher.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure37-26.png}
\caption{Type of BCC is a \textit{SEND} option for frames at Layer 2.}
\end{figure}

The three softkey selections for BCC are shown in Figure 37-26. A 16–bit CCITT frame check is selected automatically for BOP protocols and cannot be changed or disabled. A bad BCC will be CRC–16 instead of CCITT.

When \texttt{ABORT} is the BCC selection, instead of appending a proper frame check, the transmitter will hold the lead at mark for eight bits (or longer if the transmitter is idling'). Inside a frame, seven 1–bits in a row are sufficient to signal an abort.

\textbf{(B) Give Data}

\texttt{GIVE\_DATA} is the \texttt{\textbackslash f} action on the first rack of action softkeys (refer to Figure 37-19). This action takes the I–field from a received INFO frame and passes it up to Layer 3 along with a DL\_DATA IND primitive. (See Figure 34-5 in the section, OSI Primitives on the Protocol Spreadsheet.) In an emulate mode, data is delivered up to Layer 3 only by one of two actions at Layer 2: \texttt{GIVE\_DATA}, or else a DL\_DATA IND primitive followed by the data string.

\textbf{(C) Resend}

The \texttt{RESEND} function is mapped to \texttt{\textbackslash e} on the second layer of action softkeys at Layer 2 for X.25. See Figure 37-27. The first \texttt{RESEND} action will resend the first frame in the window. The window is a queue that buffers INFO frames for retransmission in case one or more transmissions are lost or in error.

The first frame in the window always is the \textit{earliest outstanding} (unacknowledged) frame. Every time an acknowledgment is received, the window is cleared to the extent of the acknowledgment and a new “first–frame” position is established. The first \texttt{RESEND} after an acknowledgment always sends the first window frame.
Figure 37-27 The RESEND action allows you to recover from sequence errors.

Figure 37-28 Resends cause the pointer to move, while acknowledgments move the pointer and the entire window.
The second and subsequent RESENDs following an acknowledgment also will send the first window frame, provided that the keyword FIRST is appended directly to the RESEND entry. Otherwise, they send the NEXT (second) and subsequent window frames. Figure 37-28 shows the position of the resend "pointer" after four consecutive RESEND NEXT actions. RESEND NEXT is the default resend when neither FIRST nor NEXT is specified.

The resend—pointer is reset to the beginning of the window automatically by any acknowledgment, or by a RESEND FIRST action in the spreadsheet program.

1. Resend first/next. RESEND FIRST means that the resend—pointer is reset to the beginning of the window, the first frame in the window is resent, and the pointer is advanced to the second position in the window. The effect of a RESEND FIRST action is illustrated in Figure 37-29.

The RESEND FIRST action makes it possible for you to resend all the frames in the window one by one, and then resend them again if necessary.

2. P/F=loopback/0/1. The P/F—bit in the resend—frame can be set to 0 or 1 by this optional action. If PF= LOOPBACK, the bit will echo the last P/F—bit received. (Default is 1 in a RESEND action.)
Figure 37-29  RESEND FIRST resets the pointer, allowing you to resend the entire window repeatedly.

(D) Reset N(R) and Reset N(S)

RESET_NR and RESET_NS are the \[\text{F2}\] and \[\text{F3}\] actions on the second rack of action softkeys for X.25 Layer 2. (Refer again to Figure 37-19.) The sequence-number fields in I-frames and supervisory frames can be reset by these two Protocol Spreadsheet actions. Sequence numbers are not reset automatically during a test by any frame that is sent or received.

RESET_NS also clears the transmit window.
37.6 Display Actions

ENHANCE and SUPPRESS pertain to lines of data on the Layer 2 protocol trace (see Section 37.2). They do not suppress and enhance data on the raw-data display. Raw data is enhanced and suppressed at Layer 1.

DTE, DCE, and RCV conditions can trigger an ENHANCE or SUPPRESS action. These conditions are active when the INTERVIEW is in monitor mode or in either of the emulate modes.

(A) Enhance

Whenever a DTE, DCE, or RCV condition comes true at Layer 2, the frame that satisfied the condition can be enhanced on the X.25 Layer 2 protocol-trace display, or it can be deleted from the trace completely. In an actions block on the Protocol Spreadsheet, press the ENHANCE softkey — on the third rack of action softkeys. Figure 37-30 shows the three softkey subselections beneath ENHANCE. They are REVERSE, BLINK, and LOW.

Figure 37-30 Selected frames on the protocol trace may be enhanced or suppressed.
Reverse-image and blink enhancements affect the plasma-display screen. In addition, a low-intensity enhancement can be applied to screens that are transmitted to a black-and-white monitor connected at the RS-170 port at the rear of the INTERVIEW.

Reverse, blink, and low enhancements can be mapped to colors on a color monitor attached at the INTERVIEW’s RGB port (Figure 1-6). See Section 18.2 for an explanation of how reverse, blink, and low enhancements relate to character and background colors in the RGB output.

Figure 37-31 A retransmitted DTE I-frame has been enhanced.

Figure 37-31 shows one screen of a Layer 2 protocol trace in which DTE INFO frames with the poll bit set to 1—he retransmitted DTE INFO frames, in other words—have been enhanced in reverse video. The trigger that caused this enhancement was as follows:

CONDITIONS: DTE INFO P/F = 1

ACTIONS: ENHANCE REVERSE

(B) Suppress

Individual frames that are suppressed in Layer 2 actions are deleted from the trace display. Figure 37-30 shows the softkey path to SUPPRES.

37.7 Automatic Primitives

In a Section 34, Table 34-2 lists the OSI service primitives that are monitored at the boundaries of Layer 2 as trigger conditions, and sent up to Layer 3 or down to Layer 1, as user-entered spreadsheet actions. These primitives are layer-specific rather than
protocol-specific and are not part of the personality package for X.25 Layer 2; but a few of the primitives are set in motion automatically by X.25 Layer 2 spreadsheet actions. These automatic primitives can be thought of as part of the Layer 2 actions themselves, and by extension, as part of the X.25 protocol package.

Table 37-2 gives the set of X.25 Layer 2 actions that have action—primitives built into them. For example, whenever a GIVE_DATA action occurs at Layer 2, a DL_DATA IND primitive is forwarded to Layer 3, where a DL_DATA IND condition may be waiting to monitor it.

Whenever a SEND or RESEND action is initiated at Layer 2, a PH_DATA REQ primitive is sent downward along with the PH data (the entire frame).

If a SEND or RESEND action is triggered at Layer 2 while the physical connection at Layer 1 is inactive, Layer 2 will sense the absence of a physical connection and delay the PH_DATA REQ. Instead it will send a PH_ACTIVATE REQ primitive. Only when a PH_ACTIVATE CONF has been returned by Layer 1 will Layer 2 release the data and the data primitive.

NOTE: The RS-232 interface does not distinguish active/inactive status at the physical level. This interface returns PH_ACTIVATE CONF automatically whenever it sees PH_ACTIVATE REQ.

Table 37-2
Automatic Primitives Generated at X.25 Layer 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X.25 Layer 2 Action</th>
<th>Automatic Primitive</th>
<th>To Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GIVE_DATA</td>
<td>DL_DATA IND</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEND (TYPE)</td>
<td>(PH_ACTIVATE REQ*)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PH_DATA REQ</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEND</td>
<td>(PH_ACTIVATE REQ*)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PH_DATA REQ</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sent if Layer 1 shows inactive status. PH_DATA REQ delayed until PH_ACTIVATE CONF returned by Layer 1.
37.8 Programming Example: Converting Protocol Bytes to Hexadecimal

Listed below is a simple, four-trigger test that enhances the "readability" of the raw display of X.25 data. When this test is entered on the trigger menus or anywhere in the Protocol Spreadsheet program at Layer 1, frame-level and packet-level protocol bytes on the raw-data display are converted automatically to hexadecimal, while all user data is translated into ASCII characters. Figure 37-32 shows the same data both before and after the test has been applied.

![Figure 37-32 In the X.25 data on the right, a simple enhancement program has converted protocol bytes to hexadecimal.](image)

Because it occupies a single state, the protocol-hex test can be entered on the trigger menus; or it may be included in the Protocol Spreadsheet program in this form:

```
LAYER: 1
TEST: ptc_hex
STATE: enhance
CONDITIONS: DTE STRING " 0x(X0000000)(0x0000000)(0x0000000) "
ACTIONS: ENHANCE DTE HEX OFF
CONDITIONS: DTE GOOD_BCC
ACTIONS: ENHANCE DTE HEX ON
CONDITIONS: DCE STRING " 0x(X0000000)(0x0000000)(0x0000000) "
ACTIONS: ENHANCE DCE HEX OFF
ACTIONS: ENHANCE DCE HEX ON
```

In the strings, \(0x\) (h[64]h[64]h[64]) looks for the beginning of the frame. The first bit mask—\(0x0000000\)—looks for I-frames. The second bit mask looks for a Q ("data-qualified") bit that equals zero. The entry \(0x\) causes the search string to skip one byte, the LCN byte in the packet header. The third bit mask looks for data packets. Only unqualified data packets satisfy the string and turn the hex enhancement off. The user data that follows is translated into ASCII.

The test in this form makes two assumptions: the numbering mode is MOD 8 and apart from X.29, no protocol is implemented above Layer 3.
37.9 Programming Example: A Simple “Automatic” Layer 2 X.25 Test

Here is a simplified test that makes Layer 2 “automatic” and “transparent” when you are working at Layer 3 or higher.

The test initiates a link-startup sequence when a DL_CONNECT_REQ primitive arrives from Layer 3. This primitive will be sent down automatically at Layer 3 as soon as a SEND_RESTART or other Layer 3 SEND action is attempted.

*Automatic Layer 2 X.25 Test:*

**LAYER: 2**

**STATE: init**

- CONDITIONS: DL_CONNECT_REQ
- ACTIONS: SEND_SABM P/F=1
  - TIMEOUT t1 RESTART 3.000

- CONDITIONS: RCV-UA P/F=1
- ACTIONS: DL_CONNECT_CONF
  - TIMEOUT t1 STOP
  - RESET_NR
  - RESET_NS
  - NEXT_STATE: info_xfr

- CONDITIONS: TIMEOUT t1
- ACTIONS: SEND_SABM P/F=1
  - TIMEOUT t1 RESTART 3

- CONDITIONS: RCV-SABM
- ACTIONS: DL_CONNECT_IND
  - TIMEOUT lyr3 Resp RESTART 1

- CONDITIONS: DL_CONNECT_RESP
- ACTIONS: SEND-UA P/F = LOOPBACK
  - RESET_NR
  - RESET_NS
  - NEXT_STATE: info_xfr

- CONDITIONS: TIMEOUT lyr3 Resp
- ACTIONS: PROMPT "Layer 3 not responding"

**STATE: info_xfr**

- CONDITIONS: DL_DATA_REQ
- ACTIONS: SEND_INFO " " " (DL_DATA) " "

- CONDITIONS: RCV_INFO
- ACTIONS: SEND RR_RESP
  - GIVE_DATA

- CONDITIONS: T1_EXPIRED
- ACTIONS: RESEND_FIRST P/F= 1

- CONDITIONS: RCV_REJ_RESP
- NEXT_STATE: xmitWndw
The link startup also can be initiated from "below," by a SABM received from the other side of the link. Note that in this Layer 2 program, the UA response to a SABM is made contingent on a Layer 3 program above that acknowledges the link—startup (DL_CONNECT) indication. The link establishment is designed to fail (while displaying the operator prompt, "Layer 3 not responding") unless the following minimum Layer 3 program is included on the Protocol Spreadsheet:

**Layer 3**

**State:** DL_connect

**Conditions:** DL_CONNECT IND

**Actions:** DL_CONNECT RESP

Here is a fuller Layer 3 program that initiates link setup and also handles the transfer of Restart packets that brings the interface to the Ready (for calls) state.

**Layer 3**

**State:** DL_connect

**Conditions:** ENTER_STATE

**Actions:** DL_CONNECT REQ

**Conditions:** DL_CONNECT CONF

**Next State:** packet_level_ready

**Conditions:** DL_CONNECT IND

**Actions:** DL_CONNECT RESP

**Next State:** packet_level_ready

**State:** packet_level_ready

**Conditions:** ENTER_STATE

**Actions:** SEND RESTART

**Conditions:** RCV RESTART

**Actions:** RESET_PR_PS

**Next State:** ready_to_call

**Conditions:** RCV RESTART_CONF

**Actions:** RESET_PR_PS

**Next State:** ready_to_call

**State:** ready_to_call
In *info_xfr* state, the test receives DL_DATA from Layer 3 and *sends* it down to Layer 2. It *gives* DL_DATA up to Layer 3. Recovery actions are taken, as follows: when T1 expires, the test resends the first frame in the window. When a REJ frame is received, the test moves to *xmt_wndw* state and resends the entire window before returning to *info_xfr* state.
** Layer Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVE:</th>
<th>Layer 1 Package:</th>
<th>Selections</th>
<th>Packages Loaded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRL</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD2</td>
<td>Layer 2 Package:</td>
<td>X.25 SDLC</td>
<td>FD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD2</td>
<td>Layer 3 Package:</td>
<td>X.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 4 Package:</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 5 Package:</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 6 Package:</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Layer 7 Package:</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress KEQ Key To Load The Selected Packages

** X.25 Packet Level Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulate:</th>
<th>Mode of Operation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOGICAL DTE</td>
<td>MOD 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window Size:</th>
<th>High Outgoing Channel#:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>FFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATH</th>
<th>CALLED</th>
<th>CALLING</th>
<th>FACILITIES</th>
<th>DATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enter Mode (MOD 8 Or MOD 128):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOD 8</th>
<th>MOD 128</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>F4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>F6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F7</td>
<td>F8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 38-1 The X.25 personality package for Layer 3 is loaded from the Layer Setup screen.

Figure 38-2 Protocol configuration screen for X.25 Layer 3.
Layer 3 X.25 is a “layer personality package” of functions that are loaded into memory from disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 38-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to load in the Layer 2 and Layer 3 X.25 packages from floppy—disk, Drive 2. Refer to Section 8 for details on operating the Layer Setup screen.

The Layer 3 X.25 package consists of the following:

- A special X.25 Packet Level Setup screen (shown in Figure 38-2) that controls certain parameters when the unit is tracing or emulating X.25.

- A protocol trace (illustrated in Figure 38-4) that distills from X.25 data the packet—level events that have protocol significance. This trace is accessible by softkey in Run mode at all times.

- A group of conditions and actions at Layer 3 on the Protocol Spreadsheet that facilitate X.25 programming. Figure 38-9 shows the softkey path to the first rack of condition softkeys when the X.25 package is loaded in at Layer 3.

38.1 Packet—Level Setup

The X.25 Packet Level Setup screen must be configured correctly for an accurate trace display and for proper emulation.

To bring up this screen, first go to the Layer Setup screen (press PROGS, FE). Execute the X.25 selection at Layer 3: X.25 should appear in the Packages Loaded column. Press FE (labeled PROTSEL) to bring up the prompt to Select Protocol Configuration Screen. Then press FE (LAYER—3) to call up the X.25 Packet Level Setup screen.

The five parameter fields on this screen as well as the path—data entry fields are shown in Figure 38-2. Emulate, Window Size, Low Outgoing Channel #, High Outgoing Channel #, and the entire path—data area apply only to interactive (emulate) tests. Mode of Operation must be configured correctly for the protocol trace as well as for proper emulation.
(A) Emulate Logical DTE/DCE

There are two selections in the Emulate field on the X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, LOGICAL.DTE and LOGICAL.DCE. The entry in this field determines the order of assignment when LCNs are assigned dynamically to call requests during interactive testing.

Configured as a logical DTE, the INTERVIEW assigns LCNs in a descending sequence beginning with the High Outgoing Channel #. See Section (D), below. Configured as a logical DCE, the INTERVIEW assigns LCNs in ascending sequence beginning with the Low Outgoing Channel #.

(B) Mode of Operation

The Mode of Operation field selects the mode of numbering DATA and supervisory packets. There are two options, MOD 8 and MOD 128.

MOD 8 uses sequence numbers 0–7. MOD 128 adds an extra byte to the control field in DATA, RR, RNR, and REJ packets. See Figure 38-6. This extra byte allows sequence numbers in a range of 0–127.

The correct “modulus” must be selected in this field in order to conduct interactive communications and also to generate an accurate X.25 Layer 3 trace.

(C) Window Size

Any window size may be entered up to the current modulus minus one: 7 or 127. The window size is the maximum number of unacknowledged data packets that Layer 3 will buffer for retransmission. When the limit is reached, any further data packets that are named in SEND actions triggered at Layer 3 will be passed to Layer 2 but not buffered for resending.

According to CCITT Recommendation X.25, the standard window size is 2. This means that two packets can be outstanding (unacknowledged) at a time.

The window is a queue that buffers packets for retransmission in case one or more transmissions are lost or in error. A RESEND action will resend the first (earliest) packet in the window. Successive RESENdS will send successive packets until there are no more packets to resend; or until the window is reset by an acknowledgment or by a RESEND FIRST action.

(D) Low Outgoing Channel#/High Outgoing Channel#

Logical Channel Numbers (LCNs) may be assigned dynamically on a per-call basis; or they may be reserved during Program mode for a particular call destination (or “path”) by means of an entry in the LCN column on the X.25 Packet Level Setup screen.

If the LCN column on the Packet Level Setup screen is left blank with respect to a particular call destination (“path”), an LCN will be assigned dynamically each time the INTERVIEW initiates a call on that network path, as follows:
If the INTERVIEW has been configured as a logical DCE on the Layer 3 Protocol Configuration screen, it will select the Low Outgoing Channel number for the first call to the DTE. Assuming that the first call still is in session, the next call initiated by the INTERVIEW will have the next higher LCN, and so forth, to the upper limit for LCNs established in the High Outgoing Channel# menu field.

If the INTERVIEW has been configured as a logical DTE, the first call initiated by the INTERVIEW will receive the High Outgoing Channel number. If the first call remains in session, the second call will have the second—highest LCN, and so forth, to the lower limit for LCNs set in the Low Outgoing Channel# field.

(E) **Path**

"Path" is the route of a Call Request packet through the X.25 network, on the way to its destination address. Call Request packets establish the path of a call. When data packets enter the network, they carry the same LCN as the call packet. They use the LCN to identify themselves at each network node, where they are routed along the path already established for the call.

Packets that are programmed to be “sent” on the Protocol Spreadsheet must indicate their destination—that is, they must declare the call that they belong to. In the network, they will use the LCN to identify their call. But the LCN cannot be used for identification on the INTERVIEW’s Protocol Spreadsheet, since LCNs usually are assigned dynamically at the time of the call—in which case they cannot be preprogrammed.

Instead, packets on the spreadsheet are provided with a “path” number that ties them, on the X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, to a particular set of Call Request parameter values. Here is an example of how the procedure works:

On the Packet Level Setup screen (see Figure 38-3), the following entry is made in the **CALLED** column for Path #0: 300170345678. On the Protocol Spreadsheet, this Actions entry is made: SEND CALL PATH= 0.

When the SEND action is triggered, a Call Request packet will be formed with the Called address given for Path #0 on the Packet Level Setup screen: 300170345678. An LCN will be assigned to this call packet dynamically, according to the rules for low and high outgoing channel numbers outlined in Section 38.1(D), above. As long as the call is active, data packets and other packets sent on this path—for example, SEND DATA PATH= 0—will carry the same LCN.

(F) **LCN**

Normally the LCN field for a particular call (or “path”) is left blank. During Run mode when the Call Request is created, the LCN is assigned dynamically according to the rules for low and high outgoing channel numbers described above. For the duration of the call, data packets and other packets are constructed with the same LCN.
An LCN also can be predefined by the user. This designation is made in the LCN column of the Packet Level Setup screen, not on the Protocol Spreadsheet. The SEND action on the spreadsheet still references only the path number. On the Packet Level Setup screen, that path number is correlated to the LCN that the user enters on the same row.

The LCN field is referred to as a "hex" field. This means that each column (character space) in the data—entry field will equate to one 4-bit, hexadecimal digit on the actual data screen. For example, a data screen may show the two-character sequence \( \text{02} + 1 \), where the second, third, and fourth digits represent the LCN. The LCN entry on the Packet Level Setup screen was 123. Or the character data may show this sequence: \( \text{01E} \). The LCN on the setup screen was 1E (also 01E).

(G) CALLED

Enter the called address in this field. Addresses are considered "decimal" entries. This means that each column or character space in the data—entry field will equate to a 4-bit, binary—coded decimal (BCD) digit on the actual data screen. Use the numbered keys to make this entry—do not use the [hex] key to turn on the hex function. A sample address entry is shown in Figure 38-3.

(H) CALLING

Enter the calling address in this field. (Logical DTEs often omit this address: the network knows the addresses of dedicated lines coming into the node and may not require them.)
Addresses are considered "decimal" entries. This means that each column or character space in the data-entry field will equate to a 4-bit, binary-coded decimal (BCD) digit on the actual data screen. Use the numbered keys to make this entry—do not use the \[ key to turn on the hex function. A sample address entry is shown in Figure 38-3.

Do not make any allowance in this field for the Address Length byte (see Figure 38-6). That byte is provided automatically.

(I) FACILITIES

Enter the entire Facilities field as it will appear in the Call Request packet. *Omit the Facilities Length byte*; that is handled automatically.

The FACILITIES field is referred to as a "character" field. This means that characters—including hexadecimal characters—in the data-entry field will equate one-for-one with the characters on the actual data screen.

The Facilities entry in Figure 38-3 will be transmitted in a Call Request packet exactly as it appears in this field. With a Facilities Length byte preceding it, it will look like this on the data display: %%%.

(J) DATA

Enter the Data field as it will appear in the Call Request packet. If you want a Data field that is longer than the ten character spaces in the DATA field, you can append a string to your Call packet on the Protocol Spreadsheet.

The Data field on the Packet Level Setup screen is a "character" field. This means that the Data entry in Figure 38-3 will be transmitted exactly as it appears in this field. (As in any transmit string on an INTERVIEW screen, in normal bit order the rightmost bit in the leftmost byte will be the first bit transmitted.)

Based on the entries for Path #0 in Figure 38-3, the INTERVIEW will send the following Call Request packet in a SEND CALL PATH= 0 action. Frame-level bytes are not shown. Assume an LCN of 01E.

*hex:*

```
\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00
```

*ASCII:*

```
0 5 4 1 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3 0 4 5 4 3 4 3
``
38.2 Protocol Trace

The Layer 3 X.25 package includes an automatic packet-trace display that summarizes packet-level activity. This trace mode is enabled whenever the unit is in Run mode, both real-time and frozen.

![Table](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRC</th>
<th>LCN</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>Pr</th>
<th>Ps</th>
<th>QDM</th>
<th>MISC</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>BCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTE 004</td>
<td>CALL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE 004</td>
<td>CALLACC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE 004</td>
<td>DATA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE 004</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE 004</td>
<td>DATA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE 004</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE 004</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE 004</td>
<td>DATA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE 004</td>
<td>DATA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE 004</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE 004</td>
<td>DATA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE 004</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE 004</td>
<td>DATA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE 004</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 38-4](image)

Each horizontal row on the trace display represents a packet.

While the unit is in Run mode, press the softkey for PROTOCOL (F2) on the primary rack of display-mode softkeys) and then the softkey for L3TRACE (F3) to bring the protocol trace for X.25 Layer 3 to the screen. Figure 38-4 is an example of this trace display. Each horizontal row in the trace represents a packet.

(A) The Protocol Trace in Freeze Mode

Press (F1) to prevent the addition of new data to all the display buffers, including the trace buffers. The frozen trace display may be scrolled through or paged through. The top line always is the cursor line (though there is no actual cursor on the trace display). Pressing (F5) or (F6) moves the viewing “window” down relative to the data to add one line of fresher data to the bottom of the screen. Pressing (F2) or (F3) moves the viewing window up to add a line of older data to the top of the screen.

Depression of the (F4) key adds 15 lines—one full page—of newer frames to the frozen trace screen. Depression of (F3) adds 15 lines of older frames.

The packet displayed on the top line of frozen trace—data will appear in the first frame in the raw—data or data—plus—leads display. To view the character data that
generated a particular line in the trace display, use (or (or (or (or)

For example, the Call Request packet traced on the top line of the display in Figure 38-4 also is contained in the frame at the top left of the data display in Figure 38-5. This correlation is automatic.

Figure 38-5 Data—display of Protocol Trace shown in Figure 38-4.
**INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951-B0424-01**

**GFI / LCG**
- PACKET MOD 8
  - [Diagram of GFI / LCG packet fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**LCN**
- PACKET MOD 128
  - [Diagram of LCN packet fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**TYPE**
- DATA - MOD 8
  - [Diagram of Type fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]
- CALL REQ / INCOMING CALL
  - [Diagram of CallREQ fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]
- CALL ACCEPTED / CONNECTED
  - [Diagram of CallAccepted fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**RESET REQ / INDICATION**
- [Diagram of ResetReq fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**RR - MOD 8**
- [Diagram of RR fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**RR - MOD 128**
- [Diagram of RR fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**RESTART REQ / INDICATION**
- [Diagram of RestartReq fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**RNR - MOD 8**
- [Diagram of RNR fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**CLEAR REQ / INDICATION**
- [Diagram of ClearReq fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**CLEAR CONFIRMATION**
- [Diagram of ClearConf fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**INTERRUPT**
- [Diagram of Interrupt fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**REGISTRATION REQUEST**
- [Diagram of RegistrationRequest fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**REGISTRATION CONFIRMATION**
- [Diagram of RegistrationConf fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**REJ - MOD 8**
- [Diagram of REJ fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**REJ - MOD 128**
- [Diagram of REJ fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**DIAGNOSTIC**
- [Diagram of Diagnostic fields]
  - [Details of each field with corresponding ASCII and Hex values]

**Figure 38-6** X.25 packet fields.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATA</td>
<td>Type = DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE = DATA</td>
<td>Higher - Level Protocol &amp; Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>protocol ID: 87654321, ASCII: 00000000, Hex: 00000000000000000000000000000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE = CALL REQ</td>
<td>Address: Called, Length: No. of Quarts, Facilities: 0.0, Call User Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE = CALL ACCEPTED</td>
<td>Address: Called, Length: No. of Quarts, Facilities: 0.0, Called User Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE = CLEAR REQ</td>
<td>Cause: Diagnostic, Address: Called, Length: No. of Quarts, Facilities: 0.0, Clear User Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE = CLEAR CONFIRM</td>
<td>Address: Called, Length: No. of Quarts, Facilities: 0.0, Clear User Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE = INTERRUPT</td>
<td>User Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE = RESET or RESTART REQ</td>
<td>Cause: Diagnostic, Address: Called, Length: No. of Quarts, Facilities: 0.0, Clear User Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE = DIAGNOSTIC</td>
<td>Diagnostic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE = REGISTRATION REQ</td>
<td>Address: Called, DCE, Length: No. of Quarts, DTE, Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE = REGISTRATION CONFIRM</td>
<td>Cause: Diagnostic, Address: Called, DCE, Registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(B) Trace Columns

The columns in the protocol trace for Layer 3 X.25 are explained below.

1. *Source.* The SRC column identifies the lead on which the packet was monitored, TD (DTE) or RD (DCE). This column identifies the physical source of the packet, not the logical source. The physical DTE uses the TD lead to transmit. The physical DCE uses RD to transmit. Just as on the data display, RD data is underlined.

2. *LCN.* The LCN for each packet is given in this three-column “hex” field. Each column displays a hexadecimal digit (0 through F) that represents four bits out of the 12-bit LCN.

3. *Type.* The mnemonic (abbreviated) names for seventeen packet types as they appear in the TYPE column of the protocol trace are shown in Figure 38-6 under “TYPE.” If a Type octet does not fit any of the patterns in the figure, the packet is listed in the TYPE column as UNKWN followed by the hexadecimal value of the type byte: UNKWN=03.

   If the number of bytes in the packet is below the required minimum, the packet is posted as INVALID.

4. *P(R) and P(S).* One column on the packet—level trace is devoted to P(R) values, and one column to P(S). The packet types that include P(R) or P(S) fields in their control fields are indicated in Figure 38-6. P(R) and P(S) occupy three bits each in modulo 8, seven bits each in modulo 128.

---

Figure 38-7 MOD 128 sequence numbers are displayed in two-digit hexadecimal characters.
P(R) and P(S) values are presented in decimal format in modulo-8 traces. Each column displays a single digit that represents a 3-bit binary value (0 through 7). For modulo 128, the values 0 to 127 are given in “character” format, where the columns contain a two-digit hexadecimal character (see Figure 38-7).

Note that the Pr and Ps columns on the trace are staggered to suggest four columns. The two outside columns, comprised of the DTE’s P(R) value and the DCE’s P(S) value, form a numbering sequence for DCE data packets. The arrows in Figure 38-8 indicate the sequence: the DCE sends packet 4, the DTE acknowledges 4 by returning P(R) 5; the DCE sends 5, the DTE expects 6; the DCE sends 6, the DTE expects 7; the DCE sends 7, the DTE expects 0; the DCE sends 0.

![Figure 38-8](image)

Figure 38-8  Pr and Ps columns are staggered, with the outside columns representing the sequence of DCE numbered data packets.

The two inside columns reveal a similar pattern for DTE data packets (and DCE acknowledgements).

5. **Q, D, and M. QDM** is a three-column field. If the Q (data-qualified) bit is set in a data packet, a Q will appear in the Q column for that row. See Figure 38-4 for examples of this letter-Q display. The position of the Q-bit in the first packet byte is indicated at the top left of Figure 38-6.

When the D (delivery) bit is set in a Call, Call Accept/Connect, or Data packet, the letter D appears in the D column. The position of the D-bit in the first packet byte is indicated in Figure 38-6.
When the M (more) bit is set in a data packet, the letter M appears in the M column on the trace display. The position of the M-bit in the Type field of data packets is shown in Figure 38-6.

6. Misc. The MISC field presents up to 16 bytes of character data (decoded in hex) for all packet types other than data packets that contain data beyond the Type octet. All such packets and their “miscellaneous” fields are indicated on the right half of Figure 38-6.

Twelve bytes of “miscellaneous” data were expanded for the Call packet in the trace in Figure 38-4. The data in this example includes the address-length byte, four called-address bytes, the facilities-length byte, two facilities bytes, and four bytes of call-user data.

7. Size. The number of bytes in each packet is given in this field in four decimal digits.

8. Time. The time of the arrival of the end of the frame containing the packet at the DTE or DCE monitor is provided by a 24-hour clock and posted to the trace display. The clock is accurate to the milli- or microsecond.

When time values are incorporated in data, times posted to the trace display will not be affected when recorded data is played back, even at varying speeds. To incorporate time values into recorded data, make the following selections:

- For bit-image data
  
  **Data To Record:** Optioned to **BIT IMAGE**
  
  **Time Ticks:** Optioned to **ON**

- For character data
  
  **Data To Record:** Optioned to **CHARACTER**
  
  **Time Ticks:** Optioned to **ON**

  or

  **Data To Record:** Optioned to **CHARACTER**
  
  **Time Ticks:** Set to **OFF**

  **Frame Timestamps:** Optioned to **YES**
  
  **Timestamp Resolution:** Optioned to **1ms** or **100 us**

If time values are not incorporated in data during live recording, times on the trace during playback will be influenced by “local conditions” such as playback speed, idle suppression, etc.

9. Frame checking. An X.25 frame ends as soon as a $^7$ flag or seven 1-bits in a row are detected. If a flag ends the frame, a frame check is performed and the result is posted both to the data display and to the BCC column of the trace display.

The symbol $^8$ denotes a good frame check, while $^9$ symbolizes a bad frame. $^{10}$ for abort is posted to the trace row when a frame is ended by seven 1-bits.
38.3 Monitor Conditions

When the Layer 3 X.25 personality package is loaded in (via the Layer Setup screen), a set of conditions checks DTE and DCE leads both in monitor and emulate modes. This set of conditions is accessed by the DTE and DCE selections on the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 3. See Figure 38-9.

Figure 38-9 Unlike RCV conditions, the softkeys for DTE and DCE are valid when the INTERVIEW is monitoring the line passively.

After the keyword DTE (or DCE) is written to the spreadsheet, a rack of softkeys appears that represents types of packets: DATA, RR, RNR, REJ, CALL, and so forth.

(A) Packet Type

The softkeys for data, supervisory, unnumbered, and "other" packets are illustrated in Figure 38-10.

Press a softkey to write one of these packet types to the Layer 3 spreadsheet. DTE or DCE followed by a packet—type mnemonic—DTE DATA, for example, or DCE CLEAR—is a complete condition and will come true if a matching packet is monitored. An LCN condition may be added to the simple packet mnemonic, but it is optional. Other optional conditions that may apply are Q—bit value, D—bit value, M—bit value, cause code, and diagnostic code.

NOTE: A packet—type condition will not come true with respect to a packet that is inside a frame with a bad frame check, or inside an aborted frame.

1. Data packets. Data packets differ for MOD 8 and MOD 128 numbering schemes. (See Figure 38-6.) For spreadsheet conditions to match data packets accurately,
the correct numbering system ("Mode of Operation") should be selected on the Packet Level Setup screen.

Figure 38-10 Packet types.

When DTE or DCE is monitored for a data packet, a specific LCN may be specified in the spreadsheet condition. A specific value for the Q-, D-, or M-bit also may be indicated in the rack of spreadsheet softkeys just below DATA. (Refer to Figure 38-12.)

2. **Supervisory packets.** The three supervisory—packet types that can be searched for on the data leads are RR (Receive Ready), RNR (Receive Not Ready), and REJect. These packets always contain P(R) fields (see Figure 38-6) and serve mainly to acknowledge or reject data packets.

Like data packets, supervisory packets are constructed differently according to the numbering scheme, MOD 8 or MOD 128.

When DTE or DCE is monitored for a supervisory packet, a specific LCN may be specified in the spreadsheet condition. See Figure 38-11.

3. **Unnumbered packets.** Unnumbered packets generally assist in call setup, call management, call clearing, and subscription services.
The thirteen unnumbered packet types are laid out consecutively from CALL to DIAG on the softkey racks in Figure 38-10. Because these packets lack P(R) and P(S) sequence numbers, they are constructed identically for MOD 8 and MOD 128.

All unnumbered—packet conditions may be made specific to a particular LCN. Call and Call Confirm conditions may specify a D—bit value (Figure 38-13). Restart, Reset, Clear, and Registration Confirm conditions may optionally test for causes and diagnostic codes (see Figure 38-14, Figure 38-15, and Figure 38-16). Diagnostic packets (F5 on on the bottom rack of softkeys in Figure 38-10) also may specify a diagnostic code.

4. Other packets. Any packet type may be entered as a hexadecimal value instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER. (See F6 in the bottom rack of softkeys in Figure 38-10.) Then enter the hex byte in the form of two alphanumerics. Here, for example, is a Clear Request entered as a hexadecimal:

   CONDITIONS: DCE OTHER 13

(B) LCN

All DTE and DCE conditions that name a packet type may specify one particular LCN (logical channel number) as an added condition. For example, a spreadsheet condition may be satisfied by any DTE Clear Request packet:

   CONDITIONS: DTE CLEAR

Or it may be satisfied by a DTE Clear Request packet only if it carries an LCN of, say, 005:

   CONDITIONS: DTE CLEAR LCN = 005
Figure 38-11 LCN is the Condition option available for these nine packet types.

Figure 38-11 indicates the packet types that offer LCN as their only Condition option.

Enter the LCN as one, two, or three hexadecimal digits. Type each digit as an alphanumeric in the range 0–9 and A–F (or a–f): do not use the §J key. Each digit will represent four bits of the 12-bit LCN. A single-digit or two-digit entry will represent the low-order bits, with the high-order bits zero-filled. Thus LCN= 005 is the same entry as LCN= 05 or LCN= 5.

(C) Q, D, and M Bits

Q-, D-, and M-bit values of 0 or 1 may be specified in Layer 3 conditions that search for DATA packets. See Figure 38-12.
Figure 38-12 When data packets are monitored, Q, D, and M values of 1 (along with LCN values) may be specified.

A D-bit value also may be specified for Call and Call Confirm packets: see Figure 38-13.

The positions of the Q-, D-, and M-bits in the packet header are illustrated in Figure 38-6.
(D) Cause and Diagnostic Value

Conditions that look for Restart, Reset, Clear, and Registration Confirm packets may be refined further to test for a particular cause code and/or diagnostic code.

1. **Cause.** The names of causes as well as their hexadecimal values are indicated on the softkey—prompt line near the bottom of the Protocol Spreadsheet screen. To specify a particular cause, the user does not have to memorize cause codes or consult a table. The user simply presses \( F_2, \text{ROLL}, \) and repeats the keystroke to cycle through the list of cause names for a given packet type. Figure 38-14 shows the cycle of causes that pertain to Restart packets. The user presses \( F_1, \text{SELECT}, \) when the right cause has “rolled” up onto the prompt line. The SELECT softkey writes the current cause onto the spreadsheet screen.

Here is an example of a cause—code entry on the Protocol Spreadsheet:

**CONDITIONS:** DCE CLEAR CAUSE= NOT_OBTAINABLE

Causes also may be entered into the spreadsheet test as two hexadecimal digits, as in this example:

**CONDITIONS:** DCE CLEAR CAUSE= 0D

Notice that each digit is an alphanumeric in the range 0–9 and A–F (or a–f): do not use the \( \text{~} \) key.
Figure 38-14 A Restart packet may be tested for one of these four causes.
### (a) Reset causes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTE_ORIGINATED</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUT_OF_ORDER</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOTE_PROCEDURE_ERROR</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCAL_PROCEDURE_ERROR</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETWORK_CONGESTION</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOTE_DTEOPERATIONAL</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETWORK_OPERATIONAL</td>
<td>0F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCOMPATIBLE_DESTINATION</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETWORK_OUT_OF_ORDER</td>
<td>1D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 38-15](image)
The various causes available for (a) Reset, (b) Clear, and (c) Registration Confirm packets.
2. **Diagnostic code.** Diagnostic—code values are optional conditions for the following packet types: Restart, Reset, Clear, Diagnostic, and Registration Confirm. Figure 38-16 shows the softkey sequences that branch down to the diagnostic—code condition for most of these packet types.

Enter the diagnostic code as two hexadecimal digits. Type each digit as an alphanumeric in the range 0–9 and A–F (or a–f): *do not use the 8 key.* Here is an example of a spreadsheet condition that specifies both a cause and a diagnostic code:

```
DCE RESET CAUSE = LOCAL_PROCEDURE_ERROR DIAGNOSTIC = 01
```
38.4 Emulate-Mode Conditions

The remaining conditions are functional only when the Line Setup menu is configured for Mode: [EMULATE DTE] or [EMULATE DCE].

(A) Receive Conditions

Like DTE and DCE conditions, RCV conditions monitor a data path for X.25 packet types. RCV conditions operate only in emulate modes, and they check only the data path that the INTERVIEW is not using to transmit. While a RCV condition may look like a DTE or DCE condition—RCV DATA Q looks the same as DCE DATA Q—there are important differences that are noted below.

1. Access to the data interface. The INTERVIEW is a layered emulator. The significance of this is that Layer 3 and higher layers have no direct access (in Emulate modes) to the physical layer, Layer 1. In practice this means that a RCV condition at Layer 3 does not see packets on the line. It only sees packets that are delivered up from Layer 2 by a user program at that layer.

   (Similarly, a SEND action at Layer 3 does not in itself send a packet out onto the line. A SEND action merely delivers the packet to Layer 2—or provided that Layer 2 has indicated its readiness to receive data from above.)

   The following program is not any sort of complete Layer 2 emulation. It is the minimum program that must be entered at spreadsheet Layer 2 (with the X.25 personality package installed) in order for a Layer 3 program to have access to the data line. Once this Layer 2 program is entered, Layer 3 can send packets out onto the line and receive packets from the line.

   LAYER: 2
   STATE: datalink
   CONDITIONS: DL_CONNECT_REQ
   ACTIONS: DL_CONNECT_CONF
   CONDITIONS: DL_DATA_REQ
   ACTIONS: SEND_INFO "(DL_DATA)"
   CONDITIONS: RCV_INFO
   ACTIONS: GIVE_DATA

   The elements of this program are discussed in Section 34 (OSI Primitives on the Protocol Spreadsheet) and the programming example in Section 37.9.

2. Valid packet sequencing. To satisfy RCV conditions, numbered packets must have correct P(R) and P(S) sequencing.

3. Path. All RCV conditions that name a packet type may specify one particular "path" as an added condition. Like LCN in DTE and DCE conditions, this path number serves to associate a packet with a particular call. On the X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, up to nine path numbers may be tied to individual sets of
Call Request parameter values, including packet–network "phone" numbers. Refer back to Figure 38-3 for the Packet Level Setup screen.

As a packet identifier, the PATH= condition in RCV conditions is more programmable than the LCN= conditions that are available inside DTE and DCE conditions. LCNs usually are assigned dynamically, by the INTERVIEW as well as by other devices, at the time of the call request. By then the test has started running, and it is too late to specify the LCN in the spreadsheet program.

The path number, by contrast, may be preprogrammed on the Protocol Spreadsheet. When the call request is sent or received by the INTERVIEW, the call parameters are correlated to the Packet Level Setup screen. If the INTERVIEW sends a call request that specifies a path number, or if the INTERVIEW receives a call request that matches one of the path entries on the setup screen, the LCN of the call request is tied to the path number (Path 3, say), and any subsequent packets with the same LCN will satisfy packet-type conditions that stipulate PATH= 3.

A RCV condition that specified a path number as a further condition might be the following:

**CONDITIONS: RCV DATA PATH= 3**

A data packet would satisfy this condition if (1) it had the same LCN as a call request packet with the Calling, Called, Facilities, and Data fields that are
entered across from Path 3 on the setup screen; and (2) the call still was active. The call—request parameters on the setup screen may refer to calls that originate at the INTERVIEW or to call requests that are incoming.

The PATH= condition is shown in the racks of softkeys in Figure 38-17.

4. Type invalid or unknown. RCV conditions can detect packets that are invalid "types"—the packet header is missing, for example, or the LCN is 000 for anything other than a Restart, Registration, or Diagnostic packet. The Protocol Spreadsheet entry for this condition is RCV INVALID, and the softkey sequence is illustrated in Figure 38-18.

A packet may be valid in all respects but have a packet—type field that indicates a nonstandard packet type. Such a packet may be matched by a RCV UNKNOWN condition (Figure 38-18).

(B) P(S) Error

When you emulate at Layer 3, data packets with P(S) errors are detected as PS_ERR conditions, not as RCV DATA conditions.
PS_ERR applies only to packets received when you are emulating. The same packet that triggers a PS_ERR condition also may satisfy a DTE DATA or DCE DATA condition—but not a RCV DATA condition.

PS_ERR will come true for any received data packet whose P(S) value is not one higher than the previous P(S).

In the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 3, press PROTOCL. Then press the softkey for PS_ERR. See Figure 38-19.

(C) P(R) Error

Received data or supervisory packets may have P(R) errors. Such errors are detected as PR_ERR conditions, not as RCV DATA or RR (or RNR or REJ) conditions.

(D) Packet Sent

This condition is true when, as a result of a SEND or RESEND action, a packet has been passed down to Layer 2. This condition may be useful for certain timing measurements, since merely sending a packet does not actually pass the packet down to the next layer if, for example, the link is not established at Layer 2.

(E) Window Conditions

The size of the Layer 3 window is configured on the X.25 Packet Level Setup screen; see Section 38.1(C). There are four conditions that test the current status of this window. They are WINDOW FULL, WINDOW EMPTY, WINDOW NOT_FULL, and WINDOW NOT_EMPTY. The softkey sequence for the WINDOW options is shown in Figure 38-19.
WINDOW FULL is true when the window is full of unacknowledged packets and the Layer 3 personality package will not buffer additional packets until some acknowledgment is received.

Each time an acknowledgment is received, the window is flushed to the extent of the acknowledgment. WINDOW EMPTY means that the latest acknowledgment was complete and left no packets outstanding (unacknowledged). If an RR response is received and the acknowledgment is only partial, this condition will be true:

CONDITIONS: RCV RR
WINDOW NOT_EMPTY

CAUTION: Window conditions are status conditions (see Section 31.2) and must always be used in combination with a transitional condition such as a RCV condition.

(F) More to Resend

Packets in the window may have to be resent, usually as the result of a timeout or a Reject packet. One RESEND action retransmits one packet in the window, beginning with the earliest. Subsequent RESEND actions retransmit subsequent packets. The MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions allow you to retransmit the entire window, as in the "recover" state in this example:

CONDITIONS: RCV REJ
NEXT_ST: recover
STATE: recover
CONDITIONS: ENTER_STATE
ACTIONS: RESEND_FIRST
CONDITIONS: PACKET_SENT
MORE_TO_RESEND
ACTIONS: RESEND_NEXT
CONDITIONS: PACKET_SENT
NO_MORE_TO_RESEND
NEXT_ST: xfer

MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions may be written to the Protocol Spreadsheet by the softkeys shown in Figure 38-20.
38.5 Emulate Actions

When you have completed a block of conditions in a Protocol Spreadsheet test at Layer 3, press \( \text{F4} \), then \( \text{F4} \) (ACTION), to access the set of actions that can be taken as a result of the block of conditions coming true. The set of actions that are specific to the X.25 Layer 3 personality package are shown in the four lower racks of softkeys in Figure 38-21. Except for ENHANCE and SUPPRES, the actions shown have meaning only when the INTERVIEW is emulating DTE or DCE, and not when it is monitoring the line passively.

(A) Send Actions

Press the softkey for SEND to access three racks of softkeys with names of packet types that may be named in SEND actions. All data generated by the Layer 3 X.25 package must be enclosed in a packet that is identified in a SEND action by type. (Only at Layer 1 can data be generated as a simple character string without any protocol building blocks.) The complete set of packet types is given in Figure 38-22.

When conditions are true for a SEND action, packets are sent immediately down to Layer 2 to be processed there.
NOTE: The INTERVIEW is a *layered* emulator. The significance of this is that Layer 3 and higher layers have no direct access (in Emulate modes) to the physical layer, Layer 1. In practice this means that a SEND action at Layer 3 does not in itself send a packet out onto the line. A SEND action merely delivers the packet to Layer 2—provided that Layer 2 has indicated its readiness to receive data from above.

Refer to the Layer 2 program in Section 38.4(A)1. This is the *minimum* program that must be entered at spreadsheet Layer 2 (with the X.25 personality package installed) in order for a Layer 3 program to have access to the data line. Once this Layer 2 program is entered, Layer 3 can send packets directly out onto the line (and receive packets from the line).
SEND actions always specify a packet type.

1. **Data packets.** SEND DATA is a complete action—entry. Path, P(S), P(R), Q, D, M, and string parameters may be added to a data packet, but they are optional.

SEND DATA actions pass the data packet immediately to the next layer down. If the retransmit window is full, the packet is still sent—but it is not buffered in the window and cannot be resent.

A data packet will be buffered for retransmission regardless of the status of the window if a specific value is entered for the PS= parameter. See “P(S),” below. The specific P(S) value will clear the window so that the data packet will be buffered in the first window position.

2. **Supervisory packets.** SEND RR, SEND RNR, and SEND REJ are complete action—entries. Path and P(R) parameters may be added to a supervisory packet, but they are optional.

Figure 38-23 shows the parameter options for supervisory SEND packets.

3. **Call Request packets.** SEND CALL and SEND CALL_CONF are complete action—entries. Normally a Call Request packet will be entered with additional parameters. Parameters that are available are PATH=, D, FAC=, and STRING.

When a SEND CALL action does not specify a path, it yields a packet with the LCN that is next in the assignment series: see Section 38.1(D). This is true also when a Call Request specifies a path but the LCN column is blank for that path on the X.25 Packet Level Setup screen.
When a PATH= value is included in a SEND CALL or SEND CALL_CONF packet, the packet will be sent with the LCN, Called Address, Calling Address, Facilities, and Data entries that the operator has provided for that path number on the Packet Level Setup screen. A SEND CALL action that is not linked by a PATH= number to a set of call parameters on the Packet Level Setup screen cannot yield a valid call request no matter what string is added to it, since the address-length field (Figure 38-6) in such a packet will be fixed automatically at 00.

Figure 38-23 Path and P(R) components may be selected for SEND RR, SEND RNR, and SEND REJ actions.

Figure 38-24 SEND CALL actions should include a path number and may set the D-bit; they also may append facilities and a data string to the parameters already listed on the Packet Level Setup menu.

The FAC= option provided on the Protocol Spreadsheet is intended to supplement the FACILITIES field on the Packet Level Setup screen. A FAC= string
in a spreadsheet action will be appended to the Facilities string on the setup screen. This is in case the facilities entry must be longer than the ten bytes permitted on the setup screen. Do not repeat your setup—screen Facilities entry on the Protocol Spreadsheet.

Similarly, any STRING entry on the spreadsheet will be appended to the string in the DATA field on the Packet Level Setup screen.

4. Other unnumbered packets. The rest of the unnumbered—packet types have softkey options appropriate to their protocol fields (see Figure 38-6). Available softkey parameters for these packet types are PATH=, CAUSE=, DIAG=, and STRING.

Figure 38-25 shows the softkey rack under Registration Confirm, an unnumbered—packet type with the four possible softkey parameters.

Figure 38-25 Four optional parameters may be added to a SEND REG_CONF action.

5. “Other” packets. Any packet type may be entered in a SEND action as a hexadecimal value instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER, on the bottom rack in Figure 38-22. Enter the hex value in the form of two alphanumerics. Here is a Call Confirm packet entered as a SEND OTHER action:

**ACTIONS:** SEND OTHER OF

This SEND OTHER OF action is a good way to send a “stripped down” Call Accepted packet that does not include the additional address and facilities parameters that you may have entered on the Packet Level Setup screen. These parameters sometimes are not used in Call Accepted packets in specific network implementations of X.25.
Additional parameters for SEND OTHER actions are PATH=, Q, D, and STRING. (See Figure 38-26.) Since M, P(R), and P(S) fields are embraced already in the user-entered hexadecimal control field, these fields are not given as softkey parameters.

6. **Path.** The addition of a PATH= entry in a SEND action will insure that the packet receives the same LCN as the Call Request with the same PATH= value. The LCN itself is not used for identification in SEND actions, since LCNs usually are assigned dynamically at the time of the call—too late to be programmed on the Protocol Spreadsheet.

Each path number is tied to a particular set of Call Request parameter values on the X.25 Packet Level Setup screen. See Figure 38-3.

All packet types permit SEND actions that have PATH= options except Restart, Diagnostic, and Registration. These packets do not refer to a specific call or path. They always receive LCN 000.

As a general rule, path numbers are used at a given layer in the INTERVIEW if (1) the protocol at that layer is multiaddress or multichannel; or (2) the protocol at a layer below the given layer is multiaddress or multichannel. Use the same path number at each layer for a given call.

7. **P(S).** P(S) fields are transmitted in data packets only. (See the packet-field diagrams in Figure 38-6.) The softkeys that open below PS= are illustrated in Figure 38-27.
To specify a P(S) value, press the softkey for PS=, then enter a hexadecimal in the form of one or two alphanumerics. An entry that represented the highest valid P(S) in MOD 8 would be PS= 7. The highest valid entry in MOD 128 is PS= 7F. A SEND DATA action that specifies a P(S) value—PS= 0, for example—will clear the window so that the data packet is passed immediately to Layer 2.

Other P(S) options are RCVD_PR, SKIP, and AUTO. RCVD_PR means that you send the P(S) value that the other side says it is expecting. This is the valid P(S) in most cases, but not when you send two or more data packets in a row without waiting for acknowledgment.

SKIP means that you add one to your correct P(S). This will look to the other side as though a packet has been lost in transmission. This selection causes the window to be cleared.

PSAUTO is the default setting for SEND DATA actions. AUTO means that every new data packet sent will have a P(S) value of one higher than the previous.

8. P(R). To specify a P(R) value, press the softkey for PR= (see Figure 38-28). Enter a hexadecimal value written as one or two alphanumerics. Valid hex entries are the same as for P(S).
INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951-B0424-01

Figure 38-28 The P(R) field may be specified in data and supervisory packets to be sent.

Other P(R) options are ACK_PS, LAST_PR, and AUTO. (See Figure 38-28.) ACK_PS means that your P(R) will acknowledge (that is, it will be one higher than) the last P(S) value you received. Normally this will be the correct P(R), except in cases where the last P(S) received was erroneous. The PR= ACK_PS selection allows you to overlook P(S) errors.

LAST_PR means that you simply repeat the last P(R) you sent. Normally this is the correct P(R) following a bad P(S). The PR= LAST_PR option allows you to force the other side to initiate recovery.

AUTO means that you will behave as a normal X.25 Layer 3 PAD, ACKing valid P(S) values and repeating your last P(R) whenever an invalid P(S) is received.

9. Q, D, and M. Softkeys for Q, D, and M are included in the full set of optional parameters for a SEND DATA action in the top rack of Figure 38-28.

Q- and D—bits also may be set in SEND OTHER actions. The D—bit alone is selectable in Call Request and Call Accepted packet types.

10. Cause. Actions that send Restart, Reset, Clear, and Registration Confirmation packets may be refined to send a particular cause code and/or diagnostic code.

Press the softkey for one of these SEND actions, then press [F2], CAUSE. See Figure 38-29. The names of the causes as well as their hexadecimal values are indicated on the softkey—prompt line near the bottom of the screen.

To specify a particular cause, the user does not have to memorize cause codes or consult a table. Instead, the user presses [F2], ROLL, and repeats the keystroke to cycle through the list of cause names for a given packet type. Figure 38-29 shows the cycle of causes that pertain to Clear Request packets. The user presses [F1], SELECT, when the right cause has “rolled” onto the prompt line. The SELECT softkey writes the current cause onto the spreadsheet screen.
Causes for Restart, Reset, and Registration Confirmation packets were listed in Figure 38-14 and Figure 38-15.

Figure 38-29 These causes are available for a *SEND CLEAR* action.
Here is an example of a cause entry in a SEND action on the Protocol Spreadsheet.

```
ACTIONS: SEND RESTART CAUSE= NETWORK_OPERATIONAL
```

Causes may be entered into the spreadsheet test as numeric values.

11. **Diagnostic.** Two digits representing the one-byte diagnostic-code field (Figure 38-6) may be added to a SEND action for Restart, Reset, Clear, Diagnostic, and Registration Confirmation packets. Refer to [DIAG], in Figure 38-29 or in the lower rack of Figure 38-25.

Enter the diagnostic code as two hexadecimal digits. Type each digit as an alphanumeric in the range 0—9 and A—F (or a—f): do not use the [H] key. Here is an example of a SEND action that specifies both a cause and a diagnostic code:

```
ACTIONS: SEND RESET CAUSE= LOCAL_PROCEDURE_ERROR DIAG= 01
```

12. **String.** Strings are sent at X.25 Layer 3 only as adjuncts to packet-types when they are named in SEND actions. If you want to send a string of raw data without a protocol “envelope,” you must go to Layer 1 and send the raw string from there.

Press the SEND softkey followed by the softkey for a packet type. Add any necessary or desired SEND options for the particular packet type. Then press the STRING softkey (see Figure 38-28, for example).

There is no spreadsheet keyword that identifies send-strings at any layer. The spreadsheet compiler identifies strings by the quotation marks surrounding them. Always enclose strings in quotation marks. (To send an actual “—character in your string, type \".)

Here is a simple SEND action that includes no options besides a string:

```
ACTIONS: SEND INT "0"
```

And here is a SEND action that includes a full complement of optional fields, including a string:

```
ACTIONS: SEND DATA PATH= 4 PS= AUTO PR= AUTO "%r "This is user data."
```

Most ASCII—keyboard, control, and hexadecimal characters are legal in a send-string. Special keys ([H], [C], [A]) are not legal. Refer to Table 33-2.

To insert a canned fox message into a transmit string, type FOX inside double parens, as follows: (FOX). Remember that the double parens are special characters produced by the [H] and [C] combinations. Constants, counters, and flags can also be embedded in a string. See Section 33, Strings.
(B) Give Data

GIVE_DATA is the \( F_2 \) action on the first rack of action softkeys (refer to Figure 38-21). This action takes the data field from a received data packet and passes it up to Layer 4 along with an N_DATA IND primitive. (See Section 34, OSI Primitives on the Protocol Spreadsheet.) In an emulate mode, data normally arrives up at Layer 4 via GIVE_DATA actions at Layer 3.

(C) Resend

The RESEND function is mapped to \( F_1 \) on the second layer of action softkeys at Layer 3 for X.25 (below the PROTOCOL softkey: see Figure 38-30). A RESEND action will resend the first packet in the window. The window is a queue that buffers data packets for retransmission in case one or more transmissions are lost or in error.

The first packet in the window always is the earliest outstanding (unacknowledged) packet. Every time an acknowledgment is received, the window is cleared to the extent of the acknowledgment and a new “first—packet” position is established. The first RESEND after an acknowledgment always sends the first window packet.

The second and subsequent RESEEDS following an acknowledgment also will send the first window packet, provided that the keyword FIRST is appended directly to the RESEND entry. Otherwise, they send the NEXT (second) and subsequent window packets. Figure 38-31 shows the position of the the resend “pointer” after four consecutive RESEND NEXT actions. RESEND NEXT is the default resend when neither FIRST nor NEXT is specified.

Figure 38-30 The RESEND action allows you to recover from sequence errors.
The resend-pointer is reset to the beginning of the window automatically by any acknowledgment, or by a RESEND FIRST action in the spreadsheet program.

**Figure 38-31** Resends cause the pointer to move, while acknowledgments move the pointer and the entire window.

**Figure 38-32** RESEND FIRST resets the pointer, allowing you to resend the entire window repeatedly.
1. *Resend first/next.* RESEND FIRST means that the resend-pointer is reset to the beginning of the window, the first packet in the window is resent, and the pointer is advanced to the second position in the window. The effect of a RESEND FIRST action is illustrated in Figure 38-32.

The RESEND FIRST action makes it possible for you to resend all the packets in the window one by one, and then resend them again if necessary.

2. *Path=.* The path in the resend packet can be set by this optional action. (Default is 0 in a RESEND action.)

**(D) Reset P(R) and P(S)**

RSTPRPS is the [2] action on the rack of action softkeys below PROTOCOL. (Refer again to Figure 38-21.) The sequence-number fields in data packets and supervisory packets can be reset by this Protocol Spreadsheet action. Sequence numbers are not reset automatically during a test by any packet that is sent or received.

The path number can be set by an optional PATH= selection. RSTPRPS also clears the transmit window.

**(E) Clear Path**

Each call that is established in emulated mode is assigned to one of nine independent “paths,” each with its own P(R) and P(S) numbering. Thus, nine LCNs may be active at once. The CLRPATH action (Figure 38-21) allows you to return a path to the pool to be used again.

In the example below, a Clear request is expected. The actions that result will be to send a Clear confirmation and to clear the path.

```
LAYER: 3
STATE: clearing
CONDITIONS: RCV CLEAR
ACTIONS: SEND CLEARCONF
CLRPATH
```

The path number can be set by an optional PATH= selection. Without this selection, the path that is cleared will be that of the most recent packet received.
38.6 Display Actions

ENHANCE and SUPPRESS pertain to lines of data on the Layer 3 protocol trace (see Section 38.2). They do not suppress and enhance data on the raw-data display. Raw data is enhanced and suppressed at Layer 1.

DTE, DCE, and RCV conditions can trigger an ENHANCE or SUPPRESS action. These conditions are active when the INTERVIEW is in monitor mode or in either of the emulate modes.

(A) Enhance

Whenever a DTE, DCE, or RCV condition comes true at Layer 3, the packet that satisfied the condition can be enhanced on the X.25 Layer 3 protocol-trace display, or it can be deleted from the trace completely. In an actions block on the Protocol Spreadsheet, press the ENHANCE softkey. Figure 38-33 shows the three softkey subselections beneath ENHANCE. They are REVERSE, BLINK, and LOW.

Reverse—image and blink enhancements affect the plasma-display screen. In addition, a low-intensity enhancement can be applied to screens that are transmitted to a black—and—white monitor connected at the RS—170 port at the rear of the INTERVIEW.

Reverse, blink, and low enhancements can be mapped to colors on a color monitor attached at the INTERVIEW's RGB port (Figure 1-6). See Section 18.2 for an explanation of how reverse, blink, and low enhancements relate to character and background colors in the RGB output.

Figure 38-33 Selected packets on the protocol trace may be enhanced or suppressed.
Figure 38-34 shows one screen of a Layer 3 protocol trace in which an Interrupt packet has been enhanced in reverse video. The trigger that caused this enhancement was as follows:

**CONDITIONS:** DTE INT  
**ACTIONS:** ENHANCE REVERSE

![Figure 38-34 An interrupt packet has been highlighted.](image)

**(B) Suppress**

Individual packets that are suppressed in Layer 3 actions are deleted from the trace display. Figure 38-33 shows the softkey path to SUPPRES.
38.7 Automatic Primitives

In Section 34, Table 34-2 lists the OSI service primitives that are monitored at the boundaries of Layer 3 as trigger conditions and sent up to Layer 4, or down to Layer 2, as user-entered spreadsheet actions. These primitives are layer-specific rather than protocol-specific and are not part of the personality package for X.25 Layer 3; but a few of the primitives are set in motion automatically by X.25 Layer 3 spreadsheet actions. These automatic primitives can be thought of as part of the Layer 3 actions themselves, and by extension, as part of the X.25 protocol package.

Table 38-1 gives the set of X.25 Layer 3 actions that have action—primitives built into them. For example, whenever a GIVE_DATA action occurs at Layer 3, an N_DATA IND primitive is forwarded to Layer 4, where an N_DATA IND condition may be waiting to monitor it.

Table 38-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X.25 Layer 3 Action</th>
<th>Automatic Primitive</th>
<th>To Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GIVE_DATA</td>
<td>N_DATA IND</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEND {TYPE}</td>
<td>(DL_CONNECT REQ*)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEND</td>
<td>(DL_CONNECT REQ*)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL_DATA REQ</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sent if Layer 2 shows inactive status. DL_DATA REQ delayed until DL_CONNECT CONF returned by Layer 2.

Whenever a SEND or RESEND action is initiated at Layer 3, a DL_DATA REQ primitive is sent downward along with the DL data (the entire packet). This automatic primitive, which was nowhere entered by the user as an action at Layer 3, still will cause a DL_DATA REQ condition to be true at Layer 2.

If a SEND or RESEND action is triggered at Layer 3 while the data link at Layer 2 is inactive, Layer 3 will sense the absence of a link and delay the DL_DATA REQ. Instead, it will send a DL_CONNECT_REQ primitive. Only when a DL_CONNECT CONF has been returned by Layer 2 will Layer 3 release the data and the data primitive.
38.8 Programming Example: Forcing Data Packets Out on the Line

This program is constructed around the "line-access" program that was given at the beginning of Section 38.4(A). It has elements in common with the Layer 2 emulation in Section 37.9.

The program allows you to send data packets containing fox messages out onto the line interface (and up on the display) even when you are not connected to another device. In other words, it allows you to get the feel of layered programming before you attempt a live emulation.

The bulk of the program is entered at Layer 2. Personality packages for X.25 must be loaded in at Layers 2 and 3.

Sample Test: Force Data—Packet Transmit:

LAYER: 3
STATE: fox

CONDITIONS: KEYBOARD " FF"  
ACTIONS: SEND DATA "(FOX)"

LAYER: 2
STATE: LINK

CONDITIONS: DL_CONNECT_REQ  
ACTIONS: DL_CONNECT_CONF  
NEXT_STATE: info_xfr

STATE: info_xfr

CONDITIONS: DL_DATA_REQ  
ACTIONS: SEND INFO "(DL_DATA)"

CONDITIONS: RCV INFO  
ACTIONS: SEND RR RESP  
GIVE_DATA

CONDITIONS: T1_EXPIRED  
NEXT_STATE: xmt_wndw

STATE: xmt_wndw

CONDITIONS: ENTER_STATE  
ACTIONS: RESEND FIRST

CONDITIONS: FRAME_SENT  
MORE_TO_RESEND  
ACTIONS: RESEND NEXT

CONDITIONS: FRAME_SENT  
NO_MORE_TO_RESEND  
ACTIONS: ALARM  
NEXT_STATE: info_xfr
At Layer 3, you simply enter a KEYBOARD condition and a SEND action. During Run mode, you will press the E key in order to send a fox message inside a data packet.

The DL_CONNECT REQ primitive is sent automatically by Layer 3 before it hands the first data packet down to Layer 2. The DL_CONNECT CONF action—primitive is entered "manually" at Layer 2. It is meant to fool Layer 3 into thinking that there is a link.

When Layer 2 does not receive an acknowledgment to its first INFO frame before a T1 timeout expires, it resends the INFO frames containing the data packet (containing the fox message). The RESEND action restarts the T1 timer automatically. Subsequent timeouts will cause additional resends.

Each time the user presses the E key, a new data packet is added to the retransmit window at Layer 2. With each T1 timeout, the entire window is resent.
** Layer Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVE</th>
<th>Layer 1 Package</th>
<th>Packages Loaded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD2</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress XEQ Key To Load The Selected Packages

Select Layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAYER-1</td>
<td>LAYER-2</td>
<td>LAYER-3</td>
<td>LAYER-4</td>
<td>LAYER-5</td>
<td>LAYER-6</td>
<td>LAYER-7</td>
<td>PROTSEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 39-1 The SDLC personality package for Layer 2 is loaded from the Layer Setup screen.

** SDLC Frame Level Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Idle Timeout:</th>
<th>1.0 sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emulate:</td>
<td>PRIMARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of Operation:</td>
<td>MOD 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Size:</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulation Addressing:</td>
<td>MULTI-DROP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DROP</th>
<th>ADDR</th>
<th>DROP</th>
<th>ADDR</th>
<th>DROP</th>
<th>ADDR</th>
<th>DROP</th>
<th>ADDR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Select Emulation Addressing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PT-PT</td>
<td>MULTI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 39-2 Protocol Configuration screen for SDLC.
39 SDLC

SDLC is a "layer personality package" of Layer 2 functions that are loaded into memory from disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 39-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to load in the SDLC package from floppy-disk, Drive 2. Refer to Section 8 for details on operating the Layer Setup screen.

The SDLC package consists of the following:

- A special SDLC Frame Level Setup screen that controls certain parameters when the unit is tracing or emulating SDLC.

- Multidrop or point-to-point operation.

- A protocol trace (illustrated in Figure 39-3) that displays significant SDLC events. This trace is accessible by softkey in Run mode at all times.

- A group of conditions and actions at Layer 2 on the Protocol Spreadsheet that facilitate SDLC programming. Figure 39-8 shows the softkey path to the first rack of condition softkeys when the SDLC package is loaded in at Layer 2.

39.1 Frame-Level Setup

The parameters on the SDLC Frame Level Setup screen must be configured correctly for an accurate trace display and for proper emulation. Use this screen also to enable multidrop operation.

To bring up this screen, first go to the Layer Setup screen (press [COMMAND], [F5]). Execute the SDLC selection at Layer 2: SDLC should appear in the Packages Loaded column. Press [F8] (labeled PROTSEL) to bring up a prompt to Select Protocol Configuration Screen. Then press [F2] (LAYER-2) to call up the SDLC Frame Level Setup screen.

The parameter fields on this screen are shown in Figure 39-2. Idle Timeout, Emulate, Window Size, Emulation Addressing, and ADDR apply to interactive (emulate) tests only. Mode of Operation must be configured correctly for the protocol trace as well as for proper emulation.
(A) Idle Timeout

Enter a four-digit (including decimal point) timeout value in this field. The largest valid entry is 65.5 seconds. The smallest entry is .001 second, or 1 millisecond.

Idle timer is the retransmission timer for SDLC INFO and supervisory command frames. When Emulate: PRIMARY is selected on the SDLC Frame Level Setup screen and a value is entered in the Idle Timeout field on this menu, the Layer 2 package will handle timings as follows:

- Whenever the INTERVIEW sends a command INFO or supervisory frame with the P-bit set and there are no previous polling frames sent by the INTERVIEW currently outstanding (unacknowledged) to the same address, the timer starts timing down from the value entered on the Frame Level Setup screen.

- An acknowledgment by the secondary of the most recent polling INFO or supervisory frame transmitted by the INTERVIEW stops the timer (so that it does not expire). This acknowledgment must occur in a frame with the F-bit set.

- If F = 0 in the acknowledgment by the secondary of the most recent polling frame sent by the primary, the idle timer restarts at the value selected on the configuration screen.

- An acknowledgment by the secondary of a frame that is not the most recent polling frame sent by the primary, the idle timer restarts at the value selected on the configuration screen.

Expiration of this Frame Level Setup timeout can only be detected by a T1_EXPIRED condition on the Protocol Spreadsheet at Layer 2.

(B) Emulate Primary/Secondary

There are two selections in the Emulate field on the SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, PRIMARY and SECONDARY. The difference between these two modes is that the primary device makes use of the idle timer. The secondary does not.

(C) Mode of Operation

The Mode of Operation field refers to the mode of numbering INFO and supervisory frames. There are two options, MOD 8 and MOD 128.

MOD 8 uses sequence numbers 0–7. MOD 128 adds an extra byte to the control field in INFO, RR, RNR, REJ, and SREJ frames. See Figure 39-5. This extra byte allows sequence numbers in a range of 0–127.

The correct “modulus” must be selected in this field in order to conduct interactive communications and also to generate an accurate SDLC Layer 2 trace.
(D) Window Size

Any window size may be entered up to the current modulus minus one: 7 or 127. The window size is the maximum number of unacknowledged I−frames that Layer 2 will buffer for retransmission. When the limit is reached, any further INFO frames that are named in SEND actions triggered at Layer 2 will be passed to Layer 1 for transmission but not buffered for retransmission.

The window is a queue that buffers frames for retransmission in case one or more transmissions are lost or in error. A RESEND action will resend the first (earliest) frame in the window. Successive RESENGS will send successive frames until there are no more frames to resend; or until the window is reset by an acknowledgment or by a RESEND FIRST action.

(E) Emulation Addressing

Indicate in this field whether the link is POINT−TO−POINT or MULTI−DROP. POINT−TO−POINT is the default selection. For the INTERVIEW to track N(R) and N(S) for multiple addresses, you must choose MULTI−DROP. If you select MULTI−DROP, an additional field, ADDR, will appear.

(F) ADDR

Specify the addresses of particular controllers in the ADDR table. You may enter up to 16 addresses in the table. The INTERVIEW uses the drop number associated with each listed address to track N(R) and N(S) for resend purposes. All other INFO and supervisory frames with addresses not included in this table will be tracked as a single group. All frames will be displayed on the SDLC protocol trace.

Enter each address as a two−digit hexadecimal value. Use the numbered keys only (not with the $ key) to make these entries. Addresses in the range 00 through FF are valid.

NOTE: If you enter multiple addresses in this table, consider increasing the number of IL buffers. (The default number of buffers is 16.) Use the following formula to determine the number of IL buffers you may need:

number of buffers = ((number of addresses) * (window size)) + 3.

See Sections 28.5 and 62.1 for information on changing the number of IL buffers.
39.2 Protocol Trace

The SDLC package includes an automatic frame—trace display that summarizes link—level activity. This trace mode is enabled whenever the unit is in Run mode, both real—time and frozen.

While the unit is in Run mode, press the softkey for L2TRACE (L2 on the primary rack of display—mode softkeys) to bring the protocol trace for SDLC Layer 2 to the screen.

When running in High—Speed Frame Mode, more data could be passed to Layer 2 than there is room for in the buffer; this will cause an FEB overrun. If this happens, the error message FE Buffer Overflowed — Some Frames Lost will appear on the prompt line. The first time an FEB overrun occurs, an audible alarm will also sound; subsequent recurrences will cause only the message to display (without any alarm). The trace will restart again but some data is lost with each occurrence.

Figure 39-3 is an example of this trace display. Each horizontal row in the trace represents a frame.

(A) The Protocol Trace in Freeze Mode

Press L2 to prevent the addition of new data to all the display buffers, including the trace buffers. The frozen trace display may be scrolled through or pages through. The top line always is the cursor line (though there is no actual cursor on the trace display). Pressing ↓ or ↑ moves the viewing “window” down relative to the data to add one line of fresher data to the bottom of the screen. Pressing ← or → moves the viewing window up to add a line of older data to the top of the screen.

Depression of the [L2] key adds 15 lines—one full page—one newer frames to the frozen trace screen. Depression of [↑] adds 15 lines of older frames.
Figure 39-3 Each horizontal row on the trace display represents a frame.

The frame displayed on the top line of frozen trace data will appear as the first frame in the raw data or data plus leads display. To view the raw data that generated a particular line in the trace display, use ( or ( or ( or ( ) ) ) to move the line in question to the top of the screen. Then press one of the data softkeys. Figure 39-4 shows part of a dual-line data screen in Freeze mode. The first frame in the display is the same one that is traced at the top of Figure 39-3.

Figure 39-4 Data display of Protocol Trace shown in Figure 39-3.
(B) Trace Columns

The columns in the protocol trace for SDLC are explained below.

1. **Source.** The **SRC** column identifies the lead on which the frame was monitored, TD (DTE) or RD (DCE).
   
   Just as on the data display, RD data is underlined.

2. **Address.** The address byte (see Figure 39-5) is given in the **ADDR** column, with its two hexadecimal digits presented as full-size alphanumerics.
   
   The address in SDLC always belongs to the secondary.

3. **Type.** The mnemonic (abbreviated) names for twenty frame types as they appear in the **TYPE** column of the protocol trace are shown in Figure 39-5 under “CONTROL.” The control field, therefore, indicates the frame type. If a control octet does not fit any of the patterns in the figure, the frame is listed in the **TYPE** column as **UNKWN** followed by the hexadecimal value of the control byte: **UNKWN=3F**.

   If the number of bytes in the frame is below the required minimum, the frame is posted as **INVALID**.

4. **N(R) and N(S).** One column on the frame—level trace is devoted to N(R) values, and one column to N(S). The frame types that include N(R) or N(S) fields in their control fields are indicated in Figure 39-5.

   In multidrop operation, each address listed in the table on the Frame Level Setup screen (Section 39.1) has N(R) and N(S) tracked. All other addresses not included in the table are tracked as a single group.

   N(R) and N(S) occupy three bits each in modulo 8, seven bits each in modulo 128.
N(R) and N(S) values are presented in decimal format in modulo-8 traces. Each column displays a single digit that represents a 3-bit binary value. For modulo 128, the values 0 to 7 are given in "character" format, where the columns contain a two-digit hexadecimal character (see Figure 39-6).

Note that the Nr and Ns columns on the trace are staggered to suggest four columns. The two inside columns, comprised of the DCE's N(R) value and the DTE's N(S), form a numbering sequence for DTE I-frames. The arrows in Figure 39-7 indicate the sequence: the DTE sends a window full of frames, 0 through 6; the DCE acknowledges frames through 6 (NR=7); the DTE begins a new window with frame 7; and so on.
The two outside columns reveal a similar pattern for DCE I-frames.

5. *P and F.* The status of the poll or the final bit is given in the P/F column. Whether this bit is the P— or F—bit is indicated for most frame types in Figure 39-5 (under "CONTROL").

6. *Size.* The number of bytes in each frame is given in this column in four decimal digits. The count begins with the address byte and excludes the two-byte FCS. Frames without I-fields show a count of two.

7. *Time.* The time of the arrival of the end of the frame at the DTE or DCE monitor is provided by a 24-hour clock and posted to the trace display. The clock is accurate to the milli- or microsecond.

When time values are incorporated in data, times posted to the trace display will not be affected when recorded data is played back, even at varying speeds. To incorporate time values into recorded data, make the following selections:

- For bit-image data
  
  Data To Record: **BIT IMAGE** (Record Setup menu; see Section 7)
  
  Time Ticks: **ON** (Front-End Buffer Setup screen; see Section 9)

- For character data
  
  Data To Record: **CHARACTER**
  
  Time Ticks: **ON**

  or

  Data To Record: **CHARACTER**
  
  Time Ticks: **OFF**
  
  Frame Timestamps: **YES** (Front-End Buffer Setup screen; see Section 9)
  
  Timestamp Resolution: **1ms** or **1us**

If time values are not incorporated in data during live recording, times on the trace during playback will be influenced by "local conditions" such as playback speed, idle suppression, etc.

8. *Frame checking.* An SDLC frame ends as soon as a '7' flag or seven 1—bits in a row are detected. If a flag ends the frame, a frame check is performed and the result is posted both to the data display and to the BCC column of the trace display. The symbol □ denotes a good frame check, while □ symbolizes a bad frame.

  □ for abort is posted to the displays when a frame is ended by seven 1—bits.
39.3 Monitor Conditions

When the SDLC personality package is loaded in (via the Layer Setup screen), a set of conditions checks DTE and DCE leads both in monitor and emulate modes. This set of conditions is accessed by the DTE and DCE selections on the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 2. See Figure 39-8.

![Figure 39-8](image)

Figure 39-8 Unlike RCV conditions, the softkeys for DTE and DCE are valid when the INTERVIEW is monitoring the line passively.

After the keyword DTE (or DCE) is written to the spreadsheet, a rack of softkeys appears that represent types of frames: INFO, SNRM, UA, and so forth.

(A) Frame Types

The softkeys for INFO, supervisory, unnumbered, and “other” frames are illustrated in Figure 39-9. Press a softkey to write one of these frame types to the Layer 2 spreadsheet. DTE or DCE followed by a frame—type mnemonic—DCE INFO, for example, or DTE SNRM—is a complete condition and will come true if a matching frame is monitored. Address, poll/final, and BCC conditions may be added to the simple frame mnemonic, but they are optional.
Figure 39-9 Frame types.

1. **Info frames.** INFO frames differ for MOD 8 and MOD 128 numbering schemes. (See Figure 39-5.) For spreadsheet conditions to match I-frames accurately, the correct numbering system ("Mode of Operation") should be selected on the Frame Level Setup screen.

2. **Supervisory frames.** The four supervisory-frame types that can be searched for on the data leads are RR (Receive Ready), RNR (Receive Not Ready), REJect, and SREJ (Selective Reject). These frames always contain N(R) fields (see Figure 39-5) and serve mainly to acknowledge or reject INFO frames. Like INFO frames, supervisory frames are constructed differently according to the numbering scheme, MOD 8 or MOD 128.

3. **Unnumbered frames.** Unnumbered frames generally assist in link—setup and takedown. These contain neither N(R) nor N(S) fields. Fifteen unnumbered-frame types are shown in Figure 39-9, from UI in the second rack of softkeys through BCN in the bottom rack.

4. **Other frames.** Any frame type may be entered as a hexadecimal value instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER. See Figure 39-10. Then enter the hex byte in the form of two alphanumerics. Here, for example, is a SNRM (with the P-bit set) entered as a hexadecimal:

   CONDITIONS: DCE OTHER 93
Address, poll/final, and BCC conditions may be appended to OTHER conditions. In MOD 8, the P/F bit is already specified in the hex entry, and a P/F condition will be ignored.

Figure 39-10 The hex value of any frame may be specified under OTHER.

5. **Address.** An address condition may be added to INFO, supervisory, unnumbered, and OTHER conditions. Press the softkey for ADR=, shown in Figure 39-11. Then enter the hexadecimal address octet as two alphanumerics. The address octet $C1$, for example, appears as follows:

CONDTIONS: DTE INFO ADR= C1

Figure 39-11 The hex value of the address byte is entered as two alphanumerics for all frame types.

To bypass the ADR= selection (as well as the other options on the same rack of softkeys in Figure 39-11) press **MORE**.
6. Poll/flag bit. P/F conditions are optional for all frame types. P/F values of 0 or 1 are entered by the softkey sequence in Figure 39-12.

Press \( \text{Figure 39-12} \) to bypass the P/F= condition and the other conditions on the same softkey level in Figure 39-12.

![Figure 39-12](image)

The value of the P/F bit may be chosen as a condition.

(B) BCC Conditions

DTE and DCE frames may be monitored for good and bad frame checks and for aborts. All DTE or DCE frames may be monitored with respect to frame checking, as in this example:

CONOMONS: DTE BDBCC

The softkey sequence for this spreadsheet entry is given in Figure 39-13.

Or a particular type of frame may have a BCC or abort condition appended to it:

CONOMONS: DCE INFO ABORT
Figure 39-13  A condition may search for all good, bad, or aborted frames.
39.4 Emulate—Mode Conditions

The remaining conditions are functional only when the Line Setup menu is configured for Mode: [EMULATE DTE] or [EMULATE DCE].

(A) Receive Conditions

Like DTE and DCE conditions, RCV conditions monitor a data lead for SDLC frame types. RCV conditions operate only in emulate modes, and they check only the data lead that the INTERVIEW is not using to transmit. While a RCV condition may look like a DTE or DCE condition—RCV INFO P/F=1 looks the same as DCE INFO P/F=1—there are important differences that are noted below.

1. **Valid frame sequencing.** To satisfy RCV conditions, numbered frames must have correct N(R) and N(S) sequencing.

2. **Good BCC.** RCV conditions cannot match frames with bad frame checks, nor can they match aborted frames. (Emulate—mode conditions are designed for ease of programming, and the assumption is that as an SDLC emulator, you are not required to acknowledge—or negative—acknowledge—bad or aborted frames.)

   If you wish to count bad BCCs or aborts, use DTE or DCE conditions instead of RCV conditions.

3. **Type invalid or unknown.** RCV conditions can detect frames that are invalid “types”—the control field is missing, for example, or the I—field is missing in an I—frame. The Protocol Spreadsheet entry for this condition is RCV INVALID, and the softkey sequence is illustrated in Figure 39-14.

   A frame may be valid in all respects but have a control field that indicates a nonstandard frame type. Such a frame may be matched by a RCV UNKNOWN condition (Figure 39-14).
(B) N(S) Error

As a Layer 2 emulator, you do respond to INFO frames that have N(S) errors. These are detected as NS_ERR conditions, not as RCV INFO conditions.

NS_ERRs apply only to frames received when you are emulating. The same frame that triggers an NS_ERR condition also may satisfy a DTE INFO or DCE INFO condition—but not a RCV INFO condition.

NS_ERR will come true for any received frame whose N(S) value is not one higher than the previous N(S).

In the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 2, press PROTOCL. Then press the softkey for NS_ERR. See Figure 39-15.
Figure 39-15 The PROTOCL key brings up six SDLC emulate conditions.

(C) N(R) Error
Received INFO or supervisory frames may have N(R) errors. Such errors are detected as NR_ERR conditions, not as RCV INFO or RR (or RNR or REJ) conditions.

A valid N(R) is any value that (1) acknowledges a frame that is outstanding (waiting for acknowledgment); or (2) repeats the last acknowledgment. Any other N(R) value is detected as an error.

(D) Timeout Expired
This condition detects the expiration of the idle timeout that is regulated on the SDLC Frame Level Setup screen. See Section 39.1(A), above.

(E) Frame Sent
This condition is true when, as a result of a SEND or RESEND action, a frame has been passed down to Layer 1.

(F) Window Conditions
The size of the Layer 2 retransmit window is configured on the SDLC Frame Level Setup screen. See Section 39.1(D). There are four conditions that test the current status of this window. They are WINDOW FULL, WINDOW EMPTY, WINDOW NOT_FULL, and WINDOW NOT_EMPTY. The softkey sequence for the WINDOW options is shown in Figure 39-16.

WINDOW FULL is true when the window is full of unacknowledged frames and the Layer 2 protocol package will not buffer additional frames until some acknowledgment is received.

Each time an acknowledgment is received, the window is flushed to the extent of the acknowledgment. WINDOW EMPTY means that the latest acknowledgment was complete and left no frames outstanding (unacknowledged). If an RR response is received and the acknowledgment is only partial, this condition will be true:

CONDITIONS: RCV RR
WINDOW NOT_EMPTY
If you select a window condition when the INTERVIEW is configured for multidrop operation, an ADR= softkey selection appears. During multidrop emulation, there may be several transmit windows—one for each controller address listed in the ADDR table on the SDLC Frame Level Setup screen. (See Section 39.1.) The INTERVIEW can check window conditions for any of these addresses, but only if you complete the ADR= entry.

**CAUTION:** Window conditions are status conditions (see Section 31.2) and must always be used in combination with a transitional condition such as a RCV condition.

(G) More to Resend

Frames in the window may have to be resent, usually as the result of an idle—timer timeout or a Reject frame. One RESEND action retransmits one frame in the window, beginning with the earliest. Subsequent RESEND actions retransmit subsequent frames. The MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions allow you to retransmit the entire window, as in the “recover” state in this example:

```plaintext
CONDITIONS: RCV REJ
NEXT_ST: recover

STATE: recover
CONDITIONS: ENTER_STATE
ACTIONS: RESEND
CONDITIONS: FRAME_SENT
   MORE_TO_RESEND
ACTIONS: RESEND
CONDITIONS: FRAME_SENT
   NO_MORE_TO_RESEND
NEXT_ST: xfer
```
During multidrop emulation, there may be several transmit windows—one for each controller address listed in the ADDR table on the SDLC Frame Level Setup screen. (See Section 39.1.) For MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions, the INTERVIEW will check the transmit window of the address specified in the last RESEND action.

MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions may be written to the Protocol Spreadsheet by the softkeys shown in Figure 39-17.

CAUTION: MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND are status conditions (see Section 31.2) and must always be used in combination with a transitional condition such as FRAME_SENT.

Figure 39-17 The MORE_TO_RESEND condition allows you to resend the entire window of frames and then stop when there are NO_MORE_TO_RESEND.
### 39.5 Emulate Actions

When you have completed a block of conditions in a Protocol Spreadsheet test at Layer 2, press 8 to access the set of actions that can be taken as a result of the block of conditions coming true. The set of actions that are specific to the SDLC personality package are shown in the racks of softkeys in Figure 39-18. Except for ENHANCE and SUPPRES, the actions shown have meaning only when the INTERVIEW is emulating DTE or DCE, and not when it is monitoring the line passively.

---

**Figure 39-18** Action softkeys specific to SDLC.

(A) **Send Actions**

Press the softkey for SEND to access three racks of softkeys with names of frame types that may be named in SEND actions. All data generated by the SDLC package must be enclosed in a frame that is identified in a SEND action by type. (Only at Layer 1 can data be generated as a simple character string without any protocol building blocks.) The complete set of frame types is given in Figure 39-19.
When conditions are true for a SEND action, frames are sent immediately down to Layer 1 to be transmitted there.

Figure 39-19  SEND actions always specify a frame type.

1. **INFO frames.** SEND INFO is a complete action—entry. Poll—bit, N(R), N(S), string, and BCC parameters may be added to an INFO frame, but they are optional. Although not strictly required, you should enter an address.

SEND INFO actions pass the INFO frame immediately to the next layer down. If the retransmit window is full, the frame is still sent—but it is not buffered in the window and cannot be resent.

An INFO frame will be buffered for retransmission regardless of the status of the window if a specific value is entered for the NS= parameter (see “N(S),” below). The specific N(S) value will clear the window and the INFO frame will be buffered in the first window position.

2. **Unnumbered frames.** SEND SNRM, SEND UA, and so forth, are complete action—entries. P/F—bit, string, and BCC parameters may be added to the SEND action, but they are optional. Although not strictly required, you should enter an address.

3. **Supervisory frames.** SEND RR, SEND RNR, SEND REJ, and SEND SREJ are complete action—entries. P/F—bit, string, and BCC parameters may be added to the SEND action, but they are optional. Although not strictly required, you should enter an address.
The address in SDLC always belongs to the secondary.

Figure 39-20 Address, P/F, N(R), and block-check parameters as well as data strings may be added to SEND SUPERVISORY actions.

4. Other frames. Any frame type may be entered in a SEND action as a hexadecimal value instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER, on the bottom rack in Figure 39-19. Enter the hex value in the form of two alphanumerics. Here is a DISConnect command entered as a SEND OTHER action:

```
ACTIONS: SEND OTHER
43 ADR= C3
```

Since P/F, N(R), and N(S) fields are implied already in the user-entered hexadecimal control field, BCC is a valid optional parameter in a SEND OTHER action. (In MOD 128, P/F is not included in the hex entry and is a valid optional entry.) Although not strictly required, you should enter an address.

Figure 39-21 SEND OTHER actions always specify a type value in hex.

5. Address. Although not strictly required, an address should be specified for all frame types. The ADR= entry is followed by the hexadecimal address octet typed
as two alphanumeric characters. The address field, for example, appears as follows:

**ACTIONS: SEND RR ADR= C3**

There is also a LOOPBAK softkey selection for the address field. This selection causes the SEND action to refer to the address of the most recently received frame.

If you selected **Emulation Addressing: MULTI-DROP** on the SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, you also should have entered controller addresses in the table immediately below. (See Section 39.1.) The INTERVIEW tracks N(R) and N(S) for each address on the table. It can send frames to any of these addresses, but only if you complete the ADR= entry. Then, the INTERVIEW will send the appropriate frame from that address’ transmit window. If you bypass the ADR= softkey selection or specify an address which does not appear in the table, the INTERVIEW will not send to any address.

When **Emulation Addressing: POINT-TO-POINT** is the selection, you should still enter an address. The INTERVIEW will not necessarily default to the appropriate address.

6. **Poll/final bit.** The P/F—bit is an optional entry in all SEND actions. A P/F value of LOOPBAK, 0, or 1 are entered by the softkeys in Figure 39-22. If P/F= LOOPBACK, the bit will echo the last P/F—bit received. (Looping the P/F—bit is appropriate for UAs and supervisory frames.)

![Figure 39-22 A P/F value is optional in all SEND entries.](image)

7. **N(R).** N(R) fields are transmitted in INFO and supervisory frames.

To specify an N(R) value, press the softkey for **NR=** (see Figure 39-23). Enter a hexadecimal value written as one or two alphanumeric digits. For example, an entry that represented the highest valid N(R) in MOD 8 would be **NR= 7.** The highest valid entry in MOD 128 would be **NR= 7F.**

Other N(R) options are ACK_NS, LAST_NR, and AUTO. (See Figure 39-23.) ACK_NS means that your N(R) will acknowledge (that is, it will be *one higher than*) the last...
N(S) value you received for the same frame address. Normally this will be the correct N(R), except in cases where the last N(S) received was erroneous. The NR= ACK_NS selection allows you to overlook N(S) errors.

LAST_NR means that you simply repeat the last N(R) you sent to the same address. Normally this is the correct N(R) following a bad N(S). The NR= LAST_NR option allows you to force the other side to initiate recovery.

AUTO means that you will behave as a normal SDLC station, ACKing valid N(S) values and repeating your last N(R) whenever an invalid N(S) is received. AUTO is the default N(R) selection in SEND INFO, SEND RR, SEND REJ, and SEND SREJ actions.

![Figure 39-23](image)

The N(R) field may be specified in INFO and supervisory frames to be sent.

8. N(S). N(S) fields are transmitted in INFO frames only. (See the frame—field diagrams in Figure 39-5.) Entries for N(S) in SEND INFO actions are optional. The softkeys that open below NS= are illustrated in Figure 39-24.

To specify an N(S) value, press the softkey for NS=, then enter a hexadecimal in the form of one or two alphanumerics. Valid hex entries are the same as for N(R). A SEND INFO action that specifies an N(S) value—NS= 0, for example—will clear the window so that the INFO frame is passed immediately to Layer 1.

![Figure 39-24](image)

The N(S) field may be specified in a SEND INFO action.

Other N(S) options are RCVD_NR, SKIP, and AUTO. RCVD_NR means that you send the N(S) value that the other side says it is expecting. This is the valid N(S) in
many cases, but not when you send two or more I-frames in a row without waiting for acknowledgment.

**SKIP** means that you *add one* to your correct N(S). This will look to the other side as though the line has taken a "hit" and a frame has been lost. This selection causes the window to be cleared.

**NS= AUTO** is the default setting for **SEND INFO** actions. **AUTO** means that every new INFO frame sent will have an N(S) value of one higher than the previous N(S) to the same frame address.

9. **String.** Strings are sent at Layer 2 only as adjuncts to frame-types when they are named in **SEND** actions. If you want to send a string of raw data without a protocol "envelope," you must go to Layer 1 and send the raw string from there.

Press the **SEND** softkey followed by the softkey for a frame type. Add any necessary or desired **SEND** options for the particular frame type. Then press the **STRING** softkey (Figure 39-24).

There is no spreadsheet keyword that identifies send-strings at any layer. *The spreadsheet compiler identifies strings by the quotation marks surrounding them.* Always enclose strings in quotation marks. (To send an actual " -character in your string, type \".)

Here is a simple **SEND** action that includes no options besides a string:

**ACTIONS:** SEND FRMR 01 1 of > 0" ~

And here is a **SEND** action that includes a full complement of optional fields, including a string:

**ACTIONS:** SEND INFO ADR= C3 P/F= 0 NR= AUTO NS= AUTO 04,00°200°0°0°3"00015 This is user data.\" 5\" GDBCC

Most ASCII—keyboard, control, and hexadecimal characters are legal in a send-string. Special keys (§), (§ID, ~) are not legal. Refer to Table 33-2.

To insert a canned fox message into a transmit string, type FOX inside double parens, as follows: (CFOX)) • Remember that the double parens are special characters produced by the §S-§S and §S-§S combinations. Constants, counters, and flags can also be embedded in a string. See Section 33, Strings.

10. **BCC.** There are three **BCC** options for every **SEND** action at Layer 2 **SDLC.** One of the options, GDBCC, is the default. Any frame that does not request a bad BCC or an abort will have a good frame—check sequence calculated for it and appended to it. **BCC** also is an option for **SEND** actions at Layer 1; but it does not occur at Layer 3 or higher.

The three softkey selections for **BCC** are shown in Figure 39-25. A 16—bit CCITT frame check is selected automatically for BOP protocols and cannot be changed or disabled. A bad **BCC** will be CRC—16 instead of CCITT.
When **ABORT** is the BCC selection, instead of appending a proper frame check, the transmitter will hold the lead at mark for eight bits (or longer if the transmitter is idling\(^*\)). Inside a frame, seven 1-bits in a row are sufficient to signal an abort.

![Figure 39-25](image)

**Figure 39-25** Type of BCC is a **SEND** option for frames at Layer 2.

**(B) Give Data**

**GIVE_DATA** is the \(^{[2]}\) action on the first rack of action softkeys (refer to Figure 39-18). This action takes the I-field from a received INFO frame and passes it up to Layer 3 along with a DL_DATA IND primitive. (See Figure 34-5 in the section, OSI Primitives on the Protocol Spreadsheet.) In an emulate mode, data is delivered up to Layer 3 only by one of two actions at Layer 2: **GIVE_DATA**, or else a DL_DATA IND primitive followed by the data string.

**(C) Resend**

The **RESEND** function is mapped to \(^{[3]}\) on the second layer of action softkeys at Layer 2 for SDLC. See Figure 39-26. A **RESEND** action will resend the first frame in the window. The window is a queue that buffers INFO frames for retransmission in case one or more transmissions are lost or in error.

The first frame in the window always is the **earliest outstanding** (unacknowledged) frame. Every time an acknowledgment is received, the window is cleared to the extent of the acknowledgment and a new “first-frame” position is established. The first **RESEND** after an acknowledgment always sends the first window frame.
The **second and subsequent** RESENDs following an acknowledgment also will send the first window frame, provided that the keyword **FIRST** is appended directly to the RESEND entry. Otherwise, they send the **NEXT** (second) and subsequent window frames. Figure 39-27 shows the position of the the resend "pointer" after four consecutive RESEND actions. RESEND **NEXT** is the default resend when neither **FIRST** nor **NEXT** is specified.
Figure 39-27 Resends cause the pointer to move, while acknowledgments move the pointer and the entire window.

The resend—pointer is reset to the beginning of the window automatically by any acknowledgment, or by a RESEND FIRST action in the spreadsheet program.

1. **Resend first/next.** RESEND FIRST means that the resend—pointer is reset to the beginning of the window, the first frame in the window is resent, and the pointer is advanced to the second position in the window. The effect of a RESEND FIRST action is illustrated in Figure 39-28.

The RESEND FIRST action makes it possible for you to resend all the frames in the window one by one, and then resend them again if necessary.

2. **ADR = .** Although not strictly required, you should designate the controller address of the resend frame. Two-digit hexadecimal values in the range 00 through FF are valid.

There is also a LOOPBACK softkey selection for the address field. This selection causes the RESEND action to refer to the address of the most recently received frame.

If you selected **Emulation Addressing:** MULTI-DROP on the SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, you also should have entered controller addresses in the table immediately below. (See Section 39.1.) The INTERVIEW tracks N(R) and N(S) for each address on the table. It can resend frames to any of these addresses, but only if you complete the ADR= entry. Then, the INTERVIEW will resend the appropriate frame from that address’ transmit window. If you bypass the ADR= softkey selection or specify an address which does not appear in the table, the INTERVIEW will not resend to any address.
When Emulation Addressing: \( \text{POINT-TO-POINT} \) is the selection, you should still enter an address. The INTERVIEW will not necessarily default to the appropriate address.

3. \( P/F=\). The P/F—bit in the resend—frame can be set to zero or one by this optional action. (Default is 1 in a RESEND action.)

![Diagram of window with frames]

**Figure 39-28** RESEND FIRST resets the pointer, allowing you to resend the entire window repeatedly.

(D) Reset N(R) and Reset N(S)

RESET_NR and RESET_NS are the \( F_2 \) and \( F_3 \) actions on the second rack of action softkeys for SDLC. (Refer to Figure 39-26.) The sequence—number fields in I—frames and supervisory frames can be reset by these two Protocol Spreadsheet actions. Sequence numbers are not reset automatically during a test by any frame that is sent or received.

RESET_NS also clears the transmit window.

If you press RESET_NR or RESET_NS, another softkey rack will be presented.

1. \( ADR=\). Although not strictly required, you should designate a specific controller address. Two—digit hexadecimal values in the range 00 through FF are valid.

   There is also a LOOPBAK softkey selection for the address field. This selection causes the RESET_NR and RESET_NS actions to refer to the address of the most recently received frame.
If you selected Emulation Addressing: multi-drop on the SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, you also should have entered controller addresses in the table immediately below. (See Section 39.1.) The INTERVIEW tracks N(R) and N(S) for each address on the table. It can reset N(R) or N(S) for any of these addresses, but only if you complete the ADR= entry. Then, the INTERVIEW will reset N(R)—or N(S)—for that address only. If you bypass the ADR= softkey selection or specify an address which does not appear in the table, the INTERVIEW will not reset N(R)—or N(S)—for any address.

When Emulation Addressing: point-to-point is the selection, you should still enter an address. The INTERVIEW will not necessarily default to the appropriate address.

39.6 Display Actions

ENHANCE and SUPPRESS pertain to lines of data on the Layer 2 protocol trace (see Section 39.2). They do not suppress and enhance data on the raw—data display. Raw data is enhanced and suppressed at Layer 1.

DTE, DCE, and RCV conditions can trigger an ENHANCE or SUPPRESS action. These conditions are active when the INTERVIEW is in monitor mode or in either of the emulate modes.

(A) Enhance

Whenever a DTE, DCE, or RCV condition comes true at Layer 2, the frame that satisfied the condition can be enhanced on the SDLC protocol—trace display, or it can be deleted from the trace completely. In an actions block on the Protocol Spreadsheet, press the ENHANCE softkey—on the third rack of action softkeys. Figure 39-29 shows the three softkey subselections beneath ENHANCE. They are REVERSE, BLINK, and LOW.

Reverse—image and blink enhancements affect the plasma—display screen. In addition, a low—intensity enhancement can be applied to screens that are transmitted to a black—and—white monitor connected at the RS—170 port at the rear of the INTERVIEW.

Reverse, blink, and low enhancements can be mapped to colors on a color monitor attached at the INTERVIEW’s RGB port (Figure 1-6). See Section 18.2 for an explanation of how reverse, blink, and low enhancements relate to character and background colors in the RGB output.
Figure 39-30 shows one screen of a Layer 2 protocol trace in which DTE SNRM frames have been enhanced in reverse video. The trigger that caused this enhancement was as follows:

**CONDITIONS:** DTE SNRM
**ACTIONS:** ENHANCE REVERSE

**(B) Suppress**

Individual frames that are suppressed in Layer 2 actions are deleted from the trace display. Figure 39-29 shows the softkey path to SUPPRES.

---

Figure 39-29 Selected frames on the protocol trace may be enhanced (or suppressed).
**39.7 Automatic Primitives**

In Section 34, Table 34-2 lists the OSI service primitives that are monitored at the boundaries of Layer 2 as trigger conditions and sent up to Layer 3, or down to Layer 1, as user-entered spreadsheet actions. These primitives are layer-specific rather than protocol-specific and are not part of the personality package for SDLC; but a few of the primitives are set in motion automatically by SDLC spreadsheet actions at Layer 2. These automatic primitives can be thought of as part of the Layer 2 actions themselves, and by extension, as part of the SDLC protocol package.

Table 39-1 gives the set of SDLC actions that have action-primitives built into them. For example, whenever a GIVE_DATA action occurs at Layer 2, a DL_DATA_IND primitive is forwarded to Layer 3, where a DL_DATA_IND condition may be waiting to monitor it.

Whenever a SEND or RESEND action is initiated at Layer 2, a PH_DATA_REQ primitive is sent downward along with the PH data (the entire frame).

If a SEND or RESEND action is triggered at Layer 2 while the physical connection at Layer 1 is inactive, Layer 2 will sense the absence of a physical connection and delay the PH_DATA_REQ. Instead, it will send a PH_ACTIVATE_REQ primitive. Only when a PH_ACTIVATE_CONF has been returned by Layer 1 will Layer 2 release the data and the data primitive.
NOTE: The RS-232 interface does not distinguish active/inactive status at the physical level. This interface returns PH_ACTIVATE CONF automatically whenever it sees PH_ACTIVATE REQ.

Table 39-1
Automatic Primitives Generated at Layer 2 SDLC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SDLC Layer 2 Action</th>
<th>Automatic Primitive</th>
<th>To Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GIVE_DATA</td>
<td>DL_DATA_IND</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEND {TYPE}</td>
<td>(PH_ACTIVATE REQ*)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PH_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEND</td>
<td>(PH_ACTIVATE REQ*)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PH_DATA_REQ</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Sent if Layer 1 shows inactive status. PH_DATA_REQ delayed until PH_ACTIVATE CONF returned by Layer 1.
**Layer Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVE:</th>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Selections</th>
<th>Packages Loaded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SNA</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress **XEQ** Key To Load The Selected Packages

---

**SNA/SDLC Frame Level Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Idle Timeout:</th>
<th>1.0 sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emulate:</td>
<td>PRIMARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of Operation:</td>
<td>MOD 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Size:</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using LU 6.2?:</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Port:</td>
<td>DCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulation Addressing:</td>
<td>MULTI-DROP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DROP</th>
<th>ADDR</th>
<th>DROP</th>
<th>ADDR</th>
<th>DROP</th>
<th>ADDR</th>
<th>DROP</th>
<th>ADDR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Select Emulation Addressing

- **F1**
- **F2**
- **F3**
- **F4**
- **F5**
- **F6**
- **F7**
- **F8**
- **PT-PT**
- **MULTI**

---

**Figure 40-1** The SNA personality package for Layer 2 is loaded from the Layer Setup screen.

**Figure 40-2** Protocol Configuration screen for SNA.
40 SNA

SNA is a "layer personality package" of functions that are loaded into memory from disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 40-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to load in the SNA package from floppy-disk, Drive 1. Refer to Section 8 for details on operating the Layer Setup screen.

The SNA package consists of the following:

- A special SNA Frame Level Setup screen that controls certain parameters when the unit is emulating SDLC or tracing SNA and SDLC.
- Multidrop or point-to-point operation.
- A group of conditions and actions at Layer 2 on the Protocol Spreadsheet that facilitate SDLC programming. *This is the same set of conditions and actions that is documented in Section 39 of this manual.* Refer to Section 39 for a discussion of the spreadsheet conditions and actions that are specific to the SDLC and SNA Layer-2 packages.
- A protocol trace (illustrated in Figure 40-3) that distills from SNA data the SDLC and SNA events that have protocol significance. This trace is accessible by softkey in Run mode at all times.

40.1 Frame-Level Setup

The parameters on the SNA Frame Level Setup screen must be configured correctly for an accurate trace display and for proper emulation. Use this screen also to enable multidrop operation.

To bring up this screen, first go to the Layer Setup screen (press [F5]). Execute the SNA selection at Layer 2: SNA should appear in the Packages Loaded column. Press [F5] (labeled PROTSEL) to bring up a prompt to Select Protocol Configuration Screen. Then press [F2] (LAYER-2) to call up the SNA Frame Level Setup screen.

The parameter fields on this screen are shown in Figure 40-2. *Idle Timeout, Emulate, Mode of Operation, Window Size, Emulation Addressing,* and ADDR are covered in Section 39.1 and will not be discussed here.

*Using LU 6.2?* allows you to set up the SNA trace to monitor LU 6.2 sessions correctly. The default selection in this field is **NO**.

Selection of **DTE** or **DCE** in the Host Port field allows the SNA protocol trace to distinguish properly between two kinds of FMD headers—NS headers and FM headers—in SNA Request Units.
40.2 SDLC Conditions and Actions

The same set of special conditions and actions documented for the SDLC Layer 2 package is implemented on the Protocol Spreadsheet in SNA. Refer to subsections 39.3 through 39.7.

40.3 Protocol Trace

The SNA package includes an automatic real-time trace that summarizes link-level, TH, RH, and RU activity. This trace mode is enabled whenever the unit is in Run mode, both real-time and frozen.

While the unit is in Run mode, press the softkey for L2TRACE (FE on the primary rack of display-mode softkeys) to bring the protocol trace for SNA to the screen. Figure 40-3 is an example of this trace display. Each DTE or DCE entry on the SNA trace marks the beginning of a frame.

In both Run and Freeze modes, the trace may be displayed as either hexadecimal data or text code data. The text code will be that selected on the Line Setup menu. Press [§] to toggle between the two display formats. You may print the Protocol Trace from Freeze mode in either hexadecimal or text code format. (See also Section 16.)

When running in High-Speed Frame Mode, more data could be passed to Layer 2 than there is room for in the buffer; this will cause an FEB overrun. If this happens, the error message FE Buffer Overflowed – Some Frames Lost will appear on the prompt line. The first time an FEB overrun occurs, an audible alarm will also sound; subsequent recurrences will cause only the message to display (without any alarm). The trace will restart again but some data is lost with each occurrence.

(A) The Protocol Trace in Freeze Mode

Press [pause] to prevent the addition of new data to all the display buffers, including the trace buffers. The frozen trace display may be scrolled through or paged through. The top line always is the cursor line (though there is no actual cursor on the trace display). Pressing [F5] or [F] moves the viewing “window” down relative to the data to add one line of fresher data to the bottom of the screen. Pressing [F4] or [D] moves the viewing window up to add a line of older data to the top of the screen.

Depression of the [F5] key adds 16 lines—one full page—of newer trace data to the frozen trace screen. Depression of [F4] adds 16 lines of older data.

The frame displayed on the top line of frozen trace—data will appear as the first frame in the raw—data or data—plus—leads display. To view the raw data that generated a particular line in the trace display, use [F4] or [F5] (or [D] or [D]) to move the line in question to the top of the screen. Then press one of the data softkeys.
**Figure 40-3** Each **DTE** or **DCE** entry on the SNA trace marks the beginning of a frame.

### (B) Trace Fields Common to All Frames

1. **Source.** On the initial line in each frame expansion, the source of the frame (**DTE** or **DCE**) is identified. This is the only field on the frame trace that begins at the left border of the screen, and it acts as a visible separator of frame expansions that take up varying amounts of display space. Note on the screen in Figure 40-3 that two whole frame expansions and part of a third are presented.

   In the leftmost ("Source") column in the trace, **DCE** is always underlined.

2. **Character data.** Character data decoded in hexadecimal is presented in reverse video immediately following the source field. See Figure 40-3. Character data is presented in blocks separated by spaces. These blocks correspond to the following protocol fields:

   - Frame header
   - Transmission header (TH)
   - Request/response header (RH)
   - Request/response unit (RU)
When an individual block is longer than ten bytes, another separator is used: the vertical bar (|). Bars occur after every ten bytes within a block. Note the bar in the RU block of the DCE frame at the top of Figure 40-3.

The hex-character display does not exceed two lines on the trace, or 70 bytes of RU.

Note that the four protocol blocks may not be present in every unit. Non-Info frames have only the frame header. Middle- and last-segment messages lack the RH block. Many response messages lack the RU.

3. **Frame checking.** An SDLC frame ends as soon as a 7e flag or seven 1-bits in a row are detected. If a flag ends the frame, a frame check is performed and the result is posted both to the data display and to the BCC field on the first trace line for the frame. The symbol 1 denotes a good frame check, while 2 symbolizes a bad frame. ☞ for abort is posted to the displays when a frame is ended by seven 1-bits.

4. **Size.** The number of bytes in each frame is given in the BYTES= field in four decimal digits. The count begins with the address byte and excludes the two-byte FCS. Frames without I-fields show a byte-count of two.

5. **Time.** The time of the arrival of the end of the frame at the DTE or DCE monitor is provided by a 24-hour clock and posted to the trace display. The clock is accurate to the milli- or microsecond.

When time values are incorporated in data, times posted to the trace display will not be affected when recorded data is played back, even at varying speeds. To incorporate time values into recorded data, make the following selections:

- For bit-image data
  
  **Data To Record:** [BIT IMAGE] (Record Setup menu; see Section 7)
  **Time Ticks:** [ON] (Front-End Buffer Setup screen; see Section 9)

- For character data

  **Data To Record:** [CHARACTER]
  **Time Ticks:** [ON]

  or

  **Data To Record:** [CHARACTER]
  **Time Ticks:** [OFF]
  **Frame Timestamps:** [YES] (Front-End Buffer Setup screen; see Section 9)
  **Timestamp Resolution:** [ms] OR [μs]
If time values are not incorporated in data during live recording, times on the trace during playback will be influenced by “local conditions” such as playback speed, idle suppression, etc.

6. Address. The address byte is given as a hexadecimal character (from 0 to F) in the ADDRESS= field.

7. Frame type. The mnemonic (abbreviated) name for the frame type is given in the FRAME TYPE= field.

8. P/F. The status of the poll or the final bit is given in the P/F= field.

(C) Other Trace Fields
Most of the fields on the SNA trace are not common to all frames, but are specific to the type of frame (Info, for example), FID type, request messages, response messages, RU type, and so forth. These fields are included in Table 40-1.
### Table 40-1

**Fields in SNA Trace Display**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Data Columns</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td># cols</td>
<td>value each column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in field</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Frame header**

- *(SOURCE=)*
  - ASCII: DTE, DCE
- *(BCC=)*
  - symbol: [!, @, #]
- *BYTES=*
  - 1 column: 0-9
- *TIME=*
  - 4 columns: 0-9
  - time of end of frame, given as hhmm:ss.mmm
- *ADDRESS=*
  - 9 columns: 0-9
- *FRAME TYPE=*
  - ASCII: SNRM, INFO, etc.
- *NR= (mod 8)*
  - number (next) receive frame
  - 1 column: 0-F
  - present only if frame type=info, rr, mr, rej, or srej
- *NR= (mod 128)*
  - number (next) receive frame
  - 2 columns: 0-F
  - present only if frame type=info, rr, mr, rej, or srej
- *NS= (mod 8)*
  - number (frame) sent
  - 1 column: 0-F
  - present only if frame type=info
- *NS= (mod 128)*
  - number (frame) sent
  - 2 columns: 0-F
  - present only if frame type=info
- *P/F=*  
  - poln/final
  - 1 column: 0-1

**Transmission header, FID 0 or 1**

- *FID TYPE=0, 1*
  - format identifier
  - 10-byte th
  - ASCII: MIDDL, LAST, FIRST, ONLY
  - 0=normal 1=expedited
  - MPF= mapping field
  - ASCII: MIDDL, LAST, FIRST, ONLY
  - 0-1
  - EFI= expedited flow indicator
  - 0-1
  - DAF= destination address field
  - 0-1
  - OAF= origin address field
  - 0-1
  - SNF= sequence number field
  - 0-1
  - DCF= data count field
  - 0-1

**Transmission header, FID 2**

- *FID TYPE=2*
  - format identifier
  - 6-byte th
  - ASCII: MIDDL, LAST, FIRST, ONLY
  - 0=normal 1=expedited
  - MPF= mapping field
  - ASCII: MIDDL, LAST, FIRST, ONLY
  - 0-1
  - EFI= expedited flow indicator
  - 0-1
  - DAF= destination address field
  - 0-1
  - OAF= origin address field
  - 0-1
  - SNF= sequence number field
  - 0-1

**Transmission header, FID 3**

- *FID TYPE=3*
  - format identifier
  - 2-byte th
  - ASCII: MIDDL, LAST, FIRST, ONLY
  - 0=normal 1=expedited
  - MPF= mapping field
  - ASCII: MIDDL, LAST, FIRST, ONLY
  - 0-1
  - EFI= expedited flow indicator
  - 0-1
  - SESSION= SSCP-PU, SSCP-LU, RESERVD, LU-LU
  - LAF= local address field
  - 6 columns: 0-1
Table 40-1 (continued)
Fields in SNA Trace Display

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Data Columns</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td># cols</td>
<td>value each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in field</td>
<td>column</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transmission header, FID 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FID TYPE</th>
<th>format identifier</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TGSIF</td>
<td>transmission group sweep indicator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRSI=</td>
<td>er &amp; vr support indicator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRPCI=</td>
<td>virtual route pacing count indicator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP=</td>
<td>network priority</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IERN=</td>
<td>initial explicit route number</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERN=</td>
<td>explicit route number</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRN=</td>
<td>virtual route number</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPF=</td>
<td>transmission priority field</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRCP=</td>
<td>virtual route pacing count indicator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRRTI=</td>
<td>vr sequence &amp; type indicator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGSNF=</td>
<td>tg sequence number field</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRPRQ=</td>
<td>virtual route pacing request</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRPRS=</td>
<td>virtual route pacing response</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRCPW=</td>
<td>vr change window indicator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRPRW=</td>
<td>virtual route reset window indicator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRSN=</td>
<td>virtual route send sequence number</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSAF=</td>
<td>destination subarea address field</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSAF=</td>
<td>origin subarea address field</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAI=</td>
<td>sna indicator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPF=</td>
<td>mapping field</td>
<td>ASCII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFI=</td>
<td>expedited flow indicator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFF=</td>
<td>destination element field</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEF=</td>
<td>origin element field</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNF=</td>
<td>sequence number field</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCF=</td>
<td>data count field</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Meaning:

|          |         |         |         |         |         |
| 26-byte th |
| 1 = piu order maintained in tg |
| 1 = one or more nodes does not support er, vr |
| 0 = virtual flows at network priority, not tpf |
| 1 = tpf FIFO required |
| 0 = low, 1 = medium, 2 = high |
| 0 = increment, 1 = decrement |
| 0 = network priority, not tpf |
| 1 = vg fifo |
| 0 = nonseveral, nonsupv, 1 = nonseveral, supv |
| 2 = singly seq |
| used when tgnfi=0 |
| 1 = virtual pacing response requested |
| 1 = virtual pacing response sent in response to vrprq=1 |
| 1 = increment, 1 = decrement |
| 0 = do not reset |
| 1 = reset window to minimum size |
| piu sequencing for vrst=2 |
| dsaf + osaf + vm = vr |
| 0 = destination is non-SNA device, convert to fid 0 |
| ASCII |
| 0 = normal, 1 = expedited |
| dsaf + def = destination network address |
| osaf + oef = origin network address |
| biu sequence number, segments have same snf |
| biu or biu segment length for piu blocking |

Transmission header, FID F

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FID TYPE</th>
<th>format identifier</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CF=</td>
<td>command format</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT=</td>
<td>command type</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSN=</td>
<td>command sequence number</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSN=</td>
<td>data count number</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Meaning:

|         |         |         |         |         |
| 26-byte th |
| 0 = low, 1 = medium, 2 = high |
| 0 = increment, 1 = decrement |
| 0 = tg snf wrap acknowledgment |
## Table 40-1 (continued)
### Fields in SNA Trace Display

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Data Columns</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td># cols</td>
<td>value each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in field</td>
<td>column</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Request header

- RU CATEGORY=
- FI= format indicator
- SDI= sense data indicator
- CHAIN=
- DR1I= definite response 1 indicator
- DR2I= definite response 2 indicator
- ERI= exception response indicator
- QRI= queued response indicator
- PI= pacing indicator
- BBI= begin bracket indicator
- EBI= end bracket indicator
- CDI= change direction indicator
- CSI= code selection indicator
- EDI= deciphered data indicator
- PDI= padded data indicator
- CEBI= conditional end bracket indicator

#### Response header

- RU CATEGORY=
- FI= format indicator
- SDI= sense data indicator
- CHAIN=
- DR1I= definite response 1 indicator
- DR2I= definite response 2 indicator
- RTI= response type indicator
- QRI= queued response indicator
- PI= pacing indicator

---

ASCII FMD, NC, DFC, SC
ru category=fmd, lu=lu session:
1=fi header follows
ru category=fmd, sscp session:
0=character-coded ru
1=field-formatted ru
ru category=nc, dfe, sc: fi always = 1
1=sense data included
ASCII MIDDLE, LAST, FIRST, ONLY
0=no response requested (but may be requested by dr2i)
1=response requested
0=no response requested (but may be requested by dr1i)
1=response requested
if response requested by dr1i or dr2i
0=definite response
1=exception response
0=bypass tc queues
1=pacing request
1=begin bracket
configured for non-LU 6.2 (see Sec. 40.1),
1=end bracket
1=change direction
0=code 0
1=code 1
1=ru is deciphered
1=ru was padded before decryption
configured for lu 6.2,
1=conditional end bracket
1=enqueue response in tc queues
1=enqueue response in tc queues
1=pacing response
## Table 40-1 (continued)
### Fields in SNA Trace Display

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Data Columns</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(REQUEST CODE=)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>ACTLU, BIND, etc. (present if ru category=nc, dfc, or sc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FMD NS HEADER=)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>CONTACT, NOTIFY, etc. (sscp session only: present if ru category=fmd and fi=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FM HEADER) TYPE=</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 0–9</td>
<td>lu–lu session only: present if ru category=fmd and fi=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(BIND TYPE=)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>NEGOTIABLE, NONNEGOTIABLE (this field and remaining request–unit fields present only if request code=bind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM PROFILE =</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 €₀}-${Fᵢ}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS PROFILE=</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM USAGE PRIMARY LU PROTOCOLS</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 €₀}-${Fᵢ}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR FM DATA=</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM USAGE SECONDARY LU PROTOCOLS</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 €₀}-${Fᵢ}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR FM DATA=</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM USAGE COMMON LU PROTOCOLS=</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 €₀}-${Fᵢ}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS USAGE=</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 €₀}-${Fᵢ}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX RU FROM SLU=</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 0–9,</td>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX RU FROM PLU=</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 0–9,</td>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS PROFILE=</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 €₀}-${Fᵢ}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS CHARACTERISTICS</td>
<td></td>
<td>11 €₀}-${Fᵢ}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USER COUNT</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 €₀}-${Fᵢ}</td>
<td>length of user data in bind ru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(REQUEST CODE=)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>ACTLU, BIND, etc. (present if ru category=nc, dfc, or sc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FMD NS HEADER=)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>ADDLINK, CDINIT, etc. (present if ru category=fmd and fi=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENSE DATA=</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 €₀}-${Fᵢ}</td>
<td>this and the following 3 fields present only if sdi=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY=</td>
<td></td>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>USER SENSE DATA ONLY, REQUEST REJECT, REQUEST ERROR, STATE ERROR, RH USAGE ERROR, PATH ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIFIER=</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 €₀}-${Fᵢ}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENSE INFORMATION=</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 €₀}-${Fᵢ}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
41 DDCMP Layer 1

DDCMP is a "layer personality package" of functions loaded into memory from disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 41-1 shows the Layer Setup screen with the DDCMP package loaded in from the hard-disk drive. Refer to Section 8 for information on operating the Layer Setup screen.

The DDCMP package takes control of two functions that normally are configured by the user on the Line Setup menu: outsync and block checking. Control of these functions from the Line Setup menu is disabled when the DDCMP package is loaded in.

41.1 Outsync

In synchronous format, the sync pattern is selectable by the user in the Sync Char field on the Line Setup menu. Outsync parameters are not selectable. Outsync cannot be turned off. A receiver will go out of sync at the end of a message unless the first byte of the new message is $\bar{1}$, $\bar{5}$, or $\bar{9}$ with the correct parity.

41.2 Block Checking

Screen display of good and bad BCCs is automatic when DDCMP is loaded in at Layer 1, and cannot be disabled on the Line Setup screen. The BCC setup for DDCMP cannot be modified or controlled in any way from the BCC Setup menu.
The results of both header and data block checks are displayed on the screen. If you want your program to detect good or bad BCCs, you may use the BCC selections on the trigger menus and at Layer 1 of the Protocol Spreadsheet to interrogate the header block check only.

If you want to detect a good or bad data block check, you must use one of the following C event variables:

```c
extern fast_event fevar_gd_bcc2_td;
extern fast_event fevar_gd_bcc2_rd;
extern fast_event fevar_bd_bcc2_td;
extern fast_event fevar_bd_bcc2_rd;
```

Here is a program that counts bad DTE BCCs for both header and data:

```c
{
    extern fast_event fevar_bd_bcc2_td;
}
LAYER: 1
STATE: count all bad dte bccs
CONDITIONS: DTE BAD_BCC
ACTIONS: COUNTER t_bd_bcc INC
CONDITIONS:
{
    fevar_bd_bcc2_td
}
ACTIONS: COUNTER t_bd_bcc INC
```

Note to C programmers: the DDCMP Layer 1 package takes every message and places it in an IL buffer for use at Layer 2 and above. At the same time, it triggers the event `m_lo_ph_prmtr` and updates the variables associated with upward-going monitor-path primitives at Layer 2 (see Table 62-3). As a result, the OSI condition PH_TD_DATA_IND (or PH_RD_DATA_IND) comes true at Layer 2.
42 ISDN D Channel
** Layer Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selections</th>
<th>Packages Loaded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 1 Package: ISDN_D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 2 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 3 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 4 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 5 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 6 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE: HRD</td>
<td>Layer 7 Package: NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress **EXE** Key To Load The Selected Packages

Select Layer

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8

Layer-1 Layer-2 Layer-3 Layer-4 Layer-5 Layer-6 Layer-7 ProtSel

Figure 42-1 The ISDN_D personality package may be loaded from the Layer Setup screen.
42 ISDN D Channel

The Basic Rate ISDN service provides an aggregate data rate of 192 Kbps, with 144 Kbps available to users: two 64-Kbps B-channels and one 16-Kbps D-channel per interface (2B+D). The additional 48 Kbps are used for framing and maintenance. The INTERVIEW 8200 TURBO units, INTERVIEW 8600 TURBO units, INTERVIEW 8700 TURBO units, and INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO units, with an ISDN TIM and its multiplexer board in place (OPT–951–563–1 or OPT–951–566–1), support Basic Rate ISDN testing. Primary Rate ISDN data is carried over T1 and G.703 circuits.

NOTE: The INTERVIEW 8100 TURBO unit supports neither Basic Rate ISDN testing nor Primary Rate ISDN testing.

ISDN_D is a “layer personality package” of functions loaded into memory from disk at Layer 1 via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 42-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to load in the ISDN_D package from the hard drive. Refer to Section 8 for information on operating the Layer Setup screen.

The ISDN_D package consists of a set of three C-language event variables and two C routines (see Section 75). These variables and routines allow the C programmer to construct Q.921 (LAPD) and Q.931 functions for use on the D channel. The ISDN trace application package (available as OPT–951–35) is built upon the D-channel variables and routines provided at Layer 1 by the ISDN_D package.

The ISDN_D layer package allows the user to send, receive, and monitor frames on the D channel via an application program written in C. Meanwhile, the line setup, data display, and layer packages can be focused on channel B1 or B2, whichever is selected on the ISDN Interface Setup menu (see accompanying documentation for the ISDN option). For Primary Rate ISDN in T1 or G.703, the ISDN_D layer package is also loaded at Layer 1 for the same use on the D channel as in Basic Rate ISDN; the B channel is selectable on their respective Interface Control screens.

NOTE: The ISDN_D package should not be loaded when the D channel is selected for single-channel monitoring or emulating; that is, when the D channel is selected in the Channel field on the ISDN Interface Setup menu.
** Layer Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drive</th>
<th>Layer 1 Package</th>
<th>Selections</th>
<th>Packages Loaded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>No Package</td>
<td>No Package</td>
<td>No Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD1</td>
<td>Layer</td>
<td>LAPD</td>
<td>SDLC FD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD2</td>
<td>Layer 2 Package</td>
<td>No Package</td>
<td>No Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>Layer 3 Package</td>
<td>X.25</td>
<td>No Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>Layer 4 Package</td>
<td>No Package</td>
<td>No Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>Layer 5 Package</td>
<td>No Package</td>
<td>No Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>Layer 6 Package</td>
<td>No Package</td>
<td>No Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>Layer 7 Package</td>
<td>No Package</td>
<td>No Package</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress [F6] Key To Load The Selected Packages

Figure 43-1 The LAPD personality package is loaded from the Layer Setup screen.

** LAPD Frame Level Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1 (for INFO frame)</td>
<td>1.0 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulate</td>
<td>Logical DL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of operation</td>
<td>MOD 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window size</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Select Frame Sequencing Modulus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulus</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOD 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOD 128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 43-2 Protocol Configuration screen for LAPD.
LAPD is a “layer personality package” of functions that are loaded into memory from disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 43-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to load in the Layer 2 LAPD package from floppy–disk, Drive 2. Refer to Section 8 for details on operating the Layer Setup screen.

The LAPD package consists of the following:

- A special LAPD Frame Level Setup screen that controls certain parameters when the unit is tracing or emulating LAPD.

- A protocol trace (illustrated in Figure 43-3) that distills from LAPD data the Level 2 events that have protocol significance. This trace is accessible by softkey in Run mode at all times.

- A group of conditions and actions at Layer 2 on the Protocol Spreadsheet that facilitate LAPD programming. Figure 43-5 shows the softkey path to the first rack of condition softkeys when the LAPD package is loaded in at Layer 2.

### 43.1 Frame–Level Setup

The parameters on the LAPD Frame Level Setup screen must be configured correctly for an accurate trace display and for proper emulation.

To bring up this screen, first go to the Layer Setup screen (press [F4], [F5]). Execute the LAPD selection at Layer 2: LAPD should appear in the Packages Loaded column. Press [F8] (labeled PROTSEL) to bring up a prompt to Select Protocol Configuration Screen. Then press [F2] (LAYER-2) to call up the LAPD Frame Level Setup screen.

The four parameter fields on this screen are shown in Figure 43-2. T1, Emulate, and Window Size apply to interactive (emulate) tests only. Mode of Operation must be configured correctly for the protocol trace as well as for proper emulation.
INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951-B0424-01

(A) T1

Enter a four-digit (including decimal point) T1 timeout value in this field. The largest valid entry is 65.5 seconds. The smallest entry is .001 second, or 1 millisecond.

T1 is the name given to the retransmission timer for INFO frames. When a value is entered in the T1 field on this menu, the Layer 2 package will handle T1 timings correctly, as follows:

- Whenever the INTERVIEW sends an I-frame at Layer 2 and there are no previous frames sent by the INTERVIEW currently outstanding (unacknowledged), the timer starts timing down from the value entered on the Frame Level Setup screen.
- An acknowledgment by the device under test of the most recent frame transmitted by the INTERVIEW stops the timer (so that it does not expire).
- An acknowledgment by the device under test of a frame that is not the most recent frame transmitted by the INTERVIEW—an “incomplete” acknowledgment—restarts the T1 timer to the value selected on the configuration screen.

Expiration of this Frame Level Setup timeout can only be detected by a T1_EXPIRED condition on the Protocol Spreadsheet at Layer 2. This particular timeout cannot be detected by a generic condition of TIMEOUT T1.

According to the protocol, a T1_EXPIRED condition should result in a RESEND action.

(B) Emulate Logical DTE/DCE

There are two selections in the Emulate field on the LAPD Frame Level Setup screen, 

- LOGICAL DTE
- LOGICAL DCE

Usually, a logical DTE represents the user side of a link and a logical DCE is the network side of the link.

Use the Mode selection (EMULATE DTE or EMULATE DCE) on the Line Setup menu to regulate the physical interface—whether to use Pin 2 or Pin 3 to transmit, and so on.

(C) Mode of Operation

The Mode of Operation field refers to the mode of numbering INFO and supervisory frames. There are two options, 

- MOD 8
- MOD 128

MOD 8 uses sequence numbers 0–7. MOD 128 adds an extra byte to the control field in INFO, RR, RNR, and REJ frames. See Figure 43-4. This extra byte allows sequence numbers in a range of 0–127.

The correct “modulus” must be selected in this field in order to program successfully in Monitor mode and also to generate an accurate LAPD trace.
(D) Window Size

Any window size may be entered up to the current modulus minus one: 7 or 127. The window size is the maximum number of unacknowledged I−frames that Layer 2 will buffer for retransmission. When the limit is reached, any further INFO frames that are named in SEND actions triggered at Layer 2 will be passed to Layer 1 for transmission but not buffered for retransmission.

The window is a queue that buffers frames for retransmission in case one or more transmissions are lost or in error. A RESEND action will resend the first (earliest) frame in the window. Successive RESENNs will send successive frames until there are no more frames to resend; or until the window is reset by an acknowledgment or by a RESEND FIRST action.

43.2 Protocol Trace

The LAPD package includes an automatic frame−trace display that summarizes link−level activity. This trace mode is enabled whenever the unit is in Run mode, both real−time and frozen.

While the unit is in Run mode, press the softkey for L2TRACE to bring the protocol trace for LAPD to the screen. (If the Q.931 package for Layer 3 is also loaded in, the L2TRACE softkey will appear after you have pressed PROTOCOL on the primary rack of display−mode softkeys.)

When running in High−Speed Frame Mode, more data could be passed to Layer 2 than there is room for in the buffer; this will cause an FEB overrun. If this happens, the error message FE Buffer Overflowed − Some Frames Lost will appear on the prompt line. The first time an FEB overrun occurs, an audible alarm will also sound; subsequent recurrences will cause only the message to display (without any alarm). The trace will restart again but some data is lost with each occurrence.

Figure 43-3 is an example of the Layer 2 trace display. Each horizontal row in the trace represents a frame.

(A) The Protocol Trace in Freeze Mode

Press to prevent the addition of new data to all the display buffers, including the trace buffers. The frozen trace display may be scrolled through or paged through. The top line always is the cursor line (though there is no actual cursor on the trace display). Pressing or moves the viewing “window” down relative to the data to add one line of fresher data to the bottom of the screen. Pressing or moves the viewing window up to add a line of older data to the top of the screen.

Depression of the key adds 15 lines—one full page—of newer frames to the frozen trace screen. Depression of adds 15 lines of older frames.
The frame displayed on the top line of frozen trace-data will appear as the first frame in the raw-data or data-plus-leads display. To view the raw data that generated a particular line in the trace display, use \( \frac{2}{3} \) or \( \frac{3}{2} \) (or \( \frac{6}{3} \) or \( \frac{9}{3} \)) to move the line in question to the top of the screen. Then press one of the data softkeys.

**Figure 43-3** Each horizontal row on the trace display represents a frame.

(B) Trace Columns

The columns in the protocol trace for Layer 2 LAPD are explained below.

1. **Source.** The **SRC** column identifies the lead on which the frame was monitored, TD (DTE) or RD (DCE). This column identifies the physical source of the frame, not the logical source. The physical DTE uses the TD lead to transmit. The physical DCE uses RD to transmit.

   Just as on the data display, RD data is underlined.

2. **SAPI.** The Service Access Point Identifier (SAPI) is given in the next column. The SAPI is a network link-station address that appears in a six-bit field in the first frame-address byte: see Figure 43-4.

   The SAPI is presented on the trace display as two hex digits, with the righthand digit expressing the four low-order bits of the SAPI and the lefthand digit expressing the two remaining bits.
### Figure 43-4 Frame fields in LAPD.

- **Address**: SAPI \( \text{INFO-MOD 8} \)
  - Hex = Even Numbered
- **Control**: N(S) | P | N(R) | 0
- **Information**: N(S) | P | N(R) | 0
- **FCS**: N(S) | P | N(R) | 0

- **INFO-MOD 128**
  - Hex = Even Numbered
  - N(S) | P | N(R) | 0

- **Rejected Control Field**: N(S) | P | N(R) | 0
- **CONTROL = INFO**
- **CONTROL = FRMR**
- **CONTROL = FRM-M**

- **RR = MOD 8**
  - Hex = \( \sigma_r \) or \( \sigma_f \)
  - N(S) | P | 0 | 0 | 0

- **RR = MOD 128**
  - Hex = \( \sigma_r \) or \( \sigma_f \)
  - N(S) | P | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

- **DM**
  - Hex = \( \sigma_f \) or \( \sigma_r \)
  - N(S) | P | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

- **UA**
  - Hex = \( \sigma_f \) or \( \sigma_r \)
  - N(S) | P | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

- **SABM**
  - Hex = \( \sigma_f \) or \( \sigma_r \)
  - N(S) | P | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

- **RNR = MOD 8**
  - Hex = \( \sigma_f \) or \( \sigma_r \)
  - N(S) | P | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

- **RNR = MOD 128**
  - Hex = \( \sigma_f \) or \( \sigma_r \)
  - N(S) | P | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

- **DISC**
  - Hex = \( \sigma_f \) or \( \sigma_r \)
  - N(S) | P | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

- **REJ = MOD 8**
  - Hex = \( \sigma_f \) or \( \sigma_r \)
  - N(S) | P | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

- **REJ = MOD 128**
  - Hex = \( \sigma_f \) or \( \sigma_r \)
  - N(S) | P | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

- **SABME**
  - Hex = \( \sigma_f \) or \( \sigma_r \)
  - N(S) | P | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

---

**Notes**:
- Hex values: \( \sigma_f \), \( \sigma_r \), \( \sigma_t \), \( \sigma_y \)
- ASCII values: various combinations
- SEP '95
3. **TEI.** The Terminal Endpoint Identifier (TEI) is the address of a link station on the user side. It occupies seven bits in the second frame byte inside the leading flag (see Figure 43-4).

The TEI is presented on the trace display as two hex digits, with the right-hand digit expressing the four low-order bits of the TEI and the left-hand digit expressing the three remaining bits.

4. **C/R.** The Command/Response (C/R) column identifies the logical DTE (user side) and the logical DCE (network side). The logical DTE uses C/R 0 for INFO frames and other command frames, and C/R 1 for responses. The logical DCE uses C/R 1 for INFO frames and other commands, and C/R 0 for responses.

5. **Type.** The mnemonic (abbreviated) names for thirteen frame types as they appear in the TYPE column of the protocol trace are shown in Figure 43-4 under "CONTROL." The control field, therefore, indicates the frame type. If a control octet does not fit any of the patterns in the figure, the frame is listed in the TYPE column as UNKWN followed by the hexadecimal value of the control byte: UNKWN=47.

If the number of bytes in the frame is below the required minimum, the frame is posted as INVALID.

6. **N(R) and N(S).** One column on the frame—level trace is devoted to N(R) values, and one column to N(S). The frame types that include N(R) or N(S) fields in their control fields are indicated in Figure 43-4. N(R) and N(S) occupy three bits each in modulo 8, seven bits each in modulo 128.

N(R) and N(S) values are presented in decimal format in modulo—8 traces. Each column displays a single digit that represents a 3—bit binary value. For modulo 128, the values 0 to 7 are given in "character" format, where the columns contain a two—digit hexadecimal character.

7. **P and F.** The status of the poll or the final bit is given in the P/F column. Whether this bit is the P— or F—bit is indicated for most frame types in Figure 43-4 (under "CONTROL").

The setting of the P—bit in an INFO frame often denotes the retransmission of an unacknowledged frame following a T1 timeout.

8. **Size.** The number of bytes in each frame is given in this column in four decimal digits. The count begins with the first address byte and excludes the two—byte FCS. Frames without I—fields show a count of three (MOD 8).

9. **Time.** The time of the arrival of the *end of the frame* at the DTE or DCE monitor is provided by a 24—hour clock and posted to the trace display. The clock is accurate to the milli— or microsecond.

When time values are incorporated in data, times posted to the trace display will not be affected when recorded data is played back, even at varying speeds. To incorporate time values into recorded data, make the following selections:

- For bit—image data
  
  **Data To Record:** INT IMAGE (Record Setup menu; see Section 7)
  
  **Time Ticks:** ON (Front—End Buffer Setup screen; see Section 9)
• For character data

Data To Record: CHARACTER
Time Ticks: ON

or

Data To Record: CHARACTER
Time Ticks: OFF
Frame Timestamps: YES  (Front-End Buffer Setup screen; see Section 9)
Timestamp Resolution: 1ms  or  1us

If time values are not incorporated in data during live recording, times on the trace during playback will be influenced by “local conditions” such as playback speed, idle suppression, etc.

10. Frame Checking. A LAPD frame ends as soon as a ‘r’ flag or seven 1—bits in a row are detected. If a flag ends the frame, a frame check is performed and the result is posted both to the data display and to the BCC column of the trace display. The symbol \[\text{☑}\] denotes a good frame check, while \[\text{☒}\] symbolizes a bad frame.

\[\text{☒}\] for abort is posted to the displays when a frame is ended by seven 1—bits.

### 43.3 Monitor Conditions

When the LAPD personality package is loaded in (via the Layer Setup screen), a set of conditions checks DTE and DCE leads. This set of conditions is accessed by the DTE and DCE selections on the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 2. See Figure 43-5.

![Figure 43-5 The softkeys for DTE and DCE are used to monitor LAPD protocol events at Layer 2.](image)

After the keyword DTE (or DCE) is written to the spreadsheet, a rack of softkeys appears that represent types of frames: INFO, SABM, UA, and so forth.
(A) Frame Types

The softkeys for INFO, supervisory, unnumbered, sequenced information, and "other" frames are illustrated in Figure 43-6. Press a softkey to write one of these frame types to the Layer 2 spreadsheet. DTE or DCE followed by a frame-type mnemonic—DTE INFO, for example, or DCE SABM—is a complete condition and will come true if a matching frame is monitored. SAPI, TEI, C/R, poll/final, and BCC conditions may be appended to the simple frame mnemonic, but they are optional.

1. **Info frames.** INFO frames differ for MOD 8 and MOD 128 numbering schemes. (See Figure 43-4.) For spreadsheet conditions to match I-frames accurately, the correct numbering system (Mode of Operation) should be selected on the LAPD Frame Level Setup screen.

2. **Supervisory frames.** The three supervisory—frame types that can be searched for on the data leads are RR (Receive Ready), RNR (Receive Not Ready), and REJect. These frames always contain N(R) fields (see Figure 43-4) and serve mainly to acknowledge or reject INFO frames.

Like INFO frames, supervisory frames are constructed differently according to the numbering scheme, MOD 8 or MOD 128.

3. **Unnumbered frames.** Unnumbered frames generally assist in link—setup and takedown.

4. **Sequenced information frames.** Sequenced information frames (SI0 and SI1) have a 1-bit sequence-numbering field that toggles 0 (SI0) and 1 (SI1). (See

---

Figure 43-6 Frame type or block—check type may be specified as a complete condition for DTE or DCE.
Figure 43-4.) These frames are used instead of INFO frames in MOD 2 operation where the limit for outstanding information frames is 1.

Figure 43-7 The hex value of any frame may be specified under OTHER.

5. Other frames. Any frame type may be entered as a hexadecimal value instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER. See Figure 43-7. Then enter the hex byte in the form of two alphanumerics. Here, for example, is a SABM (with the P-bit set) entered as a hexadecimal:

CONDITIONS: DCE OTHER 3F
SAPI, TEI, C/R, P/F, and BCC conditions may be appended to OTHER conditions (see Figure 43-8). In MOD 8, the P/F bit is already specified in the hex entry, and a P/F condition will be ignored.

Figure 43-8 The bottom softkey rack shows conditions that may be linked to frame-type conditions.

6. **SAPI.** A SAPI condition may be added to all frame types. Press the softkey for SAPI=, shown in Figure 43-9. Then enter the 6-bit SAPI value as two hex digits in a range from 00 to 3F. (Do not use the ~ key.) The entry will appear as in this example:

```
CONDTIONS: DTE INFO SAPI= 15
```

Figure 43-9 The hex value of the SAPI is entered as two alphanumerics.

To bypass the SAPI selection (as well as the other options on the same rack of softkeys in Figure 43-9) press ~.

7. **TEI.** Like SAPI, a TEI condition may be added to all frame types. Press the softkey for TEI=, shown in Figure 43-10. Then enter the 7-bit TEI value as two hex digits in a range from 00 to 7F. (Do not use the ~ key.)
Figure 43-10 The TEI is an optional condition within all frame-type conditions.

8. **C/R.** A C/R value of 0 or 1 may be entered as an optional condition added to any frame-type condition.

Figure 43-11 The value of the C/R bit may be chosen as a condition.

Press [ ] to bypass the C/R= condition and the other conditions on the same softkey level in Figure 43-11.

9. **Poll/ final bit.** P/F conditions are optional for all frame types. P/F values of 0 or 1 are entered by the softkey sequence in Figure 43-12.

Figure 43-12 The value of the P/F bit may be chosen as a condition for any frame type.

Press [ ] to bypass the P/F= condition and the other conditions on the same softkey level in Figure 43-12.
Figure 43-13 A condition may search for all good, bad, or aborted frames.

(B) BCC Conditions

DTE and DCE frames may be monitored for good and bad frame checks and for aborts. All DTE or DCE frames may be monitored with respect to frame checking, as in this example:

CONyDITiONs: DTE BDBCC

The softkey sequence for this spreadsheet entry is given in Figure 43-13.

Or a particular type of frame may have a BCC or abort condition appended to it:

CONyDITiONs: DCE INFO ABORT

43.4 Emulate—Mode Conditions

The remaining conditions are functional only when the Line Setup menu is configured for

Mode: [EMULATE DTE] or [EMULATE DCE].
(A) Receive Conditions

Like DTE and DCE conditions, RCV conditions monitor a data lead for LAPD frame types. RCV conditions operate only in emulate modes, and they check only the data lead that the INTERVIEW is not using to transmit. While a RCV condition may look like a DTE or DCE condition—RCV INFO P/F=1 looks the same as DCE INFO P/F=1—there are important differences that are noted below.

1. **Valid frame sequencing.** To satisfy RCV conditions, numbered frames must have correct N(R) and N(S) sequencing.

2. **Good BCC.** RCV conditions cannot match frames with bad frame checks, nor can they match aborted frames. (Emulate-mode conditions are designed for ease of programming, and the assumption is that as a LAPD emulator, you are not required to acknowledge—or negative-acknowledge—bad or aborted frames.)

   If you wish to count bad BCCs or aborts, use DTE or DCE conditions instead of RCV conditions.

![Protocol Spreadsheet entry for this condition is RCV INVALID, and the softkey sequence is illustrated in Figure 43-14.](image)

3. **Type invalid.** RCV conditions can detect frames that are invalid “types”—the control field is missing, for example, or the I-field is missing in an I-frame. The Protocol Spreadsheet entry for this condition is RCV INVALID, and the softkey sequence is illustrated in Figure 43-14.
4. *Type unknown.* A frame may be valid in all respects but have a control field that indicates a nonstandard frame type. Such a frame may be matched by a RCV UNKNOWN condition (Figure 43-14).

**(B) N(S) Error**

As a Layer 2 emulator, you do respond to INFO frames that have N(S) errors. These are detected as NS_ERR conditions, not as RCV INFO conditions.

NS_ERRs apply only to frames received when you are emulating. The same frame that triggers an NS_ERR condition also may satisfy a DTE INFO or DCE INFO condition—but not a RCV INFO condition.

NS_ERR will come true for any received INFO frame whose N(S) value is not one higher than the previous N(S).

NS_ERR will not come true for out-of-sequence SI0 and SI1 frames.

In the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 2, press PROTOCOL. Then press the softkey for NS_ERR. See Figure 43-15.

![Figure 43-15 The PROTOCOL key brings up six LAPD emulate conditions.](image)

**(C) N(R) Error**

Received INFO or supervisory frames may have N(R) errors. Such errors are detected as NR_ERR conditions, not as RCV INFO or RR (or RNR or REJ) conditions.

A valid N(R) is any value that (1) acknowledges a frame that is outstanding (waiting for acknowledgment); or (2) repeats the last acknowledgment. Any other N(R) value is detected as an error.

**(D) T1 Expired**

This condition detects the expiration of the T1 timeout—timer that is regulated on the LAPD Frame Level Setup screen. See Section 43.1(A), above.
(E) Frame Sent

This condition is true when, as a result of a SEND or RESEND action, a frame has been passed down to Layer 1.

(F) Window Conditions

The size of the Layer 2 retransmit window is configured on the LAPD Frame Level Setup screen. See Section 43.1(D). There are four conditions that test the current status of this window. They are WINDOW FULL, WINDOW EMPTY, WINDOW NOT_FULL, and WINDOW NOT_EMPTY. The softkey sequence for the WINDOW options is shown in Figure 43-16.

Figure 43-16 When the retransmit window fills, Layer 2 stops buffering frames for retransmission.

WINDOW FULL is true when the window is full of unacknowledged frames and the Layer 2 protocol package will not buffer additional frames until some acknowledgment is received.

Each time an acknowledgment is received, the window is flushed to the extent of the acknowledgment. WINDOW EMPTY means that the latest acknowledgment was complete and left no frames outstanding (unacknowledged). If an RR response is received and the acknowledgment is only partial, this condition will be true:

CONDITIONS: RCV RR
WINDOW NOT EMPTY

CAUTION: Window conditions are status conditions (see Section 31.2) and must always be used in combination with a transitional condition such as a RCV condition.
(G) More to Resend

Frames in the window may have to be resent, usually as the result of a T1 timeout or a Reject frame. One RESEND action retransmits one frame in the window, beginning with the earliest. Subsequent RESEND actions retransmit subsequent frames. The MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions allow you to retransmit the entire window, as in the “recover” state in this example:

```plaintext
CONDITIONS: RCV REJ
NEXT_ST: recover
STATE: recover
CONDITIONS: ENTER_STATE
ACTIONS: RESEND FIRST
CONDITIONS: FRAME_SENT
MORE_TO_RESEND
ACTIONS: RESEND NEXT
CONDITIONS: FRAME_SENT
NO_MORE_TO_RESEND
NEXT_ST: xfer
```

MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions may be written to the Protocol Spreadsheet by the softkeys shown in Figure 43-17.

![Figure 43-17](image)

Figure 43-17 The MORE_TO_RESEND condition allows you to resend the entire window of frames and then stop when there are NO_MORE_TO_RESEND.

**CAUTION:** MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND are status conditions (see Section 31.2) and must always be used in combination with a transitional condition such as FRAME_SENT.
43.5 Emulate Actions

When you have completed a block of conditions in a Protocol Spreadsheet test at Layer 2, press to access the set of actions that can be taken as a result of the block of conditions coming true. The set of actions that are specific to the LAPD personality package are shown in the racks of softkeys in Figure 43-18. Except for ENHANCE and SUPPRES, the actions shown have meaning only when the INTERVIEW is emulating DTE or DCE, and not when it is monitoring the line passively.

(A) Send Actions

Press the softkey for SEND to access two racks of softkeys with names of frame types that may be named in SEND actions. All data generated by the LAPD package must be enclosed in a frame that is identified in a SEND action by type. (Only at Layer 1 can data be generated as a simple character string without any protocol building blocks.) The complete set of frame types is given in Figure 43-19.
When conditions are true for a SEND action, frames are sent immediately down to Layer 1 to be transmitted there.

**Figure 43-19** SEND actions always specify a frame type.

1. **INFO frames.** SEND INFO is a complete action—entry. SAPI, TEI, command—bit, poll—bit, N(R), N(S), string, and BCC parameters may be added to an INFO frame, but they are optional.

   If a Layer 3 package is installed and Layer 3 data is being handed down to Layer 2, the following condition—and—action trigger will accept this data and convey it properly to Layer 1:

   **CONDITIONS:** DL_DATA_REQ  
   **ACTIONS:** SEND INFO " ((DL_DATA)) "

   SEND INFO actions pass the INFO frame immediately to the next layer down. If the retransmit window is full, the frame is still sent—but it is not buffered in the window and cannot be resent.

   An INFO frame will be buffered for retransmission regardless of the status of the window if a specific value is entered for the NS= parameter (see “N(S),” below). The specific N(S) value will clear the window and the INFO frame will be buffered in the first window position.

2. **Supervisory frames.** SEND RR, SEND RNR, and SEND REJ are complete action entries. SAPI, TEI, C/R bit, P/F bit, N(R), string, and BCC parameters may be added to the SEND action, but they are optional.

3. **Unnumbered frames.** SAPI, TEI, C/R bit, P/F bit, string, and BCC parameters values may be included as adjuncts to a SEND action for an unnumbered frame.
Figure 43-20 SAPI, TEI, C/R, P/F, string, and BCC options may be added to SEND unnumbered—type and SI—type actions.

4. **Sequenced information frames.** SAPI, TEI, C/R bit, P/F bit, string, and BCC values also may be added to SEND SI0 and SEND SI1 actions.

   Figure 43-20 shows the optional fields that may be specified inside unnumbered and SI send—actions.

5. **Other frames.** Any frame type may be entered in a SEND action as a hexadecimal value instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER, on the bottom rack in Figure 43-19.

   Figure 43-21 SEND OTHER actions always specify a type value in hex.
Enter the hex value in the form of two alphanumerics. Here is a DISConnect command entered as a SEND OTHER action:

SEND OTHER 43 SAPI= 04 TEI= 1A C/R= 0

Note that P/F, N(R), and N(S) fields are implied already in the user-entered hexadecimal control field. In MOD 128, P/F is not included in the hex entry and is a valid optional entry.

6. **SAPI.** An SAPI may be specified for all frame types. The SAPI= entry is always typed as two hex digits, with the right-hand digit expressing the four low-order bits of the SAPI and the left-hand digit expressing the two remaining bits. The SAPI field 000100, for example, appears as follows:

SEND RR SAPI= 04 TEI= 1A

7. **TEI.** A TEI may be specified for all frame types. The TEI= entry is always typed as two hex digits, with the right-hand digit expressing the four low-order bits of the TEI and the left-hand digit expressing the three remaining bits. The TEI field 0011010 is illustrated in the SEND RR example above.

8. **Command/response bit.** The C/R bit may be specified for all frame types. The logical DTE uses C/R 0 for INFO frames and other command frames, and C/R 1 for responses. The logical DCE uses C/R 1 for INFO frames and other commands, and C/R 0 for responses. Since the response bit echoes the command bit, a C/R= LOOPBACK selection is provided (see Figure 43-22).

9. **Poll/final bit.** The P/F bit is an optional entry in all SEND actions. P/F values of 0, 1, or LOOPBACK are entered by the softkeys in Figure 43-23. If P/F= LOOPBACK, the bit will echo the last P/F bit received. (Looping the P/F bit is appropriate for UAs and supervisory frames.)
10. *N(R)*. N(R) fields are transmitted in INFO and supervisory frames.

To specify an N(R) value, press the softkey for NR= (see Figure 43-24). Enter a hexadecimal value written as one or two alphanumeric digits. For example, an entry that represented the highest valid N(R) in MOD 8 would be NR= 7. The highest valid entry in MOD 128 would be NR= 7F.

Other N(R) options are ACK_NS, LAST_N R, and AUTO. (See Figure 43-24.) ACK_NS means that your N(R) will acknowledge (that is, it will be *one higher than*) the last N(S) value you received. Normally this will be the correct N(R), except in cases where the last N(S) received was erroneous. The NR= ACK_NS selection allows you to overlook N(S) errors.

11. *N(S)*. N(S) fields are transmitted in INFO frames only. (See the frame—field diagrams in Figure 43-4.) Entries for N(S) in SEND INFO actions are optional. The softkeys that open below NS= are illustrated in Figure 43-25.
To specify an N(S) value, press the softkey for NS=, then enter a hexadecimal in the form of one or two alphanumerics. Valid hex entries are the same as for N(R). A SEND INFO action that specifies an N(S) value—NS= 0, for example—will clear the window so that the INFO frame is buffered immediately.

Other N(S) options are RCVD_NR, SKIP, and AUTO. RCVD_NR means that you send the N(S) value that the other side says it is expecting. This is the valid N(S) in most cases, but not when you send two or more I-frames in a row without waiting for acknowledgment.

SKIP means that you add one to your correct N(S). This will look to the other side as though the line has taken a “hit” and a frame has been lost. This selection causes the window to be cleared.

NS= AUTO is the default setting for SEND INFO actions. AUTO means that every new INFO frame sent will have an N(S) value of one higher than the previous.

12. String. Strings are sent in LAPD only as adjuncts to frame—types when they are named in SEND actions. If you want to send a string of raw data without a protocol “envelope,” you must go to Layer 1 and send the raw string from there.

Press the SEND softkey followed by the softkey for a frame type. Add any necessary or desired SEND options for the particular frame type. Then press the STRING softkey (labeled F7 in Figure 43-25).

There is no spreadsheet keyword that identifies send—strings at any layer. The spreadsheet compiler identifies strings by the quotation marks surrounding them. Always enclose strings in quotation marks. (To send an actual " —character in your string, type \".) See Section 33 for more information on strings.

Here is a simple SEND action that includes no options besides a string:

```
   ACTIONS: SEND FRMR "1%0 "
```

And here is a SEND action that includes a full complement of optional fields, including a string:
Most ASCII—keyboard, control, and hexadecimal characters are legal in a send—string. Special keys (e.g., ",", "~") are not legal. Refer to Table 33-2.

To insert a canned fox message into a transmit string, type FOX inside double parens, as follows: «FOX) . Remember that the double parens are special characters produced by the [ ] and ( ) combinations. Constants, counters, and flags can also be embedded in a string. See Section 33, Strings.

13. BCC. There are three BCC options for every SEND action in LAPD. One of the options, GDBCC, is the default. Any frame that does not request a bad BCC or an abort will have a good frame—check sequence calculated for it and appended to it. BCC also is an option for SEND actions at Layer 1; but it does not occur at Layer 3 or higher.

The three softkey selections for BCC are shown in Figure 43-26. A 16—bit CCITT frame check is selected automatically for BOP protocols and cannot be changed or disabled. A bad BCC will be CRC—16 instead of CCITT.

When ABORT is the BCC selection, instead of appending a proper frame check the transmitter will hold the lead at mark for eight bits (or longer if the transmitter is idling). Inside a frame, seven 1—bits in a row are sufficient to signal an abort.

(B) Give Data

GIVE_DATA is the 2 action on the first rack of action softkeys (refer to Figure 43-18). This action takes the I—field from a received INFO frame and passes it up to Layer 3 along with a DL_DATA IND primitive. (See Figure 34-5 in the section, OSI)
Primitives on the Protocol Spreadsheet.) In an emulate mode, data is delivered up to Layer 3 only by one of two actions at Layer 2: GIVE_DATA, or else a DL_DATA IND primitive followed by the data string.

(C) Resend

The RESEND function is mapped to [F1] on the second layer of action softkeys. See Figure 43-27. The first RESEND action will resend the first frame in the window. The window is a queue that buffers INFO frames for retransmission in case one or more transmissions are lost or in error.

The first frame in the window always is the earliest outstanding (unacknowledged) frame. Every time an acknowledgment is received, the window is cleared to the extent of the acknowledgment and a new “first-frame” position is established. The first RESEND after an acknowledgment always sends the first window frame.

Figure 43-27 The RESEND action allows you to recover from sequence errors.
Figure 43-28  Resends cause the pointer to move, while acknowledgments move the pointer and the entire window.

The second and subsequent RESENDs following an acknowledgment also will send the first window frame, provided that the keyword FIRST is appended directly to the RESEND entry. Otherwise, they send the NEXT (second) and subsequent window frames. Figure 43-28 shows the position of the the resend "pointer" after four consecutive RESEND NEXT actions. RESEND NEXT is the default resend when neither FIRST nor NEXT is specified.

The resend—pointer is reset to the beginning of the window automatically by any acknowledgment, or by a RESEND FIRST action in the spreadsheet program.

1. **Resend first/next.** RESEND FIRST means that the resend—pointer is reset to the beginning of the window, the first frame in the window is resent, and the pointer is advanced to the second position in the window. The effect of a RESEND FIRST action is illustrated in Figure 43-29.

   The RESEND FIRST action makes it possible for you to resend all the frames in the window one by one, and then resend them again if necessary.

2. **P/F=loopback/0/1.** The P/F bit in the resend—frame can be set to 0 or 1 by this optional action. If PF= LOOPBACK, the bit will echo the last P/F bit received. (Default is 1 in a RESEND action.)
Figure 43-29 RESEND FIRST resets the pointer, allowing you to resend the entire window repeatedly.

(D) Reset N(R) and Reset N(S)

RESET NR and RESET NS are the \( \text{F2} \) and \( \text{F3} \) actions on the second rack of action softkeys in the LAPD personality package. (Refer again to Figure 43-18.) The sequence-number fields in I-frames and supervisory frames can be reset by these two Protocol Spreadsheet actions. Sequence numbers are not reset automatically during a test by any frame that is sent or received.

RESET NS also clears the transmit window.
43.6 Display Actions

ENHANCE and SUPPRESS pertain to lines of data on the Layer 2 protocol trace (see Section 43.2). They do not suppress and enhance data on the raw-data display. Raw data is enhanced and suppressed at Layer 1.

DTE, DCE, and RCV conditions can trigger an ENHANCE or SUPPRESS action.

(A) Enhance

Whenever a DTE, DCE, or RCV condition comes true at Layer 2, the frame that satisfied the condition can be enhanced on the LAPD protocol-trace display, or it can be deleted from the trace completely. In an actions block on the Protocol Spreadsheet, press the ENHANCE softkey—on the third rack of action softkeys. Figure 43-30 shows the three softkey subselections beneath ENHANCE. They are REVERSE, BLINK, and LOW.

Figure 43-30 Selected frames on the protocol trace may be enhanced or suppressed.
Reverse-image and blink enhancements affect the plasma-display screen. In addition, a low-intensity enhancement can be applied to screens that are transmitted to a black-and-white monitor connected at the RS-170 port at the rear of the INTERVIEW.

Reverse, blink, and low enhancements can be mapped to colors on a color monitor attached at the INTERVIEW's RGB port (Figure 1-6). See Section 18.2 for an explanation of how reverse, blink, and low enhancements relate to character and background colors in the RGB output.

Figure 43-31  A DTE SABM has been enhanced.

Figure 43-31 shows one screen of a Layer 2 protocol trace in which DTE SABM frames have been enhanced in reverse video. The trigger that caused this enhancement was as follows:

**CONDITIONS:** DTE SABM

**ACTIONS:** ENHANCE REVERSE

(B) **Suppress**

Individual frames that are suppressed in Layer 2 actions are deleted from the trace display. Figure 43-30 showed the softkey path to SUPPRESS.
43.7 Automatic Primitives

In Section 34, OSI Primitives on the Protocol Spreadsheet, Table 34-2 lists the OSI service primitives that are monitored at the boundaries of Layer 2 as trigger conditions and sent up to Layer 3, or down to Layer 1, as user-entered spreadsheet actions. These primitives are layer-specific rather than protocol-specific and are not part of the personality package for LAPD; but a few of the primitives are set in motion automatically by LAPD spreadsheet actions. These automatic primitives can be thought of as part of the Layer 2 actions themselves, and by extension, as part of the LAPD protocol package.

Table 43-1 gives the set of LAPD actions that have action primitives built into them. For example, whenever a GIVE_DATA action occurs at Layer 2, a DL_DATA IND primitive is forwarded to Layer 3, where a DL_DATA IND condition may be waiting to monitor it.

Whenever a SEND or RESEND action is initiated at Layer 2, a PH_DATA REQ primitive is sent downward along with the PH data (the entire frame).

If a SEND or RESEND action is triggered at Layer 2 while the physical connection at Layer 1 is inactive, Layer 2 will sense the absence of a physical connection and delay the PH_DATA REQ. Instead, it will send a PH_ACTIVATE REQ primitive. Only when a PH_ACTIVATE CONF has been returned by Layer 1, will Layer 2 release the data and the data primitive.

**NOTE:** All Layer 1 interfaces for the INTERVIEW 7000 Series will return PH_ACTIVATE CONF automatically whenever they see PH_ACTIVATE REQ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAPD Layer 2 Action</th>
<th>Automatic Primitive</th>
<th>To Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GIVE_DATA</td>
<td>DL_DATA IND</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEND {TYPE}</td>
<td>(PH_ACTIVATE REQ*)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PH_DATA REQ</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEND</td>
<td>(PH_ACTIVATE REQ*)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PH_DATA REQ</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sent if Layer 1 shows inactive status. PH_DATA REQ delayed until PH_ACTIVATE CONF returned by Layer 1.
INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951-B0424-01
**Layer Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVE:</th>
<th>Layer 1 Package:</th>
<th>Packages Loaded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD2</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>LAPD FD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>Q.931 HRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress [XEQ] Key To Load The Selected Packages

Select Layer

| LAYER-1 | LAYER-2 | LAYER-3 | LAYER-4 | LAYER-5 | LAYER-6 | LAYER-7 | PROTSEL |

Figure 44-1 The Q.931 personality package is loaded from the Layer Setup screen at Layer 3.
44 Q.931

Q.931 is a "layer personality package" of functions that are loaded into memory from disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 44-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to load in the Q.931 package from the hard disk. Refer to Section 8 for details on operating the Layer Setup screen.

The Q.931 package consists of the following:

- A protocol trace (illustrated in Figure 44-2) that distills, from Q.931 data, the Level 3 events that have protocol significance. This trace is accessible by softkey in Run mode at all times.

- A group of conditions and actions at Layer 3 on the Protocol Spreadsheet that facilitate ISDN programming. Figure 44-4 shows the softkey path to the first rack of condition softkeys when the Q.931 package is loaded in at Layer 3 and a LAYER: 3 programming block has been opened on the spreadsheet.

44.1 Protocol Trace

The Q.931 package includes an automatic message-trace display that summarizes Layer 3 activity. This trace mode is enabled whenever the unit is in Run mode, both real-time and frozen.

While the unit is in Run mode, press the softkey for PROTOCOL (F3 on the primary rack of display-mode softkeys) and then the softkey for L3TRACE (F3) to bring the protocol trace for Q.931 to the screen. Figure 44-2 is an example of this trace display. Each horizontal row in the trace represents a "message" as defined in CCITT Recommendation Q.931.
### INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951-B0424-01

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRC</th>
<th>FLG</th>
<th>CALL-REF-VAL</th>
<th>MSG-TYPE</th>
<th>INFO-ELEMENT</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>BCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>SETUP</td>
<td>0870813412</td>
<td>1645:19.237</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>SETUP</td>
<td>30010890</td>
<td>1645:19.314</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>INFO</td>
<td>0870813412</td>
<td>1645:36.176</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>INFO</td>
<td>0870813412</td>
<td>1645:36.288</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>CALLPRO</td>
<td></td>
<td>1645:36.123</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>ALERT</td>
<td></td>
<td>1645:40.628</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>CONN</td>
<td></td>
<td>1645:42.685</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>SUSP</td>
<td>094124</td>
<td>1713:16.271</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>SUSPACK</td>
<td></td>
<td>1713:16.281</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>SETUP</td>
<td>0870813412</td>
<td>1713:16.142</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>RELCOM</td>
<td></td>
<td>1713:18.315</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>RES</td>
<td>094124</td>
<td>1713:45.565</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>RESACK</td>
<td></td>
<td>1713:45.715</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>SETUP</td>
<td>0870813412</td>
<td>1730:44.427</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>CONN</td>
<td>094124</td>
<td>1730:44.883</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L2TRACE</td>
<td>L3TRAC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 44-2 Each horizontal row on the trace display represents a message.

(A) The Protocol Trace in Freeze Mode

Press **to prevent the addition of new data to all the display buffers, including the trace buffers. The frozen trace display may be scrolled through or paged through. The top line always is the cursor line (though there is no actual cursor on the trace display). Pressing ** or ** moves the viewing “window” down relative to the data to add one line of fresher data to the bottom of the screen. Pressing ** or ** moves the viewing window up to add a line of older data to the top of the screen.

Depression of the ** key adds 15 lines—one full page—of newer frames to the frozen trace screen. Depression of ** adds 15 lines of older frames.

The frame displayed on the top line of frozen trace—data will appear as the first frame in the raw—data or data—plus—leads display. To view the raw data that generated a particular line in the trace display, use ** or ** (or ** or **) to move the line in question to the top of the screen. Then press one of the data softkeys.
(B) Trace Columns

The columns in the protocol trace for Q.931 are explained below.

1. **Source.** The **SRC** column identifies the lead on which the message was monitored, TD (DTE) or RD (DCE). This column identifies the physical source of the message, not the **logical** source. The physical DTE uses the TD lead to transmit. The physical DCE uses RD to transmit.

   Just as on the data display, RD data is underlined.

2. **Flag.** The **FLG** column refers to the call-reference flag and is used to identify where the call originated. Calls originating on the user side of the link will show a flag value of 0 in every message from both the DTE and the DCE. (This is a call—origination flag, not a message—origination flag.)

   If a call originates from a remote user, every message that references that call will have a flag value of 1.

3. **Call reference value.** The number used by a message to reference a particular call is given in the **CALL-REF-VAL** column. This is a 15—column field that displays the variable—length call-reference value in from one to 15 hexadecimal characters. This field is blank when the call-reference **length** value (see Figure 44-3) is zero.

   The flag bit (see “Flag,” above) is not included in the display of the first byte of the call-reference value.

4. **Message type.** The thirty message types that are named in the **MSG-TYPE** column are shown in Figure 44-3. If a message type does not fit any of the patterns in the figure, it is listed in the **MSG-TYPE** column as **UNKWN** followed by the hexadecimal value of the message—type byte: **UNKWN=7C**.

   If the number of bytes in the message is below the required minimum, the message is posted as **INVALID**.

5. **Information element.** The **INFO-ELEMENT** field presents up to 16 bytes of character data (decoded into hex) for all messages that contain information elements beyond the message—type field. Info elements are mandatory in some messages and optional in others.

   In the **INFO-ELEMENT** fields with data shown in Figure 44-2, the first byte always is an “identifier” byte, with a value that you can decode using the “Info Element 1” field diagrams on the right half of Figure 44-3. The second byte is a length byte, with a value that indicates the number of “contents” bytes that intervene before the next element—identifier.
Figure 44-3 Message fields in Q.931.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INFORMATION ELEMENT 1</th>
<th>INFO ELEMENT 2, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEAVER CAPABILITY</strong></td>
<td><strong>TERMINAL CAPABILITIES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 HEX = 00 ASCII = 00</td>
<td>0 HEX = 00 ASCII = $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00000000</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAUSE</strong></td>
<td><strong>DISPLAY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00000000</td>
<td>01000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONNECTED ADDRESS</strong></td>
<td><strong>KEYPAD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00000000</td>
<td>01000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CALL IDENTITY</strong></td>
<td><strong>KEYPAD ECHO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00000000</td>
<td>01000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CALL STATE</strong></td>
<td><strong>SIGNAL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00000000</td>
<td>01000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHANNEL ID</strong></td>
<td><strong>SWITCH/HOOK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00000000</td>
<td>01000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CCITT–STANDARDIZED FACILITIES</strong></td>
<td><strong>ORIGINATION ADDRESS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00000000</td>
<td>01000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NETWORK–SPECIFIC FACILITIES</strong></td>
<td><strong>MORE DATA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00000000</td>
<td>01000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESERVED</strong></td>
<td><strong>SHIFT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00000000</td>
<td>01000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
<td>1 LENGTH IN OCTETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87654321</td>
<td>87654321</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first info-element data in Figure 44-2, for example, begins with the hex character °4. This translates on the field diagrams in Figure 44-3 as a “Bearer Capability” info element. The next byte, °2, indicates that the remaining contents are two bytes long, followed by the end of the data or by another information element. This means that °4, “Channel ID,” is the next info-element identifier in the string; and so forth.

Note in the field diagrams in Figure 44-3 that there are four types of single-byte information element.

6. Time. The time of the arrival of the end of the frame containing the message at the DTE or DCE monitor is provided by a 24-hour clock and posted to the trace display. The clock is accurate to the milli- or microsecond.

When time values are incorporated in data, times posted to the trace display will not be affected when recorded data is played back, even at varying speeds. To incorporate time values into recorded data, make the following selections:

- For bit-image data

  Data To Record: Bit Image (Record Setup menu; see Section 7)
  Time Ticks: On (Front-End Buffer Setup screen; see Section 9)

- For character data

  Data To Record: Character
  Time Ticks: On

  or

  Data To Record: Character
  Time Ticks: Off
  Frame Timestamps: Yes (Front-End Buffer Setup screen; see Section 9)
  Timestamp Resolution: 1ms or 1μs

If time values are not incorporated in data during live recording, times on the trace during playback will be influenced by “local conditions” such as playback speed, idle suppression, etc.

7. Frame Checking. A BOP frame ends as soon as a ‘F’ flag or seven 1-bits in a row are detected. If a flag ends the frame, a frame check is performed and the result is posted both to the data display and to the BCC column of the trace display. The symbol ◆ denotes a good frame check, while ◼ symbolizes a bad frame.

◼ for abort is posted to the displays when a frame is ended by seven 1-bits.
44.2 Monitor Conditions

When the Q.931 personality package is loaded in (via the Layer Setup screen), a set of conditions checks DTE and DCE leads both in monitor and emulate modes. This set of conditions is accessed by the DTE and DCE selections on the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 3. See Figure 44-4.

![Figure 44-4](image)

After the keyword DTE (or DCE) is written to the spreadsheet, a rack of softkeys appears that represent types of message: ALERT, CONN, STATUS, and so forth.

(A) Message Types

The softkeys for the thirty standard as well as "other" message types are illustrated in Figure 44-5. Press a softkey to write one of these message types to the Layer 3 spreadsheet. DTE or DCE followed by a message—type mnemonic—DTE SUSP, for example, or DCE REL—is a complete condition and will come true if a matching message—type is monitored. Call-reference, origination-link, and destination-link conditions may be added to the simple message—type mnemonic, but they are optional.
(B) Call Reference Value

A specific call-reference value may be added as a condition to any of the message type conditions. Once you have pressed the softkey for a particular message type (or once you have touch-typed the message type followed by a space), the rack of softkeys shown in Figure 44-6 will appear.

Press the softkey for C_REF=, shown in Figure 44-6. Then enter the call-reference value as a sequence of hex digits inside quotation marks. The sequence may be from one to twelve semioctets long. Type each digit as an alphanumeric in the range 0-9 and A-F (or a-f), without using the ~ key. The call reference 'r with flag bit 0, for example, appears as follows:

CONDITIONS: DTE SETUP C_REF= "7F"
Figure 44-6 Call—reference, origination—link, and destination—link conditions may be added to a message—type condition.

Include the origination/destination—flag bit in your string. If the DCE, for example, gives call reference #4 to a call that originated at a remote link, the entry C_REF = "84" (with flag = 1) will detect this call reference, while the string "04" (flag = 0) will not detect it.

(C) Origination/Destination Link

A message—type condition may be set to come true only with respect to calls that originated locally (or remotely).

To make a message—type condition specific to calls that originated with a user on the link that is being monitored by the INTERVIEW, press the softkey for ORIG (F2 on the rack of softkeys in Figure 44-6). Only messages that have zero as the call—reference flag bit will satisfy this condition.

This condition, for example, looks for a Facility—type message that references a call that originated locally:

CONDITIONS: DTE FAC ORIG

Or a message—type condition may require remote origination of a call. In that case, the link being monitored is the “destination” of the call, and you will press the softkey for DEST, F3 on the rack of softkeys in Figure 44-6. Only messages that have 1 as the call—reference flag bit will satisfy this condition.
44.3 Display Actions

ENHANCE and SUPPRESS pertain to lines of data on the Layer 3 protocol trace (see Section 44.1). They do not suppress and enhance data on the raw-data display. Raw data is enhanced and suppressed at Layer 1.

DTE and DCE conditions can trigger an ENHANCE or SUPPRESS action.

(A) Enhance

Whenever a DTE or DCE condition comes true at Layer 3, the message that satisfied the condition can be enhanced on the Q.931 protocol-trace display, or it can be deleted from the trace completely. In an actions block on the Protocol Spreadsheet, press the ENHANCE softkey—[R] on the first rack of action softkeys. Figure 44-7 shows the three softkey subselections beneath ENHANCE. They are REVERSE, BLINK, and LOW.

Reverse-image and blink enhancements affect the plasma-display screen. In addition, a low-intensity enhancement can be applied to screens that are transmitted to a black-and-white monitor connected at the RS-170 port at the rear of the INTERVIEW.

Reverse, blink, and low enhancements can be mapped to colors on a color monitor attached at the INTERVIEW's RGB port (Figure 1-6). See Section 18.2 for an explanation of how reverse, blink, and low enhancements relate to character and background colors in the RGB output.
Figure 44-8 A DCE SETUP has been enhanced.

Figure 44-8 shows one screen of a Layer 3 protocol trace in which DCE SETUP messages have been enhanced in reverse video. The trigger that caused this enhancement was as follows:

CONDITIONS: DCE SETUP
ACTIONS: ENHANCE REVERSE

(B) Suppress

Individual message-types that are suppressed in Layer 3 actions are deleted from the trace display. Here is an example of an action that suppresses all DTE Information messages:

CONDITIONS: DTE INFO
ACTIONS: SUPPRESS
** SS#7 Suppression Setup **

Main Channel Mode: SUPPRESS
Secondary Channel Mode: TRANSPARENT

** SS#7 Compression Setup **

Main Channel Mode: COMpress
Secondary Channel Mode: TRANSPARENT

Figure 45-1 SS#7 Dual-line data display, with 7E flags suppressed and redundant LSSUs and FISUs compressed.

Figure 45-2 Configuration screens for the SS#7 Suppression and SS#7 Compression personality packages for Layer 1.
45 SS#7 Layer 1

SS#7 (CCSS#7) is an abbreviation for the CCITT-defined Common Channel Signalling System #7. The INTERVIEW 8000 Series provides modifiable data display at Layer 1 and special displays for Layer 2 (link) protocol and for Layer 3 (network management) protocol. Automatic selections for SS#7 protocol appear at Layers 2 and 3 of the Protocol Spreadsheet when the correct protocol packages are loaded.

45.1 SS#7 Run-Time Displays

(A) Data Display
Figure 45-1 shows SS#7 data being monitored as dual-line data. 7E flags have been suppressed on the Line Setup screen and Fill-In Signal Units (FISUs) and Link Status Signal Units (LSSUs) have been compressed. As with all dual-line displays, TD and RD data appear on alternate lines and the RD data is underlined. Time fill characters maintain the timing relationships between RD and TD characters, accurate to within one character on the display.

(B) SS#7 Layer Traces
An SS#7 Layer 2 trace is available when SS#7 protocol is loaded at Layer 2. A Layer 3 trace is available when SS#7 is loaded at Layer 3. If you select [PROTOCOL] and [Layer: 2] or [3] as the display, this trace will be active when you press [AM]. Refer to Sections 46 and 47 for more information on and examples of these traces.

45.2 Setup for SS#7

Three steps are involved in setting up for SS#7 protocol. First, load the desired protocol from the Layer Setup screen as described in Section 8. Then select the correct [Mode] and [data Format] on the Line Setup menu, and, finally, select the options you prefer on the Display Setup menu.

(A) Layer Setup
SS#7 packages are available at Layers 1, 2, and 3. The Layer 1 packages provide data compression or suppression and are described at the end of this section. Options available with the Layer 2 and the Layer 3 packages are discussed in Sections 46 and 47, respectively.
(B) Line Setup

The Format selection on the Line Setup menu should be **BOP** (Bit-Oriented Protocol) when SS#7 is analyzed. This and other Line Setup selections are described in Section 5.

(C) Display Setup

Select initial display options on the Display Setup menu. All available display modes are applicable to SS#7 data. Protocol displays specific to SS#7, which appear only when an SS#7 Personality Package has been loaded, are described in Sections 46 and 47. Data, Display Window, and Program Trace displays are described in Section 6.

You have the option of suppressing 7E flags on the Display Setup menu. See Section 6.3(C).

Data suppressed from the display is available for triggering in real-time. However, it is not available for triggering when character-oriented data from the screen buffer is played back.

It is also possible to suppress all occurrences of a particular type of frame from the display. Refer to the description of the SUPPRESS action in Section 46.

45.3 SS#7 Compression at Layer 1

When the Layer 1 package ss7 CMPRESN is loaded, redundant FISUs and LSSUs are suppressed from the character display and also the Layer 2 trace display in Run mode. That is, only the first in a series of identical Link Status or Fill-In Signal Units is displayed and presented to the trigger program. Subsequent identical units are compressed, until a different type of signal unit is transmitted on the same side of the line.

When you are operating the INTERVIEW in a dual-port environment, you may configure the unit to compress the data on the main channel only, the secondary channel only, or on both channels. A configuration screen is accessible when the ss7 CMPRESN Layer 1 package is loaded; press PROTSEL, LAYER-1 (see Figure 45-2). You may designate **TRANSPARENT** or **COMPRESSION** for each channel.

**NOTE:** When running an application program such as GSM Dual-Protocol Trace (LAPD/SS#7 MTS), OPT-951-106-1, and monitoring SS#7 data on one port, the user may wish to compress or suppress the data on the other port.

When you are operating in a single-port environment, the choice you make in the Main Channel Mode field will be utilized for your data at all times. If you choose **TRANSPARENT** in this field, **data compression will not take place.** The selection in the Secondary Channel Mode field is ignored when **DUAL PORT** is not selected (or not an option) on the TIM Setup screen.
NOTE: Additional overhead is added when this personality package is loaded, causing some performance degradation. This occurs with either choice on the Setup screen. If you are operating in a single-port environment and do not wish data compression to occur, we recommend that you load [NO PACKAGE] at Layer 1 rather than simply choose Main Channel Mode: [TRANSPARENT] on the Setup screen.

Compare Figure 45-3 to Figure 45-4 (in which FISUs and LSSUs have been compressed).

NOTE: The number of suppressed signal units and flags can be monitored via C variables. Refer to Table 78-1.

Bit-image recording of data is not affected by Layer 1 compression. Simply select and load NO PACKAGE at Layer 1 and play the same bit-image data back again, to cancel the effects of compression. All the original Link Status and Fill-In Signal Units will be presented to the screen display and the triggers.

45.4 SS#7 Suppression at Layer 1

The Layer 1 SS7_SUPP package is similar to the compression package described above. The suppression package, however, passes only Message Signal Units (MSUs) up to Layer 2. Link Status Signal Units are suppressed and all Fill-In Signal Units are suppressed, except the first one in which the value of the Bm has been inverted.

A similar configuration screen is present for channel setup in a dual-port environment when the SS7_SUPP Layer 1 package is loaded (see Figure 45-2).

NOTE: When running an application program such as GSM Dual-Protocol Trace (LAPD/SS#7 MTS), OPT-951-106-1, and monitoring SS#7 data on one port, the user may wish to suppress or compress the data on the other port.

The suppression package has one associated C variable, ss7_compression_mode. When the value of this variable is zero, FISUs are suppressed; when its value is non-zero, FISUs are compressed, exactly as in the SS#7 compression package.
**INTERVIEW 8000 Series Basic Operation: 951-B0424-01**

### Figure 45.3

All LSSUs and FISUs detected are displayed on this screen.

### Figure 45.4

Redundant LSSUs and FISUs have been compressed in this data.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRC</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>BIB</th>
<th>BSN</th>
<th>FIB</th>
<th>FSN</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>BCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1204:31.257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>1204:31.280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>1204:31.303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>1204:31.375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>1204:31.396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>1204:31.421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>1204:31.441</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>1204:31.461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>1204:31.515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>1204:31.546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>1204:31.577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>1204:31.598</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>1204:32.019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRC</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>BIB</th>
<th>BSN</th>
<th>FIB</th>
<th>FSN</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>BCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1204:31.222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>1204:31.576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>1204:31.593</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>1204:32.021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>1204:32.048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>1204:32.069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>1204:32.080</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>1204:32.115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>1204:32.130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>1204:32.154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>1204:32.170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>1204:32.195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>1204:32.209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>1204:32.237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>4E</td>
<td>1204:32.271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

45-6 SEP '95
**Layer Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVE</th>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Selections</th>
<th>Packages Loaded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>SS7_CMPRESN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>SS7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>SS7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress [KEY] Key To Load The Selected Packages

Select Layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAYER-1</td>
<td>LAYER-2</td>
<td>LAYER-3</td>
<td>LAYER-4</td>
<td>LAYER-5</td>
<td>LAYER-6</td>
<td>LAYER-7</td>
<td>PROTSEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 46-1 The SS#7 personality package for Layer 2 is loaded from the Layer Setup screen.
46 SS#7 Layer 2

SS#7 (CCSS#7) is an abbreviation for the CCITT-defined Common Channel Signalling System #7. At Layer 2, SS#7 is a “layer personality package” of functions that are loaded into memory from disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 46-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to load in the Layer 2 SS#7 package from the hard disk. Refer to Section 8 for details on operating the Layer Setup screen.

46.1 Set Up for SS#7

(A) Layer Setup

The SS#7 package at Layer 1 allows you to compress redundant frames, as explained in Section 45.

The Layer 2 SS#7 package consists of the following:

- A protocol trace (illustrated in Figure 46-2) that distills from SS#7 data the Level 2 events that have protocol significance. This trace is accessible by softkey in Run mode at all times.

- A group of conditions and actions at Layer 2 on the Protocol Spreadsheet that facilitate SS#7 programming. Figure 46-4 shows the softkey path to the first rack of condition softkeys when the SS#7 package is loaded in at Layer 2.

(B) Line and Display Setup

Be sure that the Format selection is [BOP] (for Bit-Oriented Protocol) when you are testing SS#7. Select display options on the Display Setup menu. These options are discussed in Section 45.2.

46.2 Protocol Trace

The Layer 2 SS#7 package includes an automatic frame-trace display that summarizes link-level activity. This trace mode is enabled whenever the unit is in Run mode, both real-time and frozen.

While the unit is in Run mode, press the softkey for L2TRACE to bring the protocol trace for SS#7 Layer 2 to the screen. (If the SS#7 package for Layer 3 is also loaded in, the L2TRACE softkey will appear after you have pressed PROTOCOL on the primary rack of display-mode softkeys.)
When running in High-Speed Frame Mode, more data could be passed to Layer 2 than there is room for in the buffer; this will cause an FEB overrun. If this happens, the error message **FE Buffer Overflowed — Some Frames Lost** will appear on the prompt line. The first time an FEB overrun occurs, an audible alarm will also sound; subsequent recurrences will cause only the message to display (without any alarm). The trace will restart again but some data is lost with each occurrence.

Figure 46-2 is an example of the Layer 2 trace display. Each horizontal row in the trace represents a frame.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRC</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>LI</th>
<th>BIB</th>
<th>BSN</th>
<th>FIB</th>
<th>FSN</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>BCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1229:59:160</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1229:59:203</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3B</td>
<td>1229:59:242</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3C</td>
<td>1229:59:278</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3C</td>
<td>1229:59:306</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1229:59:352</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>1229:59:371</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>1229:59:421</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1229:59:441</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1229:59:470</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1229:59:506</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>1229:59:521</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1229:59:559</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTE</td>
<td>FILL-IN</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>1229:59:588</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>MESSAGE</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1230:50:007</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 46-2  SS#7 Layer 2 Protocol Trace.*

(A) **The Protocol Trace in Freeze Mode**

Press **es** to prevent the addition of new data to all the display buffers, including the trace buffers. The frozen trace display may be scrolled through or paged through. The top line always is the cursor line (though there is no actual cursor on the trace display). Pressing **es** or **es** moves the viewing “window” down relative to the data to add one line of fresher data to the bottom of the screen. Pressing **es** or **es** moves the viewing window up to add a line of older data to the top of the screen.

Depression of the **es** key adds 15 lines—one full page—of newer frames to the frozen trace screen. Depression of **es** adds 15 lines of older frames.

The frame displayed on the top line of frozen trace—data will appear as the first frame in the raw—data or data—plus—leads display. Compare Figure 46-2 with Figure 46-3. To view the raw data that generated a particular line in the trace display,
use {]\] or {][ to move the line in question to the top of the screen.
Then press one of the data softkeys. Figure 46-3 shows part of a dual-line data
screen in Freeze mode. The first frame in the display is the same one that is traced at
the top of Figure 46-2.

![Image](image-url)

Figure 46-3 Data-display of Protocol Trace shown in Figure 46-2.

**B) Trace Columns**

The columns in the protocol trace for Layer 2 SS#7 are explained below.

1. **Source**. The **SRC** column identifies the lead on which the signal unit was
   monitored, TD (DTE) or RD (DCE). Just as on the data-display, RD data is
   underlined.

2. **Type**. The second column, **TYPE**, lists the signal-unit type [STATUS= for a Link
   Status Signal Unit (LSSU), FILL_IN for a Fill-In Signal Unit (FISU), or MESSAGE
   for a Message Signal Unit (MSU)]. For an LSSU, the status type is also given as
   an abbreviation.

The format for FISUs and LSSUs are shown at the end of this section, in
Figure 46-10 and Figure 46-11. Abbreviations and values for Link Status Signal
Unit types are defined in Table 46-1.

### Table 46-1

**LSSU Status Field**

(Bits 2–0 of first Status Field Octet)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Binary Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Out of Align</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Emergency</td>
<td>010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Out of Service</td>
<td>011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>Processor Outage</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Busy</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Bits 7–3 of the First Status Field Octet (SFO) are spare.

A second Status Field Octet may be present.
3. **Length indicator.** The value of the Length Indicator byte (Li) is given in the third column of the display. A value of 00 here indicates a FISU, a value of 01 or 02 indicates an LSSU, and a hex value of 03–3F indicates an MSU.

4. **Backward indicator bit.** The fourth column, labeled BIB, provides the value of the Backward Indicator Bit.

5. **Backward sequence number.** The hex value of the Backward Sequence Number (BSN) is listed in the next column.

6. **Forward indicator bit.** The FIB column provides the Forward Indicator Bit.

7. **Forward sequence number.** The Forward Sequence Number (FSN) is displayed in hex in the next column.

8. **Time.** The time of the arrival of the end of the frame at the DTE or DCE monitor is provided by a 24-hour clock and posted to the trace display. The clock is accurate to the milli- or microsecond.

When time values are incorporated in data, times posted to the trace display will not be affected when recorded data is played back, even at varying speeds. To incorporate time values into recorded data, make the following selections:

- For bit–image data

  **Data To Record:** BIT IMAGE (Record Setup menu; see Section 7)

  **Time Ticks:** ON (Front-End Buffer Setup screen; see Section 9)

- For character data

  **Data To Record:** CHARACTER

  **Time Ticks:** ON

  or

  **Data To Record:** CHARACTER

  **Time Ticks:** OFF

  **Frame Timestamps:** YES (Front-End Buffer Setup screen; see Section 9)

  **Timestamp Resolution:** ms or μs

If time values are not incorporated in data during live recording, times on the trace during playback will be influenced by “local conditions” such as playback speed, idle suppression, etc.

9. **Frame checking.** An SS#7 frame ends as soon as a \( \text{\textasciitilde} \) flag or seven 1–bits in a row are detected. If a flag ends the frame, a frame check is performed and the result is posted both to the data display and to the BCC column of the trace display. The symbol \( \Box \) denotes a good frame check, while \( \square \) symbolizes a bad frame.
for abort is posted to the displays when a frame is ended by seven 1-bits.

46.3 Monitor Conditions

When the Layer 2 SS#7 personality package is loaded in (via the Layer Setup screen), a set of conditions checks DTE and DCE leads both in monitor and emulate modes. This set of conditions is accessed by the DTE and DCE selections on the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 2. See Figure 46-4.

(A) Signal–Unit Types

After the keyword DTE (or DCE) is written to the spreadsheet, a rack of softkeys appears that represents types of Signal Units.

1. Fill–In and Message. The softkeys for FILL_IN (Fill–In Status Unit), MESSAGE (Message Signal Unit), and STATUS= (Link Status Signal Unit) are illustrated in Figure 46-5. Press a softkey to write one of these signal–unit types to the Layer 2 spreadsheet.

   DTE (or DCE) FILL_IN and DCE (or DTE) MESSAGE are complete conditions and will come true if a matching frame is monitored. BIT, FIB, and BCC conditions may be added to the simple frame mnemonic, but they are optional.

2. Link Status. DTE (or DCE) STATUS= is not a complete condition. Select an LSSU type from the third softkey rack shown in Figure 46-5. The full set of abbreviations and their meanings is given in Table 46-1.
(B) Forward and Backward Indicator Bits

For any SS#7 frame type, you have the option of specifying the value of the
Backward Indicator Bit (BIB= 0, BIB= 1) and the value of the Forward Indicator Bit
(FIB= 0, FIB= 1):

CONDITIONS: DTE FILL_IN BIB= 1 FIB= 1

The softkey path to BIB and FIB is shown in Figure 46-6. If you omit either the FIB or
the BIB field, the omitted FIB or BIB is not checked in the received frame. Press [8] to
bypass the BIB and FIB conditions.

To make BIB and FIB selections for Link Status Signal Units, follow the softkey path
shown in Figure 46-7.

(C) BCC Conditions

For any SS#7 frame type, you also have the option of specifying a BCC or abort
condition:

CONDITIONS: DTE MESSAGE BD_BCC

The softkey path to BCC selections for Fill-In and Message Signal Units is shown in
Figure 46-6. Press [8] to bypass the BCC condition.
Figure 46-6 You may specify BIB, FIB, or BCC conditions immediately following FILL_IN or MESSAGE selections.

To make BCC selections for Link Status Signal Units, follow the softkey path shown in Figure 46-7.

Figure 46-7 You must specify the type of Link Status Signal Unit for a STATUS = spreadsheet condition. BIB, FIB, and BCC conditions may then be selected.
46.4 Display Actions

ENHANCE and SUPPRESS pertain to lines of data on the Layer 2 protocol trace (see Section 46.2). They do not suppress and enhance data on the raw-data display. Raw data is enhanced and suppressed at Layer 1.

DTE and DCE conditions can trigger an ENHANCE or SUPPRESS action. These conditions are active when the INTERVIEW is in monitor mode or in either of the emulate modes.

(A) Enhance

Whenever a DTE or DCE condition comes true at Layer 2, the frame that satisfied the condition can be enhanced on the SS#7 Layer 2 protocol-trace display, or it can be deleted from the trace completely. In an actions block on the Protocol Spreadsheet, press the ENHANCE softkey — on the first rack of action softkeys. Figure 46-8 shows the three softkey subselections beneath ENHANCE. They are REVERSE, BUNK, and LOW.

Reverse—image and blink enhancements affect the plasma-display screen. In addition, a low-intensity enhancement can be applied to screens that are transmitted to a black-and-white monitor connected at the RS-170 port at the rear of the INTERVIEW.

Reverse, blink, and low enhancements can be mapped to colors on a color monitor attached at the INTERVIEW’s RGB port (Figure 1-6). See Section 18.2 for an explanation of how reverse, blink, and low enhancements relate to character and background colors in the RGB output.

Figure 46-8 Selected frames on the protocol trace may be enhanced or suppressed.
Figure 46-9 DTE Message Signal Units have been enhanced.

Figure 46-9 shows one screen of a Layer 2 protocol trace in which DTE MSUs have been enhanced in reverse video. The trigger that caused this enhancement was as follows:

CONDITIONS: DTE MESSAGE
ACTIONS: ENHANCE REVERSE

(B) Suppress

Individual frames that are suppressed in Layer 2 actions are deleted from the trace display. Figure 46-8 shows the softkey path to SUPPRES.

46.5 SS#7 Emulation

You may use SS#7 protocol for interactive testing of a DTE or a DCE. However, transmitted strings must be entered manually, since no automatic selections are currently available for emulation, either at Layer 2 or Layer 3.

46.6 SS#7 Frame Structures and Values

The format for Fill-In Signal Units is given in Figure 46-10.

The format for Link Status Signal Units is given in Figure 46-11. Table 46-1 lists possible LSSU status values.
Refer to Section 47 for the structure of a Message Signal Unit and for the differences in CCITT and ANSI (US Standard) frame format. Also, consult Section 47 for any information pertinent to SS#7 Level 3.

NOTE: Frame format, unless otherwise stated, reflects the frame as displayed on the screen, not the actual transmission order.

**Figure 46-10** Format of Fill-in Signal Unit (FISU).

**Figure 46-11** Format of Link Status Signal Unit (LSSU).
**Layer Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVE:</th>
<th>Layer 1 Package:</th>
<th>Selections</th>
<th>Packages Loaded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRI</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRI</td>
<td>Layer 2 Package:</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>557 HRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRI</td>
<td>Layer 3 Package:</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>557 HRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRI</td>
<td>Layer 4 Package:</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRI</td>
<td>Layer 5 Package:</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRI</td>
<td>Layer 6 Package:</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRI</td>
<td>Layer 7 Package:</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
<td>NO PACKAGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depress **KEY** Key To Load The Selected Packages

Select Layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAYER-1</td>
<td>LAYER-2</td>
<td>LAYER-3</td>
<td>LAYER-4</td>
<td>LAYER-5</td>
<td>LAYER-6</td>
<td>LAYER-7</td>
<td>PRO TSEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 47-1  The SS#7 personality package for Layer 3 is loaded from the Layer Setup screen.
47 SS#7 Layer 3

SS#7 (CCSS#7) is an abbreviation for the CCITT-defined Common Channel Signalling System #7. At Layer 3, SS#7 is a "layer personality package" of functions that are loaded into memory from disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 47-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to load in the Layer 3 SS#7 package from the hard disk. Refer to Section 8 for details on operating the Layer Setup screen.

The Layer 3 SS#7 package consists of the following:

- A special SS#7 Packet Level Setup screen that controls certain parameters when the unit is tracing SS#7.

- A protocol trace (illustrated in Figure 47-2) that distills from SS#7 data the Layer 3 events that have protocol significance. This trace is accessible by softkey in Run mode at all times.

- A group of conditions and actions at Layer 3 on the Protocol Spreadsheet that facilitate SS#7 programming. Figure 47-3 shows the softkey path to the first rack of condition softkeys when the SS#7 package is loaded in at Layer 3.

47.1 Packet-Level Setup

The SS#7 Packet Level Setup screen must be configured correctly for an accurate trace display.

To bring up this screen, first go to the Layer Setup screen (press PROG, F5). Execute the SS#7 selection at Layer 3: SS7 should appear in the Packages Loaded column. Press F3 (labeled PROTSEL) to bring up the prompt to Select Protocol Configuration Screen. Then press F5 (LAYER--3) to call up the SS#7 Packet Level Setup screen.

The only parameter field on this screen is National Format. This field allows you to specify the format of the point codes in the label portion of a frame with a National Network Indicator (binary 10 or 11). Select CCITT or ANSI (US Standard). It is important that you select the correct format prior to testing, since the format which the INTERVIEW anticipates for national frames differs depending on your choice. Compare the two frame structures in Figure 47-9.
(A) CCITT Format

When you select CCITT, national frames are structured like international frames. These frames contain 14-bit point codes within a 32-bit routing label.

NOTE: The INTERVIEW represents a 14-bit CCITT point code as two hexadecimal bytes, and it pads the two most significant bit positions of the left-most byte with zeros.

(B) ANSI Format

The default selection is ANSI, which is US Standard format, in which national frames contain 24-bit point codes within a 56-bit routing label.

47.2 Protocol Trace

While the unit is in Run mode, press the softkey for PROTOCOL (F2 on the primary rack of display-mode softkeys) and then the softkey for L3TRACE (F3) to bring the protocol trace for SS#7 Layer 3 to the screen. Figure 47-2 is an example of this trace display. Each horizontal row in the trace represents an MSU.

(A) The Protocol Trace in Freeze Mode

Press [F5] to prevent the addition of new data to all the display buffers, including the trace buffers. The frozen trace display may be scrolled through or paged through. The top line always is the cursor line (though there is no actual cursor on the trace display). Pressing [F6] or [F7] moves the viewing “window” down relative to the data to add one line of fresher data to the bottom of the screen. Pressing [F8] or [F9] moves the viewing window up to add a line of older data to the top of the screen.

Depression of the [F10] key adds 15 lines—one full page—of newer frames to the frozen trace screen. Depression of [F11] adds 15 lines of older frames.

The MSU displayed on the top line of frozen trace—data will appear as the first frame in the raw—data or data—plus—leads display. To view the raw data that generated a particular line in the trace display, use [F12] or [F13] (or [F1] or [F2]) to move the line in question to the top of the screen. Then press one of the data softkeys.
(B) Trace Columns

There are eleven columns in the Layer 3 display.

1. **Source.** The first column (SRC) identifies the MSU source as DTE (TD) or DCE (RD). Just as on the data—display, RD data is underlined.

![Figure 47-2 SS#7 Layer 3 Protocol Trace.](image)

2. **Network indicator.** The second column (labeled NI) interprets the Network Indicator in a two-character field. The first bit in the two-bit network Indicator is always set to 0 in international signal units; the first bit is set to 1 in all national signal units. On the SS#7 trace, the bit value is represented as an “I” to indicate CCITT international format or “N” to represent national format, whether ANSI or CCITI. The value of the second bit in the Network Indicator is also displayed on the trace screen.

3. **Priority.** The third column (P) displays the value of the Priority code, regardless of format. The Priority code has a value of 0–3 for ANSI (US format). These bits are spare in CCITT International or National format.

4. **Destination point code.** The next column (DPC) provides the Destination Point Code. When the NI field indicates ANSI format (N), three hex bytes are used in the DPC column. CCITT format (I) allocates only 14 bit positions. The 14 bits are displayed as two bytes, with the two left—most bit positions padded with zeros.
5. *Originating point code.* The next column (OPC) provides the Originating Point Code. When the NI field indicates ANSI format (N), three hex bytes are used in the OPC column. CCITT format (I) allocates only 14 bit positions. The 14 bits are displayed as two bytes, with the two left—most bit positions padded with zeros.

6. *Type.* The TYPE column defines the message type (that is, the Service Indicator) for MSUs. The values of the different Service Indicators are given in Table 47-1. For Integrated Services Data Network User Part (ISUP), Network Management (NETM), Telephone User Part (TUP), or Signalling Connection Control Part (SCCP) messages, the header type is given either as an abbreviation or as a hex value. Abbreviations are defined in Table 47-2 through Table 47-5. A hex value appears when the header has no defined abbreviation.

7. *Data.* The DATA column displays up to eight bytes of data in hexadecimal format. The amount of additional data displayed is defined for each message type as shown in Table 47-2 through Table 47-5.

8. *Signalling link selection.* The SLS column gives the hex value (one or two bytes) of the signalling link selection when an SLS is present. Depending on the MSU type, the SLS occupies four or five bits within the MSU. The 4— or 5—bit SLS is always shown as a hex byte in the Layer 3 trace. The three or four remaining bit positions of the byte are padded with zeros.

9. *Circuit identification code.* When a Circuit Identification Code is present, it is listed in the next column. The CIC is a 16—bit field within the MSU and is represented on the trace screen as two hex characters.

10. *Time.* The time of the arrival of the end of the MSU at the DTE or DCE monitor is provided by a 24—hour clock and posted to the trace display. The clock is accurate to the milli— or microsecond.

When time values are incorporated in data, times posted to the trace display will not be affected when recorded data is played back, even at varying speeds. To incorporate time values into recorded data, make the following selections:

- For bit—image data

  **Data To Record:** BIT IMAGE  (Record Setup menu; see Section 7)
  **Time Ticks:** ON  (Front—End Buffer Setup screen; see Section 9)

- For character data

  **Data To Record:** CHARACTER
  **Time Ticks:** ON

  or
11. **Frame checking.** An SS#7 frame ends as soon as a 'F' flag or seven 1–bits in a row are detected. If a flag ends the frame, a frame check is performed and the result is posted both to the data display and to the BCC column of the trace display. The symbol \( \text{\&) \) denotes a good frame check, while \( \text{\&} \) symbolizes a bad frame.

\( \text{\&} \) for abort is posted to the displays when a frame is ended by seven 1–bits.

**NOTE:** In MSUs which are incomplete, the header is expanded if sufficient information is present. Additional unexpanded bytes displayed may include the first FCS byte followed by FF bytes which pad to the end of the frame display.

### 47.3 Monitor Conditions

When the Layer 3 SS#7 personality package is loaded in (via the Layer Setup screen), a set of conditions checks DTE and DCE leads both in monitor and emulate modes. This set of conditions is accessed by the DTE and DCE selections on the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 3. See Figure 47-3.

**Figure 47-3** To monitor line conditions, first select *DTE* or *DCE*.
(A) Message Signal Unit Types

After the keyword DTE (or DCE) is written to the spreadsheet, a rack of softkeys appears that represents types of MSUs. See Figure 47-4.

The Message Signal Units which appear as automatic selections include NETM (Network Management), ISUP (Integrated Services Data Network User Part), SCCP (Signalling Connection Control Part), TUP (Telephone User Part), NTR (Network Test Regular), NTS (Network Test Special), DUP0 or DUP1 (Data User Part 0 and Data User Part 1), and OTHER (for user-specified MSUs). Values for the different MSU types are given in Table 47-1.

Press a softkey to write one of these MSU—types to the Layer 3 spreadsheet. DTE or DCE followed by an MSU—type mnemonic—DTE NETM, for example, or DCE ISUP—is a complete condition and will come true if a matching MSU is monitored.

When you select OTHER as the MSU type, you must specify the value of the four low—order bits for the SIO (Service Indicator Octet). Enter the value of the four low—order bits as a single hexadecimal digit. (Do not use the ~ key.)
Figure 47-5 Selected MSU type determines subsequent softkey selections.

Certain secondary fields appear for the remaining MSU types. The fields for NETM, SCCP, and NTR selections are shown in Figure 47-5. These optional selections for MSUs permit you to specify Network Identifier, Originating Point Code, Destination Point Code, Signalling Link Selection (where applicable), Circuit Identification Code (where applicable), and Header (where applicable). See the spreadsheet example in Figure 47-6.

Figure 47-6 Three optional conditions (HEAD=, OPC=, and DPC=) have been selected for SCCP Message Signal Units on the DTE side.

(B) MSU Header

When certain MSUs are selected, you may also specify the header in the MSU. Selectable headers are available when the MSU selection is NETM, NTR, SCCP, TUP, or ISUP. Header selections for NETM, SCCP, TUP, or ISUP MSUs, their meanings, and their values are given in Table 47-2 through Table 47-5. Header selections for NTR MSUs are given in Note 8.

(C) Network Indicator

Once you have specified an MSU type, you may specify the Network type. Select NI= N to signify a National network; select NI= 1 to indicate an International network.
NOTE: National in this case refers to the value of the first two bits in the Service Indicator Octet. It does NOT distinguish between CCITT National and ANSI (US Standard) format. To designate the appropriate frame structure, you MUST select CCITT or ANSI as a Layer Setup parameter as described in Section 47.1. Legal values in the OPC and DPC fields and the actual data strings anticipated as CONDITIONS on the Protocol Spreadsheet are determined by your Layer Setup selection for Network type.

(D) Originating Point Code

Type in the OPC as hexadecimal digits. (Do not use the ~ key.) The size of this field differs for a CCITT MSU or an ANSI (US Standard) MSU.

In CCITT format, the OPC is a 14-bit field. Type in a two-byte entry (four hex digits), and assume that the two high-order bits of the left-most byte are zeros. (Legal values are 0000 to 3FFF)

In ANSI format, the OPC is a three-byte field. (Legal values are 000000 to FFFFFF)

(E) Destination Point Code

Type in the DPC as hexadecimal digits. (Do not use the ~ key.) As with the OPC, the size of this field varies, depending on the frame structure (CCITT or ANSI) selected as a Layer Setup parameter. Legal entries are the same as for Originating Point Codes.

(F) Signalling Link Selection

MSUs which contain an SLS are listed in Table 47-1.

The SLS occupies four bits in CCITT format. The four high-order bits of the same byte are always zero. Valid entries for CCITT format are 00 to 0F.

In ANSI (US Standard) format, the SLS occupies five low-order bits of a byte, and the three high-order bits of the same byte are set to zero. Valid entries for ANSI format are 00 to 1F.

Enter two hexadecimal digits as the SLS. (Do not press ~.)

(G) Circuit Identification Code

MSUs which contain a CIC are listed in Table 47-1. For ISUP MSUs, the CIC is a two-byte field. Enter the CIC as hexadecimal digits in the range 0000 to FFFF. Do not use the ~ key. For TUP MSUs, enter up to three hexadecimal digits in the range 000 to FFF.
47.4 Display Actions

ENHANCE and SUPPRESS pertain to lines of data on the Layer 3 protocol trace (see Section 47.2). They do not suppress and enhance data on the raw-data display. Raw data is enhanced and suppressed at Layer 1.

DTE and DCE conditions can trigger an ENHANCE or SUPPRESS action. These conditions are active when the INTERVIEW is in monitor mode or in either of the emulate modes.

(A) Enhance

Whenever a DTE or DCE condition comes true at Layer 3, the MSU that satisfied the condition can be enhanced on the SS#7 Layer 3 protocol-trace display, or it can be deleted from the trace completely. In an actions block on the Protocol Spreadsheet, press the ENHANCE softkey—[$E$] on the first rack of action softkeys. Figure 47-7 shows the three softkey subselections beneath ENHANCE. They are REVERSE, BLINK, and LOW.

![Figure 47-7](image)

Figure 47-7 Selected MSUs on the protocol trace may be enhanced or suppressed.

Reverse—image and blink enhancements affect the plasma-display screen. In addition, a low-intensity enhancement can be applied to screens that are transmitted to a black-and-white monitor connected at the RS-170 port at the rear of the INTERVIEW.

Reverse, blink, and low enhancements can be mapped to colors on a color monitor attached at the INTERVIEW's RGB port (Figure 1-6). See Section 18.2 for an explanation of how reverse, blink, and low enhancements relate to character and background colors in the RGB output.
Figure 47-8 shows one screen of a Layer 3 protocol trace in which NETM MSUs have been enhanced in reverse video. The trigger that caused this enhancement was as follows:

**CONDITIONS:** DCE NETM  
**ACTIONS:** ENHANCE REVERSE

---

**B** Suppress

Individual MSUs that are suppressed in Layer 3 actions are deleted from the trace display. Figure 47-7 shows the softkey path to SUPPRES.

### 47.5 Structure of SS#7 Message Signal Units

Figure 47-9 shows the general structure of a Message Signal Unit. Figure 47-10 illustrates how CCITT International or National labels are entered and transmitted. MSU types are defined in Table 47-1. Table 47-2 through Table 47-5 define possible MSU headers for NETM, SCCP, ISUP, and TUP MSUs.

**NOTE:** Structure, unless otherwise stated, reflects the MSU as displayed on the screen, not the actual transmission order of data.

Consult Figure 46-10 and Figure 46-11 for the format of Fill-In Signal Units (FISUs) and Link Status Signal Units (LSSUs). Any information pertinent to SS#7 Layer 2 is included in Section 46.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte 0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5...</th>
<th>n+1 to n+2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7E Flag</td>
<td>BIB</td>
<td>BIB</td>
<td>FLB</td>
<td>FIB</td>
<td>Length Indicator</td>
<td>SIF (Note 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Length in Bits (LSB to right of each byte)

**Figure 47-9** Format of a Message Signal Unit (MSU).
NOTES:

1. The Length Indicator for an MSU has a value of 3 to 63 (3 to 3F, hex).

2. The Service Information Octet contains a Service Indicator (Table 47-1), Bits 3–0 and a Network Indicator, Bits 7–6. In ANSI (US) format only, a Priority Code is present in Bits 5–4. Bits 5–4 are spare in CCITT International or National format.

3. The Signalling Information field contains a Label and a Header. There are two label formats: ANSI (US), a 56-bit format, and CCITT, a 32-bit format. The CCITT National label follows the same format as a CCITT International label (see expansions, this figure). The header is located at Octet 9 in CCITT International or National format and at Octet 12 in ANSI format.

4. The two octets preceding the closing flag are block check results. Only the first octet will appear in SS#7 line data. The second is replaced by a block check symbol (®, ☐, ☑). See Section 10 for an explanation of block checking in Bit-Oriented Protocols.

5. Network Indicators:

   00–01 = CCITT International format
   10–11 = ANSI (US Standard) or CCITT National format

6. The Priority Code has a value of 0–3 for ANSI format. These bits are undefined for CCITT International format. They are also undefined in CCITT National format.

7. A Service Indicator with Bits 3–2 = 01 (in either ANSI or CCITT International or National format) indicates a User Part. The subsequent structure of the signal unit is dependent on the User Part Type and is not reflected by this figure. Values for TUP and ISUP headers are given in Table 47-4 and Table 47-5.
8. The header gives the NETM Header (Table 47-2), SCCP Header (Table 47-3), or NTR/NTS Header.

In NTR/NTS Messages (SIO = 0001), the four low-order bits determine the type:

- 0001 = LTM (Signalling Link Test Message)
- 0010 = LTA (Signalling Link Test Acknowledge)

The four high-order bits are defined as 0001 for Test (NTR/NTS) Messages.

9. Since the label in CCITT International or National format is not byte-aligned, the values displayed in hexadecimal on the INTERVIEW screen are skewed. As a result, CCITT labels must be interpreted as shown in Figure 47-10.
Label values entered in spreadsheet conditions:

- DPC = 3412
- OPC = 0856

Bit sequence that will satisfy the DPC = and OPC = Conditions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte 8</th>
<th>Byte 7</th>
<th>Byte 6</th>
<th>Byte 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEADER</td>
<td>0111</td>
<td>0010</td>
<td>0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLS</td>
<td>0001</td>
<td>0100</td>
<td>0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>0111</td>
<td>0010</td>
<td>0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPC</td>
<td>0001</td>
<td>0010</td>
<td>0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data as it appears (in hex) on INTERVIEW screen or in send string:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte 5</th>
<th>Byte 6</th>
<th>Byte 7</th>
<th>Byte 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0001</td>
<td>0010</td>
<td>0111</td>
<td>0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPC</td>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>DPC</td>
<td>OPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 47-10 CCITT labels are entered and transmitted as shown.
Table 47-1
MSU Service Indicators
(Bits 3–0 of the SIO)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Binary Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NETM (2)</td>
<td>Network Management</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTR (2)</td>
<td>Network Test &amp; Management Regular</td>
<td>0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTS (2)</td>
<td>Network Test &amp; Management Special</td>
<td>0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCCP (2)</td>
<td>Signalling Connection Control Part</td>
<td>0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUP (1)</td>
<td>Telephone User Part</td>
<td>0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISUP (1)</td>
<td>ISDN User Part</td>
<td>0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUP0</td>
<td>Data User Part (Call/Circuit)</td>
<td>0110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUP1</td>
<td>Data User Part (Facility Regis/Canc)</td>
<td>0111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spare</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spare</td>
<td>1001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spare</td>
<td>1010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spare</td>
<td>1011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spare</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spare (3)</td>
<td>1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spare (4)</td>
<td>1110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spare</td>
<td>1111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Contains a CIC.
(2) Contains an SLS.
(3) ECIS6 for ANSI (US Standard) format.
(4) Reserved, if ANSI format.
Table 47-2
Network Management Headers
(Octet 9 for CCITT Format; Octet 12 for ANSI-US Format)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Hex</th>
<th>Added Bytes Shown</th>
<th>ANSI</th>
<th>CCITT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COO</td>
<td>Changeover Order</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COA</td>
<td>Changeover Acknowledgment</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>Changeback Declaration</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA</td>
<td>Changeback Acknowledgment</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO</td>
<td>Emergency Changeover Order</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA</td>
<td>Emergency Changeover Acknowledgment</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>Signalling Route—Set—Congestion—Test</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFC</td>
<td>Transfer Controlled</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFP</td>
<td>Transfer Prohibited</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP (1)</td>
<td>Transfer Cluster Prohibited</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA</td>
<td>Transfer—Prohibited Acknowledgment</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFR</td>
<td>Transfer Restricted</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCR (1)</td>
<td>Transfer Cluster Restricted</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFA</td>
<td>Transfer Allowed</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCA (1)</td>
<td>Transfer Cluster Allowed</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAA</td>
<td>Transfer—Allowed Acknowledgment</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSP (1)</td>
<td>Route—Set—Test Destination Prohibited</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSR (1)</td>
<td>Route—Set—Test Destination Restricted</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP (1)</td>
<td>Route—Set—Test Cluster Prohibited</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCR (1)</td>
<td>Route—Set—Test Cluster Restricted</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN</td>
<td>Link Inhibit</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUN</td>
<td>Link Uninhibit</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIA</td>
<td>Link Inhibit Acknowledgment</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUA</td>
<td>Link Uninhibit Acknowledgment</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LID</td>
<td>Link Inhibit Denied</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFU</td>
<td>Link Forced Uninhibit</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLI (1)</td>
<td>Link Local Inhibit Test</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRI (1)</td>
<td>Link Remote Inhibit Test</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLC</td>
<td>Signalling—Data—Link Connection Order</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>Connection Successful</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS</td>
<td>Connection Not Successful</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNP</td>
<td>Connection Not Possible</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) ANSI (US) format only.
(2) CCITT format only.
(3) CCITT format only, National option.
(4) CCITT format uses the generic Route—Set—Test (RST) for both hex 15 and hex 25. This mnemonic is not presented on the softkey rack: it has been replaced by the ANSI designations RSP and RSR.
Table 47-3
SCCP Message Headers
(Octet 9 for CCITT International or National Format; Octet 12 for ANSI–US Format)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Hex</th>
<th>Added Bytes Shown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Connection Request</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>4+ 4+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Connection Confirm</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>7+ 7+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREF</td>
<td>Connection Refused</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>4+ 4+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLSD</td>
<td>Release</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>7+ 7+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLC</td>
<td>Release Complete</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>6 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT1</td>
<td>Data Form 1</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>6+ 4+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT2</td>
<td>Data Form 2</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>3+ 5+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>Data Acknowledgment</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDT</td>
<td>Unitdata</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>1+ 1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDTS</td>
<td>Unitdata Service</td>
<td>0A</td>
<td>1+ 1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>Expedited Data</td>
<td>0B</td>
<td>4+ 3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>Expedited Data Acknowledgment</td>
<td>0C</td>
<td>3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSR</td>
<td>Reset Request</td>
<td>0D</td>
<td>7+ 7+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSC</td>
<td>Reset Confirmation</td>
<td>0E</td>
<td>6 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERR</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>0F</td>
<td>4+ 4+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Inactivity Test</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 47-4
**Telephone User Part (TUP) Message Headers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Hex</th>
<th>Added Bytes Shown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IAM</td>
<td>Initial Address Message</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAI</td>
<td>Initial Address Message With Additional Information</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>Subsequent Address Message</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAO</td>
<td>Subsequent Address Message With One Signal</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM</td>
<td>General Forward Set-up Information Message</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COT</td>
<td>Continuity Signal</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCF</td>
<td>Continuity-Failure Signal</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRQ</td>
<td>General Request Message</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM</td>
<td>Address Complete Message</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHG</td>
<td>Charging Message</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>Switching-Equipment-Congestion Signal</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGC</td>
<td>Circuit-Group-Congestion Signal</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNC</td>
<td>National-Network-Congestion Signal</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADI</td>
<td>Address Incomplete Signal</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFL</td>
<td>Call-Failure Signal</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSB</td>
<td>Subscriber-Busy Signal</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNN</td>
<td>Unallocated-Number Signal</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS</td>
<td>Line-Out-Of-Service Signal</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SST</td>
<td>Send-Special-Information Tone Signal</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACB</td>
<td>Access Barred Signal</td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPN</td>
<td>Digital Path Not Provided Signal</td>
<td>B5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPR</td>
<td>Misdialed Trunk Prefix</td>
<td>C5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUM</td>
<td>Extended Unsuccessful Backward Set-up Info Message</td>
<td>F5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU</td>
<td>Answer Signal, Unqualified</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANC</td>
<td>Answer Signal, Charge</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Answer Signal, No Charge</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBK</td>
<td>Clear-Back Signal</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLF</td>
<td>Clear-Forward Signal</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAN</td>
<td>Reanswer Signal</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOT</td>
<td>Forward-Transfer Signal</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCL</td>
<td>Calling Party Clear Signal</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAM</td>
<td>Extended Answer Message Indication</td>
<td>F6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLG</td>
<td>Release-Guard Signal</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLO</td>
<td>Blocking Signal</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLA</td>
<td>Blocking-Acknowledgment Signal</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBL</td>
<td>Unblocking Signal</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBA</td>
<td>Unblocking-Acknowledgment Signal</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>Continuity-Check-Request Signal</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSC</td>
<td>Reset-Circuit Signal</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGB</td>
<td>Maintenance Group Blocking</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>Maintenance Group Blocking Acknowledgment</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGU</td>
<td>Maintenance Group Unblocking</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUA</td>
<td>Maintenance Group Unblocking Acknowledgment</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mnemonic</td>
<td>Message</td>
<td>Hex</td>
<td>Added Bytes Shown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGB</td>
<td>Hardware Failure Group Blocking</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBA</td>
<td>Hardware Failure Group Blocking Acknowledgment</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGU</td>
<td>Hardware Failure Group Unblocking</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUA</td>
<td>Hardware Failure Group Unblocking Acknowledgment</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRS</td>
<td>Circuit Group Reset Message</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRA</td>
<td>Circuit Group Reset—acknowledgment Message</td>
<td>A8</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGB †</td>
<td>Software Generated Group Blocking Message</td>
<td>B8</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBA †</td>
<td>Software Generated Group Blocking Acknowledgment</td>
<td>C8</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGU †</td>
<td>Software Generated Group Unblocking Message</td>
<td>D8</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUA †</td>
<td>Software Generated Group Unblocking—Acknowledgment</td>
<td>E8</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFM</td>
<td>CCBS Facility Message</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPM</td>
<td>Called Party Free Message</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPA</td>
<td>Called Party Answer</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSV</td>
<td>Closed User Group Selection/Validation Request</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVM</td>
<td>Closed User Group Validation Check</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRM</td>
<td>Closed User Group Selection/Validation Response</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLI</td>
<td>Connected Line Identity</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† National option.
### Table 47-5
### ISUP Message Headers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Hex</th>
<th>Added Bytes Shown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IAM</td>
<td>Initial Address</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>5+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>Subsequent Address</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INR</td>
<td>Information Request</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COT</td>
<td>Continuity</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM</td>
<td>Address Complete</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOT</td>
<td>Forward Transfer</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANM</td>
<td>Answer</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBM</td>
<td>Unsuccessful Backward Set-up Information</td>
<td>0A</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>Release</td>
<td>0B</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAU</td>
<td>Pause</td>
<td>0D</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RES</td>
<td>Resume</td>
<td>0E</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLSD</td>
<td>Released</td>
<td>0F</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLC</td>
<td>Release Complete</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>Continuity Check Request</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSC</td>
<td>Reset Circuit</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLO</td>
<td>Blocking</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBL</td>
<td>Unblocking</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLA</td>
<td>Blocking Acknowledgment</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBA</td>
<td>Unblocking Acknowledgment</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRS</td>
<td>Reset Circuit Group</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGB</td>
<td>Circuit Group Blocking</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGU</td>
<td>Circuit Group Unblocking</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGBA</td>
<td>Circuit Group Blocking Acknowledgment</td>
<td>1A</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGUA</td>
<td>Circuit Group Unblocking Acknowledgment</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMR</td>
<td>Call Modification Request</td>
<td>1C</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Call Modification Completed</td>
<td>1D</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCM</td>
<td>Reject Connect Modify</td>
<td>1E</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAR</td>
<td>Facility Request</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAA</td>
<td>Facility Accepted</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRJ</td>
<td>Facility Reject</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAD</td>
<td>Facility Deactivated</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAI</td>
<td>Facility Information</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSVR</td>
<td>Closed User Group Selection/Validation Request</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSVSR</td>
<td>Closed User Group Selection/Validation Response</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRS</td>
<td>Delayed Release</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAM</td>
<td>Pass Along</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRA</td>
<td>Reset Circuit Group Acknowledgment</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTERVIEW 8000 Series units now support applications for monitoring and emulation on the SMDS (Switched Multimegabit Data Service) SNI (Subscriber Network Interface) at T1 data rates and DXI (Data Exchange Interface) at T1 and E1 data rates with no additional hardware requirement.

- The SMDS SNI for T1 is defined in Bellcore document TR–TSV–000772 as a public service offering. The SNI is based on 53-byte cells and uses a PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Protocol) to map cells onto the T1 framed data streams.

**NOTE:** The SMDS specifications require all octets are transmitted *most significant bit* first.

To record at these rates with SCSI drive, select the following:

**SETUP:**

- **LINE:**
  - Format: **SYNC**
  - Sync Char: 'F 14'
  - HS Frame Mode: **SMDS**

**RECORD:**

- Capture Memory: **DISK**
- Disk No: **HRD**
- Data To Record: **BIT IMAGE**
- DAT Record Size: **64K**
- Stop at: user choice

- The DXI protocol is used between routers and SMDS DSUs. It is in BOP format with an optional 32-bit CRC.

To record at these rates with SCSI drive, select the following:

**SETUP:**

- **LINE:**
  - Format: **BOP**
  - High Speed Frame Mode: **YES**

**RECORD:**

- Capture Memory: **DISK**
- Disk No: **HRD**
- Data To Record: **BIT IMAGE**
- DAT Record Size: **64K**
- Stop at: user choice
- BCC: **CCITT Polynomial:** CCITT–16 or CCITT–32

Monitoring and emulating at up to 2.048 Mbps circuit may be accomplished using application programs specifically designed for the INTERVIEW 8000 units.
49 ATM

INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO units now support applications for monitoring and emulation in ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) with no additional hardware required:

Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (T1/E1) [OPT—951–232–1] and Emulation with Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (T1/E1) [OPT—951–233–1].

ATM for T1 is defined in the ATM Forum DS1 ATM UNI (draft) Specification and the ITU Draft Documentation I.432 and G.804. ATM is based on 53-byte cells; the INTERVIEW decodes it using either a PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Protocol) to map cells onto the T1 framed data streams (via 576-byte superframe) or the standard ATM HEC (Header Error Control) framing.

49.1 Recording ATM over T1/E1 Data with the INTERVIEW

To record T1/E1 data at ATM rates with a SCSI drive in an INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO unit, setup the following parameters:

SETUP:  

| **Format:** | SYNC |
| Sync Character: | \(\text{\_}\text{\_}\text{\_}\) (when using PLCP framing; otherwise not applicable) |
| HS Frame Mode: | ATM |
| HEC CRC—8 Coset: | 5s |
| Payload Scrambled: | user choice |
| PLCP Framing: | user choice |

RECORD:  

| Capture Memory: | DISK |
| Disk No: | BYTE |
| Data To Record: | BIT IMAGE |
| DAT Record Size: | 64K |
| Stop at: | user choice |

49.2 Overview

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a technology that offers the “bandwidth on demand” features of packet-switching with the high speeds required for LAN and WAN networks today. This cell-relay technology operates independently of the type of
transmission being generated at the upper level and of the type and speed of the physical layer medium being used. This allows sending of virtually any type of transmission (e.g., voice, data, video) in a single integrated data stream operating over any medium ranging from existing T1/E1 lines to SONET OC-3 at speeds of 1.5 to 155 Mbps — and faster.

The technology permits both public (i.e., RBOC or local carrier) and private (i.e., LAN or LAN-to-internal switch) ATM networks. This capability gives a seamless and transparent (to the user) connection from one end user to another, whether in the same building or across two continents.

(A) OSI Layer Similarity

At the end user site, ATM operates with a layered structure similar to the OSI 7-layered model. However, ATM only addresses the lower two layers of this model:

- Layer 1 — Physical Medium
- Layer 2 — Data Link

All other layers are only part of the encapsulated information portion of the cell, which is passed transparently through the ATM network.

These two OSI layers are handled by three layers for ATM:

- Physical Layer — This layer defines the medium for transmission, any medium-dependent parameters (e.g., the Quality of Service requirements), and the framing used to find the data contained within the medium.
- ATM Layer — This layer provides the basic 53-byte cell format and defines the cell header content.
- ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) — This layer adapts the higher-level data into formats compatible with the ATM Layer requirements. It is dependent on the type of service(s) being transported by the higher layer.

When the end user sends traffic over the ATM network, the higher-level data unit is passed down to the AAL Layer, which prepares the data for the ATM Layer as appropriate for the AAL protocol being used. This can include padding the data unit to a fixed length, adding headers and/or trailers for error checking and higher-level routing, and segmentation (with or without additional information added to the subunits).

The prepared data unit or segment is then passed down to the ATM Layer, which affixes a necessary 5-byte ATM header to the segment. This 53-byte ATM cell is then passed down to the Physical Layer for transmission (HEC framing) or packaging into a Physical Layer Convergence Protocol superframe (PLCP framing).
(B) AAL Protocols

Four AAL protocols have been defined for use in ATM networks. These protocols loosely correspond to specific data classes, but are not necessarily exclusive to that data type:

- **AAL 1** — Constant bit rate, connection-oriented, synchronous traffic (e.g., uncompressed voice)
- **AAL 2** — Variable bit rate, connection-oriented, synchronous traffic (e.g., compressed video)
- **AAL 3/4** — Variable bit rate, connection-oriented, asynchronous traffic (e.g., X.25 data) or connectionless packet data (e.g., LAN traffic) with additional information on segmentation and cell order
- **AAL 5** — Variable bit rate, connection-oriented, asynchronous traffic (e.g., X.25 data) or connectionless packet data (e.g., LAN traffic) with a simplified information scheme for resegmentation

Examples of data flow for the commonly used AAL 3/4 and AAL 5 protocols are given on the next few pages.
49.3 AAL 1 Protocol

![Diagram of AAL 1 Protocol](image)

The AAL 1 example shown in Figure 49-1 follows the flow of a 141-byte message (Service Data Unit) from the end user to the ATM Layer. The SDU is passed unchanged through the Convergence Sublayer to the Segmentation and Reassembly Sublayer (SAR). The steps to accomplish this are documented in the following pages in Figure 49-2 through Figure 49-4.
Figure 49-2  AAL 1 protocol: the SAR sublayer divides the entire PDU into 47-byte segments from the beginning and adds a 1-byte header to each segment.

The AAL 1 example follows the flow of a 141-byte message (Service Data Unit) from the end user to the ATM Layer. The SDU is passed unchanged through the Convergence Sublayer to the Segmentation and Reassembly Sublayer (SAR).

Figure 49-2 shows that the SAR sublayer divides the entire PDU into 47-byte segments from the beginning and adds a 1-byte header to each segment. This header adds information concerning the sequencing of the segments and providing an error-check mechanism.

The 1-byte SAR header consists of the following, as shown in Figure 49-3:

- **SN** — Sequence Number, a 4-bit field which indicates the sequence number information for this segment.
- **SNP** — Sequence Number Protection, a 4-bit field which provides the error-checking mechanism for the SAR header.
Figure 49-3 AAL 1 protocol: the 1-byte SAR header consists of two 4-bit fields: SN and SNP. Each of these fields is in turn subdivided into a 3-bit and a 1-bit field.

The Sequence Number portion of the header is further subdivided into two subfields, as shown in Figure 49-3:

- **CSI** — Convergence Sublayer Indications, a 1-bit subfield which is used to convey CS-specific information. This is not utilized for all AAL 1 implementations.

- **SC** — Sequence Count, a 3-bit sequence number for the entire CS-PDU. This is generated by the CS and remains constant for all segments created from that CS-PDU.

The Sequence Number Protection portion of the header is also subdivided into two subfields, as shown in Figure 49-3:

- **CRC** — Cyclical Redundancy Check, a 3-bit sequence that functions as an error check for the SN field only.

- **EPC** — Even Parity Check, a 1-bit check of the previous 7 bits of the header, i.e., the SN field and the CRC subfield.
This SAR-PDU (segment) becomes the transparent 48-byte payload for the ATM cell. As shown in Figure 49-4, a 5-byte ATM header is then added to the segment to create the ATM cell. This header contains the information necessary to transport the cell to its destination, identify the payload type, assign the cell a loss priority, and provide an error-checking mechanism.

The ATM header consists of the following fields:

- **GFC** — Generic Flow Control, of local significance only and used to provide standardized local functions on the end user premises.
- **VPI** — Virtual Path Identifier, which with the VCI provides the routing from node to node throughout the network from end user to destination.
- **VCI** — Virtual Channel Identifier (see above).
- **PT** — Payload Type, used to indicate if the cell contains user information or flow control information. This 3-bit field may also be used to indicate network congestion or network resource management information.
- **CLP** — Cell Loss Priority, to optionally indicate cells that may be discarded when congestion occurs.
- **HEC** — Header Error Control, used to detect bit errors in the ATM Header only.
### 49.4 AAL 3/4 Protocol

![Diagram of AAL 3/4 Protocol]

The AAL 3/4 example shown in Figure 49-5 follows the flow of a 121-byte message (Service Data Unit) from the end user to the ATM Layer. The steps to accomplish this are documented in the following pages in Figure 49-6 through Figure 49-9.

![Figure 49-5 AAL3/4 protocol: transformation of a 121-byte CPCS-SDU message from the end user into a 53-byte ATM cell.](image-url)
The SDU is passed to the Convergence Sublayer, where a 4-byte header and a 4-byte trailer are added to the front and end of the SDU (see Figure 49-6). In addition, the data segment is padded with 0 to 3 bytes of data at the end, as necessary, to make the entire Protocol Data Unit (PDU) size a multiple of 4 bytes. (In our example, the pad is 3 bytes.)

The Common Part Convergence Sublayer (CPCS) header consists of the following:

- **CPI** — Common Part Indicator, used to interpret the remainder of the fields in the header and the trailer added for this sublayer.
- **Btag** — Beginning Tag, an “error check” for this segment. The value in this field is also placed in the Etag field of the trailer, allowing a quick comparison after receipt to determine if the PDU has been corrupted.
- **BASize** — Buffer Allocation Size, encoded to indicate the CPCS-PDU payload length.

The CPCS trailer consists of the following:

- **AL** — Alignment, used to make the trailer size 4 bytes and passed transparently through the network.
- **Etag** — End Tag (see Btag)
- **Length** — Used to indicate the length of the PDU payload. This field is encoded to indicate the number of counting units in the length of the payload, with the counting unit size indicated in the CPI of the header.
Figure 49-7 AAL3/4 protocol: The entire CPCS-PDU is then passed to the Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR) sublayer for further processing.

Figure 49-7 shows that the entire CPCS-PDU is then passed to the Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR) sublayer for further processing. This sublayer divides the entire PDU into 44-byte segments from the beginning and adds a 2-byte header and a 2-byte trailer to each segment. These headers and trailers add information concerning the segment order and provide a cyclical redundancy check (CRC) for the segment.
The SAR header consists of the following:

- **ST** — Segment Type, one of the four possible segment types: Beginning of Message (BOM), Continuation of Message (COM), End of Message (EOM), or Single Segment Message (SSM).

  **NOTE:** In the example above, the EOM is a full 44 bytes in length. This will not necessarily be true of all PDUs, as the only requirement is that of maintaining a PDU length divisible by 4 bytes. Therefore, this segment will contain whatever portion remains after all of the previous 44-byte segments have been created by the segmentation process padded with zeroes as necessary.

- **SN** — Sequence Number, allowing the stream of SAR Service Data Units (SDUs) to be numbered using modulo 16 in order to provide a "loss of segment" check for each full PDU that is segmented.

- **MID** — Multiplexing Identification, used to multiplex CPCS connections on a single ATM Layer connection, when applicable

The SAR trailer consists of two parts:

- **LI** — Length Indication, binary encoded to indicate the number of bytes of the CPCS—PDU are contained in the payload portion of the segment. For the BOM and COM segments this value must be 44. For EOM segments, the value can range from 4 to 44 as appropriate. For SSM segments, permissible values range from 8 to 44.

- **CRC** — Cyclical Redundancy Check, a 10-bit sequence that functions as an error check for the entire SAR—SDU, including the header, payload, and the LI field of the trailer.

This SAR—PDU is then handed down to the ATM Layer for further processing.
This SAR—PDU (segment) becomes the transparent 48-byte payload for the ATM cell (see Figure 49-9). A 5-byte ATM header is then added to the segment to create the ATM cell. This header contains the information necessary to transport the cell to its destination, identify the payload type, assign the cell a loss priority, and provide an error-checking mechanism.

The ATM header consists of the following fields:

- **GFC** — Generic Flow Control, of local significance only and used to provide standardized local functions on the end user premises.

- **VPI** — Virtual Path Identifier, which with the VCI provides the routing from node to node throughout the network from end user to destination. See Table 49-1 for pre-defined header field values.

- **VCI** — Virtual Channel Identifier (see VPI, above).

- **PT** — Payload Type, used to indicate if the cell contains user information or flow control information. This 3-bit field may also be used to indicate network congestion or network resource management information. See Table 49-1 for pre-defined header field values and Table 49-2 for PT encoding.

- **CLP** — Cell Loss Priority, to optionally indicate cells that may be discarded when congestion occurs. See Table 49-1 for pre-defined header field values.

- **HEC** — Header Error Control, used to detect bit errors in the ATM Header only.
### Table 49-1
Pre-defined Header Field Values †

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Value(^1,2,3,4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Octet 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unassigned cell indication</td>
<td>00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-signalling (default) (^5,7)</td>
<td>00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-signalling (^5,7)</td>
<td>0000yyyy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Broadcast signalling (default) (^5)</td>
<td>00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Broadcast signalling (^6)</td>
<td>0000yyyy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-to-point signalling (default) (^5)</td>
<td>00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-to-point signalling (^6)</td>
<td>0000yyyy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid Pattern</td>
<td>xxx0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment OAM F4 flow cell (^7)</td>
<td>0000aaaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End—to—End OAM F4 flow cell (^7)</td>
<td>0000aaaa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. \(a\) indicates that the bit is available for use by the appropriate ATM layer function.
2. \(x\) indicates "don’t care" bits.
3. \(y\) indicates any VPI value other than 00000000.
4. \(z\) indicates that the originating signalling entity shall set the CLP bit to 0. The network may change the value of the CLP bit.
5. Reserved for user signalling with the local exchange.
6. Reserved for signalling with other signalling entities (e.g., other users or remote networks).
7. The transmitting ATM entity shall set bit 2 of octet 4 to zero. The receiving ATM entity shall ignore bit 2 of octet 4.

### Table 49-2
Payload Type Indicator Encoding †

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PTI Coding (MSB first)</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>User data cell, congestion not experienced, SDU—type = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001 (^*)</td>
<td>User data cell, congestion not experienced, SDU—type = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>User data cell, congestion experienced, SDU—type = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011 (^*)</td>
<td>User data cell, congestion experienced, SDU—type = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Segment OAM F5 flow related cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>End—to—end OAM F5 flow related cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Reserved for future traffic control and resource management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>Reserved for future functions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^*\) This coding indicates this is the end of a SAR—PDU segment for AAL 5

† Table information from *ATM Forum UNI Specification*, Subsections 3.4.4 and 3.4.5, respectively
49.5 AAL 5 Protocol

The AAL 5 example follows the flow of a 92-byte message (Service Data Unit) from the end user to the ATM Layer. The procedure is further broken down and explained in Figure 49-11 and Figure 49-12.
Figure 49-11 AAL 5 protocol: the SDU is passed to the Convergence Sublayer, where an 8-byte trailer is added to the end of the SDU.

Figure 49-11 illustrates the SDU is passed to the Convergence Sublayer, where an 8-byte trailer is added to the end of the SDU. In addition, the data segment is padded with 0–47 bytes of data at the end, as necessary, to place the trailer at the end of the last 48-byte segment. (In our example, the pad is 44 bytes.)

The CPCS trailer consists of the following:

- **CPCS-UU** — CPCS User-to-User indication, used to transparently transfer CPCS information from the origination user to the destination user.
- **CPI** — Common Part Indicator, used to align the CPCS-PDU trailer to the 32-bit boundary.
- **Length** — Used to indicate the length of the CPCS payload (not including the PAD bytes).
- **CRC** — Cyclical Redundancy Check, a 32-bit error check for the entire contents of the CPCS-PDU, including the payload, the PAD field, and the first 4 bytes of the trailer.

This entire CPCS-PDU is then handed to the SAR sublayer for segmentation.
The SAR sublayer segmentation for AAL 5 consists solely of dividing the CPCS-PDU into 48-byte segments. These segments are then handed down to the ATM Layer, where the ATM Header is added to create the 53-byte ATM cells.

NOTE: Refer to the AAL 3/4 explanation for details of the AAL 5 header format. The ATM Header structure is the same for all AAL types, with one exception for the AAL 5 format: two of the Payload Type codes identify the end cell of a SAR-PDU segment. The footnote of Table 49-2 for the Payload Type encoding describes the end cell PT codes as:

- 001 User data cell, congestion not experienced, SDU-type = 1
- 011 User data cell, congestion experienced, SDU-type = 1
### 49.6 Operations and Maintenance (OAM) Cells

The INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO Series also supports one additional format in ATM over T1/E1. The Operations and Maintenance (OAM) cells are used to provide various maintenance functions within the ATM network, including connectivity verification and alarm surveillance. These cells consist of a single segment with the following 48-byte format:

- **OAM Cell Type** — A 4-bit indicator of the type of OAM cell (e.g., 0001 to indicate Fault Management).
- **Function Type** — A 4-bit indicator of the purpose for this particular OAM cell (i.e., Alarm Indication Signal, Far End Receive Failure, Loopback).
- **Function—Specific Fields** — Functions and information for this cell (up to 45 bytes), used to denote destination and failure information.
- **CRC** — Cyclical Redundancy Check, a 10-bit error check for the OAM payload, including the type indicators and the function—specific fields.

This 48-byte OAM cell is passed to the ATM Layer, which adds the ATM Header to create the 53-byte ATM cell.

---

**Figure 49-13** Operations and Maintenance (OAM) cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OAM Cell Type (4 bits)</th>
<th>Function Type (4 bits)</th>
<th>Function-Specific Fields (45 bytes)</th>
<th>CRC — 10* (2 bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATM Header (5 bytes)</td>
<td></td>
<td>OAM Cell Payload</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GFC (4 bits) VPI (1 byte) VCI (2 bytes) HEC (1 byte)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PT (3 bits) CLP (1 bit)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Consists of the 10-bit CRC and 6 bits of PAD.*
49.7 ATM Framing: HEC and PLCP

Two types of framing for ATM are supported by the INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO Series: HEC (Header Error Control) framing and PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Protocol) framing.

For HEC framing, the ATM cells (regardless of AAL format) are streamed across the physical medium of the ATM network as processed by the ATM Layer and the Header Error Control values are used to achieve synchronization. With this format, alignment is achieved when the appropriate number of successive cells with good HEC values are detected (six is recommended). Cell Delineation Loss or loss of synchronization occurs when an appropriate number of successive HEC errors are detected (seven is recommended).

Figure 49-14 illustrates PLCP, the alternate framing mode. PLCP framing bundles 10 ATM cells into a superframe that adds 4 bytes of information to the beginning of each cell. The first two bytes of this information (A1 and A2) act as a 2-byte synchronization sequence. The next byte (P9 to P0) is the path overhead indicator for each ATM cell in the superframe. The fourth byte (Z4 to Z1, F1, B1, G1, M2-M1, and C1) is the path overhead for the superframe. These consist of Growth octets (Z4-Z1), Bit-Interleaved Parity (B1), PLCP Path Status (G1), Cycle/Stuff Counter (C1), and three fields (F1, M1, and M2) that are irrelevant to the ATM network.

![Figure 49-14 PLCP frame format.](image)

In addition, a 6-byte trailer is added when T1 is utilized. This trailer consists of the same character (c) repeated six times and is used to increase the superframe to the required 576-byte size for T1. It serves no other purpose.
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ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL), in ATM, 49–2
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AAL 3/4, 49–12
AAL 5, 49–16
in ATM, AAL 1, 49–7
ATM Layer, in ATM, 49–2
Auto Configure, screen in automonitor mode, 6–3
Auto-indent, editor command, 30–9
Automatic OSI primitives. See Primitives
Automatic X.25 Layer 2, 37–36

Automonitor mode
setting up, 5–3
stage in autoconfiguration displayed in Status
field, 6–3
updates Line Setup screen, 6–4
with no clock, speed defaults to 168 kbps, 6–4
Autosync, subfield on Line Setup menu, 5–8,
5–12, 5–13
AUX I/O, connector, 1–11
AUX leads, 1–11
AUX outputs, on/off, Layer 1 emulate-mode ac-
ction, 32–12
Auxiliary TTL connector, 1–11
Average, column on Tabular Statistics screen,
21–6, 21–11, 31–10

B

Back panel, 1–8
fan, 1–10
fan filter, clean to prevent overheating, 1–10
frequency selection, 1–9
Input/Output connectors, 1–10
AUXILIARY TTL, 1–11
CRT/RGB, 1–11
ISDN handset, 1–10
PRINTER, 1–10
REMOTE RS–232, 1–10
RS–170 composite video, 1–11
on/off (power) switch, 1–10
power connector, 1–8
voltage selection, 1–8

Backslash, entry of inside prompt message, 31–12
Bad, Summary subfields on Disk Maintenance menu, 14–8

Bad BCC
adjunct to monitor–frame condition
  LAPD, 43–14, 43–15
  SDLC, 39–15, 39–17
  X.25 Layer 2, 37–14, 37–15
adjunct to send–frame action
  LAPD, 43–25
  SDLC, 39–27
  X.25 Layer 2, 37–28
adjunct to send–string action, Layer 1, single–port, 32–11
appended to transmit string, 10–5
as condition, 10–5
monitor/receive condition, Layer 1, 32–4
  operational only when Rcv Blk Chk enabled, 32–4
overlay, 10–3

Baudot, no default BCC parameters, 10–10

BCC
See also Block checking
cross between a Layer 1 and Layer 2 function, 32–4
Layer 1 condition, 32–4
  operational only when Rcv Blk Chk enabled, 32–4
subfield on Trigger Setup menu, 10–5, 26–4
trace column
  LAPD, 43–9
  Q.931, 44–8
  SDLC, 39–11
  SNA–SDLC, 40–6
  SS#7 Layer 2, 46–6, 47–7
  X.25 Layer 2, 37–11
  X.25 Layer 3, 38–14

BCC Setup, overview of screen, 2–12

BERT
“force–loopback” programming example, 11–21–11–22
analyze–only mode, 11–18
automatic error injection, 11–14
  enabling/disabling by softkey, 11–18
status message, 11–21
block size, 11–13
clearing counters, 11–6
clearing the results screen, 11–18
counters, 11–19
five pseudorandom patterns, 11–3
  algorithms, 11–3
freeze mode, 11–17
half duplex, 11–6
“receive and analyze” versus “generate” mode, 11–6
  initiating the send–receive cycle, 11–7
manual error injection, 11–18
operating mode, selected on Line Setup menu, 11–5
patterns, 11–7
reinitializing a running test, 11–18
relation of BERT Setup menu to Interface Control screen, 11–7
relation of BERT Setup menu to Line Setup menu, 11–6, 11–14
results, 11–19
statistics display, 11–19
synchronous versus asynchronous, 11–15
test length, 11–14

BERT modes, setting up, 5–4
BERT Setup, overview of screen, 2–12

Binary display, of cursor characters, 6–15
in relation to order of transmission, 6–15

Bisync
CRC mode, 10–14
  advantage over selectable mode, 10–14
field on BCC Setup menu, 10–12
sample Line Setup, 5–18

Bit mask
in Protocol Spreadsheet strings, 33–3
in Receive string condition, 25–7
in Suppress field, 6–11
to detect XON and XOFF only, 6–12

Bit Mask key, 3–6

Bit order
in relation to hexadecimal notation, 6–14
in relation to pattern sync in BERT, 11–11
  normal versus reverse, 5–16

Bit Order/Polarity, field on Line Setup menu, 5–16, 11–15
  significance in BERT testing, 11–16
Bit−image data, 7−3
playback, 7−4

Bits
field on Line Setup menu, 5−7, 11−15
in BERT testing, 11−15
number of, in setup, 5−7

Bits In Error, BERT counter, 11−20

Blnk, subfield on Trigger Setup menu, 26−7

Block
component of BERT test, 11−13
editor command, 30−5

Block checking
automatically on for BOP, 10−4
distinction between transmitting and evaluating BCC, 10−3
enabling BCC overlays, 5−13, 10−3
for DDCMP
automatically on, 41−1
data BCC may be tested as event variable in C, 41−2
header BCC only may be tested by trigger, 41−2
looking under BCC overlay, 10−4
parameters defined on BCC Setup menu, 10−6
result used as trigger condition, 10−5

Block Size, field on BERT Setup menu, 11−13

Blocks In Error, BERT counter, 11−20

Blocks Received, BERT counter, 11−20

Blocks Sent, BERT counter, 11−20

Boot-up
creating a user interface, HRD/usr/user_intrf, 2−4
enable Easy View, /sys/ezview_setup, 2−3
distinction between transmitting and evaluating BCC, 10−3
enabling BCC overlays, 5−13, 10−3
for DDCMP
automatically on, 41−1
data BCC may be tested as event variable in C, 41−2
header BCC only may be tested by trigger, 41−2
looking under BCC overlay, 10−4
parameters defined on BCC Setup menu, 10−6
result used as trigger condition, 10−5

Call Request
as character data, 38−9
as entry on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38−6
as packet on trace display, 38−8
send−packet action, X.25 Layer 3, 38−32
sent up (as primitive) from Layer 2, 34−9

Capturing user data, may be longer than ten character spaces, 38−7

CALL_CONF, send action, X.25 Layer 3, 38−31

CALLED, field on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38−6

Calling address, entered in CALLED field on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38−6

CALLING, field on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38−6

Calling address, entered in CALLING field on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38−6

Capture, field on Trigger Setup menu, 26−11
Capture data to screen (on/off), Layer 1 action, single−port, 32−16
Capture Memory, field on Record Setup menu, 7−4, 7−6, 7−10, 14−10
Capture memory
See also Data capture; Recording data
Freeze key, 3–11
Carriage Return, produced by operation of CTRL and M keys, 33–1
Cause byte
adjunct to Restart, Reset, Clear, and Reg Confirm actions, 38–36
adjunct to Restart, Reset, Clear, and Reg Confirm conditions, 38–20
listed for Restart, Clear, and Reg Confirm packets, 38–22
listed for Restart packet, 38–21
listed for Send Clear actions, 38–37
CCITT
format, SS#7 Layer 3, 47–4
Open Systems Interconnection model,
24–4–24–8
See also Layers
CCSS#7. See SS#7
CD
available for triggering, 32–5
field on RS–232 Interface Control menu, 11–4, 11–6
CD on/off, Layer 1 Emulate DCE action, 32–12
Cell relay, for ATM, 49–1
Chaining, of programs via Load Program action, 31–19
Change Directory, File Maintenance, menu selection, 15–18
Change idle character, Layer 1 action, single-port, 32–13
Char, subfield on Line Setup menu, 5–13
Character buffer, 7–4
capacity, 6–27
data, 7–3
playback, 7–4
recording, 7–11
storage capacity, 1–16
Character data
buffer correlation with trace data, 6–27
display of
accessed by DATA softkey, 6–7
dual line, 6–8
single line, 6–8
Character field, defined, 38–7
Circuit Identifier Code (CIC), SS#7 Layer 3, 47–6, 47–10
Clear, editor command, 30–5
Clear key, 30–4
in Easy View, 4–16
in menu fields, 3–7
in spreadsheet, 3–7
Clear path, emulate-mode action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–41
Clear statistical accumulator values, 31–15
Clear statistical counter values, layer–independent action, 31–10
Clear statistical timer values, layer–independent action, 31–11
Clock
field on Line Setup menu, 11–16
in BERT testing, 11–16
signal, 1–17
See also Speed
time–of–day, 1–17
See also Date/Time Setup
Clock Source, field on Line Setup menu, 5–15
Code
field on Line Setup menu, 5–6, 10–9, 11–14, 11–15
significance in BERT testing, 11–14
standard codes, 5–6
Color display
color graphics, 18–6
connectors for external monitors, 18–3
miscellaneous utilities, 18–3–18–6
selectable options, 18–4–18–5
background color, 18–5
blink, 18–5
color, 18–5
trigger control of, 18–5–18–6
Command
field on File Maintenance menu, 3–6
in Easy View script file, 20–25
Command addressing, adjunct to send–frame action, X.25 Layer 2, 37–24
Comment, 28–14
debugging tool, 28–15
delimiters, 28–14
length of, 28–14
location on spreadsheet, 28–14–28–15
purpose of, 28–15
valid characters, 28–14
Common Channel Signalling System #7. See SS#7
Compilation
automatic during LPRGRM save, 15–16
automatic during object–code save, 15–16
error diagnostics, 2–18
fields that can be modified without causing re-
compile, 2–17
rerun without recompiling, 2–16
seven phases, 2–16

Compile, File Maintenance
compiles contents of file or spreadsheet, 15–22
compiling spreadsheet generates #pragma
hooks, 15–23
menu selection, 15–22

Conditions
EIA, fails to come true, 2–22
Layer 1
dual-port, 32–6
single-port, 32–1
layer-independent, 31–3–31–7
counters in linkable-object files, 28–12
Protocol Spreadsheet
 naming requirements, 31–1
programming block, 28–8
comments in, 28–15
rules for combining conditions, 31–2
transitional vs. status, 31–2, 31–6

Confirm primitives, 34–5

CONNECT IND primitive, example on spread-
sheet, 34–7

CONNECT REQ primitive, example on spread-
sheet, 34–8

Connectors
back panel, 1–8
power, back panel, 1–8
RGB, 18–3
RS–170 video, 18–3
RS–232 printer connector, 16–3
Test Interface Module, 1–12–1–20

Constants, 29–3–29–7
 expansion of, 29–7
fox message, 33–4
in Receive string condition, 25–8
in spreadsheet string, 33–3
legal names of, 29–4
nesting of, 29–6
Protocol Spreadsheet, 24–8
 programming block, 28–8
comments in, 28–14
referencing, 29–5
scope of, 29–4
transmitting, 33–4

Control characters
data-entry of, 33–1
enhancement of via bit mask, 6–13

Control leads
See also EIA leads
playback, 2–20
of bit-image data, 2–20, 9–5
of character data, 2–20, 9–5

Copy
editor command, 30–6
File Maintenance, menu selections, 15–18

Counter
accumulated, 31–15
condition
Protocol Spreadsheet, 21–4, 31–5
when used in linkable-object files, 28–12
Trigger Setup menus, 21–4, 25–11
identified by name on statistics screen, 21–4
layer-independent action, 31–8
maximum value vs. maximum stat display, 31–6
may be identified on statistics screen following
run, 21–6
printing line of tabular statistics for, 31–16
relational operators, 31–5
shared between spreadsheet and Trigger Setup
menus, 31–5, 31–9
transmitted, 33–4

CPCS header, in ATM, AAL 3/4, 49–9
CPCS trailer, in ATM
AAL 3/4, 49–9
AAL 5, 49–15

CR control character, 3–6

CRC Mode, field on BCC Setup menu, 10–9,
10–12, 10–14, 10–16

CRT/RGB connector, 1–11

CTS
available for triggering, 32–5
field on RS–232 Interface Control menu, 11–4,
11–6

CTS on/off, Layer 1 Emulate DCE action, 32–12

Current, column on Tabular Statistics screen,
31–10, 31–11

Current Date, field on Date/Time Setup menu,
17–3

Current directory
File Maintenance screen, 15–11
filing system, 15–4

Current Time, field on Date/Time Setup menu,
17–3

Cursor keys
in Easy View, 4–7, 4–16
in spreadsheet, 3–9
may be programmed in the Display Window, 3–12, 6–23
on menu screens, 3–8
used to control playback speed, 3–12

Cursor timing
in data—plus—leads displays, 6–16
Mark key, 6–16

D
D, trace column, X.25 Layer 3, 38–13
D bit
adjunct to monitor/receive—packet condition, 38–18
adjunct to send—packet action, 38–36
position diagrammed, 38–13
value selectable for Call and Call Confirm packets as well as Data, 38–19
DAT, source of playback data from disk, 5–5
DAT Record Size, field on Record Setup menu, 7–7
DATA, field on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38–7

Data
See also Character data
ATM transmission, 49–2
bit—image data, 7–3
buffered automatically in FEB, 9–3
character—oriented, 7–3

Data acquisition tracks, 14–3

Data capture, 2–20
See also Playback; Recording data
manual control of, 7–12
RAM, data storage, 1–16
trigger control of, 7–11

Data compression, SS#7, Layer 1, 45–4

Data display, black and white enhancements, 18–6

DATA IND primitive, example on spreadsheet, 34–9

Data packet
monitor/receive condition, X.25 Layer 3, 38–15
send action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–31

Data playback, control of, 7–10

Data plus leads
cursor timing, 6–16
display available during playback, 9–5
display enabled/disabled by FEB setup, 9–5
display of, 6–9
control leads selected for, 6–9
softkey access, 6–9
failure of leads to transition, 2–23

DATA REQ primitive, example on spreadsheet, 34–9

Data source, connection to, 1–19
Data suppression, SS#7, Layer 1, 45–5

Data to Record, field on Record Setup menu, 7–7
Data Transfer, Disk Maintenance, menu selection, 14–9

Data transfer
INTERVIEW 5, 10, 15 PLUS data, 14–12–14–18

prior to playback, 7–4
Date/Time Setup, 17–3

menu selections, 17–2
set date, 17–3
set time, 17–3

Day of month, as trigger condition, 31–6

DCE, monitor condition
LAPD, 43–9
Layer 1, 32–3
Q.931, 44–9
SDLC, 39–12
SS#7 Layer 2, 46–7, 47–7
X.25 Layer 2, 37–11
X.25 Layer 3, 38–15

DCE2, monitor condition, Layer 1, 32–8

DDCMP, Layer 1 package, 41–1

Decimal field, defined, 38–6

Decrement counter, layer—dependent action, 31–10
Decrement flag byte, as 16—bit binary counter, layer—dependent action, 31–14

Default menus, how to change, 2–6
Delete
editor command, 30–5
File Maintenance, menu selection, 15–22
Delete Char key, 3–7, 30–4
in Easy View, 4–16
Delete Line key, 3–7, 30–4

Descript, Summary subfields on Disk Maintenance menu, 14–7

Destination Point Code (DPC), SS#7 Layer 3, 47–10

Diagnostic byte
adjunct to Restart, Reset, Clear, Diag, and Reg Confirm conditions, 38–23
adjunct to Restart, Reset, Clear, Diag, and Reg
Confirm send actions, 38–38
entered as two hex digits, 38–23

Directories
/sys, 15–6
/usr, 2–4, 15–6
/usr/default, 2–6
absolute pathnames, 15–5
directory listings, 15–11
filing system, how to create, 15–5
naming conventions, 15–7
relative pathnames, 15–6
root (/) directory, 15–4
write-protected, 15–11

DISABLE, mode on Line Setup screen, 5–5

Disk drives, 1–6
current disk, filing system, 15–10
drive references and priority, 14–3
filing systems, moving from disk to disk, 15–5
microfloppies
compatibility, 1–6
write protection, 1–6
microfloppy disks, storage capacity, 1–6
Winchester hard disk, 1–7

Disk Maintenance, 14–3–14–18
allocating disk space, 14–3
command
Data Transfer, 14–9
Disk Summary, 14–7
Duplicate Disk, 14–11
Format Disk, 14–4
INT 10, 14–12–14–18
data acquisition tracks, 14–3
data transfer, 15–7
description of disks, 14–3
initializing system, INTERVIEW 7000, 2–3
installing new system software, 2–7
menu selections, 14–2, 14–4–14–18
overview, 2–15

Disk Name, subfield on Disk Maintenance menu, 14–5

Disk No
field on Line Setup menu, 7–4
field on Record Setup menu, 7–6, 7–10

Disk Number, subfield on Disk Maintenance menu, 14–5

Disk Summary, Disk Maintenance, menu selection, 14–7

Display, electroluminescent (EL), 1–4

Display Abort
field on Line Setup menu, 25–6
subfield of BOP Format, 5–14
subfield on Line Setup menu, 5–14

Display Idle
field on Line Setup menu, 32–13
subfield on Line Setup menu, 5–13, 6–10, 9–3, 9–4
cannot display idle if suppressed in FEB, 9–4

Display Mode, field on Display Setup menu, 6–7, 6–18

Display Program Warning Messages, Easy View Setup menu field, 19–4

Display Setup
menu selections, 6–2
traces, 2–23

Display Setup screen, overview, 2–11

Display States, field on Display Setup menu, 6–20, 31–19

Display Window
cursor keys under programmer’s control, 6–23
display mode, 6–23
softkey labels under programmer’s control, 6–24

DL data, 34–10

DL_CONNECT CONF
entered manually at Layer 2 to “fool” Layer 3
into thinking there is a link, 38–46
primitive forced up by user program at Layer 2, 34–6
primitive sent upward by Layer 2 to confirm the link, 34–9

DL_CONNECT IND
action primitive at Layer 2, 34–3
condition primitive at Layer 3, 34–3

DL_CONNECT REQ
automatic when data primitives are passed down
by Layer 3, 35–1
primitive passed down from Layer 3, 34–8
primitive triggered automatically by Layer 3
Send action, 34–6
sent down automatically at Layer 3 if Layer 2 inactive, 38–44, 38–46

DL_DATA
macro, 33–5
primitives between Layers 2 and 3, 34–9

DL_DATA IND
condition at Layer 3, 43–31
sent up automatically by Give Data action at
DL_DATA REQ, sent down automatically by Send or Resend action at Layer 3, 38-44

Don't Care key, 3-6
  in Receive string condition, 25-7

Done key
  on menu screens, 3-10
  used to change real-time display softkeys, 6-6
  used to exit softkey rack in spreadsheet, 3-10
  used to move from Conditions to Actions, 37-21, 38-29, 39-22, 43-19

Double parens, 3-5
  in Protocol Spreadsheet string, 33-3
  in Receive string condition, 25-8

Down Arrow key, 30-4

Drive, field on Layer Setup screen, 8-4

Drive Type, subfield on Disk Maintenance menu, 14-6

DSR, available for triggering, 32-5

DSR on/off, Layer 1 Emulate DCE action, 32-12

DTE, monitor condition
  LAPD, 43-9
  Layer 1, 32-3
  Q.931, 44-9
  SDLC, 39-12
  SS#7 Layer 2, 46-7, 47-7
  X.25 Layer 2, 37-11
  X.25 Layer 3, 38-15

DTE2, monitor condition, Layer 1, 32-8

DTR, available for triggering, 32-5

DTR on/off, Layer 1 Emulate DTE action, 32-12

Dual-Port directive, #pragma quad_display, creates QUAD softkey, 6-6

Dual-Port DS-OA, optional TIM, 13-1

Dual-Port G.703, optional TIM, 13-1

Dual-Port G.703 Co-Directional, optional TIM, 13-1

Dual-Port T1, optional TIM, 13-1

Dual-Port V.35/EIA-530(449)/EIA-232, optional TIM, 13-1

Duplicate Disk
  Disk Maintenance, menu selection, 14-11
  installing new system software via the DUPDISK command, 2-7

DXI, SMDS interface, 48-1

Easy View
  default in TURBO units after power-up, 4-3
  display warning messages, 19-4
  enable/disable, 19-3
  enter after power-up, 19-4
  EZ VU key, 4-4
  installing updates, 4-19
  keep menu info in memory, 19-4
  keys used in, 4-7, 4-14
  load program edit timeout, 19-5
  menus
    format, 4-5
    help information about selections, 4-7
    item description, 4-6
    keys, 4-6, 4-7
    levels, 4-4
    master title, 4-5
      changing the title, 20-22
      menu level, 4-5
      menu title, 4-5
      changing the title, 20-23
    selections, 4-6
    tree-structured hierarchy, 4-4
    mstrmenu.txt, format, 20-20
    overview, 4-3
    printing text files, 4-15
    screen saver timeout, 19-5
    script file
      commands, 20-25
      format, 20-20
      help-file pathname, 20-25
      item date, 20-24
      item description, 20-25
      item name, 20-24
      labels, 20-23, 20-25
      master information, 20-21
      master title, 20-22
      master title date, 20-22
      menu date, 20-24
      menu information, 20-23
      menu title, 20-23
      menu-item information, 20-24
      sample, 20-27
      setup menu, 4-3
    uses
      access help or tutorial information, 4-3
      quickly load and run programs, 4-3

Easy View Setup, 4-3
  overview, 2-15

Easy View Setup screen, menu selections, 19-2, 19-3
Easy View system. See Easy View

EBCD
default BCC parameters, 10–10
reverse bit order appropriate for, 5–16

EBCDIC, default BCC parameters, 10–9

Edit key, 3–7

Editing keypad, 30–3

Editor, Protocol Spreadsheet
See also Protocol Spreadsheet editor
function keys, 30–5–30–10

EIA
condition, Trigger Setup menus, 25–9
Layer 1 conditions, 32–5
Layer 1 emulate—mode actions, single—port, 32–12
trigger conditions, fails to come true, 2–22

EIA leads
buffered or discarded in FEB, 9–3
effect on character—buffer capacity, 6–27
effect on data—plus—leads display, 9–5
effect on EIA trigger conditions, 9–3
maintaining lead statuses during program chaining, 31–19
storage of, 1–16

Emulate
field on LAPD Frame Level Setup screen, 43–3, 43–4
field on SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, 39–3, 39–4
field on SNA/SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, 40–3
field on X.25 Frame Level Setup screen, 37–3, 37–4, 37–24
field on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38–3, 38–4

Emulate modes, setting up, 5–4

Emulation, connectors used, 1–12

Emulation Addressing, field on SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, 39–3, 39–5, 40–3

Enable Easy View, Easy View Setup menu field, 19–3

End, editor command, 30–5

End/Incl, field on BCC Setup menu, 10–13

End/N/Incl, field on BCC Setup menu, 10–13

End/Staystarted/Incl, field on BCC Setup menu, 10–13

Enhance
field on Display Setup menu, 6–12, 7–5
field on Miscellaneous Utilities menu, 18–4, 18–5
field on Trigger Setup menu, 26–7

Enhance character data
as Layer 1 action, single—port, 32–14
on Display Setup, 6–12

Enhance selected trace rows
LAPD action, 43–29
map to color display, 37–33, 38–42, 39–32, 43–30, 44–12, 46–10, 47–11
Q.931 action, 44–12
SDLC action, 39–32
SNA action, 40–3
SS#7 Layer 2 action, 46–10
SS#7 Layer 3 action, 47–11
X.25 Layer 2 action, 37–32
X.25 Layer 3 action, 38–42

Enhancements
black and white, 18–6
color, 18–3–18–6
low intensity, 32–15
must be turned off as well as on at Layer 1, 32–14
used to highlight Bisync addresses, 32–14

Enter Easy View After Power—Up, Easy View Setup menu field, 19–4

Enter State, layer—dependent condition, 31–3

Error Injection Rate, field on BERT Setup menu, 11–14, 11–22

Error—free seconds, BERT counter, 11–21

Errors
in BERT
automatic injection, 11–14
manual injection, 11–18
recoverable, 2–19

Execute key, 3–7

External monitors
control of enhancements
black and white, 18–6
color, 18–3–18–6
RGB color video connector, 1–11, 18–3
RS–170 video connector, 1–11, 18–3
EZ VU key, 3–4, 3–6, 4–4, 4–8

Index A—10
FACILITIES, field on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38–7

Facilities
adjunct to send-call action on Protocol Spreadsheet, X.25 Layer 3, 38–32
relation to FACILITIES field on X.25 Packet Layer Setup screen, 38–32
length byte handled automatically, 38–7

Fan
back panel, 1–10
clean filter to prevent overheating, 1–10

Fault, in half-duplex BERT, 11–9
on noisy circuit, 11–9

FEB. See Front end buffer

FEB Setup, overview of screen, 2–12

File, source of playback data from disk, 5–5

File Maintenance, 15–3–15–18
absolute pathnames, 15–5
creating new directories, 15–5
current directory, 15–11
default directory, 15–4
directories, 15–4
File Maintenance screen, 15–9
current disk, 15–10
directory listings, 15–11
overview, 2–14
files
data files, 15–7
description of, 15–6
linkable program files, 15–14
linkable–object files, 15–6, 28–10
compiled contents of spreadsheet, 28–10
linkable–program files, 15–7
loading and saving, 15–3
marking files, 15–13
moving from file to file, 15–4
object files, 15–6, 15–14
program files, 15–6, 15–14
Protocol Spreadsheet, 15–7
selecting files for command execution, 15–13
setup files, 15–6, 15–14
types, 15–12
unmarking files, 15–13
menu selections, 15–2
Change Directory, 15–18
Compile, 15–22
compiles contents of file or spreadsheet, 15–22

compiling spreadsheet generates #pragma hooks, 15–23
Copy, 15–18
Delete, 15–22
how to execute, 15–14
Load, 15–14
Make Directory, 15–18
Print, 15–20
Rename, 15–21
Save, 15–15
View, 15–20
Write Enable, 15–21
Write Protect, 15–21
moving from disk to disk, 15–5
naming conventions, files and directories, 15–7
pathnames, the use of periods, 15–8
relative pathnames, 15–6
root (/) directory, 15–4
the /sys directory, 15–6
the /usr directory, 15–6
write–protected files, 15–11

Find, editor command, 30–8
Flag key, 3–6
in Receive string condition, 25–7
valid in Suppress field, 6–11

Flags
common to all tests and layers, 31–13
condition, Trigger Setup menus, 25–10
layer–independent action, 31–13
as toggling mechanism, 31–14
layer–independent condition, 31–7
transmitted, 33–4

FLG, flag, trace column, Q.931, 44–5

Force data–packet transmit, 38–45
Force receivers out of sync, Layer 1 action, single–port, 32–13
significance in BERT testing, 11–15

Format Disk, Disk Maintenance, menu selection, 14–4

"forced down" from Layer 3 to the Layer 1 interface, 34–6
in BERT, 11–7
really a built–in constant, 33–4

Frame fields
diagrammed for LAPD, 43–7
diagrammed for SDLC, 39–9
diagrammed for X.25, 37-8
Frame Mode, 5-14
Frame mode, optimizing high-speed performance, 2-30
Frame sent, emulate-mode condition
  LAPD, 43-17
  SDLC, 39-19
should be used along with More/No More to Resend, 37-20, 39-21, 43-18
X.25 Layer 2, 37-18
Frame Timestamps, field on Front-End Buffer
  Setup screen, 9-8, 37-10, 38-14, 39-11, 40-6, 43-9, 44-8, 46-6, 47-7
Framing
  HEC, in ATM, 49-2
  PLCP, in ATM, 49-2
Framing error, monitor/receive condition, Layer 1, 32-4
Free, Summary subfields on Disk Maintenance menu, 14-8
Freeze key, 3-11
  contrasted with Capture On/Off trigger action, 3-11
Freeze LED, front panel, 1-6
Freeze mode
  in BERT, 11-17
  initiated by trigger. See Capture data to screen (on/off)
  parallel cursor movement during, 6-27, 37-6, 38-8, 39-7, 40-4, 44-4, 46-4, 47-4
Frequency selection, back panel, 1-9
From
  field on Disk Maintenance menu, 7-4
  subfield on Disk Maintenance menu, 14-9
From Disk Number, subfield on Disk Maintenance menu, 14-11
Front end buffer
  applies to playback of bit-image data, 2-20
  Idle Suppress field, does not apply to playback of bit-image data, 2-20
  on playback path of bit-image data, 2-20, 9-5, 9-6
  setup
effect on character-buffer capacity, 6-27
effect on data-plus-leads display, 6-9
time ticks and EIA leads, storage of, 1-16, 2-20
Front End Buffer Setup, menu selections, 9-2
Front panel, 1-4
electroluminescent (EL) display, 1-4
function keys, 1-5
LED overlay, 1-6
LED's, 1-5, 2-20
U/A, 1-15
Function keys, 1-5

G

G.703
  optional TIM, 13-1
record setup, 7-8
General operation, 2-1-2-30
  boot-up program, creating a user interface, 2-4
  changing default menus, 2-6
  common problems, 2-22-2-26
  data capture, 2-20
    front end buffer, 2-20
  front end buffer, on playback path of bit-image data, 2-20
  initializing system, INTERVIEW 7000, 2-3
  installing new system software, 2-7
  overview of menus, 2-9-2-15
  power up, 1-20, 2-1
  rerunning a test program, 2-16
  running a test program, 2-16
  running default program, 2-6
Give data, 33-5
  LAPD, 43-25
  SDLC action, 39-28
  X.25 Layer 2 action, 34-10, 37-28
  X.25 Layer 3 action, 38-39
Go-error, editor command, 30-10
Go-line, editor command, 30-9
Good BCC
  adjunct to monitor-frame condition
    LAPD, 43-14, 43-15
    SDLC, 39-15, 39-17
    X.25 Layer 2, 37-14, 37-15
  adjunct to send-frame action
    LAPD, 43-25
    SDLC, 39-27
    X.25 Layer 2, 37-28
  adjunct to send-string action, Layer 1, single-port, 32-10
  appended to transmit string, 10-5
  as condition, 10-5
  default BCC for frames, 37-28, 39-27, 43-25
  monitor/receive condition, Layer 1, 32-4
  operational only when Rcv Blk Chk enabled, 32-4
overlay, 10–3
parameters defined on BCC Setup menu, 10–6
Graphical Statistics menu, color graphics, 18–6

H

Half-duplex BERT, 11–6
Handset connector, 1–10
Handshake, field on BERT Setup menu, 11–5, 11–6, 11–7, 11–12
relation to Interface Control screen, 11–7
Hardware, 1–3–1–20
back panel, 1–8
clock, 1–17
disk drives, 1–6
front panel, 1–4
keyboard, 1–4
operating environment, 1–17
operating positions, 1–18
physical dimensions, 1–4
power up, 1–19
storage capacity, 1–16

Header Error Control. See HEC framing

HEC framing
for ATM, 49–1, 49–18
in ATM, 49–2
Help file, pathname, in Easy View script file, 20–25
Hex, subfield on Trigger Setup menu, 26–7
Hex key
for hexadecimal data entry, 3–6
for hexadecimal translation of line data, 6–14
LED display on keycap, 6–14
Hexadecimal display
in relation to order of transmission, 6–14
turned on/off by trigger action, 6–15
Hexadecimal field, defined, 38–6
High Outgoing Channel #, field on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38–3
High speed
data recording, 7–8
optimizing performance, 2–25, 2–26
frame mode, 2–30
High Speed Frame Mode, subfield of BOP Format, 5–14
Home key, 3–9, 30–4
in Easy View, 4–8, 4–14
Host Port, SNA frame setup selection, 40–3
HRD/usr/user_intrf
affect on Start Up screen, 2–3
boot-up program, creating a user interface, 2–4
HS Frame Mode, subfield on Line Setup menu, 5–9

I

I, intensity, field on Graphical Statistics menu, 22–7
Idle
change idle—line character, 32–13
display in relation to Outsync action, 32–13
display used for visual record of time intervals, 9–4
displaying for visual record of lead timings, 6–10
displaying synchronous idle, 5–13
retained/discard ed on FEB Setup menu, 9–3, 9–4
selecting transmit idle, 5–14
voltage not affected by inverted polarity, 5–17
Idle line action, used in X.21 bis, 36–4
Idle Suppress, field on Front—End Buffer Setup screen, 9–4
does not apply during playback, 2–20
Idle Timeout
conditions under which timer expires, 39–4
expired, emulate—mode condition, SDLC, 39–19
field on SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, 39–3
field on SNA/SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, 40–3
maximum and minimum values, 39–4
IL buffer
See also IL BUFS
and primitives, 34–3
configuring number/size of, via IL BUFS identifi-
er, 28–13
created by DDCMP package, 41–2
default number/size of, 28–13
string to be referenced in, 34–6
IL BUFS
See also IL buffer
Protocol Spreadsheet, programming block, 28–8, 28–13
comments in, 28–14
In/out, editor command, 30–6
Increment counter, layer-independent action, 31-9
Increment flag byte, as 16-bit binary counter, layer-independent action, 31-14
Indication primitives, 34-5
Information element, Q.931, 44-5
INFO frame
  monitor/receive condition
    LAPD, 43-10
    SDLC, 39-13
    X.25 Layer 2, 37-12
  send action
    LAPD, 43-20
    SDLC, 39-23
  used to convey DL data sent down from Layer 3, 37-23, 43-20
    X.25 Layer 2, 37-22
INFO-ELEMENT, trace column, Q.931, 44-5
Initial Condition, field on Record Setup menu, 7-10
Initial State, field on BCC Setup menu, 10-12
Initializing system software, INTERVIEW 7000, 2-3
Injection Rate
  field on BERT Setup menu, 11-19
  status field on BERT results screen, 11-21
Input/output connectors, back panel, 1-10
  AUXILIARY TTL, 1-11
  CRT/RGB, 1-11
  ISDN handset, 1-10
  PRINTER, 1-10
  REMOTE RS-232, 1-10
  RS-170 composite video, 1-11
Insert Char key, 30-4
  in menu fields, 3-7
  used to exit insert mode, 3-8
Insert Line key, 30-4
  in spreadsheet, 3-7
  on statistics screens, 3-7
Insert mode, 3-8, 30-4
Installing new system software, on hard disk, 2-7
Instrument, menu field on Disk Maintenance screen, for INTERVIEW 10 transfer, 14-16
INT 10, Disk Maintenance selection, 14-15-14-18
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), SS#7
  Layer 3, 47-22
Interface Control Setup, overview of screen, 2-12
Interlayer buffer. See IL buffer
Interlayer message buffer. See IL buffer
Interrupt packet, sample program to enhance all, 38-43
INTERVIEW transfer, INTERVIEW 5, 10, 15
  PLUS data, transfer from Disk Maintenance screen, 14-12-14-18
Invalid frame
  defined, 37-7, 39-8, 43-8
  receive condition
    LAPD, 43-15
    SDLC, 39-17
    X.25 Layer 2, 37-16
Invalid packet
  defined, 38-12
  receive condition, X.25 Layer 3, 38-26
Invert BCC, field on BCC Setup menu, 10-12
IPARS
  default BCC parameters, 10-9
  default sync pattern, 5-8
  reverse bit order appropriate for, 5-16
  SY characters inappropriate for, 5-8
ISDN
  See also Q.931
    handset connector, 1-10
    ISDN_D, 42-3
      sample Line Setup, 5-18
    ISDN S/T/U, optional TIM, 13-1
Isoc
  data setup, 5-15
  format in BERT, 11-15
Item date, in Easy View script file, 20-24
Item description, in Easy View script file, 20-25
Item name, in Easy View script file, 20-24

K

Keep Easy View Menu Information in Memory,
  Easy View Setup menu field, 19-4
Keyboard, 1-4
  condition, Trigger Setup menus, 25-12
  editing keypad, 30-3
  function keys, 1-5
  layer-independent condition, 31-4
  programming keys, 3-3-3-5
real-time keys, 3–10–3–12
soft (function) keys, 3–3
for editing, 30–5–30–10

Keyword, 33–3

L
L, label, field on Graphical Statistics menu, 22–4
Labels, in Easy View script file, 20–23, 20–25
LAPD, 43–3
diagram of frame fields, 43–7
send actions, 43–19
used with ISDN D channel, 42–3
LAPD Frame Level Setup screen, 43–2
Last, column on Tabular Statistics screen, 21–6, 31–10, 31–11
Layer, field on Display Setup menu, 6–18, 6–20, 31–19
Layer 2, user program to force packets up to Layer 3 and down to Layer 1, 38–24
Layer Setup, 8–3–8–7
how to save, 8–5
Personality packages, 8–3
reside on user and hard disks, 8–3
Protocol Configuration screen, 8–4
protocols, select and load, 8–3
Layer Setup screen, overview, 2–14
Layers
identified on Program Trace, 6–20
passing data between, 2–23
program model, 24–3–24–8
Protocol Spreadsheet, programming block, 28–8
comments in, 28–14
LCN
adjunct to monitor/receive-packet condition, X.25 Layer 3, 38–18
allocation sequence, 38–5, 38–31
assigned dynamically on per-call basis, 38–4
column on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38–4, 38–5
predefined for a particular call address ("path"), 38–4, 38–6
trace column, X.25 Layer 3, 38–12
LED’s
front panel, 1–5, 1–6, 2–20
interface status, 1–5
INTERVIEW status, 1–6
U/A, 1–6, 1–15
green–red characteristics not affected by logic (polarity), 5–17
Test Interface Module, 1–15
Left Arrow key, 30–4
/lib directory, filing system, 15–24, 28–11
Line data, data capture, 2–20
Line number, of cursor position in frozen Program Trace, 6–21
Line Setup, 5–3–5–17
significance in BERT testing, 11–14
Line Setup screen
disabled, 5–5
menu selections, 5–2
Async, 5–18
Bisync, 5–18
ISDN, 5–18
SNA, 5–18
SS#7, 5–18
X.25, 5–18
overview, 2–11
Line utilization, programming example, 21–11
Linkable–object files, 15–6
accessed via Object block–identifier, 28–10
advantage over object files, 15–23
C code
contents of LOBJ files, 15–6
must be compatible with menu selections, 15–23
compiled spreadsheet
accessed via OBJECT block–identifier only, 15–23
contents of LOBJ files, 15–6, 15–23
must be a valid program, 15–23
contents of, 15–22, 28–10
counters or flags in, 28–12
efficiently use memory and spreadsheet, 28–12
in/lib directory, 15–24
search rules for, 28–11
transparent to unit configuration, 15–23
Linkable–program files, 15–7
C code, in LPGM files, 15–7
changing setups, 4–17
Lists, on Protocol Spreadsheet, 33–1
Load, File Maintenance, menu selections, 15–14
Load key, 3–6, 15–14
Load program, layer–independent action, 31–19
Load Program Edit Timeout, Easy View Setup menu field, 19–5
Logical DTE/DCE
contrasted to physical DTE/DCE, 37–4
determines command and response addresses, 37-4

determines order (ascending/descending) of LCN selection, 38-4

Loop-back C/R bit, adjunct to send-frame action, LAPD, 43-22

Loop-back P/F bit
adjunct to resend-frame action
LAPD, 43-27
X.25 Layer 2, 37-30
adjunct to send-frame action
LAPD, 43-22
SDLC, 39-25
X.25 Layer 2, 37-25

Low, subfield on Trigger Setup menu, 26-7

Low Outgoing Channel #, field on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38-3

LRC Parity, field on BCC Setup menu, 10-12

LU 6.2, SNA selection, 40-3

M

M, trace column, X.25 Layer 3, 38-14

M bit
adjunct to monitor/receive-packet condition, 38-18
adjunct to send-data-packet action, 38-36
position diagrammed, 38-14
m_lo_ph_prmtv, signalled by DDCMP package, 41-2

Make Directory, File Maintenance, menu selection, 15-18

Mark key, 30-5
cursor timing, 6-16
in Easy View, 4-15, 4-17
in Freeze mode displays, 3-14
on File Maintenance screen, 3-7, 15-13
used as program tab in spreadsheet, 3-9

Marking text, in Easy View text files, 4-15

Master information, in Easy View script file, 20-21

Master title
Easy View, 4-5
changing the title, 20-22
in Easy View script file, 20-22

Master title date, in Easy View script file, 20-22

Maximum, column on Tabular Statistics screen, 21-6, 31-10

Maximum data rates, data recording, 1-16

Maximum recording times, SCSI drives, 7-5

Memory, capacity, 1-16

Menu date, in Easy View script file, 20-24

Menu information, in Easy View script file, 20-23

Menu level, Easy View, 4-5

Menu selections, Easy View, 4-6

Menu title
Easy View, 4-5
changing the title, 20-23
in Easy View script file, 20-23

Menu—item information, in Easy View script file, 20-24

Menus
overview, 2-9-2-15
See also Separate listing, each menu name configuring menus, 2-10
Program Menu, 2-9
Printer setup, 16-3-16-5
Record Setup, 7-5-7-12

Message Buffer, field on BERT Setup menu, 11-10

Message fields, diagrammed for Q.931, 44-6

Message Signal Units (MSU's), Layer 3, 47-6

Message type, Q.931, 44-5

Microfloppy disks
compatibility, 1-6
storage capacity, 1-16
write protection, 1-6

MIL, field on Line Setup menu, 5-17

MIL—188, 5-17

Minimum, column on Tabular Statistics screen, 21-6, 31-10

MISC, trace column, X.25 Layer 3, 38-14

Miscellaneous Utilities
overview, 2-15
with color mapping options, 18-3-18-6
See also Graphical statistics menu, color graphics

Miscellaneous Utilities screen
black and white enhancements, 18-6
color display, selectable options, 18-4-18-5
background color, 18-5
blink, 18-5
character, 18-5
controlling color displays from, 18–3–18–6
menu selections, 18–2
MOD 128, 37–4, 38–4, 39–4, 43–4
MOD 8, 37–4, 38–4, 39–4, 43–4
Mode
field on Line Setup menu, 5–3, 7–4, 11–5, 11–6, 11–22, 32–12, 38–24, 43–14
test mode field on Line Setup menu, 1–14
Mode of Operation
field on Frame Level Setup screen, 38–16, 43–10
field on LAPD Frame Level Setup screen, 43–3, 43–4
field on SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, 39–3, 39–4
field on SNA/SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, 40–3
field on X.25 Frame Level Setup screen, 37–3, 37–4
field on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38–3, 38–4
Modem connector, external, 1–10
Monitor mode, setting up, 5–3
More to resend, emulate-mode condition
LAPD, 43–18
SDLC, 39–20
X.25 Layer 2, 37–19
X.25 Layer 3, 38–28
Move, editor command, 30–6
MPM errors, 2–19
MSG–TYPE, trace column, Q.931, 44–5
mstrmenu.txt, format, 20–20
Multi-drop
SDLC
enabled on Frame Level Setup screen, 39–3, 39–5
resend frame, 39–30
reset Nr, 39–31
reset Ns, 39–31
SNA, enabled on Frame Level Setup screen, 40–3

N
N, name, field on Graphical Statistics menu, 22–6
N_DATA, macro, 33–5
N_DATA IND, sent up automatically by Give Data action at Layer 3, 38–39, 38–44

National Format, field on SS#7 Packet Level Setup screen, 47–3
Negative exponent, meaning in BERT formulas, 11–14
Network Indicator, SS#7 Layer 3, 47–9
Network Management (NETM) Headers, SS#7 Layer 3, 47–18
Next Page key, 30–4
in Easy View, 4–8, 4–14
in spreadsheet, 3–9
on statistics screens, 3–9
on trace display, 37–6, 38–8, 39–6, 40–4, 44–4, 46–4, 47–4
Next state, Protocol Spreadsheet, programming block, 28–9
comments in, 28–15
No BCC, appended to transmit string, 10–6
interpreted as bad BCC, 10–6
No display, display mode, 6–28
No more to resend, emulate-mode condition
LAPD, 43–18
SDLC, 39–20
X.25 Layer 2, 37–19
X.25 Layer 3, 38–28
Not Equal key, 3–6
in Receive string condition, 25–7
used in Suppress field to indicate “display only”, 6–11
Nr
acknowledging last Ns, adjunct to send-frame action
LAPD, 43–23
SDLC, 39–25
X.25 Layer 2, 37–26
calculated automatically, adjunct to send-frame action
LAPD, 43–23
SDLC, 39–25
X.25 Layer 2, 37–26
repeating last Nr, adjunct to send-frame action
LAPD, 43–23
SDLC, 39–25
X.25 Layer 2, 37–26
reset, emulate-mode action
LAPD, 43–28
SDLC, for a specific controller address, 39–31
X.25 Layer 2, 37–31
trace column
LAPD, 43–8
SDLC, 39–10
staggered to indicate two separate numbering sequences, 37–9, 39–10
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OAM cells, in ATM, 49–17
Object, Protocol Spreadsheet, programming block, 28–8
comments in, 28–14
format of, 28–11
items that may precede
C regions, 28–8
comments, 28–8
IL BUFS identifier, 28–8
must be used to access compiled spreadsheet, 15–23
placement of, 28–11
used to access linkable–object files, 28–10
Object code
contents of linkable–object files
compiled C code, 15–6
compiled spreadsheet, 15–6
accessed via OBJECT block–identifier only, 15–23
must be a valid program, 15–23
contents of object files, 15–6
in linkable–program files, compiled C code, 15–7
loaded in automatically via Load Program action, 31–19
rerunning object version of program, 2–16
Object files, 15–6, 15–12, 15–15
compared to linkable–object files, 15–6, 15–23
not as versatile as source–code files, 15–17
use disk–space intensively, 15–17
Offset, in Freeze mode data displays, 6–27
On Signal, layer–independent condition, 31–8
On/off (power) switch, back panel, 1–10
1 OF, field on Trigger Setup menu, 25–8
One–of character list
effect of not–equal character, 25–8
monitor/receive condition, Layer 1, 32–3
Operating environment, 1–17
Operating positions, 1–18
Operations and Maintenance cells. See OAM cells
Operators, relational, in counter conditions, 31–5
Optional interface
Dual–Port DS–0A, 13–1
Dual–Port G.703, 13–1
Dual–Port G.703 Co–Directional, 13–1
Dual–Port T1, 13–1
Dual–Port V.35/EIA–530(449)/EIA–232, 13–1
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X.25 Layer 2, 37–9
tracked for specified addresses in SDLC multi–drop, 39–5
value, adjunct to send–frame action
LAPD, 43–23
SDLC, 39–25
X.25 Layer 2, 37–26

Nr error, emulate–mode condition
LAPD, 43–16
SDLC, 39–19
X.25 Layer 2, 37–18

NRZI, field on Line Setup menu, 5–17

Ns
calculated automatically, adjunct to send–frame action
LAPD, 43–24
SDLC, 39–27
X.25 Layer 2, 37–27
reset, emulate–mode action
LAPD, 43–28
SDLC, for a specific controller address, 39–31
X.25 Layer 2, 37–31
same as last–received Nr, adjunct to send–frame action
LAPD, 43–24
SDLC, 39–26
X.25 Layer 2, 37–27
skip to correct Ns plus one, adjunct to send–frame action
LAPD, 43–24
SDLC, 39–27
X.25 Layer 2, 37–27
trace column
LAPD, 43–8
SDLC, 39–10
staggered to indicate two separate numbering sequences, 37–9, 39–10
X.25 Layer 2, 37–9
tracked for specified addresses in SDLC multi–drop, 39–5
value, adjunct to send–frame action
LAPD, 43–23
SDLC, 39–26
X.25 Layer 2, 37–26

Ns error, emulate–mode condition
LAPD, 43–16
SDLC, 39–18
X.25 Layer 2, 37–17

Number of Faults, BERT counter, 11–21

Index A–18
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G.703, 13–1
ISDN S/T/U, 13–1
RS–232, 13–1
RS–449, 13–1
RS–485 (RC–8245), 13–1
T1, 13–1
TTL, 13–1
V.35, 13–1
X.21, 13–1

Order of transmission
in relation to binary display, 6–15
in relation to code charts, 5–16
in relation to hex display, 6–14
in relation to pattern sync in BERT, 11–11

Originating Point Code (OPC), SS#7 Layer 3, 47–10

Origination/destination link, message—type condition, Q.931, 44–11

OSI
Data Link Layer 2, in ATM, 49–2
Layer Setup, 8–3
Open Systems Interconnection, layered programming, 24–3–24–8
See also Layers
Physical Medium Layer 1, in ATM, 49–2 primitives, 24–8

OSI primitives. See Primitives

Other frame
monitor/receive condition
LAPD, 43–11
SDLC, 39–13
X.25 Layer 2, 37–12
send action
LAPD, 43–21
SDLC, 39–24
X.25 Layer 2, 37–24

Other packet
monitor/receive condition, X.25 Layer 3, 38–17
send action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–33

Out of sync, status message in BERT, 11–21

Outsync
called “resync” in BERT, 11–8
Layer 1 action
compared to Capture Off action, 32–13
single—port, 32–13
parameters not selectable in DDCMP, 41–1
subfield on Line Setup menu, 5–8, 5–12
Outsync Char, field on Line Setup menu, 3–6

Overhead, Summary subfields on Disk Maintenance menu, 14–8
Overlay, Test Interface Module, 1–6
Overstrike mode, 3–8

P

P/F; trace column
LAPD, 43–8
SDLC, 39–11
SNA–SDLC, 40–7
X.25 Layer 2, 37–10

P/F bit
adjunct to monitor/receive—frame condition
LAPD, 43–13
SDLC, 39–15
X.25 Layer 2, 37–14
adjunct to resend—frame action
LAPD, 43–27
SDLC, 39–31
X.25 Layer 2, 37–30
adjunct to send—frame action
LAPD, 43–22
SDLC, 39–25
X.25 Layer 2, 37–25

Packages Loaded
column on Layer Setup menu, 37–3, 38–3, 43–3, 47–3
column on Layer Setup screen, 8–4
Packet fields, diagrammed for X.25, 38–10
Packet sent, emulate—mode condition
should be used along with More/No More to Resend, 38–29
X.25 Layer 3, 38–27
Packet—switching features, for ATM, 49–1

Parity
a consideration when entering BCC parameters, 10–12
adjustment automatic in Sync Chars field, 5–9
always the last bit transmitted, 5–16
automatic calculation of in receive sync pattern, 5–8
field on Line Setup menu, 5–7, 5–9, 11–15, 25–6, 32–4
field on Printer Setup menu, 16–4
in BERT testing, 11–15
in setup, 5–7

Parity errors
monitor/receive condition, Layer 1, 32–4
special display of, 5–7
PATH, field on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38–5

Path
adjunct to receive—packet condition, X.25 Layer 3, 38–25
adjunct to send—packet action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–32, 38–33, 38–34
used in all packet types except Restart, 38–34
correspondence at different layers, 34–5, 38–34
more “programmable” than LCN, 38–25, 38–34
part of definition of data primitive, 34–5
tied to a set of Call Request parameters on X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38–5, 38–24, 38–34

Pattern, field on BERT Setup menu, 11–7

Pattern sync, in half—duplex pseudorandom BERT, 11–11
two default sets, 11–12

Pattern Sync Status
field on BERT results screen, 11–20
line on BERT results screen, 11–21

PDU. See Primitive data unit; Primitives

Perc(centage), of Program Trace buffer storing previous data, 6–21

Percentage, in Freeze mode data displays, 6–27

Percentages, computed through the sampling action, 21–11

Performance, optimization, 2–25, 2–26

Personality packages. See Protocol packages; Protocol packages and Layers

PH_ACTIVATE REQ, sent down automatically at Layer 2 if Layer 1 inactive, 37–34, 39–34, 43–31

PH_DATA, primitives between Layers 1 and 2, 34–9

PH_DATA REQ, sent down automatically by Send or Resend action at Layer 2, 37–34, 39–34, 43–31

PH_TD_DATA IND, signalled by DDCMP package, 41–2

Physical dimensions, size and weight, 1–4

Physical DTE/DCE
basis of Source column on trace display, 37–7, 38–12, 39–6, 40–4, 43–6, 44–5
contrasted to logical DTE/DCE, 37–4

Physical Layer, in ATM, 49–2

Physical Layer Convergence Protocol. See PLCP framing

Playback
control leads, 2–20, 9–5
disk data, 2–20
EIA leads, storage, 1–16
manual control of, 3–12
source of data selected on Line Setup screen, 5–5
time ticks, 2–20, 9–6
timer values not affected when time ticks enabled, 31–10
transfer of data prior to, 7–4

PLCP framing
for ATM, 49–1
format, 49–18
in ATM, 49–2

Polarity
field on Line Setup menu, 5–16
normal versus inverted, 5–17

Power connector, 1–8
Power switch, back panel, 1–10
Power up, 1–19, 2–1
entry into Easy View, 4–3
manual reset, 2–2, 4–3
self tests, 2–1

Pr
acknowledging last Ps, adjunct to send—packet action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–36
calculated automatically, adjunct to send—packet action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–36
repeating last Pr, adjunct to send—packet action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–36
reset, emulate—mode action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–41
trace column staggered to indicate two separate numbering sequences, 38–13
X.25 Layer 3, 38–12
value, adjunct to send—packet action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–35
Pr error, emulate—mode condition, X.25 Layer 3, 38–27

#pragma quad _display, Dual—Port directive, creates QUAD softkey, 6–6
#pragma tracebuf, C directive, used to configure size of trace—buffer arrays, 6–19, 6–25

Preamble, field on BERT Setup menu, 3–6

Preamble characters, in half—duplex BERT, 11–7, 11–9
Prev Page key, 30–4
  in Easy View, 4–8, 4–14
  in spreadsheet, 3–9
  on statistics screens, 3–9
  on trace display, 37–6, 38–8, 39–6, 40–4, 44–4, 46–4, 47–4
  used to restore previous menu, 3–9

Primary (host) in SDLC, 39–4

Primitive data unit
See also Primitives
and IL buffers, 34–3

Primitives
  as conditions and actions, 34–3
  automatic, 35–1
    at Layer 1, 34–3
    below the top layer, 35–1
    monitor primitives, 35–1
    varies with protocol package, 35–1
  currently not accessible at Layer 1, 34–3
  indications versus requests, 34–10
  Layer 1 not automatic, 34–3
  layered programming, 34–3
  Layers 1 through 7, listed, 11–13
  on spreadsheet
    indication of direction, 34–4
    indication/confirm, 34–5
    path, 34–5
    request/response, 34–5
    type, 34–4
  OSI, 24–8
  prefixes, 34–4
  several automatic at given layer
    LAPD, 43–31
    SDLC, 39–35
    X.25 Layer 2, 37–34
    X.25 Layer 3, 38–44
  shared by layers, 34–3
  used for passing data macros downward, 33–5

Print
  File Maintenance, menu selection, 15–20
    layer-independent action, 31–16
  Print accumulator, layer-independent action, 31–16
  Print counter, layer-independent action, 31–16
    statistical log produced by, 21–9
  Print Easy View text file, 4–15
  Print key
    in Easy View, 4–14
    used to print data, 3–14
    used to print programming screens or spreadsheet, 3–6, 16–8
  Print prompt, layer-independent action, 31–18
  Print timer, layer-independent action, 31–16
    statistical log produced by, 21–9

Printer, 16–3–16–5
  loading printer setup, 16–8
  Printer Setup screen, 16–3–16–5
    loading configured menu, 16–8
    menu selections, 16–2, 16–3–16–5
    characters per line, 16–5
    form feed, 16–5
    format character buffer, 16–5
    handshake mode, 16–6
    lines per page, 16–5
    new line, 16–4
    number of bits, 16–4
    number of pads, 16–5
    parity, 16–4
    print to file instead of printer, 16–6–16–8
    printer type, 16–5
    speed, 16–4
    saving configured menu, 16–7
  printing data, 16–10–16–15
    from display window, 16–16–16–17
    line data, 16–11–16–15
    program trace, 16–14–16–15
    protocol traces, 16–13–16–15
    statistics, 16–15
    user traces, 16–17
    printing disk files, 16–17–16–18
    printing static displays, 16–8
      Layer Setup screen, 16–10
      program menus, 16–8
      Protocol Spreadsheet, 16–8
      setup menus, 16–8
      Trigger Setup screens, 16–8
      RS–232 printer connector, 16–3
      saving printer setup, 16–7
      special characters, data, display of, 16–10
      special characters, menus, display of, 16–7
      spreadsheet control of, 16–17
  Printer connector, 1–10, 16–3
  Program files, saving and loading, 23–5
  Program key, 2–4, 3–4
    unit unexpectedly enters Run mode, 2–22
  Program trace, 6–19
    #pragma tracebuf, 6–19
    as customized protocol analysis, 31–19
    as debugging tool, 31–19
    buffer may be scrolled through in Freeze mode, 6–19
    buffer size may be increased, 6–19
    generated by trace actions on the Protocol Spreadsheet, 31–18
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A:

printing, 16–14
run-mode softkey available if Trace action invoked or if state trace requested, 6–19
sample trace, 6–19, 6–21
selecting state names from via Display Setup,
6–20, 31–19
specific to Layer/Test selected on Display Setup,
6–20, 31–19

Programming
concepts of
branching (changing states), 24–3, 28–9
OSI layers, 24–3–24–8
simultaneous tests, 24–3–24–4
states, 24–3	hree-tiered design, 23–1–23–5
program structure, Protocol Spreadsheet,
28–6–28–7

Prompt
field on Trigger Setup menu, 26–3
layer-independent action, 31–12
printing, 31–18
using backslash and double-quote characters inside of, 31–12

Protocol header
applied to user data by Send action, 34–6
not applied if Data Req primitive used instead of Send, 34–7

Protocol hex, user program to convert X.25 headers to hexadecimal, 37–35

Protocol packages, 8–3
general description, 23–3–23–4, 24–7
user disk, 8–3

Protocol Spreadsheet
comments, 28–14–28–15
constants, 24–8, 29–3–29–7
creating and editing, 23–4–23–5
See also Protocol Spreadsheet editor
editor. See Protocol Spreadsheet editor
files
reading and writing, 30–6–30–10
saving and loading, 23–5
function key hierarchy (editor), 30–2
function key hierarchy (programming), 28–2
function keys, 28–3–28–5
fundamentals, 28–3–28–7
general description of capabilities, 23–1,
23–3–23–4
Layer 1 conditions and actions enabled automatically, 32–1
Mark key, used as program tab, 3–9
overview, 2–13
printing, 16–8

program format, 28–10
program structure, 28–6–28–7
special ASCII characters
backslash (\), 3–6
double quote ("), 3–6
space ( ), 3–6

spreadsheet editor, WRITE command, 15–7
syntax errors, 2–18
unexplained strike-through’s, 2–22
use of cursor keys, 3–9
use of softkeys and the Done key, 3–10
variables shared with Trigger Setup menus, 23–5
Protocol Spreadsheet editor, 30–3–30–10
insert mode, 3–8
Mark key, used as program tab, 3–7
WRITE command, 15–7

Protocol Trace, softkey labels under programmer’s control, 6–18

Protocol trace
See also Trace display
display entering Run mode enabled on Display Setup, 6–18
enabled on Layer Setup screen, 6–17
printing, 16–13

Protocols
compatibility with line setup, 8–4
how to select and load, 8–3

PROTSEL, Protocol Select, Layer Setup function key used to select protocol-configuration screen for a given layer, 37–3, 38–3, 47–3

Ps
calculated automatically, adjunct to send-data-packet action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–35
reset, emulate-mode action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–41
same as last-received Pr, adjunct to send-data-packet action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–35
skip to correct Ps plus one, adjunct to send-data-packet action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–35
trace column staggered to indicate two separate numbering sequences, 38–13
X.25 Layer 3, 38–12
value, adjunct to send-data-packet action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–34
Ps error, emulate-mode condition, X.25 Layer 3, 38–26

Q

Q, trace column, X.25 Layer 3, 38–13
Q bit
adjunct to monitor/receive-packet condition, 38–18
adjunct to send—packet action, 38–36
position diagrammed, 38–13
Q.931
diagram of message fields, 44–6
message types, adjunct to DTE and DCE receive
conditions, 44–9
used with ISDN D channel, 42–3
QUAD softkey, 6–6
Quotation mark, entry of inside prompt message,
31–12

R

RAM
data storage, 1–16
RAM—to—disk transfer
bit—oriented data, 7–4
character buffer, 7–4
RAM—to—file transfer
bit—oriented data, 7–4
character buffer, 7–4
RC—8245, optional TIM, 13–1
Rec Blk Chk
enabled automatically for BOP, 32–4
field on Line Setup menu, 10–3, 25–5, 32–4, 32–11
field on Line Setup screen, 26–5
must be enabled for BCC conditions to come
true, 32–4
subfield on Line Setup menu, 5–13
Read, editor command, 30–6
formatted, 30–6
unformatted, 30–7
Rec, field on Line Setup menu, 5–5
Receive, emulate—mode condition
LAPD, 43–15
Layer 1, 32–3
SDLC, 39–17
X.25 Layer 2, 37–15
X.25 Layer 3, 38–24
does not see the data line directly, 38–24
may specify path as added condition, 38–24
Receive2, emulate—mode condition, Layer 1,
32–8
Receiver, Conditions, Trigger Setup menus, 25–5
Record
layer— independent action, 31–20
maximum times, SCSI drives, 7–5
start_rcrd_play, C routine, 16–6
Record key, 3–12, 7–12
Record Setup
defaults, 7–4
menu selections, 7–2, 7–5–7–11
overview of screen, 2–11
the screen buffer, 7–4
Record Speed, field on Record Setup menu, 7–8
Recording bit—image data, with SCSI hard drive,
2–27
Recording data, 7–3–7–12
format of recorded data, 7–3
bit—image data, 7–3
character—oriented, 7–3
manual control of, 3–12
maximum rate, 1–16
medium used, 7–3
record speed
high—speed, 7–8
normal, 7–8
screen buffer
manual control of, 7–12
trigger control of, 7–11
spreadsheet control of, 31–20
trigger control of, 7–11
with EIA lead transitions, 1–16
Redirect run—mode output
Line and Record setups override, 16–6
terminated by recording to disk, 16–6
to disk file instead of printer, 16–6
REJ
monitor/receive condition
LAPD, 43–10
SDLC, 39–13
X.25 Layer 2, 37–12
X.25 Layer 3, 38–16
send action
LAPD, 43–20
SDLC, 39–23
X.25 Layer 2, 37–23
address required for Send REJ, 37–23
X.25 Layer 3, 38–31
Relative pathnames, files and directories, 15–6
Remote Control Setup menu, overview, 2–15
Remote LED, front panel, 1–6
REMOTE RS—232 connector, 1–10
Rename, File Maintenance, menu selection, 15–21
Replace, editor command, 30–9
Request primitives command, 30–9
versus “indications”, 34–10
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Resend frame
  effect on Frame Sent condition, 37-18, 39-19, 43-17
  first in window, 37-30, 39-29, 43-27
  action resets resend pointer, 37-30, 39-30, 43-27
  in relation to window, 37-5, 38-4, 39-5, 43-5
LAPD action, 43-26
next in window, 37-30, 39-29, 43-27
default resend, 37-30, 39-29, 43-27
SDLC action, 39-28
to a specific controller address, 39-30
used with More To Resend and No More To Resend conditions, 37-19, 39-20, 43-18
X.25 Layer 2 action, 37-28

Resend packet
  effect on Packet Sent condition, 38-27
  first in window, 38-39
  action resets resend pointer, 38-40
next in window, 38-39
default resend, 38-39
programming example, 38-46
used with More To Resend and No More To Resend conditions, 38-28
X.25 Layer 3 action, 38-39

Resend pointer, reset automatically by acknowledgement, 37-30, 39-30, 43-27

Resend window, programming example, 38-46

Reset Nr, emulate-mode action
  LAPD, 43-28
  SDLC, for a specific controller address, 39-31
  X.25 Layer 2, 37-31

Reset Ns, emulate-mode action
  LAPD, 43-28
  SDLC, for a specific controller address, 39-31
  X.25 Layer 2, 37-31

Reset Pr and Ps, emulate-mode action, X.25 Layer 3, 38-41

Resetting the INTERVIEW, from the keyboard, 2-2, 4-3

Resolution, display, 1-4

Response addressing, adjunct to send-frame action, X.25 Layer 2, 37-24

Response primitives, 34-5

Restart (or start) timeout, layer-independent action, 31-11

Restart (or start) timer, layer-independent action, 31-11

Resync, 11-9
  field on BERT Setup menu, 11-7, 11-21
  in full-duplex BERT, 11-7
  may be inappropriate on noisy circuit, 11-9
  triggered by a fault, 11-21
  not available in half-duplex BERT, 11-9
  outsinc mode in BERT, 11-8

Retransmitted I-frames, sample program to enhance all, 37-33

Return key, 3-6, 33-1
  in Easy View, 4-7, 4-16

Rev, subfield on Trigger Setup menu, 26-7

RGB video connector, 1-11, 18-3

RI, available for triggering, 32-5

Right Arrow key, 30-4

RNR
  monitor/receive condition
    LAPD, 43-10
    SDLC, 39-13
    X.25 Layer 2, 37-12
    X.25 Layer 3, 38-16
  send action
    LAPD, 43-20
    SDLC, 39-23
    X.25 Layer 2, 37-23
    address required for Send RNR, 37-23
    X.25 Layer 3, 38-31

ROLL, function key, used to roll through packet-level “causes”, 38-20, 38-36

Roll Back key, 3-9, 30-4, 37-5, 38-6, 39-6, 40-4, 44-4, 46-4, 47-4
  in Easy View, 4-14

Roll Fwd key, 3-9, 30-4, 37-5, 38-8, 39-6, 40-4, 44-4, 46-4, 47-4
  in Easy View, 4-14

Root directory
  Easy View, 4-4
  filing system, 15-4

RR
  monitor/receive condition
    LAPD, 43-10
    SDLC, 39-13
    X.25 Layer 2, 37-12
    X.25 Layer 3, 38-16
  send action
    LAPD, 43-20
    SDLC, 39-23
    X.25 Layer 2, 37-23
    address required for Send RR, 37-23
    X.25 Layer 3, 38-31
RS-170 video connector, 1-11, 18-3
RS-232
- connector, REMOTE, 1-10
  - optional TIM, 13-1
RS-232/V24, test connector, 1-12
RS-449, optional TIM, 13-1
RS-485, optional TIM, 13-1
RTS
- available for triggering, 32-5
  - field on RS-232 Interface Control menu, 11-4, 11-6
RTS on/off, Layer 1 Emulate DTE action, 32-12
Rub Out key, 3-7, 30-4
  - in Easy View, 4-16
Run mode, unit fails to enter, 2-22

S

S, scale, field on Graphical Statistics menu, 22-5, 22-7
SABM
- sample program to enhance all occurrences on trace display, 43-30
  - send action, X.25 Layer 2, 37-23
Sample action
  - on counter, 21-6
    - clears current value, 21-7
  - on timer, 21-6
    - used to compute percentages, 21-11
Sample counter value, layer-independent action, 31-10
Sample test, force data-packet transmit, 38-45
Sample timer, layer-independent action, 31-11
SAPI
- adjunct to monitor/receive-frame condition, LAPD, 43-12
  - adjunct to send-frame action, LAPD, 43-22
  - trace column, LAPD, 43-6
SAR header, in ATM
  - AAL 1, 49-5
  - AAL 3/4, 49-11
SAR trailer, in ATM, AAL 3/4, 49-11
Save, File Maintenance, menu selection, 15-15
Save key, 3-6, 15-15
Screen buffer, storage capacity, 1-16

Screen display of data
  - sixteen data lines in center of, 6-5
  - three divisions of, 6-5
  - three lines of softkey functions at bottom of, 6-5
  - two status lines at top of, 6-5
Screen Saver Timeout, Easy View Setup menu field, 19-5

Script file
- format, 20-20
  - labels, 20-23, 20-25
  - master information, 20-21
  - commands, 20-23
  - master title, 20-22
  - master title date, 20-22
  - menu information, 20-23
  - menu date, 20-23, 20-24
  - menu-item information, 20-24
  - commands, 20-25
  - help-file pathname, 20-25
  - item date, 20-24
  - item description, 20-25
  - item name, 20-24
  - sample, 20-27

SCSI drives, maximum recording times, 7-5
SCSI hard drive, recording bit-image data, 2-27

SDLC
- diagram of frame fields, 39-9
  - multi-drop operation
    - enabled on Frame Level Setup screen, 39-3, 39-5
  - resend frame, 39-30
  - reset Nr, 39-31
  - reset Ns, 39-31
SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, 39-2
Secondary (drop) in SDLC, 39-4
  - identified in ADDR column of trace display, 39-8
SELECT
- function key, used to select a rolling packet-level "cause", 38-20, 38-36
Selectable, CRC mode, 10-14
  - versus Bisync mode, 10-14
Selections, column on Layer Setup screen, 8-4
Selelectric, default BCC parameters, 10-10
Self tests, 2-1
Send frame, Layer 2 action
  - effect on Frame Sent condition, 37-18, 39-19, 43-17
  - LAPD, 43-20
Index A: Part I

SDLC, 39–23
SNA, 40–3
X.25, 37–22
default parameters, 37–22, 37–23
Send packet, Layer 3 action
does not send packet directly out on line, 38–24, 38–30
effect on Packet Sent condition, 38–27
X.25, 38–29
Send string, Layer 1 action, 37–27, 38–38, 39–27, 43–24
dual-port, 32–17
single-port, 32–9
send_key, keyboard routine, 3–12, 6–23
SEND2, secondary port send-string action used with dual-port TIMs, 32–17
Service Indicators (SIO’s), SS#7 Layer 3, 47–17
Set (and start) timeout, layer-independent action, 31–12
Set counter value, layer-independent action, 31–10
Set Date, field on Date/Time Setup menu, 17–3
Set flag bits, layer-independent action, 31–14
Set idle character, Layer 1 action, single-port, 32–13
Set Time, field on Date/Time Setup menu, 17–3
SETUP, sample program to enhance all occurrences on trace display, 44–13
Setup files, saving and loading, 23–5–23–6
Setup menus
AIM Interface Setup, overview, 2–12
BCC Setup, overview, 2–12
BERT Setup, overview, 2–12
Display Setup screen, overview, 2–11
FEB Setup, overview, 2–12
Interface Control Setup, overview, 2–12
Line Setup, overview, 2–11
overview, 2–11
See also Separate entry under name of each menu
Record Setup, 7–5–7–11
overview, 2–11
SI0
monitor/receive condition, LAPD, 43–10
send action, LAPD, 43–21
Signal
layer-independent action, advantage over flag or counter, 31–14
layer-independent condition, 31–8
Signalling Channel Control Part (SCCP), SS#7 Layer 3, 47–19
Signalling Link Selection (SLS), SS#7 Layer 3, 47–6, 47–10
Size, trace column
LAPD, 43–8
SDLC, 39–11
SNA–SDLC, 40–6
X.25 Layer 2, 37–10
X.25 Layer 3, 38–14
SMDS
DXI, recording selections, 48–1
DXI (Data Exchange Interface), 10–9, 48–1
SNI, recording selections, T1 data, 48–1
SNI (Subscriber Network Interface), 5–9, 48–1
SMDS Frame Mode, BCC Setup screen, 10–4
SNA
fields in protocol trace, 40–8
LU 6.2, 40–3
multi-drop operation, enabled on Frame Level Setup screen, 40–3
sample Line Setup, 5–18
SNA/SDLC Frame Level Setup screen, 40–2
SNI, SMDS interface, 48–1
SNRM, send action, SDLC, 39–23
Softkey labels, user-defined
in Display Window, 6–24
in Protocol Traces, 6–18
in user traces, 6–26
Source, field on Line Setup menu, 5–5, 7–4
Speed
different speeds for TD and RD, 5–16
field on Line Setup menu, 5–15
optimizing high-speed performance, 2–26
frame mode, 2–30
selecting monitor and transmit speeds, 5–15
selecting record speed, 7–8
SRC, source, trace column
LAPD, 43–6
Q.931, 44–5
SDLC, 39–8
SS#7 Layer 2, 46–5
X.25 Layer 2, 37–7
X.25 Layer 3, 38–12
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SREJ
monitor/receive condition
SDLC, 39-13
X.25 Layer 2, 37-12
send action
SDLC, 39-23
X.25 Layer 2, 37-23
address required for Send SREJ, 37-23

SS#7
Layer 1, 45-3-45-6
compression of data, 45-4
Run-time display, 45-3
setup for testing, 45-3
SS7 Compression Setup for dual port, 45-4
SS7 Suppression Setup for dual port, 45-5
suppression of data, 45-5
Layer 2, 46-3-46-12
frame structure and values, 46-11
Run-time display, 46-3
setup for testing, 46-3
testing in emulate mode, 46-11
testing in monitor mode, 46-7
Layer 3, 47-3-47-22
ANSI format, 47-4
CCITT format, 47-4, 47-10
Circuit Identifier Code (CIC), 47-6, 47-10
Destination Point Code (DPC), 47-10
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), 47-22
Message Signal Units (MSU's), 47-6
incomplete, 47-7
structure and values, 47-12-47-22
Network Indicator, 47-9
Network Management (NETM) Headers, 47-18
Originating Point Code (OPC), 47-10
Service Indicators (SIO's), 47-17
setting up, 47-3
Signalling Channel Control Part (SCCP), 47-19
Signalling Link Selection (SLS), 47-6, 47-10
Telephone User Part (TUP), 47-20-47-21
testing in Monitor mode, 47-7-47-22
US standard format, 47-10
sample Line Setup, 5-18

Start At Block, subfield on Disk Maintenance menu, 14-10
Start timeout, layer-independent action, 31-11
Start timer, layer-independent action, 31-11
Start up screen, 2-2
Start—stop, data setup, 5-15
Start—stop bit, voltage not affected by inverted polarity, 5-17
START/INCL, field on BCC Setup menu, 10-11
Start/Incl, field on BCC Setup menu, 10-12
START/N/INCL, field on BCC Setup menu, 10-12, 10-15
Start/N/Incl, field on BCC Setup menu, 10-13
start_rcrd_play, record routine, 16-6

States
introduction to concept, 24-3
Protocol Spreadsheet, programming block, 28-8
comments in, 28-14
traced along with layers and tests on Program Trace, 6-20

Statistics
BERT display, accessing the results, 11-19
graphics display
accessing via softkey, 22-3
printing, 16-15
identification of counters and timers, 21-4
postponed until after run, 21-6
tabular display
accessing via softkey, 22-3
can scroll through 100 counters, timers, and accumulators, 21-5
printing, 16-15
tabular menu
cursor movement, 21-4
two cursors, 21-4
Statistics menus, overview, 2-14
Statistics Type, field on Display Setup menu, 22-3
Stats, statistical softkey, linked to Statistics Type field in Display Setup menu, 22-3

Status lines
division of Run-mode screen, 6-5
record/playback field, 5-6, 7-10
in BERT, 11-18
Stop At, field on Record Setup menu, 7-10
Stop Bits
field on Line Setup menu, 25-6, 32-4
subfield on Line Setup menu, 5-15
Stop timeout, layer—independent action, 31-11
Strike—through’s, Protocol Spreadsheet, 2-22

String
adjunct to send-frame action
LAPD, 43-24
SDLC, 39-27
X.25 Layer 2, 37-27
adjunct to send—packet action, X.25 Layer 3, 38–33, 38–38
relation of string entry in Call Request to DATA field on Packet Level Setup screen, 38–33
Layer 1 send action, 37–27, 38–38, 39–27, 43–24
location of IL buffer, 34–6
monitor/receive condition
always in quotation marks on Protocol Spreadsheet, 32–3
Layer 1, 32–3, 32–4
monitored or received, size limit, 32–3
referenced in IL buffer, 34–6
send action
always in quotation marks on Protocol Spreadsheet, 32–10, 32–18
no practical size limit, 32–9, 32–18
valid characters, 32–9, 32–18
send2 action, always in quotation marks on Protocol Spreadsheet, 32–18
to be passed down with data primitive, 34–6
Strings on Protocol Spreadsheet, 33–1
Strip, field on BCC Setup menu, 10–13
STX, field on BCC Setup menu, 10–12
Summary of, subfield on Disk Maintenance menu, 14–7
Suppress, field on Display Setup menu, 6–10, 6–13
Suppress not equal, logical equivalent of "display only", 6–11
Suppress selected trace rows
LAPD action, 43–29, 43–30
Q.931 action, 44–12, 44–13
SDLC action, 39–32, 39–33
SNA action, 40–3
SS#7 Layer 2 action, 46–10, 46–11
SS#7 Layer 3 action, 47–11, 47–12
X.25 Layer 2 action, 37–32, 37–33
X.25 Layer 3 action, 38–42, 38–43
Sync
block checking in ATM Frame Mode, 10–9
block checking in SMDS Frame Mode, 10–9
Sync Char
field on Line Setup menu, 3–6, 11–9
subfield on Line Setup menu, 5–8, 5–9
Sync characters
in half—duplex BERT, 11–7
must be included in transmit string, 33–3
Sync Pattern
field on BERT Setup menu, 3–6, 11–8, 11–9
not applicable in pseudorandom full—duplex test, 11–10
used for pattern sync in half—duplex pseudorandom test, 11–11
versus Sync Chars on Line Setup menu, 11–9
in fox or user—defined test, 11–9
Sync symbol, special symbol on data display, 5–8
Synchronization
accidental synching, 5–13
continuous search for sync (autosync), 5–13
default patterns for standard codes, 5–8
time entering a one—character pattern, 5–9
in—sync status message in BERT, 11–21
searched for following Outsync action, 32–13
when receivers do not search for sync, 5–13
Synchronization point, in half—duplex pseudorandom BERT, 11–11
Syntax errors, Protocol Spreadsheet, 2–18
/sys/ezview_setup, 2–3
/sys/fifty_hertz, file name, 1–9
/sys/print_setup, loaded during boot—up, 2–3, 16–7
System disk, boot—up, 8–3

T

T, type, field on Graphical Statistics menu, 22–5
T1
field on LAPD Frame Level Setup screen, 43–3
field on X.25 Frame Level Setup screen, 37–3
optional TIM, 13–1
record setup, 7–8
T1 expired, emulate—mode condition
LAPD, 43–4, 43–16
X.25 Layer 2, 37–4, 37–18
T1 timeout
conditions under which timer expires, 37–4, 43–4
maximum and minimum values, 37–4, 43–4
TEI
adjunct to monitor/receive—frame condition, LAPD, 43–12
adjunct to send—frame action, LAPD, 43–22
trace column, LAPD, 43–8
Telephone User Part (TUP), SS#7 Layer 3, 47–20–47–21
Temperature, operating, 1–17
Test, field on Display Setup menu, 6–20, 31–19
Test connectors
  software control, 1–14
Test Interface Module, back panel, 1–12–1–20
  TO DCE, 1–12
  TO DTE, 1–12
Test Interface Module
  installation, 1–19, 12–1
  LED overlay, 1–6
  installation, 1–19, 12–1
  LED's, back panel, 1–15
  software control, 1–14
  test connectors, 1–12–1–20
Test Length, field on BERT Setup menu, 11–14
Test Seconds, BERT counter, 11–20

Tests
  identified on Program Trace, 6–20
  Protocol Spreadsheet, programming block, 28–8
  comments in, 28–14
  simultaneous, program design, 24–3–24–4
Tick Rate, field on Front–End Buffer Setup menu, 9–7, 22–7
Tick rate, 9–6
  RD bits, 9–6
  should agree with time “Unit” on Statistics screen, 9–6
  TD bits, 9–6
TIM. See Test Interface Module

Time, trace column
  LAPD, 43–8
  Q.931, 44–8
  SDLC, 39–11
  SNA–SDLC, 40–6
  SS#7 Layer 2, 46–6
  SS#7 Layer 3, 47–6
  values may be wall time, ticks, or recorded ticks, 37–10, 38–14, 39–11, 40–6, 43–8, 44–8, 46–6, 47–6
  X.25 Layer 2, 37–10
  X.25 Layer 3, 38–14
Time of day, layer–independent condition, 31–6

Time Ticks, field on Front–End Buffer Setup screen, 9–6, 37–10, 38–14, 39–11, 40–6, 43–8, 44–8, 46–6, 47–6

Time ticks
  effect on capacity of character buffer, 6–27
  enabled/disabled on FEB Setup screen, 9–3
  encodable in bit–image or character data, 9–3
  gives most accurate timer readings, 31–10

playback, 2–20
  of bit–image data, 2–20, 9–6
  of character data, 2–20, 9–6
  storage of, 1–16
  versus wall–clock timing measurements, 9–8

Time–of–day clock. See Date/Time Setup

Time/Date Setup, overview, 2–15

Timeout
  condition, Trigger Setup menus, 25–9
  field on Trigger Setup menu, 26–8
  layer–independent action, 31–11
  layer–independent condition, 31–4
  maximum value, 31–12
  program to increase maximum value, 31–12
  restart (or start), 31–11
  shared between spreadsheet and Trigger Setup menus, 31–11

Timeout expired, SDLC condition, 39–4

Timer
  accumulated, 31–15
  identification postponed until after run, 21–6
  identified by name on statistics screen, 21–4
  layer–independent action, 31–10
  printing line of tabular statistics for, 31–16

Timers, no values displayed, 2–23

Timestamp Resolution, field on Front–End Buffer Setup screen, 9–8

TO DCE, test connector, 1–12

To Disk Number, subfield on Disk Maintenance menu, 14–11

TO DTE, test connector, 1–12

Total, Summary subfields on Disk Maintenance menu, 14–9

Trace
  as component of custom protocol analysis, 6–21
  as debugging tool, 6–20
  compared to prompt, 6–20
  layer–independent action, 31–18
  layer–independent spreadsheet action, 6–20
  versus prompt, 31–18

Trace buffer, correlation with character data, 6–27

Trace display
  LAPD, 43–5
  Q.931, 44–3
  SDLC, 39–6
  SNA–SDLC, 40–4
  X.25 Layer 2, 37–5, 46–3
  X.25 Layer 3, 38–8, 47–4

Transitional condition, 31–2, 31–6, 32–1, 32–6
Transitional/status condition, 31-2, 32-1, 32-5
Transmit complete, Layer 1 condition, 32-6
Transmit string
  complete version entered only at Layer 1, 33-3
does not appear on display, 2-23
trig_flag, name of flag mask on Trigger Setup menus, 25-11, 26-6, 31-7
trig_timeout_1, name of timeout on Trigger Setup menus, 26-8
trig_timeout_2, name of timeout on Trigger Setup menus, 26-8
Trigger, condition-action grouping on Protocol Spreadsheet, 31-1
Trigger conditions, EIA, fails to come true, 2-22
Trigger freeze. See Capture data to screen (on/off)
Trigger Setup, variables shared with Protocol Spreadsheet, 23-5
Trigger Setup menus, 25-3
  Actions, 26-3-26-12
  basic description of capabilities, 23-2
  Conditions
    Buffer Full, 25-11
      combined with other Conditions, 25-4
    combining static and instantaneous, 25-4
    Counter, 25-11
      combined with other Conditions, 25-4
    EIA, 25-9
      combined with other Conditions, 25-4
    Flags, 25-10
      combined with other Conditions, 25-4
    Keyboard, 25-12
    Receiver, 25-5
    Timeout, 25-9
    Xmit Complete, 25-10
  menu selections
    (Actions), 2
    (Conditions), 2
  overview, 2-12
  transmit string, does not appear on screen, 2-23
Trigger Summary screen, 27-3
Triggers
  active, 25-4
  control of color display, 18-5-18-6
Troubleshooting
  data plus leads, failure of leads to transition, 2-23
data-plus-leads display, failure of leads to transition, 2-23
  layers, passing data between, 2-23
  overheating, 1-10, 2-24
  power-up, warning message, 2-24
  Program key, unit unexpectedly enters Run mode, 2-22
  Protocol Spreadsheet, unexplained strike-through's, 2-22
  Run mode, unit fails to enter, 2-22
timers, no values displayed, 2-23
  transmit string, does not appear on screen, 2-23
  trigger conditions, EIA, fails to come true, 2-22
Troubleshooting
  application program won't compile, 2-26
  application program won't run, 2-26
  unit running slow, 2-25, 2-26
TTL, optional TIM, 13-1
TYPE, trace column
  LAPD, 43-8
  SDLC, 39-8
  X.25 Layer 2, 37-7
  X.25 Layer 3, 38-12
Type
  field on BCC Setup menu, 10-12
  field on Disk Maintenance menu, 7-4
  field on Display Setup menu, 6-7
  primitives, 34-4
  subfield on Disk Maintenance menu, 14-10

U
U, unit, field on Graphical Statistics menu, 22-7
U/A
  LED, 1-15
  X.21 input jacks, monitored for on/off status, 36-7
UA, send action
  SDLC, 39-23
  X.25 Layer 2, 37-23
Undelete, editor command, 30-8
Unit, column on Tabular Statistics screen, 21-6
Unit of time
  selection for printout of timer line, 31-17
  selection on a statistics screen, 9-7
Unknown frame, receive condition
  LAPD, 43-16
  SDLC, 39-17
  X.25 Layer 2, 37-17
Unknown packet, receive condition, X.25 Layer 3, 38-26
Unmarking text, in Easy View text files, 4-17
Unresolved reference, error message, 2–22
Up Arrow key, 30–4
Used, Summary subfields on Disk Maintenance menu, 14–8
User disk, personality packages reside on, 8–3
User trace
#pragma tracebuf, 6–25
buffer size may be increased, 6–25
display mode, 6–25–6–27
softkey labels under programmer’s control, 6–26
User-assigned BERT pattern, 11–7
/usr directory, filing system, 15–6
/usr/default
affect on Start Up screen, 2–3
boot-up menu configuration, 2–6
default program, 2–6
/usr/user_intrf
affect on Start Up screen, 2–3
creating a user interface, 2–4
Utilities menus, overview, 2–15
See also Separate entry under name of each menu

V

V, value, field on Graphical Statistics menu, 22–6
V.35, optional TIM, 13–1
Verify Passes, subfield on Disk Maintenance menu, 14–7
Video, ATM transmission, 49–2
Video connectors
CRT/RGB, 1–11
RS–170 composite video, 1–11
View, File Maintenance, menu selection, 15–20
Voice, ATM transmission, 49–2
Voltage selection, back panel, 1–8

W

Wait for End Of Frame
condition dependent on Rcv Blk Chk: ON, 10–5
subfield on Trigger Setup menu, 10–5, 25–9
Wait for EOF (end of frame)
adjunct to String or One—of condition, Layer 1, 32–5

Layer 1 condition, 32–3
Wall clock
accurate to one millisecond, 9–8
controls timers when time ticks are disabled, 31–10
enabled when time ticks are disabled, 9–8
Warning message, during power–up, 2–24
Winchester hard disk
installing new system software, 2–7
storage capacity, 1–16
Window
cleared by Reset Ns action, 37–31, 39–31, 43–28
defined, 37–28, 38–39, 39–28, 43–26
empty, emulate—mode condition, 37–18, 38–27, 39–19, 43–17
full
effect on Send action, 37–23, 38–31, 39–23, 43–20
emulate—mode condition, 37–18, 38–27, 39–19, 43–17
not empty, emulate—mode condition, 37–18, 38–27, 39–19, 43–17
not full, emulate—mode condition, 37–18, 38–27, 39–19, 43–17
Window size, 37–5, 38–4, 39–5, 43–5
Write, editor command, 15–7, 30–6
formatted, 30–6
unformatted, 30–7
Write Enable, File Maintenance, menu selection, 15–21
Write Protect, File Maintenance, menu selection, 15–21
Write protection, microflloppiés, 1–6

X

X.200, CCITT recommendation, 24–5
X.21
call—setup phase, 36–4
changing idle character during transmission, 36–8
clamping/unclamping data leads, 36–9
invoking, 36-10
plus, bell and sync idle, 36-9
send action, 36-8
code and format, 36-8
data-transfer phase, 36-4
invoking, 36-11
send action, 36-7
Layer 1 package, 36-3
leads
controlling C and I, 36-10
monitoring C and I for true or valid status, 36-6
monitoring T and R for valid status, 36-5
optional TIM, 13-1
sending from Layer 2, 36-5, 36-11
X.21 bis, lead conversions, 36-4
X.25
diagram of frame fields, 37-8
diagram of packet fields, 38-10
sample Line Setup, 5-18
user program to convert protocol headers to hexadecimal, 37-35
user program to force data packets containing fox messages out onto the line from Layer 3, 38-45
user program to make Layer 2 “automatic” for higher layer, 37-36
X.25 Frame Level Setup screen, 37-2
X.25 Packet Level Setup screen, 38-2, 38-32
Xmit Complete
condition, Trigger Setup menus, 25-10
Layer 1 condition, 32-6
Xmit Idle Char
field on Line Setup menu, 3-6
subfield on Line Setup menu, 5-14
XS-3
default BCC parameters, 10-10
default sync pattern, 5-8
SY characters inappropriate for, 5-8
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1 ATM Overview

The INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM and INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS units have been designed especially for ATM broadband testing. Special hardware has been added to a standard INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO unit to create the 8800 PLUS ATM model.

- The INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM can decode WAN protocols (serial data) simultaneously while decoding cell-based protocols at the ATM interfaces.

- The INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS unit has the same full ATM interface capabilities, but not the WAN-protocol decoding processes.

- Early INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO Series units may become a full-fledged INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM unit through a series of upgrade steps; contact Customer Service for more information.

The INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO units support applications for monitoring and emulation in ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) for T1/E1 with no additional hardware required. ATM for T1 is defined in the ATM Forum DS1 ATM UNI (V1.0) Specification and the ITU Documentation I.432 and G.804. ATM is based on 53-byte cells; the INTERVIEW decodes it using either a PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Protocol) to map cells onto the T1 framed data streams (via 576-byte superframe) or the standard ATM HEC (Header Error Control) framing.

1.1 Overview

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a technology that offers the “bandwidth on demand” features of packet-switching with the high speeds required for LAN and WAN networks today. This cell-relay technology operates independently of the type of transmission being generated at the upper level and of the type and speed of the physical layer medium being used. This allows sending of virtually any type of transmission (e.g., voice, data, video) in a single integrated data stream operating over any medium ranging from existing T1/E1 lines to SONET OC-3 at speeds of 1.5 to 155 Mbps — and faster.

The technology permits both public (i.e., RBOC, PTT, or local carrier) and private (i.e., LAN or LAN-to-internal switch) ATM networks. This capability gives a seamless and transparent (to the user) connection from one end user to another, whether in the same building or across two continents.
(A) OSI Layer Similarity

At the end user site, ATM operates with a layered structure similar to the OSI 7-layered model. However, as Figure 1-1 shows, ATM only addresses the lower two layers of this model:

- Layer 1 — Physical Medium
- Layer 2 — Data Link

All other layers are only part of the encapsulated information portion of the cell, which is passed transparently through the ATM network.

Figure 1-1 At the end user site, ATM addresses the lower two layers of the OSI seven-layer model.
These two OSI layers are handled by three layers for ATM:

- **Physical Layer** — This layer defines the medium for transmission, any medium-dependent parameters (e.g., the Quality of Service requirements), and the framing used to find the data contained within the medium. It is divided into two sublayers: the Transmission Convergence Sublayer and the Physical Layer Medium Dependent Sublayer.

- **ATM Layer** — This layer provides the basic 53-byte cell format and defines the cell header content.

- **ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL)** — This layer adapts the higher-level data into formats compatible with the ATM Layer requirements. It is dependent on the type of service(s) being transported by the higher layer. It is divided into two sublayers: the Convergence Sublayer and the Segmentation and Reassembly Sublayer.

When the end user sends traffic over the ATM network, the higher-level data unit is passed down to the AAL Layer, which prepares the data for the ATM Layer as appropriate for the AAL protocol being used. This can include padding the data unit to a fixed length, adding headers and/or trailers for error checking and higher-level routing, and segmentation—with or without additional information added to the subunits. (Note that the AAL is also responsible for reassembly of the data unit when passing the data back up to the higher-level.)

The prepared data unit or segment is then passed down to the ATM Layer, which affixes a necessary 5-byte ATM header to the segment. This 53-byte ATM cell is then passed down to the Physical Layer for transmission (HEC framing) or packaging into a Physical Layer Convergence Protocol superframe (PLCP framing).

The ATM Network is illustrated in Figure 1-2.
Different AAL protocols are used for different traffic types: data, voice, video

Figure 1-2 Typical ATM Network Illustration.

(B) ATM Physical Layer

The Physical layer puts the information on to a physical medium. The Physical Layer is divided into two categories: the Physical Medium Dependent Sublayer (PMD) and the Transmission Convergence Sublayer (TC).

1. Transmission Convergence Sublayer. The TC sublayer performs several functions.
   - Packages ATM cells into transmission frames
   - Generates and receives those frames and their overhead bits
   - Calculates error control information and inserts it into the HEC in the ATM cell header
   - Checks received HEC information
   - Discards the incoming cell if the first four bytes are neither error-free nor correctable
   - Scrambles the 48 bytes in the Payload field for certain media, ensuring that this field is not identical to the HEC pattern to suppress false syncing
2. **Physical Medium Dependent Sublayer.**

The PMD sublayer covers information transfer between nodes and handles timing recovery, line encoding formats, electro-optical conversions, and such.

- Inserts and extracts cells from the Layer medium
- Multiplexes cell groups, inserting empty cells if necessary to meet Layer 1 rate requirements

(C) **ATM Layer**

In simple terms, the ATM Layer takes 48 bytes of information and segments it into the payload of a single cell; to this cell is added a 5-byte header which contains proper information for routing the payload to its correct destination. The 53-byte ATM cell is then passed through the network at a very high rate of speed; the end devices segment and reassemble the information in the cell to preserve its integrity.

The 48-byte ATM payload is user information, but it can be filled with more than user data. Up to 4 bytes can be used for the adaptation process itself or padding. The AAL is responsible for formatting user data into this field.

(D) **ATM Header**

The 5-byte ATM header is added to the 48-byte payload in the ATM Layer. It consists of several parts, as shown in Figure 1-3 and explained in Section 1.2.

(E) **ATM Media**

ATM is media-independent, so the media type is governed only by the limitations of the physical transport.

1. **Physical Layer Rates and Uses.** Currently, four types of physical media are defined:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Media</th>
<th>Physical Interface</th>
<th>Bit Rate</th>
<th>Network Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Twisted Pair (STP) or Fiber</td>
<td>TBA*</td>
<td>100 Mbps</td>
<td>Private Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.5/125 Micron Multimode Fiber</td>
<td>TBA**</td>
<td>155.52 Mbps</td>
<td>Private Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.5/125 Micron Multimode Fiber</td>
<td>OC3</td>
<td>155.52 Mbps</td>
<td>Public Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaxial Cable or Fiber</td>
<td>DS-3</td>
<td>44.736 Mbps</td>
<td>Public Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E3</td>
<td>34.368 Mbps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STS-1</td>
<td>51.840 Mbps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 100 Mbps facilities use 4B/5B Encoding
** 155.52 Mbps facilities use 8B/10B Encoding

2. **SONET or SDH Interface Rates.** ATM cells fit into SONET or SDH frames as part of the SPE (Synchronous Payload Envelope) to which is added the Path Overhead and Transport Overhead to make up the SONET or SDH frame.
(F) AAL Protocols

Four AAL protocols have been defined for use in ATM networks. These protocols loosely correspond to specific data classes, but are not necessarily exclusive to that data type:

- **AAL 0** — Not a defined AAL protocol, simply refers to raw cells with full control over all bits in the payload
- **AAL 1** — Constant bit rate, connection-oriented, synchronous traffic (e.g., uncompressed voice)
- **AAL 2** — Variable bit rate, connection-oriented, synchronous traffic (e.g., compressed video); not in common use
- **AAL 3/4** — Variable bit rate, connection-oriented, asynchronous traffic (e.g., X.25 data) or connectionless packet data (e.g., SMDS) with additional information on segmentation and cell order
- **AAL 5** — Variable bit rate, connection-oriented, asynchronous traffic (e.g., X.25 data) or connectionless packet data (e.g., LAN traffic) with a simplified information scheme for resegmentation

Examples of data flow for the commonly used AAL 1, AAL 3/4, and AAL 5 protocols are given in Sections 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5, respectively.

1.2 ATM Header

The 5-byte ATM header is added to the 48-byte payload in the ATM Layer. It consists of several parts. The User Network Interface (UNI) requires a 4-bit Generic Flow Control element that the Network-Node Interface (NNI) doesn’t require. See the illustration in Figure 1-3.

![ATM Header Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 1-3** Comparison of UNI Header and NNI Header
**GFC** — Generic Flow Control (4 bits, UNI only)
Not fully defined as yet, defaults to all zeros. May be used in proprietary flow control schemes now.

**VPI** — Virtual Path Identifier (8 bits UNI, 12 bits NNI)
With VCI, used for ATM addressing. Used to deliver “bulk” circuit transport across networks with local management of VCIs.

**VCI** — Virtual Circuit Identifier (16 bits)
With VPI, used for ATM addressing.

**PTI** — Payload Type (3 bits)
Payload Type Indicator (PTI) encoding values are given in Table 1-2.

**CLP** — Cell-Loss Priority (1 bit)
Reports priority of cells for discarding:
- 0 - keep this cell
- 1 - this cell can be discarded
Can be set by user to indicate priority. Some networks can “tag” cells at entry if they exceed the subscribed traffic measures.

**HEC** — Header Error Control (8 bits)
Error correcting code to detect multiple header errors and to correct single bit errors. Used to avoid misdelivery of cells due to corruption of the header. Does not detect payload errors. Also used for identifying cell boundaries (see footnote in Table 1-2 regarding PTI encoding).

A listing of pre-defined header field values is found in Table 1-1.

The User Network Interface (UNI) defines signaling protocols (ITU-T standards) for point-to-point and point-to-multipoint call setup and management over SVCs (Switched Virtual Circuits). SVCs are dynamic network connections set up only for the duration of a call, paving the way for delivery of services such as video-on-demand.

The Network-Node Interface (NNI) defines the protocols between private ATM networks. Work is in progress on an implementation agreement, which is expected to be published in 1995.
### Table 1-1
Pre-defined Header Field Values †

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Value&lt;sup&gt;1,2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Octet 1</td>
<td>Octet 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unassigned cell indication</td>
<td>00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-signalling (default) &lt;sup&gt;5,7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Broadcast signalling (default) &lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Broadcast signalling &lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>yyyy0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-to-point signalling (default) &lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-to-point signalling &lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>yyyy0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid Pattern</td>
<td>xxx0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment OAM F4 flow cell &lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0000aaaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-End OAM F4 flow cell &lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0000aaaa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. A indicates that the bit is available for use by the appropriate ATM layer function.
2. X indicates "don't care" bits.
3. Y indicates any VPI value other than 00000000.
4. C indicates that the originating signalling entity shall set the CLP bit to 0. The network may change the value of the CLP bit.
5. Reserved for user signalling with the local exchange.
6. Reserved for signalling with other signalling entities (e.g., other users or remote networks).
7. The transmitting ATM entity shall set bit 2 of octet 4 to zero. The receiving ATM entity shall ignore bit 2 of octet 4.

### Table 1-2
Payload Type Indicator Encoding †

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PTI Coding (MSB first)</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>User data cell, congestion not experienced, SDU-type = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001 *</td>
<td>User data cell, congestion not experienced, SDU-type = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>User data cell, congestion experienced, SDU-type = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011 *</td>
<td>User data cell, congestion experienced, SDU-type = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Segment OAM F5 flow related cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>End-to-end OAM F5 flow related cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Reserved for future traffic control and resource management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>Reserved for future functions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This coding indicates this is the end of a SAR-PDU segment for AAL 5

† Table information from *ATM Forum UNI Specification*, Subsections 3.4.4 and 3.4.5, respectively.
1.3 AAL 1 Protocol

The AAL 1 example shown in Figure 1-4 follows the flow of a 141-byte message (Service Data Unit) from the end user to the ATM layer. The SDU is passed unchanged through the Convergence Sublayer to the Segmentation and Reassembly Sublayer (SAR). The steps to accomplish this are documented in the following pages in Figure 1-5 through Figure 1-7.
Figure 1-5 AAL 1 protocol: the SAR sublayer divides the entire PDU into 47-byte segments from the beginning and adds a 1-byte header to each segment.

Figure 1-5 shows that the SAR sublayer divides the entire PDU into 47-byte segments from the beginning and adds a 1-byte header to each segment. This header adds information concerning the sequencing of the segments and provides an error-check mechanism.

The 1-byte SAR header consists of the following, as shown in Figure 1-6:

- **SN** — Sequence Number, a 4-bit field which indicates the sequence number information for this segment.

- **SNP** — Sequence Number Protection, a 4-bit field which provides the error-checking mechanism for the SAR header.
Figure 1-6 AAL 1 protocol: the 1-byte SAR header consists of two 4-bit fields: SN and SNP. Each of these fields is in turn subdivided into a 3-bit and a 1-bit field.

The Sequence Number portion of the header is further subdivided into two subfields, as shown in Figure 1-6:

- **CSI** — Convergence Sublayer Indications, a 1-bit subfield which is used to convey CS-specific information. This is not utilized for all AAL 1 implementations.

- **SC** — Sequence Count, a 3-bit sequence number for the entire CS-PDU. This is generated by the CS and remains constant for all segments created from that CS-PDU.

The Sequence Number Protection portion of the header is also subdivided into two subfields, as shown in Figure 1-6:

- **CRC** — Cyclical Redundancy Check, a 3-bit sequence that functions as an error check for the SN field only.

- **EPC** — Even Parity Check, a 1-bit check of the previous 7 bits of the header, i.e., the SN field and the CRC subfield.
This SAR-PDU (segment) becomes the transparent 48-byte payload for the ATM cell. A 5-byte ATM header is then added to the segment to create the ATM cell. This header contains the information necessary to transport the cell to its destination, identify the payload type, assign the cell a loss priority, and provide an error-checking mechanism.

The ATM header is defined in Section 1.2.
1.4 AAL 3/4 Protocol

The AAL 3/4 example shown in Figure 1-8 follows the flow of a message (Service Data Unit) from the end user to the ATM Layer. The steps to accomplish this for a 121-byte message are documented in the following pages in Figure 1-9 through Figure 1-12.

Figure 1-8 AAL3/4 protocol: transformation of a CPCS-SDU message from the end user into a 53-byte ATM cell.
The SDU is passed to the Convergence Sublayer, where a 4-byte header and a 4-byte trailer are added to the front and end, respectively, of the SDU (see Figure 1-9). In addition, the data segment is padded with 0 to 3 bytes of data at the end, as necessary, to make the entire Protocol Data Unit (PDU) size a multiple of 4 bytes. (In our example, the pad is 3 bytes.)

The Common Part Convergence Sublayer (CPCS) header consists of the following:

- **CPI** — Common Part Indicator, used to interpret the remainder of the fields in the header and the trailer added for this sublayer (initial value = 0).
- **Btag** — Beginning Tag, an “error check” for this segment. The value in this field is also placed in the Etag field of the trailer, allowing a quick comparison after receipt to determine if the SDU has been corrupted.
- **BASize** — Buffer Allocation Size, encoded to indicate the CPCS-PDU payload length (in bytes when CPI = 0).

The CPCS trailer consists of the following:

- **AL** — Alignment, used to make the trailer size 4 bytes and passed transparently through the network.
- **Etag** — End Tag (see Btag)
- **Length** — Used to indicate the length of the PDU payload. This field is encoded to indicate the number of counting units in the length of the payload, with the counting unit size indicated in the CPI of the header (in bytes when CPI = 0).
Figure 1-10 AAL3/4 protocol: The entire CPCS-PDU is passed to the Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR) sublayer for further processing.

Figure 1-10 shows that the entire CPCS-PDU is then passed to the Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR) sublayer for further processing. This sublayer divides the entire PDU into 44-byte segments from the beginning and adds a 2-byte header and a 2-byte trailer to each segment. These headers and trailers add information concerning the segment order and provide a cyclical redundancy check (CRC) for the segment, as shown in Figure 1-11.

Figure 1-11 AAL3/4 protocol: header and trailer of SAR PDU.
The SAR header (see Figure 1-11) consists of the following:

- **ST** — Segment Type, one of the four possible segment types: Beginning of Message (BOM), Continuation of Message (COM), End of Message (EOM), or Single Segment Message (SSM).

  **NOTE:** In the example above, the EOM is a full 44 bytes in length. This will not necessarily be true of all PDUs, as the only requirement is that of maintaining a PDU length divisible by 4 bytes. Therefore, this segment will contain whatever portion remains after all of the previous 44-byte segments have been created by the segmentation process padded with zeroes as necessary.

- **SN** — Sequence Number, allowing the stream of SAR Service Data Units (SDUs) to be numbered using modulo 16 in order to provide a “loss of segment” check for each full PDU that is segmented.

- **MID** — Multiplexing Identification, used to multiplex CPCS connections on a single ATM Layer connection, when applicable. The MID value is the same for all SAR-PDUs of a given CPCS-PDU.

The SAR trailer (see Figure 1-11) consists of two parts:

- **LI** — Length Indication, binary encoded to indicate the number of bytes of the CPCS-PDU which are contained in the payload portion of the segment. For the BOM and COM segments this value must be 44. For EOM segments, the value can range from 4 to 44 as appropriate. For SSM segments, permissible values range from 8 to 44.

- **CRC** — Cyclical Redundancy Check, a 10-bit sequence that functions as an error check for the entire SAR-SDU, including the header, payload, and the LI field of the trailer.

This SAR-PDU is then handed down to the ATM Layer for further processing.
This SAR-PDU (segment) becomes the transparent 48-byte payload for the ATM cell (see Figure 1-12). A 5-byte ATM header is then added to the segment to create the ATM cell. This header contains the information necessary to transport the cell to its destination, identify the payload type, assign the cell a loss priority, and provide an error-checking mechanism.

The ATM header is defined in Section 1.2.
1.5 AAL 5 Protocol

The AAL 5 example follows the flow of the last 92 bytes of a message (Service Data Unit) from the end user to the ATM Layer. The procedure is further broken down and explained in Figure 1-14 and Figure 1-15.
Figure 1.14 AAL 5 protocol: the SDU is passed to the Convergence Sublayer, where padding and an 8-byte trailer is added to the end of the SDU.

Figure 1.14 illustrates that the SDU is passed to the Convergence Sublayer, where an 8-byte trailer is added to the end of the SDU. In addition, the data segment is padded with 0-47 bytes of data at the end, as necessary, to place the trailer at the end of the last 48-byte segment. (In our example, the pad is 44 bytes.)

The CPCS trailer consists of the following:

- **CPCS-UU** — CPCS User-to-User indication, used to transparently transfer CPCS information from the origination user to the destination user.

- **CPI** — Common Part Indicator, used to align the CPCS-PDU trailer to the 32-bit boundary.

- **Length** — Used to indicate the length in bytes of the CPCS payload (not including the PAD bytes).

- **CRC** — Cyclical Redundancy Check, a 32-bit error check for the entire contents of the CPCS-PDU, including the payload, the PAD field, and the first 4 bytes of the trailer.

This entire CPCS-PDU is then handed to the SAR sublayer for segmentation.
The SAR sublayer segmentation for AAL 5 consists solely of dividing the CPCS-PDU into 48-byte segments. These segments are then handed down to the ATM Layer, where the ATM Header is added to create the 53-byte ATM cells.

The ATM header is defined in Section 1.2. The ATM Header structure is the same for all AAL types, with one exception for the AAL 5 format: two of the Payload Type codes identify the end cell of a SAR-PDU segment. The footnote of Table 1-2 for the Payload Type encoding describes the end cell PT codes as:

- 001  User data cell, congestion not experienced, SDU-type = 1
- 011  User data cell, congestion experienced, SDU-type = 1

Note that the Payload Type codes will then also identify those intermediate cells which are not end cells.
1.6 Operations and Maintenance (OAM) Cells

The Operations and Maintenance (OAM) cells are used to provide various maintenance functions within the ATM network, including connectivity verification and alarm surveillance. At the ATM layer, the F4-F5 flows are carried via OAM cells.

The OAM cell flow used for end-to-end management functions may be carried transparently through the private ATM switch and made available to the user. These cells are only to be removed by the endpoint of the VPC (F4 flow) or VCC (F5 flow). Segment OAM cells are removed at the end of a segment (a single VP or VC link across the UNI).

These cells consist of a single segment with the following 48-byte format:

- **OAM Cell Type** — A 4-bit indicator of the type of OAM cell (e.g., 0001 to indicate Fault Management).

- **Function Type** — A 4-bit indicator of the purpose for this particular OAM cell (i.e., Alarm Indication Signal, Far End Receive Failure, Loopback).

- **Function-Specific Fields** — Functions and information for this cell (up to 45 bytes), used to denote destination and failure information.

- **CRC** — Cyclical Redundancy Check, a 10-bit error check for the OAM payload, including the type indicators and the function-specific fields.

This 48-byte OAM cell is passed to the ATM Layer, which adds the ATM Header to create the 53-byte ATM cell.
(A) OAM F4

The F4 flow of OAM cells at the UNI (OAM F4) carries VPC operational information; see Figure 1-17. The Payload Type Identifier (PTI) in F4 flows is set for user data. OAM F4 is used for segment management (link between the ATM nodes on either side of the UNI) or end-to-end management (VP termination) at the VP level using:

- VCI value = 3 — for layer management entities (LMEs) on both sides of the UNI, i.e., single length segment
- VCI value = 4 — for end-to-end ATM LMEs

![ATM Cell Header](chart)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GFC</th>
<th>VPI</th>
<th>VCI</th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>CLP</th>
<th>HEC</th>
<th>OAM Cell Type</th>
<th>Function Type</th>
<th>Functions-Specific Fields</th>
<th>CRC-10 **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Atmosphere</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>same as user's cells</td>
<td>VCI - 3 (Segment)</td>
<td>Fault Management</td>
<td>0000: AIS</td>
<td>0001: FERF</td>
<td>1000: Loopback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VCI - 4 (End-to-End)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** G(x) = x^{10} + x^{9} + x^{8} + x^{4} + x + 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1-17 F4 Flow: Common Operations and Maintenance (OAM) cell format.

(B) OAM F5

The F5 flow of OAM cells at the UNI (OAM F5) carries VCC operational information; see Figure 1-18. These cells have the same VPI/VCI values as the user-data cells but are identified by unique, pre-assigned code points of the PT field. OAM F5 is used for segment management (link between the ATM nodes on either side of the UNI) using end-to-end management (VC termination) at the VC level using:

- PT point code 100 (or 4) — for layer management entities (LMEs) on both sides of the UNI, i.e., single length segment
- PT point code 101 (or 5) — for end-to-end ATM LMEs

![ATM Cell Header](chart)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GFC</th>
<th>VPI</th>
<th>VCI</th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>CLP</th>
<th>HEC</th>
<th>OAM Cell Type</th>
<th>Function Type</th>
<th>Functions-Specific Fields</th>
<th>CRC-10 **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Atmosphere</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>same as user's cells</td>
<td>PT - 100 (Segment)</td>
<td>Fault Management</td>
<td>0000: AIS</td>
<td>0001: FERF</td>
<td>1000: Loopback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PT - 101 (End-to-End)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** G(x) = x^{10} + x^{9} + x^{8} + x^{4} + x + 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1-18 F5 Flow: Common Operations and Maintenance (OAM) cell format.
1.7 **ATM Mapping: DS3 Format for PLCP Mapping**

The INTERVIEW ATM series units support DS3 format for PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Protocol) mapping. The ATM Physical Layer Convergence Protocol (PLCP) defines a mapping of ATM cells onto existing 44,736 Kbps facilities.

The multiframe structure of the 44,736 Kbps signal has a length of 4760 bits; each multiframe is divided into seven M-subframes of 680 bits each. Each M-subframe is further divided into eight blocks of 85 bits, one bit for overhead and the other 84 bits for payload (see Figure 1-19).

Figure 1-19 shows the multiframe structure: the overhead bits are the first bit of the eight 85-bit blocks in each of the seven M-subframes in a multiframe. The 56 overhead bits are listed below the diagram: two X-bits, two P-bits, three M-bits, 28 F-bits, and 21 C-bits.

---

**Figure 1-19 44,736 Kbps multiframe structure.**

---

Figure 1-20 illustrates the PLCP, which consists of a 125 µs frame within a standard 44,736 Kbps payload. As there is no fixed relationship between the PLCP frame and the 44,736 Kbps frame, the PLCP frame can begin anywhere inside the 44,736 Kbps payload.

The PLCP frame bundles 12 rows of ATM cells into a superframe that adds 4 octets of overhead to each row. Nibble-stuffing is required after the twelfth cell to fill the 125 µs PLCP frame. Although the PLCP is not aligned to the 44,736 Kbps frame bits, the octets
in the PLCP frame are nibble-aligned to the 44,736 Kbps payload envelope. Nibbles begin after the control bits (F, X, P, C, or M) of the 44,736 Kbps frame. Note that the stuff bits are never used in the 44,736 Kbps, i.e., the payload is always inserted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>P11</th>
<th>Z6</th>
<th>First ATM Cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Z5</td>
<td>ATM Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>P09</td>
<td>Z4</td>
<td>ATM Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>P08</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>ATM Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>P07</td>
<td>Z2</td>
<td>ATM Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>P06</td>
<td>Z2</td>
<td>ATM Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>P05</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>ATM Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>P04</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>ATM Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>P03</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>ATM Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>P02</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>ATM Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>P01</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>ATM Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>P00</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Twelfth ATM Cell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLCP Framing (2 octets) P0I (1 octet) POH (1 octet) PLCP Payload (53 octets) 13 or 14 nibbles

Object of BIP-8 Calculation

---

Key (definitions found on following pages):
- A1 — Frame alignment
- A2 — Frame alignment
- B1 — PLCP path error monitoring
- C1 — Cycle/stuff counter
- G1 — PLCP path status
- Pn — Path overhead identifier
- Zn — Growth octets
- POI — Path Overhead Indicator
- POH — Path Overhead
- BIP-8 — Bit Interleaved Parity-8
- X — Unassigned — Receiver required to ignore

Figure 1-20 PLCP frame (125 μs) format.

Note that order and transmission of all PLCP bits and octets are from left to right and top to bottom. The figures represent the most significant bit (MSB) on the left and the least significant bit (LSB) on the right.

The cell rate adaptation of the payload capacity of the PLCP frame is performed by the insertion of idle cells, as described in ITU-T Recommendation I.432, when valid cells are not available from the ATM layer. All physical layer cells are extracted with only valid cells passed to the ATM layer.

Since the cells are in predetermined locations with the PLCP, framing on the 44,736 Kbps signal and then on the PLCP is sufficient in order to delineate cells.
The following PLCP overhead bytes/nibbles are activated across the UNI:

**A1 and A2 — Frame alignment.** The PLCP framing octets use the same framing pattern as used in the SDH. These octets are defined as $A1 = 11110110$ and $A2 = 00101000$.

**B1 — PLCP path error monitoring.** The Bit Interleaved Parity-8 (BIP-8) field supports path error monitoring. It is calculated over a 12 x 54 octet structure consisting of the POH field and the associated ATM cells (648 octets) of the previous PLCP frame.

**C1 — Cycle/stuff counter.** In general, the cycle/stuff counter provides a nibble-stuffing opportunity cycle and length indicator for the PLCP frame. A stuffing opportunity occurs every third frame of a three-frame (375 μs) stuffing cycle. The value of the C1 code is used as an indication of the phase of the 375 μs stuffing opportunity cycle (see Table 1-3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cycle/Stuff Counter Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11111111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01100110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10011001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-3 shows that a trailer containing 13 nibbles is used in the first frame of the 375 μs stuffing opportunity cycle. A trailer of 14 nibbles is used in the second frame. The third frame provides a nibble-stuffing opportunity. A trailer containing 14 nibbles is used in the third frame if a stuff occurs; if not, the trail will contain 13 nibbles.

**G1 — PLCP path status.** The PLCP path status is allocated to convey the received PLCP status and performance to the transmitting far end. This octet permits the status of the full receive/transmit PLCP path to be monitored at either end of the path. Figure 1-21 illustrates the G1 octet subfields: a 4-bit Far-End Block Error (FEBE), a 1-bit Remote Alarm Indication (RAI), and three X bits (X bits are set to all ones at the transmitter and may be ignored at the receiver). The use of the PLCP path status octet G1 for the FEBE is for further study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Far-End Block Error (FEBE)</th>
<th>RAI</th>
<th>X - X - X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bits</td>
<td>1 bit</td>
<td>3 bits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pn — Path overhead identifier.** The path overhead identifier (POI) indexes the adjacent path overhead (POH) octet of the PLCP. Table 1-4 provides the coding for each of the P00-P11 octets.
### Table 1-4
Path Overhead Identifier Coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POI</th>
<th>POI code</th>
<th>Associated POH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>00101100</td>
<td>Z6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>00101001</td>
<td>Z5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P09</td>
<td>00100101</td>
<td>Z4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P08</td>
<td>00100000</td>
<td>Z3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P07</td>
<td>00011100</td>
<td>Z2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P06</td>
<td>00011001</td>
<td>Z1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P05</td>
<td>00010101</td>
<td>X*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P04</td>
<td>00010000</td>
<td>B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P03</td>
<td>00001101</td>
<td>G1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P02</td>
<td>00001000</td>
<td>X*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P01</td>
<td>00000100</td>
<td>X*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P00</td>
<td>00000001</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* X — Receiver ignores

Zn — Growth octets. The growth octets are reserved for future use. These octets (Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, and Z6) are set to 00000000 by the transmitter. The receiver ignores the value contained in these fields.

Trailer nibbles. The contents of each of the 13/14 trailer nibbles is 1100.
2 INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM Model
Figure 2-1 INTERVIEW ATM series model.
2 INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM Model

Figure 2-1 represents the INTERVIEW ATM series models, of which there presently are two: the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM model, described in this section, and the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS model, described in Section 3.

The INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM unit has been designed especially for ATM broadband testing; it also retains the same power and capabilities as the INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO for testing WAN protocols simultaneously with ATM.

2.1 Physical Dimensions

The INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM in Figure 2-1, measures 10 inches high by 14 inches wide by 18.5 inches deep (250 mm high by 356 mm wide by 470 mm deep). The unit weighs approximately 39.5 pounds (17.9 kilograms).

2.2 ATM (Broadband) Testing

The INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM emulates, monitors, decodes, filters, captures, measures, and analyzes ATM services from the fundamental cell stream all the way to the encapsulated user, signalling, or management protocol. It tests variable bit-rate data applications such as SMDS, Frame Relay, and LAN encapsulation [under development as of this printing date] at all levels in explicit detail and provides cell-level information, traffic generation, and performance measurement for constant bit-rate services such as voice circuit emulation.

- Physical Indicators: Alarms and Errors
- Cell-Level Testing: Cell generation
  QOS measurements (J.356)
- Service-Level Testing: VBR and CBR
  Content and format
  Encapsulated protocols
- Signalling and Management: B-ISDN Signalling
- Management Protocol (ILMI) [under development as of this printing date]

General information on the metallic and optical interfaces on the ATM Interface Module (AIM) selected by the user is given in Section 5.2 for metallic interfaces and in Section 5.3 for optical interfaces. Each specific AIM is discussed in separate subsections of Section 5.4.
Additionally, it contains the following pre-installed, on-line application programs:

**ATM (Broadband):**

Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (Broadband) [OPT-951-236-1]
Emulation with Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (Broadband) [OPT-951-223-1]
Statistics, Trace, and Emulation: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (Broadband) —
Constant Bit Rate Performance Test [OPT-951-223-2]

**NOTE:** These three programs are only available in ATM units and are not sold as stand-alone programs. They are defined in the subsections following this listing.

**ATM (T1/E1):**

Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (T1/E1) [OPT-951-232-1]
Emulation with Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (T1/E1) [OPT-951-233-1]
Asynchronous Transfer Mode Cell Loss and Delay Test (T1/E1) [OPT-951-237-1]

**SMDS (T1/E1):**

SMDS SNI Trace and Statistics [OPT-951-133-1]
SMDS SNI Emulation with Trace and Statistics [OPT-951-197-1]
SMDS DXI Trace and Statistics [OPT-951-199-1]
SMDS DXI Emulation with Trace and Statistics [OPT-951-189-1]

**Frame Relay:**

Emulation with Trace and Statistics: Frame Relay with Upper-Level Protocols
[OPT-951-150-2]

Both ATM (broadband) application programs enable monitoring of the ATM cells and display statistics as applicable to the connection and framing mode selected.
(A) **Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (Broadband)**

OPT-951-236-1

The trace application provides single line, multiple line, and raw data tracing of either cells or packets. It has configuration for up to ten circuits with enterable parameters for:

- circuit name
- raw cell or reassembled packets modes
- cell mode decoding of AAL 1, AAL 3/4, AAL 5, or ATM headers
- VPI
- VCI
- Reassembly mode decoding of Frame Relay (ANSI or LMI); SMDS; UNI 3.x, ITU-T Q.2931, and SAAL signalling; RFC-1483; CLNAP; ILMI; RFC-1577; or LAN Emulation protocols

A packet-level protocol Trap Builder is included, along with a Discovery Mode which traces all circuits in cell mode and builds a table of circuit characteristics for the traffic on the line; the user can then scroll to the Path Configuration screen, enter the information on the circuit to be viewed, and view the data on that circuit via the trace. Cell-level filtering and counting are provided, as well as time-stamped physical layer events to one micro-second resolution.

The statistics application provides cell-level and per circuit statistics for up to ten ATM connections. It counts good cells, idle cells, and cells with HEC errors (uncorrectable and correctable), with payload length errors, and with payload CRC-10 errors. For each type of cell it tallies the following statistics:

- Total average cells per second
- Average cells per last 12 seconds
- Number of cells in the last second
- Ratio of cells to maximum line rate expressed as a percentage
- Ratio of cells to maximum line rate expressed as a floating point exponential
- Total number of cells received
- Maximum and Minimum cells per second and time of occurrence

History screens display statistics for the past twelve seconds in bar charts format, with either automatic or user-selectable full range value. Twelve bins of histogram for each type of cell with either automatic or user-selectable bin sizes are displayed with the touch of a softkey. Both these graphic displays monitor bursts of traffic via minimum and maximum cell counts (per second) on the bottom line of the screen. The per-circuit statistics include errored packets, good packets, and throughput measurements.
(B) Emulation with Trace and Statistics:

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (Broadband) [OPT-951-223-1]:

This program is actually a collection of emulation programs with trace and statistics applications. Currently there are three types of emulation available: Cell Mode, Signalling, and LAN Emulation.

Cell Mode Emulation: This application is intended for diagnosing detailed problems by emulating the cell layer. It uses the Script Builder functions to perform interactive tests. All of the display, filtering, and analysis functions of the Trace and Statistics applications outlined in Section 2.2(A) above are provided to monitor the emulation activity. The emulation includes:

- Sending AAL 3/4, AAL 5, OA&M and raw ("AAL 0") cells:
  - Good cells, AAL errors, Payload errors (AAL 3/4) only
- Up to eight different user definable packets
- Configurable AAL 3/4 headers:
  - Segment type, Sequence number, Message ID (MID)
- Configurable AAL 3/4 layer 3 header and trailer:
  - B Tag, E Tag, and Length
- Configurable AAL 5 trailer:
  - User-to-user information, Length, and CRC-32
- Configurable ATM header
- Eight definable message sets and rate queues for load generation

Signalling Emulation: (ATM Forum UNI 3.X, ITU-T Q.2931, SAAL) This application is intended for diagnosing detailed problems with Broadband ISDN signaling in ATM. It uses the Script Builder and Message Builder functions to perform interactive tests. The Layer 2 (SAAL) functions are handled automatically. All of the functions of the Trace and Statistics application given above are provided to monitor the emulation activity. The emulation includes:

- Definable UNI 3.X or Q.2931 messages
- Definable UNI 3.X or Q.2931 traps
- Script Builder interactive emulation
- Simple bulk call generation
- Eight definable message sets and rate queues for load generation

LANE Emulation: This application is intended for diagnosing detailed problems with the LAN Emulation ("LANE") protocol as defined by the ATM Forum's LAN Emulation over ATM Specification, Version 1.0. It uses the Script Builder and Message Builder functions to perform interactive tests. It also provides automatic emulation of signaling and control protocol stacks (individually selectable) to support
bearer channel emulation in a PVC or SVC (future) environment. All of the functions of the Trace and Statistics application are provided to monitor the emulation activity. The emulation includes:

- Support for PVC and SVC (future) test environments
- Definable LAN Emulation messages
- Definable LAN Emulation traps
- Script Builder interactive emulation
- Eight definable message sets and rate queues for load generation

(C) Statistics, Trace, and Emulation:

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (Broadband) —

Constant Bit Rate Performance Test [OPT-951-223-2]:

This application measures the Quality Of Service over a standard Constant Bit Rate connection provided by a device and/or network under test, as defined by ITU-T Recommendation I.356. The following ATM layer cell transfer outcomes and performance parameters are used to measure CBR QOS in the emulation:

- Successful cell transfers
- Cell error ratio (CER)
- Errored cells
- Cell loss ratio (CLR)
- Lost cells
- Cell misinsertion ratio (CMR)
- Misinserted cells
- Cell transfer delay (CTD) — for both mean cell transfer delay and cell delay variation

This application includes the ability to inject errors in the HEC, cause alarms, inject errors in the CRC payload, or generate BIP errors at a specified rate, in bursts, or one at a time.

The progress of your emulation may be monitored via the three simultaneous decode traces and the on-line frame statistics. The option also includes a program which allows non-intrusive monitoring and statistics gathering.

2.3 WAN Protocol Testing

In addition to ATM (Broadband) testing, the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM also has the full power to test Wide Area Network protocols, including ATM for T1/E1.

ATM for T1 is defined in the ATM Forum DS1 ATM UNI Specification (V1.0) and the ITU-T Documentation I.432 and G.804. ATM is based on 53-byte cells; the INTERVIEW decodes it using either a PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Protocol) to map cells onto the T1 framed data streams (via 576-byte superframe) or the standard ATM HEC (Header Error Control) framing.

See Section 1 for information on the ATM structure, the ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) protocols, the ATM basic 53-byte cell format, and the ATM cell header content.
Refer to the INTERVIEW® 8000 Series Technical Manual, Volume I (951-B0424-01) and Volume II (951-B0427-01) for information on WAN protocol testing and the basic INTERVIEW functions and instructions.

2.4 Power Up

As you power up the INTERVIEW, perform the preliminary steps listed below. The procedures for each step are described in Volume I of the technical manual in Section 1, “Hardware.”

- Install the ATM Interface Module.
- Install the Test Interface Module and corresponding overlay (if testing WAN data).
- Connect to a data source.
- Open the keyboard.
- Install the initialization disk if you are not booting from hard disk.
- Connect the power cord and turn power on.

When you power up an INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM unit, it goes through self-testing procedures just as the other models in the INTERVIEW series. The power-up screen is displayed as shown in Figure 2-2.

** INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM **

DISKS:  FLOPPY 1  FLOPPY 2  HARD DISK (240M)


SELF-TEST ERRORS:  NONE

Press:  [PROGRAM] to enter the menu page
        [RUN] to run the default program

Software Version: 12.00
Firmware Version: 8.02
OPTIONS: Mux

ATM: AIM-302-1, ACE-304-1; SW Vers: 02.00
TIM: DUAL PORT V.35/EIA-530(449)/EIA-232
TIM CRYSTAL: 39680000
Copyright (c) 1987, 1995
GENERAL SIGNAL Networks

Fig. 2-2  INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM power-up screen.
Notice that when you powered on, all the following information appears on this screen: the types of disk drives installed, the number and types of processors in your unit, the software and firmware versions, the options installed, the ATM Interface Module in place, the ACE installed, the Test Interface Module in place, and the optional TIM crystal installed (if any).

Refer to the INTERVIEW® 8000 Series Technical Manual, September 1995, Volume I (951-B0424-01) and Volume II (951-B0427-01) for information on using and programming the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM.

2.5 Recording WAN Data While Testing ATM Data

Before you setup the ATM interface, consider that you may enable the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM to test another underlying WAN protocol via the Test Interface Module while you are testing ATM Broadband data. You can toggle between the displays as well and record the WAN data under test.

If you are not in the Easy View menu system, press [Program] and [F1]. If you are in the Easy View menu system, you must first press [F10] to get to the Program screen; then press [Program] and [F1] SETUP. Softkey choices on this display are shown in Figure 2-3.

As shown in Figure 2-3, press [F1] to access the Line Setup screen and proceed as you normally would to begin setup for testing a WAN protocol. (If you need assistance for this setup, refer to the section entitled “Line Setup” in Volume I of the technical manual.)

Then press [Program], [F1] SETUP, and [F8] to access the ATM Interface Setup screen for the installed AIM; for configuration of this screen, refer to Section 7 if you have an AIM-302-1 installed, to Section 8 if you have an AIM-305-1 installed, or to Section 9 if you have an AIM-306-1 installed.

2.6 Testing ATM (Broadband) Data

Before you setup the ATM interface, consider that you may enable the INTERVIEW to use additional processing space for ATM testing which would be otherwise allocated. Unless you are going to test other underlying WAN protocols via the Test Interface Module, you may “turn off” the underlying test processors and allocate that memory to the ATM functions.

(A) Allocate Memory to the ATM Functions

To “turn off” the underlying test processors and allocate that memory to the ATM functions, do the following.
If you are not in the Easy View menu system, press [PROG] and [F1] SETUP. If you are in the Easy View menu system, you must first press [CS] to get to the Program screen; then press [PROG] and [F1] SETUP. Softkey choices are shown in Figure 2-3.

Press [F3] LINE to access the Line Setup screen, then press [F7] DISABLE. The screen displays a message similar to the one shown in Figure 2-4; it refers you to use the ATM Interface Module setup screen for the installed AIM. In this example, AIM 302 is the installed module.

**Line Setup**

Mode: **DISABLE**

The serial TIM has been disabled

Use the setup menu expansion interface screen (AIM 302) to setup the expansion interface

Figure 2-4 Line Setup menu disabled with AIM-302 installed.

Next press [PROG] and [F1] SETUP; the softkey rack shown in Figure 2-5 is displayed. This was the same softkey rack as originally displayed in Figure 2-3, but disabling the WAN testing features allows only access to the Line Setup and ATM Interface Setup screens.

Figure 2-5 Softkey rack on Setup Menu screen for INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM units after disabling WAN testing on the Line Setup screen; compare with soft key rack in Figure 2-3.

Then press [CS] to access the ATM Interface Setup screen for the installed AIM (refer to Sections 7, 8, or 9 for configuration of this screen).

**B) Using the On-Line Application Programs**

At this point you will have cabled the unit for ATM testing, powered up the unit, and configured the ATM Interface Setup screen for the installed AIM. You are now ready to begin testing.

Return to the Easy View Menu System by pressing [CS]. Select ATM and press [PROG]. Arrow up or down to the type of program (MONITOR, STATISTICS, EMULATION, TUTORIAL, or How To...) and follow the instructions in Volume I of the technical manual in Section 4, “Easy View,” to load the application program you wish to use.

NOTE: The ATM Easy View menu lists both Broadband and T1/E1 application programs.
Separate documentation is included for the ATM on-line application programs; refer to these documents for information on using the programs.

2.7 Upgrading to an INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM

The INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM unit has been designed especially for ATM broadband testing. Standard INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO units can be easily upgraded to an INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM model.

Early INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO Series units may become full-fledged INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM units through an upgrade path:

- upgrade the unit to an 8800 (OPT-951-536-X)
- upgrade the 8800 to an ATM-ready unit (OPT-951-301-1)
- upgrade the 8800 ATM-ready unit to an 8800 PLUS ATM (OPT-951-300-1)

Contact Customer Service for complete information on upgrading your standard INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO unit.
3 INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS Model

Figure 2-1 represents the INTERVIEW ATM series models, of which there presently are two: the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM model, described in Section 2, and the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS model, described in this section.

The INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS has been designed especially for cell-based and ATM broadband testing only; as such, it does not have WAN-testing capability. ATM testing capabilities are the same as those of the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM model, as described in Section 2.2.

It contains the same three ATM (Broadband) application programs on-line which are listed and described in Section 2.2, subsections (A), (B), and (C), respectively:

- Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (Broadband) [OPT-951-236-1]
- Emulation with Trace and Statistics: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (Broadband) [OPT-951-223-1]
- Statistics, Trace, and Emulation: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (Broadband) — Constant Bit Rate Performance Test [OPT-951-223-2]

**NOTE:** These three programs are only available in ATM units and are not sold as stand-alone programs.

3.1 Physical Dimensions

The INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS model measures 10 inches high by 14 inches wide by 18.5 inches deep (250 mm high by 356 mm wide by 470 mm deep). It weighs approximately 36.5 pounds (16.5 kilograms), slightly less than the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM (shown in Figure 2-1).

3.2 LED Overlay

The INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS overlay, shown in Figure 3-1, is placed above the display screen. There are two LEDs, REMOTE and FREEZE, which show the status of the INTERVIEW. The REMOTE indicator is red when the INTERVIEW is under remote control. The FREEZE indicator is red when the display screen has been frozen (with the ~ key) while in Run mode. Both REMOTE and FREEZE LEDs are dark when off.

**Figure 3-1** INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS LED overlay.
### 3.3 Power Up

As you power up the INTERVIEW, perform the preliminary steps listed below. The procedures for each step are described in Volume I of the technical manual in Section 1, “Hardware.”

- Install the ATM Interface Module.
- Connect to a data source.
- Open the keyboard.
- Install the initialization disk if you are not booting from hard disk.
- Connect the power cord and turn power on.

When you power up an INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS unit, it goes through self-testing procedures just as the other models in the INTERVIEW series. The power-up screen is displayed as shown in Figure 3-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DISKS: FLOPPY 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELF-TEST ERRORS: NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press: [PROGRAM] to enter the menu page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RUN] to run the default program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Version: 12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firmware Version: 8.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTIONS: ATM: AIM-302-1, ACE-304-1; SW Vers: 02.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copyright (c) 1987, 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL SIGNAL Networks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3-2 INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS power-up screen.

### 3.4 Using the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS

Refer to the INTERVIEW® 8000 Series Technical Manual, September 1995, Volume I (951-B0424-01) and Volume II (951-B0427-01) for information on using and programming the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS. Keep in mind that, because the unit is designed specifically for ATM Broadband testing and NOT for WAN protocol testing, some of the information in these two volumes are not applicable to the unit.
(A) Easy View Menu System

The unit defaults into the Easy View Menu System. Information on using Easy View is found in Volume I of the technical manual in Section 4, "Easy View." As WAN-protocol programs are not useful to the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS user, there are no selections for them. The Easy View menu displayed for the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS has only four choices: ATM, OPERATION, UTILITIES, and AR NEWS.

To get out of the Easy View Menu System and into Program mode, press (8). (This key toggles between Easy View and Program mode.)

(B) Program Menu

Once you press (8) and are out of the Easy View Menu System (see subsection 3.4(A) above), the display changes to the Program Menu similar to that shown in Figure 3-3. Via this screen, you can gain access to the ATM Interface Module Setup screen and select the parameters for your data and your specific AIM.

![Figure 3-3 Main Program menu, altered for applicability to INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS.](image)

While the main Program Menu appears similar to the screen shown in Figure 3-3, only the AIM Setup is available from the SETUP selection. The display is altered to indicate what is not applicable nor available (strike-throughs in text).

Note the Line Setup screen (which also contains the Display Setup and Record Setup fields), the BCC Setup screen, the Front End Buffer screen, the Interface Control screen, and the BERT Setup screen are not accessible. And, even though they may be accessible, the BERT Results selection and the LAYER setup selections are not applicable.
Please note that references to these screens and fields in the two volumes of the technical manual are to be ignored when working with the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS units. Additionally, there are entire sections devoted to the WAN protocol packages and BERT which also are not applicable to the unit.

(C) ATM Interface Setup Screen Access

From the Program Menu, select SETUP as shown in Figure 3-4 to access the softkey for the ATM Interface Module setup screen.

![Figure 3-4 Sample softkey rack on Setup Menu screen for INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS units; the only available softkey is the installed ATM Interface Module.]

The installed ATM Interface Module is the AIM selection specified for F8; pressing this softkey displays that respective ATM Interface Setup screen. See Sections 7, 8, and 9 for ATM setup parameter information to configure this screen.

3.5 Testing ATM (Broadband) Data

At this point you will have cabled the unit for ATM testing, powered up the unit, and configured the ATM Interface Setup screen for the installed AIM. You are now ready to begin testing using the on-line application programs.

Return to the Easy View Menu System by pressing \[ \text{Menu} \]. Select ATM and press \[ \text{Menu} \]. Arrow up or down to the type of program (MONITOR, STATISTICS, EMULATION, TUTORIAL, or How To...) and follow the instructions in Volume I of the technical manual in Section 4, “Easy View,” to load the application program you wish to use.

**NOTE:** The ATM Easy View menu lists both Broadband and T1/E1 application programs. Be aware that the T1/E1 programs listed are not applicable to the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS.

Separate documentation is included for the ATM on-line application programs; refer to these documents for information on using the programs.
There are five operating modes for ATM (Broadband) testing with the INTERVIEW ATM Interface Modules: Monitor, Emulate A, Internal Loopback A, Emulate B, and Internal Loopback B. (You may also disable the AIM testing by selecting Disable mode.) Note that Emulate B and Internal Loopback B modes are not applicable to the coaxial interfaces on any of the ATM Interface Modules.

4.1 Monitor Mode

You can monitor the ATM (Broadband) data stream non-intrusively at both the coaxial and optical interfaces.

(A) Coaxial Interfaces

Section 6.7 addresses cabling for monitoring ATM (Broadband) data at the coaxial interfaces. Figure 6-21 illustrates non-intrusive monitoring using padding resistors; this type of monitoring does not disturb the line under test.

(B) Single-mode Optical Interfaces

You can monitor the ATM (Broadband) data stream non-intrusively at single-mode optical interfaces when cabling in a repeater mode or when using splitters. See Section 6.9 for single-mode cabling for monitoring the ATM transmissions.

1. Repeater mode. When monitoring in a repeater mode, the INTERVIEW ATM units regenerate the full signal, even improving the long-reach signal. The cabling configuration makes it very convenient for the user. Figure 6-26 illustrates monitoring in repeater mode with single-mode fiber optic cables.

2. Repeater mode. When monitoring using splitter cables, the INTERVIEW ATM units do not regenerate the signal, as in repeater mode. However, the splitters degrade the signal to the proper levels for receiving with the INTERVIEW. The single-mode splitters contained in the accessory kits for the INTERVIEW allow a 10% tap and a 90% pass-through. Splitters also allow disconnecting the test equipment (INTERVIEW) without disturbing the signal under test. Figure 6-27 illustrates monitoring a single-mode fiber optic signal with a splitter; Figure 6-28 illustrates the same scenario at a TELCO.
Should you choose not to use a splitter cable and your transmission cable is less than 10 kilometers, the INTERVIEW requires a device to attenuate the signal to the proper level for receiving it. The attenuator contained in the single-mode accessory kit attenuates the signal by -15 dB, which brings the 0 dB signal level down into the -6 dB to -38 dB range for the receivers.

(C) Multi-mode Optical Interfaces

You can monitor the ATM (Broadband) data stream non-intrusively at multi-mode optical interfaces when cabling in a repeater mode or when using splitters. See Section 6.11 for multi-mode cabling for monitoring the ATM transmissions.

1. **Repeater mode.** When monitoring in a repeater mode, the INTERVIEW ATM units regenerate the full signal, even improving the signal. The cabling configuration makes it very convenient for the user. Figure 6-33 illustrates monitoring in repeater mode with multi-mode fiber optic cables.

2. **Repeater mode.** When monitoring using splitter cables, the INTERVIEW ATM units do not regenerate the signal, as in repeater mode. However, the splitters degrade the signal to the proper levels for receiving with the INTERVIEW. The multi-mode splitter divides the signal 50%/50%. Splitters also allow disconnecting the test equipment (INTERVIEW) without disturbing the signal under test. Monitoring a multi-mode fiber optic signal with a splitter is shown in Figure 6-34.

### 4.2 Emulate A Mode

Sections 6.10 and 6.12 contain sample cabling diagrams for emulating transmissions with single- and multi-mode fiber optic cables, respectively.

(A) Coaxial Interfaces

Sample diagrams for coaxial cabling are found in Section 6.8. Figure 6-22 and Figure 6-24 are examples of emulation using coaxial cables.

(B) Single-mode Optical Interfaces

Section 6.10 contains sample cabling diagrams for emulating transmissions with single-mode fiber optic cables. Figure 6-29 and Figure 6-31 illustrate single-mode fiber optic cabling for emulating a workstation and a network, respectively.

(C) Multi-mode Optical Interfaces

Section 6.12 contains sample cabling diagrams for emulating transmissions with multi-mode fiber optic cables. Figure 6-35 and Figure 6-37 illustrate multi-mode fiber optic cabling for emulating a workstation and a network, respectively.
4.3 Internal Loopback A Mode

No cabling is needed for Internal Loopback A mode; the signal is looped internally. The selections are the same as for Emulate A. This mode is useful in testing the unit for correct operation and for becoming familiar with the unit when unable to connect to a live network.

When connected to a live network, be aware that the transmit circuit is active: the signal you are looping back to test is also being transmitted out on the network.

4.4 Emulate B Mode

(A) Coaxial Interfaces

There is no coaxial interface for Emulate B mode; the coaxial selection is not available when Emulate B mode is chosen on the AIM Interface Setup screens. The AIM Interface Setup screen for the coaxial ATM Interface Module, AIM-305-1, does not present an Emulate B mode selection.

(B) Optical Interfaces

See subsection 4.2 above for cabling information on optical interfaces for Emulate A mode. The cabling diagrams referred to for Emulate A are also applicable to Emulate B by reversing the connections as illustrated between port A and port B.

4.5 Internal Loopback B Mode

No cabling is needed for Internal Loopback B mode; the signal is looped internally. The selections are the same as for Emulate B. This mode is useful in testing the unit for correct operation and for becoming familiar with the unit when unable to connect to a live network.

When connected to a live network, be aware that the transmit circuit is active: the signal you are looping back to test is also being transmitted out on the network.

There are no connector selections, as fiber connections only are applicable, with the framing choice of STS-3c 155.52 Mbps or STM-1 155.52 Mbps.
ADDENDUM

INTERVIEW 8000 Series — ATM (Broadband): 985-B0682-01
Access door to ATM Cell Engine (ACE) and ATM Interface Module (AIM). To open, place hands on both sides of access door, press the button on the left side of the door (as shown in Back View), and pull door out and down.

Figure 5-1  ATM Cell Engine coverplate; access door is opened by pressing button on back of top enclosure, as shown in Back View. An ATM Interface Module (AIM) resides above the ACE.
5 ATM Hardware

The INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM model, as shown in Figure 2-1, has been designed specifically for ATM broadband testing, while simultaneously testing WAN protocols. As such, it has some unique hardware along with the hardware of a standard INTERVIEW 8800 TURBO unit (as discussed in the technical manual for the INTERVIEW 8000 Series units). The INTERVIEW ATM unit hardware illustrations in Appendix B also point to its special differences.

Note that the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS model has the same appearance as and tests ATM the same as the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM; however, it has no WAN-testing capabilities. For more specific information on its configuration, refer to Section B.3, Section B.4, and Figure B-3.

Any references made to ATM broadband testing by the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM model also apply to ATM broadband testing with the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS model.

5.1 ATM Cell Engine™ (ACE)

The ATM Cell Engine (ACE) is housed in the top enclosure as shown in Figure 2-1 and Figure 5-1. The Back View in Figure 5-1 illustrates the access door push-button opening mechanism located on the back of the enclosure. The figure also shows the ACE board coverplate; the ACE board is the heart of the testing of Broadband Asynchronous Transfer Mode data.

The ACE has multiple i960 RISC processors. It handles segmentation and reassembly of messages, as well as message filtering and sequencing. It easily captures data at the very high speeds required in ATM networks. An ACE board comes standard with INTERVIEW ATM models.

Opening the access door (Figure 5-1) to the ATM top enclosure reveals the coverplates for the ACE board and any installed AIM board; these are shown in detail in Figure 5-2.
Figure 5-2 Opening the access door to the ATM top enclosure reveals the coverplates for the ACE board and any installed AIM module. This view is of the left side of the unit, just above the carrying handle. The large arrows indicate the danger areas at the AIM-302-1 single-mode transmitter connectors: if its switch is ON, a transmitter is active and its LED would glow.

Note the warning sticker (Figure 5-3) inside the access door. The warning will be for the type of laser in your single-mode transmit connector, Class I or Class IIIb. Their differences are described in Section 5.4(A). These warning labels state:

**DANGER**

**INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION**

**AVOID DIRECT EXPOSURE TO BEAM**

1.300 nm Maximum Wavelength

1mW Maximum Output Power

CLASS I LASER PRODUCT

**DANGER**

**INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION**

**AVOID DIRECT EXPOSURE TO BEAM**

1.300 nm Wavelength

4 mW Maximum Output Power

CLASS IIIb LASER PRODUCT

Figure 5-3 Warning sticker is located inside ATM top enclosure access door; label for Class I is on the left and for Class IIIb is on the right.
These labels warn the user about the radiation from direct exposure to the single-mode laser beam whether emanating from or reflecting off either the optical cable itself or the TX interface (either side A or side B) when using optical interfaces, such as OPT-951-302-1 (AIM-302-1).

**DO NOT LOOK DIRECTLY INTO THE LASER BEAM OR INTO A REFLECTION OF THE BEAM—KEEP THE MODULE SWITCH OFF UNTIL CABLING IS COMPLETED AND YOU ARE READY TO TRANSMIT.** Keeping the covers on the connectors will help to prevent an accident as well as to protect the interfaces.

### 5.2 Metallic Interfaces — Overview

The following general information applies to the metallic interfaces on the ATM Interface Modules AIM-302-1, AIM-305-1, and AIM-306-1:

- BNC connectors are 75Ω impedance for DS-3 (44.736 Mbps) and STS-1 (51.84 Mbps) Metallic Interface and selectable 75Ω or 120Ω impedance for E3 (34.368 Mbps) Metallic Interface.
- Supports terminated lines for emulation and padded monitor access.
- Selectable payload scrambling.
- Monitors both sides of bi-directional transmissions, even in emulate mode.
- Transmit clock can be synchronized to internal crystal, received data, or external clock source.
- DS-3 57-octet PLCP cell mapping per ATM Forum UNI 3.0 and 3.1 and ITU-T G.804.
- DS-3 53-octet direct cell mapping per ITU-T G.804 and ATM Forum UNI 4.0 (draft).
- E3 53-octet direct cell mapping per ITU-T G.804.
- SONET STS-1 cell mapping.
- Includes four coaxial RG-59 75Ω Coaxial Cables (BNC, Male to Male) and two DS-3/E3 Pads for Monitor Access.

### 5.3 Optical Interfaces — Overview

**NOTE:** Protective covers should *always* be on fiber optic connectors when they are not in use.

The following general information applies to the optical interfaces on the ATM Interface Modules AIM-302-1 (single-mode and multi-mode) and AIM-306-1 (multi-mode):

- Supports Single-Mode (*AIM-302-1*) and Multi-Mode (*AIM-302-1* and *AIM-306-1*) Optical Interface for SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 155.52 Mbps.
• Single-mode transmitters support long reach optical signals at 0 dBm signal level for Class IIIb lasers and intermediate reach optical signals -6 dBm signal level for Class I lasers.

• Receiver sensitivity is between -6 dB and -38 dB for the AIM-302-1 and between -14 dB and -31 dB for the AIM-306-1.

• Female ST connectors on AIMs.

• Supports pass-through repeater mode, which maintains the circuit under test.

• Supports monitoring with splitters, which allows removing the analyzer without affecting the link.

• Monitors both sides of bi-directional transmissions, even in emulate mode.

• Transmit clock can be synchronized to internal crystal, received data, or external clock source.

• SONET STS-3c cell mapping per ATM Forum UNI 3.0 and 3.1.

• SDH STM-1 cell mapping per ITU-T I.432.

5.4 ATM Interface Modules (AIMs) and Accessories

Along with the ATM Cell Engine, an ATM Interface Module (AIM) resides in the ATM top enclosure. One AIM board is housed above the ACE board (see Figure 5-1); both boards must be present to test Asynchronous Transfer Mode data. The AIMs are purchased separately.

Three INTERVIEW AIM options currently available are:


(A) AIM-302-1

OPT-951-302-1 is an ATM Interface Module for DS-3 (44.736 Mbps), E3 (34.368 Mbps), and STS-1 (51.840 Mbps) Metallic Interface and Optical Interface for SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1. The interface plate is shown in Figure 5-4. It can transmit and receive DS-3, E3, or STS-1 signals over copper wire with coaxial cables or transmit and receive either single-mode or multi-mode SONET OC-3c or SDH STM-1 fiber optical signals.

Class I Transmission. The INTERVIEW ATM units transmit intermediate-reach single-mode optical signals at a level of -6 dBm (decibels per milliwatt); this level is in accordance with that of a standard receiver using a cable of up to six kilometers in length.
Class IIIb Transmission. The INTERVIEW ATM units transmit long-reach single-mode optical signals at a level of 0 dB; this level will saturate a standard receiver unless the signal is attenuated or unless you are using a cable at least 10 kilometers in length.

The INTERVIEW ATM units will receive intermediate-reach and short-reach signals operating at levels between -6 dBm and -38 dBm. If signals of greater power than -6 dBm are to be received, use an attenuator.

Although attenuators are not provided with ATM Interface Module options, they are included as part of the interface accessory kit (OPT-951-311-1). These attenuate (weaken) the signal by -15 dB, bringing it within the proper operating range of commonly used receivers. See accessory kits information given in subsection (D), below.

NOTE: Strength of received signals vary with the transmission distance and type of connectors; contact the sender (or perhaps even the fiber optic manufacturer) if you are unsure of the strength of the transmission.

Figure 5-4 DS-3, E3, STS-1 Metallic Interface and SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 Optical Interface (fiber optic connectors shown with protective covers removed)

NOTE: Again, **DO NOT LOOK DIRECTLY INTO THE LASER BEAM OR INTO A REFLECTION OF THE BEAM—KEEP THE MODULE SWITCH OFF UNTIL CABLEING IS COMPLETED AND YOU ARE READY TO TRANSMIT.**

Keeping the covers on the connectors will help to prevent an accident as well as to protect the interfaces.

Observing the individual connections in Figure 5-4, we find the interface is divided into three separate parts:
- DS-3/E3/STS-1 metallic interface connectors
- SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 Single/Multi-mode connectors for side A
- SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 Single/Multi-mode connectors for side B

Four RG-59 75Ω Coaxial Cables for DS3, E3, and STS-1, Male to Male (BNC) are included in the option, along with two DS-3/E3/STS-1 Pads for monitor access; however, there are no fiber cables or accessories included. Fiber optical cables (with male connectors), couplers (female/female to join cables with male connectors), adapters (to join unlike interface types), and single-mode attenuators are also available in the INTERVIEW interface accessory kits, OPT-951-311-1 and OPT-951-312-1.
1. **Coaxial Interfaces.** The DS-3/E3/STS-1 metallic interface connectors are BNC connectors. Looking at the connectors in this first section from left to right, the first and third connectors are labeled RX. They are for receiving information on side A and side B, respectively. The middle connector in this grouping is labeled TX and is for transmitting on side A.

2. **OC-3c and STM-1 Single-/Multi-Mode Interfaces.** The SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 Single-/Multi-mode connectors for side A and for side B are divided into the second and third sections, respectively, of the AIM-302-1. Again, examining the connectors in these sections from left to right, the first connector in each is a fiber optic receiving connector labeled RX. The second connector in each is for multi-mode transmitting and is labeled TX/MM.

3. **Single-Mode Transmissions.** The third connector of the SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 connectors is labeled LASER TX/SM; it is the single-mode transmit fiber optic connector. *It is for this connector the DANGER label is posted inside the ATM top enclosure door; avoid direct exposure to the beam emanating from this connector or its cable end (see Figure 5-3).* Each of these transmit connectors is boxed off and labeled LASER TX/SM on the AIM face, consisting of:
   
   - a transmit connector; see WARNING note below regarding LASER danger.
   - a safety switch; pull out and left or right to operate. The switch turns the single-mode optical transmitter (side A or side B as labeled) either OFF or ON.
   - an LED; the LED for that side glows when that transmit interface is switched on and is operational.

   **WARNING:** Do not turn the switch ON until cabling is completed for single-mode transmission and you are ready to transmit. There is DANGER from the LASER—see the warning sticker in Figure 5-3. Do not look directly into the laser, either on the ATM interface or emanating from the cable connector. Again, if the red LED within the grouping is lit, the switch is ON for that side (A or B) and the LASER is active.

**B) AIM-305-1**

OPT-951-305-1 is an ATM Physical Layer Module for DS-3 (44.736 Mbps), E3 (34.368 Mbps), and STS-1 (51.840 Mbps) Metallic Interface. Its interface plate is shown in Figure 5-5. Four RG-59 75Ω Coaxial Cables for DS3, E3, and STS-1, Male to Male (BNC), are included in the option, along with two DS-3/E3/STS-1 Pads for monitor access.

![Figure 5-5 DS-3, E3, and STS-1 Metallic Interface](image)
Like the physical connectors on the AIM-302-1 and the AIM-306-1, the DS-3, E3, and STS-1 metallic interface connectors are BNC connectors. Looking at the connectors in this first section from left to right, the first and third connectors are labeled RX. They are for receiving information on side A and side B, respectively. The middle connector in this grouping is labeled TX and is for transmitting on side A.

(C) AIM-306-1

OPT-951-306-1 is an ATM Physical Layer Module for DS-3 (44.736 Mbps), E3 (34.368 Mbps), and STS-1 (51.940 Mbps) Metallic Interface, and Multi-Mode Optical Interface for SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1. The interface plate is shown in Figure 5-4. It can transmit and receive DS-3, E3, or STS-1 signals over copper wire with coaxial cables or transmit and receive multi-mode SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 fiber optical signals.

Figure 5-6 Metallic Interface for DS-3, E3, and STS-1 and Multi-Mode Optical Interface for SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 (fiber optic connectors shown with protective covers removed)

Four RG-59 75Ω Coaxial Cables for DS3, E3, and STS-1, Male to Male (BNC), are included in the option, along with two DS-3/E3/STS-1 Pads for monitor access; however, there are no fiber cables or accessories included. Fiber optical cables (with male connectors), adapters (to join unlike interface types), and couplers (female/female to join cables with male connectors) are available for this AIM in the INTERVIEW interface multi-mode accessory kit, OPT-951-312-1.

Looking at the individual connections in Figure 5-4, we find the interface is divided into three separate parts: the DS-3/E3/STS-1 metallic interface connectors, the SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 Multi-mode connectors for side A, and the SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 Multi-mode connectors for side B.

1. **Coaxial Interfaces.** The DS-3/E3/STS-1 metallic interface connectors are BNC connectors. Looking at the connectors in this first section from left to right, the first and third connectors are labeled RX. They are for receiving information on side A and side B, respectively. The middle connector in this grouping is labeled TX and is for transmitting on side A.

2. **OC-3c and STM-1 Single-/Multi-Mode Interfaces.** The SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 Multi-mode connectors for side A and for side B are divided into the second and third sections, respectively, of the AIM-306-1. Again, examining the connectors in these sections from left to right, the first connector in each is a fiber optic receiving connector labeled RX. The second connector in each is for multi-mode transmitting and is labeled TX/MM.
(D) ATM Fiber-Optical Interface Accessory Kits

There are two ATM Interface Accessory Kits, OPT-951-311-1 and OPT-951-312-1. These kits contain attenuators, adaptors, couplers, and cables for testing ATM data with fiber-optical interfaces on AIM-302-1 and AIM-306-1. The kit items are described and illustrated in Section 6.

The ATM Single-Mode/Multi-Mode Interface Accessory Kit, is available as OPT-951-311-1 and is for use with AIM-302-1.

The ATM Multi-Mode Interface Accessory Kit, available as OPT-951-312-1, is used with AIM-306-1.

NOTE: Four coaxial cables and two Pads for non-intrusive monitoring at physical interfaces are included with all AIM options. AIM-305-1 is a metallic interface only and will use only these provided coaxial cables and pads. As both interface accessory kits contain equipment for fiber optical use, neither accessory kit is required for the AIM-305-1 option.

Table 5-1
ATM Interface Accessory Kits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OPT-951-311-1</th>
<th>OPT-951-312-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-mode fiber:</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Yellow), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Splitter (Black Body, Black Cable, Yellow Connector), Male ST to 2 Male STs; Cable marked &quot;2&quot; is 10% Tap, Cable marked &quot;1&quot; is 90% Through</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Attenuator (Metal with Yellow Band), -15 dB, Female ST to Male ST</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band labeled &quot;SINGLE MODE&quot;), Female ST to Male SC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single-Mode ST to FC/PC Adaptor, Male ST to Male FC/PC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-mode fiber:</td>
<td>Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Black), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-Mode Fiber Splitter (Black Body, Black Cable, Black Connector), Male ST to 2 Male STs; Cables marked &quot;1&quot; and &quot;2&quot; each 50%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-Mode (or Single-Mode) SC to ST Adaptor (Beige Connector, Yellow Band on Blue Body), Male SC to Male ST</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-Mode ST to FC Adaptor, Male ST to Male FC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-mode and multi-mode fiber:</td>
<td>Single-Mode or Multi-Mode Coupler (all Metal), Female ST to Female ST</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single-Mode or Multi-Mode Coupler (all Metal), Female SC to Female SC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single-Mode or Multi-Mode Coupler (all Metal), Female FC/PC to Female FC/PC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous:</td>
<td>Carrying case</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fiber Accessory Box</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.5 **Installation of ATM Interface Modules (AIMs)**

An ATM Interface Module is already installed in your ATM unit in the top enclosure as shown in Figure 5-7. Note the two card ejectors and captive screws located on each side of the AIM front panel; these hold the AIM board firmly in place. *Power down your unit; make certain your unit is OFF before you begin to change the AIM board.*

![AIM card ejectors and captive screws](image)

Figure 5-7 Open the access door to the ATM top enclosure: front panels for the ACE board and installed AIM module. The card ejectors and captive screws are located on either side of each ATM Interface Module.

**(A) Static Electricity Precautions**

Before you begin, read Appendix H1, “Eliminating Static Electricity,” in the *INTERVIEW 8000 Series Technical Manual: Advanced Programming, Volume II* (951-B0427-01). Apply these precautions and techniques for eliminating static (using a grounded wrist strap and an antistatic mat), in removing, handling, and installing the AIM boards.

*Turn OFF the power to your unit before you begin.*

**(B) Remove the Installed AIM**

To remove the installed AIM, refer to Figure 5-7 and do the following:

- Loosen the two captive screws (indicated in Figure 5-7) under the AIM card ejectors on the outside edges of the AIM front panel.
- Brace your thumbs against and under the inside edges of the two card ejectors (indicated in Figure 5-7) on each side of the ATM Interface Module front panel; you can brace your fingers against the front and back of the top enclosure.
- Push/pull out on these levers with your thumbs with an even tension until they release the board from the unit. Note that this may take a great deal of pressure as the AIM boards are secured tightly with a 240-pin connector; however, the module will slide out easily after the board connector is disengaged.
• Grasp the levers between your thumbs and index fingers and slowly slide the board out of the unit. Grasp the sides of the front panel for a better hold on the module as it comes out of the unit; the board is steadied by card guides on the inside walls of the top enclosure. (These card guides are visible in Figure 5-8.)

• Remove the board and place on an antistatic surface or in the material in which the replacement AIM was packaged and store properly for future use.

(C) Install the New AIM

To install the new AIM, refer to Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8 and do the following:

• Remove the board from the antistatic material in which it was packaged.

• Grasp the sides of the front panel of the module and insert the back side edges of the board in the two top card guides located inside the top enclosure as shown in Figure 5-8: on the inside wall on the right and on the side of the fan assembly on the left. (Two lower card guides also hold the ACE board).

![Figure 5-8](image)

Figure 5-8 Installing an AIM module in the ATM top enclosure. Note the two AIM board card guides and captive screws.

• Slowly slide the board into the unit, making sure the card ejectors are pivoted forward, parallel with the front panel of the module (not out to either side of the board). Press on the flat surface of the card ejector and not on the front panel of the module.

• When you feel resistance, continue to press on the flat surface of the card ejector to seat the board until the connection to the 240-pin connector feels secure and the front panel is flush with that of the ACE board.

• Tighten the captive screws in place (see Figure 5-8).

Power up the unit and allow the unit’s self-tests to verify correct installation. If the unit does not power up properly, try reinstalling the board. If the unit still does not power up correctly, call Telenex Tech Support.
6 Cabling the INTERVIEW ATM Models

The cabling of the INTERVIEW ATM models is dependent upon several factors: the ATM Interface Module (AIM) installed, the type and strength of the signal to which you are connecting, the type of connectors on the premises, and the purpose of your testing—Are you monitoring? Are you emulating a network? a TELCO? a workstation?

Cabling is one of the most crucial aspects of testing ATM data. This section discusses the various factors involved in cabling your INTERVIEW ATM model for monitoring or emulating to meet the requirements of your specific situation. It presents many different cabling scenarios which you can adapt as needed to ensure successful testing.

We will first address the different aspects of cabling for testing ATM data.

6.1 ATM Interface Modules (AIM)

The type of AIM installed in your INTERVIEW is governed by the type of signal to be tested.

(A) Single-Mode Fiber Optical Signal

If you are testing single-mode fiber optical data, the AIM-302-1 (shown in Figure 6-1) should be the installed module. AIM-302-1 is a combination interface used for *either* metallic or optical data: DS-3 Metallic (44.736 Mbps), E3 Metallic (34.368 Mbps), STS-1 Metallic (51.84 Mbps), SONET OC-3c Optical, and SDH STM-1 Optical Interfaces. Refer to Section 5.4(A) for a detailed explanation of this interface module.

![Figure 6-1 AIM-302-1: DS-3/E3/STS-1 Metallic Interface and SONET/OC-3c and SDH/STM-1 Optical Interface](image)

Take care not to touch the connectors on both the fiber optical cable ends and the INTERVIEW as this could cause interference in the transmissions; see Section 6.2 for handling and care of the cables. If they are touched or contaminated, clean the connectors (when the unit is turned off) using the methods described in Section 6.3. KEEP ALL CONNECTORS CAPPED WHEN NOT IN USE!
And especially heed the following warning:

**WARNING:** Note the **DANGER** warning notice on the door of the ATM top enclosure regarding the LASER emanating from the single-mode optical connector. Avoid direct exposure to the single-mode LASER beam (or its reflection) as it could damage your eyesight from both the connector on the ATM Interface Module (AIM) and the connector on the cable itself.

*Keep the single-mode optical switch of the AIM-302-1 in the OFF position (LED is dark when off) until you have cabled up the single-mode TX/LASER connector and are ready to transmit.*

**(B) Multi-Mode Fiber Optical Signal**

If you are testing multi-mode fiber optical data, either the AIM-302-1 or the AIM-306-1 will be the installed module. AIM-302-1 is shown in Figure 6-1 and is described in the preceding paragraph; AIM-306-1 (shown in Figure 6-2) is a combination interface used for either metallic or multi-mode optical data: DS-3/E3/STS-1 Metallic Interface, and SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 Optical Interfaces (multi-mode). Refer to Section 5.4(C) for a detailed explanation of this interface module; refer to Sections 6.2 and 6.3 for cable care and cleaning methods.

![Figure 6-2 AIM-306-1: DS-3/E3/STS-1 Metallic Interface and SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 Multi-Mode Optical Interface](image)

**(C) Data over Coaxial Copper Wiring**

If you are testing with standard coaxial copper wiring only, then any of these three ATM Interface Modules can be used: AIM-302-1, AIM-305, or AIM-306-1. The AIM-305-1 (shown in Figure 6-3) has only coaxial connectors for DS-3 (44.736 Mbps), E3 (34.368 Mbps), and STS-1 (51.84 Mbps) Metallic Interface. Refer to Section 5.4(B) for an explanation of this interface module.

![Figure 6-3 AIM-305-1: DS-3/E3/STS-1 Metallic Interface](image)
6.2 Fiber Optic Cables and Accessories Care and Precautions

Note the following topics for handling fiber optic cables and accessories:

- Bending/Breaking the fiber optics within the cables
- Contamination of or scratching the connectors
- Danger to your eyesight

(A) Bending/Breaking the Fibers within the Cables

Fiber optic cables are NOT meant to withstand a tight bend as they are made of glass fibers; too sharp a bend will break the fibers. Be extra cautious when working with both multi-mode and single-mode fiber optic cables so as to keep only a "gentle" bend in the cable.

(B) Contamination of or Scratching the Connectors

Take extra care not to touch the connectors on both the fiber optical cable ends and the INTERVIEW as well as the accessory connector ends as this could cause interference in the transmissions. KEEP ALL CONNECTORS CAPPED WHEN NOT IN USE!

From the optical signal's point-of-view, dirty connections are like dirty windows: less light gets through a dirty window than a clean one. Prevention against contamination of the ferrule is the best remedy. (The ferrule is the end of the connector which emits the signal.)

Another danger of contamination is a jelly-like substance from some plastic covers that can adhere to the ferrule; it is a by-product of making the plastic dust cover. A blast of cleaning air or a quick dunk in alcohol will not remove this residue. Most often it is found on the sides of the ferrule, but this jell-like residue could combine with common dirt to cause the connector ferrule to stick in the mating adapter and possibly break off as one attempts to remove it. Fortunately, covers provided by Telenex do not have this problem; however, some replacement dust covers have this contamination problem.

The connectors should be cleaned before mating, to prevent contamination, as described below in Section 6.3.

(C) Danger to Your Eyesight

ALWAYS connect a fiber to the output of the device before power is applied. Under no circumstances should the device ever be powered without the fiber cable attached. This insures that all light is confined within the fiber waveguide, virtually eliminating all potential hazard. The laser beam can bounce off other objects and still be dangerous.
NEVER look in the end of a fiber to see if light is coming out!

Most fiber optic laser wavelengths (1300 nm and 1550 nm) are totally invisible to the unaided eye and will cause permanent damage to one’s vision. Shorter wavelength lasers (e.g., 780 nm) are visible and are very damaging. Always use instrumentation, such as an optical power meter to verify light output; the INTERVIEW ATM single-mode laser output is 1300 nm.

NEVER look into the end of a fiber on a powered device with any sort of magnifying device, such as a microscope, eye loupe, or magnifying glass; this WILL cause a permanent, irreversible burn on the retina. Completely disconnect the unit from the power source to examine a fiber.

6.3 Fiber Optic Cables and Accessories Cleaning

The following equipment and cleaning method are recommended by several fiber optic cable and accessory manufacturers.

(A) Required Equipment

- Kimwipes or any lens-grade, lint-free tissue. The type sold for eyeglasses work well.
- Denatured Alcohol
- 30X Microscope
- Canned Dry Air

(B) Recommended Cleaning Technique

The following steps are recommended by several manufacturers to clean fiber optic cable and accessories.

- Fold the tissue twice so it is four layers thick.
- Saturate the tissue with alcohol.
- First clean the sides of the connector ferrule. Place the connector ferrule in the tissue and apply pressure to the sides of the ferrule. Rotate the ferrule several times to remove all contamination from the ferrule sides.
- Move to a clean part of the four-ply tissue, still saturated with alcohol, and put the tissue against the end of the connector ferrule. Place your fingernail against the tissue so that it is directly over the ferrule, and scrape the end of the connector until it squeaks, like a crystal glass that has been rubbed when it is wet.
- Use the microscope to verify the quality of the cleaning. If it isn’t completely clean, repeat the steps with a clean tissue. Repeat until you have a cleaning technique that yields good, reproducible results.
- Mate the connector immediately!
• Clean, canned, pressurized air can be used to remove lint or loose dust from the port of a transmitter or receiver to be mated with the connector. Never insert any liquid into the ports.

6.4 Cables, Splitters, Connector Adaptors, and Attenuators

AR Test Systems adheres to this convention of color-coordinated cables:

• coaxial cables are generally all black
• black cables with black optical connectors are for multi-mode optical testing
• all-yellow cables with yellow optical connectors are for single-mode optical testing
• black splitter cables with yellow optical connectors are for single-mode optical testing

Coaxial cables and monitor access pads are included in the ATM Interface Module options.

Telenex Corporation currently offers two interface accessory kits for testing optical ATM data, OPT-951-311-1 and OPT-951-312-1.

• OPT-951-311-1 is for use in single-mode fiber optic and in multi-mode fiber optic testing
• OPT-951-312-1 is for multi-mode fiber optic testing only

Table 5-1 gives a complete listing of the cables, splitter cables, connector adaptors, couplers, and attenuators contained in each of these kits. Their purposes follow.

• Splitter cables divide or split the signal and its level.
• Connector adaptors adapt the connector to join another connector type, i.e., from ST to SC, from ST to FC/PC.
• Couplers are back-to-back female connectors used to mate two cables with male connectors on each.
• Attenuators are devices used to lower (attenuate) the signal to the proper level for receiving. The attenuator contained in the single-mode accessory kit attenuates the signal by -15 dB.

We will look at examples of these pieces of equipment. There are three types of fiber optic connectors in these kits: ST (round), SC (square), and FC/PC (round fiber contact/physical contact). Note that the cable lengths have been shortened for purposes of illustration.
(A) Coaxial Cabling

The cable illustrated in Figure 6-4 is an RG-59 75 Ohm Coaxial Cable for DS-3, E3, and STS-1 testing. It has two male BNC connectors. (Referred to as “R” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

Figure 6-4 RG-59 75 Ohm Coaxial Cable for DS-3, E3, and STS-1, Male to Male (BNC).

Figure 6-5 shows a cut-away version of PL-985-11302, a monitor access pad for DS-3, E3, and STS-1. This view allows visibility of the resistor on the front female BNC connector which connects to the INTERVIEW's AIM; two other female BNC connectors flank the two sides of the pad with the data flowing in from the left and out to the right. Use this pad for non-intrusive monitoring as shown in Figure 6-21. Once the pad has been cabled into the line, it prevents the test equipment from interfering with the data flow, even when the test equipment is disconnected and reconnected. (Referred to as “Q” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

Figure 6-5 Monitor Access Pad for DS-3, E3, and STS-1, Female/Female/Female (BNC).
6 Cabling the INTERVIEW ATM Models

(B) Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables, Attenuators, Adaptors, and Couplers

There are various types of fiber optic cables, attenuators, adaptors, and couplers designed for single-mode fiber optic testing.

1. *Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cable.* Figure 6-6 illustrates single-mode fiber optic cables. The cable and its two male ST connectors are all yellow; this cable is AMP's cable labeled *AMP-LI, 502796-X,* where X indicates the metric length of the cable. (Referred to as "T" in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

![Diagram of single-mode fiber optic cable with yellow connectors.]

**CAUTION:** Fiber optic cables are made of glass fibers and will break unless only a "gentle" bend (greater than 1 inch) is in the cable.

**DO NOT TOUCH CONNECTOR ENDS AND KEEP CONNECTOR ENDS CAPPED UNLESS IN USE.**

**Figure 6-6 Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Yellow), Male ST to Male ST (Yellow).**

**WARNING:** Note the DANGER warning notice on the door of the ATM top enclosure regarding the LASER from the single-mode optical connector. Avoid direct exposure to the single-mode LASER beam as it could damage your eyesight from both the connector on the INTERVIEW ATM unit and the connector on the cable itself.

**WARNING:** Keep the single-mode optical switch of the AIM-302-1 in the OFF position until you have cabled up the single-mode TX/LASER connector and are ready to transmit. (LED is dark when off.)
2. Single-Mode Fiber Optic Splitter Cable. The single-mode fiber splitter cable has a black body with a black cable and yellow connectors, one male ST to two male STs. The cable shown in Figure 6-7 is used in emulation mode and is equivalent to AMP’s cable labeled 7-107798-6. (Referred to as “W” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

Take care to note that the split portion of the cable has a cable marked “2” and a cable marked “1.” This distinction is crucial as the cable marked “2” is a 10% tap cable and the cable marked “1” is a 90% through cable. When splitting a signal transmitted by the INTERVIEW (which is a long-reach signal, one above -6 dB), and rerouting it back to the INTERVIEW, the 10% tap cable “2” must be the cable attached to the unit. Note that an attenuator is not necessary for the 10% tap cable as the tap sufficiently lowers the signal level which the INTERVIEW then receives—see subsection 3., below.

CAUTION: Fiber optic cables are made of glass fibers and will break unless only a “gentle” bend (greater than 1 inch) is in the cable.

DO NOT TOUCH CONNECTOR ENDS AND KEEP CONNECTOR ENDS CAPPED UNLESS IN USE.

See CAUTION notices with Figure 6-6 as the danger applies to the Single-Mode Splitter Cable, also.

![Diagram of Single-Mode Fiber Splitter Cable](image-url)
3. **Single-Mode Fiber Attenuator.** The ST/ST single-mode fiber attenuators are metal with a yellow band; one side is a female ST connector and the other side is a male ST connector. (Referred to as “U” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

This attenuator is for use with the INTERVIEW’s AIM-302-1 when testing a single-mode long-reach signal (above -6 dB) which is returned to the INTERVIEW. (The INTERVIEW’s ATM Interface Module emits a long-reach signal of 0 dB.) The -15 dB attenuator included in the kit decreases (attenuates) the signal by 15 decibels, to lower it to a level between -6 dB and -38 dB, the sensitivity range of the INTERVIEW’s receiver.

If unsure as to the signal level of the line to be tested, use a signal tester to determine the decibel level. Otherwise, you may spend many hours of frustration trying to get the test to work and may risk harm to your equipment.

![Figure 6-8](image)

**Figure 6-8** Single-Mode Fiber Attenuator (Metal with Yellow Band), -15 Db, Female ST to Male ST.

4. **Single-Mode Fiber ST to SC Adaptor.** The single-mode ST to SC adaptor (Figure 6-9) has a blue male SC connector on one end, a female ST connector on the other end, and a yellow band labeled “SINGLE MODE” in the center. (Referred to as “V” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

![Figure 6-9](image)

**Figure 6-9** Single-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band labeled “SINGLE MODE”), Female ST to Male SC.

5. **Single-Mode Fiber ST to FC/PC Adaptor.** The single-mode ST to FC/PC adaptor (Figure 6-10) has a male ST connector on one end, a male FC/PC connector on the other end, and a gold body with a yellow band labeled “SINGLE MODE” in the center. (Referred to as “P” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

![Figure 6-10](image)

**Figure 6-10** Single-Mode ST to FC/PC Adaptor, Male ST to Male FC/PC.
6. **Single-Mode (or Multi-Mode) ST to ST Coupler.** The single-mode (or multi-mode) ST to ST coupler is shown in Figure 6-11; note this is the same coupler as described and shown in Figure 6-18. It is all metal and has a female ST connector at either end so as to join two male-ended single-mode (or multi-mode) cables. (Referred to as “S” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

![Figure 6-11 Single-Mode (or Multi-Mode) Coupler (all Metal), Female ST to Female ST.](image)

7. **Single-Mode (or Multi-Mode) SC to SC Coupler.** The single-mode (or multi-mode) SC to SC coupler is shown in Figure 6-12; note this is the same coupler as described and shown in Figure 6-19. It is all metal and has a female SC connector at either end (rectangular in shape) so as to join two male-ended single-mode (or multi-mode) cables. (Referred to as “O” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

![Figure 6-12 Single-Mode (or Multi-Mode) Coupler (all Metal), Female SC to Female SC.](image)

8. **Single-Mode (or Multi-Mode) FC/PC to FC/PC Coupler.** The single-mode FC/PC to FC/PC coupler is shown in Figure 6-13; note this is the same coupler as described and shown in Figure 6-20. It is all metal and has a female FC/PC connector (circular) at either end so as to join two male-ended single-mode (or multi-mode) cables. (Referred to as “N” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

![Figure 6-13 Single-Mode (or Multi-Mode) Coupler (all Metal), Female FC/PC to Female FC/PC.](image)
(C) Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables, Adaptors, and Couplers

There are various types of fiber optic cables, attenuators, adaptors, and couplers designed for multi-mode fiber optic testing. Please note the danger of damage to one's eyesight with single-mode fiber optic testing is not present when you are testing with multi-mode fiber optics.

1. Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cable. Figure 6-14 illustrates multi-mode fiber optic cables. The cable and its two male ST connectors are all black and are equivalent to AMP's cable labeled AMP-L1, 502144-X, where X indicates the metric length of the cable. (Referred to as "X" in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

CAUTION: Fiber optic cables are made of glass fibers and will break unless only a "gentle" bend (greater than 1 inch) is in the cable.

DO NOT TOUCH CONNECTOR ENDS AND KEEP CONNECTOR ENDS CAPPED UNLESS IN USE.

---

Figure 6-14 Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Black), Male ST to Male ST.
2. **Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Splitter Cable.** The multi-mode fiber splitter cable shown in Figure 6-15 has a black body with a black cable and black connectors, one male ST to two male STs. It is equivalent to AMP's cable labeled PN 502324-3. (Referred to as "Z" in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

Take care to note that the split portion of the cable has two cables on one side, splitting the signal equally between them to 50% each.

**CAUTION:** Fiber optic cables are made of glass fibers and will break unless only a "gentle" bend (greater than 1 inch) is in the cable.

**DO NOT TOUCH CONNECTOR ENDS AND KEEP CONNECTOR ENDS CAPPED UNLESS IN USE.**

---

**Figure 6-15** Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Splitter Cable (Black Body, Black Cable, Black Connector). Male ST to 2 Male STs.
3. **Multi-Mode Fiber SC to ST Adaptor.** Figure 6-16 illustrates the multi-mode SC to ST adaptor. It has a beige male SC connector on one end, a metallic male ST connector on the other end, and a blue body with a yellow band labeled “62.5/125” in the center. (Referred to as “Y” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

![Figure 6-16](image)

*Figure 6-16 Multi-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Beige Connector, Yellow Band on Blue Body), Male SC to Male ST.*

4. **Multi-Mode Fiber ST to FC Adaptor.** The multi-mode ST to FC adaptor shown in Figure 6-17 has a male ST connector on one end, a male FC connector on the other end, and a blue body with a yellow band labeled “62.5/125” in the center. (Referred to as “M” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

![Figure 6-17](image)

*Figure 6-17 Multi-Mode ST to FC Adaptor, Male ST to Male FC.*

5. **Multi-Mode (or Single-Mode) ST to ST Coupler.** The multi-mode (or single-mode) ST to ST coupler is shown in Figure 6-18; note this is the same coupler as previously described and shown in Figure 6-11. It is all metal and has a female ST connector at either end so as to join two male-ended multi-mode (or single-mode) cables. (Referred to as “S” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

![Figure 6-18](image)

*Figure 6-18 Multi-Mode (or Single-Mode) Coupler (all Metal), Female ST to Female ST.*

6. **Multi-Mode (or Single-Mode) SC to SC Coupler.** The multi-mode (or single-mode) SC to SC coupler is shown in Figure 6-19; note this is the same coupler as previously described and shown in Figure 6-12. It is all metal and has a female SC connector at either end so as to join two male-ended multi-mode (or single-mode) cables. (Referred to as “O” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

![Figure 6-19](image)

*Figure 6-19 Multi-Mode (or Single-Mode) Coupler (all Metal), Female SC to Female SC.*
7. **Multi-Mode (or Single-Mode) FC/PC to FC/PC Coupler.** The multi-mode (or single-mode) FC/PC to FC/PC coupler is shown in Figure 6-20; note this is the same coupler as previously described and shown in Figure 6-13. It is all metal and has a female FC/PC connector at either end so as to join two male-ended multi-mode (or single-mode) cables. (Referred to as “N” in cable diagrams beginning with Figure 6-21.)

![Female FC/PC to Female FC/PC](image)

**Figure 6-20 Multi-Mode (or Single-Mode) Coupler (all Metal), Female FC/PC to Female FC/PC.**

### 6.5 Sensitivity of the Single-Mode Fiber Optical Signal

The sensitivity level of the INTERVIEW's AIM-302-1 combined single-mode and multi-mode fiber optical receiver is a range between -6 dB and -38 dB. If the signal level is higher, an attenuator must be used to lower the signal to this range so as not to damage the equipment—see subsection 6.4(B)3.

The INTERVIEW's AIM-302-1 **transmits** a single-mode long-reach signal at 0 dB.

You need to know the length of your cable and the type of signal you will be receiving. If you are unsure as to the type of signal you will be receiving (long-reach, mid-reach, or short-reach), use a signal-level measuring device to determine the exact range to avoid hours of frustration and possible damage to your equipment. Mid-reach, short-reach, and multi-mode transmission can be done without attenuation; long-reach transmission will probably need attenuation if using a cable less than 10 kilometers in length.

### 6.6 Type of Connectors on the Premises

Cables tend to have male connectors and the equipment provides female connectors. Cables can be coupled together with the female-female coupler provided in Telenex Corporation's optional interface accessory kits.

Coaxial copper (metallic) wire transmissions generally have BNC connectors.

Fiber optical transmissions commonly use ST, SC, or FC/PC connectors. Traditional ST connectors are round and need a slight twist to lock on. The newer SC connectors are square in shape and simply snap on. FC/PC connectors are keyed in and then screwed in to secure the connection; single-mode requires FC/PC (Physical Contact) while multi-mode can use an FC-type connector only without the actual physical contact. Adaptors are included in Telenex Corporation's optional interface accessory kits.

### 6.7 Coaxial Cabling Diagram for Monitoring

The following is a sample cabling diagram for monitoring transmissions with coaxial (metallic) cables.
Monitoring with a Patch Panel

Mode: Monitor
Connector: Coaxial

NOTE: Padding Resistors (or their equivalents) are required for non-intrusive monitoring; this does not disturb the line under test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female/Female/Female (BNC)</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>RG-59 75 Ohm Coaxial Cables for DS-3, E3, and STS-1, Male to Male (BNC)</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>A: RX via Pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>B: RX via Pad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6-21 Monitoring with a Patch Panel (Pad) with Metallic Wire (Coaxial Cables).
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6.8 Coaxial Cabling Diagrams for Emulation

The next few pages contain sample cabling diagrams for emulating transmissions with coaxial (metallic) cables. These can be adapted to other specific scenarios.

*Emulating a Workstation and Monitoring Transmission Internally*

*Mode: Emulate A*
*Connector: Coaxial*
*Clock Source: Receive Data*

---

**DS-3/E3/STS-1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RX</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Network**

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>RG-59 75 Ohm Coaxial Cables for DS-3, E3, and STS-1, Male to Male (BNC)</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>A: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A: TX</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 6-22 Emulation a Workstation with Metallic Wire (Coaxial Cables) and monitoring transmission internally.*
Emulating a Workstation and Monitoring Transmission Externally

Mode: Emulate A
Connector: Coaxial
Clock Source: Receive Data

DS-3/E3/STS-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>DS-3/E3/STS-1 Pad for Monitor Access (non-intrusive) Female/Female/Female (BNC)</td>
<td>A: TX</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>RG-59 75 Ohm Coaxial Cables for DS-3, E3, and STS-1, Male to Male (BNC)</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>A: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A: TX</td>
<td>Pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pad</td>
<td>B: RX via Pad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6-23 Emulation a Workstation with Metallic Wire (Coaxial Cables) and monitoring transmission externally.
**Emulating the Network**

Mode: *Emulate A*

Connector: *Coaxial*

Clock Source: *Internal*

---

![Diagram of Emulating the Network]

---

**Label** | **Description** | **From** | **To**
--- | --- | --- | ---
R | RG-59 75 Ohm Coaxial Cables for DS-3, E3, and STS-1, Male to Male (BNC) | Workstation | A: RX
A: TX | Workstation

---

*Figure 6-24* Emulation the Network with Metallic Wire (Coaxial Cables).
Emulating a Network and Monitoring Transmission Externally

Mode: Emulate A
Connector: Coaxial
Clock Source: Receive Data

DS-3/E3/STS-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>DS-3/E3/STS-1 Pad for Monitor Access (non-intrusive) Female/Female/Female (BNC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>RG-59 75 Ohm Coaxial Cables for DS-3, E3, and STS-1, Male to Male (BNC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From | To |
---|---|
A: TX | Workstation |
Workstation | A: RX |
Workstation | Pad |
A: TX | Pad |
Pad | B: RX via Pad |

Figure 6-25 Emulation a Workstation with Metallic Wire (Coaxial Cables) and monitoring transmission externally.
6.9 Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cabling Diagrams for Monitoring

The next few pages contain sample cabling diagrams for monitoring transmissions with single-mode fiber optic cables. These can be adapted to other specific scenarios.

**Monitoring in Repeater Mode**
with Single-Mode Fiber

*Mode: Monitor*
*Connector: Fiber*
*NOTE: Turn switches ON after cabling is completed.*

**WARNING:** Single-mode Transmission LASER is active unless switch is OFF. *(LED is dark when off.)*
*Do NOT activate LASER switches until cabling is completed and you are ready to transmit and you are using Single-Mode Fiber.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Yellow), Male ST to Male ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Attenuator (Metal with Yellow Band), -15 Db, Female ST to Male ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Single-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band), Female ST to Male SC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>A: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: LASER TX/SM</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>B: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: LASER TX/SM</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OPTIONAL: "U" Attenuators needed when transmitter is long reach if distance is less than ~ 10Km.

OPTIONAL: "V" Adaptors for SC connectors

Figure 6-26 Monitoring in Repeater Mode with Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables:
Signal travels in RX A, out TX B, in RX B, out TX A.
**Monitoring Using Splitters**

Close to Workstation with Single-Mode Fiber

*Mode: Monitor*
*Connector: Fiber*

**WARNING:** Single-mode Transmission LASER is active unless switch is OFF. (LED is dark when off.)
*Do NOT activate LASER switches.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>P</strong></td>
<td>Single-Mode Adaptor, Male ST to Male FC/PC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S</strong></td>
<td>Single-Mode or Multi-Mode Coupler (all Metal), Female ST to Female ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T</strong></td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Yellow), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Splitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Splitter</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V</strong></td>
<td>Single-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band), Female ST to Male SC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>W</strong></td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Splitter (Black Body, Black Cable, Yellow Connector), Male ST to 2 Male STs Cable marked “2” is 10% Tap, Cable marked “1” is 90% Through</td>
<td>Network [via cable] B: RX 10% and Workstation</td>
<td>Workstation A: RX 10% and Network [via cable]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6-27 Monitoring Using Splitters Close to Workstation with Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables.
Monitoring at TELCO Using Splitters
Close to TELCO with Single-Mode Fiber

Mode: Monitor
Connector: Fiber

WARNING: Single-mode Transmission LASER is active unless switch is OFF. (LED is dark when off.) Do NOT activate LASER switches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Single-Mode or Multi-Mode Coupler (all Metal), Female ST to Female ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Yellow), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>Splitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Splitter</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Single-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band), Female ST to Male SC</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>B: RX 10% and TELCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[via cable]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Splitter (Black Body, Black Cable, Yellow Connector), Male ST to 2 Male STs</td>
<td>Workstation [via cable]</td>
<td>TELCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cable marked “2” is 10% Tap, Cable marked “1” is 90% Through</td>
<td></td>
<td>A: RX 10% and Workstation [via cable]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 6-28 Monitoring at TELCO Using Splitters Close to TELCO with Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables.
6.10 Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cabling Diagrams for Emulation

The next few pages contain sample cabling diagrams for emulating transmissions with single-mode fiber optic cables. These can be adapted to other specific scenarios.

Emulating a Workstation and Monitoring Transmission Externally
with Single-Mode Fiber

Mode: Emulate A
Connector: Fiber
Clock Source: Receive Data
[NOTE: Turn switch ON after cabling is completed.]

WARNING: Single-mode Transmission LASER is active unless switch is OFF. (LED is dark when off.)
Do NOT activate LASER switches until cabling is completed and you are ready to transmit using Single-Mode Fiber.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Single-Mode or Multi-Mode Coupler (all Metal), Female ST to Female ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Yellow), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>A: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Attenuator (Metal with Yellow Band), -15 Db, Female ST to Male ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Single-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band), Female ST to Male SC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Splitter (Black Body, Black Cable, Yellow Connector), Male ST to 2 Male STs, Cable marked “2” is 10% Tap, Cable marked “1” is 90% Through</td>
<td>A: LASER TX/SM</td>
<td>Network and B: RX 10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Cabling the INTERVIEW ATM Models

OPTIONAL: "U" Attenuators needed if distance is less than ~10 Km.

Figure 6-29 Emulating a Workstation with Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables and monitoring transmission externally.
Emulating a Workstation and Monitoring Transmission Internally
with Single-Mode Fiber

Mode: Emulate A
Connector: Fiber
Clock Source: Receive Data

[NOTE: Turn switch ON after cabling is completed.]

WARNING: Single-mode Transmission LASER is active unless switch is OFF. (LED is dark when off.)

Do NOT activate LASER switches until cabling is completed and you are ready to transmit using Single-Mode Fiber.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Yellow), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>A: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A: LASER TX/SM</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Attenuator (Metal with Yellow Band), -15 Db, Female ST to Male ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Single-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band), Female ST to Male SC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 6-30 Emulating a Workstation with Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables and monitoring transmission internally.
Emulating a Network and Monitoring Transmission Externally
with Single-Mode Fiber

Mode: Emulate A
Connector: Fiber
Clock Source: Internal
[NOTE: Turn switch ON after cabling is completed.]

WARNING: Single-mode Transmission LASER is active unless switch is OFF. (LED is dark when off.)
Do NOT activate LASER switches until cabling is completed and you are ready to transmit using Single-Mode Fiber.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Single-Mode or Multi-Mode Coupler (all Metal), Female ST to Female ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Yellow), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>A: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Attenuator (Metal with Yellow Band), -15 Db, Female ST to Male ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Single-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band), Female ST to Male SC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Splitter (Black Body, Black Cable, Yellow Connector), Male ST to 2 Male STs Cable marked “2” is 10% Tap, Cable marked “1” is 90% Through</td>
<td>A: LASER TX/SM</td>
<td>Workstation and B: RX 10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OPTIONAL: "U" Attenuators needed if distance is less than ~ 10 Km.

OPTIONAL: "V" Adaptors for SC connectors; also, may need additional "T" cable as shown.

Figure 6-31 Emulating a Network with Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables and monitoring transmission externally.
Emulating a Network and Monitoring Transmission Internally with Single-Mode Fiber

Mode: Emulate A
Connector: Fiber
Clock Source: Internal

[NOTE: Turn switch ON after cabling is completed.]

WARNING: Single-mode Transmission LASER is active unless switch is OFF. (LED is dark when off.) Do NOT activate LASER switches until cabling is completed and you are ready to transmit using Single-Mode Fiber.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Yellow), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>A: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B: RX</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Single-Mode Fiber Attenuator (Metal with Yellow Band), -15 Db, Female ST to Male ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Single-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band), Female ST to Male SC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6-32  Emulating a Network with Single-Mode Fiber Optic Cables and monitoring transmission internally.
6.11 Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cabling Diagrams for Monitoring

The next few pages contain sample cabling diagrams for monitoring transmissions with multi-mode fiber optic cables. These can be adapted to other specific scenarios.

Monitoring in Repeater Mode
with Multi-Mode Fiber

Mode: Monitor
Connector: Fiber

WARNING: Single-mode Transmission LASER is active unless switch is OFF. (LED is dark when off.)
Do NOT activate LASER switches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Single-Mode or Multi-Mode Coupler (all Metal), Female ST to Female ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Black), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>A: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B: TX/MM</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>B: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Multi-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band), Male SC to Male ST</td>
<td>A: TX/MM</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6-33  Monitoring in Repeater Mode with Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables:
Signal travels in RX A, out TX/MM B, in RX B, out TX/MM A.
Monitoring Using Splitters
Close to Network Termination with Multi-Mode Fiber

Mode: Monitor
Connector: Fiber

WARNING: Single-mode Transmission LASER is active unless switch is OFF. (LED is dark when off.)
Do NOT activate LASER switches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Single-Mode or Multi-Mode Coupler (all Metal), Female ST to Female ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Black), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>Splitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Splitter</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Multi-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band), Male SC to Male ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Multi-Mode Fiber Splitter (Black Body, Black Cable, Black Connector), Male ST to 2 Male STs Cables marked &quot;1&quot; and &quot;2&quot; each 50%</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>B: RX and Workstation [via cable]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Workstation [via cable]</td>
<td>A: RX and Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6-34 Monitoring Using Splitters Close to Network Termination with Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables.
6.12 Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cabling Diagrams for Emulation

The next few pages contain sample cabling diagrams for emulating transmissions with multi-mode fiber optic cables. These can be adapted to other specific scenarios.

**Emulating a Network and Monitoring Transmission Externally**

*with Multi-Mode Fiber*

**Mode:** Emulate A  
**Connector:** Fiber  
**Clock Source:** Internal

**WARNING:** Single-mode Transmission LASER is active unless switch is OFF. (LED is dark when off.) Do NOT activate LASER switches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Single-Mode or Multi-Mode Coupler (all Metal), Female ST to Female ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Black), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>A: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Multi-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band), Male SC to Male ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Z     | Multi-Mode Fiber Splitter (Black Body, Black Cable, Black Connector), Male ST to 2 Male ST Cables marked “1” and “2” each 50% | A: TX/MM Workstation and B: RX
OPTIONAL: "S" Couplers and "Y" Adaptors for SC connectors; also, may need additional "X" cable as shown.

Figure 6-35 Emulating a Network with Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables and monitoring transmission externally.
Emulating a Network and Monitoring Transmission Internally
with Multi-Mode Fiber

Mode: Emulate A
Connector: Fiber
Clock Source: Internal

WARNING: Single-mode Transmission LASER is active unless switch is OFF. (LED is dark when off.)
Do NOT activate LASER switches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Single-Mode or Multi-Mode Coupler (all Metal),</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female ST to Female ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Black), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>A: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A: TX/MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Multi-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yellow Band), Male SC to Male ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6-36 Emulating a Network with Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables and monitoring transmission internally.
Emulating a Workstation and Monitoring Transmission Externally
with Multi-Mode Fiber

Mode: Emulate A
Connector: Fiber
Clock Source: Receive Data

WARNING: Single-mode Transmission LASER is active unless switch is OFF. (LED is dark when off.)
Do NOT activate LASER switches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Single-Mode or Multi-Mode Coupler (all Metal), Female ST to Female ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables (Black), Male ST to Male ST</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>A: RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Multi-Mode ST to SC Adaptor (Blue Connector, Yellow Band), Male SC to Male ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Multi-Mode Fiber Splitter (Black Body, Black Cable, Black Connector), Male ST to 2 Male ST, Cables marked “1” and “2” each 50%</td>
<td>A: TX/MM</td>
<td>Network and B: RX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6-37 Emulating a Network with Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cables.

OPTIONAL: "S" Couplers and "Y" Adaptors for SC connectors; also, may need additional "X" cable as shown.
7 ATM Interface Setup — AIM-302-1

To reach the ATM Interface Setup screen, you must first access the Setup Menu (shown in Figure 7-1) for the INTERVIEW ATM models. To do so, press \texttt{6\textasciitilde} and \texttt{F1}. (If you are in the Easy View menu system, you must first press \texttt{6\textasciitilde} before pressing \texttt{6\textasciitilde} and \texttt{F1}.)

** Setup Menu **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LINE</th>
<th>Line Setup Screens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Line Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Record Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Display Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/F</td>
<td>Interface Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>BCC Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEBUFF</td>
<td>Front-end Buffer Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>Bit Error Rate Test Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIM 302</td>
<td>Coaxial, multi-mode or single mode fiber</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Select Desired Setup Function **

- F1 = LINE
- F2 = D V,35
- F3 = BCC
- F4 = FEBUFF
- F5 = BERT
- F6 = AIM 302
- F7 =
- F8 =

Figure 7-1 Softkey F6 on the Setup Menu indicates which ATM Interface Module is installed; shown here is AIM 302 for AIM-302-1 (OPT-951-302-1).

Note in Figure 7-1 that \texttt{F6} is labeled AIM 302. This means the currently installed AIM is the ATM Interface Module (AIM): DS-3/E3/STS-1 and SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 Single-Mode and Multi-Mode Optical (AIM-302-1). Press \texttt{F6} to access the ATM Interface Setup screen for that installed AIM.

The fields on the ATM Interface Setup screen enable the user to select the mode, along with the type of connector and framing, and all other parameters to monitor and emulate ATM cells in the INTERVIEW ATM models as listed in this section. Figure 7-4, Figure 7-5, and Figure 7-8 list all possible ATM Interface Setup selection parameters when in Monitor mode, Emulate A and Internal Loop A modes, and Emulate B and Internal Loop B modes, respectively for AIM-302-1. Each of these selections is discussed in the following pages.
7.1 Testing ATM without Concurrent WAN Protocols

Before you set up the ATM interface, consider that you may configure the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM to use additional processing space for ATM testing which would be otherwise allocated for WAN testing. Unless you are going to test other underlying WAN protocols via the Test Interface Module, you may "turn off" the WAN test processors and allocate that memory to the ATM functions.

From the Setup Menu shown in Figure 7-1, press [DISABLE] to access the Line Setup screen and press [DISABLE]. Then press [SETUP], [SETUP], and [DISABLE] to access the ATM Interface Setup screen for the installed AIM.

Note that the Interface Control, BCC Control, Front-end Buffer Setup, and Bit Error Rate Test Setup lines on the Setup Menu screen (shown in Figure 7-1) do not appear and the softkey labels for [DISABLE], [DISABLE], [DISABLE], and [DISABLE] are blank as you have just disabled these standard functions on the Line Setup screen.

7.2 Testing WAN Protocols Concurrently with ATM

Before you setup the ATM interface on the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, press [DISABLE] to access the Line Setup screen and make your selections as always for the protocol to be tested via the Test Interface Module. Then press [DISABLE], [DISABLE], and [DISABLE] to access the ATM Interface Setup screen for the installed AIM.

(Note that on the Setup Menu, [DISABLE] will only be labeled BERT if BERTDCE or BERTDTE has been selected as the Mode on the Line Setup Screen; otherwise [DISABLE] will have no label and no line of explanation for Bit Error Rate Testing will appear on the screen.)

7.3 Mode

The Mode selection field allows you to select the expansion unit operating mode. The choices are MONITOR, EMULATE A, EMULATE B, INT LOOP A, INT LOOP B, and DISABLE (the default).

When Mode: DISABLE is displayed, no other fields are selectable or visible. Whichever of the other modes you select determines which subsequent fields appear.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>** AIM Interface Setup **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode: DISABLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7-2 Disable mode; note there are no related fields.

The other modes and their related fields are described in the following subsections.
7.4 Monitor Mode

Figure 7-3 is an example screen with some of the fields available in the Monitor mode. All possible Monitor mode fields and their parameters are given in the diagram illustrated in Figure 7-4.

** AIM Interface Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode: MONITOR</th>
<th>Maintain: YES</th>
<th>Reload: NEVER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connector: COAXIAL</td>
<td>Cell Format: SMDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framing: E3 34.368 MBPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Gain Side A: ON</td>
<td>B: ON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell Mapping: 57-OCTET PLCP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Impedance: 75 OHMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(A) Connector

Select the type of connector you are using. Select from COAXIAL and FIBER; the field defaults to coax. Coaxial connectors deliver electrical signals over copper wire; fiber connectors deliver optical signals over glass fiber. The type of connector determines the line framing selections explained in subsection (B), below.

(B) Framing

Select the line framing in this field; the default is DS3 for coax cable and STS-3C for fiber. If you are using a coaxial connector, the Framing field offers three choices: DS3 44.736 MBPS, E3 34.368 MBPS, and STS-1 51.840 MBPS. If you have selected fiber mode, you may select either STS-3C 155.520 MBPS or STM-1 155.520 MBPS.

(C) High Gain Side A (and B)

Use the defaults High Gain Side A: ON and B: ON for receivers on lines with normal levels of 0 dB and below. For lines with higher than normal levels, turn off the gain for Side A, Side B, or both to avoid saturation of the receiver. This field is only applicable for coaxial connectors.
Figure 7-4 ATM Interface Setup menu for Monitor mode for AIM-302-1.

(D) Cell Mapping

This field only appears when a DS3 or E3 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field. The cell mapping delineation choices are 53-octet direct and 57-octet PLCP. Choose the 57-octet PLCP selection when testing on SMDS (Switched Multimegabit Data Service) lines; the field defaults to 53-octet direct.

(E) SPE Cell Mapping

This field only appears when an STS-1 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field. The Synchronous Payload Envelop (SPE) cell mapping delineation choices are 88 columns and 84 columns.

(F) Line Impedance

When an E3 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field, you must also select the line impedance in this field; the Line Impedance field only appears when Framing: E3 34.368 MBPS is selected. Select Line Impedance: 75 ohms or 120 ohms; the default is 75 ohms and it is the normal selection. At this writing, 120 ohms is used only in France.
(G) Maintain

If you wish to maintain the interface state after the run, accept the default, YES; otherwise change the Maintain field selection to NO.

(H) Reload

You can control the expansion unit software reloading times. Choose Reload:

- NEVER, AT RECALL, or EVERY RUN; the default, NEVER, is recommended.

(I) Cell Format

Select ATM UNI or SMDS cell format; the field defaults to ATM User Network Interface. When Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected, the next two fields appear.

(J) HEC Correction

If you wish to enable Header Error Control correction for single-bit cell header errors, select ENABLE, the default; otherwise, change the HEC Correction field to DISABLE. The HEC consists of one byte; this process uses the standard CRC-8 algorithm over the four bytes of the header for correction. This field only appears when Cell Format: SMDS is selected.

(K) Payload Scrambling

You may enable scrambling and descrambling for the cell payload by selecting the default ENABLE; otherwise, disable the feature by selecting Payload Scrambling: DISABLE. This field only appears when Cell Format: SMDS is selected.

7.5 Emulate A and Internal Loop A Modes

The diagram illustrated in Figure 7-5 lists all possible Emulate A mode and Internal Loop A mode fields and their parameters. Figure 7-6 is an example screen with some of the fields available in the Emulate A and Internal Loop A modes.

NOTE: Internal Loop A and B modes loop the signals internally to the unit. They are useful in testing the unit for correct operation and for becoming familiar with the unit when unable to connect to a live network.

When connected to a live network, be aware that the transmit circuit is active: the signal you are looping back to test is also being transmitted out on the network.

(A) Connector

Select the type of connector you are using. Select from COAXIAL and FIBER; the field defaults to coax. Coaxial connectors deliver electrical signals over copper wire; fiber connectors deliver optical signals over glass fiber. The type of connector determines the line framing selections explained in subsection (B), below.
### ATM Interface Setup

**Mode:** Select Expansion Unit Operating Mode: MONITOR EMULATE A EMULATE B INT LOOP A INT LOOP B DISABLED

**Connector:** Select Connector: COAXIAL FIBER

**Framing:** Select Line Framing:
- DS3 44.736 MBPS
- E3 34.368 MBPS
- STS-1 51.840 MBPS
- STS-3C 155.520 MBPS
- STM-1 155.520 MBPS

**High Gain Side A:**
- Select High Gain on Side A: ON OFF

**High Gain Side B:**
- Select High Gain on Side B: ON OFF

**Cell Mapping:**
Select Cell Mapping Delineation - Use 7-Octet PLOP for SMDS:
- 53-OCTET DIRECT
- 57-OCTET PLOP

**Line Impedance:**
Select Line Impedance: 75 OHMS 120 OHMS

**Monitor Transmission:**
Select Transmit Monitor: INTERNALLY EXTERNALLY

**Clock Source:** Select Transmit Clock Source:
- INTERN OSCILLATOR
- RECEIVE DATA
- EXTERNAL SYNC

**Build Out:**
Select Line Build Out Based On Cable Length:
- LESS THAN 225 FT
- GREATER THAN 225 FT

**Maintain:**
Maintain Interface State After Run?: YES NO

**Reload:**
Expansion Unit Reload Control:
- NEVER
- AT RECOMPILE
- EVERY RUN

**Cell Format:**
Select ATM UNI Or SMDS Cell Format: ATM UNI

**HEC Correction:**
Enable HEC Correction For Single-Bit Cell Header Errors?
- ENABLE
- DISABLE

**Payload Scrambling:**
Enable Scrambling/Descrambling For The Cell Payload?
- ENABLE
- DISABLE

**Tx Idle Cell Type:**
Select CLP=0, CLP=1, Or Custom Xmit Idle Cell Type:
- UNASSIGNED
- IDLE
- CUSTOM

**Tx Idle Cell Payload:**
Override 48-Octet Cell Payload Value With (00-FF): 0

**Transmit Idle Header Values:**
- **GFC:** Override GFC For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0-F): 0
- **VP:** Override VPI For Transmitted Idle Cells With (00-FF): 00
- **VC:** Override VCI For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0000-FFFF): 0000
- **PT:** Override PT For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0-7): 0
- **CLP:** Override CLP For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0-1): 0

**Idle Cell Payload:**
Override 48-Octet Idle Cell Payload Value With (00-FF): 0

**NOTES:**
- 1 Not available in INT LOOP A mode.

---

**Figure 7-5 ATM Interface Setup menu for Emulate A and Int Loop A modes for AIM-302-1.**
(B) Framing

Select the line framing in this field; the default is DS3 for coax cable and STS-3C for fiber. If you are using a coaxial connector, the Framing field offers three choices: DS3 44.736 MBPS, E3 34.368 MBPS, and STS-1 51.840 MBPS. If you are in fiber mode, you may select either STS-3C 155.520 MBPS or STM-1 155.520 MBPS.

(C) High Gain Side A (and B)

Use the defaults High Gain Side A: ON and B: ON for receivers on lines with normal levels of 0 dB and below. For lines with higher than normal levels, turn off the gain for Side A, Side B, or both to avoid saturation of the receiver. This field is only applicable for coaxial connectors.

(D) Cell Mapping

This field only appears when a DS3 or E3 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field. The cell mapping delineation choices are 53-Octet Direct and 57-Octet PLCP. Choose the 57-Octet PLCP selection when testing on SMDS (Switched Multimegabit Data Service) lines; the field defaults to 53-octet direct.

(E) SPE Cell Mapping

This field only appears when an STS-1 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field. The Synchronous Payload Envelop (SPE) cell mapping delineation choices are 86 Columns and 64 Columns.

(F) Monitor Transmission

This field only appears when in emulate mode; you must elect whether to monitor the transmission internally or externally.

When you are in Emulate A mode and you select the default Monitor Transmission: Internally, the INTERVIEW automatically monitors the transmission.

If instead you choose Monitor Transmission: Externally, the following is applicable for the connection you are using.

1. Coaxial connector. When you are using a coaxial connector and you select Monitor Transmission: Externally, you must use a monitor pad to split off the monitoring cable to the DS-3/E3/STS-1 B: RX coaxial connection to monitor the transmission. This cabling situation is illustrated in Figure 6-23.

2. Single-mode fiber connector. When you select Monitor Transmission: Externally, you must use a splitter cable to split off the monitoring cable to the single/multi-mode B: RX fiber connection. This single-mode cabling is illustrated for Emulate A mode in Figure 6-29, where the splitter cable splits off from A: TX/SM to B: RX to monitor the transmission.
3. **Multi-mode fiber connector.** When you select Monitor Transmission: **externally**, you must use a splitter cable to split off the monitoring cable to the single/multi-mode B: RX fiber connection. This multi-mode cabling is illustrated for Emulate A mode in Figure 6-35, where the splitter cable splits off from A: TX/MM to B: RX to monitor the transmission.

(G) **Line Impedance**

When an E3 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field, you must also select the line impedance in this field; the **Line Impedance** field only appears when Framing: **E3 34.368 Mbps** is selected. Select **Line Impedance**: 75 ohms or 120 ohms; the default is 75 ohms and it is the normal selection. At this writing, 120 ohms is used only in France.

(H) **Clock Source**

Select the transmit **Clock Source**: internal oscillator, receive data, or external sync. The field defaults to internal oscillator, in which the unit uses internal crystals for timing; use this selection when emulating the network. When emulating a workstation, select **Clock Source**: receive data.

(I) **Build Out**

Select the line build out based on the cable length, whether the cable length is less than 225 feet or whether it is greater than (or equal to) 225 feet. Choose either **Build Out**: less than 225 ft (the default) or greater than 225 ft.

(J) **Maintain**

If you wish to maintain the interface state after the run and maintain the customer link, accept the default, yes; otherwise change the **Maintain** field selection to no and the unit will change to Monitor mode after the run.

(K) **Reload**

You can control the expansion unit software reloading times. Choose **Reload**: never, at recompile, or every run; the default, never, is recommended.

(L) **Cell Format**

Select **ATM UNI** or **SMDS** cell format; the field defaults to ATM User Network Interface. When **Cell Format**: ATM UNI is selected, the next two fields appear.

(M) **HEC Correction**

If you wish to enable Header Error Control correction for single-bit cell header errors, select **ENABLE**, the default; otherwise, change the **HEC Correction** field to **DISABLE**. The HEC consists of one byte; this process uses the standard CRC-8 algorithm over the four bytes of the header for correction. This field only appears when **Cell Format**: ATM UNI is selected.
**AIM Interface Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mode:</strong></th>
<th>EMULATE A</th>
<th><strong>Maintain:</strong></th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NEVER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reload:</strong></td>
<td>NEVER</td>
<td><strong>Cell Format:</strong></td>
<td>ATM UNI</td>
<td>ATM UNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Framing:</strong></td>
<td>DS1 44.736 Mbps</td>
<td><strong>HEC Correction:</strong></td>
<td>ENABLE</td>
<td>ENABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High Gain Side A:</strong></td>
<td>ON</td>
<td><strong>Payload Scrambling:</strong></td>
<td>ENABLE</td>
<td>ENABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cell Mapping:</strong></td>
<td>53-OCTET DIRECT</td>
<td><strong>Tx Idle Cell Type:</strong></td>
<td>CUSTOM</td>
<td>CUSTOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monitor Transmission:</strong></td>
<td>INTERNALLY</td>
<td><strong>Transmit Idle Header Values:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clock Source:</strong></td>
<td>EXTERNAL SYNC</td>
<td>GFC: 0 VP: 00 VC: 8000 PT: 0 CLP: 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Build Out:</strong></td>
<td>GREATER THAN 225 FT</td>
<td>Idle Cell Payload:</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Maintain Interface State After Run?**

| F1 | YES |
| F2 | F3 | F4 | F5 | F6 | F7 | F8 | NO |

Figure 7-6 Sample Emulate A mode ATM Interface Setup screen for AIM-302-1. These same fields are applicable for Internal Loop A mode for AIM-302-1.

**(N) Payload Scrambling**

You may enable scrambling and descrambling for the cell payload by selecting the default ENABLE; otherwise, disable the feature by selecting Payload Scrambling: DISABLE. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.

**(O) Tx Idle Cell Type**

The selections presented are dependent upon the cell format selected as described in subsection (L), above.

1. **ATM UNI Cell Format.** When Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected, you may select Tx Idle Cell Type: UNASSIGNED (the default) for CLP=0, IDLE for CLP=1, or CUSTOM to design your own. When CUSTOM is selected, six header value subfields appear, as described below in subsection (P).

2. **SMDS Cell Format.** When Cell Format: SMDS is selected, select Tx Idle Cell Type: EMPTY (the default) when the cells are empty or CUSTOM to design your own. When CUSTOM is selected, three header value subfields appear, as described below in subsection (P).

**(P) Transmit Idle Header Values**

The subfields presented are dependent upon the cell format selected as described in subsection (O), above. Each cell format displays its own specific Transmit Idle Header Value fields.
(P) Transmit Idle Header Values

The subfields presented are dependent upon the cell format selected as described in subsection (O), above. Each cell format displays its own specific Transmit Idle Header Value fields.

**ATM UNI Cell Format.** When Tx Idle Cell Type: CUSTOM is selected, when you are emulating (A or B) or using internal loopback mode, and when you are using the ATM UNI cell format, six subfields of the Transmit Idle Header Values heading appear.

You can select to transmit your own idle header values for GFC (Generic Flow Control), VPI (Virtual Path Identifier), VCI (Virtual Circuit Identifier), PT (Payload Type), CLP (Cell Loss Priority), and the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value.

1. **GFC.** You may override GFC (Generic Flow Control) for transmitted idle cells by entering a single-digit hex character, 0-F, in this field. The default is 0.

2. **VP.** You may override VPI (Virtual Path Identifier) for transmitted idle cells by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.

3. **VC.** You may override VCI (Virtual Circuit Identifier) for transmitted idle cells by entering a four-digit hex character, 0000-FFFF, in this field. The default is 0000.

4. **PT.** You may override PT (Payload Type) for transmitted idle cells by entering a single-digit hex character, 0-7, in this field. The default is 0.

5. **CLP.** You may override CLP (Cell Loss Priority) for transmitted idle cells by entering a 0 or 1 in this field. The default is 0, indicating the cell must be transmitted; 1 indicates the cell may be discarded.

6. **Idle Cell Payload.** You may override the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.

**SMDS Cell Format.** When Tx Idle Cell Type: CUSTOM is selected, when you are emulating (A or B) or using internal loopback mode, and when you are using the SMDS cell format, three subfields of the Transmit Idle Header Values heading appear.

1. **ACF.** You may override ACF (Address Control Field) for transmitted idle cells by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00 for an empty cell; enter 80 for a busy cell.

2. **NCI.** You may override NCI (Network Control Information) for transmitted idle cells by entering a six-digit hex character, 000000-FFFF0, in this field. The default is 000000 for empty cells; enter FFFFF0 for full cells.

3. **Idle Cell Payload.** You may override the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.
7.6 Emulate B and Internal Loop B Modes

Figure 7-7 is an example screen with some of the fields available in the Emulate B and Internal Loop B modes. All possible Emulate B mode and Internal Loop B mode fields and their parameters are given in the diagram illustrated in Figure 7-8. Note that only fiber optic connectors are available for selection.

**NOTE:** Internal Loop A and B modes loop the signals internally to the unit. They are useful in testing the unit for correct operation and for becoming familiar with the unit when unable to connect to a live network.

When connected to a live network, be aware that the transmit circuit is active: the signal you are looping back to test is also being transmitted out on the network.

![Sample Emulate B mode ATM Interface Setup screen for AIM-302-1. These same fields are applicable for Internal Loop B mode for AIM-302-1.](7-11)

**Connector**

For Emulate B and Internal Loopback B modes, the only viable type of connector is the default fiber connector; there is no other choice. The type of connector determines the line framing selections explained in subsection (B), below.

**Framing**

Select the line framing in this field; the default is STS-3C. For both multi- and single-fiber mode connectors, you may select either STS-3C 155.520 Mbps or STM-1 155.20 Mbps framing.
**ATM Interface Setup**

- **Mode:** Select Expansion Unit Operating Mode: Monitor, Emulate A, Emulate B, Int Loop A, Int Loop B, Disabled
- **Connector:** Select Connector: Fiber
- **Framing:** Select Framing: STS-3C 155.520 Mbps, STM-1 155.520 Mbps
- **Monitor Transmission:** Select Transmit Monitor: Internally, Externally
- **Clock Source:** Select Transmit Clock Source: Intern Oscillator, Receive Data, External Sync
- **Maintain:** Maintain Interface State After Run: Yes, No
- **Reload:** Expansion Unit Reload Control: Never, At Recompile, Every Run
- **Cell Format:** Select ATM Uni Or SMDs Cell Format: ATM Uni, SMDs
- **HEC Correction:** Enable HEC Correction For Single-Bit Cell Header Errors? Enable, Disable
- **Payload Scrambling:** Enable Scrambling/Descrambling For The Cell Payload? Enable, Disable
- **Tx Idle Cell Type:** Select CLP=0, CLP=1, Or Custom Xmit Idle Cell Type: Unassigned, Idle, Custom
- **Transmit Idle Header Values:**
  - GFC: Override GFC For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0-F): 00
  - VP: Override VPI For Transmitted Idle Cells With (00-FF): 00
  - VC: Override VCI For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0000-FFFF): 0000
  - PT: Override PT For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0-7): 0
  - CLP: Override CLP For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0-1): 0
- **Idle Cell Payload:** Override 48-Octet Idle Cell Payload Value With (00-FF): 00

**Figure 7-8** ATM Interface Setup menu for Emulate B and Int Loop B modes for AIM-302-1.

**C) Monitor Transmission**

This field only appears when in emulate mode; you must elect whether to monitor the transmission internally or externally.

When you are in Emulate B mode using fiber cables and connectors and you select the default **Monitor Transmission: Internally**, the INTERVIEW automatically monitors the transmission.

If instead you choose **Monitor Transmission: Externally**, the following is applicable for the connection you are using.

1. **Single-mode fiber connector.** When you select **Monitor Transmission: Externally**, you must use a splitter cable to split off the monitoring cable to the single/multi-mode...
A: RX fiber connection. This cabling is similar to the situation illustrated for Emulate A mode in Figure 6-29 (single-mode), except that the splitter cable would split off from B: TX/SM to A: RX to monitor the transmission.

2. Multi-mode fiber connector. When you select Monitor Transmission: EXTERNALLY, you must use a splitter cable to split off the monitoring cable to the single/multi-mode A: RX fiber connection. This cabling is similar to the situation illustrated for Emulate A mode in Figure 6-35 (multi-mode), except that the splitter cable would split off from B: TX/MM to A: RX to monitor the transmission.

(D) Clock Source

Select the transmit Clock Source: INTEL OSCILLATOR, RECEIVE DATA, or EXTERNAL SYNC. The field defaults to internal oscillator, in which the unit uses internal crystals for timing; use this selection when emulating the network. When emulating a workstation, select Clock Source: RECEIVE DATA.

(E) Maintain

If you wish to maintain the interface state after the run and maintain the customer link, accept the default, YES; otherwise change the Maintain field selection to NO and the unit will change to Monitor mode after the run.

(F) Reload

You can control the expansion unit reloading times. Choose Reload: NEVER, AT RECOMPIL, or EVERY RUN; the default, NEVER, is recommended.

(G) Cell Format

Select ATM UNI or SMDS cell format; the field defaults to ATM User Network Interface. When Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected, the next two fields appear.

(H) HEC Correction

If you wish to enable Header Error Control correction for single-bit cell header errors, select ENABLE, the default; otherwise, change the HEC Correction field to DISABLE. The HEC consists of one byte; this process uses the standard CRC-8 algorithm over the four bytes of the header for correction. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.

(I) Payload Scrambling

You may enable scrambling and descrambling for the cell payload by selecting the default ENABLE; otherwise, disable the feature by selecting Payload Scrambling: DISABLE. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.
(J) Tx Idle Cell Type

The selections presented are dependent upon the cell format selected as described in subsection (G), above.

1. **ATM UNI Cell Format.** When Cell Format: **ATM UNI** is selected, you may select **Tx Idle Cell Type:** **UNASSIGNED** (the default) for CLP=0, **IDLE** for CLP=1, or **CUSTOM** to design your own. When **CUSTOM** is selected, six header value subfields appear, as described below in subsection (K).

2. **SMDS Cell Format.** When Cell Format: **SMDS** is selected, select **Tx Idle Cell Type:** **EMPTY** (the default) when the cells are empty or **CUSTOM** to design your own. When **CUSTOM** is selected, three header value subfields appear, as described below in subsection (K).

(K) Transmit Idle Header Values

The subfields presented are dependent upon the cell format selected as described in subsection (J), above. Each cell format displays its own specific Transmit Idle Header Value fields.

**ATM UNI Cell Format.** When Tx Idle Cell Type: **CUSTOM** is selected, when you are emulating (A or B) or using internal loopback mode, and when you are using the ATM UNI cell format, six subfields of the Transmit Idle Header Values heading appear.

You can select to transmit your own idle header values for GFC (Generic Flow Control), VPI (Virtual Path Identifier), VCI (Virtual Circuit Identifier), PT (Payload Type), CLP (Cell Loss Priority), and the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value.

1. **GFC.** You may override GFC (Generic Flow Control) for transmitted idle cells by entering a single-digit hex character, 0-F, in this field. The default is 0.

2. **VP.** You may override VPI (Virtual Path Identifier) for transmitted idle cells by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.

3. **VC.** You may override VCI (Virtual Circuit Identifier) for transmitted idle cells by entering a four-digit hex character, 0000-FFFF, in this field. The default is 0000.

4. **PT.** You may override PT (Payload Type) for transmitted idle cells by entering a single-digit hex character, 0-7, in this field. The default is 0.

5. **CLP.** You may override CLP (Cell Loss Priority) for transmitted idle cells by entering a 0 or 1 in this field. The default is 0, indicating the cell must be transmitted; 1 indicates the cell may be discarded.

6. **Idle Cell Payload.** You may override the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.
SMDS Cell Format. When Tx Idle Cell Type: CUSTOM is selected, when you are emulating (A or B) or using internal loopback mode, and when you are using the SMDS cell format, three subfields of the Transmit Idle Header Values heading appear.

1. ACF. You may override ACF (Address Control Field) for transmitted idle cells by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00 for an empty cell; enter 80 for a busy cell.

2. NCI. You may override NCI (Network Control Information) for transmitted idle cells by entering a six-digit hex character, 000000-FFFFFF, in this field. The default is 000000 for empty cells; enter FFFF0 for full cells.

3. Idle Cell Payload. You may override the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.
8 ATM Interface Setup — AIM-305-1

To reach the ATM Interface Setup screen, you must first access the Setup Menu (shown in Figure 8-1) for the INTERVIEW ATM models. To do so, press and . (If you are in the Easy View menu system, you must first press before pressing and .)

** Setup Menu **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LINE</th>
<th>Line Setup Screens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Line Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Record Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Display Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/F</td>
<td>Interface Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>BCC Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEBUFF</td>
<td>Front-end Buffer Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>Bit Error Rate Test Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIM 305</td>
<td>Coaxial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Select Desired Setup Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LINE</td>
<td>D V.35</td>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>FEBUFF</td>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>AIM 305</td>
<td>F6</td>
<td>F7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8-1 Softkey F6 on the Setup Menu indicates which ATM Interface Module is installed; shown here is AIM 305 for AIM-305-1 (OPT-951-305-1).

Note in Figure 8-1 that F6 is labeled AIM 305. This means the currently installed AIM is the ATM Physical Layer Interface Module: DS-3, E3, and STS-1 (AIM-305-1). Press F6 to access the ATM Interface Setup screen for that installed AIM.

The fields on the ATM Interface Setup screen enable the user to select the mode, along with the type of connector and framing, and all other parameters to monitor and emulate ATM cells in the INTERVIEW ATM models as listed in this section. Figure 8-4 and Figure 8-6 list all possible ATM Interface Setup selection parameters when in Monitor mode and either Emulate A or Internal Loop A modes, respectively, for AIM-305-1. Each of these selections is discussed in the following pages.
8.1 Testing ATM without Concurrent WAN Protocols

Before you set up the ATM interface, consider that you may configure the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM to use additional processing space for ATM testing which would be otherwise allocated for WAN testing. Unless you are going to test other underlying WAN protocols via the Test Interface Module, you may “turn off” the WAN test processors and allocate that memory to the ATM functions.

From the Setup Menu shown in Figure 8-1, press \[T\] to access the Line Setup screen and press \[F] \[DISABLE\]. Then press \[MODE\], \[F] \[SETUP\], and \[M] \[to access the ATM Interface Setup screen for the installed AIM.

Note that the Interface Control, BCC Control, Front-end Buffer Setup, and Bit Error Rate Test Setup lines on the Setup Menu screen (shown in Figure 8-1) do not appear and the softkey labels for \[F], \[F], \[F], and \[F] are blank as you have just disabled these standard functions on the Line Setup screen.

8.2 Testing WAN Protocols Concurrently with ATM

Before you setup the ATM interface on the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, press \[T\] to access the Line Setup screen and make your selections as always for the protocol to be tested via the Test Interface Module. Then press \[MODE\], \[F] \[SETUP\], and \[M] \[to access the ATM Interface Setup screen for the installed AIM.

(Note that on the Setup Menu, \[F] will only be labeled BERT if BERTDCE or BERTDTE has been selected as the Mode on the Line Setup Screen; otherwise \[F] will have no label and no line of explanation for Bit Error Rate Testing will appear on the screen.)

8.3 Mode

The Mode selection field allows you to select the expansion unit operating mode. The choices are \[MONITOR\], \[EMULATE\], \[BIT LOOP\], and \[DISABLE\] (the default).

When Mode: \[DISABLE\] is displayed, no other fields are selectable or visible. Whichever of the other modes you select determines which subsequent fields appear.

![Figure 8-2 Disable mode; note there are no related fields.](image)

The other modes and their related fields are described in the following subsections.
8.4 Monitor Mode

Figure 8-3 is an example screen with some of the fields available in the Monitor mode. All possible Monitor mode fields and their parameters are given in the diagram illustrated in Figure 8-4.

** AIM Interface Setup **

| Mode: MONITOR | Maintain: YES | Reload: NEVER |
| Framing: E3 34.368 MBPS | Frame Format: ATM UNI |
| High Gain Side A: ON B: ON | HEC Correction: ENABLE |
| Cell Mapping: 53-OCET DIRECT | Payload Scrambling: ENABLE |
| Line Impedance: 75 OHMS |

Select Line Framing

| F1 | F2 | F3 | F4 | F5 | F6 | F7 | F8 |
| DS3 | E3 | STS-1 |

Figure 8-3 Sample Monitor mode ATM Interface Setup screen for AIM-305-1.

(A) Framing

Select the line framing for coaxial cable in this field; the default is DS3. The Framing field offers three choices: 34.736 MBPS, 34.368 MBPS, and 51.840 MBPS.

(B) High Gain Side A (and B)

Use the defaults High Gain Side A: ON and B: ON for receivers on lines with normal levels of 0 dB and below. For lines with higher than normal levels, turn off the gain for Side A, Side B, or both to avoid saturation of the receiver.

(C) Cell Mapping

This field only appears when a DS3 or E3 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field. The cell mapping delineation choices are 53-OCET DIRECT and 57-OCET PLCP. Choose the 57-OCET PLCP selection when testing on SMDS (Switched Multimegabit Data Service) lines; the field defaults to 53-ocet direct.

(D) SPE Cell Mapping

This field only appears when an STS-1 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field. The Synchronous Payload Envelop (SPE) cell mapping delineation choices are 96 COLUMNS and 84 COLUMNS.
(E) Line Impedance

When an E3 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field, you must also select the line impedance in this field; the Line Impedance field only appears when Framing: $E3\;34.368\;MBPS$ is selected. Select Line Impedance: 75 OHMS or 120 OHMS; the default is 75 ohms and it is the normal selection. At this writing, 120 ohms is used only in France.

![ATM Interface Setup](image)

Figure 8-4 ATM Interface Setup menu for Monitor mode for AIM-305-1.

(F) Maintain

If you wish to maintain the interface state after the run, accept the default, YES; otherwise change the Maintain field selection to NO.

(G) Reload

You can control the expansion unit software reloading times. Choose Reload: NEVER, AT RECOMPILE, or EVERY RUN; the default, NEVER, is recommended.

(H) Cell Format

Select ATM UNI or SMDS cell format; the field defaults to ATM User Network Interface. When Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected, the next two fields appear.
ADDENDUM

8 ATM Interface Setup — AIM-305-1

(I) HEC Correction

If you wish to enable Header Error Control correction for single-bit cell header errors, select ENABLE, the default; otherwise, change the HEC Correction field to DISABLE. The HEC consists of one byte; this process uses the standard CRC-8 algorithm over the four bytes of the header for correction. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.

(J) Payload Scrambling

You may enable scrambling and descrambling for the cell payload by selecting the default ENABLE; otherwise, disable the feature by selecting Payload Scrambling: DISABLE. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.

8.5 Emulate A and Internal Loop A Modes

Figure 8-5 is an example screen with some of the fields available in the Emulate A and Internal Loop A modes. All possible Emulate A mode and Internal Loop A mode fields and their parameters are given in the diagram illustrated in Figure 8-6.

NOTE: Internal Loop A mode loops the signals internally to the unit. It is useful in testing the unit for correct operation and for becoming familiar with the unit when unable to connect to a live network.

When connected to a live network, be aware that the transmit circuit is active: the signal you are looping back to test is also being transmitted out on the network.
** AIM Interface Setup **

| Mode: | EMULATE A | Maintain: | YES | NEVER |
| Framing: | DS3 44.736 MBPS | Cell Format: | ATM UNI |
| High Gain Side A: | ON B: | HEC Correction: | ENABLE |
| Cell Mapping: | 57-OCTET PLCP | Payload Scrambling: | ENABLE |
| Monitor Transmission: | INTERNALLY | Tx Idle Cell Type: | CUSTOM |
| Clock Source: | EXTERNAL SYNC | Transmit Idle Header Values: | GFC: VP:00 VC:0000 PT:0 CLP:0 |
| Build Out: | GREATER THAN 225 FT | Idle Cell Payload: | 00 |

Figure 8-5  Sample Emulate A mode ATM Interface Setup screen. These same fields are applicable for Internal Loop A mode for AIM-305-1.

(A) Framing

Select the line framing for coaxial cable in this field; the default is DS3. The Framing field offers three choices: DS3 44.736 MBPS, E3 34.312 MBPS, and STS-1 51.840 MBPS.

(B) High Gain Side A (and B)

Use the defaults High Gain Side A: ON and B: ON for receivers on lines with normal levels of 0 dB and below. For lines with higher than normal levels, turn off the gain for Side A, Side B, or both to avoid saturation of the receiver.

(C) Cell Mapping

This field only appears when a DS3 or E3 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field. The cell mapping delineation choices are 53-OCTET DIRECT and 57-OCTET PLCP. Choose the 57-OCTET PLCP selection when testing on SMDS (Switched Multimegabit Data Service) lines; the field defaults to 53-octet direct.

(D) SPE Cell Mapping

This field only appears when an STS-1 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field. The Synchronous Payload Envelop (SPE) cell mapping delineation choices are 66 COLUMNS and 64 COLUMNS.
(E) Monitor Transmission

This field only appears when in emulate mode; you must elect whether to monitor the transmission internally or externally. In Emulate A mode when you select the default Monitor Transmission: INTERNALLY, the INTERVIEW automatically monitors the transmission.

When you are using a coaxial connector and you select Monitor Transmission: EXTERNALLY, you must use a monitor pad to split off a cable to the DS-3/E3/STS-1 B: RX coaxial connection to monitor the transmission generated by the INTERVIEW from the A: TX connection. This cabling situation is illustrated in Figure 6-23.

(F) Line Impedance

When an E3 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field, you must also select the line impedance in this field; the Line Impedance field only appears when Framing: E3, 34 Mbps is selected. Select Line Impedance: 75 ohms or 120 ohms; the default is 75 ohms and it is the normal selection. At this writing, 120 ohms is used only in France.

(G) Clock Source

Select the transmit Clock Source: INTERNAL OSCILLATOR, RECEIVE DATA, or EXTERNAL SYNC. The field defaults to internal oscillator, in which the unit uses internal crystals for timing; use this selection when emulating the network. When emulating a workstation, select Clock Source: RECEIVE DATA.

(H) Build Out

Select the line build out based on the cable length, whether the cable length is less than 225 feet or whether it is greater than (or equal to) 225 feet. Choose either Build Out: LESS THAN 225 FT (the default) or GREATER THAN 225 FT.

(I) Maintain

If you wish to maintain the interface state after the run and maintain the customer link, accept the default, YES; otherwise change the Maintain field selection to NO and the unit will change to Monitor mode after the run.

(J) Reload

You can control the expansion unit software reloading times. Choose Reload: NEVER, AT RECOMPILATION, or EVERY RUN; the default, NEVER, is recommended.

(K) Cell Format

Select ATM UNI or BMDOS cell format; the field defaults to ATM User Network Interface. When Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected, the next two fields appear.
ATM Interface Setup

Mode: Select Expansion Unit Operating Mode: MONITOR EMULATE A INT LOOP A DISABLED

Framing: Select Line Framing: DS3 44.736 MBPS E3 34.368 MBPS STS-1 51.840 MBPS

High Gain Side A: Select High Gain on Side A: ON OFF
B: Select High Gain on Side B: ON OFF

Cell Mapping: Select Cell Mapping Delineation - Use 57-Octet PLCP for SMDS:
- 57-Octet DIRECT
- 57-Octet PLCP

SPE Cell Mapping: Select SPE Cell Mapping: 86 COLUMNS 84 COLUMNS

Line Impedance: Select Line Impedance: 75 OHMS 120 OHMS

Monitor Transmission: Select Transmit Monitor: INTERNALLY EXTERNALLY

Clock Source: Select Transmit Clock Source: INTERN OSCILLATOR RECEIVE DATA EXTERNAL SYNC

Build Out: Select Line Build Out Based On Cable Length: LESS THAN 225 FT GREATER THAN 225 FT

Maintain: Maintain Interface State After Run? YES NO

Reload: Expansion Unit Reload Control: NEVER AT RECOMPILE EVERY RUN

Cell Format: Select ATM UNI Or SMDS Cell Format: ATM UNI SMDS

HEC Correction: Enable HEC Correction For Single-Bit Cell Header Errors?
- ENABLE DISABLE

Payload Scrambling: Enable Scrambling/Descrambling For The Cell Payload?
- ENABLE DISABLE

Tx Idle Cell Type: Select CLP=0, CLP=1, Or Custom Xmit Idle Cell Type:
- UNASSIGNED IDLE CUSTOM

Transmit Idle Header Values:
- GFC: Override GFC For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0-F): 0
- VP: Override VPI For Transmitted Idle Cells With (00-FF): 00
- VC: Override VCI For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0000-FFFF): 0000
- PT: Override PT For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0-7): 0
- CLP: Override CLP For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0-1): 0

Idle Cell Payload:
- Override 48-Octet Idle Cell Payload Value With (00-FF): 00

Transmit Idle Header Values:
- AFC: Override AFC For Transmitted Idle Cells With (00-FF): 00
- NCI: Override NCI For Transmitted Idle Cells With (000000-FFFFFF): 000000
- Idle Cell Payload:
  - Override 48-Octet Idle Cell Payload Value With (00-FF): 00

NOTES:
1 Not available in INT LOOP A mode.

Figure 8-6 ATM Interface Setup menu for Emulate A and Internal Loop modes for AIM-305-1.
(L) HEC Correction
If you wish to enable Header Error Control correction for single-bit cell header errors, select ENABLE, the default; otherwise, change the HEC Correction field to DISABLE. The HEC consists of one byte; this process uses the standard CRC-8 algorithm over the four bytes of the header for correction. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.

(M) Payload Scrambling
You may enable scrambling and descrambling for the cell payload by selecting the default ENABLE; otherwise, disable the feature by selecting Payload Scrambling: DISABLE. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.

(N) Tx Idle Cell Type
The selections presented are dependent upon the cell format selected as described in subsection (K), above.

1. ATM UNI Cell Format. When Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected, you may select Tx Idle Cell Type: UNASSIGNED (the default) for CLP=0, IDLE for CLP=1, or CUSTOM to design your own. When CUSTOM is selected, six header value subfields appear, as described below in subsection (O).

2. SMDS Cell Format. When Cell Format: SMDS is selected, select Tx Idle Cell Type: EMPTY (the default) when the cells are empty or CUSTOM to design your own. When CUSTOM is selected, three header value subfields appear, as described below in subsection (O).

(O) Transmit Idle Header Values
The subfields presented are dependent upon the cell format selected as described in subsection (N), above. Each cell format displays its own specific Transmit Idle Header Value fields.

ATM UNI Cell Format. When Tx Idle Cell Type: CUSTOM is selected, when you are emulating (A or B) or using internal loopback mode, and when you are using the ATM UNI cell format, six subfields of the Transmit Idle Header Values heading appear.

You can select to transmit your own idle header values for GFC (Generic Flow Control), VPI (Virtual Path Identifier), VCI (Virtual Circuit Identifier), PT (Payload Type), CLP (Cell Loss Priority), and the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value.

1. GFC. You may override GFC (Generic Flow Control) for transmitted idle cells by entering a single-digit hex character, 0-F, in this field. The default is 0.

2. VP. You may override VPI (Virtual Path Identifier) for transmitted idle cells by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.
3. **VC.** You may override VCI (Virtual Circuit Identifier) for transmitted idle cells by entering a four-digit hex character, \texttt{0000-FFFF}, in this field. The default is \texttt{0000}.

4. **PT.** You may override PT (Payload Type) for transmitted idle cells by entering a single-digit hex character, \texttt{0-7}, in this field. The default is \texttt{0}.

5. **CLP.** You may override CLP (Cell Loss Priority) for transmitted idle cells by entering a 0 or 1 in this field. The default is 0, indicating the cell must be transmitted; 1 indicates the cell may be discarded.

6. **Idle Cell Payload.** You may override the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value by entering a two-digit hex character, \texttt{00-FF}, in this field. The default is \texttt{00}.

**SMDS Cell Format.** When Tx Idle Cell Type: \texttt{CUSTOM} is selected, when you are emulating (A or B) or using internal loopback mode, and when you are using the SMDS cell format, three subfields of the Transmit Idle Header Values heading appear.

1. **ACF.** You may override ACF (Address Control Field) for transmitted idle cells by entering a two-digit hex character, \texttt{00-FF}, in this field. The default is \texttt{00} for an empty cell; enter \texttt{80} for a busy cell.

2. **NCI.** You may override NCI (Network Control Information) for transmitted idle cells by entering a six-digit hex character, \texttt{000000-FFFFFF}, in this field. The default is \texttt{000000} for empty cells; enter \texttt{FFFF00} for full cells.

3. **Idle Cell Payload.** You may override the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value by entering a two-digit hex character, \texttt{00-FF}, in this field. The default is \texttt{00}.
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To reach the ATM Interface Setup screen, you must first access the Setup Menu (shown in Figure 9-1) for the INTERVIEW ATM models. To do so, press (MODE) and (F1), SETUP. (If you are in the Easy View menu system, you must first press (EXIT) to get out of Easy View and into program mode.)

** Setup Menu **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LINE</th>
<th>Line Setup Screens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Line Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Record Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Display Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/F</td>
<td>Interface Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>BCC Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEBUFF</td>
<td>Front-end Buffer Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>Bit Error Rate Test Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIM 306</td>
<td>Coaxial or multi-mode fiber</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Select Desired Setup Function

```
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8
LINE D V.35 BCC FEBUFF BERT AIM 306
```

Figure 9-1 Softkey F6 on the Setup Menu indicates which ATM Interface Module is installed; shown here is AIM 306 for AIM-306-1 (OPT-951-306-1).

Note in Figure 9-1 that (D) is labeled AIM 306. This means the currently installed AIM is the ATM Interface Module (AIM): DS-3, E3, and STS-1 Physical and SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1 Multi-Mode Optical (AIM-306-1). Press (D) to access the ATM Interface Setup screen for that installed AIM.

The fields on the ATM Interface Setup screen enable the user to select the mode, along with the type of connector and framing, and all other parameters to monitor and emulate ATM cells in the INTERVIEW ATM models as listed in this section. Figure 9-4, Figure 9-6, and Figure 9-8 list all possible ATM Interface Setup selection parameters when in Monitor mode, Emulate A and Internal Loop A modes, and Emulate B and Internal Loop B modes, respectively for AIM-306-1. Each of these selections is discussed in the following pages.
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9.1 Testing ATM without Concurrent WAN Protocols

Before you set up the ATM interface, consider that you may enable the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM to use additional processing space for ATM testing which would be otherwise allocated for WAN testing. Unless you are going to test other underlying WAN protocols via the Test Interface Module, you may “turn off” the WAN test processors and allocate that memory to the ATM functions.

From the Setup Menu shown in Figure 9-1, press (1) to access the Line Setup screen and press (2) DISABLE. Then press (3), (4) SETUP, and (5) to access the ATM Interface Setup screen for the installed AIM.

Note that the Interface Control, BCC Control, Front-end Buffer Setup, and Bit Error Rate Test Setup lines on the Setup Menu screen (shown in Figure 9-1) do not appear and the softkey labels for (6), (7), (8), and (9) are blank as you have just disabled these standard functions on the Line Setup screen.

9.2 Testing WAN Protocols Concurrently with ATM

Before you setup the ATM interface on the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, press (1) to access the Line Setup screen and make your selections as always for the protocol to be tested via the Test Interface Module. Then press (3), (4) SETUP, and (5) to access the ATM Interface Setup screen for the installed AIM.

(Note that on the Setup Menu, (6) will only be labeled BERT if BERTDCE or BERTDTE has been selected as the Mode on the Line Setup Screen; otherwise (6) will have no label and no line of explanation for Bit Error Rate Testing will appear on the screen.)

9.3 Mode

The Mode selection field allows you to select the expansion unit operating mode. The choices are MONITOR, EMULATE A, EMULATE B, INT LOOP A, INT LOOP B, and DISABLED (the default).

When Mode: DISABLED is displayed, no other fields are selectable or visible. Whichever of the other modes you select determines which subsequent fields appear.

```
** AIM Interface Setup **

Mode: DISABLED
```

Figure 9-2 Disable mode; note there are no related fields.

The other modes and their related fields are described in the following subsections.
9.4 Monitor Mode

Figure 9-3 is an example screen with some of the fields available in the Monitor mode. All possible Monitor mode fields and their parameters are given in the diagram illustrated in Figure 9-4.

(A) Connector

Select the type of connector you are using. Select from COAXIAL and FIBER; the field defaults to coax. Coaxial connectors deliver electrical signals over copper wire; fiber connectors deliver optical signals over glass fiber. The type of connector determines the line framing selections explained in subsection (B), below.

(B) Framing

Select the line framing in this field; the default is DS3 for coax cable and STS-3C for fiber. If you are using a coaxial connector, the Framing field offers three choices: DS3 44.736 MBPS, E3 34.368 MBPS, and STS-1 51.840 MBPS. If you have selected fiber mode, you may select either STS-3C 155.520 MBPS or STM-1 155.520 MBPS.

(C) High Gain Side A (and B)

Use the defaults High Gain Side A: ON and B: ON for receivers on lines with normal levels of 0 dB and below. For lines with higher than normal levels, turn off the gain for Side A, Side B, or both to avoid saturation of the receiver. This field is only applicable for coaxial connectors.

** AIM Interface Setup **

| Mode: MONITOR | Maintain: YES |
| Connector: COAXIAL | Reload: NEVER |
| Framing: E3 34.368 MBPS | Cell Format: SMD S |
| High Gain Side A: ON | B: ON |
| Cell Mapping: 57-OCTET FLCP |
| Line Impedance: 75 OHMS |

Select Line Framing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td>STS-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9-3 Sample Monitor mode ATM Interface Setup screen for AIM-306-1.
**ATM Interface Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode: Select Expansion Unit Operating Mode</th>
<th>MONITOR</th>
<th>EMULATE A</th>
<th>EMULATE B</th>
<th>INT LOOP A</th>
<th>INT LOOP B</th>
<th>DISABLED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connector: Select Connector:</td>
<td>COAXIAL</td>
<td>FIBER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framing: Select Line Framing:</td>
<td>DS3 44.736 MBPS</td>
<td>E3 34.368 MBPS</td>
<td>STS-1 51.840 MBPS</td>
<td>STS-3C 155.520 MBPS</td>
<td>STM-1 155.520 MBPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Gain Side A: Select High Gain on Side A</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Select High Gain on Side B:</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell Mapping: Select Cell Mapping Delineation - Use 57-Octet PLCP for SMDS:</td>
<td>53-OCTET DIRECT</td>
<td>57-OCTET PLCP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPE Cell Mapping: Select SPE Cell Mapping:</td>
<td>86 COLUMNS</td>
<td>84 COLUMNS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Impedance: Select Line Impedance:</td>
<td>75 OHMS</td>
<td>120 OHMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain: Maintain Interface State After Run?</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reload: Expansion Unit Reload Control:</td>
<td>NEVER</td>
<td>AT RECOMPILE</td>
<td>EVERY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell Format: Select ATM UNI Or SMDS Cell Format:</td>
<td>ATM UNI</td>
<td>SMDS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEC Correction: Enable HEC Correction For Single-Bit Cell Header Errors?</td>
<td>ENABLE</td>
<td>DISABLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload Scrambling: Enable Scrambling/Descrambling For The Cell Payload?</td>
<td>ENABLE</td>
<td>DISABLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9-4 ATM Interface Setup menu for Monitor mode for AIM-306-1.

**D) Cell Mapping**

This field *only* appears when a DS3 or E3 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field. The cell mapping delineation choices are 53-Octet PLCP and 57-Octet PLCP. Choose the 57-Octet PLCP selection when testing on SMDS (Switched Multimegabit Data Service) lines; the field defaults to 53-octet direct.

**E) SPE Cell Mapping**

This field *only* appears when an STS-1 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field. The Synchronous Payload Envelop (SPE) cell mapping delineation choices are 86 COLUMNS and 84 COLUMNS.

**F) Line Impedance**

When an E3 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field, you must also select the line impedance in this field; the Line Impedance field *only* appears when Framing: E3 34.368 MBPS is selected. Select Line Impedance: 75 OHMS or 120 OHMS; the default is 75 ohms and it is the normal selection. At this writing, 120 ohms is used only in France.
(G) Maintain
If you wish to maintain the interface state after the run, accept the default, YES; otherwise change the Maintain field selection to NO.

(H) Reload
You can control the expansion unit software reloading times. Choose Reload: NEVER, AT RECOMPILE, or EVERY RUN; the default, NEVER, is recommended.

(I) Cell Format
Select ATM UNI or SMDS cell format; the field defaults to ATM User Network Interface. When Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected, the next two fields appear.

(J) HEC Correction
If you wish to enable Header Error Control correction for single-bit cell header errors, select ENABLE, the default; otherwise, change the HEC Correction field to DISABLE. The HEC consists of one byte; this process uses the standard CRC-8 algorithm over the four bytes of the header for correction. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.

(K) Payload Scrambling
You may enable scrambling and descrambling for the cell payload by selecting the default ENABLE; otherwise, disable the feature by selecting Payload Scrambling: DISABLE. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.

9.5 Emulate A and Internal Loop A Modes
Figure 9-5 is an example screen with some of the fields available in the Emulate A and Internal Loop A modes. All possible Emulate A mode and Internal Loop A mode fields and their parameters are given in the diagram illustrated in Figure 9-6.

NOTE: Internal Loop A and B modes loop the signals internally to the unit. They are useful in testing the unit for correct operation and for becoming familiar with the unit when unable to connect to a live network.

When connected to a live network, be aware that the transmit circuit is active: the signal you are looping back to test is also being transmitted out on the network.

(A) Connector
Select the type of connector you are using. Select from COAXIAL and FIBER; the field defaults to coax. Coaxial connectors deliver electrical signals over copper wire; fiber connectors deliver optical signals over glass fiber. The type of connector determines the line framing selections explained in subsection (B), below.
** AIM Interface Setup **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode:</th>
<th>EMULATE A</th>
<th>Maintain:</th>
<th>YES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reload:</td>
<td>NEVER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connector:</td>
<td>COAXIAL</td>
<td>Cell Format:</td>
<td>ATM UNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framing:</td>
<td>DS3 44.736 MBPS</td>
<td>HEC Correction:</td>
<td>ENABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Gain Side A:</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>Payload Scrambling:</td>
<td>ENABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell Mapping:</td>
<td>57-OCTET PLCP</td>
<td>Tx Idle Cell Type:</td>
<td>CUSTOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor Transmission:</td>
<td>INTERNALLY</td>
<td>Transmit Idle Header Values:</td>
<td>GFC:0 VP:00 VC:0000 PT:0 CLP:0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock Source:</td>
<td>EXTERNAL SYNC</td>
<td>Idle Cell Payload:</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Out:</td>
<td>GREATER THAN 225 FT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maintain Interface State After Run?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
<th>F4</th>
<th>F5</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>F7</th>
<th>F8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9-5 Sample Emulate A mode ATM Interface Setup screen for AIM-306-1. These same fields are applicable for Internal Loop A mode for AIM-306-1.

(B) Framing

Select the line framing in this field; the default is DS3 for coax cable and STS-3C for fiber. If you are using a coaxial connector, the Framing field offers three choices: DS3 44.736 MBPS, E3 44.336 MBPS, and STS-1 51.840 MBPS. If you are in fiber mode, you may select either STS-3C 155.520 MBPS or STM-1 155.520 MBPS.

(C) High Gain Side A (and B)

Use the defaults High Gain Side A: ON and B: ON for receivers on lines with normal levels of 0 dB and below. For lines with higher than normal levels, turn off the gain for Side A, Side B, or both to avoid saturation of the receiver. This field is only applicable for coaxial connectors.

(D) Cell Mapping

This field only appears when a DS3 or E3 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field. The cell mapping delineation choices are 53-OCTET DIRECT and 57-OCTET PLCP. Choose the 57-OCTET PLCP selection when testing on SMDS (Switched Multimegabit Data Service) lines; the field defaults to 53-octet direct.

(E) SPE Cell Mapping

This field only appears when an STS-1 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field. The Synchronous Payload Envelop (SPE) cell mapping delineation choices are 86 COLUMNS and 94 COLUMNS.
(F) Monitor Transmission

This field only appears when in emulate mode; you must elect whether to monitor the transmission internally or externally.

When you are in Emulate A mode and you select the default Monitor Transmission: INTERNALLY, the INTERVIEW automatically monitors the transmission.

If instead you choose Monitor Transmission: EXTERNALLY, the following is applicable for the connection you are using.

1. Coaxial connector. When you are using a coaxial connector and you select Monitor Transmission: EXTERNALLY, you must use a monitor pad to split off the monitoring cable to the DS-3/E3/STS-1 B: RX coaxial connection to monitor the transmission. This cabling situation is illustrated in Figure 6-23.

2. Multi-mode fiber connector. When you select Monitor Transmission: EXTERNALLY, you must use a splitter cable to split off the monitoring cable to the single/multi-mode B: RX fiber connection. This multi-mode cabling is illustrated for Emulate A mode in Figure 6-35, where the splitter cable splits off from A: TX/MM to B: RX to monitor the transmission.

(G) Line Impedance

When an E3 coaxial cable is selected in the Framing field, you must also select the line impedance in this field; the Line Impedance field only appears when Framing: E3 34.368 MBPS is selected. Select Line Impedance: 75 OHMS or 120 OHMS; the default is 75 ohms and it is the normal selection. At this writing, 120 ohms is used only in France.

(H) Clock Source

Select the transmit Clock Source: INTERNAL OSCILLATOR, RECEIVE DATA, or EXTERNAL SYNC. The field defaults to internal oscillator, in which the unit uses internal crystals for timing; use this selection when emulating the network. When emulating a workstation, select Clock Source: RECEIVE DATA.

(I) Build Out

Select the line build out based on the cable length, whether the cable length is less than 225 feet or whether it is greater than (or equal to) 225 feet. Choose either Build Out: LESS THAN 225 FT (the default) or GREATER THAN 225 FT.

(J) Maintain

If you wish to maintain the interface state after the run and maintain the customer link, accept the default, YES; otherwise change the Maintain field selection to NO and the unit will change to Monitor mode after the run.
Figure 9-6 ATM Interface Setup menu for Emulate A and Int Loop A modes for AIM-306-1.
(K) Reload

You can control the expansion unit software reloading times. Choose Reload:
- NEVER, AT RECOMPILATION, or EVERY RUN; the default, NEVER, is recommended.

(L) Cell Format

Select ATM UNI or SMDS cell format; the field defaults to ATM User Network Interface. When Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected, the next two fields appear.

(M) HEC Correction

If you wish to enable Header Error Control correction for single-bit cell header errors, select ENABLE, the default; otherwise, change the HEC Correction field to DISABLE. The HEC consists of one byte; this process uses the standard CRC-8 algorithm over the four bytes of the header for correction. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.

(N) Payload Scrambling

You may enable scrambling and descrambling for the cell payload by selecting the default ENABLE; otherwise, disable the feature by selecting Payload Scrambling: DISABLE. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.

(O) Tx Idle Cell Type

The selections presented are dependent upon the cell format selected as described in subsection (L), above.

1. **ATM UNI Cell Format.** When Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected, you may select Tx Idle Cell Type: UNASSIGNED (the default) for CLP=0, E16 for CLP=1, or CUSTOM to design your own. When CUSTOM is selected, six header value subfields appear, as described below in subsection (P).

2. **SMDS Cell Format.** When Cell Format: SMDS is selected, select Tx Idle Cell Type: EMPTY (the default) when the cells are empty or CUSTOM to design your own. When CUSTOM is selected, three header value subfields appear, as described below in subsection (P).

(P) Transmit Idle Header Values

The subfields presented are dependent upon the cell format selected as described in subsection (O), above. Each cell format displays its own specific Transmit Idle Header Value fields.

**ATM UNI Cell Format.** When Tx Idle Cell Type: CUSTOM is selected, when you are emulating (A or B) or using internal loopback mode, and when you are using the ATM UNI cell format, six subfields of the Transmit Idle Header Values heading appear.

You can select to transmit your own idle header values for GFC (Generic Flow Control), VPI (Virtual Path Identifier), VCI (Virtual Circuit Identifier), PT (Payload Type), CLP (Cell Loss Priority), and the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value.
1. **GFC.** You may override GFC (Generic Flow Control) for transmitted idle cells by entering a single-digit hex character, 0-F, in this field. The default is 0.

2. **VP.** You may override VPI (Virtual Path Identifier) for transmitted idle cells by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.

3. **VC.** You may override VCI (Virtual Circuit Identifier) for transmitted idle cells by entering a four-digit hex character, 0000-FFFF, in this field. The default is 0000.

4. **PT.** You may override PT (Payload Type) for transmitted idle cells by entering a single-digit hex character, 0-7, in this field. The default is 0.

5. **CLP.** You may override CLP (Cell Loss Priority) for transmitted idle cells by entering a 0 or 1 in this field. The default is 0, indicating the cell must be transmitted; 1 indicates the cell may be discarded.

6. **Idle Cell Payload.** You may override the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.

---

**SMDS Cell Format.** When Tx Idle Cell Type: [CUSTOM] is selected, when you are emulating (A or B) or using internal loopback mode, and when you are using the SMDS cell format, three subfields of the **Transmit Idle Header Values** heading appear.

1. **ACF.** You may override ACF (Address Control Field) for transmitted idle cells by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00 for an empty cell; enter 80 for a busy cell.

2. **NCI.** You may override NCI (Network Control Information) for transmitted idle cells by entering a six-digit hex character, 000000-FFFFFFFF, in this field. The default is 000000 for empty cells; enter FFFFFFF0 for full cells.

3. **Idle Cell Payload.** You may override the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.
9.6 **Emulate B and Internal Loop B Modes**

Figure 9-7 is an example screen with some of the fields available in the Emulate B and Internal Loop B modes. All possible Emulate B mode and Internal Loop B mode fields and their parameters are given in the diagram illustrated in Figure 9-8. Note that only fiber optic connectors are available for selection.

**NOTE:** Internal Loop A and B modes loop the signals internally to the unit. They are useful in testing the unit for correct operation and for becoming familiar with the unit when unable to connect to a live network.

When connected to a live network, be aware that the transmit circuit is active: the signal you are looping back to test is also being transmitted out on the network.

**(A) Connector**

For Emulate B and Internal Loopback B modes, the only viable type of connector is the default **FIBER**; there is no other choice. The type of connector determines the line framing selections explained in subsection (B), below.

**Figure 9-7 Sample Emulate B mode ATM Interface Setup screen for AIM-306-1. These same fields are applicable for Internal Loop B mode for AIM-306-1.**

**(B) Framing**

Select the line framing in this field; the default is STS-3C. For both multi- and single-fiber mode connectors, you may select either **STS-3C 155.520 MBPS** or **STM-1 155.520 MBPS** framing.
(C) Monitor Transmission

This field only appears when in emulate mode; you must elect whether to monitor the transmission internally or externally.

When you are in Emulate B mode using fiber cables and connectors and you select the default Monitor Transmission: INTERNALLY, the INTERVIEW automatically monitors the transmission.

If instead you choose Monitor Transmission: EXTERNALLY, you must use a splitter cable to split off the monitoring cable to the single/multi-mode A: RX fiber connection. This cabling is similar to the situation illustrated for Emulate A mode in Figure 6-35 (multi-mode), except that the splitter cable would split off from B: TX/MM to A: RX to monitor the transmission.

(D) Clock Source

Select the transmit Clock Source: INTERNAL OSCILLATOR, RECEIVE DATA, or EXTERNAL SYNC. The field defaults to internal oscillator, in which the unit uses internal crystals for timing; use this selection when emulating the network. When emulating a workstation, select Clock Source: RECEIVE DATA.

(E) Maintain

If you wish to maintain the interface state after the run, accept the default, YES; otherwise change the Maintain field selection to NO.

(F) Reload

You can control the expansion unit software reloading times. Choose Reload: NEVER, AT RECOMPILE, or EVERY RUN; the default, NEVER, is recommended.

(G) Cell Format

Select ATM UNI or SMDS cell format; the field defaults to ATM User Network Interface. When Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected, the next two fields appear.

(H) HEC Correction

If you wish to enable Header Error Control correction for single-bit cell header errors, select ENABLE, the default; otherwise, change the HEC Correction field to DISABLE. The HEC consists of one byte; this process uses the standard CRC-8 algorithm over the four bytes of the header for correction. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.

(I) Payload Scrambling

You may enable scrambling and descrambling for the cell payload by selecting the default ENABLE; otherwise, disable the feature by selecting Payload Scrambling: DISABLE. This field only appears when Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected.
**ATM Interface Setup**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode:</th>
<th>Select Expansion Unit Operating Mode:</th>
<th>MONITOR</th>
<th>EMULATE A</th>
<th>EMULATE B</th>
<th>INT LOOP A</th>
<th>INT LOOP B</th>
<th>DISABLED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Framing:**
- Select Line Framing: STS-3C 155.520 MBPS
- Select Last Cell Framing: STM-1 155.520 MBPS

**Monitor Transmission:**
- Select Transmit Monitor: INTERNALLY
- Select Next Cell Monitor: EXTERNALLY

**Clock Source:**
- Select Transmit Clock Source: INTERN OSCILLATOR
- Select Transmit Clock Source: RECEIVE DATA
- Select Transmit Clock Source: EXTERNAL SYNC

**Maintain:**
- Maintain Interface State After Run: YES
- Maintain Interface State After Run: NO

**Reload:**
- Expansion Unit Reload Control: NEVER
- Expansion Unit Reload Control: RECOMPILE
- Expansion Unit Reload Control: EVERY RUN

**Cell Format:**
- Select ATM UNI Or SMDS Cell Format: ATM UNI
- Select ATM UNI Or SMDS Cell Format: SMDS

**HEC Correction:**
- Enable HEC Correction For Single-Bit Cell Header Errors? ENABLE
- Enable HEC Correction For Single-Bit Cell Header Errors? DISABLE

**Payload Scrambling:**
- Enable Scrambling/Descrambling For The Cell Payload? ENABLE
- Enable Scrambling/Descrambling For The Cell Payload? DISABLE

**Tx Idle Cell Type:**
- Select CLP=0, CLP=1, Or Custom Xmit Idle Cell Type: UNASSIGNED
- Select CLP=0, CLP=1, Or Custom Xmit Idle Cell Type: IDLE
- Select CLP=0, CLP=1, Or Custom Xmit Idle Cell Type: CUSTOM

**Transmit Idle Header Values:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GFC</td>
<td>Override GFC For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0-F):</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Override VPI For Transmitted Idle Cells With (00-FF):</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>Override VCI For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0000-FFFF):</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Override PT For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0-7):</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLP</td>
<td>Override CLP For Transmitted Idle Cells With (0-1):</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle Cell Payload</td>
<td>Override 48-Octet Idle Cell Payload Value With (00-FF):</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**

1. Not available in INT LOOP A mode.

Figure 9-8 ATM Interface Setup menu for Emulate B and Int Loop B modes for AIM-306-1.

**(J) Tx Idle Cell Type**

The selections presented are dependent upon the cell format selected as described in subsection (G), above.

1. **ATM UNI Cell Format.** When Cell Format: ATM UNI is selected, you may select Tx Idle Cell Type: UNASSIGNED (the default) for CLP=0, IDLE for CLP=1, or CUSTOM to design your own. When CUSTOM is selected, six header value subfields appear, as described below in subsection (K).

2. **SMDS Cell Format.** When Cell Format: SMDS is selected, select Tx Idle Cell Type: EMPTY (the default) when the cells are empty or CUSTOM to design your own. When CUSTOM is selected, three header value subfields appear, as described below in subsection (K).
(K) Transmit Idle Header Values

The subfields presented are dependent upon the cell format selected as described in subsection (J), above. Each cell format displays its own specific Transmit Idle Header Value fields.

**ATM UNI Cell Format.** When Tx Idle Cell Type: [CUSTOM] is selected, when you are emulating (A or B) or using internal loopback mode, and when you are using the ATM UNI cell format, six subfields of the Transmit Idle Header Values heading appear.

You can select to transmit your own idle header values for GFC (Generic Flow Control), VPI (Virtual Path Identifier), VCI (Virtual Circuit Identifier), PT (Payload Type), CLP (Cell Loss Priority), and the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value.

1. **GFC.** You may override GFC (Generic Flow Control) for transmitted idle cells by entering a single-digit hex character, 0-F, in this field. The default is 0.

2. **VP.** You may override VPI (Virtual Path Identifier) for transmitted idle cells by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.

3. **VC.** You may override VCI (Virtual Circuit Identifier) for transmitted idle cells by entering a four-digit hex character, 0000-FFFF, in this field. The default is 0000.

4. **PT.** You may override PT (Payload Type) for transmitted idle cells by entering a single-digit hex character, 0-7, in this field. The default is 0.

5. **CLP.** You may override CLP (Cell Loss Priority) for transmitted idle cells by entering a 0 or 1 in this field. The default is 0, indicating the cell must be transmitted; 1 indicates the cell may be discarded.

6. **Idle Cell Payload.** You may override the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.

**SMDS Cell Format.** When Tx Idle Cell Type: [CUSTOM] is selected, when you are emulating (A or B) or using internal loopback mode, and when you are using the SMDS cell format, three subfields of the Transmit Idle Header Values heading appear.

1. **ACF.** You may override ACF (Address Control Field) for transmitted idle cells by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00 for an empty cell; enter 80 for a busy cell.

2. **NCI.** You may override NCI (Network Control Information) for transmitted idle cells by entering a six-digit hex character, 000000-FFFFF0, in this field. The default is 000000 for empty cells; enter FFFFF0 for full cells.

3. **Idle Cell Payload.** You may override the 48-octet Idle Cell Payload value by entering a two-digit hex character, 00-FF, in this field. The default is 00.
10 ATM Physical Statistics

Whether you are testing at metallic interfaces or at fiber optical interfaces on the INTERVIEW ATM units, you can select to display physical statistics of the presence and/or absence of detected line violations and error conditions. The particular statistics displayed will vary according to the type of framing on the line, matched by selecting the correct Connector and Framing field on the ATM Interface Setup screen.

In this section, each of these sets of statistics will be discussed according to the physical connector in use. Additionally, the user may inject errors in Emulate Mode which will be tallied as the display is updated every second; error injection is discussed in Section 11. The softkey racks will differ as to whether the user has entered the Physical Layer Statistics display from an application program or from the display window; the differences are discussed in Section 10.1.

Note, however, that the first four statistics displayed on every screen are the same as those in the partial screen shown in Figure 10-1.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISABLED/LINE*</th>
<th>03/31/95 13:25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIM 302 Physical Layer Statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rcvd A</td>
<td>Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 10-1 AIM 302 Physical Layer Statistics partial screen showing first four fields and the four columns of statistics, common to all physical stats displays.

The Physical Layer Statistics displays time information on the Test duration, which is the total of the number of Error-Free and Errored seconds, plus the number of Signal-Fault seconds. Note that there are statistics for the receiving side (Rcvd A) of the line being emulated (Side A or Side B) and the transmitting side (Rcvd T); shown in Figure 10-1 is Side A as the receiving side being emulated—if emulating Side B, the column headings would be Rcvd T, Rate (for the transmission), Rcvd B, and Rate (for Side B).

The receive-time seconds (for A, B, or T) are displayed in exponential notation; each rate is the ratio of the receive-time seconds of that category over the total seconds of that category expressed in positive or negative exponential notation as a decimal.

An asterisk (*) in either of the C (for “current”) columns indicates that the alarm, fault, or error is currently active for that side; note a blank space indicates there is no current activity.
10.1 Softkey Racks

The softkeys racks on the Physical Layer Statistics display differ depending upon whether the screen is accessed from the statistics application program or from the statistics display. However, error injection is not available when accessing the PHYSTAT display from an application program.

To return to an application program from the standard statistics display, access the top-level rack softkeys: continue to press \( B \) until the top-level rack appears (see top row of Figure 10-3), then press the DSP WND softkey and the softkeys shown in Figure 10-2 will appear.

(A) PHYSTAT via Application Programs

When the statistic application program is running, the softkeys shown in Figure 10-2 are available. To return to the statistics application program screens, press the softkey for the desired display: statistics configuration screen (CONAG), cell statistics (CELL), or connection statistics (CONNECT).

(B) PHYSTAT via STATS Display

When in Emulate mode, the user may inject errors into the statistics accessed from the top-level STATS display. The error injection keys shown at the bottom of Figure 10-3 are then available to the user; see Section 11 for information on using these keys. If not emulating, the error injection keys (bottom rack of Figure 10-3) will not appear.

To access the Physical Layer Statistics display outside of the application programs:

- Continue to press \( B \) until the top-level rack appears (see top row of Figure 10-3).
- Press STATS softkey, bringing up the second rack of softkeys shown in Figure 10-3.
- Press PHYSTAT to display the physical statistics and the error injection softkeys.
10.2 DS-3 Framing — 53-Octet Direct

When using DS-3 framing at 44.736 Mbps and 53-octet Direct cell mapping, select [F1], DS3, when in the Framing field and [F4], 53-octet Direct, in the Cell Mapping field on the ATM Interface Setup screen. After making the other applicable field selections, press [F11].

As the pre-loaded application program begins to run, press [F8], PHYSTAT, to display the Physical Layer Statistics screen for DS-3 direct framing as illustrated in Figure 10-4; Figure 10-5 is the second page of the statistical display for DS-3 framing. Toggle between the two displays by pressing [F2] and [F3]. The error injection softkeys (discussed in Section 11) apply only in Emulate Mode; they are not currently accessible from application programs. See Section 10.1 for their accessibility.
The statistical categories for DS-3 framing which appear on the displays illustrated in Figure 10-4 and Figure 10-5 are defined as follows.

(A) Signal Fault

A DS3 Signal Fault is declared in Monitor mode and Emulate A mode when a loss of signal occurs. LOS detection is the occurrence of 175 ± 75 zeros prior to B3ZS/HDB3 decoding.

In all other cases, it is declared when a DS3 Out Of Frame (OOF) occurs.

Many statistics are ignored during a Signal Fault second.

(B) DS3 OOF

DS3 Out Of Frame (or lost frame alignment) occurs for DS-3 when 3 out of 16 F-bits are in error or when 2 out of 3 M-frames contain M-bit errors.

(C) DS3 AIS

The internal DS-3 framer detects Alarm Indication Signals. A DS-3 AIS is a signal with valid multiframe and M-subframe alignment signals and valid P-bits. The information bits are set to a 1010... sequence, starting with a binary one after each M-bit, F-bit, X-bit, and C-bit. The C-bits are set to binary zero (C1=C2=C3=0) in the third M-subframe (C31, C32, C33). The X-bits are set to binary one (X1=X2=1).
(D) DS3 Idle Code

The internal DS-3 framer detects the Idle Code signal. A DS-3 Idle Code signal is a signal with valid multiframe and M-subframe alignment signals and valid P-bits. The information bits are set to a 1100... sequence, starting with a binary one after each M-bit, F-bit, X-bit, and C-bit. The C-bits are set to binary zero (C1=C2=C3=0) in the third M-subframe (C31, C32, C33). The remaining C-bits (three C-bits in M-subframes 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7) may be individually set to one or zero, and may vary with time. The X-bits are set to binary one (X1=X2=1).

(E) DS3 X-bit RAI

A X-bit Remote Alarm Indication (RAI) is set if the internal DS-3 framer detects both X1 and X2 low in an M-frame. The X1 and X2 bits of the DS3 multiframe are used to indicate received errored multiframe to the remote end. These bits are set to binary one (X1=X2=1) during error free condition and to binary zero (X1=X2=0) if LOS, OOF, AIS, or slips are detected in the incoming signal. The maximum allowed rate of change for the X-bits is once per second.

(F) LOC

Loss Of Cell Delineation (LOC) is active in any mode when the HEC alignment framing method (53-byte cells) is active. Cell delineation is lost if seven consecutive HEC errors occur at the current cell delineation position.

---

**Figure 10-5** AIM 302 Physical Layer Statistics screen for DS-3 direct framing, second page.
(G) Line Code Violations

*B3ZS decoding:* A Line Code Violation is a bipolar rule violation and an occurrence of three or more zeros.

*HDB3 decoding:* A Line Code Violation is the count of LCVs according to CCITT recommendation O.161.

(H) DS3 Frame Errors

DS3 Frame Errors is the count of F-bit and M-bit errors in the DS3 multiframe. The M-bits are the multiframe alignment signal 010 (M1=0, M2=1, M3=0) used to locate all seven M-Subframes within the DS3 multiframe. The F-bits are the M-Subframe alignment signal 1001 (F1=1, F2=0, F3=0, F4=1) used to identify the overhead bit positions.

(I) DS3 Parity Errors

DS3 Parity Errors is the count of P-bit errors in the DS3 multiframe. P1 and P2 carry parity information calculated over the 4704 payload bits in the preceding DS3 multiframe. P1=P2=1 if the digital sum of all payload bits is one, and P1=P2=0 if the digital sum of all payload bits is zero.

(J) DS3 Path Parity Errs

DS3 Path Parity Errors is the count of C-bit path parity errors. The CP-bits (bits C31, C32, and C33) are used to carry path (end-to-end facility) parity information. The network terminating equipment (NTE) that originates the DS3 signal must set these bits (C31=C32=C33) to the same values as the P-bits. The CP-bits must not be modified along the DS3 facility or they will be considered to be errored.

(K) DS3 FEBE Errors

This is the count of DS3 FEBE Errors. Bits C41, C42, and C43 are used to carry Far End Block Error (FEBE) information. All three FEBE bits are set to binary one (C41=C42=C43=1) if no errors are detected in the M-bits, or F-bits, or indicated by the CP-bits. If any error condition (errored M-bits, errored F-bits, or parity in CP-bits) is detected within the DS3 multiframe, the FEBE bits must be set to any combination of ones or zeros (except 111).

10.3 DS-3 Framing — 57-Octet PLCP

When using DS-3 framing at 44.736 Mbps and 57-octet PLCP cell mapping, select [F], DS3, when in the Framing field and [F], 57-octet PLCP, in the Cell Mapping field on the ATM Interface Setup screen. After making the other applicable field selections, press [ ].

As the pre-loaded application program begins to run, press [F], PHYSTAT, to display the Physical Layer Statistics screen for DS-3 PLCP framing as illustrated in Figure 10-6; Figure 10-7 is the second page of the statistical display for DS-3 framing. Toggle between
The two displays by pressing  and . The error injection softkeys (discussed in Section 11) apply only in Emulate Mode; they are not currently accessible from application programs. See Section 10.1 for their accessibility.

The statistical categories for DS-3 framing which appear on the displays illustrated in Figure 10-6 and Figure 10-7 are defined as follows.

(A) Signal Fault

A DS3 Signal Fault is declared in Monitor mode and Emulate A mode when a loss of signal occurs. LOS detection is the occurrence of 175 ± 75 zeros prior to B3ZS/HDB3 decoding.

In all other cases, it is declared when a DS3 Out Of Frame (OOF) occurs.

Many statistics are ignored during a Signal Fault second.

(B) DS3 OOF

DS3 Out Of Frame (or lost frame alignment) occurs for DS-3 when 3 out of 16 F-bits are in error or when 2 out of 3 M-frames contain M-bit errors.
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Figure 10-6 AIM 302 Physical Layer Statistics screen for DS-3 PLCP framing, first page; see Figure 10-7 for second page.

(C) DS3 AIS

The internal DS-3 framer detects Alarm Indication Signals. A DS-3 AIS is a signal with valid multiframe and M-subframe alignment signals and valid P-bits. The information bits are set to a 1010... sequence, starting with a binary one after each
M-bit, F-bit, X-bit, and C-bit. The C-bits are set to binary zero (C1=C2=C3=0) in the third M-subframe (C31, C32, C33). The X-bits are set to binary one (X1=X2=1).

(D) DS3 Idle Code

The internal DS-3 framer detects the Idle Code signal. A DS-3 Idle Code signal is a signal with valid multiframe and M-subframe alignment signals and valid P-bits. The information bits are set to a 1100... sequence, starting with a binary one after each M-bit, F-bit, X-bit, and C-bit. The C-bits are set to binary zero (C1=C2=C3=0) in the third M-subframe (C31, C32, C33). The remaining C-bits (three C-bits in M-subframes 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7) may be individually set to one or zero, and may vary with time. The X-bits are set to binary one (X1=X2=1).

(E) PLCP OOF

The PLCP OOF is set if the PLCP OOF state has been entered (a loss of frame alignment) for 57-octet PLCP formats.

(F) PLCP LOF

A PLCP Loss Of Frame is indicted when eight consecutive PLCP frames are out of frame.

(G) PLCP LOF 2-3

A PLCP LOF 2-3 is detected if PLCP LOF is high for three consecutive one-second latching signals (loss of frame condition lasts for 2 to 3 seconds).

(H) DS3 X-bit RAI

A X-bit Remote Alarm Indication (RAI) is set if the internal DS-3 framer detects both X1 and X2 low in an M-frame. The X1 and X2 bits of the DS3 multiframe are used to indicate received errored multiframe to the remote end. These bits are set to binary one (X1=X2=1) during error free condition and to binary zero (X1=X2=0) if LOS, OOF, AIS, or slips are detected in the incoming signal. The maximum allowed rate of change for the X-bits is once per second.

(I) PLCP G1 RAI

The PLCP G1 RAI count is the number of times that the Remote Alarm Indication (RAI) (Yellow Alarm) has been observed. RAI is indicted when the RAI bit in the PLCP G1 octet has been active for ten consecutive PLCP frames.
### (J) Line Code Violations

**B3ZS decoding:** A Line Code Violation is a bipolar rule violation and an occurrence of three or more zeros.

**HDB3 decoding:** A Line Code Violation is the count of LCVs according to CCITT recommendation O.161.

### (K) DS3 Frame Errors

DS3 Frame Errors is the count of F-bit and M-bit errors in the DS3 multiframe. The M-bits are the multiframe alignment signal 010 (M1=0, M2=1, M3=0) used to locate all seven M-subframes within the DS3 multiframe. The F-bits are the M-subframe alignment signal 1001 (F1=1, F2=0, F3=1, F4=0) used to identify the overhead bit positions.

### (L) DS3 Parity Errors

DS3 Parity Errors is the count of P-bit errors in the DS3 multiframe. P1 and P2 carry parity information calculated over the 4704 payload bits in the preceding DS3 multiframe. P1=P2=1 if the digital sum of all payload bits is one, and P1=P2=0 if the digital sum of all payload bits is zero.

---

**Figure 10-7** AIM 302 Physical Layer Statistics screen for DS-3 PLCP framing, second page.
(M) DS3 Path Parity Errs

DS3 Path Parity Errors is the count of C-bit path parity errors. The CP-bits (bits C31, C32, and C33) are used to carry path (end-to-end facility) parity information. The network terminating equipment (NTE) that originates the DS3 signal must set these bits (C31=C32=C33) to the same values as the P-bits. The CP-bits must not be modified along the DS3 facility or they will be considered to be errored.

(N) PLCP Frame Errors

A PLCP Frame Error is detected if there is an error in either the A1 or A2 octets of the PLCP frame pattern for 57-octet PLCP formats.

(O) PLCP BIP Errors

A PLCP BIP-8 Error is detected when an errored B1 octet occurs in the PLCP frames.

(P) PLCP FEBE Errors

A PLCP FEBE Error is registered if any valid non-zero Far End Block Error value (1 through 8) is detected in the G1 octet in 57-octet PLCP formats.

Far End Block Errors are carried in the first four bits of the G1 byte. It counts the number of bits (binary 000 to 1000) in the previous BIP-8 that didn't match the even parity check. A FEBE setting of 1111 is used to indicate BIP/FEBE is not active. Other values are invalid.

(Q) DS3 FEBE Errors

This is the count of DS3 FEBE Errors. Bits C41, C42, and C43 are used to carry Far End Block Error (FEBE) information. All three FEBE bits are set to binary one (C41=C42=C43=1) if no errors are detected in the M-bits, or F-bits, or indicated by the CP-bits. If any error condition (errored M-bits, errored F-bits, or parity in CP-bits) is detected within the DS3 multiframe, the FEBE bits must be set to any combination of ones or zeros (except 111).

(R) PLCP FEBE All Ones

A PLCP FEBE All Ones is counted when a G1 octet is detected with the FEBE value is 0xF. This is also considered to be an Invalid FEBE.

(S) PLCP Invalid FEBE

An Invalid FEBE is registered if a G1 octet has any invalid FEBE value (9 through F).

10.4 E3 Framing — 53-Octet Direct

When using E3 framing at 34.368 Mbps and 53-octet Direct cell mapping, select [F], E3, when in the Framing field and [F], 53-octet Direct, in the Cell Mapping field on the ATM Interface Setup screen. After making the other applicable field selections, press [OK].
As the pre-loaded application program begins to run, press [5], PHYSTAT, to display the Physical Layer Statistics screen for E3 direct framing as illustrated in Figure 10-8; Figure 10-9 is the second page of the statistical display for E3 framing. Toggle between the two displays by pressing [6] and [7]. The error injection softkeys (discussed in Section 11) apply only in Emulate Mode; they are not currently accessible from application programs. See Section 10.1 for their accessibility.

![AIM 302 Physical Layer Statistics](image)

Figure 10-8 AIM 302 Physical Layer Statistics screen for E3 direct framing, first page.

The statistical categories for E3 direct framing which appear on the displays illustrated in Figure 10-8 and Figure 10-9 are defined as follows.

(A) **Signal Fault**

An E3 Signal Fault is declared in Monitor mode and Emulate A mode when a loss of signal occurs. LOS detection is the occurrence of 175 ± 75 zeros prior to B3ZS/HDB3 decoding.

In all other cases, it is declared when an E3 Out Of Frame (OOF) occurs.

Many statistics are ignored during a Signal Fault second.

(B) **E3 AIS**

The Alarm Indication Signal means that the internal E3 framer has detected an AIS. It is set if an unframed all-ones pattern is present for two consecutive frames with detection as defined in CCITT recommendation G.775.
(C) **E3 OOF**

An E3 Out of Frame alarm means a loss of frame alignment. This bit is set when four consecutive errored A1/A2 framing patterns are observed.

(D) **E3 LOF**

An E3 Loss Of Frame condition occurs where mux cannot find framing (OOF) for 24 consecutive E3 frames.

(E) **E3 LOF 2-3**

An E3 LOF 2-3 error is detected if E3 LOF is high for three consecutive one-second latching signals.

(F) **LOC**

Loss Of Cell Delineation (LOC) is active in any mode when the HEC alignment framing method (53-byte cells) is active. Cell delineation is lost if seven consecutive HEC errors occur at the current cell delineation position.

(G) **Line Code Violations**

*B3ZS decoding:* A Line Code Violation is a bipolar rule violation and an occurrence of three or more zeros.

*HDB3 decoding:* A Line Code Violation is the count of LCVs according to CCITT recommendation 0.161.

---

**Figure 10-9** AIM 302 Physical Layer Statistics screen for E3 framing, second page.
**EM BIP Errors**

An EM BIP-8 Error is detected if there is an error in the BIP-8 code (EM octet) checking.

The Bit Interleaved Parity 8 is an error checking code applied for quick isolation of faults. Each bit in the B octets is set to 1 or 0 as necessary to obtain even parity over the previous frame. This is the same as the parity bit in an async character, but instead of a character the parity check covers the entire frame. That is, if there are an even number of 1s in the first position of all octets, the first bit of the B octet is 0. If the number of 1s in the second position of all octets is odd, the second bit of the B octet is set to 1 to make the count (parity) even.

**B1 BIP Errors**

A B1 BIP Error is detected if there is an error in the BIP-8 code (B1 octet, section overhead) checking.

**MA FEBE Errors**

A MA FEBE Error is detected if the Front End Block Error bit in the MA octet is set in a E3 frame.

**MA FERF Errors**

A MA FERF Error is detected if the Far End Receive Failure bit in the MA octet is set in a E3 frame.

**Pay. Type Mismatch**

A Payload Type Mismatch error is detected if the received value in the payload type bits of the MA octet do not equal 010 for seven consecutive frames.

### 10.5 E3 Framing — 57-Octet PLCP

When using E3 framing at 34.368 Mbps and 57-octet PLCP cell mapping, select **E3**, when in the **Framing** field and **53-octet PLCP**, in the **Cell Mapping** field on the ATM Interface Setup screen. After making the other applicable field selections, press **PHYSTAT**.

As the pre-loaded application program begins to run, press **PHYSTAT**, to display the Physical Layer Statistics screen for E3 PLCP framing as illustrated in Figure 10-10; Figure 10-11 is the second page of the statistical display for E3 framing. Toggle between the two displays by pressing **[F1]** and **[F2]**. The error injection softkeys (discussed in Section 11) apply only in Emulate Mode; they are not currently accessible from application programs. See Section 10.1 for their accessibility.

The statistical categories for E3 PLCP framing which appear on the displays illustrated in Figure 10-10 and Figure 10-11 are defined as follows.
### A) Signal Fault

An E3 Signal Fault is declared in Monitor mode and Emulate A mode when a loss of signal occurs. LOS detection is the occurrence of 175 ± 75 zeros prior to B3ZS/HDB3 decoding.

In all other cases, it is declared when a E3 Out Of Frame (OOF) occurs. Many statistics are ignored during a Signal Fault second.

### B) Out-of-Frame

An E3 Out-of-Frame alarm means a loss of frame alignment. This bit is set when four consecutive errored A1/A2 framing patterns are observed.

### C) Alarm Ind Signal

The Alarm Indication Signal means that the internal E3 framer has detected an AIS. It is set if an unframed all-ones pattern is present for two consecutive frames with detection as defined in CCITT recommendation G.775.

### D) PLCP OOF

The PLCP OOF is set if the PLCP OOF state has been entered (a loss of frame alignment) for 57-octet PLCP formats.

### E) PLCP LOF

A PLCP Loss Of Frame is indicated when eight consecutive PLCP frames are out of frame.
(F) PLCP LOF 2-3

A PLCP LOF 2-3 is detected if PLCP LOF is high for three consecutive one-second latching signals (loss of frame condition lasts for 2 to 3 seconds).

(G) A-bit Yellow

E3 A-bit yellow is set if the internal E3 framer detects the A-bit high in a G.751 E3 frame.

(H) PLCP Yellow

The PLCP Yellow count is the number of times that the Remote Alarm Indication (Yellow Alarm) has been observed. Yellow alarm is indicted when the RAI bit in the PLCP G1 octet has been active for ten consecutive PLCP frames.
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Figure 10-11  AIM 302 Physical Layer Statistics screen for E3 PLCP framing, second page.

(I) Line Code Violations

*B3ZS decoding:* A Line Code Violation is a bipolar rule violation and an occurrence of three or more zeros.

*HDB3 decoding:* A Line Code Violation is the count of LCVs according to CCITT recommendation O.161.

(J) Frame Errors

Frame errors or errored FAS (Frame Alignment Signal) patterns are counted. Loss of frame alignment is assumed when four consecutive Frame Alignment Signals are incorrectly received in their predicted positions.
(K) PLCP Frame Errors
A PLCP Frame Error is detected if there is an error in either the A1 or A2 octet of the PLCP frame pattern for 57-octet PLCP formats.

(L) PLCP BIP Errors
A PLCP BIP-8 Error is detected when an errored B1 octet occurs in the PLCP frames.

(M) PLCP FEBE Errors
A PLCP FEBE Error is registered if any valid non-zero Far End Block Error value (1 through 8) is detected in the G1 octet in 57-octet PLCP formats.

Far End Block Errors are carried in the first four bits of the G1 byte. It counts the number of bits (binary 0000 to 1000) in the previous BIP-8 that didn’t match the even parity check. A FEBE setting of 1111 is used to indicate BIP/FEBE is not active. Other values are invalid.

(N) FEBE All Ones
A PLCP FEBE All Ones is counted when a G1 octet is detected with the FEBE value is 0xF. This is also considered to be an Invalid FEBE.

(O) Invalid FEBE
An Invalid FEBE is registered if a G1 octet has any invalid FEBE value (9 through F).

10.6 STS-1 Framing
When using STS-1 framing at 51.840 Mbps for coaxial signals, select STS-1, when in the Framing field on the ATM Interface Setup screen. After making the other applicable field selections, press .

As the pre-loaded application program begins to run, press PHYSTAT, to display the Physical Layer Statistics screen for STS-1 framing as illustrated in Figure 10-12; Figure 10-13 is the second page of the statistical display for STS-1 framing. Toggle between the two displays by pressing  and . The error injection softkeys (discussed in Section 11) apply only in Emulate Mode; they are not currently accessible from application programs. See Section 10.1 for their accessibility.

Note that STS is byte-oriented; the digital unit within STS is an octet (8 bits). Octet may sound the same as a byte, but “byte” implies a character or other unit that has meaning by itself, and bytes sometimes are more than 8 bits. “Octet” is used to indicate an eight-bit unit, even if it has no logical meaning on its own, like 8 bits from a graphic image file. Many overhead octets are logical units, and in some cases will be referred to as bytes.
NOTE: These same physical statistics are applicable for and are displayed with fiber optical connectors and signals.

Figure 10-12  AIM 302 Physical Layer Statistics screen for STS-1 framing, first page.

The statistical categories for STS-1 framing which appear on the displays illustrated in Figure 10-12 and Figure 10-13 are defined as follows.

(A) **Signal Fault**

An STS-1 Signal Fault is declared in Monitor mode and Emulate A mode when a loss of signal occurs. LOS detection is the occurrence of 175 ± 75 zeros prior to B3ZS/HDB3 decoding.

In all other cases, it is declared when a STS-1 Out Of Frame (OOF) occurs.

Many statistics are ignored during a Signal Fault second.

(B) **STS LOP**

The H bytes point to the start of the payload. An STS Loss of Pointer is recorded if a valid pointer as defined in TR-NWT-000253 cannot be found in the H1/H2 pointer of the STS-1/STS-3e/STM-1 frame.

(C) **Line AIS**

A Line Alarm Indication Signal is detected when the three Least Significant Bits of the K2 octet of the STS frame are set to 111 for five consecutive frames.
(D) Path AIS
A Path Alarm Indication Signal is given if an all-ones pattern is detected in the H1 and H2 octets for three consecutive frames.

(E) STS OOF
An STS Out Of Frame is detected if four consecutive errored A1/A2 framing patterns are observed. For STS-3c and STM-1, the pattern observed consists of the third A1 octet and the first A2 octet.

(F) STS LOF
An STS Loss Of Frame is detected when STS OOF is active for 24 consecutive SONET frames.

(G) STS LOF 2-3
STS LOF 2-3 is detected if STS LOF is high for three consecutive one-second latching signals.

(H) Path RDI
A Path Yellow alarm (Remote Defect Indicator) is detected if the path yellow bit in the G1 octet is set for ten consecutive frames.

(I) LOC
Loss Of Cell Delineation (LOC) is active in any mode when the HEC alignment framing method (53-byte cells) is active. Cell delineation is lost if seven consecutive HEC errors occur at the current cell delineation position.

(J) Line Code Violations
*B3ZS decoding:* A Line Code Violation is a bipolar rule violation and an occurrence of three or more zeros.

*HDB3 decoding:* A Line Code Violation is the count of LCVs according to CCITT recommendation O.161.
**Figure 10-13** AIM 302 Physical Layer Statistics screen for STS-1 framing, second page.

(K) **B1 BIP Errors**

B1 BIP Errors are detected if there is an error in the B1 BIP-8 code at the receiver. It is an error checking code applied to section overhead (B1).

The Bit Interleaved Parity 8 is an error checking code applied for quick isolation of faults. Each bit in the B octets is set to 1 or 0 as necessary to obtain even parity over the previous frame. This is the same as the parity bit in an async character, but instead of a character the parity check covers the entire frame. That is, if there are an even number of 1s in the first position of all octets, the first bit of the B octet is 0. If the number of 1s in the second position of all octets is odd, the second bit of the B octet is set to 1 to make the count (parity) even.

(L) **B2 BIP Errors**

B2 BIP Errors are detected if there is an error in the B2 BIP code (for STS-1/STS-3c/STM-1) or BIP-24 code (for STS-3c/STM-1) at the receiver. It is an error checking code applied to line overhead (B2).

(M) **B3 BIP Errors**

B3 BIP Errors are detected if there is an error in the B3 BIP code at the receiver. It is an error checking code applied to path overhead (B3).

(N) **Path FEBE Errors**

Path FEBE Errors are recorded if any valid non-zero Far End Block Error value (1 through 8) is detected in the most significant nibble (bits 1 through 4) of the G1 octet of the STS-1/STS-3c/STM-1 overhead.
(O) Path FERF Errors
Path FERF Errors are recorded if a value of 9 is detected in the most-significant nibble (bits 1 through 4) of the G1 octet of the STS-1/STS-3c/STM-1 overhead.

(P) Line FEBE Errors
The Line FEBE signal is used to convey the count of the interleaved bit blocks that have been detected to be in error by the Line BIP-8N (B2) bytes. The count has (8N+1) legal values, namely, 0 to 8N errors. The remaining possible values (255-8N), represented by the 8 bits of Z2 shall be interpreted as zero errors. N equals 3 for the STS-3c based 155.520 Mbps B-ICI. A count of the differences in the calculated BIP-8N and the received B2 bytes shall be placed in the third Z2 bite of the STS-3c frame.

(Q) Line RDI Errors
Line Remote Defect Indicator Errors are detected if the three Least Significant Bits of the K2 octet are set to 110 for five consecutive frames.

(R) Sig Label Mismatch
Signal Label Mismatch is detected if the received value in the C2 octet does not equal 0x13 for seven consecutive frames.

10.7 Fiber Optical Connectors and Signals
The physical statistics displayed for fiber optical signals (and the selection of either STS-13c or STM-1 in the Framing field) are the same as those described in Section 10.6 for STS-1 framing using coaxial cables, with the exception of the STS-3c/STM-1 Signal Fault, as noted below.

(A) Signal Fault
An STS-3c/STM-1 Signal Fault is declared when STS Out Of Frame (OOF) occurs. Many statistics are ignored during a Signal Fault second.
11 Error Injection for Physical Statistics

The user may select to inject errors in the data and observe their tally on the physical statistics display. This is done using the softkeys on the Physical Statistics displays.

Please note the following information for Error Injection:

• Error injection can be done while in Emulate Mode only.

• Error injection is only accessible when you are not in the application; you must enter the Physical Statistics display via the STATS softkey on the top-level softkey rack, which is accessible by pressing repeatedly.

• The statistics display is updated once per second.

• Events may be injected one at a time.

• If does not seem to operate properly, press the MORE softkey to display the previous subset of softkeys for that sublayer of softkeys and try pressing again.

Figure 11-1 Top-level Physical Statistics softkey rack is used for error injection in Emulate mode.

Figure 11-1 shows the first rack of softkeys that are displayed in the physical statistics after pressing the PHYSTAT softkey. Note the first three softkeys have displays above them.

1 The area above displays the MODE selected; it defaults to IDLE. Modes are explained below in Section 11.1.

2 The area above will display the EVENT selected; it has no default and remains blank until an event selection is made. Events are explained below in Section 11.2.

3 The area above displays the RATE selected; it defaults to 1. Rates are explained below in Section 11.3.
Note also for Figure 11-1:

- Pressing the MODE softkey rotates through the error injection mode selections.
- EVENT selects the types of errors to inject.
- RATE selects the rate of EVENT errors in BURST or CONTIN modes by addition or subtraction of one error at a time, by multiples or divisors of 2, and by multiples or divisors of 10.
- COND selects the condition that the hardware will continuously transmit. The user can toggle the conditions on and off via the softkeys.

These selections work together in various ways and many of their selections are dependent upon the type of framing mode selected. These relationships and meanings are explained in the following sections.

11.1 MODE

Pressing the MODE softkey rotates through the error injection mode selections of IDLE, SINGLE, BURST, and CONTIN. The field defaults to IDLE and the selection is displayed above the [F] softkey as shown in Figure 11-2.

![Figure 11-2 The Error Injection MODE softkey rack; available only when emulating.](image)

- **IDLE** — The Error Injection IDLE mode simply means there are no errors being injected into the data stream.
- **SINGLE** — The SINGLE mode in Error Injection will inject one error (event) each time the selected type of EVENT softkey is pressed. The events are explained below in Section 11.2.
- **BURST** — Selecting the BURST mode injects errors (events) whenever the selected type of EVENT softkey is pressed, similar to the single mode. However, instead of a single error injected at a time, a burst of errors is injected. The size of this burst is user-selected using the RATE softkey; this is explained in Section 11.3, below.
- **CONTIN** — The CONTIN mode continuously injects a burst of errors every second. As in burst mode, the number of errors is user-selected using the RATE softkey.

11.2 EVENT

After selecting SINGLE, BURST, or CONTIN mode, the user may select the type of errors (or events) to inject via the EVENT softkey.
The types of errors or events to inject are selected via the EVENT softkey. Pressing EVENT brings up different softkeys depending upon what framing mode you have selected on the AIM setup screen; these will be addressed in the following paragraphs.

(A) Coaxial DS-3 Framing Modes

The EVENT softkeys shown in Figure 11-3 are available for DS-3 coaxial framing modes, both 53-octet direct framing and 57-octet PLCP framing unless otherwise noted.

- **SNG HEC** — Error the low order bit of the ATM cell in Header Error Control.
- **MUL HEC** — Error the low order two bits of the ATM cell in HEC.
- **PAY CRC** — Error the payload CRC of the ATM cell; the payload CRC is errored with a fixed four-bit pattern.
- **Bl** — Error the low order bit of the DS3 PLCP Bl BIP-8 octet. (Contains a Bl octet in its multiframe.) Note that this selection is not available nor applicable for DS-3 53-octet direct framing, just for DS-3 57-octet PLCP framing mode.

(B) Coaxial E3 Framing Mode

The EVENT softkeys shown in Figure 11-4 are available for E3 coaxial framing mode.

- **SNG HEC** — Error the low order bit of the ATM cell in Header Error Control.
- **MUL HEC** — Error the low order two bits of the ATM cell in HEC.
- **PAY CRC** — Error the payload CRC of the ATM cell; the payload CRC is errored with a fixed four-bit pattern.
- **EM BIP** — Error the low order bit of the E3 EM BIP-8 octet.
(C) Coaxial STS-1 Framing Mode

The EVENT softkeys shown in Figure 11-5 are available for STS-1 coaxial framing mode.

- **SNG HEC** — Error the low order bit of the ATM cell in Header Error Control.
- **MUL HEC** — Error the low order two bits of the ATM cell in HEC.
- **PAY CRC** — Error the payload CRC of the ATM cell; the payload CRC is errored with a fixed four-bit pattern.
- **B1** — Error the low order bit of the STS-1 B1 BIP-8 octet. (Contains a B1 octet in its multiframe.)
- **B2** — Error the low order bit of the STS-1 B2 BIP-8 octet.
- **B3** — Error the low order bit of the STS-1 B3 BIP-8 octet.

(D) Fiber STS-3c and STM-1 Framing Modes

The EVENT softkeys shown in Figure 11-6 are available for STS-3c and STM-1 fiber framing modes.

- **SNG HEC** — Error the low order bit of the ATM cell in Header Error Control.
• **MUL HEC** — Error the low order two bits of the ATM cell in HEC.

• **PAY CRC** — Error the payload CRC of the ATM cell; the payload CRC is errored with a fixed four-bit pattern.

• **B1** — Error the low order bit of the STS-3c/STM-1 B1 BIP-8 octet. (Contains a B1 octet in its multiframe.)

• **B21** — Error the low order bit of the STS-3c/STM-1 B2 BIP-8 octet (beginning at bit 23).

• **B22** — Error the low order bit of the STS-3c/STM-1 B2 BIP-8 octet (beginning at bit 15).

• **B23** — Error the low order bit of the STS-3c/STM-1 B2 BIP-8 octet (beginning at bit 7).

• **B2 ALL** — Error the low order bit of each of the three STS-3c/STM-1 B2 BIP-8 octets.

• **B3** — Error the low order bit of the STS-3c/STM-1 B3 BIP-8 octet.

### 11.3 RATE

The RATE softkey is used in BURST mode and CONTIN mode to select how many errors to inject in a burst (as fast as it can). The number of errors is displayed above the ENTER softkey and defaults to 1. To change the number of error events, press the RATE softkey and select the rate modification via the softkeys shown in Figure 11-7.

**Examples:**

If you wish to change the error (event) rate to 3, press `F1` twice: \(1 + 1 + 1 = 3\).

Then, if you wanted to change the error (event) rate to 6, press `F3` once: \(3 \times 2 = 6\).

Then, if you decide to change the error (event) rate to 100 at a time, press `F3`: \(6 - 1 = 5\), press `F3`: \(5 \times 2 = 10\), and then press `F3`: \(10 \times 10 = 100\).
11.4 **COND**

COND allows the user to select one or more conditions that the hardware will continuously transmit. The user can toggle the conditions on and off via the softkeys. When a condition is toggled on, an asterisk (*) lights up beside the condition(s) in the “C” field it causes on the physical statistics screen. Toggling on some conditions may activate more than one of the physical statistics condition fields listed on the screen (note that you may need to page forward or page backward to find the statistic listed).

Like EVENT, different condition softkeys appear depending upon what framing mode you have selected on the AIM setup screen; these will be addressed in the following paragraphs.

Unlike EVENT, however, more than one condition can be toggled on at a time, but you may not know which statistic is being tallied for which condition as some conditions apply to more than one statistic listed on the display.

**(A) Coaxial DS-3 Framing Modes**

The COND softkeys shown in Figure 11-8 are available for DS-3 coaxial framing modes, both 53-octet direct framing and 57-octet PLCP framing unless otherwise noted.

- **0 FEBE** — Inserts all-zeros in the Far End Bit Error (FEBE) field of the transmit frame.
  
  The all-zeros value provides an indication to the far end that no BIP-8 errors are being detected. BIP-8 status and error counts are not affected.

- **1 FEBE** — Inserts all-ones in the Far End Bit Error (FEBE) field of the transmit frame.
  
  The all-ones value notifies the far end that the FEBE function is inhibited. BIP-8 status and error counts are not affected.

- **CLP ON** — Forces on the CLP bit.
Forces the Cell Loss Priority bit of the ATM Cell Headers to one. Normally CLP is transmitted as zero.

• **X RAI** — Forces Remote Alarm Indication (X-bits) of DS3 Multiframe to error state.

The X1 and X2 bits of the DS3 multiframe are used to indicate received errored multiframe to the remote end (RAI signal); these bits are set to binary one (i.e., X1=X2=0) if loss of signal (LOS), Out of frame (OOF), alarm indication signal (AIS), or slips are detected in the incoming signal. The maximum allowed rate of change of state for the X-bits is once a second; therefore, the X-bits should be set to binary zero for a length of time equal to the length of the error-free condition, but rounded-up to the next integer.

Enabling the X RAI condition forces these bits to be transmitted as zero.

• **IDLE** — Forces DS3 Idle Code Signal.

The idle signal is a signal with valid multiframe and M-subframe alignment signals and valid P-bits. The information bits are set to a 1100... sequence, starting with a binary one after each M-bit, F-bit, X-bit, and C-bit. The C-bits are set to binary zero (C1=0, C2=0, C3=0) in the third M-subframe (C31, C32, C33); the remaining C-bits (three C-bits in M-subframes 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7) may be individually set to one or zero, and may vary with time. The X-bits are set to binary one (X1=1, X2=1).

Enabling the IDLE condition forces the DS3 Idle Code Signal to be transmitted.

• **AIS** — Forces a DS3 Alarm Indication Signal.

The DS3 AIS is a signal with valid multiframe and M-subframe alignment signals and valid P-bits. The information bits are set to a 1010... sequence, starting with a binary one after each M-bit, F-bit, X-bit, P-bit, and C-bit. The C-bits are set to binary zero (C1=0, C2=0, C3=0). The X-bits are set to binary one (X1=1, X2=1).

Enabling the AIS condition forces the Alarm Indication Signal to be transmitted.

• **G1 RAI** — Forces Remote Alarm Indication (RAI bit) of DS3 PLCP G1 octet to error state (in 57-octet PLCP mode only).

The Remote Alarm Indication (RAI) is the fifth bit of the PLCP Frame G1 octet. Normally it is returned on a UNI when a receive failure occurs. When an incoming failure condition is detected which persists for a "soaking period" (typically 2-10 seconds), an RAI shall be sent to the far end by setting G1 (RAI)=1. The RAI shall be detected when G1 (RAI)=1 for ten consecutive PLCP frames. The indication is cleared by setting G1 (RAI)=0 when the incoming failure has ceased for 10 to 20 seconds. At the receiving end, removal of the RAI signal is recognized by detecting G1 (RAI)=0 for ten consecutive PLCP frames.
Note that this selection is not available nor applicable for DS-3 53-octet direct framing, just for DS-3 57-octet PLCP framing mode.

(B) Coaxial E3 Framing Modes

The COND softkeys shown in Figure 11-9 are available for E3 coaxial framing modes.

See Section 11.4(C) above on events for STS-3c and STM-1 fiber framing modes for explanation of these events, plus the following.

- **0 FEBE** — Inserts all-zeros in the Far End Bit Error (FEBE) field of the transmit frame.
  
  The all-zeros value provides an indication to the far end that no BIP-8 errors are being detected. BIP-8 status and error counts are not affected.

- **1 FEBE** — Inserts all-ones in the Far End Bit Error (FEBE) field of the transmit frame.
  
  The all-ones value notifies the far end that the FEBE function is inhibited. BIP-8 status and error counts are not affected.

- **CLP ON** — Forces on the CLP bit.
  
  Forces the Cell Loss Priority bit of the ATM Cell Headers to one. Normally CLP is transmitted as zero.

- **MA TIME** — Forces an E3 MA Timing Marker Signal.
  
  Bit 8 of the Maintenance and Adaptation (MA) octet of the E3 multiframe is the Timing Marker. This bit is set to 0 to indicate that the timing source is traceable to a Primary Reference clock and is otherwise set to 1.

  Enabling the MA TIME condition forces an MA Timing Marker Signal to be sent.

- **MA FERF** — Forces an E3 MA FERF Signal.
  
  Bit 1 of the Maintenance and Adaptation (MA) octet of the E3 multiframe is the FERF bit. Setting this bit to one indicates that a Far End Receive Failure has occurred.
• **AIS** — Forces an E3 Alarm Indication Signal.

The E3 AIS is an unframed all-one signal present for two consecutive frames with detection as defined in ITU recommendation G.775.

Enabling the AIS condition forces the Alarm Indication Signal to be transmitted.

**(C) Coaxial STS-1 and Fiber STS-3c and STM-1 Framing Modes**

The COND softkeys shown in Figure 11-10 are available for STS-1 coaxial and fiber STS-3c and STM-1 framing modes.

- **0 FEBE** — Inserts all-zeros in the Far End Bit Error (FEBE) field of the transmit frame.

  The all-zeros value provides an indication to the far end that no BIP-8 errors are being detected. BIP-8 status and error counts are not affected.

- **1 FEBE** — Inserts all-ones in the Far End Bit Error (FEBE) field of the transmit frame.

  The all-ones value notifies the far end that the FEBE function is inhibited. BIP-8 status and error counts are not affected.

- **CLP ON** — Forces on the CLP bit.

  Forces the Cell Loss Priority bit of the ATM Cell Headers to one. Normally CLP is transmitted as zero.

- **L AIS** — Forces an STS-3c/STM-Line AIS condition to be generated.
AIS is used in the digital network to alert downstream equipment that an upstream failure has been detected. The SONET signal format provides different AISs for various layers of functionality including DS n (n=1, 1C, 2, or 3) and DSO AISs. An STE sends Line AIS to alert the downstream Line Terminating Equipment (LTE) than a failure has been detected and to initiate automatic protection switching (when APS is provided as a feature).

On entering an LOS or LOF state on the incoming signal, Line AIS shall be generated downstream by an STE within 125 micro-seconds. An STE generates Line AIS by constructing an OC-n signal that contains valid Section overhead and a scrambled all-ones pattern for the remainder of the signal. Note that Line AIS generated as described provides convenient generation of AIS for upper layers (e.g., Path AIS and DS1 AIS).

Line AIS on an incoming signal shall be detected by an LTE as all ones in bits 6, 7, and 8 of the K2 octet in five consecutive frames, at which point the LTE shall enter a Line AIS state.

Line AIS deactivation shall occur (i.e., an STE shall cease generating Line AIS) within 125 micro-seconds of the STE exiting the failure state that caused the Line AIS to be sent downstream.

Removal of Line AIS on an incoming signal shall be detected by an LTE as any pattern other than the code 111 in bits 6, 7, and 8 of the K2 octet in five consecutive frames. The detection of the removal of Line AIS shall cause the LTE to exit the Line AIS state. For verification purposes, it suffices to use a consistent non-111 pattern to test compliance with this requirement.

The Line AIS signal maintains operation of the downstream regenerators and, therefore, prevents generation of unnecessary alarms. At the same time, data and orderwire communication is retained between the regenerators and the downstream LTE.

To summarize, on an incoming signal an LTE shall:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Take this Action</th>
<th>When K2-octet Has</th>
<th>For a Duration of</th>
<th>How Soon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bit 6</td>
<td>bit 7</td>
<td>bit 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Line AIS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Line AIS</td>
<td>$\neq 1$</td>
<td>$\neq 1$</td>
<td>$\neq 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enabling the Line AIS condition forces the Line AIS condition to be transmitted.

- $L \text{ RDI}$ — Forces an STS-3c/STM-1 Line RDI (Line FERF) condition to be generated.

An indication returned to a transmitting Line Terminating Equipment (LTE) upon receipt of a Line AIS code or detection of an incoming line failure at the
receiving LTE. Line RDI (Remote Defect Indicator) alerts the upstream LTE that a failure has been detected along the downstream line.

Line RDI shall be generated within 125 micro-seconds of the LTE entering an LOS, LOF, or Line AIS state on the incoming signal. AN LTE generates Line RDI by inserting the code 110 in bit positions 6, 7, and 8 of the K2 octet.

All LTEs shall detect incoming Line RDI. Line RDI is detected when a 110 pattern is detected in bits 6, 7, and 8 of the K2 octet for five consecutive frames, at which point the LTE shall enter a Line RDI state.

The LTE indicates that removal of Line RDI by inserting the code 000 in bits 6, 7, and 8 of the K2 octet within 125 micro-seconds of exiting the failure state or Line AIS state of the incoming signal.

When bits 6, 7, and 8 of the K2 octet are also used for APS mode indication, the code 000 inserted to indicate Line RDI removal shall be inserted for a minimum of 50 ms. After a maximum of 200 ms, the appropriate APS mode indication shall be inserted.

Removal of Line RDI is detected by a 000 pattern in bits 6, 7, and 8 of the K2 octet in five consecutive frames. The detection of the removal of Line RDI shall cause the LTE to exit the Line RDI state.

As an objective, removal of Line RDI should be detected by any pattern other than the code 110 in bits 6, 7, and 8 of the K2 octet in five consecutive frames. For verification purposes, it suffices to apply a consistent non-110 code to test compliance with this objective.

To summarize, on an incoming signal an LTE shall:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Take this Action</th>
<th>When K2-octet Has</th>
<th>For a Duration of</th>
<th>How Soon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bit 6</td>
<td>bit 7</td>
<td>bit 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate Line RDI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Line RDI</td>
<td>( \neq 0 )</td>
<td>( \neq 0 )</td>
<td>( \neq 0 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enabling the Line RDI condition forces the Line RDI condition to be transmitted.

- **P RDI** — Forces the transmission of the STS-3c/STM-1 Path RDI (Path Yellow) condition.

STS Path RDI alerts the upstream STS PTE that a downstream failure indication has been declared along the STS Path. When STS-based services are carried in the STS SPE, STS Path RDI can be used to initiate trunk conditioning on the affected STS Path service.

Path RDI shall be generated within 250 micro-seconds by an STS PTE upon entering LOS, LOF, LOP, or LOC state, or upon detecting Line AIS or Path AIS, by setting bit 5 in the Path Status octet (G1) to one.
This bit retains this value for the duration of the RDI condition. Transmission of the RDI signal shall cease within 250 micro-seconds when the STS PTE no longer detects the above failure states or Line AIS or Path AIS. An STE PTE shall deactivate STS Path RDI by setting bit 5 in the G1 octet to zero.

All STS PTEs shall detect incoming STS Path RDI. An STS PTE detects STS Path RDI when a one is in bit 5 of the G1 octet for ten consecutive frames, at which point the STS PTE shall enter the STS Path RDI state.

Removal of STS Path RDI is detected by an STS PTE by a zero in bit 5 of the G1 octet for ten consecutive frames, at which point the STS PTE shall exit the STS Path RDI state.

To summarize, on an incoming signal when LOS, LOF, LOP, LOC, Line AIS, or Path AIS is detected, an STE shall:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To Take This Action:</th>
<th>How Soon</th>
<th>Set bit 5 of the G1-octet to</th>
<th>For a Duration of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activate Path RDI</td>
<td>within 250 micro-seconds</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ten consecutive frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate Path RDI</td>
<td>within 250 micro-seconds</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ten consecutive frames</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enabling the P RDI condition forces the Path RDI (Path Yellow) condition to be transmitted.

- **P FERF** — Forces transmission of the STS-3c/STM-1 Path FERF condition.

  A Path Far End Receive Failure Errors (FERF) condition is reported when the value nine is detected in bits 1 through 4 of the Path Status octet (G1).

- **PAIS** — Forces transmission of the STS-3c/STM-1 Path AIS condition.

  A Path Alarm Indication Signal (AIS) is set if an all-ones pattern is detected in the H1 and H2 octets for three consecutive frames. Ordinarily the H1 and H2 octets are used for concatenation indication.

- **SPE UN** — Forces transmission of the STS-3c/STM-1 "STS Path Unequipped" condition.

  Code 00 (HEX) in the STS Path Signal Label (C2 octet) indicates STS Path Unequipped. This code is originated by the NE if the path connection is not provisioned (idle). Any code received, other than the code 0, constitutes an "Equipped" condition.

  Enabling the SPE UN condition forces 0 to be transmitted in the C2 octet.
Appendixes
Appendix A  ATM Glossary and Acronyms

The information in this section of glossary terms and acronyms has been compiled from various sources. Note that the terms included are for general information purposes only; this manual does not necessarily refer to or use each one individually within the context of this document.

AAL  ATM Adaptation Layer.
This is a set of four standard protocols that translate user traffic from the higher layers of the protocol stack into a size and format that can be contained in the payload of an ATM cell and return it to its original form at the destination. Each AAL consists of two sublayers concerned with segmenting large Protocol Data Units into ATM cells: the Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR) sublayer and the Common Part Convergence Sublayer (CPCS).

AAL 1  ATM Adaptation Layer 1.
AAL 1 is a protocol that addresses Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic, such as digital voice and video. It is used for applications that cannot tolerate either cell loss or delay. It requires an additional byte of header information for sequence numbering, leaving 47 bytes of the cell for the payload.

AAL 2  ATM Adaptation Layer 2.
AAL 2 is used with time-sensitive, Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic such as packetized voice. It allows partial payloads to be sent with fillers so as to accommodate timing requirements of the application.

This is an AAL protocol that handles traffic that can tolerate delay but not cell loss, i.e., bursty connection-oriented traffic (error messages) or variable-rate connectionless traffic (LAN file transfers). To this end, AAL 3/4 performs error detection on each cell, using an error-checking mechanism that uses 4 bytes of each 48-byte payload. ATM cells may be multiplexed in AAL 3/4.

AAL 5  ATM Adaptation Layer 5.
Using a conventional 5-byte header, AAL 5 accommodates bursty LAN data traffic with less overhead than AAL 3/4. However, unlike AAL 3/4, it does not allow multiplexing of ATM cells.

ABR  Available Bit Rate.

AIM  ATM Interface Module.
A module which resides on the top enclosure of the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM unit; it houses the ATM interface connectors.

AIS  Alarm Indication Signal.
A DS-3 AIS is a signal with valid multiframe and M-subframe alignment signals and valid P-bits. (DS-3 53-octet direct framing)
Alignment.
This is a 1-byte subfield used to make the CPCS trailer size 4 bytes and passed transparently through the network for AAL 3/4.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode.
This type of framing is used in B-ISDN and SONET based on 53-byte cells (a 5-byte header with a 48-byte payload). It is a high-speed, connection-oriented switching and multiplexing technology used to transmit different types of traffic simultaneously (voice, video, and data); it is asynchronous in that information streams can be sent independently without a common clock.

This is a section overhead (SOH) byte carrying a BIP-8 parity check.

This is a line overhead (LOH) byte carrying a BIP-8 parity check.

This is a path overhead (POH) byte carrying a BIP-8 parity check.

Buffer Allocation Size.
This 2-byte portion of the CPCS header is encoded to indicate the CPCS-PDU payload length in AAL 3/4.

Backward Explicit Congestion Notification.
This is a signalling bit in the Frame Relay header.

B-ISDN Inter-Carrier Interface.
This interface is a carrier-to-carrier interface between ATM networks.

Bit Interleaved Parity.
This is an error checking method where each of n bits is parity of every nth bit in the data block: each bit in this field reflects an "even parity" on all the bits in the same position (1-8) of the bytes in the previous PLCP frame, excluding the A1, A2, and P bytes. A BIP-8 applies eight separate checks longitudinally on the data.

Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network.
This technology suite is geared to multimedia with two transmission schemes: STM (Synchronous Transfer Mode) and ATM. It allows ATM access at rates greater than 100 Mbps.

Connectors (male) on coaxial cables for DS3, E3, and STS-1 metallic interface testing to mate with metallic interface connectors (female) on ATM Interface Modules.

Beginning Tag.
Btag is a 1-byte "error check" for the segment in the CPCS header in AAL 3/4. The value in this field is also placed in the Etag field of the trailer, allowing a quick comparison after receipt to determine if the PDU has been corrupted.

Connection Admission Control.
This process is one in which new calls are limited to preserve the quality of service. It uses two means of controlling the setup of virtual circuits—overbooking and full booking. Overbooking allows one connection to exceed permissible traffic limits and assumes that other active connections are not using the maximum available resources; full booking limits network access once maximum resources are committed and only adds connections that specify acceptable traffic parameters.
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CBR  
Constant Bit Rate.
This is used in ATM for voice or sync data (video) which requires a continuous flow of bits with low variation in cell delay. It requires guaranteed throughput rates and service levels.

CDV  
Cell Delay Variation.
Expressed in fractions of a second, this ATM User Network Interface traffic parameter measures the allowable variance in delay between one cell and the next. When emulating a circuit, CDV measurements allow the network to determine if cells are arriving too quickly or too slowly.

Cell  
An ATM cell consists of 53 bytes or “octets.” Of these, the first five constitute the header and the remaining 48 carry the data payload.

CES  
Circuit Emulation Service.

CIR  
Committed Information Rate.
This is the minimum throughput rate guaranteed by the Frame Relay carrier; however, users can “burst” above this rate as necessary if bandwidth is available.

CLP  
Cell Loss Priority.
The CLP is a priority bit in an ATM cell header. When the CLP=1, it defines the cell to have a low priority, an indication that the cell may be discarded. When the CLP=0, the cell has a high priority and may not be discarded. It is used to help control traffic flow so switches and end-stations are not overwhelmed and cells are not dropped indiscriminately. CLP is also a Transmit Idle Header Values subfield on the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM unit’s ATM Interface Setup screen.

CLR  
Cell Loss Ratio.

CLS  
ConnectionLess Service.

CPCS  
Common Part Convergence Sublayer.
This sublayer of the ATM Adaptation Layer pads the Protocol Data Unit (PDU) to Nx48 bytes, maps control bits, and adds the Frame Check Sequence (FCS) in readiness for segmentation and reassembly (SAR). It remains the same regardless of the type of traffic.

CPCS-UU  
CPCS User-to-User indication.
This is used to transparently transfer CPCS information from the origination user to the destination user in the SDU trailer added in AAL 5.

CPE  
Customer Premises Equipment.
This describes equipment or hardware in use at the customer site.

CPI  
Common Part Indicator.
The CPI is a 1-byte subfield used to interpret the remainder of the fields in the CPCS header and the trailer added for the CPCS sublayer in AAL 3/4. For AAL 5, it is used to align the CPCS-PDU trailer to the 32-bit boundary.
CRC  Cyclical Redundancy Check.
     - In AAL 1, this is a 3-bit sequence that functions as an error check for the SN field only.
     - In the SAR trailer in AAL 3/4, the CRC is a 10-bit sequence that functions as an error check for the entire SAR-SDU, including the header, payload, and the LI field of the trailer.
     - In AAL 5, it serves in the CPCS trailer as a 32-bit error check for the entire contents of the CPCS-PDU, including the payload, the PAD field, and the first 4 bytes of the trailer.
     - In OAM cells, the CRC is a 10-bit error check for the OAM payload, including the type indicators and the function-specific fields.

CRS  Cell Relay Service.

CSI  Convergence Sublayer Indications.
     This is a 1-bit subfield which is used to convey CS-specific information for AAL 1. It is not utilized for all AAL 1 implementations.

DCC  Here are four different definitions for DCC:

     Data Country Code.
     This code is supported in Private Address Format - 1.
     or
     Data Communications Channel.
     This channel is an overhead connection in D bytes for SONET management.
     or
     Digital Cross Connect.
     This is generic Digital Access and Cross-connect System (DACS).
     or
     Direct Connect Card.
     This card is a data interface module on a T-1 bandwidth manager.

DS-3  Metallic Interface (44.736 Mbps) for ATM, with E3 (34.368 Mbps).

DXI  Data eXchange Interface.
     This interface defines a format for passing data that has gone through the ATM convergence sublayer between a router and a CSU/DSU or other device with ATM segmentation and reassembly (SAR) capability. It is also a serial protocol for SNMP for any speed.

E1  This is the European standard for digital transmission service at 2.048 Mbps.

E3  This is the European standard for digital transmission service at 34.368 Mbps; E3 transports sixteen E1 circuits. Metallic interface (34.368 Mbps) for ATM, with DS-3 (44.736 Mbps).

EFCI  Explicit Forward Congestion Indication.
     This indicator is used to help control traffic flow so that switches and end-stations are not overwhelmed and cells are not dropped indiscriminately. See FECN.

EPC  Even Parity Check.
     This is a 1-bit check of the previous seven bits of the AAL 1 header, i.e., the SN field and the CRC subfield.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Etag</td>
<td>End Tag. Etag is a 1-byte “error check” for the segment in the CPCS trailer in AAL 3/4. The value in this field is the same as the one which has been placed in the Btag field of the header, allowing a quick comparison after receipt to determine if the PDU has been corrupted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEBE</td>
<td>Far End Block Error. This is an alarm signal with counts of the BIP errors received.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FECN</td>
<td>Forward Explicit Congestion Notification. This notifier is a signalling bit in the Frame Relay header used to help control traffic flow so that switches and end-stations are not overwhelmed and cells are not dropped indiscriminately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERF</td>
<td>Far End Receive Failure. This is an alarm signal with errors detected in the Far End Receive Failure bit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRS</td>
<td>Frame Relay Service or Frame Relay Switch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCRA(I,L)</td>
<td>Generic Cell Rate Algorithm (Increment parameter, Limit parameter). This algorithm enables an ATM entity to measure and/or control negotiated service usage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFC</td>
<td>Generic Flow Control. This is the first half-byte in an ATM header at the User Network Interface. It is used to help control traffic flow so that switches and end-stations are not overwhelmed and cells are not dropped indiscriminately. Also, GFC is a Transmit Idle Header Values subfield on the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM unit's ATM Interface Setup screen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEC</td>
<td>Header Error Control. This code is an error checking device for the ATM header contained in a single byte in the header. It contains the information for the ATM physical layer's transmission convergence sublayer to perform error detection on the cell header. If errors are found, the cell is dropped before the processing moves up to the ATM layer for routing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD</td>
<td>International Code Designator. This designator is supported in Private Address Format - 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICIP</td>
<td>Intercarrier Interface Protocol. This protocol services the connection between two public networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Information Element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC</td>
<td>Inter-Exchange Carrier. This is a long distance company which carries traffic between Local Access and Transport Areas (LATAs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IETF</td>
<td>Internet Engineering Task Force. This body adopts Requests For Comment (RFCs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILMI</td>
<td>Interim Local Management Interface. This is the Permanent Virtual Connection (PVC) management in ATM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol. This is the network layer 2 basis for protocols such as TCP and UDP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWF</td>
<td>InterWorking Functions. This is the conversation process between Frame Relay and X.25, between Frame Relay and ATM, and so on.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LAN
Local Area Network.
LAN is a data communications network spanning a limited geographical area (a few miles at most), providing communication between computers and peripherals, with some switching to direct messages.

LB
Leaky Bucket algorithm.
This algorithm is a form of flow control: it checks an arriving data stream against the traffic-shaping parameters specified by the sender as follows: The data is stored in a memory buffer (bucket) which is allowed to fill, but not overflow. The data is allowed to flow out (leak) allowing more data to be added to the buffer. Excess data is either dropped or routed to another memory buffer which performs the same process, keeping the traffic parameters intact.

LEC
Local Exchange Carrier.
An LEC is a TELCO.

Length
Used to indicate the length of the PDU payload. This field is encoded in the CPCS trailer in AAL 3/4 to indicate the number of counting units in the length of the payload, with the counting unit size indicated in the CPI of the header. For AAL 5, it is also a 2-byte field in the CPCS trailer used to indicate the length of the CPCS payload (not including the PAD bytes).

LI
Length Indication.
The LI is the 6-bit field which is binary encoded in the SAR trailer in AAL 3/4 to indicate the number of bytes of the CPCS-PDU which are contained in the payload portion of the segment. For the BOM and COM segments this value must be 44. For EOM segments, the value can range from 4 to 44 as appropriate. For SSM segments, permissible values range from 8 to 44.

LOC
Loss of Cell (delineation).
This condition indicates a loss of cell alignment.

LOF
Loss of Frame.
A LOF condition occurs when the mux cannot find framing (OOF) for 2.5 seconds.

LOS
Loss of Signal.
This is an indication that there is no received data; no incoming signal is detected.

MAN
Metropolitan Area Network.
This is an area network which typically runs at 100 Mbps.

MBS
Maximum Burst Size.
This is the number of cells that may be sent at the Peak Cell Rate (PCR) without exceeding the Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR).

MF
Multi-Frequency.
This is tone signalling on analog circuits.

MIB
Management Information Base.
This is a description of a network for management purposes as defined by OSI, the seven-layer protocol model defined by the International Organization for Standardization.

MID
Message IDentifier or Message IDentification.
This is a sequence number shared by all Layer 2 Protocol Data Units holding segments of one Layer 3 Protocol Data Unit as defined for SMDS. For AAL 3/4, it is the same for all segments of the same frame.
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MID  Multiplexing Identification.
This is used to multiplex CPCS connections on a single ATM Layer connection, when
applicable, in the SAR header in AAL 3/4.

NLPIID  Network Layer Protocol IDentifier.
This is a control field in the frame header which identifies encapsulated protocols.

NNI  Network-Network Interface.
This interface is between carriers or a carrier and a private network as defined for Frame Relay.

NNI  Network-Node Interface.
This is a point-to-point interface between two switches for SDH, SONET, or B-ISDN networks.

NPC  Network Parameter Control.

NRM  Network Resource Management.

NSAP  Network Service Access Point.
This is a logical address of a user in an OSI protocol stack.

NT  Network Termination.
An NT is a device on the customer premises end of the local loop, such as a CSU or a DSU.

OA&M  Operations, Administration, and Maintenance.
OA&M cells perform a range of diverse network management functions. Such functions
include fault and performance management (operations); addressing, data collection, and
usage monitoring (administration); and analysis, diagnosis, and repair of network faults
(maintenance). OAM cells do not aid in segmentation and reassembly.

OC-1  Optical Carrier level 1.
OC-1 is a SONET rate of 51.84 Mbps which matches STS-1.

OC-3  Optical Carrier level 3.
OC-3 is a SONET rate of 155.52 Mbps which matches STS-3.

OC-3c  Optical interface for ATM which transmits OC-3 optical signals.

OOF  Out Of Frame.
This condition occurs with a loss of frame alignment.

PCR  Peak Cell Rate.
This is a traffic parameter applied per Virtual Circuit, Virtual Path, or channel for ATM. It is
the maximum rate at which cells can be transmitted across a virtual circuit, specified in cells
per second and defined by the interval between the transmissions of the last bit of one cell and
the first bit of the next.

PDN  Public Data Network.
A PDN is generally a packetized network.

PDU  Protocol Data Unit.
This is an informational packet or frame which, in the appropriate format, can then be
segmented and encapsulated in the payload of an ATM cell.
PHY

PHYSical Layer.
The physical layer of the OSI protocol stack is Layer 1; the physical layer of the ATM protocol stack is the bottom layer, which defines the interface between ATM traffic and the physical media. The ATM PHY consists of two sublayers: the physical medium-dependent (PMD) sublayer and the transmission convergence (TC) sublayer.

PLCP

Physical Layer Convergence Protocol.
The PLCP is the part of the physical layer that adapts transmission medium to handle a given protocol sublayer. It is a protocol specified within the TC sublayer that defines how cells are formatted within a data stream for a particular transmission facility, such as T1, T3, or OC-n.

PMD

Physical Medium-Dependent sublayer.
The ATM PHY sublayer which defines the actual speed at which ATM traffic can be transmitted across a given physical medium is the PMD. It also defines a sublayer in layer 1 of LAN protocols.

PTI (also PT)

Payload Type Identifier.
This is a control field in the ATM header which identifies the type of data in the payload:
- Bit 3 = discriminate cells
- Bit 2 = 0 to indicate congestion in data cells
- Bit 1 = carried transparently end-end in AAL 5

PVC

Permanent Virtual Connection or Permanent Virtual Circuit.
A PVC is an assigned connection over a packet, frame, or cell network. Such connections are not switchable by the user; they are virtual links with fixed end-points as defined by the network manager. A single virtual path may support multiple PVCs.

QoS

Quality of Service.
There are five broad quality of services classes as defined by the ATM Forum's UNI 3.0:
- Class 1 - specifies performance requirements.
- Class 2 - specifies necessary service levels for packetized video and voice.
- Class 3 - specifies interoperability requirements with other connection-oriented protocols.
- Class 4 - specifies interoperability requirements with other connectionless protocols.
- Class 5 - addresses interoperability with applications that do not require a particular class of service.

RDI

Remote Defect Indicator.
This is a yellow alarm signal with remote errors detected in STS-1 framing at 51.840 Mbps for coaxial signals. A Path Yellow alarm (Remote Defect Indicator) is detected if the path yellow bit in the G1 octet is set for ten consecutive frames; Line Remote Defect Indicator Errors are detected if the three Least Significant Bits of the K2 octet are set to 110 for five consecutive frames.

SAP

Service Access Point.
The logical address of a session within a physical station is a Service Access Point. It is part of a header address at an interface between sublayers.

SAR

Segmentation And Reassembly.
The SAR is protocol sublayer that converts Protocol Data Units into appropriate lengths and formats them to fit the payload of an ATM cell (segmentation). At the destination end, it extracts the payloads from the cells and converts them back into PDUs (reassembly), which can then be passed higher up the protocol stack for use in other applications.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Sequence Count. This is a 3-bit sequence number for the entire CS-PDU for AAL 1. This is generated by the CS and remains constant for all segments created from that CS-PDU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Type of fiber optic connector, square in appearance. (See also ST, round fiber optic connector.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR</td>
<td>Sustainable Cell Rate. SCR is a traffic parameter for ATM; it represents the maximum throughput that bursty traffic can achieve within a given virtual circuit without risking any cell loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDH</td>
<td>Synchronous Digital Hierarchy. This international version of SONET is a digital multiplexing plan in which all levels are synched to the same master clock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDU</td>
<td>Service Data Unit. An SDU is an information packet or segment which is passed down to become the payload of the adjacent lower layer in a protocol stack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIP</td>
<td>SMDS Interface Protocol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMDS</td>
<td>Switched Multi-megabit Data Service. This is a data service offered on a Metropolitan Area Network by a carrier; it is a service mark of Bellcore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>Sequence Number. This is a 4-bit field of the 1-byte Segmentation And Reassambly (SAR) header in AAL 1 which indicates the sequence number information for the segment. In AAL 3/4, the 4-bit SN field in the SAR header allows the stream of SAR Service Data Units (SDUs) to be numbered using modulo 16 in order to provide a “loss of segment” check for each full PDU that is segmented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNP</td>
<td>Sequence Number Protection. This is a 4-bit field which provides the error-checking mechanism for the Segmentation And Reassambly (SAR) header in AAL 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAP</td>
<td>SubNetwork Access Protocol. SNAP is an access protocol which identifies an encapsulated protocol and user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNMP</td>
<td>Simple Network Management Protocol. SNMP is a Layer 4 and 5 management protocol which started in TCP/IP; it now extends to many LAN devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONET</td>
<td>Synchronous Optical Network. SONET is an international suite of standards for transmitting digital information over optical interfaces. “Synchronous” indicates that all component portions of the SONET signal can be tied to a single reference clock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSCS</td>
<td>Service-Specific Convergence Sublayer. This sublayer is the portion of the convergence sublayer that is dependent upon the type of traffic that is being converted. Examples are the Frame Relay service-specific convergence sublayer (FR-SSCS) and the Switched Multimegabit Data Service service-specific convergence sublayer (SMDS-SSCS).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ST  Segment Type.
This is a 2-bit field found in the SAR header in AAL 3/4; it consists of one of the four possible segment types: Beginning of Message (BOM), Continuation of Message (COM), End of Message (EOM), or Single Segment Message (SSM).

ST  Type of fiber optic connector, round in appearance. (See also SC, square fiber optic connector.)

STS-1  Metallic Interface (51.84 Mbps) for ATM.

STM  Synchronous Transfer Mode.
This is one of several possible formats for SONET and B-ISDN. It is a communications method that transmits a group of different data streams which are synchronized to a single reference clock; all data receives the same amount of bandwidth. STM is the standard method carriers use to assign time slots or channels within a T1/E1 leased line.

SVC  Switched Virtual Connection or Switched Virtual Circuit.
This is a temporary logical connection in a packet/frame network; it is a virtual link, having variable end-points, which is established through an ATM network. With an SVC, the user defines the end-points when the call is initiated, as opposed to a Permanent Virtual Circuit (PVC) in which the end-points are predefined by the network manager. A single virtual path may support multiple SVCs.

T1  T1 is a digital transmission service with a basic data rate of 1.544 Mbps.

T3  T3 is a digital transmission service with a basic data rate of 44.736 Mbps for transport of 28 T1 circuits.

TC or TCS  Transmission Convergence (Sublayer).
This sublayer is a part of the ATM physical layer. It defines a protocol for preparing cells for transmission across the physical media defined by the physical media-dependent (PMD) sublayer. The function of the TC sublayer differs according to the physical medium.

TDM  Time Division Multiplexing.
This is also known as Synchronous Transfer Mode.

TE  Terminal Equipment.
A TE is any piece of equipment that supports native ISDN or B-ISDN formats without a terminal adapter.

TM  Traffic Management.
This consists of various mechanisms that control traffic flow so that switches and end-stations are not overwhelmed and cells are not dropped indiscriminately.

TS  Traffic Shaping.
This allows the sender to specify the throughput and the priority of information entering the ATM network; it allows the sender to monitor progress to ascertain if service levels are met.

UNI  User Network Interface.
This is the protocol defined by the ATM Forum to define connections between an ATM user (end-station) and the ATM network (switch). UNI version 3.0, (1993) specifies the complete range of ATM traffic characteristics, including cell structure, addressing, signaling, adaptation layers, and traffic management. It is the demark point of ATM, SDH, and B-ISDN at customer premises.
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UPC  Usage Parameter Control. This prevents congestion by not admitting excess traffic onto the network when all resources are in use. It changes the Cell Loss Priority (CLP) bit of cells that exceed traffic parameters to they are dropped; it is a flow control in an ATM cell.

VBR  Variable Bit Rate. This type of data traffic can tolerate delays and fluctuating throughput. It is packetized bandwidth on demand, not dedicated bandwidth. It is information that can be represented digitally by groups of bits (as opposed to bit streams). Most data applications generate VBR traffic.

VC  Virtual Channel (Circuit). This is a defined route between two end-points in an ATM network, but it may travel over several virtual paths; a portion of a virtual path or a virtual channel that is used to establish a single virtual connection between two end-points.

VCC  Virtual Channel (Circuit) Connection. This is a unique numerical tag used to identify every virtual channel across an ATM network, defined by a 16-bit field in the ATM cell header.

VCI  Virtual Channel (Circuit) Identifier. This is part of a packet/frame/cell address in an ATM header.

VP  Virtual Path. This is a group of virtual channels, which can support multiple virtual circuits.

VPC  Virtual Path Connection. This is a virtual connection established using only the Virtual Path Identifier (VPI).

VPI  Virtual Path Identifier. A VPI is an 8-bit field in the ATM cell header that indicates the virtual path over which a cell is to be routed.

WAN  Wide Area Network. This is the T-1, T-3 or broadband backbone that covers a large geographical area.
Appendix B  ATM Unit Specifications
Figure B-1 INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM model. Note ATM Interface Module (AIM) hinged access door on top left of unit.
Appendix B  ATM Unit Specifications

The INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM model, as shown in Figure B-1, has been designed specifically for ATM broadband testing, while simultaneously testing WAN protocols. As such, it has some unique hardware.

The INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM model has a Bus Bridge Board on the MPM board in Slot 9. This is the ATM-connection to the base unit. The bridge board connects to the new ATM Cell Engine™ (ACE™) board housed in the ATM enclosure on the top of the cover. The hinged-door to the ATM enclosure gives access to the ATM Interface Modules (AIMs), which are also housed in the enclosure, as indicated in Figure B-1.

The INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS model has the same appearance as and tests ATM the same as the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM. However, it has no WAN-testing capabilities. As shown in Figure B-3, it has neither an FEB board nor a DMA MPM (and it therefore also weighs slightly less than the PLUS ATM unit). Any references made to ATM testing by the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM model also apply to ATM testing with the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS model.

B.1 Upgrading to ATM (Broadband) Testing

Any standard INTERVIEW 8000 TURBO Series unit can be upgraded to become an INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM unit in the following steps:

- upgrade the unit to an 8800: OPT-951-536-X
- upgrade the 8800 to an ATM-ready unit: OPT-951-301-1
- upgrade the 8800 ATM-ready unit to an 8800 PLUS ATM: OPT-951-300-1

Some of the latest 8800 TURBO production units already have ATM-ready hardware, so only the last step would be necessary for those units. Likewise, an 8800 TURBO would not require the first step.

Contact Customer Service for information on the upgrade status of your hardware.
Figure B-2  Viewing interior components of the INTERVIEW 8800 ATM base unit.
B.2 Interior Components of PLUS ATM

The inside of your INTERVIEW reveals three potentially hazardous areas. DO NOT TOUCH THESE AREAS OR INJURY MAY RESULT! These three danger areas include the mechanical fan at the center back of the unit (physical hazard), the power supply at the back right side of the unit (230V shock hazard), and the area directly behind the LED display (190V shock hazard). See Figure B-2 for their locations. The front of the power supply supports two DB-25 connectors for power to the ATM top enclosure.

In addition to these three potentially hazardous components, on the left near the front of your unit is the SCSI hard disk drive; one cable (labeled 3 in Figure B-2) runs over the top of the drive and is connected to the CPM board.

Immediately behind the hard disk drive is the TIM (Test Interface Module) holder; its cable runs around the side of the unit and connects to the hard disk drive. The dual floppy disk drives are on the right near the front, with a cable (labeled 2) connecting them to the CPM board. In the center of the unit are the nine slots which house your boards.

Reading from left to right, the slots contain the following boards:

- slot 0—empty (unless upgraded with optional ISDN half-card multiplexer board)
- slot 1—empty (unless upgraded with optional multiplexer board)
- slot 2—GBM, Global Bus Module Board
- slot 3—CPM, 68K Processor Board
- slot 4—PCM, 68K Peripheral Board
- slot 5—FEB, Front End Buffer Board
- slot 6—MPM, 286 Processor Board
- slot 7—MPM, 286 Processor Board
- slot 8—MPM, 286 Processor Board with DMA Card
- slot 9—MPM, 286 Processor Board with Bus Bridge Board connection for ATM Cell Engine

There is one cable (labeled 1 in Figure B-2) connecting the LED display to the GBM board. Additionally, there is an FEB to GBM jumper cable (labeled 4).

The MPM board settings are given in Section B.4.
Figure B-3 Viewing interior components of the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS unit.
B.3 Interior Components of ATM EXPRESS

The inside of your INTERVIEW reveals three potentially hazardous areas. DO NOT TOUCH THESE AREAS OR INJURY MAY RESULT! These three danger areas include the mechanical fan at the center back of the unit (physical hazard), the power supply at the back right side of the unit (230V shock hazard), and the area directly behind the LED display (190V shock hazard). See Figure B-3 for their locations. The front of the power supply supports two DB-25 connectors for power to the ATM top enclosure.

In addition to these three potentially hazardous components, on the left near the front of your unit is the SCSI hard disk drive; one cable (labeled 3 in Figure B-3) runs over the top of the drive and is connected to the CPM board.

Immediately behind the hard disk drive is the TIM (Test Interface Module) holder; its cable runs around the side of the unit and connects to the hard disk drive. The dual floppy disk drives are on the right near the front, with a cable (labeled 2) connecting them to the CPM board. In the center of the unit are the nine slots which house your boards.

Reading from left to right, the slots contain the following boards:

- slot 0—empty
- slot 1—empty
- slot 2—GBM, Global Bus Module Board
- slot 3—CPM, 68K Processor Board
- slot 4—PCM, 68K Peripheral Board
- slot 5—empty
- slot 6—MPM, 286 Processor Board
- slot 7—MPM, 286 Processor Board
- slot 8—empty
- slot 9—MPM, 286 Processor Board with Bus Bridge Board connection for ATM Cell Engine

The third cable (labeled 1 in Figure B-3) connects the LED display to the GBM board.
B.4 ATM MPM Boards

The MPM boards in the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM and the INTERVIEW 8700 ATM EXPRESS models have switch settings as shown in Table B-1.

Table B-1
S1-Switch Settings for MPM Boards in the INTERVIEW ATM Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPM Slot 6</th>
<th>Slot 7</th>
<th>Slot 8</th>
<th>Slot 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pin</td>
<td>1 1 3</td>
<td>1 1 3</td>
<td>1 1 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**8800 PLUS ATM:**

OFF OFF ON
ON OFF ON
ON ON ON
OFF ON ON

**8750 ATM EXPRESS:**

OFF OFF ON
ON OFF ON
(no card)
OFF ON ON
Symbols
* (asterisk), indication of currently active state in C column, 10-1

Numbers
0 FEBE, softkey, 11-6, 11-8, 11-9
1 FEBE, softkey, 11-6, 11-8, 11-9

A
A-bit Yellow, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 PLCP, 10-15
AAL, A-1
in ATM, 1-3
protocols in ATM, 1-6
AAL 0, undefined protocol in ATM, 1-6
AAL 1, A-1
protocol in ATM, 1-6, 1-9-1-13
AAL 1 decoding, in application program, 2-5
AAL 2, A-1
protocol in ATM, 1-6
AAL 3/4, A-1
protocol in ATM, 1-6, 1-13-1-17
AAL 3/4 decoding, in application program, 2-5
AAL 5, A-1
protocol in ATM, 1-6, 1-18-1-20
AAL 5 decoding, in application program, 2-5
ABR, A-1
Accessory kits, 5-7, 5-9
ACE, 5-6
ATM Cell Engine, 5-2, 5-3
ACE board, ATM Cell Engine board, B-3
Adaptor
for multi-mode optical cables, 6-13
for single-mode optical cables, 6-9
Adaptors, for connectors, 6-5
AFC, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield, field on ATM Interface Setup screen, SMDS cell format
for AIM—302—1
Emulate A mode, 7-10
Emulate B mode, 7-15
Internal Loop A mode, 7-10
Internal Loop B mode, 7-15
for AIM—305—1
Emulate A mode, 8-9
Internal Loop A mode, 8-9
for AIM—306—1
Emulate A mode, 9-10
Emulate B mode, 9-14
Internal Loop A mode, 9-10
Internal Loop B mode, 9-14
AIM, 6-1, A-1
ATM Interface Module, 5-6, B-3
installation, 5-11
cabling of, 6-1
DS—3/E3/STS—1, AIM—305—1, 5-8
DS—3/E3/STS—1 and SONET OC—3c and SDH STM—1 Multi-Mode Optical, AIM—306—1, 5-9
DS—3/E3/STS—1 and SONET/SDH OC—3c/STM—1 Optical, AIM—302—1, 5-6
illustrated on unit, B-2
AIM 302 softkey, 7-1
AIM 305 softkey, 8-1
AIM 306 softkey, 9-1
AIM Setup softkey, 3-3
AIM—302—1, 5-5, 5-6, 5-8, 5-9, 6-1, 6-2
Disable mode, sample setup screen, 7-2
Emulate A mode, 7-5-7-10
sample setup screen, 7-9
setup screen selections, 7-6
Emulate B mode, 7-11-7-16
sample setup screen, 7-11
setup screen selections, 7-12
field on ATM Interface Setup screen
Emulate A mode
ATM UNI cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
  CLP, 7-10
  GFC, 7-10
  Idle Cell Payload, 7-10
  PT, 7-10
  VC, 7-10
  VP, 7-10
Build Out, 7-8
Cell Format, 7-8
Cell Mapping, 7-7
Clock Source, 7-8
Connector, 7-5
Framing, 7-7
HEC Correction, 7-9
High Gain Side A (and B), 7-7
Line Impedance, 7-8
Maintain, 7-8
Monitor Transmission, 7-7
Payload Scrambling, 7-9
Reload, 7-8
SMDS cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
  AFC, 7-10
  Idle Cell Payload, 7-10
  NCI, 7-10
  SPE Cell Mapping, 7-7
  Tx Idle Cell Type, 7-9
Emulate B mode
ATM UNI cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
  CLP, 7-14
  GFC, 7-14
  Idle Cell Payload, 7-14
  PT, 7-14
  VC, 7-14
  VP, 7-14
Cell Format, 7-13
Clock Source, 7-13
Connector, 7-11
Framing, 7-11
HEC Correction, 7-13
Maintain, 7-13
Monitor Transmission, 7-12
Payload Scrambling, 7-13
Reload, 7-13
SMDS cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
  AFC, 7-15
  Idle Cell Payload, 7-15
  NCI, 7-15
Tx Idle Cell Type, 7-14
Internal Loop A mode
ATM UNI cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
  CLP, 7-10
  GFC, 7-10
  Idle Cell Payload, 7-10
  PT, 7-10
  VC, 7-10
  VP, 7-10
Build Out, 7-8
Cell Format, 7-8
Cell Mapping, 7-7
Clock Source, 7-8
Connector, 7-5
Framing, 7-7
HEC Correction, 7-9
High Gain Side A (and B), 7-7
Line Impedance, 7-8
Maintain, 7-8
Monitor Transmission, 7-7
Payload Scrambling, 7-9
Reload, 7-8
SMDS cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
  AFC, 7-10
  Idle Cell Payload, 7-10
  NCI, 7-10
  SPE Cell Mapping, 7-7
  Tx Idle Cell Type, 7-9
Internal Loop B mode
ATM UNI cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
  CLP, 7-14
  GFC, 7-14
  Idle Cell Payload, 7-14
  PT, 7-14
  VC, 7-14
  VP, 7-14
Cell Format, 7-13
Clock Source, 7-13
Connector, 7-11
Framing, 7-11
HEC Correction, 7-13
Maintain, 7-13
Monitor Transmission, 7-12
Payload Scrambling, 7-13
Reload, 7-13
SMDS cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
  AFC, 7-15
  Idle Cell Payload, 7-15
  NCI, 7-15
  Tx Idle Cell Type, 7-14
Monitor mode
Cell Format, 7-5
Cell Mapping, 7-4
Connector, 7-3
Framing, 7-3
HEC Correction, 7-5
High Gain Side A (and B), 7-3
Line Impedance, 7-4
Maintain, 7-5
Payload Scrambling, 7-5
Reload, 7-5
SPE Cell Mapping, 7-4

Internal Loop A mode
ATM UNI cell format, Transmit Idle Header
Values subfield
CLP, 8-9
GFC, 8-9
Idle Cell Payload, 8-9
PT, 8-9
VC, 8-9
VP, 8-9
Build Out, 8-7
Cell Format, 8-8
Cell Mapping, 8-7
Clock Source, 8-7
Framing, 8-5
HEC Correction, 8-8
Line Impedance, 8-7
Maintain, 8-8
Monitor Transmission, 8-7
Payload Scrambling, 8-8
Reload, 8-8
SMDS cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
AFC, 8-9
Idle Cell Payload, 8-9
NCI, 8-9
SPE Cell Mapping, 8-9
Tx Idle Cell Type, 8-8

Internal Loop B mode
ATM UNI cell format, Transmit Idle Header
Values subfield
CLP, 8-9
GFC, 8-9
Idle Cell Payload, 8-9
PT, 8-9
VC, 8-9
VP, 8-9
Build Out, 8-7
Cell Format, 8-8
Cell Mapping, 8-7
Clock Source, 8-7
Framing, 8-5
HEC Correction, 8-8
Line Impedance, 8-7
Maintain, 8-8
Monitor Transmission, 8-7
Payload Scrambling, 8-8
Reload, 8-8
SMDS cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
AFC, 8-9
Idle Cell Payload, 8-9
NCI, 8-9
SPE Cell Mapping, 8-9
Tx Idle Cell Type, 8-8

AIM – 305 – 1, 5-6, 6-2
Disable mode, sample setup screen, 8-2
Emulate A mode, 8-5-8-10
sample setup screen, 8-5
Set up screen selections, 8-6
Mode field, 7-2, 8-2
Monitor mode, 7-3-7-5
sample setup screen, 7-3
Set up screen selections, 7-4

AIM – 306 – 1, 5-9, 6-2
Disable mode, sample setup screen, 9-2
Emulate A mode, 9-5-9-10
sample setup screen, 9-6
Set up screen selections, 9-8
Emulate B mode, 9-11-9-14
sample setup screen, 9-11
setup screen selections, 9-12
field on ATM Interface Setup screen

Emulate A mode
ATM UNI cell format, Transmit Idle Header
Values subfield
CLP, 9-10
GFC, 9-10
Idle Cell Payload, 9-10
PT, 9-10
VC, 9-10
VP, 9-10
Build Out, 9-7
Cell Format, 9-9
Cell Mapping, 9-6
Clock Source, 9-7
Connector, 9-5
Framing, 9-6
HEC Correction, 9-9
High Gain Side A (and B), 8-7, 9-6
Line Impedance, 9-7
Maintain, 9-7
Monitor Transmission, 9-7
Payload Scrambling, 9-9
Reload, 9-9
SMDS cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
AFC, 9-10
Idle Cell Payload, 9-10
NCI, 9-10
SPE Cell Mapping, 9-6
Tx Idle Cell Type, 9-9

Emulate B mode
ATM UNI cell format, Transmit Idle Header
Values subfield
CLP, 9-14
GFC, 9-14
Idle Cell Payload, 9-14
PT, 9-14
VC, 9-14
VP, 9-14
Cell Format, 9-13
Clock Source, 9-12
Connector, 9-11
Framing, 9-11
HEC Correction, 9-13
Maintain, 9-13
Monitor Transmission, 9-11
Payload Scrambling, 9-13
Reload, 9-13
SMDS cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
AFC, 9-14
Idle Cell Payload, 9-14
NCI, 9-14
Tx Idle Cell Type, 9-13

Internal Loop A mode
ATM UNI cell format, Transmit Idle Header
Values subfield
CLP, 9-10
GFC, 9-10
Idle Cell Payload, 9-10
PT, 9-10
VC, 9-10
VP, 9-10
Build Out, 9-7
Cell Format, 9-9
Cell Mapping, 9-6
Clock Source, 9-7
Connector, 9-5
Framing, 9-6
HEC Correction, 9-9
High Gain Side A (and B), 8-7, 9-6
Line Impedance, 9-7
Maintain, 9-7
Monitor Transmission, 9-7
Payload Scrambling, 9-9
Reload, 9-9
SMDS cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
AFC, 9-10
Idle Cell Payload, 9-10
NCI, 9-10
SPE Cell Mapping, 9-6
Tx Idle Cell Type, 9-9

Internal Loop B mode
ATM UNI cell format, Transmit Idle Header
Values subfield
CLP, 9-14
GFC, 9-14
Idle Cell Payload, 9-14
PT, 9-14
VC, 9-14
VP, 9-14
Cell Format, 9-13
Clock Source, 9-12
Connector, 9-11
Framing, 9-11
HEC Correction, 9-13
Maintain, 9-13
Monitor Transmission, 9-11
Payload Scrambling, 9-13
Reload, 9-13
SMDS cell format, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield
AFC, 9-14
Idle Cell Payload, 9-14
NCI, 9-14
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Tx Idle Cell Type, 9-13
Monitor mode
Cell Format, 9-5
Cell Mapping, 9-4
Connector, 9-3
Framing, 9-3
HEC Correction, 9-5
High Gain Side A (and B), 8-3, 9-3
Line Impedance, 9-4
Maintain, 9-5
Payload Scrambling, 9-5
Reload, 9-5
SPE Cell Mapping, 9-4

Internal Loop A mode, 9-5
sample setup screen, 9-6
setup screen selection, 9-8
Internal Loop B mode, 9-11–9-14
sample setup screen, 9-11
setup screen selection, 9-12
Mode field, 9-2
Monitor mode, 9-3–9-5
sample setup screen, 9-3
setup screen selection, 9-4

AIS, A-1
softkey, 11-7, 11-9
AL, 1-14, A-2
Alarm Ind creation, in application program, 2-7
Alarm Ind Signal, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 PLCP, 10-14
Alarms, ATM (Broadband) testing, physical indicator, 2-3
Application program
Emulation with Trace and Statistics, ATM (Broadband), 2-6
Statistics, Trace, and Emulation, ATM (Broadband), Constant Bit Rate Performance Test, 2-7
Trace and Statistics, ATM (Broadband), 2-5
Application programs
on–line
ATM
Broadband, 2-4, 3-1
T1/E1, 2-4
Frame Relay, 2-4
SMDS, 2-4
with the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS documentation, 3-4
on–line ATM (Broadband), 3-4
on–line ATM (T1/E1) not applicable, 3-4
using on–line, 3-4

with the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM
documentation, 2-11
on–line ATM (Broadband), 2-11
on–line ATM (T1/E1), 2-11
using on–line, 2-10

ATM, A-2
AAL protocols, 1-6
ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL), 1-3
ATM Layer, 1-3
Broadband, on–line application programs, 2-4, 3-1
cell relay, 1-1
CPCS header, AAL 3/4, 1-14
CPCS trailer
AAL 3/4, 1-14
AAL 5, 1-19
for T1/E1, 1-1
framing
HEC, 1-3
PLCP, 1-3
header, 1-5
HEC framing, 1-1, 2-7
media, 1-5
OAM cells, 1-21
overview, 1-1
packet-switching features, 1-1
Physical Layer, 1-3
PLCP framing, 1-1, 2-7
PLCP mapping, for DS-3 format, 1-23
SAR header, AAL 3/4, 1-16
SAR trailer, AAL 3/4, 1-16
SDH frames, 1-5
SONET frames, 1-5
T1/E1, 2-7
on–line application programs, 2-4
T1/E1 testing, 2-7
transmission
data, 1-1
video, 1-1
voice, 1-1

ATM (Broadband), operating modes, 4-1
ATM (Broadband) testing
alarms, physical indicator, 2-3
B-ISDN signalling, signalling and management, 2-3
call generation, cell–level testing, 2-3
CBR, service–level testing, 2-3
cell relay, 2-3
content, service–level testing, 2-3
cell relay, 2-3
encapsulated protocols, service–level testing, 2-3
errors, physical indicator, 2-3
format, service–level testing, 2-3
management protocol (ILMI), 2-3
QOS measurements, cell–level testing, 2-3
recording WAN data simultaneously, 2-9
upgrade path for older units, 2-11
VBR, service-level testing, 2-3
with the INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 3-4
with the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, 2-3, 2-9
memory allocation, 2-9

ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL), in ATM, 1-3
ATM Cell Engine
See also ACE
ACE, 5-2, 5-3

ATM header, 1-6-1-10
AAL 5, 1-20

ATM header decoding, in application program, 2-5

ATM Interface Module
See also AIM

DS-3 direct
sample statistics screen
first page, 10-4
second page, 10-5

statistics
DS3 AIS, 10-4
DS3 Frame Errors, 10-6
DS3 Idle Code, 10-5
DS3 OOF, 10-4
DS3 Parity Errors, 10-6
DS3 Path Parity Errs, 10-6
DS3 X-bit RAI, 10-5
Line Code Violations, 10-6
LOC, 10-5
PLCP FEBE Errors, 10-6
Signal Fault, 10-4

DS-3 PLCP
sample statistics screen
first page, 10-7
second page, 10-9

statistics
DS3 AIS, 10-7
DS3 FEBE Errors, 10-10
DS3 Frame Errors, 10-9
DS3 Idle Code, 10-8
DS3 OOF, 10-7
DS3 Parity Errors, 10-9
DS3 Path Parity Errs, 10-10
DS3 X-bit RAI, 10-8
Line Code Violations, 10-9
PLCP BIP Errors, 10-10
PLCP FEBE All Ones, 10-10
PLCP FEBE Errors, 10-10
PLCP Frame Errors, 10-10
PLCP G1 RAI, 10-8
PLCP Invalid FEBE, 10-10
PLCP LOF, 10-8
PLCP LOF 2–3, 10-8
PLCP OOF, 10-8
Signal Fault, 10-7

E3, sample statistics screen, first page, 10-11
E3 direct
sample statistics screen, second page, 10-12

statistics
B1 BIP Errors, 10-13
E3 AIS, 10-11
E3 LOF, 10-12
E3 LOF 2–3, 10-12
E3 OOF, 10-12
EM BIP Errors, 10-13
Line Code Violations, 10-12
LOC, 10-12
MA FEBE Errors, 10-13
MA FERF Errors, 10-13
Pay. Type Mismatch, 10-13
Signal Fault, 10-11

E3 PLCP
sample statistics screen
first page, 10-14
second page, 10-15

statistics
A-bit Yellow, 10-15
Alarm Ind Signal, 10-14
FEBE All Ones, 10-16
Frame Errors, 10-15
Invalid FEBE, 10-16
Line Code Violations, 10-15
Out-of-Frame, 10-14
PLCP BIP Errors, 10-16
PLCP FEBE Errors, 10-16
PLCP Frame Errors, 10-16
PLCP LOF, 10-14
PLCP LOF 2–3, 10-15
PLCP OOF, 10-14
PLCP Yellow, 10-15
Signal Fault, 10-14

installation, 5-11
STS–1
sample statistics screen
first page, 10-17
second page, 10-19

statistics
B1 BIP Errors, 10-19
B2 BIP Errors, 10-19
B3 BIP Errors, 10-19
Line AIS, 10-17
Line Code Violations, 10-18
Line FEBE Errors, 10-20
Line RDI Errors, 10-20
LOC, 10-18
Path AIS, 10-18
Path FEBE Errors, 10-19
Path FERF Errors, 10-20
Path RDI, 10-18
Sig Label Mismatch, 10-20
Signal Fault, 10-17
STS LOF, 10-18
STS LOF 2–3, 10-18
STS LOP, 10-17
STS OOF, 10-18
STS–3c/STM–1, statistics, Signal Fault, 10-20

ATM Interface Setup screen
accessibility in INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 3-3
accessibility in INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM.
while not testing WAN data, 2-10
while testing WAN data, 2-9
for installed AIM, 7-2, 8-2, 9-2

ATM Layer, 1-5
in ATM, 1-3

Attenuate single-mode fiber signal, 5-7
Attenuator, for single-mode optical cables, 6-9
Attenuators, 6-5

B

B-ICI, A-2
B-ISDN, A-2
B-ISDN signalling, ATM (Broadband) testing, signalling and management, 2-3

B1, A-2
softkey, 11-3, 11-4, 11-5

B1 BIP Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module
E3 direct, 10-13
STS–1, 10-19

B2, A-2
softkey, 11-4

B2 1, softkey, 11-5

B2 2, softkey, 11-5

B2 3, softkey, 11-5

B2 ALL, softkey, 11-5

B2 BIP Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS–1, 10-19

B3, A-2
softkey, 11-4, 11-5

B3 BIP Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS–1, 10-19

Basic functions, for INTERVIEW 8000 Series units, 2-8
BASize, 1-14, A-2
BCC Setup screen, unavailable for INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 3-3
BECN, A-2
BERT Setup screen, unavailable for INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 3-3
BIP, A-2
BIP error generation, in application program, 2-7
BNC, A-2
BNC connectors, 6-6

Boards, interior components of INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, B-5, B-7
Btag, 1-14, A-2

Build Out, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
Emulate A mode, 7-8
Internal Loop A mode, 7-8
for AIM-305-1
Emulate A mode, 8-7
Internal Loop A mode, 8-7
for AIM-306-1
Emulate A mode, 9-7
Internal Loop A mode, 9-7

BURST, softkey, 11-2

C

C, statistics column heading, for “Current”, 10-1

Cables
care of fiber, 6-3
cleaning of fiber, 6-4
coaxial, 6-6
colors, 6-5
multi-mode optical, 6-11
adapter, 6-13
coupler, 6-13
splitter, 6-12
single-mode optical, 6-7
splitter, 6-8

Cabling, 6-1
diagrams
for emulating
with coaxial cables, 6-16–6-17
with multi-mode optical cables, 6-38–6-41
with single-mode optical cables, 6-26–6-29
for monitoring
with coaxial cables, 6-14–6-15
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with multi-mode optical cables, 6-34-6-37
with single-mode optical cables, 6-20-6-25
interior components of INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS
ATM, B-5, B-7
CAC, A-2
Call generation, ATM (Broadband) testing, cell-level testing, 2-3
Caps, for connectors, 6-3
Care, of fiber optical cables and accessories, 6-3
Cause alarms, in application program, 2-7
CBR, A-3
ATM (Broadband) testing, service-level testing, 2-3
CDV, A-3
Cell, A-3
Cell Format, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
  Emulate A mode, 7-8
  Emulate B mode, 7-13
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-8
  Internal Loop B mode, 7-13
  Monitor mode, 7-5
for AIM-305-1
  Emulate A mode, 8-8
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-8
  Monitor mode, 8-4
for AIM-306-1
  Emulate A mode, 9-9
  Emulate B mode, 9-13
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-9
  Internal Loop B mode, 9-13
  Monitor mode, 9-5
Cell Mapping, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
  Emulate A mode, 7-7
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-7
  Monitor mode, 7-4
for AIM-305-1
  Emulate A mode, 8-7
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-7
  Monitor mode, 8-3
for AIM-306-1
  Emulate A mode, 9-6
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-6
  Monitor mode, 9-4
Cell Mode, emulation application program, 2-6
Cell relay, for ATM, 1-1
Cell-level testing
call generation, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3
QOS measurements, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3
Cells
  average per last 12 seconds, statistics in application program, 2-5
  maximum and minimum cells per second and occurrence time, statistics in application program, 2-5
  number in the last second, statistics in application program, 2-5
  ratio of cells to maximum line rate as floating point exponential, statistics in application program, 2-5
  ratio of cells to maximum line rate as percentage, statistics in application program, 2-5
  total average per second, statistics in application program, 2-5
  total received, statistics in application program, 2-5
CER, in application program, 2-7
CES, A-3
CIR, A-3
Circuit names, in application program, 2-5
Cleaning, of fiber optical cables and accessories, 6-4
CLNAP, in application program, 2-5
Clock Source, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
  Emulate A mode, 7-8
  Emulate B mode, 7-13
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-8
  Internal Loop B mode, 7-13
for AIM-305-1
  Emulate A mode, 8-7
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-7
for AIM-306-1
  Emulate A mode, 9-7
  Emulate B mode, 9-12
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-7
  Internal Loop B mode, 9-12
CLP, 1-7, A-3
Transmit Idle Header Values subfield, field on ATM Interface Setup screen, ATM UNI cell format
for AIM-302-1
  Emulate A mode, 7-10
  Emulate B mode, 7-14
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-10
  Internal Loop B mode, 7-14
for AIM-305-1
  Emulate A mode, 8-9
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-9
for AIM-306-1
  Emulate A mode, 9-10
Emulate B mode, 9-14
Internal Loop A mode, 9-10
Internal Loop B mode, 9-14
CLP ON, softkey, 11-6, 11-8, 11-9
CLR, A-3
in application program, 2-7
CLS, A-3
CMR, in application program, 2-7
Coaxial, copper wire, 6-2
Coaxial cables, 5-7, 5-9, 6-6
Coaxial interfaces
  Emulate A mode, 4-2
  Emulate B mode, 4-3
  Internal Loopback A mode, 4-3
  Internal Loopback B mode, 4-3
  Monitor mode, 4-1
Components
  viewing interior of INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS unit, B-6
  viewing interior of INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM unit, B-4
COND, softkey, 11-6, 11-8, 11-9
Connector, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
  for AIM – 302 – 1
    Emulate A mode, 7-5
    Emulate B mode, 7-11
    Internal Loop A mode, 7-5
    Internal Loop B mode, 7-11
    Monitor mode, 7-3
  for AIM – 306 – 1
    Emulate A mode, 9-5
    Emulate B mode, 9-11
    Internal Loop A mode, 9-5
    Internal Loop B mode, 9-11
    Monitor mode, 9-3
Connectors
  adaptors, 6-5
  caps for, 6-3
  type, 6-1, 6-14
Constant Bit Rate Performance Test, Statistics,
  Trace, and Emulation, ATM (Broadband), application program, 2-7
Content, ATM (Broadband) testing, service-level testing, 2-3
CONTIN, softkey, 11-2
Copper wire
  coaxial, 6-2
  transmit DS – 3, E3, and STS – 1, 5-7, 5-9
Coupler
  for multi-mode optical cables, 6-13, 6-14
  for single-mode optical cables, 6-10
CPCS, A-3
CPCS header, in ATM, AAL 3/4, 1-14
CPCS trailer, in ATM
  AAL 3/4, 1-14
  AAL 5, 1-19
CPCS – UU, 1-19, A-3
CPE, A-3
CPI, 1-14, 1-19, A-3
CPM board, view as a component, B-4, B-6
CRC, 1-11, 1-16, 1-19, 1-21, A-4
CRS, A-4
CSI, 1-11, A-4
CTD, in application program, 2-7

D

DANGER from LASER, 5-4
Data, ATM transmission, 1-1
DCC, A-4
DISABLE, mode on Line Setup screen, 2-10
Disable mode
  for AIM – 302 – 1, sample setup screen, 7-2
  for AIM – 305 – 1, sample setup screen, 8-2
  for AIM – 306 – 1, sample setup screen, 9-2
DISABLE softkey, 7-2, 8-2, 9-2
  in the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, for allocating memory via the Line Setup screen, 2-10
Discovery mode, in application program, 2-5
DMA board, view as a component, B-4, B-6
DS – 3, 5-7, 5-8, 5-9, 6-1, 6-2, 6-6, A-4
  direct, statistics
    DS3 AIS, 10-4
    DS3 Frame Errors, 10-6
    DS3 Idle Code, 10-5
    DS3 OOF, 10-4
    DS3 Parity Errors, 10-6
    DS3 Path Parity Errs, 10-6
    DS3 X-bit RAI, 10-5
    Line Code Violations, 10-6
    LOC, 10-5
    PLCP FEBE Errors, 10-6
    Signal Fault, 10-4
PLCP, statistics
  DS3 AIS, 10-7
  DS3 FEBE Errors, 10-10
  DS3 Frame Errors, 10-9
  DS3 Idle Code, 10-8
  DS3 OOF, 10-7
  DS3 Parity Errors, 10-9
  DS3 Path Parity Errors, 10-10
  DS3 X-bit RAI, 10-8
  Line Code Violations, 10-9
  PLCP BIP Errors, 10-10
  PLCP FEBE All Ones, 10-10
  PLCP FEBE Errors, 10-10
  PLCP Frame Errors, 10-10
  PLCP G1 RAI, 10-8
  PLCP Invalid FEBE, 10-10
  PLCP LOF, 10-8
  PLCP LOF 2-3, 10-8
  PLCP OOF, 10-8
  Signal Fault, 10-7

DS-3 direct, ATM Interface Module, sample statistics screen
  first page, 10-4
  second page, 10-5

DS-3 framing
  53-octet direct, statistics for, 10-3
  57-octet PLCP, statistics for, 10-6

DS-3 PLCP, ATM Interface Module, sample statistics screen
  first page, 10-7
  second page, 10-9

DS3 AIS, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 direct, 10-4
  DS-3 PLCP, 10-7

DS3 FEBE Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module, DS-3 PLCP, 10-10

DS3 Frame Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 direct, 10-6
  DS-3 PLCP, 10-9

DS3 Idle Code, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 direct, 10-5
  DS-3 PLCP, 10-8

DS3 OOF, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 direct, 10-4
  DS-3 PLCP, 10-7

DS3 Parity Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 direct, 10-6

DS-3 PLCP, 10-9

DS3 Path Parity Errs, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 direct, 10-6
  DS-3 PLCP, 10-10

DS3 X-bit RAI, statistics for ATM Interface Module, DS-3 PLCP, 10-8

DS3X-bit RAI, statistics for ATM Interface Module, DS-3 direct, 10-5

DXI, A-4

E

E1, A-4

E3, 5-7, 5-8, 5-9, 6-2, 6-6, A-4
  ATM Interface Module, sample statistics screen, first page, 10-11
direct
  sample statistics screen, second page, 10-12
  statistics
    B1 BIP Errors, 10-13
    E3 AIS, 10-11
    E3 LOF, 10-12
    E3 LOF 2-3, 10-12
    E3 OOF, 10-12
    EM BIP Errors, 10-13
    Line Code Violations, 10-12
    LOC, 10-12
    MA FEBE Errors, 10-13
    MA FERF Errors, 10-13
    Pay. Type Mismatch, 10-13
    Signal Fault, 10-11

PLCP, statistics
  A-bit Yellow, 10-15
  Alarm Ind Signal, 10-14
  FEBE All Ones, 10-16
  Frame Errors, 10-15
  Invalid FEBE, 10-16
  Line Code Violations, 10-15
  Out-of-Frame, 10-14
  PLCP BIP Errors, 10-16
  PLCP FEBE Errors, 10-16
  PLCP Frame Errors, 10-16
  PLCP LOF, 10-14
  PLCP LOF 2-3, 10-15
  PLCP OOF, 10-14
  PLCP Yellow, 10-15
  Signal Fault, 10-14

E3 AIS, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 direct, 10-11

E3 framing
  53-octet direct, statistics for, 10-10
57-octet PLCP, statistics for, 10-13
E3 LOF, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 direct, 10-12
E3 LOF 2–3, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 direct, 10-12
E3 OOF, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 direct, 10-12
E3 PLCP, ATM Interface Module, sample statistics screen
first page, 10-14
second page, 10-15
Easy View menu system, INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 3-2
EFCI, A-4
EM BIP, softkey, 11-3
EM BIP Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 direct, 10-13
Emulate A mode, 4-2
for AIM–302–1, 7-5–7-10
sample setup screen, 7-9
setup screen selections, 7-6
for AIM–305–1, 8-5–8-10
sample setup screen, 8-5
setup screen selections, 8-6
for AIM–306–1, 9-5–9-10
sample setup screen, 9-6
setup screen selections, 9-8
Emulate B mode, 4-3
for AIM–302–1, 7-11–7-16
sample setup screen, 7-11
setup screen selections, 7-12
for AIM–306–1, 9-11–9-14
sample setup screen, 9-11
setup screen selections, 9-12
Emulating, cable diagrams
with coaxial cables, 6-16–6-17
with multi–mode optical cables, 6-38–6-41
with single–mode optical cables, 6-26–6-29
Emulation application programs
Cell Mode, 2-6
LANE (LAN Emulation), 2-6
Signalling, 2-6
Emulation with Trace and Statistics, application program, ATM (Broadband), 2-6
Encapsulated protocols, ATM (Broadband) testing, service–level testing, 2-3
EPC, 1-11, A-4

Error conditions, statistics, 10-1
Error injection
in application program, 2-7
in physical statistics, 11-1
Error–free seconds, statistics, 10-1
Errored cells, in application program, 2-7
Errored seconds, statistics, 10-1
Errors, ATM (Broadband) testing, physical indicator, 2-3
Etag, 1-14, A-5
EVENT, softkey, 11-2

F
FEB board, view as a component, B-4
FEBE, A-5
FEBE All Ones, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 PLCP, 10-16
FECN, A-5
FERF, A-5
Fiber
care of cables, 6-3
cleaning of cables, 6-4
Fiber optical cables
multi–mode, 6-11
adaptor, 6-13
coupler, 6-13, 6-14
splitter, 6-12
multimode, 5-7, 5-9
single–mode, 6-7
adaptor, 6-9
attenuator, 6-9
coupler, 6-10
splitter, 6-8
single–mode long–reach, 5-7
Fiber optical connectors, ST and SC, 6-5
Fiber optical signal, 6-1
multi–mode, 6-2
Format, ATM (Broadband) testing, service–level testing, 2-3
Frame Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 PLCP, 10-15
Frame Relay
ANSI, in application program, 2-5
LMI, in application program, 2-5
on–line application programs, 2-4
VBR data application, INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, 2-3

Framing
field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM–302–1
  Emulate A mode, 7-7
  Emulate B mode, 7-11
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-7
  Internal Loop B mode, 7-11
  Monitor mode, 7-3
for AIM–305–1
  Emulate A mode, 8-5
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-5
  Monitor mode, 8-3
for AIM–306–1
  Emulate A mode, 9-6
  Emulate B mode, 9-11
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-6
  Internal Loop B mode, 9-11
  Monitor mode, 9-3
HEC, in ATM, 1-3
PLCP, in ATM, 1-3

Front End Buffer screen, unavailable for INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 3-3
FRS, A-5

G
G1 RAI, softkey, 11-7
GBM board, view as a component, B-4, B-6
GCRA(I,L), A-5
Generate BIP errors, in application program, 2-7
GFC, 1-7, A-5
Transmit Idle Header Values subfield, field on ATM Interface Setup screen, ATM UNI cell format
for AIM–302–1
  Emulate A mode, 7-10
  Emulate B mode, 7-14
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-10
  Internal Loop B mode, 7-14
for AIM–305–1
  Emulate A mode, 8-9
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-9
for AIM–306–1
  Emulate A mode, 9-10
  Emulate B mode, 9-14
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-10
  Internal Loop B mode, 9-14

H
Hardware, physical dimensions
INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 3-1
INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, 2-3
Hazardous areas, B-5, B-7
Header, ATM, 1-5
HEC, 1-7, A-5
HEC Correction, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM–302–1
  Emulate A mode, 7-9
  Emulate B mode, 7-13
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-9
  Internal Loop B mode, 7-13
  Monitor mode, 7-5
for AIM–305–1
  Emulate A mode, 8-8
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-8
  Monitor mode, 8-5
for AIM–306–1
  Emulate A mode, 9-9
  Emulate B mode, 9-13
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-9
  Internal Loop B mode, 9-13
  Monitor mode, 9-5

HEC framing
for ATM, 1-1, 2-7
in ATM, 1-3
High Gain Side A (and B), field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM–302–1
  Emulate A mode, 7-7
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-7
  Monitor mode, 7-3
for AIM–306–1
  Emulate A mode, 8-7, 9-6
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-7, 9-6
  Monitor mode, 8-3, 9-3
Histogram display, of 12 bins sized automatically or
by user, statistics in application program, 2-5
History, bar chart screen of past 12 seconds, statistics in application program, 2-5

I
ICD, A-5
ICIP, A-5
IDLE, softkey, 11-2, 11-7
Idle Cell Payload, Transmit Idle Header Values sub-field, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
ATM UNI cell format
for AIM–302–1
  Emulate A mode, 7-10
  Emulate B mode, 7-14
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-10
  Internal Loop B mode, 7-14
for AIM–305–1
  Emulate A mode, 8-9
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-9
for AIM–306–1
  Emulate A mode, 9-10
  Emulate B mode, 9-14
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-10
  Internal Loop B mode, 9-14
SMDS cell format
for AIM–302–1
  Emulate A mode, 7-10
  Emulate B mode, 7-15
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-10
  Internal Loop B mode, 7-15
for AIM–305–1
  Emulate A mode, 8-9
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-9
for AIM–306–1
  Emulate A mode, 9-10
  Emulate B mode, 9-14
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-10
  Internal Loop B mode, 9-14

IE, A-5
IEC, A-5
IETF, A-5
ILMI, A-5
  ATM (Broadband) testing, management protocol, 2-3
    in application program, 2-5
Injecting errors, in application program, 2-7
Installation, ATM Interface Module, 5-11
Interface accessory kits, 5-7, 5-9
Interface Control screen, unavailable for INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 3-3
Interfaces
  metallic, overview, 5-5
  optical, overview, 5-6
Internal Loop A mode
for AIM–302–1, 7-5
  sample setup screen, 7-9
  setup screen selections, 7-6
  for AIM–305–1, 8-5–8-10
    sample setup screen, 8-5
    setup screen selections, 8-6
  for AIM–306–1, 9-5
    sample setup screen, 9-6
    setup screen selections, 9-8
Internal Loop B mode
for AIM–302–1, 7-11–7-16
  sample setup screen, 7-11
  setup screen selections, 7-12
  for AIM–306–1, 9-11–9-14
    sample setup screen, 9-11
    setup screen selections, 9-12
Internal Loopback A mode, 4-3
Internal Loopback B mode, 4-3
INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 1-1, 2-3, 3-1, B-3
  illustration, 2-2
INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, 1-1, 2-3, 2-11, 3-1, B-3
  illustration, 2-2, B-2
Invalid FEBE, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 PLCP, 10-16
IP, A-5
IWF, A-5

L
L AIS, softkey, 11-9
L RDI, softkey, 11-10
LAN, A-6
LAN Emulation, emulation application program, 2-6
LAN Emulation protocols, in application program, 2-5
LAN encapsulation, VBR data application, INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, 2-3
LANE, emulation application program, 2-6
LASER, danger from, 5-5, 5-7, 5-8, 6-2
LB, A-6
LEC, A-6
Length, 1-14, 1-19, A-6
LI, A-6
Line AIS, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS–1, 10-17
Line Code Violations, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS–3 direct, 10-6
DS-3 PLCP, 10-9
E3 direct, 10-12
E3 PLCP, 10-15
STS-1, 10-18

Line FEBE Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS-1, 10-20

Line Impedance, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
  Emulate A mode, 7-8
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-8
  Monitor mode, 7-4
for AIM-305-1
  Emulate A mode, 8-7
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-7
  Monitor mode, 8-4
for AIM-306-1
  Emulate A mode, 9-7
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-7
  Monitor mode, 9-4

Line RDI Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS-1, 10-20

Line Setup screen
  disabled, 2-10
for the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, for allocating memory, 2-10
  DISABLE softkey, 2-10
unavailable for INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 3-3

Line violations, statistics, 10-1

LOC, A-6
  statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 direct, 10-5
  E3 direct, 10-12
  STS-1, 10-18

LOF, A-6

LOS, A-6

Lost cells, in application program, 2-7

MAN, A-6
Management protocol, ILMI, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3

MBS, A-6
Media, ATM, 1-5

Memory allocation, with the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, for ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-9

Metallic interfaces, overview, 5-5

MF, A-6
MIB, A-6
MID, 1-16, A-6

Misinserted cells, in application program, 2-7

MODE, softkey, 11-2

Mode field
  AIM-302-1, 7-2, 7-5
  AIM-305-1, 7-2, 8-2
  AIM-306-1, 7-2, 9-2

Monitor mode, 4-1
for AIM-302-1, 7-3-7-5
  sample setup screen, 7-3
  setup screen selections, 7-4
for AIM-305-1, 8-3-8-5
  sample setup screen, 8-3
  setup screen selections, 8-4
for AIM-306-1, 9-3-9-5
  sample setup screen, 9-3
  setup screen selections, 9-4

Monitor Transmission, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
  Emulate A mode, 7-7
  Emulate B mode, 7-12

Maintain, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
  Emulate A mode, 7-8
  Emulate B mode, 7-13
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-8
  Internal Loop B mode, 7-13
  Monitor mode, 7-5
for AIM-305-1
  Emulate A mode, 8-8
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-8
  Monitor mode, 8-4
for AIM-306-1
  Emulate A mode, 9-7
  Emulate B mode, 9-13
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-7
  Internal Loop B mode, 9-13
  Monitor mode, 9-5

MA FEBE Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 direct, 10-13

MA FERF, softkey, 11-8

MA FERF Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 direct, 10-13

MA TIME, softkey, 11-8

M

MIB, A-6
MID, 1-16, A-6

Misinserted cells, in application program, 2-7

MODE, softkey, 11-2

Mode field
  AIM-302-1, 7-2, 7-5
  AIM-305-1, 7-2, 8-2
  AIM-306-1, 7-2, 9-2

Monitor mode, 4-1
for AIM-302-1, 7-3-7-5
  sample setup screen, 7-3
  setup screen selections, 7-4
for AIM-305-1, 8-3-8-5
  sample setup screen, 8-3
  setup screen selections, 8-4
for AIM-306-1, 9-3-9-5
  sample setup screen, 9-3
  setup screen selections, 9-4

Monitor Transmission, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
  Emulate A mode, 7-7
  Emulate B mode, 7-12

Maintain, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
  Emulate A mode, 7-8
  Emulate B mode, 7-13
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-8
  Internal Loop B mode, 7-13
  Monitor mode, 7-5
for AIM-305-1
  Emulate A mode, 8-8
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-8
  Monitor mode, 8-4
for AIM-306-1
  Emulate A mode, 9-7
  Emulate B mode, 9-13
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-7
  Internal Loop B mode, 9-13
  Monitor mode, 9-5

MAN, A-6
Management protocol, ILMI, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3

MBS, A-6
Media, ATM, 1-5

Memory allocation, with the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, for ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-9

Metallic interfaces, overview, 5-5

MF, A-6
MIB, A-6
MID, 1-16, A-6

Misinserted cells, in application program, 2-7

MODE, softkey, 11-2

Mode field
  AIM-302-1, 7-2, 7-5
  AIM-305-1, 7-2, 8-2
  AIM-306-1, 7-2, 9-2

Monitor mode, 4-1
for AIM-302-1, 7-3-7-5
  sample setup screen, 7-3
  setup screen selections, 7-4
for AIM-305-1, 8-3-8-5
  sample setup screen, 8-3
  setup screen selections, 8-4
for AIM-306-1, 9-3-9-5
  sample setup screen, 9-3
  setup screen selections, 9-4

Monitor Transmission, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
  Emulate A mode, 7-7
  Emulate B mode, 7-12

Maintain, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
  Emulate A mode, 7-8
  Emulate B mode, 7-13
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-8
  Internal Loop B mode, 7-13
  Monitor mode, 7-5
for AIM-305-1
  Emulate A mode, 8-8
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-8
  Monitor mode, 8-4
for AIM-306-1
  Emulate A mode, 9-7
  Emulate B mode, 9-13
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-7
  Internal Loop B mode, 9-13
  Monitor mode, 9-5

MAN, A-6
Management protocol, ILMI, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3

MBS, A-6
Media, ATM, 1-5

Memory allocation, with the INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, for ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-9

Metallic interfaces, overview, 5-5

MF, A-6
MIB, A-6
MID, 1-16, A-6

Misinserted cells, in application program, 2-7

MODE, softkey, 11-2

Mode field
  AIM-302-1, 7-2, 7-5
  AIM-305-1, 7-2, 8-2
  AIM-306-1, 7-2, 9-2

Monitor mode, 4-1
for AIM-302-1, 7-3-7-5
  sample setup screen, 7-3
  setup screen selections, 7-4
for AIM-305-1, 8-3-8-5
  sample setup screen, 8-3
  setup screen selections, 8-4
for AIM-306-1, 9-3-9-5
  sample setup screen, 9-3
  setup screen selections, 9-4

Monitor Transmission, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
  Emulate A mode, 7-7
  Emulate B mode, 7-12
Internal Loop A mode, 7-7  
Internal Loop B mode, 7-12  
for AIM-305-1  
  Emulate A mode, 8-7  
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-7  
for AIM-306-1  
  Emulate A mode, 9-7  
  Emulate B mode, 9-11  
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-7  
  Internal Loop B mode, 9-11

Monitoring  
cable diagrams  
  with coaxial cables, 6-14-6-15  
  with multi-mode optical cables, 6-34-6-37  
  with single-mode optical cables, 6-20-6-25  
in repeater mode, 4-1  
  with splitter cables, 4-1

MPM board, view as a component, B-4, B-6

MPM boards, switch settings  
  for ATM EXPRESS units, B-8  
  for PLUS ATM units, B-8

MUL HEC, softkey, 11-3, 11-4, 11-5

Multi-mode optical cables, 6-11  
adaptor, 6-13  
coupler, 6-13, 6-14  
splitter, 6-12

Multi-mode optical interfaces  
  Emulate A mode, 4-2  
  Emulate B mode, 4-3  
  Internal Loopback A mode, 4-3  
  Internal Loopback B mode, 4-3  
  Monitor mode, 4-2

Multimode fiber optical cables, 5-7, 5-9

Multimode optical cables, 6-5

N

NCI, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield, field on  
ATM Interface Setup screen, SMDS cell format  
for AIM-302-1  
  Emulate A mode, 7-10  
  Emulate B mode, 7-15  
  Internal Loop A mode, 7-10  
  Internal Loop B mode, 7-15  
for AIM-305-1  
  Emulate A mode, 8-9  
  Internal Loop A mode, 8-9  
for AIM-306-1  
  Emulate A mode, 9-10  
  Emulate B mode, 9-14  
  Internal Loop A mode, 9-10  
  Internal Loop B mode, 9-14

Nibble-stuffing, DS-3 PLCP framing, 1-23

NLPID, A-7

NNI, A-7

NPC, A-7

NRM, A-7

NSAP, A-7

NT, A-7

O

OA&M, A-7  
See also OAM Cells

OAM. See OA&M

OAM cells, in ATM, 1-21

OC-1, A-7

OC-3, A-7

OC-3c, 5-7, 5-8, 5-9, 6-1, 6-2, A-7

OOF, A-7

Operating modes, 4-1

Operations and Maintenance cells. See OAM cells

Optical accessory kits, 5-10

Optical cables  
  multi-mode, 6-11  
    adaptor, 6-13  
    coupler, 6-13, 6-14  
    splitter, 6-12  
  single-mode, 6-7  
    adaptor, 6-9  
    attenuator, 6-9  
    coupler, 6-10  
    splitter, 6-8

Optical interfaces, overview, 5-6

Optical signal, long-reach, 5-7

OSI  
  Data Link Layer 2, in ATM, 1-2  
  Physical Medium Layer 1, in ATM, 1-2

Out-of-Frame, statistics for ATM Interface Module,  
E3 PLCP, 10-14
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P

P AIS, softkey, 11-12
P FERF, softkey, 11-12
P RDI, softkey, 11-11
Packet-switching features, for ATM, 1-1
Path AIS, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS-1, 10-18
Path configuration, in application program, 2-5
Path FEBE Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS-1, 10-19
Path PERF Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS-1, 10-20
Path RDI, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS-1, 10-18
PAY CRC, softkey, 11-3, 11-4, 11-5
PAY Type Mismatch, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 direct, 10-13
Payload Scrambling, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
  for AIM-302-1
    Emulate A mode, 7-9
    Emulate B mode, 7-13
    Internal Loop A mode, 7-9
    Internal Loop B mode, 7-13
    Monitor mode, 7-5
  for AIM-305-1
    Emulate A mode, 8-8
    Internal Loop A mode, 8-8
    Monitor mode, 8-5
  for AIM-306-1
    Emulate A mode, 9-9
    Emulate B mode, 9-13
    Internal Loop A mode, 9-9
    Internal Loop B mode, 9-13
    Monitor mode, 9-5
PCM board, view as a component, B-4, B-6
PCR, A-7
PDN, A-7
PDU, A-7
PHY, A-8
Physical dimensions, size and weight
INTerview 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 3-1
INTerview 8800 PLUS ATM, 2-3
Physical indicators
  alarms, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3
  errors, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3
Physical Layer, in ATM, 1-3
Physical Layer Convergence Protocol. See PLCP framing
Physical Layer Statistics, 10-1
PHYSTAT softkey, 10-3, 10-6, 10-11, 10-13, 10-16
PLCP, A-8
PLCP BIP Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 PLCP, 10-10
  E3 PLCP, 10-16
PLCP FEBE All Ones, statistics for ATM Interface Module, DS-3 PLCP, 10-10
PLCP FEBE Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 direct, 10-6
  DS-3 PLCP, 10-10
  E3 PLCP, 10-16
PLCP Frame Errors, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 PLCP, 10-10
  E3 PLCP, 10-16
PLCP framing
  for ATM, 1-1, 2-7
  in ATM, 1-3
PLCP G1 RAI, statistics for ATM Interface Module, DS-3 PLCP, 10-8
PLCP Invalid FEBE, statistics for ATM Interface Module, DS-3 PLCP, 10-10
PLCP LOF, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 PLCP, 10-8
  E3 PLCP, 10-14
PLCP LOF 2-3, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 PLCP, 10-8
  E3 PLCP, 10-15
PLCP mapping, for DS3 format, 1-23
PLCP OOF, statistics for ATM Interface Module
  DS-3 PLCP, 10-8
  E3 PLCP, 10-14
PLCP Yellow, statistics for ATM Interface Module, E3 PLCP, 10-15
PMD, A-8
Power up
  INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 3-1
    screen display, 3-2
  INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, 2-8
    screen display, 2-8
Precautions, with fiber optical cables and accessories, 6-3

ATM Index-16

SEP '95
Program menu, INTERVIEW 8750 ATM EXPRESS, 3-2
altered screen display, 3-3

Programming, for INTERVIEW 8000 Series units, 2-9

Protocol testing (WAN), INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, 2-7

PT, Transmit Idle Header Values subfield, field on ATM Interface Setup screen, ATM UNI cell format
for AIM-302-1
- Emulate A mode, 7-10
- Emulate B mode, 7-14
- Internal Loop A mode, 7-10
- Internal Loop B mode, 7-14
for AIM-305-1
- Emulate A mode, 8-9
- Internal Loop A mode, 8-9
for AIM-306-1
- Emulate A mode, 9-10
- Emulate B mode, 9-14
- Internal Loop A mode, 9-10
- Internal Loop B mode, 9-14

PTI, 1-7, A-8
PVC, A-8

Q
QoS, A-8
QOS measurements, ATM (Broadband) testing, cell-level testing, 2-3
Quality Of Service measurement, in application program, 2-7

R
RATE, softkey, 11-1, 11-5
Rate, statistics column heading, 10-1
Raw cells, in application program, 2-5
Rcvd A, statistics column heading, 10-1
Rcvd B, statistics column heading, 10-1
Rcvd T, statistics column heading, 10-1
RDI, A-8
Reassembled packets, in application program, 2-5
Recording WAN data, while simultaneously testing ATM (Broadband), 2-9

Reload, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
- Emulate A mode, 7-8
- Emulate B mode, 7-13
- Internal Loop A mode, 7-8
- Internal Loop B mode, 7-13
- Monitor mode, 7-5
for AIM-305-1
- Emulate A mode, 8-8
- Internal Loop A mode, 8-8
- Monitor mode, 8-4
for AIM-306-1
- Emulate A mode, 9-9
- Emulate B mode, 9-13
- Internal Loop A mode, 9-9
- Internal Loop B mode, 9-13
- Monitor mode, 9-5

Repeater mode, for monitoring, 4-1
RFC-1483, in application program, 2-5
RFC-1577, in application program, 2-5
RG-59, coaxial cables, 6-6
RX
collider for DS-3/E3/STS-1, metallic receive connectors for Side A and Side B, 5-8, 5-9
collider for SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1, single- and multi-mode receive fiber optic, 5-8, 5-9

S
SAP, A-8
SAR, A-8
SAR header, in ATM, AAL 3/4, 1-16
SAR trailer, in ATM, AAL 3/4, 1-16
SC, 1-11, A-9
SC connectors, 6-5
SCR, A-9
SDH, A-9
SDH frames, ATM, 1-5
SDU, A-9
Service—level testing
- CBR, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3
- content, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3
- encapsulated protocols, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3
- format, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3
- VBR, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3

Setup Menu, 7-1, 8-1, 9-1
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ATM Index-17
SETUP softkey, 3-3
Sig Label Mismatch, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS-1, 10-20
Signal
type and sensitivity, 6-14
type and strength, 6-1
Signal Fault, statistics for ATM Interface Module
DS-3 direct, 10-4
direct, 10-7
E3 direct, 10-11
E3 PLCP, 10-14
STS-1, 10-17
STS-3c/STM-1, 10-20
Signal levels, 5-7
Signal—fault seconds, statistics, 10-1
Signalling and management, B—ISDN signalling, ATM (Broadband) testing, 2-3
Signalling Circuit, emulation application program, 2-6
SINGLE, softkey, 11-2
Single—mode fiber optical cables, long—reach, 5-7
Single—mode optical cables, 6-5, 6-7
adaptor, 6-9
attenuator, 6-9
coupler, 6-10
splitter, 6-8
Single—mode optical interfaces
Emulate A mode, 4-2
Emulate B mode, 4-3
Internal Loopback A mode, 4-3
Internal Loopback B mode, 4-3
Monitor mode, 4-1
SIP, A-9
SMDS, A-9
in application program, 2-5
on—line application programs, 2-4
VBR data application, INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS
ATM, 2-3
SN, 1-10, 1-16, A-9
SNAP, A-9
SNG HEC, softkey, 11-3, 11-4
SNMP, A-9
SNP, 1-10, A-9
Softkey racks, for physical layer statistics, 10-2
Softkeys
0 FEBE, 11-6, 11-8, 11-9
1 FEBE, 11-6, 11-8, 11-9
AIS, 11-7, 11-9
B1, 11-3, 11-4, 11-5
B2, 11-4
B2 1, 11-5
B2 2, 11-5
B2 3, 11-5
B2 ALL, 11-5
B3, 11-4, 11-5
BURST, 11-2
CLP ON, 11-6, 11-8, 11-9
COND, 11-6, 11-8, 11-9
CONTIN, 11-2
EM BIP, 11-3
EVENT, 11-2
G1 RAI, 11-7
IDLE, 11-2, 11-7
L AIS, 11-9
L RDI, 11-10
MA FERF, 11-8
MA TIME, 11-8
MODE, 11-2
MUL HEC, 11-3, 11-4, 11-5
P AIS, 11-12
P FERF, 11-12
P RDI, 11-11
PAY CRC, 11-3, 11-4, 11-5
RATE, 11-1, 11-5
SINGLE, 11-2
SNG HEC, 11-3, 11-4
SPE UN, 11-12
X RAI, 11-7
SONET, A-9
SONET frames, ATM, 1-5
SPE Cell Mapping, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM—302—1
Emulate A mode, 7-7
Internal Loop A mode, 7-7
Monitor mode, 7-4
for AIM—305—1
Emulate A mode, 8-7
Internal Loop A mode, 8-7
Monitor mode, 8-3
for AIM—306—1
Emulate A mode, 9-6
Internal Loop A mode, 9-6
Monitor mode, 9-4
SPE UN, softkey, 11-12
Splitter cable, colors, 6-5
Splitter cables, for monitoring, 4-1
SSCS, A-9
ST, 1-16, A-10
ST connectors, 6-5
Static electricity, precautions, 5-11
Statistics
AIM 302
DS–3 direct, sample screen
  first page, 10-4
  second page, 10-5
DS–3 PLCP, sample screen
  first page, 10-7
  second page, 10-9
E3, sample screen, first page, 10-11
E3 direct, sample screen, second page, 10-12
E3 PLCP, sample screen
  first page, 10-14
  second page, 10-15
STS–1, sample screen
  first page, 10-17
  second page, 10-19
ATM Interface Module
DS–3 direct
  DS3 AIS, 10-4
  DS3 Frame Errors, 10-6
  DS3 Idle Code, 10-5
  DS3 OOF, 10-4
  DS3 Parity Errors, 10-6
  DS3 Path Parity Errs, 10-6
  DS3 X−bit RAI, 10-5
  Line Code Violations, 10-6
  LOC, 10-5
  PLCP FEBE Errors, 10-6
  Signal Fault, 10-4
DS–3 PLCP
  DS3 AIS, 10-7
  DS3 FEBE Errors, 10-10
  DS3 Frame Errors, 10-9
  DS3 Idle Code, 10-8
  DS3 OOF, 10-7
  DS3 Parity Errors, 10-9
  DS3 Path Parity Errs, 10-10
  DS3 X−bit RAI, 10-8
  Line Code Violations, 10-9
  PLCP BIP Errors, 10-10
  PLCP FEBE All Ones, 10-10
  PLCP FEBE Errors, 10-10
  PLCP Frame Errors, 10-10
  PLCP G1 RAI, 10-8
  PLCP Invalid FEBE, 10-10
  PLCP LOF, 10-8
  PLCP LOF 2–3, 10-8
  PLCP OOF, 10-8
  Signal Fault, 10-7
E3 direct
  B1 BIP Errors, 10-13
  E3 AIS, 10-11
  E3 LOF, 10-12
  E3 LOF 2–3, 10-12
  E3 OOF, 10-12
  EM BIP Errors, 10-13
  Line Code Violations, 10-12
  LOC, 10-12
  MA FEBE Errors, 10-13
  MA FERF Errors, 10-13
  Pay. Type Mismatch, 10-13
  Signal Fault, 10-11
E3 PLCP
  A-bit Yellow, 10-15
  Alarm Ind Signal, 10-14
  FEBE All Ones, 10-16
  Frame Errors, 10-15
  Invalid FEBE, 10-16
  Line Code Violations, 10-15
  Out-of-Frame, 10-14
  PLCP BIP Errors, 10-16
  PLCP FEBE Errors, 10-16
  PLCP Frame Errors, 10-16
  PLCP LOF, 10-14
  PLCP LOF 2–3, 10-15
  PLCP OOF, 10-14
  PLCP Yellow, 10-15
  Signal Fault, 10-14
STS–1
  B1 BIP Errors, 10-19
  B2 BIP Errors, 10-19
  B3 BIP Errors, 10-19
  Line AIS, 10-17
  Line Code Violations, 10-18
  Line FEBE Errors, 10-20
  Line RDI Errors, 10-20
  LOC, 10-18
  Path AIS, 10-18
  Path FEBE Errors, 10-19
  Path FERF Errors, 10-20
  Path RDI, 10-18
  Sig Label Mismatch, 10-20
  Signal Fault, 10-17
  STS LOF, 10-18
  STS LOF 2–3, 10-18
  STS LOOP, 10-17
  STS OOF, 10-18
  STS–3c/STM–1, Signal Fault, 10-20

column heading
  C for “Current”, 10-1
  Rate, 10-1
  Rcvd A, 10-1
  Rcvd B, 10-1
  Rcvd T, 10-1
DS-3 framing
53-octet direct, 10-3
57-octet PLCP, 10-6

E3 framing
53-octet direct, 10-10
57-octet PLCP, 10-13
error conditions, 10-1
error injection, 11-1
error-free seconds, 10-1
errored seconds, 10-1
in application program
average cells per last 12 seconds, 2-5
history display of past 12 seconds, 2-5
maximum and minimum cells per second and occurrence time, 2-5
number of cells in the last second, 2-5
of 12 bins sized automatically or by user, 2-5
ratio of cells to maximum line rate as floating point exponential, 2-5
total average cells per second, 2-5
total cells received, 2-5
of cells to maximum line rate as percentage, 2-5
total average cells per second, 2-5
line violations, 10-1
physical layer, softkey racks, 10-2
signal-fault seconds, 10-1
STM-1 framing, 10-20
STS-1 framing, 10-16, 10-20
test duration, 10-1

Statistics, Trace, and Emulation, application program, ATM (Broadband), Constant Bit Rate Performance Test, 2-7

STM, A-10
STM-1, 5-7, 5-8, 5-9, 6-1, 6-2
STM-1 framing, statistics for, 10-20
STS LOF, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS-1, 10-18
STS LOF 2–3, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS-1, 10-18
STS LOP, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS-1, 10-17
STS OOF, statistics for ATM Interface Module, STS-1, 10-18
STS-1, 5-7, 5-8, 5-9, 6-1, 6-2, 6-6
ATM Interface Module
sample statistics screen
first page, 10-17
second page, 10-19
statistics
B1 BIP Errors, 10-19
B2 BIP Errors, 10-19
B3 BIP Errors, 10-19
Line AIS, 10-17
Line Code Violations, 10-18
Line FEBE Errors, 10-20
Line RDI Errors, 10-20
LOC, 10-18
Path AIS, 10-18
Path FEBE Errors, 10-19
Path FERF Errors, 10-20
Path RDI, 10-18
Sig Label Mismatch, 10-20
Signal Fault, 10-17
STS LOF, 10-18
STS LOF 2–3, 10-18
STS LOP, 10-17
STS OOF, 10-18

STS-1 framing, statistics for, 10-16, 10-20
STS-3c/STM-1, ATM Interface Module, statistics, Signal Fault, 10-20
Successful cell transfers, in application program, 2-7

SVC, A-10

T
T1, A-10
T1/E1, in ATM, 1-1
T1/E1 testing, for ATM, 2-7
T3, A-10
TC, A-10
TCS, A-10
TDM, A-10
TE, A-10

Test duration, statistics, 10-1
Testing of WAN protocols, simultaneously with ATM, 7-2, 8-2, 9-2
Testing WAN protocols
INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, 2-7
simultaneously with ATM, 5-3

TM, A-10

Top enclosure, houses ACE and AIM boards, 5-3
Trace and Statistics, application program, ATM (Broadband), 2-5
Trap builder, in application program, 2-5
TS, A-10

TX, connector for DS-3/E3/STS-1, metallic transmit connector for Side A, 5-8, 5-9
TX Idle Cell Type, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
Internal Loop A mode, 7-9
Internal Loop B mode, 7-14
for AIM-305-1, Internal Loop A mode, 8-8
for AIM-306-1
Internal Loop A mode, 9-9
Internal Loop B mode, 9-13

Tx Idle Cell Type, field on ATM Interface Setup screen
for AIM-302-1
Emulate A mode, 7-9
Emulate B mode, 7-14
for AIM-305-1, Emulate A mode, 8-8
for AIM-306-1
Emulate A mode, 9-9
Emulate B mode, 9-13

TX/MM, connector for SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1, multimode transmit fiber optic, 5-8, 5-9

TX/SM, connector for SONET OC-3c and SDH STM-1, single-mode transmit fiber optic, 5-8

VC, A-11
Transmit Idle Header Values subfield, field on ATM Interface Setup screen, ATM UNI cell format
for AIM-302-1
Emulate A mode, 7-10
Emulate B mode, 7-14
Internal Loop A mode, 7-10
Internal Loop B mode, 7-14
for AIM-305-1
Emulate A mode, 8-9
Internal Loop A mode, 8-9
for AIM-306-1
Emulate A mode, 9-10
Emulate B mode, 9-14
Internal Loop A mode, 9-10
Internal Loop B mode, 9-14

VCC, A-11
VCI, 1-7, A-11
in application program, 2-5
Video, ATM transmission, 1-1
Voice, ATM transmission, 1-1
VP, A-11
Transmit Idle Header Values subfield, field on ATM Interface Setup screen, ATM UNI cell format
for AIM-302-1
Emulate A mode, 7-10
Emulate B mode, 7-14
Internal Loop A mode, 7-10
Internal Loop B mode, 7-14
for AIM-305-1
Emulate A mode, 8-9
Internal Loop A mode, 8-9
for AIM-306-1
Emulate A mode, 9-10
Emulate B mode, 9-14
Internal Loop A mode, 9-10
Internal Loop B mode, 9-14

VPC, A-11
VPI, 1-7, A-11
in application program, 2-5

Variable bit-rate data application
Frame Relay testing, INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, 2-3
LAN encapsulation testing, INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, 2-3
SMDS testing, INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, 2-3
VBR, A-11
ATM (Broadband) testing, service-level testing, 2-3
WAN, A-11
WAN data, recording simultaneously while testing ATM (Broadband), 2-9
WAN protocol testing, INTERVIEW 8800 PLUS ATM, 2-7
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WAN protocols, simultaneous testing with ATM, 5-3, 7-2, 8-2, 9-2

Warning sticker, inside top enclosure door, 5-4

X

X RAI, softkey, 11-7